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SMALL BUSINESS TAX REFORM

TUESDAY UNE 17, 1975

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUS--NESS,

AND TEE SUBCOMMITTEE ON FINANCE AL MARKETS
OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Wahington, D.C.
The committees met, pursuant to notice, at 9:40 a.m., in room 2221,

Dirksen Senate Office Building Senators Gaylord Nelson (chairman
of the Select Committee on Small Business) and Lloyd Bentsen
(chairman of the Subcommittee on Financial M4arkets of the Com-
mittee on Finance) presiding.

Present: Senators Nelson, Bentsen, Byrd, Clark, Javits, Brock,
Dole, and Packwood.

Also present: William B. Cherkasky, staff director and Herbert L.
Spira, tax counsel, Select Committee on Small Business- Richard R.
Rivers and Michael Rowny, professional staff, Senate Finance Com-
mittee; David Allen Office of Senator Bentsen; and Phillip Kawior,
Office of Senator Brock.

Senator BENTSEN [presiding]. The hearing will come to order.
I am very plea- ed to be here cochairing this with my distinguished

colleague, the Senator from Wisconsin Senator Nelson.
This morning the Senate Financial Markets Subcommittee and the

Senate Small Business Committee, open the first in a series of joint
hearings on the tax and financial problems currently facing our
Nation's small businessmen.

I include the family farmers and the ranchers in this category.
Americans too often forget the indispensable role of small business

in promoting healthy competition in our economy, creating jobs for a
growing work force and developing innovative ideas and products.
Small business, in many ways, is the essence of our country's promise.
It has always been relatively easy for an American to go into business
for himself; to become his own boss.

This has not only been good for the millions of individual Americans
who have set up their own businesses, but it has been good for our
economy and the country at large. This great diversity of ownership
has spurred competition, helping keep prices down helping to assure
a wide variety of goods ana services and helping bring strength and
resilience to our free enterprise system.

In recent years, though it has become more and more difficult for
Americans to go into business for themselves, and for those already
operating small businesses to keep their doors open or to resist urgings
to sell out to the giant concerns.

(1)
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Gentlemen, that is why you are here. I have a complete open.
ing statement that I am gong to insert in the record.

TThe prepared statement of Senator Bentsen follows :]
STATEMENT OF HoN. LLOYD BENTSEN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF- TEXAS

This morning the Senate Financial Markets Subcommittee and the Senate
Small Business Committee open the first in a series of Joint hearings on the tax
and financial problems currently facing our Nation's small business.

I include family farmers and ranchers in this category,
Americans too often forget the indispensable role of small business in promoting

healthy competition in our economy, creating jobs for a growing work force and
developing innovative ideas and products. Small business, in many ways, is the
essence of our country's promise. It has always been relatively easy for an Ameri-
can to go into business for himself; to become his own boss.

This has not only been good for the millions of individual Americans who have
set up their own businesses, but it has been good for our economy and the country
at large. This great diversity of ownership has spurred competition, helping keep
prices down, helping to assure a wide variety of goods and services and helping
ring strength and resilience to our free enterprise system.

In recent years, though, it has become more and more difficult for Americans
to go into business for themselves, and for those already operating small businesses
to keep their doors open or to resist urgings to sell out to the giant concerns.

Inflation, recession and energy shortages are especially harmful to smaller
enterprises. Tax laws and related paper work burdens impose a disproportionate
burden on small business. Too often Government ignores the interests of the
small businessman when it establishes tax policies or energy policies or other
economic policies affecting this vital segment of our economy.

In recent years it has become particularly difficult for small businesses to raise
the capital they need to expand or modernize or simply get off the ground.

Family farmers and ranchers, too, face a severe credit crunch. Since 1969 farm
debt has increased 80 percent. In 1974 while net farm income dropped 37 percent,
farm indebtedness increased about 25 percent. So it Is important to review the
financial needs of agricultural as well as commercial businesses.

The current economic climate and the difficulties it imposes on Americans
seeking to open their own businesses, works to the detriment of each of us.

It deprives us of the benefits of new and better ideas. It stifles competition. It
denies employment to millions of Americans who would be employed by small
business. In short, it makes it increasingly difficult to spur the economic growth
needed to end this recession and restore economic health.

The initiative of small inventors and enterprises led to the development of the
photo-copying industry, of insulin, and cellophane, and air conditioning, and the
cyclotron and other products and processes too numerous to list.

We can't afford to stifle this progress.
During these hearings we will be looking at the major problems facing small

business-and once we identify the problems we will try to come up with some
solutions.

We will be looking at possible tax reforms and how we can best encourage the
development of small business through the tax system. As things stand now, tax
laws and incentives are so complex that often only large corporations with specially
trained lawyers can take advantage of them. For the small business, these laws
mean only an added paperwork burden of forms and filings, documents and
deadlines.

What we're talking about here, is a return to the climate of opportunity that
has promoted broad-based economic growth in America since our beginning.
Economic growth that is stable and vibrant. Economic growth that is not
inflationary.

Economic growth that will keep prices down as it works to put eight and one
half million unemployed Americans back to work.

I am convinced this can be done. I know it must be done. And during these
small business hearings we will be working to see that it i8 done.

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Chairman, would you care to make a
comment.

Senator NELSON. Thank you, Senator Bentsen.
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I also have an opening statement; but in order not to impose upon
the witnesses' time, I will submit the statement for the record.

[The prepared statement of Senator Nelson follows:]
STATEMENT OF HON. GAYLORD NELSON, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF

WISCONSIN

This morning's session begins three days of joint hearings of the Select Com-
mittee on Small Business and the Subcommittee on Financial Markets of the

~ Senate Finance Committee, under the chairmanship of Senator Bentsen.
We hope to develop sound and balanced recommendations on small business tax

provisions for inclusion in the omnibus tax reform legislation, upon which hearings
will begin in the House Ways and Means Committee at the end of this month,

Over the past 20 years, since the Internal Revenue Code was last revised in 1954,
the nation's tax laws have grown enormously in complexity. For example, the
compact version of the Code is now 1i inches thick and weighs almost 2% pounds.

For any small, local, family, or independent business-and especially for the
thousands of new businesses which are born each year-this tax statute, together
with its related regulations, instructions, guidelines and forms is a baffling and
frustrating maze. Attempting to understand and comply with Federal, State, and
local tax obligations constitutes a major drain on the time and productive energies
of the nation's small enterprise.

As a result of thL growing mountain of material-and of special provisions whioh
large corporations PAn take full advantage of while small business cannot-the
treatment of smaller business has become increasingly Inequitable.

Although the statutory corporate tax rate is 48%, one out of every five big
companies pay less than 43% and the largest 100 corporations consistently pay
between 25 and 30%. In contrast, medium-sized companies which are tr ing to
expand into effective competitors must often pay the full statutory 48%, and
sometimes even more than half their income in taxes.

This sort of taxation discourages the formation and development of new busi-
nesses which have traditionally been America's best source of innovation, employ-
ment and economic growth. In other words, the tax laws are stifling economic
expansion in the United States, which is especially noxious now that we are
suffering the worst recession since the 1930's and unemployment of over 9%.

No one wanted it to be this way; it just happened. But our nation can no longer
afford such inefficiency, and we must correct the situation for the sake of fair play
as well as for the revival of our economy.

Of the nearly 13 million U.S. enterprises, small business accounts for:
About 97% of all businesses, by number;
52 to 53% of all private employment;
43% of all the business output in the country; and
About one-third of the entire gross national product.
Beyond those statistics, these enterprises carry with them not only the dreams

of their owners, but the hopes of our country for better goods, services, and ideas
at lower prices. We look to enterprising businesspeople to renew the reservoir of
American ingenuity, to give our citizens productive and dignified employment, and
to sharpen America s advantages in world competition.

However, over the years, the pressures on Congress have not really permitted
an in-depth exploration of how the tax system affects the smaller and medium-
sized independent business firm. Our Co mmittee began to dig into the issues in
February of this year, in connection with the emergency Tax Reduction Act of
1975.

The facts which we developed at that time assisted Congress in putting into that
law the first rate reduction for smaller corporations in a decade and the first tax
reduction for medium-sized corporations in 25 years. However, these provisions
remain in effect for only one or two years.

As Congress now be ins what may be the most searching overhaul of the Tax
Code since 1954, we will be working to assure that the needs of smaller business for
simplicity, clarity, and equitable treatment can be given appropriate consideration.

We feel a special responsibility in undertaking this study because there are nine
members of the Senate Finance Committee invo]ved-one-half of the membership
of that vital committee. Six are also members of the Select Committee on Small
Business. We have already agreed that three further days of public hearings will
be held September 23 to 25 to implement this inquiry.

Our witnesses share this heavy burden, and we appreciate their willingness to
.... turn their thoughts and efforts into this area of importance for the nation.
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Our first subject will be the Impact of business taxes upon employment and upon
small businesses in generating employment.

Senator NELSON. Our hope out of these hearings is to develop a
sound and balanced series of recommendations on small business
tax provisions that we will be able to propose for inclusion in the
omnibus tax reform legislation, upon which hearings will begin in the
House Ways and Means Committee at the end of this month.

The committee is very pleased to have you gentlemen here this
, morning to present your testimony.

At about 5 minutes to 10 I must go to the Foreign Relations Com-
mittee to present some testimony on pending legislation there. This
series of hearings will be jointly conducted by the Subcommittee on
Financial Markets of the Finance Committee and the Select Com-
mittee on Small Business.

Before introducing the witnesses for this morning I would like to
insert into the hearing record at this point a statement by Senator
Robert Dole on the matter before us.

[The statement of Senator Dole follows:]
STATEMENT OF HoN. ROBERT DOLE, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE

STATE OF KANSAS

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased that the Select Committee on Small Business and
the Subcommittee on Financial Markets of the Committee on Finance have con-
vened these joint hearings on the fiscal problems of small business in America.
And I am especially pleased that the hearings include an inquiry into the special
problems of an often forgotten sector of "small business"-the family farm and
ranch.

For too long, the Congress has ignored the unique financial problems of the
small business sector of our economy, focusing attention on larger enterprises
instead. And by so doing, we have neglected over I I million businesses, accounting
for over 90 percent of all manufacturing, farming, wholesaling, retailing, and pro-
fessional services in the United States.

Of particular interest to me as a farm State Senator is the severe financial
situation created for family farming and ranching operations by the unreasonably
low estate tax exemption-an outmoded provision of the Internal Revenue Code
which threatens the very existence of the family farm in America. I have intro-
duced legislation (S. 678 and S. 679) designed to correct this most unfair provision
of our tax laws, and I am hopeful that we will move swiftly to enact realistic
estate tax laws which will assure the continued existence of the family farm.

Fortunately, Congress has demonstrated some willingness to deal with the
problems of small business during this session. Already, in the tax reduction Act,
we increased the corporate surtax exemption to $50,000, lowered the tax bracket
to 20% on the first $25 000 of corporate income, increased to $100,000 the amount
of used property eligible for the investment tax credit and increased the amount
of the investment credit itself to 10 percent. These actions should be of particular
benefit to small business. But, as presently constituted, they are temporary
revisions, most of which expire at the end of the current year.

And therein lies a more fundamental problem for small business. For the small
or medium sized farmer, rancher, or businessman does not have the time or
money to keep to date with constantly changing laws. Thus, in planning his
future capital needs, the small businessman is faced with an increasingly complex
ever-changing tax structure around which he must make a wise investment and
operating decisions. The need for relatively simple, constant federal tax laws is,
therefore, a major concern of small business.

Mr. Chairman, it is time for Congress to begin addressing itself to the problems
and needs of that sector of our economy upon which fully half of the American
people depend for support. Hopefully, today's joint hearings, along with the
February hearings by the Select Committee on small business, signals a deter-
mination on the part of Congress to begin a thorough evaluation of the needs
and problems of small businessmen and women.
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Senator NELSON. Will you gentlemen proceed?
Would you gentlemen please identify yourselves so that the reporter

will have an accurate record properly attributing your comments to
the pro er witnesses?

Mr. EISNER. Yes; I am Robert Eisner.
Mr. HOLT. I am Charles Holt.
Mr. HARWELL. I am Jim Harwell.
Senator NELSON. Mr. Eisner you are chairman of the department

. of economics of Northwestern university?
Mr. EISNER. That is right, sir.
Senator NELSON. Mr. Holt, you are director of unemployment

research at the Urban Institute?.
Mr. HOLT. That is correct.
Senator NELSON. And James Harwell is executive director of Texas

Industrial Commission.
Mr. HARWELL. Right, sir.
Senator NELSON. Gentlemen, we are very pleased to have you here

this morning.
You may present your testimony however you desire-read it or

submit it for the record and speak extemporaneously, however best
suits your purposes.

If any one of you wishes to comment on any testimony of the
other witnesses, please feel perfectly free to do so. I trust you will
have no objections to interruptions for questions by Senator Bentsen
or myself, or any other committee members who may be here.

Please go ahead.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT EISNER, WILLIAM R. KENAN PROFESSOR
AND CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS, NORTHWESTERN
UNIVERSITY, EVANSTON, ILL.

Mr. EISNER. I am very happy to be here.
I will submit my statement for the record and make my remarks

extemporaneously.
[The prepared statement and attachments.if Mr. Eisner follow:]

STATEMENT By ROBERT EISNER, WILLIAM R. KENAN PROFESSOR AND CHAIRMAN
OF THE DEPARTMENT OP ECONOMICS, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY, EVANSTON, ILL.

I am happy to have this opportunity to offer some introductory remarks on
the indicated subject of "Employment, Taxes and Small Business." I shall add
for the record a number of articles that I have written on related issues. I shall
confine myself here largely to the enunciation of a few general but basic principles
and a suggestion of their particular applicability to small business.

The principles relate to the essential nature of a free and competitive economy
and the proper role of government intervention and the tax structure. Where
proposals aimed at aiding small business are inconsistent with these principles,
they suffer ap prol)riate hazards in soliciting the support of an enlightened Congress
or, worse, if they are adopted, they are likely to do more harm than good to the
economy as a whole.

Basically, of course, we are faced by the usual stricture that there is no such
thing as a free lunch; someone is paying for it. This must immediately be qualified
by the Judgment that if the lunch is already available, the act of eating it conveys
no additional cost. That qualification is of major importance when the economy
is in a recession as deep as the current one, with perhaps 15 to 20 percent of our
resources idle. Using Involuntarily idled resources of men or machinery does
not impose a real cost in the sense of denying us other opportunities.
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With over 9 percent unemployed, with industrial capacity unutilized in stag-
gering proportions, almost any tax relief, "tax expenditures," or other direct
government expenditures tend to create additional demand and increase pro-
uction. That is hardly an argument for wasteful expenditures but even the

classic canard of paying some workers to dig holes in the ground and others to
fill them in again has the advantage of giving both groups income with whichthey can freely buy goods and services of some use. And then the producers of
these goods and services can in turn spend the income they receive on other goods
and services and the well known multiplier effect can give us a substantial expan-
slon. Nevertheless, it would be better to accomplish the same results without
the wasted effort of digging and then filling In holes in the ground. And in terms
of long run tax policy, we should strive to use government to improve and not
injure efforts to achieve optimal allocation of resources and maximum efficiency
in production, consistent with a climate that enhances individual freedom of
choice.

All this tells us that, as a first approximation, we should ask all businesses and
individuals to pay for the government services that they receive. Beyond that we
should try to correct for imperfect or inadequate functioning of markets, This
may relate to imperfections which give undue advantage to one type of business
or individual rather than another or to what economists refer to as "externalities,"
that is advantages or disadvantages, as a consequence of economic transactions,
which are enjoyed by those who do not participate directly in those transactions.
Thus an enterprise endeavoring to produce under competitive conditions may

.And it most economical to operate in a fashion that pollutes the environment,
causing costs which are not taken into account by either producers of the product
or its purchasers. Conversely, an employer giving a youth a decent job which
leads to a constructive career may be saving society at large considerable costs
in idleness unrest and crime which would not be taken account of in the individual
calculus ol profit maximization.

Other than these two justifications for government intervention, market
imperfections or externalities, there is a third possible justification, that we like
to improve, by some socially accepted standard, on the distribution of income
which would occur without the government intervention. Put bluntly, we wish
to take from some and give to others. This does not increase the total pie but
redistributes it in a way which we may consider to be more fair. An economist
has no basis in principle for rejecting income redistribution, and many of us In
terms of our own political views and senses of equity, favor such redistribution in
one case or another. But if it is redistribution we are advocating, we should make
clear it is just that and not try to confusecthe public with arguments that such
redistribution is good for "the Country," economic growth, prosperity or some
other presumed national interest.

Getting down to the particular, diverting resources to increase investment,
unless the resources were idle in the first place, means less consumption now.
It may mean more consumption in the future than the sacrifice now, but that will
be true only if the investment is sufficiently productive to offer surplus over and
above its original cost. Diverting resources to business investment in plant and
equipment means less for consumption or other business investment (such as
inventories or research and development expenditures or job training), or less for
investment in residential construction, or less for household investment in durable
goods, or less for investment by non-profit institutions or government. Diverting
resources to small business means less for large business. Where small business is
less efficient than large business, diverting resources from large business to small
business without influencing efficiency will reduce total output.

Warnings of this type from dismal economists cannot be ignored without peril
to out national prosperity and perhaps ultimately to our national solvency. '"Do-
gooderse" whether on behalf of presumably worthy charities or any particular
economic interest, including that of small business, can do a great deal of harm if
in the process of helping their special cause they shrink the total pie. There are
certain areas where, in accordance with the basic principles enunciated above,
government intervention in behalf of small business, via the tax structure or
otherwise, may well be in order. I shall suggest some of these. In other instances
perhaps more important, existing government intervention is injuring smali

usiness inappropriately and unjustifiably from the standpoint of the "economy
as a whole. Such intervention should be eliminated. But in many instances pro-
posed remedies, however well meaning, are bad for the economy, of questionable
equity and possibly even productive of a negative backwash which would more
than cancel out their presumed direct advantages to small business.
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The major category of tax concessions to which I must object, tax concessions
widely advocated by most business spokesmen and apparently many spokesmen
for small business, relate to so-called incentives for capital expenditures. These
include most directly the now increased (at least temporarily) equipment tax
credit (frequently misnamed: "investment-tax credit" or even "Job development
credit"), rapid or accelerated depreciation allowances which increase tax deprecia-
tion beyond economic depreciation or the true rate of decrease of capital values,
and so-called liberalization of capital gains taxation. These various concessions,
"tax preferences," or "tax expenditures" already In effect cost the Treasury well
in excess of $30 billion per year. Their proposed extensions will increase this loss
by many billions more. The resultant gains to the economy are largely, if not
entirely, illusory and In any case far less than could be achieved by other measures
with much lower alternative cost.

The equipment tax credit Is a prototype of unjustified intervention in the eco-
nomic system and distortion of economic processes. Ostensibly introduced to
encourage investment, It actually relates only to business investment and to one
portion of business investment at that, investment in eligible equipment. To the
extent that it is successful In drawing real and financial resources into business
expenditures on eligible equipment, it thus discourages other business investment
residential construction, and investment by households and government. R
tends also to be pro-cyclical rather than counter-cyclical in its effects, offering
more benefits to business in times of boom when equipment expenditures are high
anyway and less benefit in times of recession when equipment expenditures are
low and probably, indeed, less likely to be stimulated by relatively moderate tax
advantages. It is also of doubtful efficacy. My own estimates and those of a number
of other econometricians and economic analysts suggest that the tax loss to the
Treasury from the equipment tax credit is considerably in excess of the amount of
whatever additional investment it brings about.

From the standpoint of economic growth, the notion that tax gimmicks of this
kind are desirable stimuli to economic growth by raising the rate of investment in-
volves several unfortunate confusions. First, and too often ignored, there is a real
question whether government has any business, at least in a society which with
full employment can be as prosperous as ours can be in stimulating economic
growth, that is more tomorrow at the expense of having less today, than the people
would choose by their free saving and investment decisions in the market. But
second, beyond that, a notion that investment brings on growth is based on the
view that the net marginal productivity of investment is positive or, in less tech-
nical terms, that a dollar of investment now will add more than a dollar to pro-
duction in the future. This will generally be true in a free economy without govern-
ment tax subsidies. For businesses would hardly knowingly undertake capital
expenditures which would not return in the future at least as much as their orig-
inal cost. Once special tax advantages enter into the entrepreneurial calculation
we can have no confidence that that requirement is met. A business may well find
it Justifiable to spend $100 million on equipment that adds to future production
only $95 million as long as a 10 percent government tax credit adds $10 million
to make up the missing $5 million and put the company $5 million ahead. But
spending on capital equipment that cannot pay for itself without government
handouts is the path not of economic growth but of economic decay. And if the
capital expenditures were profitable to begin with, they should have been under-
taken in a properly functioning free competitive economy without the government
tax subsidy.

What may appropriately be of most particular concern to small business is
that the equipment tax credit and other business investment tax preferences are
of disproportionate advantage to large business, with small business figuratively
picking up the crumbs from the table. A major reason for this is simply that it is
big business that tends to be most capital intensive and uses not only the largest
amounts but the largest proportions of equipment in the productive process.
Hence tax benefits for the purchase of business equipment are a much more sub-
stantial boon to large business than to small business, both absolutely and rela-
tively. The consequence is not only that small business gets less relative benefit.
There may also be a backwash in this instance which leaves small business al-
together worse off. Aside from the fact that an alternative to reducing business
taxes in a manner that gives peculiarly large benefits to big business might be a
reduction in taxes of another form which would be of more-benefit to small busi-
ness, there are certain real and monetary effects of a tax credit and other invest-
ment tax subsidies which indirectly injure small business. First, to the extent that
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large business does take advantage of the tax credit to invest more it puts added
pressure on the supply of machinery, thus raising machinery prices which all
business, including small business, must pay. Secondly, added business invest-
ment by large concerns may further tighten credit markets, raising interest rates
and making credit more difflcult to obtain by small business. The net gain to
small business from these incentives would thus clearly be less than the ap-
parent gross gain which seems so attractive, and may more possibly be negative.

There is in fact a third manner in which the equipment tax credit and ac-
celerated depreciation allowances are likely to be of less relative benefit to small
than to large business. This relates to the rather obvious fact that the tax credits
and increased tax depreciation deductions are essentially benefits to firms that are
already making profits. With limited provision for loss offset, small firms and new
firms which are showing little or nothing in the way of taxable profits hardly
benefit from tax advantages which would reduce their profits tax liabilities.

The objections to direct business investment tax subsidies suggest other kinds
of tax relief which might be more in order for the economy in general and small
business in particular.-First, to the extent that relief In direct business taxation is
called for, it cannot take the path of special favors for this or that kind of expen.
diture or behavior unless there is a clear and compelling social reason for such
relief. For high rates of business taxation in general along with deductions for both
appropriate and inappropriate expenses tend to bias the economy in favor of
deductible expenditures. It is a well known and essentially accurate axiom of
business behavior that Uncle Sam is a partner in not only close to half of business
profits, but roughly half of business costs. Many decisions as to business behavior
whether the support of conventions in happy vacation spot. or three-martini
business lunches or many more prosaic cost. might well be different if the U.S.
Treasury were not meeting half of the bill. The way to correct the questionable
allocation of resources implicit in these expenditures Is not to add further deduc-
tions but rather to reduce the overall tax rate. I have recently proposed the elimi-
nation of the corporate income tax, with attribution of corporate earnings to
individual stockholders in proportion to their equity. By thus taxing corporate
earnings directly once at individual income tax rates, regardless of whether they
are distributed or not, we would improve capital markets by encouraging distri-
bution of earnings along with our discouragement of tax deductible expenditures
by business. But this is of course a considerable proposal on which I do not mean
to dwell now. It might be kept in mind, however, while we are considering such
adjustments to the current tax law as raising the figure at which the corporate
tax surcharge becomes effective, thus possibly significantly reducing the rate of
business taxation on small corporations while having relatively little effect on
large ones. Such a measure might be deemed reasonable merely in terms of
compensating for the erosion by inflation of this tax benefit to small corporations.

There is another tax reduction which I proposed in another context that might
be of special benefit to small business and even have some peculiar Justification in
terms of small business. This would involve what might be considered a real Job
development credit, a direct reduction in taxes on employment. Without attribut-
ing evil motives to all those who have used the term, I must express my personal
feeling that application of the "Job development" term to a business equipment
tax credit was one of the more dastardly actions of an Administration that had
elevated to high purpose the deception of the public In the Interest of international
and domestic policy. For to all of the arguments advanced against the equipment
tax credit we may add another to those concerned with increasing employment. A
tax credit for purchase of machinery can have only an Indirect effect of stimulating

" employment by stimulating the economy an effect which endows it with no ad-
vantages over any other tax cut or stimulus to the economy. But a credit for the
purchase of equipment has a direct effect of making it more profitable for firms to
substitute machinery for labor. That can hardly increase employment. Where the
tax advantage induces firms to acquire equipment which without the tax subsidy
could not pay for itself, it is essentially bringing about the substitution of less
productive machinery for more productive labor

If we wish to encourage directly the employment of labor, the obvious approach
is to reduce the taxes on that employment, which have now risen to 11.7 percent
on the great bulk of wage earners' income. I have proposed that for the young, let
us say, those under 21 years of age, this tax be reduced, eliminated, suspended or
defrayed out of general Treasury revenues. Such action would encourage what is
probably the most important and productive investment that we can undertake,
investment in human capital. An increasing body of economic research in the last
decade or so has strengthened a view which many of us may have long had, that
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the major and perhaps the dominant compound in economic progress is a well-
trained, well-motivated, growing and creative labor force, from lowest paid workers
up to top management. Workers learn by doing. Their skills improve when they
have jobs. The idleness of our youth, the large proportions of women and minorities
unemployed or out of the labor force because they despair of finding decent
jobs represent not only a current loss but a huge loss in productive capacity in
output for years and decades ahead. Many who do not find good jobs now and
develop the habits or skills to make them permanently productive members of
society may drift into chronic idleness and dependence on "welfare" or criminal
activity for survival. A tax advantage for giving a youth or other marginal member
of the labor force a job is likely to do far more for employment and for economic
growth than a tax advantage to buy machinery which would not otherwise seem
profitable.

Some form of exemption or rebate on employment taxes might be of special
benefit to small business. For a variety of reasons, small business has tended to
pay lower wages and hire more marginal workers than many of our largest cor-
porate enterprises. Increases in minimum wage requirements may then strike
small business particularly hard. I do not share the view of those who see in reduc-
tion or elimination of minimum wage requirements solutions to problems of large
unemployment among youth and minorities and overwhelming unemployment
among young blacks. In general it should be feasible for a nation as productive
as ours to see to it that enough is invested in all of our workers and potential
workers so that they can enjoy an adequate wage. But we undoubtedly create a
problem for those employers who might be ready to hire inexperienced workers if
we insist that in addition to bearing the costs and risk of their training they must
pay mounting employer payroll taxes as well as take out of employees' relatively
meager wages a so-called employee contribution.

A proposal to reduce, or else subsidize or eliminate payroll unemployment tax
for the young and possibly others is consistent with one of the basic requirements
to justify government intervention which I offered early in this statement. For a
long as we do not have a slave economy, investment in human capital, in on-the-
job-training and developing socially advantageous habits of work fall in the cate-
gory of "externalities." Employers cannot own employees or the human capital
invested in them. This may be all the more true of small firms which may have
neither the longevity nor the attributes to hold a given body of workers together
over all or most of their work -careers. The skills and benefits which workers acquire
from their early job experiences hence accrue to later employers and society at
large. This means that an initial employer, balancing wage costs and tax costs of
putting on a new employee may find it individually unprofitable because he Is in
no position to include in his calculus the external benefits to future employers
and the economy generally. In the case of machinery, since he can own it for its
entire useful life, there is no such externality or argument for government subsidy.
In the case of employment of human labor and particularly the young, untrained
or marginal members of or entrants into the labor force, such government tax
subsidies may well be most justified. And these benefits may be both larger in
amount and more necessary in the case of small business.

As we contemplate the needs of small business and justifiable measures of
government sup ort through the tax system and otherwise, we should-be clear
as to the areas n which small business suffers disadvantages because of institu-
tional characteristics of the economy or government itself which have nothing to
do with the inherent efficiency of small business. One, for example, relates to
research and development. As with human capital embodied in workers, it is
difficult even with our system of patents, for individual firms to retain enough
of the 6 enefits-of research and development, before competition begins eating
away at their fruits, to warrant the amount of expenditures that may-be socially
optimal. Large firms are in a better position to cope on their own. One major
government answer might be the provision of research and development know-how
to business generally, including small business, as is now done most exclusively
in agriculture and in military-space areas which are of most benefit to large
corporations.

But finally, I must call attention to one of the greatest difficulties under which
small business labors, one which Is tudemic to the nature of our economic system
and the cost of information but which is greatly aggravated by institutional
arrangements of our banking system and monetary policy. This Is the great
difficulty a small business has in obtaining cree.it to finance its operations and the
high cost of that credit when it is obtainable. Large corporations can sell shares
of equity and can borrow In organized markets or from banks because they are
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well known and large enough to pool risks. One of the greatest difficulties that
small business has in competing with large business has to do not with great
economic efficiency but rather with the unavailability or huge costs of credit. A
major benefit to both small bqbiness and to the economy can hence be provided
by reform of our banking syktm and financial markets to provide much readier
access by small business to sources of capital. Where reforms by financial insti-
tutions and private banking systems as currently controlled by the Federal
Reserve are inadequate we may well wish to seek direct government guarantees
in financing to see to it that efficient small business -can make use of its real
efficiency, thus adding not only to its own profits but to the output of the entire
economy.

" I have discussed in this statement certain general principles and certain specific
policy measures and proposals some in my opinion clearly to be rejected and
others to be implemented. I should like to submit for the record a number of
recent articles which enlarge upon some of these matters. I hope this will help
provide a useful framework and introduction to the further highly important
work of this Committee.

[From Business Week, Dee. 14, 1974)

IDEAS AND TRENDs-A HARD LOOK AT CORPORATE TAXES

(By Robert Eisner)

Last year, a commission sponsored by the Fund for- Public Policy Research
recommended-along with a number of loophole-closing reforms-elimination of
the corporate income tax. The proposal should be considered squarely on its
merits, which are many.

Probably the question most frequently raised in opposition to such a plan is:
Can we expect the U.S. Treajury to do without or make up the $48-billion in
corporation income taxes it has counted in its estimated receipts for fiscal 1975?
The answer is simple: The government could recapture a substantial part of the
lost revenue by allocating corporate income directly to stockholders and requiring
them to pay individual income taxes on all earnings, whether distributed in the
form of dividends or not.

Ideally, this system should be reinforced by taxing accrued capital gains to the
-- extent that they exceed retained earnings (and by allowing full deductions of

capital losses). But even without this extension, the elimination of the corporate
income tax and the integration of corporate income into the individual income
tax structure would go a long way toward improvement equity in our tax structure.
It would also encourage better function of capital markets, and it would remove
some of the tax incentives to business inefficiency and waste.

A fairer way. Investors have frequently complained about the inequity of so-
called "double-taxation" of the portion of corporate income paid out in dividends.
Eliminating the tax would answer their complaint, but that is perhaps the least
of the gains in equity that would result. The ultimate incidence of the corporate
income tax is uncertain, and in the last analysis we all are paying double, triple,
and multiple taxes all along the line.

More-important, economists and tax experts can hardly doubt that some
significant portion of the burden of corporate taxes is passed on to the ultimate
consumer of the corporate product and to the corporate employees as well. That
inakes the tax equitable only in the almost random sense that it hits people in some
proportion to the amount of product they buy from or the services they supply to
corporations. -

To the extent that the corporate tax is really borne by stockholders, its equity
is even more questionable. Far from being clearly progressive with respect to
individual incomes, the essentially flat marginal corporate tax rate of 48%, or
the current "effective" rate (the ratio of actual tax liabilities to corporate earnings
before taxes) of approximately 38%, has little to do with the presumably pro-
gressive taxes on individual incomes. Thus, the proverbial poor widows and
orphans whom we do not wish to tax heavily, suffer the same 38% to 48% bite
out of their return on equity as the millionaire in a 70% tax bracket who finds
himself better off if the corporation pays the tax and accumulates the net earnings
instead of paying dividends. This gives him relatively tax-free unrealized or
deferred capital gains.

In terms of improving the flow of capital, eliminating the corporate income
tax would remove a major difference in the treatment of bonds and stocks. Both
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interest and dividends would be treated as deductions from gross earnings in the
calculations of undistributed earnings to be allocated to shareholders for tax
purposes. Companies would no longer be pushed by tax considerations into debt
financing. The danger of a liquidity crisis brought on by a top-heavy debt-to-
equity ratio would be reduced.

Further, corporations would no longer have an incentive to retain earnings
when their own investment opportunities are not relatively good. Under the
current tax laws, many stockholders find it desirable to have corporations retain
earnings and plow them back into relatively marginal projects or use them as the
base for outside acquisitions. The object is to generate capital gains rather than
dividend income, which must pay high tax rates.

With the integration of corporate and individual income for tax purposes, the
pressure will be all the other way. Since stockholders will have to pay taxes on
corporate income anyway and will have to pay capital gains taxes if earnings are
retained, they will generally much prefer to have the earnings paid out so they
can pay taxes with them and also reinvest them in whatever promises the highest

-- return. Corporations may well offer their stockholders the chance to invest
earnings in additional shares, and they could offer evidence that their companies
are better than alternative investments. But the individual investor would decide
whether or not to plow his earnings back into General Motors or IBM uninfluenced
by arbitrary tax considerations. A major element in the appropriately bemoaned
"lock-in" effect would be eliminated.

More efficiency. The integration of corporate and individual income taxt4
would have a healthy effect on the U.S. economy. It would end a peculiar incentive
for tax-deductible business expenditures. For a 48% tax on corporate earnings
ik in a sense, a 48% subsidy of all business expenses. If the tax were abolished,
Uncle Sam would no longer be routinely paying almost half the cost of three-
martini lunches and winter conventions in sunny climes. Corporate management
would have to reckon them-as a 100% charge against stockholder earnings. And
while it is true that any reduction in stockholder earnings would also reduce
stockholders' tax liabilities, it hardly appears likely that the owners of American
business would see that as adequate compensation in a period of increased con-
cern about raising productivity to combat inflation, elimination of the corporate
income tax could prove a welcome goad to greater efficiency. Furthermore, It
would lessen the pressure to raise prices in an effort to improve earnings. Under
the present system, a company must increase its gross profit by almost $2 for
every $1 that it carries through to net after-tax earnings. This gives the whole
system an inflationary tilt, especially at a time when companies can attract equity
capital only by showing high rates of return.

Surmountable obstacles. There would be problems, of course, in implementing
such a change in the tax structure. For one thing, if individual tax rates remained
unchanged, there would be some revenue loss. The average effective rate of tax
on the additions to adjusted gross income for individuals would be about the
same as the 38% effective rate of the present corporate income tax. It might
even prove to be a bit higher, thus gaining a few billion dollars. But eliminating
the double taxation of dividends would cut the take by some $11-billion, and
there might also be some reduction in capital gains taxes. The net loss might be
made up by eliminating or reducing certain exclusions from taxable income--the
special treatment of capital gains, for example--that have allegedly been justified
by the need to offset the discouraging effect of corporate taxes on investment.

Other problems would arise from the fact that 20% to 25% of corp orate earn-
ings would be allocated to nonprofit institutions or other stockholders who are
not liable for individual income taxes. Some substitute tax might have to be
devised if we did not want the tax-exempt recipients to get a bonus from corporate
tax elimination.

Finally, we would have to give some thought to the most efficient way of
collecting taxes on the considerable addition to individual taxable income. The
best procedure probably would be to have corporations withhold individual in-
come taxes on stockholders' earnings as they do on employees' earnings. This
would allow us to get at foreign owners of American firms, whether individual or
corporate.

There is, of course, one last problem: what to do with the hundreds of thousands
of corporation employees, tax accountants, lawyers, and major groups in the
Internal Revenue Service itself who are all currently occupied with the immense
tasks of devising, amending, implementing, executing, and avoiding the volumes
and volumes of regulations involving corporate income taxes. We might indeed
have some transitional unemployment.

54-397 0 - 75 - 2
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Business Investment Preferences

ROBERT EISNER*

Tax incentives for business investment are neither equitable nor eco-
nomically efficient. They contribute to the misallocation of resources
and a consequent reduction of economic output and growth. They
also contribute to a redistribution of income from working people to
property owners and, generally, from moderate income Americans
to the relatively rich. By unduly reducing the burden for some,
they must in the long run, if not immediately, raise the burden for
others

I have estimated the current cost of several major business invest-
ment tax incentives to the Treasury, and hence to taxpayers in gen-
eral, as $26 billion per year.' With continued growth and continued
inflation that annual amount will tend to rise. What are these "busi-
ness investment preferences?" What is their purpose and rationale?
How effective are they in achieving their stated purpose? And how,
in terms of basic principles of economics and justice, are we generally
to evaluate them and possible alternatives in our tax structure?

The Substance of the Major Preferences

Major provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 affecting
business investment relate to depreciation deductions, the investment
credit, and the treatment of capital gains. Supporters have sought to
justify them as increasing business capital expenditures. The extent

* Professor of Economics, Northwestern University, and research as-
sociate of the National Bureau of Economic Research. Neither institution,
of course, nor the National Science Foundation, which has contributed gen-
erous financial support to my research on the Investment function, is respon-
sible for the contents of this paper.

1. Eisner, Bonanzas for Business Investment, 16 CHALEGS, Nov.-Dec.
1973, tables 1 & 2, at 40-41.
March 1974 Vol. 42 No. 3
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to which each does increase investment, singly or in combination with
each other and with additional tax provisions, has been disputed. I
shall discuss that dispute below, and shall also come back to what
is properly a primary question, whether the overall purpose is appro-
priate.

Depreciation Deductions

The basic federal income tax provisions for depreciation provide that
"[t] here shall be allowed as a depreciation deduction a reasonable al-
lowance for the exhaustion, wear and tear (including a reasonable
allowance for obsolescence) of property used in the trade or busi-
ness ... ." There has been considerable disagreement as to what
constitutes "a reasonable allowance." Furthermore, there has been
considerable agitation, with much success, to increase these allow-
ances, whether "reasonable" or not.8

In World War II, presumably to encourage acquisition of facilities
of limited, war-time use, firms were allowed under "certificates of
necessity" to write off many capital additions in five years for tax
purposes, regardless of normal expected lives. Similar five-year
amortization was permitted for Korean War-related Jcilities. The
major revision of the tax code in 1954 introduced on a permanent ba-
sis "liberalized" or more rapid depreciation in the form of the "dou-
ble-rate declining balance" and "sum of the years digits" methods.
While these new methods were widely advertised as offering merely
more rapid "recovery" of capital investment,4 they actually consti-
tuted both initial and continuing reductions in tax liabilities for
firms making capital expenditures. And the more capital-intensive
the firm, the greater the tax advantages.

The gain to the taxpayer and loss to the Treasury resulting from
accelerated depreciation is not always fully understood. Since total
depreciation charges on individual units of plant and equipment or
on all the capital additions of a single year are unaffected by accelera-
tion, but are merely moved forward in time, it is sometimes incor-
rectly inferred that accelerated depreciation merely decreases total
tax payments in early years but increases them correspondingly in

2. INT. Rzv. CODE OF 1954, § 167.
3. See Terborgh, Tax Depreciation, in 2 TAX REvIsION COMPENDIUM 857

(1959); Hearings on General Revenue Revision Before the House Comm. on
Ways and Means, 83d Cong., lst Seas, pt. 2 at 743-75 (1953). See also TER-
SOROH, REALISTIC DEPRECIATION POLICY (19M4); Barlow, The Tax Law Bias
Against Investment in Production Facilities, 26 NAT'L TAX J. 415 (1973); Do-
mar, The Case For Accelerated Depreciation, 67 Q.J. EcoN. 493 (1953).

4. See, e.g., Barlow, The Tax Law Bias Against Investment in Production
Facilities, supra note 3, at 428-29.
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la r years.5 This incorrect inference is not to be confused with the
correct statement that more rapid depreciation for tax purposes may
be viewed as interest-free loans in the amount of the tax .deferrals.6

Such interest-free loans are enormously valuable, even when rates
are below the 10 percent prime figure of the late summer and early
fall of 1973. At a 10 percent rate, the cost of a dollar of tax payments
next year is only 91 cents today; a dollar ten years from today has
a present value of less than 39 cents.

But if rapid depreciation for tax purposes is viewed as an interest-
free loan on a single piece of plant and equipment or all the capital
expenditures for a single year, it must be recognized that business
firms go on acquiring plant and equipment year after year. To the
interest-free "loans" of the first year are superimposed additional
interest-free loans in each of the years in the future. For stationary
firms, which merely replace plant and equipment at constant prices,
the initial interest-free loans become permanent, hence outright gifts.
In growing firms, for which the money value of gross capital ex-
penditures generally grows year after year, that is, for almost all
large United States corporations, the gifts and lower taxes are re-
peated year after year, indefinitely, for as long as the tax and de-
preciation regulations remain in effect. Thus, the annual excess of
depreciation charges stemming from the 195W'liberalization" or ac-
celeration of depreciation is now running in the neighborhood of $12
billion, or some $6 billion in reduced taxes.7

By the early 1960's, the clamor for further reductions in business
taxes via still higher tax depreciation charges was again loud. In
response, the 1962 "guidelines" generally speeded depreciation by

5. A particularly egregious example may be found in a statement by Pres-
ident Nixon announcing the Asset Depreciation Range System. "A liberaliza-
tion of depreciation allowances is essentially a change in the timing of a
tax liability. The policy permits business firms to reduce tax payments now,
when additional purchasing power is needed and to make up these payments
in later years." Office of the Pres., Press iRelease (Jan. 11 1971). An ac-
companying statement by then Treasury Secretary David M. Kennedy de-
clared, 'It should be kept in mind that a liberalization of depreciation allow-
ances primarily involves a postponement of the tax payment and that this
payment will eventually be added to government revenues." i'aZSURY DEP'T.
NEws RELEASE, 717 CCH 1971 FED. TAX. REP. 6366. This author responded to
such statements in Panel Discussion on General Tax Reform Before the House
Comm. on Ways and Means, 93d Cong 1st Sess., pt. 3, at 380 (1973):

These statements are false. At the worst they represent a conscious
effort on the part of some to deceive the pub c. At best they repre-
sent a confusion between the consequences of the "liberalization" Indepreciation for a single asset or assets of a single year or even a
limited number of years and the permanent "liberalization" envisaged
in the proposed system.

For supporting analyses, see id. at 380-90; Eisner, Depreciation and the New
To Law, 33 1,Av. Bus. Rxv. 66 (1955); Eisner, Conventional Depreciation
Allowances vs. Replacement Cost, 21 Tas CONTROLLR 513 (1953); Eisner,
Depreciation Allowances Replacement Requirements and Growth, 42 AM,
Ecox. REv. 820 (1952); Eisner, Accelerated Amortization, Growth and Net
Profits 66 Q.J. Ecox. 533 (1952).

6. ~ee, e~., TvT Accz.qzmTn DzpRmnO N m Umm STATEs, 1054-60, at 14 (1967). a o I e
7. Projected from data of the Bureau of Economle Analysis, largely pub-

lished in Sutvx, or CURUNT Bus., Aug. 1968, Aug. 1971; Jan. 1972, and
Jan. 1973.

8. Rev. Proc. 62-21, 1962-2 CuM. BuLL. 418.
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lowering the old "Bulletin F' lives which were to have been consid-
ered in setting depreciation formulae. Along with the liberal guide-
lhies came the "reserve ratio test," which was intended to keep each
firm's actual depreciation charges consistent with its replacement ex-
perience.10 The test was never really enforced.

The reserve ratio test was abandoned when the Treasury11 insti-
tuted the new "Asset Depreciation Range System" (ADR). Congress
formally enacted ADR into law after considerable protest and the
initiation of litigation against the Treasury's action.12 Its central
element was the permission to depreciate properties at rates up
to 20 percent faster (or slower!) than those indicated in the guide-
lines. Evidence has developed that ADR is not being utilized as
widely as envisaged because many firms, in the long secular move to-
ward more "liberal" depreciation, had already taken to writing off
capital considerably more rapidly than indicated in the guidelines.
Picking my way through a variety of figures, involving all of the
"liberalizations"--the double-rate declining balance and sum of years
digits speedups, the 1962 guidelines, the shortening of tax lives, and
the ADR system-I have been able to estimate total reductions in
1973 taxes stemming from accelerated depreciation as amounting to
$11 billion. 8

The Investment Tax Credit

Proponents of business investment preferences are rarely satisfied
with accelerated depreciation. In 1962 the so-called investment tax
credit was introduced.1 4 It entailed a reduction in taxes of up to 7
percent of the amount of business purchases of eligible new equip-
ment. This measure has had a varied and checkered career, with
changing interrelations with depreciation: suspension and reinstitu-
tion in 1966-67, abandonment in 1969, and reinstitution again in 1971.

9. See, e.g., Barlow, The Tax Law Bias Against Investment in Production
Facilities, supra note 3, at 415 n.3: "Bulletin F was first published in 1921
without any schedule of standardized depreciable lives. Schedules of sug-
gested standardized lives were added in 1931 and revised in 1934 and subse-
quent years." Id.

10. The reserve ratio test was intended to provide objective standards for
determining whether taxpayers were justified in claiming depreciation based
on the useful lives suggested by Rev. Proc. 62-21 for guidelines classes. Re-
serve ratios were computed for each sideline class by dividing the actual
cost of class property still in use into fhe total amount of claimed deprecia-
tion. The actual ratio was then compared with a range of test ratios fur-
nished in Rev. Proc. 62-21. To the extent that the firm s class ratio fell out-
side the parameters of the test range, adjustments in useful life were recom-
mended unless the taxpayer cold otherwise justify his treatment.

11. TREASURY DEP'T NEws RELEASE, Assst DzrRzciAIToN RANGE (ADR)
SYsTEM, 717 CCH 1971 Fz. TAX REP. T 6736.

12. INT. Rzv. CODE or 1954 § 167(m) (1).
13. Eisner, Bonanzas for business Investment, supra note 1, at 40.
14. I1's. Rzv. CoD or 1954, § 38.
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Recent high-level proposals, particularly from Arthur F. Burns,
Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, 15 to have the credit vary with
counter-cyclical considerations, seem to have been scuttled by the
Nixon Administration. In its current form the equipment tax credit
is saving business taxpayers and costing the Treasury some $4
billion per year.1s

The Capital Gains Exclusions

Investment or saving Is capital accumulation. But for many, if not
most individuals, and many businesses, the bulk of capital accumula-
tion takes place not through what is ordinarily accounted as invest-
ment or saving but rather by means of capital gains. Yet, income or
saving through capital gains has some very special tax treatment.
Half of realized capital gains on assets held six months or more are
excluded from adjusted gross income for tax purposes.11 All of capi-
tal gains generally escape income taxation when they are passed as
testamentary gifts.'s These exclusions amount to $10 to $12 billion
per year in tax savings to the lucky taxpayers and in lost revenues
to the Treasury.1'

It is enlightening to note the distribution of advantages on realized
capital gains, even leaving aside the gift and bequest exclusions. Cal-
culations from Statistics of Income for 1970 reveal that the realized
capital gains exclusions resulted in average tax savings in the order of
only 0.2 percent for those with Incomes under $2,000. By contrast,
in the $1,000,000-and-over category for adjusted gross income, some 63
percent of total income, including capital gains and losses, came
from net capital gains, and the tax savings ran to about 20 percent
of total income.20

Realized capital gains, however, are literally only the tip of the ice-
berg. It may matter for tax purposes whether an asset is sold and re-
purchased or whether another asset is purchased in its place. 1 But

15. See, e.g., Statement by Arthur Burns, Hearings on the President's Ec-
onomic Report Before the Joint Economic Comm., 93d Cong., lot Sess. (1973);
Address by Arthur Burns, Some Problems of Control Banking, Internat'l Mon-
etary Conf., June 6, 1973.

16. It is estimated that the tax credit "lowered corporate taxes by $3 billion
in 1972." The U.S. Economy in 1972, 53 SURvEY or CmWNwT Buswzss 12,
27 (1973). The substantial increase in dollars spent on investment in ma-
chinery and equipment since 1972 and the additional tax savings to non-
corporate business are clearly sufficient to warrant the $4 billion figure.

17. INT. Rzv. CODE OF 1954, § 1202.
18. Id., § 1014.
19. Total net long term capital gains in 1970 amounted to $20.2 billion.

See TEASURY DrP'T, Pus. No. 198 (2-72) PRnLiMnARm 1970 STATSTocs Or IN-
com, INDrviiDUIAL INCOME TAX RrTURNS 11972). Of these, well over half were
reported on tax returns with adjusted gross incomes of over $30,000. Taxes
on the excluded portions of these gains would certainly have averaged close
to 50%, indicating tax savings then of at least $5 billion. The general secu-
lar growth in all forms of income would make a current estimate of $7 billion
approp rate aside from short run stock market fluctuations. Estimates of
$4 billion ior tax savings on capital gains untaxed in bequeAts brings the
total into the $10 billion range.

20. Calculated from tabulations contained in TwSURYs Die', STAesncs
or INComA INDirVIUAL TAx RzTURNs, 1970.

21. I T. RZv. CoM or 1954, 1 1231.
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in the case of marketable goods, value or the accrual of value exists
equally whether the good is actually sold or not. A meaningful eco-
nomic definition of income is that which can be consumed while
maintaining wealth or net worth intact. On the assumption that sav-
ings could be consumed, income is the total of consumption and sav-
ing. For saving then is the increase in net worth or wealth, which
is identical in amount whether it occurs from the growth in value of
existing assets, sold or unsold, or the use of salary or income to buy
other new assets.

Accrued capital gains in most of the last quarter century have
significantly exceeded the total amount of traditionally measured per-
sonal saving (the difference between disposable personal income,
which does not include capital gains, and consumption.) 22 But the ac-
crued capital gains are not taxed unless and until they are "real-
ized,"2s frequently many years after accrual. As pointed out above,
time is money and a dollar of taxes to be paid years in the future has
a present or discounted cost much less than a dollar. This factor,
compounded by the gift and bequest exclusions, results in an effective
rate of taxation on accrued capital gains, according to at least one
carefully constructed estimate, 2' of about 8 percent, far below the 50
to 70 percent rates associated with the total incomes of the major
recipients of the capital gains benefit. The tax loss to the Treasury
from these "interest-free loans" that delay even the half taxation on
capital gains until "realization," is yet to be measured.

Effectiveness of the Tax Preferences

These various tax advantages are presumed by many of their backers
to increase business investment. The rationale is varied, but in some
cases clearly illustrative of the fallacy of composition: What may
be true for individual firms cannot be true for the entire economy.

A major argument is that tax concessions give would-be investors
necessary funds. It is suggested that there is a shortage of capital
and that individuals and businesses would increase investment by
the amount of their tax savings. But if more resources are to be
devoted to capital accumulation, given an economy at full employ-
ment, resources must somehow be taken from use in providing for
consumption or government purchases.

22. See McElroy, Capital Gains and the Concept and Measurement of Pur-
chasing Power, in 1970 Paoc. or Tmz Bus. AND ECON. STAT. Sm., AmrR. STA-
T1STICAL Assoc. 132.

23. lNT. Rzv. CoDr or 1954 § 1001.
24. See Bailey, Capital dains and come Taxation in Tft TAXATION or

INCOMz FOM CAPITAL 26 (Harberger & Bailey eds. 1969).
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Recognizing this, probably the single greatest feasible stimulus to
investment would be drastic cuts in the defense budget, although
this solution is rarely offered by proponents of business investment.
Comparison of the post-World War II records of the United States
and Japan is suggestive on this point. Japan has shown a tremendous
rate of growth and a much higher ratio of business investment to
GNP than has the United States. But the difference can be ac-
counted for largely by the much larger proportion of United States
GNP which goes to defense.

If consumption and government expenditures for defense or else-
where are not cut, reduction of business tax liabilities frees no re-
sources for business investment. Each firm or individual might have
more funds to invest with lower tax liabilities if all other parameters
were unchanged, which would imply that all other taxes, demand,
prices, and costs were unchanged.

But this, in the economy as a whole, is not possible. Given the
needs of a sound fiscal policy, lower taxes relating to business in-
vestment preferences must be matched by higher taxes elsewhere. A
firm may believe that higher depreciation allowances or the equip-
ment tax credit gives it more funds. This assumption will not gener-
ally be true if these tax reductions are matched by higher-corporate
or individual income taxes that reduce the funds coming in through
purchases of the firm's products or securities. If a sound fiscal policy
gives way to an inflationary one, the flow of funds for investment
may still be restricted by the need for greater expenditures to pur-
chase higher priced goods and services, as well as by the high interest
rates likely to be engendered. Of course, if investment tax prefer-
ences are introduced in a depressed economy requiring stimulative
action, more investment along with more spending in other directions
is likely to result. This, however, would be generally true for stimu-
lative fiscal policy, with or without special incentives for investment.

The more likely effect of business investment preferences may be
explored initially in a model of determination of business investment
which involves maximization of expected profits or the present value
of the enterprise. This model can be used to note effects on business
investment demand functions. In the economy as a whole, however,
business investment demand must be related to competing demands
for capital and to the supply of saving. Viewed this way, the various
tax advantages must effect their consequences by means of one or
more of the following:

1. Lowering the price of capital relative to other factors of
production, or of more durable or substantial capital relative to
less durable capital, so as to bring about more capital-intensive
methods of production;

2. Causing a substitution of certain kinds of favored capital,
such as equipment or plant and equipment, for other forms of
capital;

3. Bringing about a substitution of business investment for
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investment by government, non-profit institutions, and house-
holds;

4. Increasing the total supply of saving and hence total invest-
ment.

There have been a number of econometric analyses focusing on at
least some of these issues.25 Results have been varied. Where in-
vestigators have assumed particular forms and parameters of func-
tions that imply large quantitative impacts of changes in the cost of
capital such as might be brought about by tax incentives, substantial
effects on business investment have been claimed. More generally,
however, where such assumptions have not been made, the effects,
particularly of accelerated depreciation and the equipment tax credit,
appear to be severely limited. In general, estimates of added invest-
ment have been significantly less than the sacrifices in tax reve-
nues used to promote them.

This conclusion is reinforced by analysis of individual firm re-
sponses in McGraw Hill Capital Expenditure Surveys.2  Specific
questions inquiring as to the amount of investment due to new and
revised depreciation schedules, tax credits for new equipment, and
reductions in corporate tax rates indicate generally minor increases.
Questions were asked in successive years and anticipated effects were
actually less after tax incentives were in operation long enough to
prove more potent. Moreover, ex post reports of actual investment
resulting from the tax measures were less than ex ante anticipations.
The mean estimates of effects of investment incentives proved less
in the surveys than all except the smallest of estimates from several
econometric models considered, and these, as noted above, have not
generally been high. When the variables were fitted into investment
equations including other determinants of capital expenditures, ev-
idence suggested, as in earlier work with quarterly SEC data for
manufacturing,$? that the independent effects of the incentives were,
if anything, less.

But this is still essentially a partial equilibrium analysis. Sup-
,pose tax incentives for business investment do have some positive

25. See generally, TAX INcZwvu AND CAPITAL SPENDING (Fromm. ed,
1971) Hall & Jorgenson, Tax Policy and Investment Behavior, 37 AM. Ecom.
Rv. 91_-414 (1967); Eisner Tax Policy and Investment Behavior: Comment,
59 AM, EcoN. Rzv. 79-88 (1969); Coen Tax Policy and Investment Behavior:
Comment, 89 AM. EcoN. Rhv. 370-79 (1669)' Hal & Jorgenson, Tax Pollcy and
Investment Behavior: Reply and Further kesulta, 59 AM. EcoN. RzV. 3888-401
(1009); Eisner, Tax Polilcy and Investment Behavior: Further Comment, 60Am. SCONv. Rzv. 746-52 (107/0)...

26. See EIsNER & LAWLER, TAX PoLcy AND INvsTMENT: AN ANALYSts Or
SvRvEY RE5PoNszs (1973).

27. See Eisner Tax Policy and Investment Behavior: Comment 39 AM.
EcoN. Rzv. 379-84 (1969); Eisner, Tax Policy and Investment Behavtor: Fur-
ther Comment, 60 AM. EcoN. Rzv. 746-52 (1970).
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consequences for the particular forms of business capital expendi-
tures favored. What does that do to total investment? Even within
the business sector, the results must surely be mixed. Where the
investment credit is limited to equipment, may there not be some sub-
stitutions of equipment for plant? The credit is limited to equipment
with depreciable lives of at least three years.'$ Is purchase of equip-
ment with a life of less than three years not then discouraged?
Only one-third of investment in qualifying property is eligible for
the credit where useful life is at least three years but less than five
years, and two-thirds of the investment is eligible if the useful life
is at least five years but less than seven years. Is there not there-
fore some encouragement for expenditures for durable equipment
lasting at least seven years, at the expense of all less durable equip-
ment?

But further, to anticipate an issue to which we shall return, what
is the effect on more broadly defined business investment, which in-
cludes the output of all resources applied to the increase of future
capacity or productivity? Will not investment in research and de-
velopment, manpower training, and management know-how now be
made relatively more expensive as compared to plant and equipment
expenditures? By focusing only on forms of investment directly
affected by tax preferences, we may forget the full interrelations of
the economic process. One does not stimulate in one area without
having consequences elsewhere.

Some of the consequences are felt outside of the business sector.
Increased expenditures for business plant and equipment will put
pressure on the supply of construction services for residential hous-
ing as well as buildings for non-profit institutions and government.
Given the supply of saving and, particularly, the consequent de-
sire of monetary authorities to curb inflation by limiting total spend-
ing, money is likely to become "tight" and interest rates rise. These
consequences indeed impinge on the primary positive effects of busi-
ness investment. Neither econometric estimates nor surveys focus-
ing on business investment will catch this negative fallout if they as-
sume that other factors such as interest costs and supply prices
remain unaltered with tax preferences.

The consequences for non-business investment expenditures can be
marked. Not only do they lack the favorable stimuli directed to
profit enterprises, but they are frequently struck severely by strin-
gencies of physical and monetary supply. The very tax deductibility
of expenditures makes profitable-enterprises ready to bid high for
the equipment and construction services they need. But tight money
becomes notoriously critical to investment in housing and in construc-
tion by school districts, states, and municipalities. And while the fed-
eral government can presume to raise all the money It wishes, infla-

28. Revenue Act of 1971 Pub. L. No. 92-178, § 102, 85 Stat. 499. See TRzAs-
uRY DEP'T PUB. No. 572 ?10-72) Tax Information on Investment Credit, at
7 (1972).
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tionary pressures fueled by heavier business capital expenditures
surely increase the resistance to federal investment spending.

An overriding issue regarding total investment is the nature of the
saving function, a matter surprisingly ignored on occasion. Early
lKeynesian analysis raised serious questions as to the elasticity or
proportional response of saving to changes in the rate of interest or
other measures of its rate of return. Contemporary analysis has, in
fact, underscored these questions. Dominant views of economists re-
garding the determinants of savings tie them to the "permanent in-
come" formulation of Friedman2' and the basically analogous life cy-
cle model of Modiglian. 80 While both envisage effects from the re-
turn on saving, they bring to the fore the more basic considerations
of providing for a lifetime of consumption. Indeed, the mixture of
income and substitution effects resulting from higher rates of return
after taxes continues to leave ambiguous the very direction of re-
sponse to changes in rates of return on saving. Put simply, we save
out of income in the primary income-earning years of life in order
to have wealth available for consumption during retirement or other
future periods when current expenditures are likely to exceed cur-
rent income. A higher rate of return makes us able to meet rela-
tively fixed future needs with less current saving.

Paradoxically, business investment In plant and equipment as well
as other capital accumulation might receive more stimulus from cer-
tain measures, at first thought far afield, that might have major
impact on private saving. In particular, the motive for much saving
is to provide for retirement. Our increasingly comprehensive Social
Security system tends, desirable as it may be-and I do not want to
be interpreted as opposing Social Security-to obviate some of the
need for private saving. It is not necessary to put aside income now
to provide for the future if retirement expenses will be taken care of
by the government.

*Of course, employer and employee contributions for social insur-
ance deprive households of income which might otherwise be spent
in consumption, but current Social Security payouts have compen-
sated for this. Moreover, recent substantial increases in Social Se-
curity benefits and in associated medical assistance have tended to
make traditionally defined consumption expenditures higher than
they would otherwise be. In an economy operating close to full ca-
pacity, given existing institutional arrangements, increased consump-

29. FRIEDMAN, A THEORY OF THE CONSUMPTION FUNCTION (1957).
30. Modigliani & Brumberg, Utility Analysis and the Consumption Func-

tion: An Interpretation of Cross-Section Data, in PosT-KzNEsAN ECONOMICS
388 (Kurihara ed. 1954).
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tion must come from somewhere, and as we trace the involved inter-
relations in our complex economy we can expect to see some fallout
on business investment. Hence, if we really want to stimulate invest-
ment, we might well consider sacking the Social Security system!
By reserving less for comfortable years of retirement and less for
medical services, more resources can be made available for machines
and factories. And if American households cannot expect to be
taken care of by their government, they can be expected to save
more themselves for the rainy days in the future, entrusting their
savings, directly or indirectly, to investment in profit-making enter-
prises.

Usefulness of the Tax Preferences

Suppose the investment tax preferences were more effective than I
indicate, or suppose that they were made so massive that they would
bring about substantial business investment in any event. What
would the added business investment accomplish? If the economy
were suffering from inadequate aggregate demand and large scale
unemployment, the increase in investment would raise total demand,
output, and employment. The same result could be accomplished by
other fiscal and, perhaps, monetary measures that might do less to
distort resource allocation, but this is not the issue currently posed.
Rather, it is argued that we need more business investment to in-
crease the rate of growth, presumably of productive capacity, which
it is implicitly assumed will be utilized, and to modernize our produc-
tive facilities so as to improve our "competitiveness in the world mar-
ket place."''s Let us consider these arguments in turn.

B6hm-Bawerk argued persuasively for the greater productivity of
more "roundabout" or capital-intensive methods of production. The
pail is more productive than the hollow of a man's hand in collecting
water from the spring. And the "runnel or rhone which brings a
full head of water" to the man's cottage is more productive still.32

But should the peasant be given a tax incentive to build large tanks,
a reservoir, or a dam for his own use? Not so clear!

Surely not every capital addition is worthwhile. Not every new
plant or new piece of machinery adds to future products more than
its own cost. Yet, in making investment decisions apart from tax
considerations, businesses must pick among all possible capital ex-
penditures those that promise sufficient advantage. Why should
they be persuaded by special tax preferences to incur capital ex-
penditures that would not appear sufficiently advantageous without
such preferences?

Indeed, the basic notion underlying Bohm-Bawerk's view of the in-

31. See e.g. Madden, Is Our Tax System Making Us Seconti-Rate, 28 NAT'L
TAX J 403 (1973).

32. kUOEN VON BOHM-BAWERIK, Posrrv THEoRY or CAPITAL (1891), ex-
cerpted in READINGs IN ECONOMICS 30-32 (Samuelson 7th ed. 1973).
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crease in productivity from using capital for more roundabout pro-
duction is precisely that in a free market, decision-makers would be
acquiring those additional units of capital that would pay for them-
selves in added production and pay enough more to justify the delay
in current satisfaction while the investment is undertaken. If an addi-
tional unit of capital costing $100 returns in discounted future value
$105 of additional output or cost savings, it will be profitable for the
businessman and a benefit to the economy as a whole. In general,
tax concessions for investment, if effective, induce business to sacri-
fice the economy's opportunities for current consumption to invest
for future consumption at terms that consumers would not accept
freely. At the extreme, if the marginal rate of time preference were
zero-if we were indifferent as between additional units of future
or.present consumption-incentives for investment would be attempts
to induce business to acquire units of capital which would pay back
less than their own original costs: 100 units of final output now
would be sacrificed to get 95 units later. This is a path of decay, not
economic growthI

The arguments for subsidizing business investment to improve
competitiveness in world markets are no better. For they generally
ignore the basic principles of international trade and competition that
go back to the law of comparative advantage enunciated early by
the great classical economist, David Ricardo. Given free exchange
rates, the poorest economy in the world, with the most obsolete
plants, will find itself "competitive" in some products and unable to
meet foreign competition in others. Even a nation less productive in
all commodities than the rest of the world will find it profitable for
itself and the rest of the world to produce and export those goods
which it can produce at a lesser absolute disadvantage, or compara-
tive advantage, and import those goods which it can produce at a
greater absolute disadvantage. Making such a nation more produc-
tive by providing additional capital may increase trade to the extent
it.Jncreases total output and income. It will not, however, provide
the nation with a greater capacity to undercut the rest of the world.
As productivity ncreases and costs come down, the foreign exchange
rates will adjust. The nation will still find it more profitable to pro-
duce and export those commodities in which it has a comparative
advantage and to import those in which it has a comparative disad-
vantage.

Of course, comparative advantages may shift from one industry
to another. And this may be precisely the effect of business invest-
ment incentives on competitiveness with foreign producers. A direct
subsidy to one industry or one set ofindustries may well enable it
to sell more cheaply abroad. The increased foreign demand for the
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product of the subsidized industry implies an increased foreign de-
mand for dollars and a higher price of the dollar in terms of foreign
currencies. This in turn will make all American products more ex-
pensive for foreigners, thereby injuring the "competitiveness" of-
products of unsubsidized industries. Tax incentives for business in-
vestment have precisely this kind of effect indirectly. They tend to
decrease costs most for capital-intensive industries which benefit
most from the tax subsidies. The products of these industries will
then be more competitive in foreign trade, but only at the expense
of the products of less capital-intensive and less subsidized industries
which suffer more from the increased cost of the dollar to foreigners
than they gain in decreased costs of production.

While business investment tax preferences do not make American
goods generally "more competitive," they do make it easier for some
(capital-intensive) goods and harder for other goods to compete. In
so doing, they shift some production from goods in which, by free
market criteria, we are more efficient, to goods in which we are
relatively less efficient. They thus lower 1aal income and the stan-
dard of living for the country as a whole. If, for example, American
agriculture, and grain producers in particular, experience a huge, un-
manipulated demand for their products, giving the United States an
export balance that raises the value (cost to foreigners) of the United
States dollar, thus making it more difficult for at least some Ameri-
can manufacturers to sell abroad, we should not subsidize those man-
ufacturers. To do so is to divert resources from grain production,
in which we are more efficient, to the use of-less efficient manufac-
turers. These manufacturers, and their workers, may well prove
gainers, but it is not only the grain producers but the nation as a
whole, on balance, that will prove the losers.8

All this shades into the broader issue of when and where it is de-
sirable to have government intervention, by controls or tax policy,
in the workings of the economy. It is perha-s strange that many self-
proclaimed business spokesmen, presumably wedded to the virtues
of free enterprise, are quick to espouse government intervention in
the form of tax preferences from which they believe they will gain.
But free enterprise has more virtues than are apparently recognized
by some of its supposed adherents. Most economists recognize the
need for government action in the way of general fiscal and mone-
tary policy to establish the conditions for full employment, hope-
fully with reasonable price stability. They further recognize the
need for government action to preserve workable competition where
that is possible, and to regulate quasi-monopolies where competition
is unfeasible or prohibitively costly. They also recognize the need
for government intervention to improve the flow of information es-
sential to intelligent purchasing, whether of securities or cigarettes.

33. Arguments relating to international considerations are discussed more
fully in Eisner, Investment, Obsoleecence and Foreign Competition, CoNr a-
zmcz BoAa RtCOnD, reprinted in VZTAL SPacme 285-88 (Feb. 16, 1972).
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And they recognize increasingly the need for government interven-
tion in instances where capital markets are seriously imperfect or
extdrnalities are involved in production or consumption.

These last considerations suggest a major government role in as-
suring sufficient investment in human capital, in education and train-
ing, and in health. Since in a non-slave economy human capital can-
not readily be sold, nor under our laws can its product be readily in-
dentured, it does not pay private producers to invest in it to the
extent that its productivity may warrant. The owners and prospec-
tive owners of human capital correspondingly may have insufficient
access to funds, confidence in their prospects, and willingness to bear
risk to lead them to invest sufficiently in themselves. Furthermore,
investment in human capital frequently has external effects which
benefit others than those who embody the investment. A more edu-
cated population may, for example, be less productive of crime.

Somewhat analogously, investment in research and development
takes on much of the aspect of a public good. New ideas, new tech-
niques, and know-how are not easily appropriated for long periods
by their discoverers. Benefits to the economy may thus considerably
outweigh those that can be retained by original investors. In this
situation, also, society or government is called upon to subsidize pri-
vate investment or to undertake it itself.

A hint as to the relative impact or significance of the "intangible"
investment that does not usually profit from business investment
preferences was given in a classic article by Robert Solow, who re-
ported some years ago that only a small portion of growth 'and out-
put in the United States economy could be accounted for by in-
creases in the usually observed inputs of labor and capital.34 The
major share of growth was accounted for by a trend factor "T,"
which has been taken by some to stand for technical progress, but
which may better be seen to encompass all of the many elements of
investment, human and non-human, which do not get the benefit of
tax preferences.

Government intervention may well be justified to encourage much
non-business investment. In addition to child-rearing, education and
training, job mobility, health, and research and development, it may
be desirable to encourage public investment or subsidize private
investment in our natural resources, in our environment, and in all
of the large-risk but vital overhead capital which makes the func-
tioning of a modern economy possible. And we may further see

34. See Solow, Technical Change and the Aggregate Production Function
39 Rzv. or EcoN. & STALTISTICS, 312 (1957). See also Denison The Sources ol
Economic Growth in the United States and the Alternatives before Us, Supp.
Paper No. 13, Comm. for Econ. Development (1962).
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value in subsidizing individuals to own certain forms of physical cap-
ital, such as housing and home or personal tools and appliances that
permit more efficient, personalized production of goods and services
than can be expected to flow through the market.

But what about business investment in plant and equipment? This
has been a major recipient of tax preferences. Such investment is
properly the last candidate for public support. Where it is worth-
while for the economy it should appear worthwhile for the profit
and wealth maximizing firm, and should hence be undertaken without
government support. If it does not appear worthwhile to the busi-
ness firm without such support it may be safely assumed that It
should not be undertaken.

It is time to turn away from the entire program of business invest-
ment preferences along with other "tax expenditures" whose justifi-
cation is ultimately to be found in private self-interest rather than
economic principles relating to the public good. Tax depreciation
more rapid than true or economic depreciation, equipment tax credits,
exclusion of capital gains from taxable income, and the deductibility
of interest expense should all be eliminated in a comprehensive re-
vamping of the tax structure. As far as possible, business should be
taxed for the services it receives from government: -police and de-
fense, education, and general government, as well as roads and postal
services. It should quickly be conceded that business income taxes,
including the corporate profits tax, are very poor methods of pay-
ment for government services rendered. They penalize the -lore
profitable and productive companies and encourage the incurring of
current costs, whether for labor or other services or capital, and thus
promote inefficiency. Ideally, where taxes cannot be related directly
to the government services received, they might better be based on a
reasonable proxy measure of those services, that is, the size of the
enterprise. And perhaps the best single measure of size would be the
total amount of invested capital.

The direction in-which- to move-Is then-not -that-of increasner
maintaining business investment preferences. Rather, the whole set
of these preferences, along with business income taxes and the cor-
porate profits tax to which they are tied, should be removed. Taxes
on business should be related, as far as possible, to the services re-
ceived by business, and where particular taxes for services received
are not feasible it may be preferable to impose a general tax not
on earnings but on capital. This would help establish a correct mar-
ket price for capital so that in a competitive society we can properly
economize its use along with that of all other scarce resources. Gov-
ernment would best move to promote free enterprise and away from
the use of the public purse for private profits8 5

35. Further discussion by the author of issues raised in this paper may
be found in Panel Discussion on General Tax Reform Before the House Comm,
on Ways and Means, 93d Cong., 1st Ses., pt. 3 at 370-90 (1973); Tax Zn-
centives o Investment 26 NAT'L TAx J. 397 (1973); Men and Machines and
Taxes, 4 SOCIAL PoLucy Z4 (1973).
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Tax Policy and Investment: An Analysis
of Survey Responses

By ROBERT EISNER AND PATRICK J. LAWLER*

Economic- policy in the United States in
recent years has included tax measures de-
signed to affect the level of business invest.
ment, These have taken several forms: ac-
celerating rates of tax depreciation on capital
goods, thus lowering the present value of
expected tax liabilities and actually decreas-
ing annual tax payments; tax "credits"
amounting to subsidies for the purchase of
equipment; and alterations in business in-
come tax rates. With additional acceleration
of tax depreciation in the "Asset Deprecia-
tion Range" system and reenactment of an
equipment tax credit in 1971, and recent
proposals for suspension and then for in-
creases in the credit, the issues are particu-
larly current.

A number of analyses have attempted to
estimate the effects of investment tax incen-
tives by incorporating their presumed impli-
cations in more general variables, such as
the cost or "rental price" of capital, and
estimating the parameters of these more
general variables.' In some instances at-
tempts have been made to estimate effects
more directly, either entering tax rates
separately or isolating the specific changes in
more general variables which have been due
to the tax measures.2 Our efforts here are
directed primarily at what business respon-

* Professor of economics, Northwestern University,
and instructor, University of North Carolina at Ashe-
ville, respectivelv. Eisner is a member of the research
staff of the National Bureau of Economic Research.
UnderlvIng research has benefitted from financial
support of the National Science Foundation. None of
these Institutions, of course, Is In any way responsible
for the contents or views expressed In this paper. We
are most grateful to Robert Coen for comments on an
earlier draft.

I See, for example, Charles Blschoff, Robert Coen,
Robert Hall and Dale Jorgenson, and Lawrence Klein
and Paul Taubman In the collection of papers edited by
Gary Fromm; also Coen and Jorgenson.

' See Eisner (1969), In particular.
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dents in McGraw-Hill surveys said a number
of tax measures would do or had done to
their anticipated or actual capital expendi-
tures and comparing these with several
econometric projections. We shall also re-
port briefly on inconclusive results of inclu-
sion in general investment functions of the
survey responses as to anticipated or actual
effects of the tax measures on expenditures,

1. The Survey Data
The current analysis utilizes McGraw-Hill

capital expenditure surveys of firms in non-
financial industries. The following questions
in the 1963, 1964, 1965, 1966 (fall), and
1968 surveys deal with the effects of tax
measures on investment.'

In the survey for the spring of 1963, Mc-
Graw-Hill included the question, "Of the
total amount you now plan to invest in 1963,
roughly how much is due to: a) New de.
preciation schedules? %: b) Tax credits
for new equipment? 01 %." In the survey
of the spring of 1964, a similar question re-
ferred to plans to invest in 1964.

The spring survey of 1965 asked, "Of
the amount you invested in 1964, roughly
how much more did your company spend
than it would have because of: a) Reduction
in corporate tax rate? . %: b) Revised -
depreciation schedules? %; c) Tax
credits for new equipment? --- %,"

Then in the fall of 1966, McGraw-Hill
asked, "How much have you reduced your
1967 capital investment plans because of
suspension of: a) Investment tax credit?

:__: b) Accelerated depreciation on struc-
tures? 8_ 1."'

'The authors are Indebted to the Department of
Economics of the McGraw-Hill Publishing Company
for maklfig available the actual questionnaires used and
indi~Idual firm responses, with firms coded by number
to preserve the confidentiality of the data,

I We divided these responses In dollars by anticipated
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TABLE I-SuRvEY REsPoNsS AND INDEPENDENT ECONOMETaIc ESTIMATES' O1r THE
ErrEcTs OF TAX POLICY ON CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

_. 20?

(Shown in Perceift)

Percent Effects on Capital Expenditures

Mean of Survey Econometric Estimates
Responsesb

Hall and Klein and
Year Simple Weighted Jorgenson Bischoff Taubman Coen

Proportion of anticipated capital
expenditures due to:

New depreciation guidelines 1963 4.2 1.9 2.1 0.2d
(339) (277) exposet) 0.3 1.9

Equipment tax credit 1963 2.8 1.4 4.4 0.6" j
(337) (274)

New depreciation guidelines 1964 2.8 1.3 - -- -
(301) (273)

Equipment tax credit 1964 1.1 0.8 - -- -
(299) (271)

Proportion of actual capital expen-
ditures due to:

Corporate income tax reductions 1964 0.9 0.5 -0.4e 0.05 -
(275) (245)

New depreciation guidelines 1964 1.5 0.9 2.2 1.0' 3.5
(273) (243) 0.9 1

Equipment tax credit 1964 1.3 1.1 6.8 3.9d
(272) (242)

Proportion anticipated capital ex-
penditures reduced due to:

Suspension of accelerated depre- 1967 -0.70 -0.1" -1.4 -
clation on structures (331) (332) -2.8

Suspension of equipment tax 1967 -2.2° -0.7' -6.8 -
credit (331) (339)

10 percent corporate tax sur- 1968 -1.6 -0.2 - --
charge (281) (160)

'For data base, see Appendix.
b Number of responses in parentheses.
a Assumed no effects on output.
d Bischoff's estimates relate only to equipment. If the depreciation guidelines and equipment tax credit had no

effect on expenditures for structures the implicit estimate of their percent effect on all capital expenditures would be
roughly two-thirds of the figure shown.

* McGraw-Hill reported, as to the aggregate, that suspension of accelerated depreciation on structures and of the
equipment tax credit had reduced fall 1966 capital expenditure plans by $1.5 billion out of a total of some $63.4 billion
(Press release, February 10, 1967, "McGraw-Hill's Special Check-up on 1967 Investment Plans") or about 2.4 per-
cent, a somewhat higher figure than the weighted mean total of 0.8 percent but less than the simple mean total of
2.9 percent calculated from our partial sample.

Finally in the spring of 1968, we have the
question, "If the proposed 10% surcharge
on corporate income taxes is enacted, how
much do you estimate this will reduce your

capital expenditures reported in answer to an accom-
panying question, thus securing observations in ratio
form comparable to those relating to questions on the
other surveys.

capital spending plans for 1968? - %."
Table I presents information regarding

all of the responses available. Working with
the raw means of survey answers as to the
percent effect of the various measures on
anticipated or actual expenditures, we find
respondents generally indicating small move-
ment in the presumably correct directions,
and usually somewhat larger effects from
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liberalized depreciation than from the tax
credits for new equipment.' Thus the un-
unweighted mean proportion of anticipated
investment in 1963 attributed to the new
depreciation schedule was 4.2 percent while
that attributed to tax credits for new equip.
ment was 2.8 percent. The similar question
in 1964 again shows a larger amount of
anticipated investment attributed to liberal.
ized depreciation than to the tax credit but,
interestingly, considerably smaller propor-
tions for both than in the previous year.

That this is so, despite the cumulative
gains from continued accelerated deprecia-
tion and the fact that 1964 investment
should have reflected the lagged results of
earlier as well as current stimuli, raises
some question as to the internal consistency
of the responses. This concern may be
heightened by the ex post response in early
1965 regarding actual 1964 expenditures.
For the proportion then attributed to the
revised depreciation schedule was only 1.5
percent, little more than half of the 2.8
percent which had been indicated in pre-
vious anticipations of those expenditures
and little more than a third of the 4.2 per-
cent mean figure noted with regard to the
1963 anticipations.

The suspension of accelerated depreciation
on structures instituted in the fall of 1966,
presumably to last until the end of 1967, was
reported on average to have reduced 1967
capital investment plans by only 0.7 per-
cent. In this case, where depreciation related
only to structures, the equipment tax credit
seemed more potent, inasmuch as the mean
percentage reduction in investment plans as
a consequence of its suspension was 2.2 per-
cent.

' This despite estimates indicating that the present
value of tax advantages due to the equipment tax credit
was, for reasonable rates of discount, greater than that
due to the depreciation guidelines, a fortiori, since it
turned out that many firms had been "liberalizing"
their depreciation before the new guidelines and hence
had less additional gain. Hall and Jorgenson, pp. 50,
51, 55, estimate the impact on the rental price of
capital as roughly one and one-half times greater f,-r
the equipment-credit in 1963 and roughly two and one-
half times greater in 1964, after firms were no longer
required to deduct the credit from an asset's depreciable
base.

In early 1965 the effective reduction in
1964 corporate tax rates of 3.8 percent, or
2 percentage points, was reported to have
brought about an average increase of only
0.8 percent in 1964 investment, although
profits before taxes were between two and
three times investment. Thus each dollar
of tax reduction was reported to bring in the
neighborhood of some 20 cents in added
capital expenditures, The proposed 10 per-
cent corporate tax surcharge, raising the
effective tax rate by some 4j percentage
points, was estimated in earl), 1968 to re-
duce capital spending plans for 1968 by a
mean figure of 1.6 percent, implying again
only about a 20 cent reduction in corporate
capital expenditures for each-dollar of in-
creased corporate taxes.s

Both the accuracy and consistency of these
responses is questionable. The bulk of indi-
vidual survey answers as to percentage effect
were "zero." There is no evidence that lack
of information was translated into zero re-
sponses, but to the extent that it was, means
would of course be biased toward zero and
effects of tax measures underestimated.
Running the other way, a number of relative.
ly extreme observations, including figures
of "+ 100 percent," contribute to higher
means and make the differences between
means of doubtful significance. Large per-
centage responses seem to come predomi-
nantly from small firms. We have conse-
quently calculated weighted means of survey
responses, and the estimated incentive ef-
fects, measured as total indicated changes
in expenditures divided by total expendi-
tures, are universally more moderate. Thus
the anticipated total effect of depreciation
guidelines in 1963 amounted to 1.9 percent
of total expenditures, rather than the 4.2
percent which was the unweighted or simple
mean of survey percent responses. For the
equipment tax credit, a weighted mean of
1.4 percent for anticipated effects in 1963

'These figures are Interestingly comparable with
those of Coen (1971, p. 179). Dealing with manufactur-
ingonly, for the entire period 1954 to 1966-111, he esti-
mated increased capital expenditures of $4.8 billion to
be associated with total tax reductions of $13.7 billion,
a ratio of some 35 percent.

208 MARCH 1975
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TAwL. 2-PZNCZNTAOZ EicVTs ON CAPITAL EXPUDrITUS, StlsIm AND WIIOHTS"D
MANS, VAtYINO AND IDENTICAL PANZuI or RupoDnvTs

Identical Panel.
All Observations Anticipations, 196. and 1964 Anticipated and Actual, 1964

Available Panel for Welihted Mean, Panel for Welhted Mans

Simple Weighited simple Simple Weigshted Simple simple Weihted
Expenditures Tax Measure Means Means Memn Means Mean. Means Means Meane

Anticipated Depreciation Guidelines 4.2 1.9 4.4 2.8 . - - -
for 1963 Equipment Tu Credit 2.6 1.4 2.6 1.2 0.7 - - -

Anticipated Depreciation Ouideilnes 2.8 .3 3.0 2.? .3 2.7 2.1 1.2
for 1964 Equipment Tax Credit 1.1 0.6 .I1 1.2 0, 1.1 1.1 0,1

Actual, 1964 Depreciation Guidelines I.s 0.9 - - - I.8 15 1.0
Equipment Tax Credit - 1.3 1.1 - - - 1.5 1.$ 1.4

Number of Respondents s 217 178 178 206 12 182

* Varies as Indicated In Table I.

replaces the 2.8 percent unweighted mean.
Some inconsistency stems from the fact

that samples were not identical from year
to year (or for simple and weighted averages,
because a number of observations did not
include the actual dollar expenditures re-
quired in weighting). In particular, no down-
ward trend in anticipated effects from 1963
to 1964 is apparent when we examine identi-
cal panels of respondents, as may be noted
in Table 2.

It is possible to compare survey responses
with ex post estimates derived from econo-
metric estimates by Hall and Jorgenson,
Bischoff, Klein and Taubman, and Coen,
The survey responses generally indicate
considerably less effectiveness of the various
tax incentives, especially in terms of
weighted means, than the predictions of
Hall and Jorgenson. The 1964 expenditure
effects viewed ex post come midway between
those estimated bv Klein and Taubman and
by Coen and, for the depreciation guidelines,
come quite close to those estimated b y
Bischoff. The largest discrepancies occur in
estimates of effects of the equipment tax
credit, where the econometric estimates,
particularly those by Hall and Jorgenson,
are much higher than the survey responses.
and in the case of the short-run 1967 sus-
pensions, where the econometric estimates
are again higher. Only corporate income
tax reductions, viewed as perverse or trivial

in their results in two econometric estimates,
appear to have greater, though still very
small, effects in the surveys.

Examination by industry of the means of
reported survey effects in Table 3 shows
wide variations with particularly large
figures reported for railroads and generally
negligible ones for utilities, where the credit
was only 3 percent and where indeed other
evidence has indicated that capital expendi-
tures are substantially dominated by demand
and output considerations.

II. General Investment Equations Including
the Tax Measure Survey Responses

The survey responses have been intro-
duced as variables in regressions which also
include the sales change, profits, and de-
preciation variables which were used earlier
in explaining these capital expenditure
data.' In such regressions, if a particular
tax measure always had precisely the effect
on capital expenditures indicated by respon-
dents it would enter with a coefficient of
unity. For example, if the respondent indi-
cated that the new depreciation schedule
increased the investment he planned for
1963 by 5 percent, an increase in planned
investment by S percent over and above the

2 The underlying investment model into which the
tax policy response variables were fitted may be seen
in Eisner (1967), particularly Tables 3 and 5, pp. 376
and 380.
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TAULz 3-PRCNTAOE EFr rs ON CAPITAL EXPENDITURES,
SIMPLE MEANS OF SURVEY RESPONSES, BY INDUSTRY&

Transportatlon
Chemical Other and Commual.

Primary Metal Process- Manufac- 1Ut1- Petro- Ral. cation Other
Eapeadlturee Tax Measure Metals Worklg lg turn Mintng ties leum roads Stores Than Ralroads

Antlcipatlons Depreciation Guldelnes 2.5 4.3 5.6 5.6 II.7 0.2 0 9.51 1.0 2.3
for 1963 (19) (99) (42) (58) (18) (28) (9) (12) (25) (1I)

Equipment Tax Credit 0.5 2.8 1.5 5.? 6,5 0.? 0 3.8 1.0 4.5
(18) (98) (42) (07) (15) (28) .(9) (12) (27) (10)

AnticipstIons Depreclation Guideline 2.3 4.6 2.5 3.1 0.? 0.3 0 9.1 1.7 0.8
for 1964 (15) (84) (41) (57) (14) (27) (7) (6) (25) (8)

Equipment Tax Credit 1.1 1.7 11 1. 1 0.7 0.6 0 1.3 0.7 0.2
(1) (64) (4) (57) (14) (IS) (7) (6) (25) (1)

Actual, 1964 Corporate Income Tax 0.1 0.9 0,9 1.1 1.4 0.3 0.2 0.6 0.2 1.7
Reductions (14) (81) (33) (46) (14) (19) (8) (7) (24) (9)

Depreclatlon Ouldelines 0,9 1.1 1.3 2.2 0.7 0.4 0.1 13.4 1.7 2.2
(14) (81) (33) (45) (14) (1S) (1) (7) (24) (9)

Equipment Ta Credit 0.6 1.4 1.6 1.6 0.7 0.4 0.4 1.9 0.8 3.0
(14) (81) (33) (45) (14) (17) (6) (7) (24) (9)

Antldpations Suspenalon of Acceler.
for 196 ated Depreciation -0.4 -2.7 -2.9 -5.2 0 -0.1 0 -. 9 0 0

on Structures - (19) (100) (41) (5) (9) (30) (9) (I3) (26) (10)
Suspension of Equip- -0.4 -1.4 0 -1.2 0 -0.0 0 0 0 0

meet Tax Credit (19) (100) (41) (55) (9) (30) (9) (13) (26) (10)

Anticipation CrporatelncomeTau -1.6 -2.5 -0.3 -4.0 0 0 0 -2.1 -0.5 0
for 1968 Surcharge (19) (82) (33) (42) (14) (23) (6) (12) (22) (10)

6 Figures In parentbses are numbers of firms responding.

amount planned as a consequence of sales
changes, profits, and depreciation charges,
would Imply a coefficient of unity for this
response variable. If anticipated invest-
ment, despite the response, were actually
only 2 percent more than indicated by the
regression on the other variables, then the
coefficient of the response variable would be
0.4. If the response variable in fact proved,
despite respondents' claims, irrelevant to
their anticipated expenditures, the coeffi-
cient should turn out to be zero. If ancipated
expenditures actually moved counter to the
direction indicated by the response, the co-
efficient would prove negative.'

Despite the availability of over 3600 ob-
servations, regression results were incon-

I Algebraically, the regressions were of the form:

i - be +:tbix, + :t boxu+
J.1 k,="+l

where i-the ratio of capital expenditures, actual or
anticipated, to gross fixed assets; xj-the current and
lagged relative sales change, profits and depreciation
variables; and x, - the tax policy survey response vari-
ables, expressed as ratios of actual or anticipated capi-
tal expenditures.

clusive. The depreciation guideline coeffi-
cients in -firm time-series regressions, and
less consistently in cross-sections and in-
dustry regressions, were roughly in the
neighborhood of unity. But coefficients of
the equipment tax credit variables were gen-
erally negative and of outlandish values in
the time-series, while usually positive but
varying substantially in cross-section regres-
sions. Coefficients relating to the suspension
of accelerated depreciation In 1966 were
wildly negative (of the "wrong" sign as the
variable was defined), while those of the sps-
pension of the equipment tax credit were
more often positive, but of considerable vari-
ance. Coefficients for the corporate income
tax surcharge anticipated in 1967 and early
1968 were less than unity in firm time-series
and cross-section regressions. In all cases
standard errors were so high that parameter
estimation and statistical inference were
unreliable. There was, however, little in the
results to suggest that the relatively moder-
ate survey responses underestimated the
effects of the tax measures, and the various
negative coefficients raised further questions

210
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in some instances as to the positive effects
reported

III. Conclusion
It is of course possible that survey re-

spondents are unaware of all the influence,
direct and indirect, that particular policies
may have on investment. For what they are
worth, however, survey responses have
indicated only modest effects of tax measures
designed to stimulate, or discourage, capi-
tal expenditures. Means of survey results
were usually less than all except the smallest
of estimates from several econometric mod-
els. Each dollar of loss or gain in taxes ap-
peared to generate only very minor compen-
sating capital expenditure. An attempt to
estimate parameters of survey variables in
general investment equations was incon-
clusive, but did not suggest that the survey
responses, while of questionable accuracy,
were underestimates.

APPENDIX

Basic data for econometric estimates in
Table 1 are taken from Fromm as follows:

1. Hall and Jorgenson
Table 2-5 on pp. 46-47 lists gross invest-

ment divided into equipment and structures,
by year:

Equipment Structures Total

(billions of 1965 dollars)
1963 31.191 19.418 50.609
1964 35.116 20.604 55.720
1967 (est.) 39.408 24.433 63.841

Table 2-7, p. 52, lists estimated capital
expenditures due-to the guidelines and tax
credit:

Guidelines Tax Credit
(billions of 1965 dollars)

1963 1.062 2.238
1964 1.220 3.765

'Detailed tabulations of some of the regression re-
sults Involving observations from all of the surveys
from 1955 through 1968 are available on request to
the authors.

Table 2-8, p. 54, reports estimated capital
expenditures in 1964 due to the corporate
tax cut, assuming no effect on the level of
output, as -0.248 billions of 1965 dollars.

All of these incentive effects were divided
by total gross investment to obtain the
percentages shown in Table 1.

Table 2-11, p. 58, reports estimated effects
on capital expenditures due to 1966 sus-
pensions on the assumption that the sus-
pensions would last through 1967:

Equipment Structures
(tax credit) (accelerated denreciation)

1967 -4.062
(billions of 1965 dollars)

-0.864

Total

-4.926

Table 2-10, p. 56, reports estimated effects
on capital expenditures associated with the
actual abbreviated suspensions.

Equipment Structures Total

(billions of 1965 dollars)
1967 -0.870 -0.289 -1.159

A figure for anticipated capital expendi-
ture plans in the fall of 1966 when the sus-
pensions were expected to last through 1967
was then obtained by subtracting from
actual 1967 capital expenditures the differ-
ence between these two sets of effects. The
percentages shown in Table I are the esti-
mated full-term suspension effects divided
by this reconstruction of anticipated capital
expenditures:

$63.841b - ($4.926b - $1.159b) - $60.074b

2. Bischoff
Table 3-15, p. 117.

3. Klein and Taubman
Table 5-4, p. 238, offers gross investment

estimates on the various assumptions: (1)
no change in tax law; (2) changes in cash
flow as a result of the equipment tax credit
and the new guidelines; (3) changes in rates
of return as well as cash flows:

:11
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(1) (2) (3) (4) Our estimate for 1963 and 1964 incentive
Ratio of effects exclusive of the 1954 acceleration of

Change In Incentive effect depreciation was obtained by subtracting*
Change In rate of to Investment the $179 millio-n of investment Coen finds

No. cash flow returnand (2)(l) (3)(l) attributable to incentives for 1961, when
Change only cash flow (2) (3) this depreciation effect was last isolated.

(billions of dollars) (percent) The figure had been decreasing according
1963 37.825 58.000 58.975 0.3 1.9 to Coen's results. Thus later estimates listed
1964 63.350 63.925 66.400 0.9 4.6 for Coen, entailing the $179 million subtrac-

tion, are probably a bit too low.
Following Klein and Taubman's preference
for the "cash flow only" estimate, the differ-
ence between "no change" and cash flow
only, divided by the latter, is presented in
our Table 1.

Table 5-2, p. 234, gives estimates of 1967
investment under the assumption of no sus-
pension of incentives and that of a temporary
suspension lasting through 1967.

No Suspension Temporary Suspension

(billions of dollars)
84.475 82.175

The difference in estimates divided by the
temporary suspension figures yields the per-
centage effect.

4. Coen
Table 4-12, p. 178, reports actual invest-

ment in manufacturing and estimates of
investment attributable to the whole pack-
age of tax incentives including the accel-
erated depreciation dating from 1954. Coen
offers several sets of estimates. For his
preferred variable-adjustment-speed model
with a twelve-quarter inverted-V lag and
user cost based on declining balance de-
preciation, the relevant figures are:

Attributable Manufacturing
to Incentives Investment

(millions of 1964 dollars)
1963 422 12,673
1964 704 14,848

Ratio of In-
centive Effects
to Investment

(percent)
3.3
4.7
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TAX INCENTIVES FOR INVESTMENT

ROBERT EISNER*

1. Prefo e

R USSELL B. LONG, Chairman of the
Senate Finance Committee, has recently

been credited with a little doggerel
describing "Most people's] . . . philoso
phy about taxes":

Don't tax you,
Don't tax me,
Tax that fellow behind the tree.'

As this audience certainly knows well,
economic policy in the United States in re-
cent years has included a number of tax
measures ostensibly designed, at least in
part, to affect the level of business invest-
ment. These have included accelerated rates
of tax depreciation on capital goods, tax
"credits" Tor the purchase of equipment,
alterations in business income tax rates and,
probably most important and of longest
standing, the major exclusions of capital
gains trom taxable income. Twenty-five
billion dollars per year would not be a bad
estimate of currenf- cost of these measures
to "that fellow behind the tree."'

2. Capita Gains Exdhmidon,
Exclusion of half of "realized" capital

gains from adjusted gross income and ex-
dusion of all of capital gains in estates or
in gifts amounts to some ten to twelve
billion dollars per year in lost revenues to
the United States Treasury. And this is
not a broadly distributed boon. Leaving
aside the gift and bequest exclusions,

*Professor of Economics, Northwestern Uni.
eity, and member of research staff of National
Bureau of Economic Research. Underlying re-
Search has benefitted from financial support of
the National Science Foundation. None of these
intitutions, of course, is in any way responsible
fOr the contents or views expressed in this paper.

IReported in William B. Mead, "Consress
Tackles the Income Tax," Money, July 1973,
P. S.

2See Eisner. "Bonanzas for Business Invest.
merit." CAlWq#Ne, forthcoming.

clearly benefit only to the rich, calculations
from Statistcs of Income for 1970 show
that capital gains were trivial for the great
bulk of taxpayers, resulting in average tax
saving in order of 0.2 per cent for those
with incomes under $25,000. In the 1,000,.
000-and-over category for adjusted gross
income, by contrast, some 63 per cent of
total income including capital gains and
losses came from net capital gains; the tax
savings in this group ran to about 20 per
cent of total income.

Realized capital gains are only the tip of
the iceberg. Income amounts to consump.
tion plus saving, and saving is the increase
in net worth, whether it occurs from the
growth in value of existing assets, sold or
unsold, or the use of salary or other income
to buy new assets. Accrued capital gains
exceed significantly total "personal saving,
defined as the difference between disposable
personal income and consumption. But
they are taxed, even at half rates, only at
realization, frequently many years after they
accrue. With appropriate discountinR of
such delayed taxes and recognition of the
gift and bequest exclusions, the effective
rate of taxation on accrued capital gains has
been estimated at about 8 per cent by one
competent analyst,a far indeed from the 50
to 70 per cent tax brackets of their major
r e i p e n ts ..e special treatment of capital gains

offers a basic bias in the tax system in favor-
of saving and investment in marketable
capital assets and hence to a very consider.
able extent in corporate enter rise and,
specifically, corporate equity. Ind since
corporate enterprise finds plant and equip-
ment a predominantly appropriate form of
investment, the tax structure, with its
special treatment of capital gains, offers an
incentive to business expenditures for plant
and equipment.

$Martin 1. Bailey in "Capital Gains and In.
come Taxation," in A. Harberger and M. Bailey
(editors), Taxation of Income from Capital,
WashinSton, D.C.: Bronkingp Institution, 1969,
p. 26.
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3. "Li erlized" Depredation and the
Eqmipm*t Tdx Credit

Despite this major largess to investors,
business spokesmen and other have fostered
and secured significant subsidization by
means of special equipment tax credits and
depreciation allowances in excess of true
economic depreciation. All of these mea-
sures, in their unwarranted interference
with free market forces, contribute to a'
misallocation of resources and a consequent
reduction of economic output and growth.
And they contrlliite to a redistribution of
income from working people to property
owners and, generally, from moderate
income Americans to the relatively rich. By
unduly reducing the burden for some they
must in the long run, if not immediately,
ras the burden on others.

'Liberalization" or acceleration of depre-
ciation has taken many forms: five year
amortization on "certificates of necessity";
the switch to double rate declining balance
and sum-of.the-year digits in 1954; varied
but persistent reductions in tax depreciation
lives throughout the post-war period;
further, formalized reduction of lives in the
1962 "guidelines"; subsequent delay in
enforcement and eventual abandonment of
the reserve ratio test; and finally the asset
depreciation rnge system and related mea-
sume in 1971 and 1972. This "liberalized"
depreciation is widely proclaimed as
offering merely more rapid- "recovery" of
capital investment, and some choose to
view acceleration of depreciation for tax
purposes simply as an interest-free loan.

Such a perception, while correct for each
single piece of plant or equipment or all
of the capital expenditures for a single year,
is incomplete and readily subject to dis.
tortion. For since business firms go on
acquiring plant and equipment year after
year, to the interest-free loans of the first
year are added interest-free loans in each of
the years in the future. Hence, even sta-
tionary firms, which merely replace
expiring plant and equipment at constant
prices find that their initial interest-free

=oa become permanent, thus mathemati.
cally indistinguishable from outright gifts.
In growing firms, for which the money
value of gross capital expenditures tends to
grow, that is for almost all large United

States corporations, the gifts in lower taxes
are repeated, year after year, as long as the
liberalized depreciation remain in effect.
On the basis of projections from data of
the Bureau of Economic Analysis, largely
published in the Survey of Current Bms,.
ness,4 I estimate the tax savings from added
depreciation charges in 1973 alone as ap.
proximately $11 billion. And similar tax
savings will be enjoyed throughout the
future, indeed eventually growing in
annual amount as the rate of capital
expenditures continues to grow.

The so-called investment tax credit or
even more misnamed "job development
credit," amounts to a further tax subsidy
of some $4 billion in 1973, and this sub.
sidy too will be repeated in growing
amounts as business equipment expendl
tures increase. But it may be well ifiitially
to clear up some semantics; what we have
here is not a general tax credit for invest.
meant. First, the credit does not apply to
plant, but only to equipment. Second, it
applies only to investment by business. It
therefore excludes the vast amounts of
investment in physical capital by non-profit
institutions and by state and local as well
as federal government. Third, it does not
apply to investment in durable goods-by
households. And fourth, it does not apply
to any form of intangible investment, that
is the investment in research and develop.
meant and in human capital which modem
economists recognize as the perhaps deci-
sive to economic growth and prosperity.

4. Investment Sbsidies and the Free
Market

It is curious that conservatives claiming
to believe in free enterprise and a minimum
of government intervention in the economy
should favor special tax advantages for
business capital expenditures in general
and special further advantages for equip.
meant expenditures. It is frequently argued
that such tax preferences or subsidies are
necessary to make our industrial system
more productive. But in a free market,
where investment will raise productivity
and prove profitable, we might expect that

4
April 1968, August 1971, January 1972, and

January 1973.
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businessmen would be undertaking it al.
rady, in plnt and equipment or in re.
search, development, technology and
knowledge. Government subsidies to capital
expenditures encourage that one kind of
investment-as opposed particularly to
investment in human capital and public
goods-where the market should prove
adequate. If a $100 piece of equipment will
raise productivity and add $11o to returns
we can expect a profit.maximizing firm to
acquire it, If the $100 in new equipment
will add only $95 in returns, it is not
generally good economics to give the firm
a $15 subsidy to encourage it to incur what
in real terms, aside from the government
aid, will be a $5 loss.

The one argument that defenders of
economic freedom may offer for such inter.
ference in the market is that the tax struc-
ture is somehow already rigged aplnst
business investment. While this idea is un-
doubtedly widely held and frequently
expressed, it does not withstand rigorous
analysis. It is of course true in a period of
insufficient aggregate demand that any tax,
by further diminishing demand, is likely to
reduce investment. But the notion that
business income taxes somehow bear speci-
ally on investment is not correct.

For one thing, a profit tax in the short
run does nothing to affect the equilibrium
level of ptofit-miximizing output and hence
does nothing to affect total factor inputs.
It also does not In itself affect the relative
price of capital and other inputs and hence
does not Induce substitution of other factors
for capital.

In the longer run, It is true that re-
sources may move out of a taxed sector
into a non.taxed sector. But then where do
they move, if we are talking of business in-

=C(e taxes which affect the great bulk of
conventionally measured productive activ-
ity? There may conceivably be some move
into non-profit, goveni-ment or non-market
activity but it is hard to see that this can
amount to very much and it is also not clear
that this would reduce total investment; it
might at most substitute investment in non-
biiness activity for investment in the busi.
ness sector.

But further, this argument quite ignores
the tax deductibility of interest costs. Since

firms have the option of borrowing to
finance capital investment (or in some cases
selling interest bearing securities which they
hold) and since capital goods are quite pre-
ferred items on which to lend (generally
better than human capital), the combina.
tion of business income taxes and right to
charge interest costs against taxable income
may well constitute a tax bias in favor of
business physical investment. And further,
as can be seen by applying the analysis of
a recent article by Stiglitz,5 within a tax
structure that includes full taxation of ordi.
nary income, the capital gains loopholes
may offer a most substantial tax advantage
to corporate investment. Accelerated tax
depreciation and investment credits then
only serve to aggravate an already major
distortion.

The prime determinant of --business
investment is demand. Investment in plant
and equipment falls off when the economy
is sluggish and excess capacity makes addi.
tional plant and equipment unnecessary.
In such a situation, moderate annual tax
benefits to business would appear to have
little effect, particular in the short run.
Well-run firms will not be led to invest by
tax reductions which increase after-tax
earnings but do not make ,ddiiond equip-
ment profitable in the face of existing idle
capacity. Where demand is brisk, firms will
invest without special subsidy. Theoretical
analysis, empiril studies and the candid
responses of businessmen supplemented by
my own work with McGraw-Hill survey
dita all tend to confirm this view. Over a
long run, given the level of employment,
it may well be argued that it is people's
propensity to save that determines total
investment. Various governmental mea.
sures, including special treatment of capital
gains, accelerated tax depreciation and
equipment tax credits, may then essentially
only alter the mix of investment - toward
the corporate business sector and expendi.
tures for plant and equipment,

*Joseph E. Stiglitz, "Taxation. Corporate Fi-
nancial Policy, and the Cost of Capital," Jomrax
ol Public Economics, February 1973, especially
pp. 24-32. See also Eisner, "An Appraisal of
Proposals for Tax Differentials Affecting Invest-
ment," Chapter XI! in Tax Institute, Income
Tax Diffiere,ies, Princeton, N.J., 1958, espe-
cially pp. 167-168.
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. A Vrible Tam Credit or Sib:idy
The one meritorious argument for sub-

sidizio business capital eipenditures, and-
expenditure for equipment In particular,
might be that In a period of unemployment,
something is better than nothing. Even
then, It would be better to stimulate produc-
liai don of the human capital and public goods
which the absence of appropHate market
incentive may have left-at sub-optimal
levels. But if out problem is that of un-
employment, cyclical or secular, more ap,
propriate policy tools may be proposed. For
the major current subsidies to business
capital spending all tend to be pro-cyclical
rather than counter-cyclical. In times of
boom, capital gains are likely to be greatest, -
as are current and recent apital expendi-turs. The equipment tax credit in a sense
is also of lager benefit in time of boom
than in time of recession. Similarly, acceler-
ated depreciation ties depreciation charges
more closely to current and recent capital
exp ditures and hence also increases tax
benefits in booms as opposed to recessions.

A variable equipment tax might be
introduced, however, for counter-cyclical
purpose. Such a credit ideally would have
maiglnal rates much higher than those in
the current law but would be concentrated
on the stimulus of purchase that would not
have taken place without it. It should vary
widely in amount, with all concerned-
reconng that any rate is temporary and
lkely to vary not only between a large
positive number and zero but to a negative
number, thus becoming a tax rather than
a credit, when it becomes necessary to dis.-
courage expenditures In order to cool off
the economy. A variable tax credit would
be-much -more po tnt than a permanent
one, in that its effects would rest upon
inter-temporal substitution rather than
inter-factor substitution which may be
limited, particularly in the short run.

One simple device for concentrating the
credit or tax on marginal investment would
be to relate it to only the exem of capital
expenditures over depreciation charges.
Some rough notion of the orders of magni-
tude involved may be gleaned from figures
for 1969, which indicate business expendi.
tures for new plant and equipment totalling

about $76 billion,$ with business tax depre.
ciation at about $63 billion.' Coverage is
not Identical In these two seles. Purther,
some .frms have depreciation chages in
excess of capital expenditures so that the
sum of positive differences between capital
expenditures and depreciation charges must
be larger thn the agregate difference. We
may estimate roughly that the total excesses
of plant and equipment expenditures over
depreciation charges in 96- would never.
theless have been no more than $20 billion.
A tax credit of 21 per cent on this amount
would cost less thin 7 per cent on the $76
billion total.

Not too dissimilar results might be seen
if we confined the credit to the two-thirds
of capital expenditures which went to
equipment. And of course a variable
marginal credit of this kind could well be
considerably higher than 21 per cent in
periods where increased expenditures were
desired. It would still cost the Treasury and
the general taxpayer relatively little on the
average, or nothing at all if adequately
balanced by added taxes (or "negative
credits") in periods when business invest.
meant were to be discouraged. Ideally, the
program would relate not only to business
but to non-profit institutions such as uni.
versities, hospitals and private schools, and
to state and local governments. It should
hence probably generally take the form of
a direct subsidy rather than of a tax credit
and be arranged to benefit small, unprofit-
able and new firms which may have little in
the way of income on which to enjoy tax
savings.

6. A Re ] lob Development Credit a d
InvestMent in. HXman CdpitA

In addition to and aggravating the cycli-
cal problem is that of structural unemploy-
ment. This is significantly identified with
new entrants into the labor force and
especially the young. A real job develop-
ment credit would be one that encourages
the hiring of labor and particularly of

SE-oxomi Report ot the Prisident, 1973, P.
240.

'U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue
Service, Statlsics ot Inrome: Binvibms IncomE
Tax Rmturns 1960-1969, 1972, p. 3.
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youth, where the incidence of unemploy-
ment is highest.

There are currently some million and a
half persons from 16 to 2 years of age
listed as unemployed, over 12 pe cent of
the 12 million youths in the civilian labor
force. There aem another 10 million not
in the labor force, many of them because
they have given up looking for jobs which
seem to I unavailable. And there are an-
other half million youths listed as working
part-time who are looking for full time
employment. Jobs for young people is one
of our greatest potential investments, not
only in their own human capital as individ-
uals but in the capital of the economy and
the nation.

If, as has been sugested by Herbert
Stein, Chairman of tf Council of Eco-
nomic Advisers and Arthur Burns, Chair.
man of the Federal Reserve Board, we
were to suspend or temporrily reduce the
investment tax credit, we might encourage
businesses to postpone enditures for new
equipment, Ihus reducing the boom In
business investment which has contributed
substantially to the high demand we as .
ate with inflation. Yet, to the extent this
suspension were su ful, it would k
the outut of business equipment belo
what it would otherwise be and thus reduce
employment In the capital goods Industries.
As a general rule, tax increases, or other
fiscal or monetary measures aimed at re-
ducing Initation, run the serious risk of
raising unemployment. But there Is a
C-Mg in the tax structure or tax mix
which ight reduce the rates of Inflationa) unemployset and contribute to eco.
nomic 8rowth. In a forthcoming arttle.
I have prop oed such a tax package, which
would combine suspension of the Invest.
meant tax credit with suspension (if not
permanent repeal) of part (or all) of the
payroll or employment tax on workers
under the age if 22.

Suspension of the investment tax credit
could be expected to cause some cooling of,
the economy by reducing demand for
capital equipment. But the iffects would be
slow. And since much equipment is

V"Men and Machines and Taxes," SeadJ
Pa1;k,, September 1973.

produced In oligaopolistic Industries whete
ptices are notodouily rigid in a downward

itection, we might well fear more un-
employment than reduction in prices. Sus-
pension of the equipment tax credit, could
be counter.balanced, however, by elimina-
tion of the employer portion of the payroll
tax for employees up to 21 years of age.
This would mean a reduction of over 5
per cent in labor costs for youths currently
employed. But what is more, employers
would have an incentive to hire additional
young people and to give full-time jobs to
many now working only part.time.

The gins from such increased employ.
ment of youth are likely to be ati&f,
Employers ate frequently understand
reluctant to hire young people without
experience and tralAiinp. If new employeea
work out well there as no guarantee that
they will remain long with the employers
who invest in their first job. Yet that first
job, before the frustration of idleness has
wreaked its toil, my be critical to utab.
lishment of life-long skills and the "work
ethic."

In tems of magnitudes, the six million
full.time ad four million part.time em-

es 16 to-21 years of age e earning
Vn 4reeaeifborhod of $50 billion per yearin covet employment so that tthe ema.
player portion of the payrol tax amounts
to some three billion dollars, somewhat
less than reasonable timates of Investment
tax credit costs In 1973. And if further
incentives aem nsay for hiring youths
one might consider editing eml
with the S.85 percent that they contibute
for employees.

Reducing the supply price of a portion
of labor thus cutting current costs would
operate b~i to curb the rate of Inflation
and to reduce unemployment. As I have
written In my forthoming paper, "It would
halt unjustfied government Intervention
to encourage investment in machines while
reducing government discouragement of
investment in man." And in addition to
stimulating investment in vital human
capital, by increasing employment, output
and income, it would almost certainly
increase traditionally measured saving and
investment.

No. 31 401
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from Social Policy, September/October 
4 9 73 r pp. 44-45.

POUCY PROPOSALS

ROBERT EISNER

Men and Machines and Taxes

Four billion dollars a yearl That Is what
the U.S. Treasury can expect to lose In
presumably needed tax revenues as a re-
suitoftheinvestment tax credit. This pro-
vision, designed ostensibly to encourage
capital expenditures. reduce# business
taxes by up to 7 percent of the amount of
purchase of new machinery or equip-
ment. By contrast business taxes ae
generally Increased by 5.65 percent of all
wages. the employer contribution of the
payroll tax.

Why should business get a special tax
break when It buys new machinery And
equipment? Some say that such pur-
chases contribute to economic growth
But If they do, that Is; if a $100 machine
will, with proper discounting for the fu-
lure, produce more than $10 In extra
output or cost savings, any proflt-seeking
firm should be expected to Install the new

ROBERT EISNER Is Professor of EO-

noma StNorfhwestarn Unlverliy.
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equipment without special government
encouragement. And If the $100 piece of
machinery will only return $95, It does
not contribute to economic growth to
have the U.S. Treasury pAy out An extra
7 to mike the Investment profitable.
White In a free enterprise system busl-

neesee should be expected to acquire on
their own an optimal amount of plant and
equipment. economic grwth might well
be stimulated by avrnment encowage-
ment of other forms of Investment that
business cannot handle on their own.
These Include, In particular, Investment
In human capital, training, know-how,
and beio job skills, many of which can
Como only from exprlnos.

There are currently some million and a
half persona from sixteen to twenty-One
years of ae Iltd as unemployed, over
12 psint of the 12 million persons In the
civilian labor force. There are another 10
million not In the labor force, many of
them because they have given up looking
for lobs, which seem to be unavailable.
And thwe are another half million youth

lited as working pert-time who are look-
Ing for full-time employment Making
lobe available for young people Is one of
the greatest Investments we can make,
for the Inveslmet Is not only In them but
In the economy and the nation.

Despte repeated Inisteace by Prl-
dent Nixon an his adminlatratlon that
there will be no Increase In taxee. Hrt
$in. Chairman of the Preeldente Coun-
cil of Economic Advlers, now suggests
that highrtaxee might prove deelrable to
combat inflation. He adds that one per-
ticulary appropriate Incoese might be a
euspenslon of the Investment tax credit
By euspending the credit we might en-
courage builneaes to poetpone epen-
dituree for new equipment. thus reducig
the boom In busineeM Inmetnt which
has contributed subetantlilly to the high
demand we associate with Inflation. Yet
to the extent that this suspension were
eucceasful. It would keep output of buel-
ne" equipment below whet It would oth.
*iwlee be and thus reduce employment In
the capital goods Indutdes-this with 6

SOCIAL POLICY
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percent of tha total labor force and 12
percentof youths saui Unemployed.

Ironically. when the Investment tax
creit was reincarnated In 1971, If was
dubbed In beat Madison Avenue fashion.
a job development credit." Many of us
were skepUcal then but It is true that tax
Increases. or other tight fiscal and mone-
tay measures aimed at reducing Infla-
tion, run the serious risk of raising unem-
ployment. Yet there Is a change we can
effect In the taxstructure or tax mix that
would reduce the rates of Inflation and
unemployment and contribute to oeo-
nomic growth.

I propose a tax package that would In-
clude suspension of the Investment tax
credit along with suspension (if not per-
menent repeal) of pIA of the payroll or
employment tax on all workers up to the
ageof twenty-one. This will reduce Infl.-

drawall of the Investment tax credit by
cutting corporate fter-tax earnings
would reduce the boon of lightly taxed
capital gin enjoyed most by the rich.

Suspension of the Investment tax credit
could be expected to cause some tooling
of the economy by reducing demand for
capital equipment But the effects would
be slow, end since much equipment Is
ploduced In ollgopollitic Industries
where pries are notoriously rigid In a
downward direction, we might well fear
more unemployment than reduction In
prices. This could be counterbalanced by
elimination of the employer portion of the
payroll tax for employees up to twenty-
one years of age. As far as that applies to
the 6 million currently working full-time.
It would mean a reduction of over 5 per-
cent In labor costs. That in turn should
reduce prices. But whet Is more, ea

that 8 million full-time and 4 million part-
time employees sixteen to twenty-one
years of age are ering $50 billion per
year In covered employment, the employ-
er portion of the payroll tax amounts to
$3 billion.

it may be objected that a special Inoen-
tlve to hire youths will result In less sin-
ployment for adults. This is hardly likely.
While there might be some "substitution
effect" In the economiste' jargon, the ex*
pension effect of added employment
should considerably outweigh It. A more
serious objection might be that the 88
percent reduction In labor costs (more
precisely, 6.85 divided by 105,M, or 5.63
percent)-would not be enough either to
Induce significant addlitlonal hiring Of
young workers or to have much effect on
prices. The answer to this might be to of-
fer employers still further Incentives to

"While In a free enterprise syste-m businesses should be expected to
acquire on their own an optimal amount of plant and equipment, eco-
nomic growth might well be stimulated by government encourage-
ment of other forms of Investment that businesses cannot handle on
their own."

tion while keeping to the targets of full
employment and economic growth.

The proposal has much to commend it
In terms of equity. The total payroll tax
now amounts to 11.7 percent of employ-
ee Incomes up to $10.100. According to
President Nixon's budget, It will account
for 29 cents of evr dollar of federal tax
revenues, second only to the personal In.
cm tax In the aggregate and far In ex-
ces of the 14 percent of tax revenues
now accounted for by corporations. Yet'it
Is a highly regreslve tax with no deduo.
tions or exemptions and with smaller pro-
portions of Income taken the more In-
come exceeds the 10.600 limit. Thus for
an IndMdusl with an Income of $100.000
the maximum payroll tax of $1.263.60 Is
Only 1.28 percent rather than the 11.7
percent for those with Incomes up to
$10.100, To redress the balance. with-

SEPTIEMSIER/OOTOER 1373

ploysre would have an Incentive to hire
additional teen-gera and those twenty
and twenty-one yeas of age and to give
full-time Jobs to many now working only
part-time. The gains from such Increased
employment of youth are likely to be last-
Ing. Employers are frequently under-
standably reluctant to hire young people
without experience and training. Risks
are conslderable and if new employes
work out there Is no gusrantes that they
will remain long with the employers who

".Invest In their first job. Yet that first job,
before the frustration of Idleness has
wreaked its toll, may be critical to estab-.
lishment of lifelong skills and the work
ethic.

In terms of magnitudes, this switch In
taxes Is entirely feasible. We may esti-
mate the Investment tax credit as ap-
proaching $4 billion in 1973. If we assume

hire youths, such as crediting them with
the 5.85 percent that they contribute for
employees. In the Interest of Increasing
employment generally and lowering
prices, one might extend the reduction or
elimination of taxes beyond those under
twenty-two yer of age, for example, by
applying to the payroll tax the $760 per-.
sonal exemption In the Individul Income
tax

But whatever the limitations of my pro-
posal, eliminating the employer payroll
tax for youths a we suspend the Invest-
mon tax credit would clearly be a-step
In the right direction. It would help to
reduce unemployment and the rate of
Inflation. And It would halt unjustified
government Intervention to encourage In-
vestment In machines while reducing
government discouragement of Invest-
mentin man.

45
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Mr. EisNp. I would like to indicate certain basic principles that I
think should guide us in terms of government policy, tax policy toward-
small business and indeed, toward the economy in general. I start
from the premise that, unless there are reasons to indicate other-
wise, there should essentially be a policy of nonintervention. This
hardly means that the government will have nothing to do with what
goes on. Indeed, as I proceed, I will indicate principles which will call
for significant intervention, but intervention that does not interfere
with the optimal allocation of resources and efficient operation of
enterprises.

The basic principles which would call for intervention in aid of
small business or in aid of anybody else, or restricting anybody fall, I
would think, into three categories. First we have the matter of imper-
fections in markets. Where there are imperfections in markets such
that competition is not operating adequately, or there is inadequate
access to capital funds, we may want to correct those imperfections or
compensate for them.

A second phenomenon calling for intervention involves what in
economists' jargon is called externalities, that is, in the area even of
perfect competition there may be things that an individual firm will
do which involve costs or benefits to others than those who are in-
volved in the transactions. The obvious case in point we are all
familiar with now involves pollution. A firm producing competitively
may find it-best to burn a kind of coal or engage in a process which is
cheaper for it cheaper for the customer, but imposes costs elsewhere.

However, there are also positive externalities; that is, a firm may,
for example, by hiring youth, by training people, convey benefits to
society for years and years to come-by talking youngsters off the
street, by building in them a kind of human capital that will enable
them to be productive members of society for the rest of their lives.

Now, a final basis for intervention might be, very frankly, that we
want to redistribute, we want to take from some and give to others. I
think if we keep these categories in mind, we will find on the one hand
that many of the proposals, however well intentioned, that have been
advanced in behalf of small business or anybody else, really fall to the
ground with proper analysis, but other proposals come to the fore.

Underlying this there has to be recognition of the simple truth, the
aphorism that there is no free lunch--someone 'has to pay for it. That
has to be immediately qualified by the recognition that when there is
massive unemploYment, as there is now, and there is a huge amount of
capacity unused, there may be lunches waiting to be eaten. They are
already there. There is no cost to eating them.

Now, I can begin rather negatively by suggesting that a lot of the
proposals in the way of encouragements to business capital expendi-
tures in my opinion are very much misguided. They are misguided
for large business, and misguided even more for small business. These
are the whole variety of proposals, including a lot of policies we already
have, and extensions of them for equipment tax credits, in which busi-
nesses are told if you spend money to buy eligible equipment, you get a
tax break.

Similarly, there are proposals for increasing depreciation allowances
beyond true economic depreciation-again, there are tax advantages,
giveaways, loopholes, tax expenditure-however you want to call it.
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There are other proposals in the way of changing capital gains taxa-
tion, already very liberal, already a very large loophole, in the direc-
tion of somehow giving favor to small businesses and. to their owners.
All of these proposals I consider incorrect-incorrect in terms of vio-
lating the basic principles I have enunciated, encouraging businesses
to spend on things they would not otherwise spend,indeed distorting
the economy. If we think about it quickly, take the equipment tax
credit, misnamed the investment tax credit, that does not cover all

~ investments, not even all business investments, more arrogantly and
I think mischievously misnamed at times, the job development credit-
there are far better ways of developing jobs. If anything, an equipment
tax credit would, as compared to other stimulatory devices, tend to
encourage expenditures on equipment as opposed to expenditures
on people.

Another objection to the equipment tax credit and the whole col-
lection, really, of devices to encourage business spending on invest-
ment, is that it tends to be procyclical, rather than countercyclical.
The higher the business investment, the higher equipment spending is,
the more the tax break. The higher equipment spending is, the more
we are in a boom. That is exactly when we do not want to give more
in the way of tax breaks.

On the other hand, in a recession where equipment spending is
down, then the benefits would be less, and then, indeed, the stimula-
tory effects are likely to be less.

I might add that my own research suggests that the benefits from
these things usually are far less than the costs. We may find ourselves
giving away $5 billion in tax advantages to get $1 or $2 billion in
increased investment spending.

There is, however, a final note in regard to this that I might stress,
of particular relevance in the case of small business.

Subsidies for business investment tend to help those businesses
that are most capital intensive. It is reasonably well known that this
is not likely to be small business. The very nature of capital intensity,
as such, is to require large businesses, large investment. It means then
that the investment credits that we have or those proposed, the in-
creases in them, would much more favor large business than small
business. Figurately speaking, small business will be picking up the
crumbs from the table.

I hope then that I have made clear that this is an unfortunate
intervention in the system, one which again is understandable, but
one on which I think the Congress in an enlightned fashion should be
vigilant. Everybody wants something for himself. Everybody can
figure out a reason why a tax advantage to him will somehow help the
country, help the economy, help economic growth, and these items
actually become very' attractive for any individual. Of course, it
seems to make sense for the individual.

But the classic argument for the equipment tax credit or investment
credit is that it favors economic growth. There is first an issue to be
raised as to whether Congress h as any business biasing the economy in
the direction of more or less economic growth. For a prosperous coun-
try, the free market decisions of how much we want to save or invest
for growth might well be respected. Second, the notion that more
machinery or more business investment stimulates growth is, after
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all, a notion which comes from a competitive economy, from the idea
that business firms normally left to themselves will acquire equipment,
will invest when it adds to their own profits, to productive capacity.
That is well true when the Government does not intervene: but if the
Government is giving, let us say, a 10-percent tax credit, what it means
is that businesses that might contemplate a $100 million investment
which would net them perhaps $95 million in increased productivity
in the future, would now undertake that loss investment; such invest-

Sment means $100 million will get you not more but less, $95 million,
which they undertake because when they enter into their own calculus
they recognize that the Government handout of another $10 million
from a 10-percent credit will put them ahead.

Now, as opposed to investment credits, there are ways to stimulate
the economy to help small business and to be consistent with the
principles that I have suggested. I think a major one here would be
subsidizing investment in human capital. It is notorious in our system,
since we are not a slave economy, that businesses really have no in-
centive other than good will to invest adequately in the human capital,
in the training of people, the hiring of young, inexperienced workers,
'because they cannot own them. If you take a young kid of 17 or 18,
a dropout from high school, or a recent graduate whose future is
uncertain, and you hire him, in the first place it may be a bust and
you have lost, and in the second place it may be a success and there is
no way you can keep him or her from going elsewhere. Not that, of
course, is a problem of all business. But I submit it is a problem of
particular import for small business. With a large concern there may
be much more in the way of longevity. People think of lifelong pensions
and careers. Small businesses will tend to have a greater turnover.
There is therefore more reason than ever to help small business in the
hiring of people and the keeping of people.

I would suggest that there may be some tendency for small busi-
nesses for a variety of reasons to pay low wages. There will therefore
be arguments that the way to help small business would be to remove
the minimum wage law requirements. This is a path that I would not
follow.

However, let me come to a proposal that I would follow, that
I think would help small business and would help the economy, and
would involve investment in human capital-that is to have a true
job development credit-not the misnamed one for equipment, but
one which would subsidize businesses in the hiring of labor. That would
be a very simple device. We, by this time, have an 11.7 percent tax
on the hiring of labor-not a subsidy, not a credit, but a tax. Every-
time an employer hires a worker, he has to in effect pay to Uncle
Sam 5.85 percent which is pulled out of the employee's salary, and
another 5.85 percent on top of that. An appropriate thing to do
might be-and you can work out the bookkeeping, the accounting,
the legal niceties as you wish-to have business excused or credited
for some or all of these payments. The Government then would,
perhaps out of general Treasury revenues or however it would do it,
take over some portion of this 11.7 percent. Indeed, what I would
suggest is that they pay all of it for those under 21. By doing that you
would have a major subsidy, perhaps not adequate, but a significant
step in that direction to businesses to hire the young, to give them
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training, to give them developing careers and in that way help not
only themselves, but to help the economy as a whole, to get the kids
off the streets and into the habits of work and into long lifetime
jobs.

This would also, by the way hardly be inflationary, because it would
-be increasing the degree of elective demand by lowering labor costs,
by lowering the costs of production; by so doing, you would make
n. prices lower under competition and would give increased real incomes,

, that would actually increase demand.
Senator NELSON. You would apply this provision to any business?
Mr. EISNER. I would, unless there was some reason to suggest

otherwise, I think it might well be applied to any business. In fact,
that was the original form in which I mentioned it in several publica-
tions. But obviously it is possible to apply it only to small business.
I think there are some arguments that it is even more meaningful
for samll businesses than it is for large businesses along the lines I
have suggested.

Senator NELSON. Have you thought of what implications that
might have in the job market competition of young versus middle-aged
or older, in low skilled jobs?

Mr.'EISNER. It would undoubtedly make the hiring of the young
somewhat more attractive. I think the measure could be extended to
others who are marginal in the labor force, to women, to new entrants
generally. It could be a provision, let us say, that the payroll tax
be excused or paid for for the first year of employment of anybody.
This would be one way of encouraging people to enter the labor
force.

I, of course, do not believe that our economy has only a fixed
number of people that it can employ. I think measures to stimulate
employment will tend to increase employment generally. On the one
hand, if businesses hire more young, I am afraid some uninformed
people may say they are taking away the jobs of the elderly or the
middle-aged or the normal adult workers; but, as a matter of fact,
the theory is, as these people get jobs, they will be working, producing,
buying, creating demand which will put other people to work. I wil
strongly urge and argue that the total effect will be favorable for all.

I might quickly conclude with just a few other related points. I
think one area where small business suffers acutely in the competition
with large business and in the simple nuest for survival is the effort
to secure funds. It finds itself for good reasons-institutional costs of
information-it finds it very difficult to get the funds it needs for

,1 expansion, for investment, for carrying inventories, for carrying on
operations. I think this committee and the Congress should look into
means of equalizing this. This would mean that we would be helping
the economy and helping small business, and I might submit that
many of the policies followed by the Federal Reserve and more or
less by the Congress have, in fact, further aggravated the problems
of small business in getting funds. When you tighten money, we well
know that large corporations can get the funds. It is the small busi-
nesses that get stuck. They are the ones that are locked out. They do
not have capital markets, equity markets to which they can readily
turn, and the costs of funds become prohibitive if they do not become
completely unavailable.
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Some of the measures like the equipment tax credits and subsidies
to invest can aggravate this, because to the extent they do encourage
business generally to buy more machinery, they increase investment
demand, they raise machinery prices, the cost of investment for every-
body, and they raise the cost of credit for everybody, and that means
disproportionately for small business.

in sum, then and there is obviously more detail in my prepared
statement and also in a number of articles that I have submitted
for the record, we should be careful about intervention in the system,
where we intervene. We should be careful that we are not contra-
dicting our basic principles, giving some direct help in the short run,
but stimulating a backwash out of our interference in the economy
that in the end injures a great many people and may even injure those
that we are endeavoring to help more than the direct help that we
could give them.

Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much, Professor Eisner,
Dr. Holt, would you proceed with your testimony now?

STATEMENT OF CHARLES C. HOLT, DIRECTOR, INFLATION AND
UNEMPLOYMENT RESEARCH, THE URBAN INSTITUTE, WASH-
INGTON, D.C.

Mr. HOLT. Senators Bentsen and Dole, I am very pleased to be
here. I am testifying on my own behalf and not as representative
of the Urban Institute. I am submitting a written-statement and I
will try briefly to summarize it.

The role of small business in our economy is critically important
in its contribution to technological innovation, to growth in employ-
ment, and to competition.

Unfortunately, small business faces difficult problems that are
directly attributable to the Federal Government, in the areas of
taxes, financing, and inflation.

These problems are much clearer than their answers. While I will
ropose some policy approaches, I do so very tentatively. One of the
ey points that I want to make is that we have neglected the basic

and applied research and-the policy analysis that Congress and the
administration need to make good decisions in these areas.

I would first like to underscore many of the things that Professor
Eisner has said. I thoroughly concur with his general thrust.

Turning to tax problems, every group, of course, complains about
its taxes, and small business is no exception. But, what we need to
seek is changes in our present tax structure which is especially detri-
mental to small business, relative to that of larger business.

The Federal tax system is a morass for small business as a result
of its complexity, uncertainty, administrative burden, and the costs
for legal, tax, and accounting services. As a result, some small business
managers are seriously distracted by these burdens from running
their businesses. -

Small business is especially risky, and as the manager seeks to limit
his liability and raise more capital, he considers moving from a simple
proprietorship into other forms of business organization: a partner-
ship, a limited partnership, a limited partnership with an incorporated
general partner, a subchapter S corporation, or a conventional cor-
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portion whose earnings are taxed. With each of these successive
alternatives comes more complex rules and restrictions, or more
adverse taxes.

In short, none of the alternatives are very attractive for the small
businessman facing problems of raising capital on the one hand, and
facing high levels of risk on the other.

Even the routine preparing of withholding taxes and other routine
tax forms are differentially difficult for the small business as a result

Sof the tremendous complexity.
The first objective of tax reform should be a drastic simplification

of structure, and to eliminate adverse costs and incentives. Professor
Eisner talked a good deal about the Government intervening in the
private economy and questioned whether they were socially sound.

We need to review carefully our whole tax structure and areas of
regulations-SEC and so on-that actually produce preverse incen-
tives and preverse problems for small business. The east the Govern-
ment can do, if it does not choose to favor small business, is to not
cause unique difficulties for it.

There are many indirect repercussions of making any structural
changes in the tax system. In the proposals I make, I do so very ten-
tatively, and urge that they be very critically examined for indirect
effects.

One approach to some of these problems would be to make the
corporation income tax continuously progressive, starting at a zero
tax rate for the first $25,000 of earnings and increasing in steps for
larger earnings.

This would allow very small corporations to have the advantages
of limited liability using a simple corporate structure, and be free of
many of the restrictions that are associated with the subchapter S
corporation, and limited partnerships, and so on, which would be a
tremendous advantage in operating small business, and would avoid
the heavy burden of the corporation income tax.

Now, carrying that idea to its logical conclusion, we might have a
corporation income tax, progressive up to the point that size itself
would be a detriment and hence would give a negative incentive for
merging, and a positive incentive for corporations voluntarily to
split into smaller business organizations.

These proposals-and some of the others I mentioned-should be
carefully researched to make sure they would contribute effectively
to a simpler, more effective tax system for small business.

Unfortunately, no agency is doing the kind of economic, legal, and
administrative research that such problems require to understand
the important indirect effects as well as the direct ones.

The efficiency, equity and incentive effects need to be considered
for the economy generahy, for the small businesses themselves, but
also for the government bureaucracy and the supporting legal, tax,
and accounting services. New types of basic, applied, and policy
research are needed to get good answers. I will return to this shortly.

In the area of equity capital and employment, Professor Eisner
has made a number of extremely good points, and I would ally myself
with them.

Small businesses are in critical need of equity capital. The stock
market has been badly disrupted for large firms as the result of tight
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monetary policy but fQr small businesses a market for equity capital
has been virtual nonexistent for almost half a decade.

Part of this dificulty is directly attributable to the fact that high-
income people, who are the ones who can most readily carry the risk
of investing in small corporations and small businesses, are unduly
attracted to tax shelters. And these tax shelters tend to absorb a
Freat deal of equity capital that would otherwise be available, if
investors were examining normal business returns.

One example is the program by which the Federal Government
leaves municipal and State bonds tax-free. This is an effort of the
Federal Government to do a type of revenue sharing and support
State and local governments. But, it has the effect of siphoning off
what otherwise might be capital available for risk investments into
very conservative bonds. If we are concerned about the availability
of risk capital for not only small businesses but large businesses as
well, there are other ways that the Federal Government can sub-
sidize interest payments to State and local governments that would
avoid short circuiting the redistribution effects of the progressive
income tax and the absorbtion of potential risk capital into ery
conservative investments.

This is simply one example. One can point to various other typ.oj of
investment that appeal to high-income people-the capital gains loop-
hole; the investment tax credit can accrue to individuals through
organizations designed specifically to capture the tax benefits through
such things as oil depletion allowance and other government programs
that may be desirable, in and of themselves but do have the effect of
tending to attract risk capital into such thin s as land speculation
and real estate, instead of making it available for investment and
equity Capital.

As you can see, although we start with the concerns of small business
the issues spill over into the whole tax structure, both for large cor-
porations and for personal income.

Effective solutions are far from obvious, but a good starting point
would be to close the tax loopholes that divert investors from being
attracted to sound business investment opportunities many of which
would be found in small business.

There are various kinds of biases that affect institutional investors
in the form of mutual funds, banks, pension funds, and trust depart-
ments, which dissuade them from engaging in equity investments.

Senator BENTSEN. Why is that?
Mr. HOLT. One of the considerations is that very large mutual

funds are concerned with their market impact and simply because
the mutual fund is large, they have to look for investment oppor-
tunities that will abosrb very large amounts of money. They are
concerned when they make transactions in their portfolios, that they
may in the process of unloading a particular investment unduly
depress their prices and thereby essentially suffer investment
performance. So by having very large portfolios, they are biased
toward seeking very large volume securities.

Senator BENTSEN. Also, when the institutions concentrate their
investments in a few of those major companies, if, for example you
get a legal opinion that IBM is violating the antitrust laws and
the judge not reversed his opinion 3 days later, all of the institutions
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try to get out of that gate at the same time and it gets awfully narrow,
and you could see some very precipitous drops in the price of stocks.

Mr. HOLT. One of my points is the solutions are far from obvious.
The indirect effects of the institutional changes that we are talking
about need to be very carefully examined. If someone comes before
you and pretends to have a panacea you need to be very careful.

These problems are exceedingly difficult.
One other response to our tax laws is that large corporations that

naturally earn a great deal of the profits in the economy have a tend-
ency to reinvest in their own companies-even though that may
not be the socially best investment-because if they pay out in
dividends, their stockholders will pay a personal income tax. If they
reinvest and run up the value of their own corporation, the stock-
holders will benefit by delayingtheir taxes and be able to use capital
gains tax rates that are lower than for ordinary income.

You start with a situation in which a large part of these capital
funds are in the hands of large businesses and there are tax incentives
to keep it from going back into the capital markets, where small
businesses would have a better crack at it.

Senator BENTSEN. Suppose we took away the corporate-tax com-
pletely on the first $25,000? Have you run any numbers as to what
we would lose in the way of tax revenue?

Mr. HOLT. No, I have not. It would be very easy to get the first
order impact. Estimating the second order impact, what the indirect
effects would be as business firms change their forms of organization,
would be difficult.

One of the things that characterizes a great deal of the research
that is done at Treasury is very much directed at what will the tax
revenue be? Joe Pechman at Brookings has a model of the structure
of income for individuals. And he can readily determine if we change
the tax structure what the change in revenue will be.

However, in that model, no account taken of how people will change
their behavior in response to the tax laws, so that it explicitly ex-
cludes the really tough indirect effects. A great deal of ingenuity by
taxpayers goes into trying to minimize taxes, and when we change the
tax structure, obviously there will be changes in behavior by ii-
dividuals and businesses that were not fully anticipated in advance
when the legislation was passed.

- This leads one to want to be cautious and to try to anticipate,
insofar as possible, what kinds of responses will occur.

Senator BENTSEN. When you speak of "preverse" incentives, are
you referring to the investment tax credit as one of them?

Mr. HOLT. I would think that the remarks that Professor Eisner
made with regard to the investment tax credit should be taken very
seriously. We now collect taxes on employment that are associated
with retirement, loss of life of the wage earner, and so forth, that are
not directly employment connected.

We have legislation that is very likely to pass in the near future
that will pay a large part of the medical bill not only-of employees
but of the country as a whole from an additional payroll tax.

There are many things that we are now doing that really taxes
Employment. On the other hand, we are subsidizing particular kinds
of capital goods investment.
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Senator BENTSIzN. Which ones would you try to negate? You know,
a case has been made for each of these tax preferences and that is
why we have them on the books.

Now which ones do you think we haye overemphasized and that
we ought to be trying to doaway with?

Mr. HOLT. Well, I would be inclined to question very seriously the
investment tax credit, for the reasons that we have been discussing.

- If you look at the distribution of income among different demographic
groups, you find that women, blacks, -and young people are seriously
left out of the labor market.

Now I would not ascribe that to any one single cause, but one of the
causes, to the extent that the investment tax credit is effective in
stimulating expenditures on capital goods, is to increase the demand
for skilled labor. The type of labor that can be most readily displaced
by the -use of machinery is unskilled labor.

One of the effects of the investment tax credit will be to change the
distribution of unemployment in favor of skilled labor, and adversely
effect unskilled labor. -

Senator BENTSEN. Senator Dole, do you have any questions?
Senator DOLE. I have a short statement I would like to make a part

of the record, following the statement of the chairman.
Do you want to finish with Mr. Holt before we ask questions? Or,

maybe he is finished?
Mr. HOLT. Well, I am just about through.
Senator BENTSEN. Well, why do you not go ahead and finish, then.

I assumed you were. I am sorry.
Mr. HOLT Well, I would say that if we do want to use the invest-

ment tax credit, the very least we ought to do is accompany it with
manpower training credits in order to upgrade the labor force, along
with upgrading equipment.

I think there are problems of distortion that may be associated with
the investment tax credit that may have adverse effects, and it is far
from obvious that it is in the social interests to try to promote any
particular type of investment.

I agree with Professor Eisner on this, that we have a price-guided
economy, and the challenge really is to make it work better. Think
that one of the spillover effects of the investment tax credit is to dis-
tort the investment decisions made by business firms and, to some
extent, soak up capital that would otherwise be available for other
purposes.Turning to the need for business research, I have tried to spotlight
difficulties facing small business and to propose "solutions."

However, even when such hearings are as extensive as this one, and
political consensus is finally reached on legislation, all too often we
find that unexpected consequences ensue.

Simplifications lead to complications, or the administration of the
law changes its whole thrust. Such outcomes are especially likely in
the area of taxation where a great deal of talent always is devoted to
bend the regulations for private advantage.

Unfortunately, the knowledge that is needed cannot always be
quickly generated. Depending on the problem involved, some or all
of the following may be needed: Basic research, applied research,
programmatic research, and operational research.



Universities, institutes, profitmaking research organizations, and
governmental agencies may all be called on for significant contribu-
tions to the knowledge-generating process.

The political pressure for practical answers now, or at least before
the next election, cannot be reconciled with a time-consumig research
process unless the problems requiring research are identified well in
advance and action taken.

No instrument of the Federal Government now has the responsi.-
bility and authority to see that -this job gets done in the area of social

" ' and economic policy, and an adequate job is, in fact, not getting done
despite many relevant contributions by the operating-agencies.

Most university research is concerned with basic relationships and
usually stops short of considering the specific programmatic and opera-
tional issues about which governmental decisions must be made.

And I think that one concern that this committee needs to have is
not only to focus on the problem, but to look ahead to what knowledge
we need to be in a position to answer those problems. We are dealing
with very subtle problems and, in a serious sense, we simply do not
know the answers.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Holt follows :]
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TAXES, EQUITY CAPITAL, EMPLOYMENT, AND POLICY RESEARCH

by

Charles C. Holt

Senator Gaylord Nelson, Select Coumittee on Small Business, Senator

Lloyd Bentsen, and the Financial Markets Subcommittee of the Senate Finance

Committee: I am pleased to be asked to testify at your hearings on Taxes,

Capital, Small Business, and the Economy. I speak as an individual, and

not for The Urban Institute or its sponsors.

The role of small business in our economy is critically important in

its contribution to technological innovation, growth in employment, and

competition. Unfortunately, small business faces difficult problems that

are directly attributable to the federal government in the areas of taxes,

financing, and inflation. These problems are much clearer than their

answers. While I will propose some policy approaches, I do so very tentatively.

One of the key points that I want to make is that we have neglected the basic

and applied research and the policy analysis that Congress and the Administra-

tion need to make good decisions in these areas.

Before considering the substantive problems, it is pertinent to review

the criteria that the government should use in considering intervention in the

operation of the market-regulated sectors of the economy. In the past, excessively

simple rationales often have been accepted as Justifications for tax incentives

and other measures. We can have most confidence that governmental intervention

will actually improve on the outcome of independent decisions by consumers and

businessmen, if one or more of the following conditions are met: the governmental

action improves the fairness of income distribution, improves knowledge of action

alternatives or outcomes, compensates for impacts external to the dacikj.on akera

or reduces imbalances of market power.
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T x Problem-

Every group complains about taxes and small business is no exception, but we

should be more concerned about problems that arise from the structure of the tax

system that'are especially detrimental to small business. The federal tax system

is a morass for small business as a result of its complexity, uncertainty, admin-

4% istrative burden, and costs for legal, taixand accounting services. Some small bus-

iness managers are seriously distracted by these burdens from runnings their businesses.

Small business is especially risky, and as the manager seeks to limit his

liability and raise more capital, he considers moving from-a proprietorship to alter-

native form of business organization: a partnership, a limited partnership, a limited

-- Vwrtuershp-ith--an-incorporated-genralpArtne-r__Subchapter S corporation, or a

conventional corporation whose earnings are taxed and whose losses can be carried back-

ward or forward, but not passed on to the owners. With each of these successive

alternatives comes more complex rules and restrictions, or more adverse taxes.

Because small businesses are much more risky than large businesses,

limiting liability is relatively more important. However, if the small

business limits its liability by forming a conventional corporation, the

effect of its high risk is much more adverse, relative to larger firms

when the federal government shares in profits but not in losses. The "in

between" forms of business organization surround the small businms with complex

artibrary restrictions on forms of capital structure, etc. The overall effect

of these tax-oriented and SEC laws is to adversely affect small business,

relative to large business that generally is subject to les risk*

Even preparing routine the great variety of forms and tax

reports works to the relative disadvantage of small business in mastering all

the ever-changing regulations and forms.

When a small firm seeks to rlse equity capital, often through a limited

partnership because of tax shelter considerations for its investors, it can

encounter complex legal and tax issues that cannot be answered with certainty,
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thereby adding the ItS risk to nomal business risk. Because the typical-eareer

path of the IRS attorney leads to the private law firms in a few years, there is

son incentive for IRS staff to promulgate regulations that, by being both' complex

and vague, create uncertainty and make work for their future employers. The first

objective of tax reform should be a drastic simplification of structure, and the

elimination of perverse costs and incentives. In doing so, key changes would

be needed.

One approach to these problems would be to make the corporation income tax con-

tinuously progressive, starting at a zero tax rate for the first $25,000 of earnings

and increasing in steps for larger earnings. Then small independent businesses

could take full advantage of the simplicity of the corporate form of organization

without being taxed for it. Another approach that would reduce risks for small

independent corporations n the $25,000 earnings bracket without eliminating taxation

would be for losses to produce tax refunds rather than loss carry forwards.

Extending the corporate income tax rate progressively-to above the 502 level

could give firms an incentive to split rather than to merge with a resulting

lessening of corporate concentration.

Paralleling restrictions on government contract officers going to work for the

contractors, IRS staff should be prohibited from working for a period of two years

for lsw firms specializing in tax work.

These proposals should be carefully researched to make sure that they would con-

tribute effectively to a simpler, more effective tax system for small business. Unfor-

tunatelyj no agency is really doing the kind of economic, legal, and admininstrative

research that such problems require to understand the important indirect as well as

direct effects. The efficiency; equity, and incentive effects need to be considered

for the economy generally, the small businesses, and for the government bureaucracy

and its supporting legal, tax, and accounting services. New types of basic1 applied,

and policy research are needed to get good answers. I will return to this below.
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Rquity capital
SmaU businesses are in critical need of equity capital. The stock

market has been badly disrupted for large firm as the result of tight

monetary policy, but for small businesses a market for equity capital has

been virtually nonexistent for almost half a decade.

Because of their relatively high risks, few people will invest in.

small business. Those who can carry such risks tend to have high incomes

and are attracted inordinately by tax shelters. Sometimes this works to

the advantage of small businesses that can take advantage of partnerships'

flexibility in allocating tax shelters among investors. But more often the

tax break given long-term capital gains, oil depletion, etc., attracts

risk money into specific types of capital intensive investments such as

land speculation, real estate, oil exploration, etc.

The zero tax rate on municipal bonds gives a federal subsidy to state

and local governments, but also attracts potential risk capital into highly

conservative investments and reduces the progressivity of the personal

income tax. Mutual funds, pension fun4p!and bank trust departments,

even though they boast of professional management, tend to favor the large

blue-chip investments. A large part of the earnings of the econoW that

could be available for investment are controlled by large corporations that

first satisfy their internal capital needs before paying out the residual as

dividends to stockholders. For all these reasons, equity capital which could

be used to start and expand small businesses is scarce and growing scarcer.

Of the federal programs aimed at this problem, the Small Business Administration

and Small Business Investment Companies are relatively small and the former is

a loan program rather than a source of equity capital.

Effective solutions are far from obvious, but a good starting point

would be to close the tax loopholes that divert investors from being attracted

by sound business investment opportunities many of which would be found in
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small business. Next, institutional Investors should be encouraged to extend

their diversification to small business by bang required to file public

reports which analyzed the sizes of the companies in their portfolios.

The argument that big mutual funds must Invest in high volume securities

might be net by questioning whether such large financial blocks may not'

themselves contribute to excessive economic concentration in big companies.

The federal government can easily share its revenue with state and local

government by directly subsidizing part of their bond interest rather than doing

it Indirectly through the tax system with adverse effects on equity capital and

income distribution.

If the promotion of small business is taken as an explicit social objective-

then public policy would need to go beyond the elimination of government-induced

problem for small business and consider specific incentives, such as subsidizing

equity capital for small business. But the latter measures require careful

justification.

Employment

I recently testified1 concerning employment before Senator Bentsan's JC

Subcommttee on Economic Growth that it was essential to organize a coordinated

program of- aggregate demand, manpower program and broad structural change, if

we are to attain full employment without inflation. I need'not repeat except'

to note that the type of issues which you are Investigating today with respect

to small business is a good example of the painstaking reform that we must seek

on many fronts. Progress will be slow-there are no shortcuts.

Currently, the federal government subsidizes capital investment

but the wage bill, through the Social -Security tax, carries pension

% survivors insurance and other fringe4 that are "not -inherent components of

1. "Unemployment, Inflation, and Structural Reform," by Charles C. olt,
June 3, 1975.

54-297 0 - 75 - 5
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compensation for employment. Soon a major health program probably will be

added to the "tax on employment." It can be argued that the investment tax credit

helps to pay for nov productive machinery that makes workers more productive. How-

ever, the subsidy to capital and the "tax" on labor could produce an imbalance

in business incentives which could induce businessmen to substitute capital for

labor, thus producing more jobs for highly skilled workers, but because of dis-

placement by machines, fewer jobs for unskilled workers. The large number of

unemployed youth, women, and blacks today suggests that this distortion in

incentives may be operating.

At the very least, .investment tax credits should be accompanied by

manpower training credits to upgrade the workforce along with the new

equipment.

Subsidies can be designed for new Jobs and for the employment of

particular types of workers. Such developments may have important contribu-

tims to mike. However, reform of perverse incentives should have top

priority. Much more work is needed in-determining the best policy choices.

The Need for Research

I have tried to spotlight difficulties facing small business and to

propose "solutions." However, even when such hearings are extensive and

political consensus is finally reached, on legislation, all too often we find

that unexpected consequences ensue. Siplifications lead to complications, or

the administration of a 1aw changes its whole thrust. Such outcomes are

especially likely in the area of taxation where a great deal of talent Is

lwayj expanded to bond the regulations for private advantage.

The breath-taking rush of new developments and new problems that occurred

/ during the last two years should stimulate the federal government to review

the effectiveness of its legislation, policies,. programs, and organizations
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bearing on many structural porbems, and to seek practical Improvements

However, such improvements are difficult to achieve because of the tempo of

change, the complexities of issues and the increasing recognition of the

Importance of the indirect impacts which governmental program have. In

many areas governments are asked to solve Important problem for which

. adequate knowledge is simply not available for designing effective actions.

Just to name some of the recently conspicuous, interacting problem such as

energy, transportation, pollution, inflation/unemployment, population, and

urban development, not to mention the complex problems of small business that

you have been investigating, suggest both the urgency and the difficulty

of obtaining better knowledge for policy purposes. Also, old problems take

n new dimensions as the traditional policy solutions provide Inadequate

for current requirements. --

Unfortunately, the knowledge that is needed cannot always he quickly

generated. Depending on the problem involved, some ot all of the following

may be needed: basic research, applied research, programatic research,

and operational research. Universities, institutes, profit-making research

organizations, snd governmental agencies may all be called on for significant

contributions to the knowledge-generating process.

The political pressure for practical answers tow, or at least before the

next election, cannot be reconciled with a time-consuming research process

unless the problems requiring research are identified well in advance and

action taken. No instrument of the federal government now has the

responsibility and authority to see that this Job gets done in the

area of social and economic policy, and an adequate job is, in fact, not

getting done despite many relevant contributions by the operating agencies.

most university research is concerned with. basic relationships and usually
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stops short of considering the specific prograattc and operational Issues

about which governmental decisions nust be made. The result is that An

a problem reaches the agenda for governmental action, we usually are forced

-to rel, on the basic seal-relevant research that happened to got done at

universitities and last-minute crash studies made by Congressional or

agency staff, upually with partial data. The ansavers typically are far from

adequate and the policy actions that are taken fall short of being fully

effective. This is not to suggest that research can "solve" our policy

problems, but rather that it can help to reduce the risk of Congress enacting

program that are ineffective or hit the wrong target. Considering the need

for bettor policy-oriented research, ft is ironic that research budgets in

many agencies are being cut. But the problem goes deeper than funding. We

need to build the capability for doing more poerful problem-orisntod studisa.,

Reformulating the interactions between government and sall business, and

structural reform in general raises critical issues. Finding good policy

answers will not be simple or easy.
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Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much. Senator Dole? -
Senator DOLE. Thank you, Mr. Holt. I want to find out for my

own benefit-we are talking about small business. Now, is your
statement compiled with any definition of small business? We sort
of throw that term around; it has different meanings in different
areas of the country. It certainly does in my State, and I am certain
it does in others.

Dr. Eisner, you are talking about small business in your statement.
What are you talking about?

Mr. EISNER. That is an excellent question, Senator Dole. I raised
that with the staff, and I notice that the figures-

Senator DOLE. 500 employees or so many dollars?
Mr. EISNER. I really had, I have to confess, nothing specific in

mind, although I think it would be a rather considerably narrower
definition than what has been used in-statements by, I think, members
of your committee, which suggest that small business accounts for
something like 53 percent of total employment. That, I think, would
be carrying it pretty far.

I understand there are various definitions which are relevent to
Small Business Administration and other actions of Government. I
have no operating definition of my own.

Senator DOLE. Well, my point was, when I read your statement
whether it applied in each instance, or in what instance it might apply.
You indicate that there is some concern with reference to the invest-
ment tax credit. You might have a different view based on the number
of employees or the volume, or whatever it might be. I am just trying
to define, delineate, or somehow limit the impact of your statement-
or maybe it should not be limited.

Mr. EISNER. It is hard to be precise, but I can just sort of paint
the image. The comer grocer, the traditional small businessman, is
not using anywhere near the same proportion of equipment in his
operations as United States Steel or General Motors or IBM is.
Obviously there will be occasional small businesses that are relatively
capital intensive. But generally, where a lot of capital is required,
the small business is in difficulty, because he cannot raise thelunds.
So small businesses tend to be not as capital intensive in businesses
that are using relatively less equipment. There will be exceptions
but I think if we drew a graph, we would find that the proportion of
equipment of capital generally used in business by some measure
will tend to grow as businesses get larger.

Senator DOLE. Dr. Holt, do you have any specific thing in mind
our statement?

Mr. HOLT. No; I do not. In facing the same problem, I relied on the
annual report of your committee, which does present some statistics,
which surprised me, rather, if I understood them. The cutoff of firms
that had something like 10 employees or less were indicated as ac-
counting for 53 percent of employment; and furthermore, the very
startling finding that 75 percent of the growth in employment was
in this category of small business, associated with the growth of
services.

Senator DOLE. I think it is fair to assume that the remarks of both
witnesses were addressed to a broader group than 10 or less employees.

Mr. EISNER. Oh, yes.
Mr. HOLT. Yes.
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Senator DOLE. Now, Congress had demonstrated some willingness
to deal with the problems of the small business during this session.
In the Tax Reduction Act, we increased the corporate surtax exemp-
tion $50,000, lowered the tax bracket to 20 percent on the first $25,000
of corporate income, increased to $100,000 the amount of used property
eligible for the investment tax credit, and increased the amount of
investment credit itself to 10 percent. Now, is there anything in that
bag that you believe can be justified insofar as small business is
concerned, and that may be helpful for small business? I will start with
Dr. Eisner.

Mr. EISNER. Well, the one thing I would not look unkindly on is
the lowering of the corporate tax rate on small business, which is
involved in raising the point at which the surcharge becomes effective.
I think there is some justification for that, simply in terms of keeping
up with inflation, and leaving the tax structure where it was intended
to be some time ago. I also am on record for eliminating the corporate
income tax altogether, and have it integrated with the personal income
tax, so as to have the flowthrough to individual holders. The corporate
income tax is a very deceptive tool. Economists have a hard time
agreeing what its ultimate incidence is, but it is clear it encourages
a great number of wasteful expenditures. Uncle Sam is literally the
partner, not only in close to half of the profits, but in close to half of
the costs, which is an invitation to businesses to have, as I remark in
my statement, conventions in happy vacationlands and free martini
lunches and the like. And I would argue strongly, if we are concerned
about the rate of taxation on business, the road is not to look for
more loopholes, to leave the rate high and say, let us give an increased
credit for equipment spending or for this or that, but just lower that
rate. Then, you will not be distorting the economic process as much.

Now, I realize that that is politically more difficult to do, because
the general public may well howl if they see a reduction in the cor-
porate tax rate, and they hardly understand anything about deprecia-
tion allowances, and not much more about equipment credits. But I
think that is really the economic way to proceedif we want to lower
business taxation, and therefore the only one I feel I would have some
sympathy for is the lowering the rate on small business- and as I
say, that is consistent where inflation has taken place, to leave us in
the same place we were some years ago, and in line with the general
policy of trying to lower the rate of taxation as opposed to increasing
the loopholes or the special advantages.

Senator DOLE. Dr. Holt, do you have any additions?
Mr. HOLT. I would agree with that, I think, even including the

possibility of the passing through to stockholders the earnings of the
corporations, and taxing them at that point, and doing away with the
corporation income tax. However, the point I made about the need
for better research applies here. We need to know what we are doing
before we do, because these taxes do have tremendous impacts. How-
ever my inclination would be to feel it would be an improvement...

There is one very good thing about the corporation income tax
that should not be lost sight of, and that is it is a very good counter-
cyclical tax. In other words, when we head into a depression, and
profits drop fast, the associated tax revenue also drops fast. That
tends to contribute to economic stability. There are other ways of
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doing that. We can have automatic formula changes in tax rates that
accomplish the same thing. But it does work well as a countercyclical
tax, and if you did want to make some of these institutional changes,
we certainly need to look at the dynamic effects.

Senator BENTSEN. I wonder if we could proceed with the other wit-
ness, so he could be a part of this series of questions?

Senator DOLE. Oh, that is fine.
Senator BENTSEN. Our next witness is Mr. Jim Harwell, who is the

executive director of the Texas Industrial Commission.

STATEMENT OF IAMES H. HARWELL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
TEXAS INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION

Mr. HARWELL. Mr. Chairman, distinguished members, ladies and
gentlemen. My name is James H. Harwell. I am executive director
of the Texas Industrial Commission, whose primary purpose is to
promote and encourage the development of business, industry, agri-
culture, and commerce within and without the State of Texas.

At the present time, at least 196,449 Texas companies qualify
as small businesses having less than 100 employees or less than $1 mil-
lion in annual gross receipts. Total employment of these companies
is 1,625,406 people; and this, Senator, is out of a total labor force of
5.2 million.

Senator DOLE. What was the number employed?
Mr. HARWELL. They employ 1,625,406 people out of a total of

5.2 million labor force. Now, these are companies having less than 100
employees or less than $1 million in gross receipts, which is the defini-
tion that we used in this particular one, because of a bill that was
proposed before the Senate of our state legislature. And this does not
go along necessarily with the SBA's qualification, but was one which
we used.

The purpose of my appearance before this Senate Select Committee
on Small Business is to inform you of the importance of new industry
and new business to our State economy. I shall focus upon four impor-
tant factors as follows: the employment, or numbers of jobs; Federal
taxes generated, State taxes generated, and local taxes generated.- The present Texas economy is a well-balanced regional economy
in that all of the major groups of sectors are represented in major
proportions. Texas has significant agriculture, mining, construction,
manufacturing, communications, utilities, transportation, wholesale
and retail trade, finance, insurance, -real estate, and personal and
business services. Thus, the Texas economic community has raw
materials, energy, and services needed by new and growing industries.

During the period 1968-72, the Governor's Division of Planning
Coordination collected data from all segments and regions of the
Texas economy, and calculated input-output models of nine regions
and of the Texas statewide economies.

From the time of release in 1973, the Texas input-output models
have been used to analyze the impacts of resource supply changes,
natural resources investments, public sector spending, new industry
locations and public policies of proposed related actions upon the
economy of the State. Water agencies have used regional models
in their work of estimating benefits of alternative water projects.
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The Governor's office, members of the State legislature, our Texas
Industrial Commission, the Texas Education Agency, the Greater
South Texas Cultural Basin Commission, the coastal resources
management program, councils of government, educational institu-
tions, and other State agencies have calculated needs and made
future plans based on these input-output models. This approach to
to analysesand planning is serving to improve the coordination of the
natural resources, human resources, and economic development
programs of Texas.

The Texas Industrial Commission uses the Texas input-output
models to identify industries that have potential to fill gaps in regions
of the State's economies. A search of the imports data shows the size
of local markets now served by outside suppliers. Likewise, an analysis
of exports data shows where unfinished materials are leaking away.
A followup feasibility analysis is then used to determine whether or
not a new or an expanded industry would be a successful and profit-
able venture in that region. In addition, the input-output models
are used to calculate the economywide impacts of new industries upon
employment, and taxes paid to each level of government. Such an
analysis is provided in the printout that I have prepared, and will have
for distribution to the Senators.During the period September 1, 1973 to August 31, 1974, which is
the State's fiscalyear, there were 186 new or expanded manufacturing
plants announced in Texas. The list is shown on the computer print-
outs. From the input-output models, the Industrial Commission
computed the total employment generated, both the direct plus

-- indirect employment, and annual new taxes generated and paid to
the Federal, State and local 'overnments from each of these new
plant locations. The computations are determined by the tax rates
and employment technology in existence at the time the input-output
models are calculated. Thus, the tax estimates depend upon the tax
structures as determined by each level of government. If tht tax
rates change, then business profits will be affected and tax-collections
will change. The input-output models can be modified to reflect such
changes and thereby can be used to evaluate potential impacts of
new taxes or tax changes upon individual sectors of the economy,the
entire economy and the tax revenues collected by governments.

During the 1973-1974 period for which analyses were made, it
was estimated that the 186 new plant locations in Texas would employ
11,429 people annually. Due to the interdependencies among these

S new plants and the remainder of the Texas economy, an additional
20,653 people will be employed by business and midustry already
located in Texas, for a total employment effect of 32,082. This new
economic activity, once fully operational will result in more than $69
million of new annual taxes paid to the Federal Gove rnment, $5
million in new annual taxes to State government, and $5 million in new
annual taxes to local governments of Texas. Th6e estimated contribi-
tions by each individual new establishment are shown on our printout
listing. It can be seen that the economywide employment and tax
contributions by different types of industries are different- that is,
the employment multiplier for Standard Industrial Class--SIC--2221
is 2 whereas, the employment multiplier for SIC 2335 is only 1.4.'
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If tax rates are changed, then each individual establishment will be
forced to evaluate his profit expectations on the basis of the new tax,
other things equal. Obviously, higher taxes will result in lower earnings
to capital and new or expanded operations will be -discouraged. We
have not thoroughly analyzed the sensitivity of new plant location in
Texas to different tax rates, but with the input-output-model such
analyses can be undertaken. However, these analyses would require
some additional data about production costs of each new industry,
data about markets for products, and data about proposed tax changes.

On behalf of the Texas Industrial-Commission, I wish to express our
sincere thanks for this opportunity to be here with you today, and
like Senator-if I might introduce the gentleman behind me, who is
the 'section chief for the economic analysis branch of the Governor's
office of planning, Dr. Herbert Grubb. Dr. Grubb put together our
input-output model.

[The prepared statement and attachments of Mr. Harwell follow:]
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Statement By

James H. Harwell

before

Senate Select Committee on Small Business
Senator Gaylord Nelson, Chairman

Hr. Chairman, distinguished members, ladies and gentlemen. My

name is James H. Harwell. I am executive director of the Texas Industrial

Commission, whose primary purpose is to promote and encourage the develop-

ment of business industry, agriculture, and commerce within and without the

s.tatei

At the presbenttime-at least 196,449 Texas companies qualify as small

businesses having less than 100 employees or less than $1,000,000 in

annual gross rec'eits. Total employment of these companies is 1,625,406.

The purpose of my appearance before the Senate Select Committee on

Small Business is to inform you of the importance of new industry and nev

business to our state economy. I shall focus upon four important factors

as follows:

1. --Employment or jobs

2. Federal taxes

3. State taxes

4. Local taxes

The present Texas economy is a well balanced regional economy in that

all of the major groups of sectors are represented in major proportions.

Texas has significant agriculture, mining (oil and gas), construction, manu-

facturing, communications, utilities, transportation, wholesale and retail

trade, finance, insurance, real estate, and personal and business services.

Thus, the Texas economic community has raw materials, energy and services

needed by new anW growing industries.

During the period 1968-1972, the Governor's Division of Planning

Coordination collected data from all segments and regions of the Texas
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economy, and calculated input-output models of nine regions and of the

Texas statewide economies.

From the time of release in 1973, the Texas Input-Output Models

have been used to analyze the impacts of resources supply changes, natural

resource investments, public sector spending, new industry locations and

public policies of proposed related actions upon the economy of the state.

Water agencies have used regional models in their work of estimating bene-

fits of alternative water projects. The Governor's Office, members of the

State Legislature, the Texas Industrial Commission, the Texas Education

Agency, the Greater South Texas Cultural Basin Ccamission, the Coastal

Resources Management Program, councils of government, educational institu-

tions, and other state agencies have calculated needs and made future plans

based on these input-output models. This approach to analyses and planning.

is serving to improve the coordination of the natural resources, human

resources and economic development programs of Texas.

The Texas Industrial Commission uses the.Texas Input-Output- odels to'

identify industries that have potential to fill gaps in regions of the state's

economies. A search of the imports data shows the size of local markets

now served by outside suppliers. Likewise, an analysis of exports data shows

where unfinished materials are leaking away. A follow-up feasibility

analysis is then used to determine whether or not a new or an expanded

industry would be a successful and profitable venture in that region. In
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addition, the input-output models are used to calculate the econoyvide

Impacts of new industries upon employment, and taxes paid to each level

of government. Such an analysis is provided for your information.

During the period September 1, 1973 to August 31,-1974, there were

186 new or expanded manufacturing announcements in Texas. The list is.

shown on the computer printouts. From the Input.-output models, the

Industrial Commission computed the total employment generated (direct

plus indirect employment) and annual new taxes generated and paid to the

federal, state and local governments from each of these new plant locations.

The computations are determined by the tax rates and employment technology

in existence at the time the input-output models are calculated. Thus, the

tax estimates depend upon the tax structure as determined by each level

of government. If the tax rates change, then business profits will be

affected and tax collections will change The input-output models can be

modified to reflect such changes and thereby can be used to evaluate

potential impacts of new taxes or tax changes upon individual sectors of

the economy, the entire economy and the tax revenues collected by

governments.

During the 1973-1974 period for which analyses were made, it was estimated

that the 186 new plant locations in Texas would employ 11,429 people

annually. Due to the interdependencies among these newplants and the

"1b-- remainder of the Texas economy an additional 20,653 people will be employed

by business and industry already located in Texas, for a total employment
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effect of 32,082. This new economic activity, once fully operational

~will result in more than $69 million of new annual taxes paid to the

federal government, $5 million in new annual taxes to state government,

and $5 million in new annual taxes to local governments of Texas (see

page 10, total line). The estimated contributions by each individual

new establishment are shown on the listing. It can be seen that the

economywide employment and tax contributions by different types of indus-

tries are different, i.e., the employment multiplier for Standard

Industrial class (SIC) 2221 is 2 whereas, the employment multiplier for

SIC 2335 is only 1.4. (Page 10, lines 4 and 5).

If tax rates are changed, then each individual establishment will be

forced to evaluate his profit expectations on the basis of the new tax,

other things equal. obviously, higher taxes will result-ii-ower earnings

to capital and new or expanded operations will be discouraged. We have

not thoroughly analyzed the sensitivity of new plant location in Texas to -

different tax rates, but with the input-output model such analyses can be

undertaken. However, these analyses would require some additional data

about production costs of each new industry, data about markets for products,

and data about proposed tax changes-

On behalf of the Texas Industrial Comission, I wish to express my

sincere thanks for this opportunity to be here with you today.
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SUMMARY SHEET
FOR

JA. AMES ". HAiRELL
PLANTS LOCATED 9/750/11/7*-S.B.R.

TOTAL ANNUAL
ANNUAl ECONOMIC

ADDITIONAL TOTAL NEW TAXES GENERATED; DIRECT ANNUAL IMPACT Or FIR
SiC NEW EMPLoYMENT EMPLOYMENT (IN DOLLARS) OUTPUT OF FINN ON THE ECONCRT

FIRM NAME CODE EMP. GENERATED GENERATED FEDERAL / STATE / LOCAL tIN DOLLARS) (IN DOLLARS)

RLCREATION SPORTS INTERNATOL 1 3732 250 220 170 *28.*26 *.50q? *6#59 4,046,027 11.495.319

HOUSING By VOGUF. INC. 2451 10 201 301 5900404 39.427 37.054 40190.57 io.# S.59?

KINCO INC. 3711 121) 271 391 19699892 73.324 62.S4 17.769.00 27.10*7910

RENORA;, INC& 3731 J 10 16 5* 59,647 2.966 aSs 291.351 8560460

AMERICAN MCLOING CORPORATION 3079 25 26 51 91.176 *4573 Ste" 517.630 1*1444,1s0

PAGC GUFSTRCAN. INC* 2531 150 93 243 321,1*1 18.479 20.351 2,116.342 5*.60,24

SNINTECH. INC. 2021 50 71 121 362.673 17.079 2&.552 1,719.217 40.4s?509

GLNERAL CRUDE OIL COMPANY 2911 150 1.136 1.206 3807492 507,959 266.65S 27031697 "0.931,33?

ROTOCAST PI.ASTZc PROO.OF TEXAS 2519 20 12 32 420819 29464 2.718 282.170 t 725.019

INGRAM REACT IVI. INC. 3273 a it 19 33224 3t.7 2.677 212.117 559,909

TEXAS OIL S GAS CORPORATION 1321 10 135 145 517.131 740811 39.56* 3.451.70S 80304#732

PYRAMID DERRICK 3533 50 45 95 16.555 6.658 20096*9 5059 2.572.736

8ROWNSVILLE QUALITY SALES OF&. 2531 so 31 at 107.0*? 6.160 6.79* TOS447 1.820,053

ANDY INTERhATIONAL* INC. 3731 140 123 263 *63.919 2.244 26.0" 2.#25.75 6661*379

SANOY OANUFACTURING CONPANY 235 1o 42 142 16.*492 9.719 11.121 1.209.262 2.745025

VISOR INDUSTRIES 5079 is 15 30 5*705 1*74* 3.519 510.570 866.513

PINE-O-PINE COMPANY 2842 as 05 129 54*369 17.04 20.552 2.982.646 6,265.557

ANORXWS LUMOER. INC. 2440 60 4% 10% 151,84 7.680 12.659 926,103 2*324 419

OURI-LINK AkUFACTURING CO. 3*96 0 10 19 *5.29 2*050 201*0 26,.291 600646

BRAOSAW MANUFACTURING COMPANY 3496 t0 11 21 48.104 2.9P7 2*765 293,*434 667.30
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TOTAL ANNUAs
ANNUAL ECONOMIC

ADDITIONAL TOTAL NEW TAXES GENERATED: DIRECT ANNUAL IMPACT OF FIRP
SIC 'NEW EMPLOYMENT E0PLOYPCNT (IN DOLLARS) OUTPUT OF FiRr ON THE ECONCMY

FIRM NAME CODE EMP. GENERATED GENERATED FEDERAL / STATE / LOCAL (IN DOLLARS) (IN DOLLARS)

ENTERPRISE PRODuCTS COMPANY 3299 a 3 & 120#25 Gas 795 7.214 179.009

TUGGLE MANLFACTsRING COMPANY 5792 30 tO 15 295*202 19*714 18*527 2.095#293 5#342*997

TRUS JoIST CORPORATI4N 5441 15 16 31 05,567 29S36 $0110 336.995 7969678

K & 6 ENGIKEERIN6 COMPANY 3662 0 3I 81 129.814 6.265 1*654 750.626 1.921603f

OONALDSON PANUFACTURING CO. 2439 12 9 21 26,397 1.036 Z032 183.236 4640962

GRAY ENTERPRISEtv INC. 3079 25 26 51 91.176 4?573 50864 517.650 10444.188

W Z F MANUFACTURING, INC. 3369 4 16 20 68-227 3,043 5.555 366.*01 99.6? o

CONCRETE PRODUCTS MFG.o INC. 2891 5 3 a 18.285 A83 850 99.602 40..53

BEST & SETTEK. hC. 551 1 7 14 23.953 1.299 1.466 143.467 391.00

PKECISION FORMED PLASTICS.INC. 3079 1& 12 24 43.764 2.195 2.815 248*462 693o209

PPG INDUSTRIES. INC. 3231 17 19 36 599786 30722 5*114 317.063 976.5sf

BAPTIST STANDARn P B. CO. INC. 2721 1 14 33 41.842 2.101 2353 197.400 621,610

VSL CORPORATION 5*96 20 22 42 96,20a 40673 $*S2 34269 1.334.770

UNION CARBIDE CRPORATIUN 2015 24 55 79 180,920 18.120 14930 1.1.468 3,0621#614

U.S. FURNITURE TNDUSIRIES 2511 25 16 1 535.523 3*060 6.397 33.2723 910.02'-

GLITSCH CRYOGEkCS INC. 544.3 si 56 106 2189152 110461 14;4T7 1.371042 3*97,604

GIFFORO-H1LL COMPANY. INC. 3273 60 83 143 249,179 23.443 20.074 1,3,0.S6 40199.91p

VARCO SE0ICONOUrTOR. INC. 3674 130 92 242 369.445 18034 22.965 2.2Sl3,&0 50764.813

FEATHER FABRICS. INC. 2281 1b 49 9, 161.256 0.015 11,069 807.676 2.261.493

2992 3 9 1 3454.0 3.041 1.9946 170922 528.149SAFETY-KLEEN CORPORATION



PAGE 3ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS
SUMARY SHEET

FOR

MR. JAMES H. HARWELL
PLANTS LOCATED 3/76T61/76-B.R.

TOTAL ANNUAi
AfNUAL * ECOMOIC

AD0ITIONAL TOTAL NEW TAXES GENERATED: DIRECT ANUAL IMPACT OV FfRP
SIC NEW EPPLOY.ENT EMPLOYMENT (IN DOLLARS) OUTPUT OF FIRM ON TH ECONtCY

COUE EMP. GENERATOR GENERATED FEDERAL / STATE / LOCAL (ZR DOLLARS) (IN DOLLARS)

TEXAS OIL A GAS CORPORATION

MR. SID

XEROX COkPCRATInh

UNICO MILLS. INe.

DELTRON INC.

NATIONAL TRANSFNMfER CORP.

SALTYS CAPS A APPAREL. INC.

TURNER MANLFACTorRING COmPANY

J & H INOUSTRZIe

JOHN METER OF NORwlCH

LONE STAR FIPE COMPANY

OEM BEARING COMPANY

KERCO IkSTRUENTS. INC.

ROME INDUSTRIES. LNC.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION '

TEXAS LABEL CO"PAT

STLPHENVIL.C MWP. COMP NT

ROSESUO'S. INC.

PLASTIC ACTIVITIES

EUROPAK. IkC.

1321 6 106 126 613*705

2311 66 3A 116 13*79

3573 .000 3.,260 7*160 11*662.625

2211 160 15 315 516.019

3679 1& 6 1 259963

3612 30 29 59 119.259

2331 41 20 67 790191

2311 26 a 28 33.698

z339 50 21 71 864246

2331 1%, 6s 213 252*739

3073 15 15 30 54.705

3716 60 90 130 566.630

3623 6 9 17 39516

3621 14 10 20 $90754

382 to 66 86 137*726

2241 so 78 158 258.009

2331 too 62 162 168.492

2331 $v 13 60 50.548

269 L1 10 26 309796

2067 75 561 616 797127

I/1 A\

FIRM NAME

$9.849

7.775

624.456

25.668

1*257

5.719

6.568

1.366

4660

140571

1.653

121424

'.713

2.916

1.792

1179105

31.6*7

$*at?

756.976

37962

1.551

6.579

5.227

2,224

51561

166861

8.519

20.3*5

X.672

2.135

3.362

18*716

11.121

37.052

2975.367

967.410

66.573.663

2t584.563

150.125

93"4706

S68.353

2Z*a52

64.631

198196"

310.578

5.926*293

269.387

316.235

1.1232.281

1.203.262

362.778

216.109

6.588.839

6.66 3.783

2.196.023

182.411,2m

7.236.776I

386.320

2.039.718

1.230*161

549,008

1.572.512

3618.533592.651

2.363.261

3.610.567

2.765.025

823.508

S5,2.636

18.217.692

------------ ------------------------------------- -------------------------------- -------- ----------- ------

I



CcONQM:C IMPACT ANALYSISSUMMARY -SHEET
FOR

MR. JAMES I. HARVELL
PLANTS LOCATED 9117390/51fl9B.B.R.

ADDITIONAL TOTAL
SIC N~ EPPLOY*ENT ENPLOYMENT
COut EXP. GENERATED OENERATCO

TOTAL ANNUAt
ANNUAL ECONOMIC

NCW TAXES GENERATED: DIRECT ANNUAL IMPACT OF FIR'
t(If OOLLARS) OUTPUT OF FIR' ON THE ECONOMY

FEDERAL / STATE / LOCAL 41N DOLLARS) (IN DOLLARSi

JOHNSTON

DOTTY DAN. IhC.

STELDIP GALVANIZING CO.* INC.

INDUSTRIAL CONTRtCTORS. INC.

THEE AND E

SANTONE INCUSYRTES. INC.

OR*ER STTEnS CokSULTAyS.INC.

OELTA9 INC.

POLAR CUBE ICE COMPANY

MURPHY PROCUCTS. INC.

CAEYS wOLDING & FABRICATIG

WILLIAMSON INSTRUMENT RACHINE

6 & V INDUSTRIEt. INC.

ARK-L-TEX HEAT TREAI

H*.L. HALEY ENTrRPRI . INC.

B1G HORN. INC.

CHEROKEE SAINLrSSCASON M IC.

GSR FEEDER PART*. INC.

CENTURY NOILE-&ZR NFG.AENG.CO

N 91E MANUFACTURING COMPANY

3533

2337

3579

3993

2361

2327

3S69

2097

2040

3911

3599
3496

3398

3S31

3719

3325

3585

399"

60

90

100

100

10ISO

20

a

6

so

10

15

20
20

&0

59

17

07

111

905

1o

40

10

s97

3,

30

119 199.839 0l3 ).117

57 647397 3.88 9.990

147 438.553 12*238 1S.399

211 *36.305 22.923 260.0&

1* 16009 972 1.11

213 252.739 19.s7 10.00

It 8s.959 3,75 49596

24S 33S#120 21.220 20.3"0

9 1'9,19 090 13S3

31 59,560 2.07 1.71

19 35.907 1901 1.073

9 19.570 781 992

13 20.002 1.372 16.59

49 170.567 7.000 0*336

17 26309 1.91? 196 O

49 209.980 9.145 7.050

29 54991 2.753 0.107

60 130.566 0.994 0.#"a

0 130.54, 6.998 8.071

50 106039 1'5.027 69661

/1 I' A

FIRM NAME

PAGE It

19135,030

a4O3,?OS

038,078

120.926

518726

2.211.370

17399%3

197.693

2160.19

83.210

17900

916.002

179.913

2,221.235

2S*25

1,091,10?

1.091*107

709*%

390879262

1.098,010

35.3793*

7,195,375

S,3901

S60 03002.01

2209012

0009029

957.30!

3.390.990

763.110

2.433.302

2.,933.302

1.0169182

---- ------------------- w .......... --------------------- ft ---- ---------------- ------------ --- -- ----------- -------

/f



A I'\
ECONO MIC IMPACT ANALYSIS PAGE 5

SUGARY SHEET
FOR

MR. .jA ES H. HARWELL
PLANTS LOCATED 9/1/T 1/78.8.R.

TOTAL ANNUlA
ANNUAL ECONOMIC

ADOITIONAL TOTAL NEW TAXES GENERATED: DIRECT ANNUAL IMPACT OF FIR.

Sic NLW EMPLOYMENT EMPLOYMENT (IN DOLLARS) OUTPUT OF FIR" ON THr ECONOMY

FIRM NAMAL COD EmP. GENERATED GENLRATED FEDERAL / STATE / LOCAL 11[ DOLLARS) ItN DOLLARS)

- - - ------------------------------------------------------- -------------------

SOUTHMOST STEEL CASTING CO. 3325 15 32 67 120.196 64o2S 7.251 55.725 1978040

FLOW-FREE PRODUcTS* INC. 3561 35 37 72 15102"8 6.'377 8.988 9070770 2,260.347

AMER-TRON. IkC. 3442 35 21 54 90.870 8.399 So535 525*et38 1.345.121

AT'. INC. 3531 S. 34 86 1310984 79086 o*.0% $78•549 2.186, 923

CHEROKEE STEEL 1AeRICATONeINC. 3841 75 82 157 227,837 12*.A84 15.550 1488*.976 39,3393

INDUSTRIAL STlEt FASNICSWELO. 341#1 75 82 157 227*837 12.660 15,50 1.68.97 30993.5

STANDARD BRANDS. INC. 2021 100 352 *52 7048072 81.0" 9,$3.5 *341,051 146,.274

ARMCO STEEL CORPCKATION 584 200 1"8 398 642.639 32.258 35zs 3-.55.636 9.783504

JOSEPH SCHLITZ MRAEIN; COMPANY 3*11 300 759 1.059 24*1.528 182*598 140.826 16.2*&*873 82.07?.329

VULTEX ALLOY STrEL. INC. 3531 6 8 10 15.833 $50 972! 108.948 262.370

LEVI STRAUSS & CCMPAIY 2328 *00 168 s58 673.970 38.876 %0044 8,837.051 10,980.106

9. 8. G. PRINTING COMPANY 2751 A 1 2 3.895 194 255 160763 58.659

STOP & PRINT 2732 1 1 2 3.895 196 255 18.783 5,4659

FRANK . DAVID 2751 1 1 2 3895 196 255 18.783 54.*59

K A K MACHINE SNOP 35"9 1 1 2 2#916 134 18 16.63 5.602

HOUSTON PRINTCRAFT. INC. 2751 1 1 2 3.*95 196 255 16.783 54*659

CLEAR LAKE PRINTING 2752 1 1 2 1 3.895 196 255 1683 540659

J.&R. FAsRICATION COMPANY 3899 i 2 4 9*621 857 5s 54284 133.875

STANDARD FASTEMRS&SUPPLY CO. 3852 a 1 3 40.88 283 577 29.85& 75.107

CRUSAOER GRAPHICS. IkC. 2791 a 2 8 6557 380 827 30.847 95.688



ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS PAGE A
SUMMARY SHEET

MR. .JAMES He HAARWELL
PLANTS LOCATED 9/1/7h-8/61/T4-0.8.R.

TOTAL ANNUdl
ANNUAL ECONO IC

ADDITIONAL TOTAL NEW TAXES GENERATOR$ DIRECT ANNUAL IMPACT OF FIRP
SiC NLW EMPLOYKENT EMPLOYMENT (IN DOLLARS) OUTPUT Of FIRV ON THE E€ONCOy

FIRM NANE CODE EKP. SENERATEO GENERATED FEDERAL / STATE / LOCAL (IN DOLLARS) (IN DOLLARS)

OGLETHORPE PRINTING COMPANY 2732 2 2 4 60.1 393 510 3?7,56 109#320

SWAGECO MANUFACTUR1N& 3498 a 3 s 100635 S6 G" 7o.9qaa 181061?

FARGO CAPPER COMPANY 3792 a 4 6 11*80a 789 741 83.811 21.718

CLRRY INSTRUMENT COkPORATION 3599 a a 5 8To7 4" 565 49930 136980

PETAL-FAB COMPANY 3441 a 3 A 99.13 507 6A 67.39" 159.73

ASTRO FURNITURE MANUFACTURIhs 2511 2 5 6423 370 40 42932A 109.201

JOT FASRICATGAS 3325 3 3 6 10.984 531 21 50*20S 1.13

TUBULAR TECHNOLOGIST 6452 a 2 5 60702 A25 566 44a227 12,T1

ROIC CYCLE COMPANY. INC. 3751 a 6 9 17.712 1.163 1112 125.717 320.578

HOUSTON PALLET COMPANY. INC. 2448 3 2 5 695S 3A4 6 84.309 11.234

JACO CHEMICALS. INC. 2816 b 10 13 321848 381 6*344 211.146 703,128

INOUSTRAL STIES SERVICrS 3599 a 3 7 1194A 624 74 A,5T3 162.i0

MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC TOOL CORP. 356 a a a 16938A 80 355 80.276 232.800

BUILOERS LALITY MAROU 3281 4 a a 1A6567 913 1058 100.285 238A67T

MONTGOMERY MACHTkE WORKS 3599 5 4 • 18*578 761 9"2 83.216 228,012

VISSER.ROWLANO ASSOCIATES.IWC. 5931 5 N 9 18.531 48 A" 1.& 5.129 228.1t3

JONES PRECISION TOOLINSTRUrFN 359 5 4 9 14*578 781 92 83.216 228.012

my WORK "mSHP 2732 5 5 10 17.878 962 s.27A 93.919 273.304

REO BLUE PRINT 2732 5 10 17.478 9" 1276 93.919 273.308

WASHINGTON PANUACTuRtki Co. 2328 5 2 7 8.42S 4" 534 609"a3 37.251



ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS PAGE T

IR JAMS He HARRELL
PLA*TS LOCATEO 9/1i/7 79-0UT".R".

TOTAL AWNUAG
Ak.UAt [CONOMIC

ADDITIONAL TOTAL NEWC TAXES G.NEATEOD OIRCCT ANNUAL IMPACT OF FIRM
SiC 1 46 EPPLOTYMCT EMPLOYMENT (ZN DOLLARS) OUTPUT OF FzRu an THlE eCommv

FIRM MARL CODE EP. GCNER&TED GENERATED FEORAL. / STATE / LOCAL (N OOLLAN.S (t. OOLAA S)

GU4ALITY SISMSs INC. 339 5 1 4 9 19531 68 1.129 8i &18 226.13

OUARIA. OFFICE SIPPLIESSPRINT. 272 5 S 10 170#78 982 1*276 93,919 27*750.

STORE S SHAv PRtNTRS 272 1 6o 1 *0.979 li9 1.561 1114703 327.6

COMR TECHs IhC. ,079 6 6 12 21:682 1:097 1:40? 124921 a6#604

.L09I.O~o k C 3919 6 S 11 1864 lo3t* 1lt8 10720 29312*

MUTCO 8OPRTC 599 7 8 is 20.919 too98 1.319 118.583 519.813 0

"'i j L. S Z zMUMMA. M. 2434 7 5 12 15.539 a% 1,.? lo.0" 271.21-

FAM~E FACTORY *999 6 8 19 17.598 1.0*29 1.188 123.991 3999W

ACE.O METAL FINTShING CORP. 3971 0 S 13 35006 97" 1o85 1*5,o9 29.9"7

SCOTT STEEL. INc. 3999 10 11 a1 9109 2.17 "*7s5 a91.9396 6M7.083 9

UNIQUE BROTIERS MANUFACTURI.G 2392 10 9 t9 31,1sas 1922 0141 *0,278 549,?

rit CHROME CONPORATTOf S99 10 11 21 98.109 2.247 2.76i *91939 68*7.5

POWER A P*,PAS[ON STSTIS.IWC 3519 11 19 30 56990% 32 t60* 785 84.08 19.125941

ACCURATE FMAIC&TING. I.mC. 3499 1 12 2 38.558 1.934 2.11A 218.,18 30.62

TRUE-TCH RWAC.IE 3599 1s 10 *5 70908 2.029 a8.s8 21698 592S635

SCHI4MET COMPANY 3682 , 9 2 3,994 1.045 2*296 22.184 S7 98

OLT4MPIA CARPET MILL 227* 15 15 s0 6983?? 2.09 .509 8.24202 67014

NnSTER STRESS 398 15 59 79 255.851 119.12 18.50? 1.579.005 5.998.798

GAUSES INTERkATTONAL.9 INC. 3823 is 17 S2 791"8 &o.0 o .511 05 .101 1111.222



ECOOM C IMPACT ANALYSIS PAW 8
SUgsIA SECt

one. JAMES Ito MAXWELL
PLAmTS LOCATEo 9/l/75.O/31/79-11S.1,

TOTAL AWNV,
ANNUAL ECONOMIC

AOOITIONAL TOTAL NEW TAXES GC.UEAT[OS DIRECT AxwuAL IMPACT Or Irr
SIC NEW EPPLOO ET C4P.LOyNET (iN DOLLARS) OUTPUT OF FIRM ON TWt ECON lY

F tt k COOC CMp. GENERATED GENERATED PEOcRAL / STATE / L€t. tIff OOLLARS) tIf$ DOLLARS)

ASCO "NUPCTUatiW, INC. 38079 1 15 30 54,705 2.74* 5.519 310.578 6890513

3LiWR CHMICAL CORPORATION 2869 1 o 80 s0ts?" Btle20 alt0? 1610*792 *630,915

Owmhsm0h1o CORPORATIO 3*1 16 17 33 410.05 2.705 &9317 359.%li 651.923

OAK CCE K PRES, INC. 2751 25 26 51 T*859)1 #*t912 49371 *69.598 1'9369$36

~OUSTOO HEAT EXmAwNs 3317 5 *s 83 109673 888 90455 1.s220.060 2928,95*

OATA OOC INTS. IMC. OF TEXA. 28*1# 40 s 98 175.081 9.971 10126 1*.1708*1 3.312.5PW

PKLTOM ENTERPTSES 3411 40 101 141 3549970 19.012 18.725 2,1".%*3 5,1e0,3138

WALKER.NALL.oKAIS, IC. 5662 45 27 ?2 114.833 5.656 6*08 750" " 107299444

REVL. SALVAGE COMPANY 239l 50 94 1*4 56*627 22.267 269950 2.8028 .37 6.502.409

An" COMPANY 2819 50 Ito 240 "97912 OR.ss 41873r 40109,51 9 10.8Tl.133

850 CHEMICAL C(WFPAWT 2911 100 ?7 857 2.538.328 3914t59 i?7.757 18.0,26 5 *5,.4226

F 0LLER COMPANY 3561 S00 212 *12 $649S3 37.5*s 149960 50167.260 11,916.277

TEECO CHEMICA S, INC. 2821 295 371 63* 1.907*654 899837 2ile"8 9905,0s3 24.958.909

M81ITH UJIOUSTRIER. INC. 352 *"S 346 "1s. 148,573 88,810 91.511 7.10,123 18.26 .81

1UIm TOLS; ImC. 5 600 50 .010 2#17*7,192 1128,8 132123 9.39felg 33? 1t4"

LIMlITIED STAITES STEL'[ COR1P. 9312 700 19422 I+as 39240501 259*356 240o253L 24l,+q 103 4,00439933II

ROND HAAS COMPANY 2422 "00 3105 .005 8,791.180 72093* 773,705 79913,9g% 1194398,73

CAST TEXAS PLATT14O COAN0m t*NC 3*71 20 is 33 87.710 2.*8 5.g080 263.615 7*499"7

OAVIk WATER A WASTE INOuSTIIES 3589 100 79 279 291591 1159613, 16.8*9 1909336 9,60,218.



A 4I'

ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS
SUMMARY SWEET

FOR

MA, dAM£S He HARWELL
PLANTS LOCATED 9/ 1/8/5 T7.-.SR,

sMCFIRM NAME. CODE
ADITIONAL T TOTAL

NEW EMPLOYMENT EMPLOYMENT
EPP. GENERATED GENERATED

TOTAL ANNUAl
ANNUAL ECONOMIC

NEW TAXES GENERATED: DIRECT ANNUAL IMPACT OF FIR
tIN DOLLARS) OUTPUT OF FIRM ON THE ECONOMY

FERAL / STATE / LOCAL (IN DOLLARS) (IN DOLLARS)

AMARILLO OIL COMPANY

KERR.MCGCE CORPnRATION

OIL STATES MUSWr COMPANY

INTERNATIONAL BuILDERS MANTot.

VALLEY CORRUGATrO BOX. INC.
STILWELL FOODS* INC.

PARKER SEAL COMPANY

SUE ANN. INC.

RASBIT INOUSTRZIS, INC.

DAINA80 TEXAS hC.

ENNIS BUSikNSS FORMS. INC.

TRAVEL QUEST COMPANY

sTROMNERGOS STATUARY

GREAT WESTERN. JrAul

POLYFOAM INDUSTRIES. INC.

SERWOOD MEDICAL INtOUSTRZES.I.

LANCE. INC*

WARE .R MAN1,CTI#RING COMPANY

SlATE WELDING & MACHINE

POKT ARTHUR SHIPYAROS INC.

9,

I
PAGE 9

1321

1321

069

239

2653

2037

3069

2351

2016

2281

2761

3792

3272

23f

5079

3069

2051

3719

3731

3751

5

20

10.o

300

Soo

1oo

750

so

25

294

25

40

150

300

300

56

200

&8

270

22

6

-38

415

275

92

79

728

10

33

11

%1

83

321

678

176

73

290

62

19

238

915

TS

142

18

1.978

20

75

56

S

233

Gal

978

99

376

258.566

1.03(9263

81.378

17.598

380.247

1.01T229

168.992

6.725

2.418.639

32*779

1&7.601

9".671

92,23

195.881

305.169

4.0"9729

165.685

6620741

37.(05

1*9.622

9.959

1.029

21,758

77.770

55.738

9.719

5,128

120025

1,926

9.857

9.537

2.,30

7.316

16.722

58*189

143.309

8.501

3,205

19.?67

799067

69182

1.6118

77.280

184962

2.951

90263

8*.30

9.386

26.164

1579111

9.320

37*279

1715.859

6.665.917 l

*55.783

123. 91

2.69.255

8.9790885

5.897.*291

1.2090.262

938.478

12.115.142

207,8069

1,097.696

636.351

302.315

820.208

1.709,187

6.691.201

94402700

809.205

39236.822

16.609.9 69

1#2969982

309.942

70320891

26.580.60

16.237.279

2.745,025

2.048.626

35*922.398

565.909

2.671.097

1.679.967

29310,700

0.671.2183

16.266.97

679.969#791

20379.063

9.516.257

-- -------- ---- --------------------- w .... w ------ w --- w ------------------------------------------------- w ------------



PAGE isECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS
SUMMART SHEET

FOR

MRM. dANES N. HARWELL

PLAO4T8 LOCATED s/1/?48117*S.S.R.11
ADOT AL TOTAL

sic NEW £EPpLO rm£T EMPLOYMENT
CODE EMP. GENET TED GENERATED

ANNUAL
NEW TAXES GErERAT£

(IN DOLLARS)
FEDERAL / STATE /

TOTAL ANNUS,

:O: DIRECT ANNUAL IMPACT OF FM
OUTPUT OF IR* ON TE EONCRT

LOCAL (IN DOLLARS) (in OLELARS)

- --- ------------------- -- --------- --------- w----- . ---- - - -

AMEICAN HOECHST CORPORATION

TEXACO. INC.

TARGET MANUFACTURING COMPANY

PORT-A-SYSTCMS. INC.

WILKERSON COPPArY. INC.

TECHNICAL PLASTICS. INC.

MERICO. INC.

MUCOR CORPORATInk

CLEVELAND FORGE. INC.

CHAMPION £kTERNkAT*. TMNERLANO

MISSION VALLEY wILLS INC.

MONROE TRAILER uFG. COMPANY

FLAT4rER FABRICS* INC*

a as, INC*

MAJESTIC COILE HeOME ,FG, CO.

TEXAS INSTPUPENTS INC.

DIESEL ATHLETIC LETTERINS Co.

MULTI FITTINGS II.S*A.. LTD.

NAVIGATE INC*

OANA K SPCRTSVAR

F IRA NAME

zet8

2911

3555

3171

3071

2051

3312

2*31

2211

3715

2281

2451

3S73

2391

307

555

2535

300

5.000

20

25

400

250

100

34
300

12

3

1o

25

2.000

11

Ioo

*).

8o

14206

379850

2

10

a

26

028

365

39*

215

291

27

3

i*

50

1.580

10
to+

24

34

1.506
*2.850

20

28

51

828

561

595

3.

6

2135

364

64

3.802,471
269916014)0

32.132

3)9597

91.176

1.327T660

19402*32*

1.7050674

659*922
9674S36

163985

99675

1*7.501

5.831.22

349233

6.569465

132*2

13',75'

392*065

19*597.573

1.513

10704

41.573

770565

52.527

76.081

380102

*8.090

7*332

*81

5.211

915

32.524

5t023

7.775

395.165

6.661,862?

5'5

11761

103375

65.80*
06.382

68,294

70.182

?02

6,732

95264

375.598
2#3*914

42.225

8.897

40.202.355

501.055.254

*9.930

181.761

517,.,30

6.521.501

5.138,025

4.630.915

1.776.8

322.351

I .0*7.5*5

,286,731

242.306

3.726.539

719,.551

567.410

60.640.288

29T.711.296

1360808

*67.173

*482.7W7

1.84*8,188

2.355.571

214*840260

22,551.553

t1,523* 7

13-566.157
2,718.752

135.60e

75*9)01

29571,497

91.02.8863

10 3S6.15

2#196902 1

i

I



A' A

FIRM mNIft

I A
ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS

SUMMART SHEET
FOR

MR* JAMIS H# HARWELL
PLANTS LOCATED D91/76-11/79-9..R,

ANNUAL
AOIJTONAL TOTAL N[W TAXES OCNERATCO OZIRCT ANNUAL

SiC NEW EMPLOYMENT EMPLOYMENT (IN DOLLARS) OUTPUT OF rIRM
COO IMP. GINIR&TED GEIERADI FDOCRAL / STATE / LOCAL. tIfN OoLLA )

tRON STAR POTTERS

CAST TEXAS ASPHALT COMPANY

0 & MN A WFACTMI..0 COMPANY

MCGRAW - CISOft COMPANY

CORSICANA SPORTRNIAR

WEATIESY CNGIjrRN6 CoMPANY

OUMNrECH INVUSTRIES, INC.

TEXAS RARITIPE IftOUSTRIFS.SiC.

8.OIGC7OwM 1TL*A STrLL CONP.

GEITItL.AN ANUFACIUR1.46 INC.

CORVUS CORPORATTOf,

ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS* fN.

UNITED 4ASRAEC PRODUCTS

CHEMICA. OTNANIC3. INC.

FLEX FOAM 1NUSTRIS* IkC.

OR* O'S APPAREJ,. PF. COMPANY

FRIONA INDUSTRIrS

CHAMPION INTERNATIONAL. INC.

WINo FASHIONS

CAL-TEX

3269 a 5 13 20.731 2.356

2951 8 1 22 5S.121 ,9465

2335 100 92 192 1*8.992 9,719

3412 200 192 392 75.059 38#126

2339 12 53 17e 210*61S 12019

3543 75 80 155 324.201 19 "O

3442 100 61 161 259.429 12.570

3731 I0 114 294 930.782 21.583

3312 1*000 1.40 2.960 5.6092"8 370.S08

3537 10 7 17 26*389 1,917

3873 17 189 367 8410919 58.831

3429 250 S33 883 2#217o937 1180628

3412 9 9 i8 35f?8 1.716

359 20 16 36 58,312 S0122

3079 4M 24 51 91.17 ftv %73

2339 75 32 107 126369 7,289

2098 200 1.192 1.39 2.303,979 136.989

2931 99 32 76 964769 5.632

2392 15 19 29 966S 2.583

2011 75 S91 414 797,127 970905

PAGE 11

TOTAL AN

IMPACT OF
oN THE cc
fin DOLL

V .

IC
l[w

NO)

1,.312+
5. 190 1

11.121

93.859

18.901

17,23$5

156.309

393.215

117.022

1.,9?7

3.710O

5.849

8.391]

252.339

'9.288

273416

1*209,262
4,32.710z

1,.511,578

1 99S.2
.1. 253

2, 10S. 34

5.099.848

139538.09o

28 4611

332,84T

517030

13.179.571

679.201

330. 91

40.5,0639

290.013

2,795.025J

13,598.127
3.931.282-

.34,03"

GS*7?7,09l

437.283

11. 933.499

35.049.980l

421.918

970905

95.q9.520

$16132

162,219.1

-- ----- ------------------- -------------------------------------- --- w ---------- -------



/A A,
ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS

SUMMARY SHEET
FOR

MR. JANES H. HARWELL
PLANTS LOCATED 9/l700/&514ln4-s.B.R%

FIRk NAME

S J MANUFACTURING CONPANYo.ICo

STONEVILLE FURNTTURE CO..PAW

KIRASTATE GATINRIkG CON!ANT

GP.NRAL S.ELTERR OF TEXAS INC

TEXAS EAST TINES

BROWSER ANO YOUNG PAPER CO.

DONELSOk, INC.

O0MELSON. INC.

BUODY SCHOELLKOPF PROOUCTS.fNC

REX-HIDE. INC*

G00 TINES. INC.

SOUTHWEST PUPPET SUPPLY CO.

WOODGRAIN POLDInG

VICKI INOUSTRiE%

SEALED AIR CORPORATION

USK AND MEiAL tOUSTRiFS

LANCE. INC.

BSEHR OF AMERICA. 1NC

RICHMOND SCREW ANCHOk CO.,,INC.

PUPERIOG FARM. IkC.

ADDITIONAL TOTAL
SIC NEW EPPLOY*ENT EMPLOYMENT

CODE EPP. GENERATOR CRENRATED

3523

2511

1321

2451

2711

3751

3751

2392

3011

3079

34652
2461

3569

3079

559,

2099

3595

3096

2051

1r

lag

a

10

2

3o

50

I&

10

11

i1

17
19

25

46

58

h12

01

20

2

1o

60

45/
1 5

2

S

6

11
1

12

3%

28

51

138

ISa

*9?

0

So

0

17

to

to

205

S

6

10

21

22

27

57

55

9,

ANNUAL
NEw TAXES GENERATE

1N DOLLARS)
FEDERAL / STATE /

211,110

3650369
155.159

590"0

7.150

30.639

1770121

177.121

155,626

026.165

12.968

17*596

43.227

00117

05.730

110*639

124,038

120.260

159*319

11.336

229175

229443

30943

3.39

197*6

11.620

6.A 09

2 0774

566

560

1.024

2.012

0.605

69400

5.716

99310

ED: DIRECT ANNUAL
OUTPUT OF FIR

LOCAL (IN DOLLARS

12.956

2400

89

1101161 +00

1111&46

469

1.511020296

0.237

6.91

12.,05

1039,310

29S39.610

1,029512

419.058

29,"1

215,121

1,257.176

1.25T176

4.101,390

32699699

1,060

259.3A3

2*7,757

1.036.606

7200.5610

PSOC 1*

TOTAL A
ECONO

IMPACT 0
ON THC I
(IN DOL

3.096

6,SSS6.601

A

1,90M.590

96.169

57I9.691

5.265.799

2O3.05.T99

115.5141

19e3.70*PL1

3+663

Vr FT,. i!

927S

-.o190 -
.6.9 -l

---- ------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- w ------- w ---------

€



A
ECOA.%ORC IMPACT ANALYSIS

SLNUT SHEET
FOR

PR* JAMES ,. HARWELL
PLANTS LOCATED s/t/7J1/, *-S.9.R.

N ADDITIONAL TOTAL
. SIC N~l. EMfPLOYMENT EMPLOYMENTFIRM NjAME CODE Ep. GENERATED GENERATED

ANNUAL
NEW TAXES GENERATE

(IN DOLLARS?
FEDERAL / STATE /

A
PArE is

TOTAL ANNUA

IPECONOVIC I[01 DIRECT ANNUAL. I PACT OF FtR*OUTPUT OF FIRM ON THE ECONCMw
LOCAL IM DOLLARS) fIR OOLLARS)i

SLAN BAG S BOx eONPANY 2621

1..O0 CORPCRATIon 3079

RECTOR sELL EQUIPMENT Co.,IkC. 533

GRAHAM MAGNTIC. INC. 3573

MCDONOUGN4 POWER E6UIPiENT. INC 352*

CONTINENTAL IELr.&ELECTONIC$ 350.1

KARASAT IMCUSTRtES, INC. 2312

UNIVERSAL FOUNDORIES INC. 34k9

CROWN CORK A SEAL COMPANYT.N. 3411

TEXAS COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. 2086

MARTIN SPROCKET & GEARe INC. 356

THE SEAR 4CRKS 2331

RASTERCRAFT INOttSTRILS, INC. 2311

INTERNATZOKAL MARBLE. INC. 3281

AILEE. INC. 2339

WEIGH SYSTEMS. tNC. 3376

HI.AkOS MECHANIcAL. LTD. 351

MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC TOOL CORP. 65*6

MALOUF CORPANY 2351

HEIL CONPAAY 3715

!85

LIS

120

316

70

2.000

16

35

IG3f0

25

5

20

i5v

125

25

147

117

108

245

1.507

1.220

6

09

106

13

25

7

105

13

152

37

233

232

228

555

29107

3.220

21

64

12f4

240

206

*43,

651

1*

33

sop

02

*05.321 20.*10 G*Ss 2.902..St

*19,*08 21035 25975 2t301.100

39.t679 20o?6l 24*265 2.270.061

9030838 *8.395 508,536 3.139,*3

.1t32.829 275o990 259.376 a9.335.113

5,192.376 251*391 305.179 i0.023.070

27.832 10602 1.766 1&03.5t

19.691 S.356 69*26 97fbfo

310.511 16.436 154386 1.096.37S

739t645 52.111 37.520 3.226.510

*32.269 10.?92 220900 2,593.630

30.3*66 29916 4336 342.776

83.637 *.528 s.513 56*9651

28.992 158 1.051 175.560

*21.231 2,.296 27.801 302 t5.T

16578 701 "*2 03.216

%%.683 2*830 60774 295.80

61*t%8% 30.50* 132*.23 3.01035S

210*615 12.* I s.901 1511. 74

3%*644 15.276 1&*098 3.70243S8

A

---------------- ---------------- ---------------- --------------- ---------------- ----------- ---- ---------------

80.215.323

15,136.87*

75.801.9*3

2.2,539

s.9)09.02x

7.5*3.032

023.505

8.0862.368

p.268.012

0.730-030

S33.2802

3.5665e.5

/



I

ALOOTIONAL TOTAL
SIC NW L1PLGNENT LMPLOTNE NT

COOL EMP. GENERATED GENERATED

NEW TAXES GCmERATI
FE N OOLL&RS)

FEDElAL / STATE f

ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS
SUM~ Y SHET

FOR

MR. JAMES Ho HARWELL
PLANTS LOCATED 9/1/78°8#51/7T-BB..R.

LONE STAR GAS CnVPAMY

uLCKETT REFINERY COMPANY

COMPARIA TEXTZ#, E ICAbA

JUMBSOTEX MILLS CORPORATION

SPEED FAB-CRETE

CMiOVAC

CERTAINTEEO PRnOUCTS CORP-

CENTURY INCUSTRATSs INC.

DEAN K "ANLACTIIIkG

R. Co CRABS COMPA T

KERMIT ATHI.T IC 4.PPLY COMPANY

PORTA-STORAGE OISTRIOUTORS

THRIFT WAY OIL COMPANY

*s TOTALS:

4 PLA&TS a 273

2819

2911

2211

2281

3272

3079

3079

3531

2339
255

5253

2329

3498

2911

I

50

25

100

45

250

2.000

25

120

10

27

227

21#

97

35

355

1.020

18

50

13

17

4

76

34 96.308

25? 761,998

49 80.628

197 322,512

60 105.824

505 911.757

2@020 5*697.029

*3 65.972

170 202.191

33 51.836

57 67i397

6 2,639

86 *5.3,53

359776 75,*8 110.*62 59,181,630 26.215.R06 17991.566 771.705.547 2,721.798*015

AI A4 A'

FIRM NAiE

PAGE to

TOTAL ANNA,
ECONOMIC

IMPACT OF FIRP
ON THE eCONOMT

(IN OO"LAtS,

6.003

117,566

49000

16*030

9'935

45972'

182910

3.5*3

11*663

5*890

3919 6

6.122

59*327

59849

21o395

8.281

526

17.776

6179"S8

5,906,379

*03.838

1.615,352

662.846

5.176.304
2'0.705.219

1.951.115

235,402

*85.705

54,53#

1.802,126

1.993.958

119744266

1.150.7966

4.522.986

1,797,966

57.767.561

1,093.210

725.030

1,096.010

1*60151

9,59.*021

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- -------- ____

:Ds DIRECT ANNUAL.
OUTPUT OF Flia

LOCAL (lo DOLLARS)

aldkt



ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS PAGE I
SUP~ew SHEUT

MR. JANE,. * HARWELL
PLANTS EXPANCO-9/V7I.4T6SI/1f -. *.R.

TOTAL ANNUAL
ANNUAL ECONOMIC

AOITIONAL TOTAL NCN TAXES GCNCRATED$ DIRECT ANNUAL IMPACT Or FIrM
SIC NL EMPLOYMENT EMPLOYMENT (ZN Olla*.$) OUTPUT OF FIR ON THE ECONmo

FIRM wuAE CODE CUP. GENERATED GENERATED FEDERAL / STATE / LOCAL (ZN DOLLARS) (IN DOLLARS)

J &W REFINING. INC. 2911 10 76 6 255.633 39.199 119176 1.602.26 995*1s"Al

PERNMOCAST CORPORATION 361 10 39 9 170.57 7.906 00350 916002 2.29165

TEXAS HYORAULICM. INC. 3993 so 93 177 566996 190255 22,579 2039.351 9.699.119

SOUTHWELL COMPANT IN. 307 1 1 a 3.97 IS& 25 20.705 5777

MICRO-GEN EoUzPMENT CORP. 35ss 4 a. a 10687 1 792 a" 01,97 ast.*75

KAISER CEJN:NY & GYPSUM CORP. 3241 1* 19' 29 o1.530 3.979 6*5399 295. 14, 6996

LUC.HESE SCOT COMPANY 3093 95 to 63 75593 le633 9.662 949.99 10069140

MILLER CUMTARN COMPANY. INC. 2391 900 a90 70 10200,065 4.is 65*29 619911. 21.765ss5

DATAPOINT CORPORATION 3573, 50# 901 909 U48961* 79.309 9.755 6959.09 23.199.231

3K COM*ANY 2591 20 12 31 49,19 *so"9 29716 262.76 726,6019

NAGN TRAILM COMPANY 379 1s 30 85 405651 5.919 .5 56 926.566 10.90

GULF PACKING COMPANY 2011 9 Gs 75 95,955 599 11.999 550.900 99.*

CIS OF sROawiSVII IE INC. 30"9 o 20 59.976 1.e6* 2.399 207.052 57T7WOO

DURO PAPER SAG WANIFACTURIG C 2 93 90 so 96 17.661 9*976 17#126 1.21*61 3.S12.52

HOWARD S. WOLF. INC. 259 9t$ 19 Go 75.22 ,937 * *a06 S5*.196 1143,261

UNIRON CARSIOC, CARPORATION 2699 50 201 2Sj 960745 95.344 9S,669 5.036.725 13044,00049

COSAR CORPORATIoN 3979 70 %3 115 161.790 .79" 16.719 1.059.677 296,245

EAGLE INTERATICNAL. INC. 3711 200 452 952 2.733.,152 122.209 3,1097*1 *9,919999 95.315.195

MASOftOIANSER SILAS MASON CO.?. 2692 350 226 57* 1.279,920 9hol 59,500 4.9"6917 16039.66

MESTERN AMMIONIA CORPORATION, 2619 *0 76 96 275.195 17.152 I7. 49& 197930923 %0.296521



4 AiF~

EcOO IC IMPACT ANALYSIS
SUMMARY $HEET

FOR

MR. JAMES #to HARWELL
PLANTS EXPANDED/10S 1/74 -. Seto

ADDITIONAL TOTAL
Sic NEW EMPLOYMENT EMPLOYMENT

CODE EMP. GENERATED GENERATED

TOTAL AWIV,
ANNUAL ECONOMIC

HEW TAXES GENERATED: DIRECT ANNUAL IMPACT OF FRng
(IN DOLLARS) OUTPUT OF FIRS ON THE ECONMY

FEDERAL / STATE / LOCAL, (tiN DOLLARS) (IN DOLLARS)

WARREN PETROLEUM COMPANY

EAST TEXAS HAONDAG COMPAaY

MARTIN BRICK COMPANY!

COMJNCHE MANUFACTURING COMPANY

WEBER AIRCRAFT

ARMCO STEEL CORORATIOk

OVUAZTY HEAT TRrAT* iNC.

FIRST COMPANY

AILAS ARCHITEC.MAL, METALS.tIC

SOUTHLAND CORPOWATIONs

OUR"" INDUSTRIES.! INC.

L. L. RIODGEWAT IrTLWRPISES* I.

O-OOT INDUSTRIAL PRODtJCTS.INC.

U.s. PIATI%,# It.C.

HWERNSL E iDUSTayES. INC.

COMR TECH, INCe.

* P PLASTICS CORPORATION

VARO EMICONDUCTOR. fiNc.

STECK.WARLIjC CnMPANY

LIQUID PAPER CORPORATION

1S21

3171

3251

232?

2S31

S39

20"9

3561
2751

33 S

3471

3674
27 1285l

if

29
20

35

45

10

aS

S

6

10

20

SO

5

1#50so

s

ISO

St

10

is

iS

53

90

tS

12

10

21

146

73

I

*it

so
as

33

So

190s+15

IS

16

20

21

ST

91

123

1

202
Si9

/

208602

1101ST

51.8351

141.951

51.170

34956

4X,930

00.710

21S,6SO

49*56,3

29,92

20130

5.A90

3.502

100471

2T.7?6

2.882

1.390

1.503

10.945

20292

2.555

51965

S?qf

15.01S 1.372.83 393219693

.tol2 244.328 6034437

8.281 235,502 "25.034

3.892 423&0 . 980.o59

119949 1,199"260 .9" .091

20.1" 19491.0718 501,00473

2*5091 274.800 64075

143 2 ,19233 6L9646

99 'S351 232 .1

1.046 34706a4 713.1"8

Los" s07.90 516450

20551 1074639 5"0.411

2.687 316.08 T399534

5.00 204t315 T.4A 47

6.215 502.050 1.524.232

10.5s" 931973% 29990539

21.070 1.522.301 40144.49%

7,654 750#426 19921103

26.512 16874.92 59.4.21

649222 5.548.985 12.5211902

FIRM WANE

PAGC" I

-- - ---------- - ------ - -- - ----------------- - -- --- ------------ - - .- ..... ....... .

A~



IA A
ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS PAGE S

SUMMARY SHECT
'FOR

MR. JAMES Of* HARWELL
PLANTS EXPANDO911/748/61/71 -s*s...

TOTAlL ANNUAl
ANNUAL ECONOMIC

AOOZZONAL TOTAL JEN TAXES GENERATED: DIRECT ANNUAL IMPACT OF IRP
31C NEW E.PPLOYmENT EMPLOYMENT flN DOLLAR*) OUTPUT OF FRM ON THE ECONOT

FIRM NAME CODE EMP. GENERATED GENERATED FEDERAL / STATE I/ LOCAL (ZN DOLLARS) fIN OOLLARS)

ARMOUR A COMPANY 2011 90 433 993 37702 379924 77.692 56.71.071 1997S9152

MORRZSON MILLINa COM1PANY 2011 5 4 48 89.292 5029? 11.00 559.910 1#84910*

OH10 RUBSCR COMPANY 3079 10 41 61 195681 7316 90384 $26.208 2,810.700

TESORO PETROLEUM CONmPORATIO? 2911 12 91 103 s09.5"J9 97035 21,331 2,162551 5-51950e

ORZI.CO 3532 21 19 90 99991 3.628 9.291 397.260 19080.59,

GIL.S MONUEkT C.OMPANY 321 1 1 2 9.1&f2 226 249 25.071 599669

PROLER STEEL COMPANY 5591 25 97 72 182.313 11#133 133,?$ 1.101.525 3*251.301

PETTON PACKING COMPANY. INC. 2011 90 *33 493 637.702 37.929 77*892 3*671.071 1195740152

INVADER BOAT COMPANY 3732 35 31 '8 115,960 5.611 .sa , 56443 1,885.512

EL PASO NATURAL GAS COMPANY 1321 5 86 73 258.*. 37.905 19.977 197259S4 191520367

CELANESE CHOIECAL COMPANY 2691 &a 6 20 *3$"a 2.119 2.090 2395625 9T,7255

PACMERLAAQ PACKING CO. TExAR.?[ 2011 2046 1*992 1.92 2.125.673 126*11 25.6066 12.236.90 46.5669517

SHERMAN FOUNDOtY 3321 11 10 21t 90296 2.019 2*279 16,0.85 5S99818

NITCHCOCK INDUSTRIES 3391 S0 1.970 2.970 00526039 300.905 4109.90 95.60.128 1119.9*832*

LONSvEw]REFINING COMPANY 2911 so 3% 101.555 15.576 7110 720.8S0 1.e838166

DARBY EOUIPMNPT COMPANT 3713 4 9 15 51.663 2.*99 2.095 592.329 9245

G[FFORO-HNLL PIPE COMPANY 3272 9 8 19 29918 2.389 2.007 i59.997 499096

PROFLO. INC. 3533 10 9 19 33,306 1.728 2.020 169.171 519459

HAYWARD TAhK COMPAkY 3079 10 10 20 36.970 1.829 2.396 207.052 " 577.875

BUILDEMS SUPPLY COMPANY 3273 1o 19 2% *1.530 set* 3o346 26859,1 899.985

i



ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS PAGE 4
SUMMARY SHEET

FOR

MR. JAMES H. HARWELL
PLANTS EXPANDEO.9//73-8/0147 -.. B*Ro

TOTAL ANNUAo
ANNUAL ECONOMIC

AOOITIONAL TOTAt NEW TAXES GENERATED: OIRLCT ANNUAL IMPACT OF ft"
SiC NEW EMPLOYmENT EMPLOYMENT (IN DOLLARS) OUTPUT OF FIM ON THM ECONCPT

FIR" NAME CODE EP. GENERATED GENLRATED FEDERAL / STATE / LOCAL (IN OOU.ARS) (IN DOLLARS)

E A S MACHINERY 3599 12 9 22 34987 1.83 2.22 19.729 347.23

LONGVIEWj BRASS a ALUNINUM CO. 336&1 i 59 T* 255.851 21.112 12.507 123.7.o003 3.*448,74

EN61NE[RED CASTYk6So INC. 3321 20 1o 36 73o255 3.671 *1146 33T.7OO 1.017.589

E.TEXAS COkSTR. SPECIALIIES.I. 3*1 20 22 52 80.757 3381 *147 1649.327 1*0..906

USI-AXELSON '533 66 27 s7 99.920 50163 be*" 587.313 1*.535581

LESUS MANUFACTUR]N8 COMPANY 3537 30 22 52 79.68 0.22 %e89 524.7,1 1.311.853

JOSEPH SC1LITZ RREwING COMPANY 2082 36 42 72 221.o09 15,636 11256 987.03 2.282.909

JOSEPH SCHLITZ RREINg COMPANY 2062 *3 83 Lo 332.*80 23.450 16.85. 1.*00.#83 3939364

EUBANKS MFG. A rNGINEENItG 355 so 100 150 326.15 17.370 21.876 2*727.917 600831235

ARCHWAY COOKIES OF LONGvIE 2052 40 694 124 199.1*9 11.836 15.506 1.338.200 3800339-

HEAT RESEARCH CfRPORATION 3559 73 73 108 2566.0 130915 159706 10536.30567 401940%

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCO.PORA f'0 3079 200 20s *0* 729.*08 368*.2 *6.915 40151.053 119533.510

UNITEO COTTON GONO COMPANY 2328 20 6 2a 339695 1.94 2.220 201.852 5*000

HOLLY FARMS. Ikc. 2018 173 922 1*09 1.040065 44t02 230977? S4830,86 25*.07.68*

OALITY SRVICE PETAL COMANY 3381 1 * 3 17,057 761 640 9.-00 22.918

ARMOLOY 3*71 a 1 3 &.771 2* 308 26.561 70.83 -

GILMORE VALUE CfPPANY 3549 2 a 5 10.63S qs 688 70.9* 181.17
$CHILL STEEL COMPANY 5551 & j 3 8 149431 85 629 87.530 200.215

UNISAFE. INC. 3832 3 3 6 14.830 820 702 101.020 222.250

NORTHWEST VACHINE SHOP 359 5 3 7 11.662 825 5 68.373 182.010

, i+

i



ECONOMuIC IMPACt ANALYSIS PAGt S
SUwMAR SHEET

FOR

MR* JAMES H. HARWELL
PLANTS [XPANOED.911/7-54I1/T5 .0.0..R

TOTAL ANNUAoANNUAL ECONONC
ADOOTIINAL TOTAL IiNE TAXES fC##ERATCOZ OIRCT ANNUAL ZIPACT Or Flair

SIC NEW EPMLOYOENT EMPLOYNEMT (Ie OOLLARS OUTPUT Of FIjt.. ON mc ECOW.tr
FIRM kaft CODE tP". sELER&TED GENERATED FEDERAL f STATE / LOCAL (I% OOLLARS) (IN OOLLARS)

HIIIOCORANOI ENGINEERING CO.[IC 3523 5 6 11 2%0716 1.033 14170 1668367 370.0?

HESES TOOL C0MPAINY 5725 5 4 9 20555 .031 1 &42& 12.355 279.245

OAOOKS PROCUCTS OF TE0XA. 3272 5 7 12 200765 1*967 1067 132.573 3409.93

f115T INOUSIRICS. Lkc. 649S 7 it 1 37,222 1.969 2.508 24HI306 63SA3

PROTOLAs. INC. 35a* b a 16 33.772 1.627 70076 160.5sa 45.601" -

TEEXERy CONTAINER CORPORATION 307" 5 8 1& 290176 Its53 1o77 165s1 4624138

FRED CLARK FELT COMPANY 2291 6 a 1 a5.501 1.282 &0672 1290225 10S.3 6 "

SCHUACHER COMPANY. IC. 371 1o 7 1? 53.55 1.24 1.580 131.8o? 37,332

BLUE RIBBON RiCr MILLS. INC. 2055 16 56 96 17.8*4 1053 2Z.091 1.11*.e20 5.64*M20

TEXAS IRON OR% INC. 35 19 15 2S 55,175 2.315 6.551 355.723 9090091

FOROCO PROCUCTS .)62 15 59 7 2550,551 11.512 12.50? 1.*37.003 30555.755

8TROM .IACXSO ZAIC. 3533 15 1f# 29 *9560 2.591 3,09 353,757 1es19

TN{KAS SCIETIfIc CORPORATION 573 16 13 as *)6+0 2.555 5.016 2660293 75.653

MERIDIAN STEEL CASTZNG CO€PH4Y 3335 17 15 at 629267 $Ot21 69522 5590+ S 04.16S

SKYVARA FOWRY. lkCe. 332S 20 15 35 756255 1*.71 9014S 33%T*700 1941,7048

HAN 4 CLAY 3"3 35 25 53 109,076 5*731 6.715 785S521 1,796431

UPJ0HN COMPANY 2619 ab 95 120 555.956 21.540 21.866 292080779 5.335.565

BAUMOIINT WELL WORKS COMPANY.I. 3312 35 51 56 196s325 12.9"6 12001& 10220.05 3#4029196

R £ R TOOL 3 SUPPLY COPPANY 39 35 35 69 112,462 5e655 6164 6.236.4 1.705*112

ARF TUPOSCOE* INC. 373 50 27 67 175#421 4.595 be10 527*21 19T97*336

I



ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS PAGE G
SUMMARY SHEET

FOR

MR. JAMES . HARWELL
PLANTS EXPANOCO.9/1/1-8/1,47/ ..8..

TOTAL AWMas
ANNUAL ECOOPIC

AO0tTIONAL TOTAL NEW TAXES GENERATOR: DIRECT ANNUAL IMPACT OF FIRP
SZC NEW EMPLYMENT EMPLOYMENT (IN OOLLARS) OUTPUT OF Ftftw ON THE ECONCMT

FIRM NAME CODE EAP-. GE4ERATED GENERATED FEDERAL / STATE / LOCAL (l DOLLARS) (IN DOLLARS)

VAN LEER PLASTr.S tU.S.A.)INC. 5079 SO 51 101 102551 90105 11.729 1.0550260 2.8457

CHICAGO BRIDGE £ IRO. COMPANY 143 5 56 LOG 210,152 114146l l04? 1.571,042 39"79686

PHILLIPS PETROLrtM COMPANY 2021 74 99 109 507.702 23.911 "997Z 2.04490% 66300-

TEXAS INIUSTRIE~. INC. 3273 70 102 176 507.120 29.06 20.750 1.902.000 5.179.902

GULF OIL COEMIC&LS COMPANY 2911 75 56 643 1.903.746 293.970 133.317 13.s1s5.9. 3o465.067

AMMICO STEEL CORPORATION 3533 t100 90 190 335.064 17.276 20.196 1.891.ux8 50145.073

REED TOOL COMPANY 35"9 101 70 179 291.51 1 1.oii 10.069 1.*66033S 0500201

TEXAS PIPE SEOrNk CoMpAy 3*90 12 190 15 WW,000 35109 03*00. 494350.39 11.351.10O

ATLANTIC RICHF[IrLO COMPANY 2911 10 1.*00 1*200 .55. 0659 5480703 2068059 259229*?lL 6it33%591

GRUMMAN HOLSTON COt*PANY 3011 160 005 565 1.019.079 760050 7108" 0.0t0,?572 22.00l291

"OWAY CHEMICAL COMPANY 2021 230 320 550 1.&68.290 70*S6* 1060338 7.000.600 21.827.100

POWDER RIVER CATTLE-HANOLINQ E 352 7 5 1 18.072 92 1.150 122.039 30690"6

CAMPOELL C14AZR IrACTOKY 2511 22 10 3& 17.101 2.710 2.909 510.36 $0.822

MI. FINE. INC* 2517 150 65 213 252*739 10ST9 1i6.42 1.015.094 *117.39

MA D-AY-LER. INC. 5079 2 2 0 7.290 3"0 409 01010 21553

THE MAABLE FACTORY 3261 0 0 0 16057 91.,5 1.050 100*205 P509.70

THE VALLEY TOWN CK1H(C 2711 10 a 1 35750 1094 2.1045 101,306 *50.850

MCALLEM COCA-COtA BOITLING CO. 2006 15 21 & 110097 ?&17 5,.20 41527 1.131.0s

KLNiETH FOX SUPPLY COMpAk 2393 30 2i ST 93*375 5100 6*3 060.66 1.043.226t

Wow- CRISWELL COMPANY 3569 ? 60 153 52*201 140090 17.235 1.959222 0.005.001
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ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS

SUMMARY SHEET
FOR

MR. JAMES N, 14ARWELL
PLANTS EXPANDED9/t/76-8/31/T? -. 8.R,

PPAGE ?

TOTAL ANNdAI
ANNUAL ECONOMIC

ADDITIONAL TOTAL NEW TAXES GENERATED: DIRECT ANNUAL IMPACT OF FtRM
SiC NEW EMPLOYKENT EMPLOYMENT (IN DOLLARS) OUTPUT OF FIRN ON THr EcONCv

FlNK NAME CODE CP. GENERATED GENERATED FEDERAL f STATE / LOCAL (iN OOLLARV) 4IN DOLLARS)

---I --e ------e ---S -----------..... -----O --------...... -----i-e ----i-e ------------------ ; ----------------------- - - ------------ - ---

I fll
10)

amj

fz
,15Y
m

2327

2328

2751

2611

2821

2622

3731

2365

2512

6544

3321

2731

2099

2051

3361

2011

3699

2013

2013

115

1.7

B

575

16

1 0

30

S

10

15

1

6

11.0

20

25

46

983

17

49

26

62

2

5

10

14

I

10

3,

72

11

1144

1s

163

166

14

1,558

29

$9

56

162

S

10

20

29

2

15

12

69

82

21

164

a0s

193.7"4

XT97136

27,965

27099998

870061

1959360

999411

1684692

6-623

20,483

32,132

2,202

329364

19.915

170567

106,284

68,106

212,567

265.709

11,177

11.371

1972

189,968

#0099

169021

6.981

9,719

370

1.017

1.815

2.753

111

19613

79608

6.321

2o>67

12960

15.802

12,789

129012

429993

5.452

17,195

5.592

11,121

* *406

6.621

1*761

6.107

136

2.556

19551

0.338

254*81

32.351

1.3909652

1,616,837

150,271

19.607.317

*12,12

1.758.087

4685523

1.209.242

62.326

100.345

181,7.1

i51,025

100589

289"50

135.682

9168002

291v636

1.223.890

1*5219413

3.156,780

3.211.486

56.922,707

1.138.809

6.746,46

:-27*.30

2,7645.625

109,201

291.001

48T.1?3

763,116

32.721

52650s

2.299• 16-

2-629,425

667,384

t658,06i9

96725 4S6

I'

H 0. LEL COMPANY. INC.

ALEE, INC.

LAWE PRINTING COMPANY

EASTEX. INC.

GOOOYEAR TIRE S RU.BER C OMPANT

E*I. OU POINT DE NEPOURS&CO.1%C

MARINE FUELING qC4VICE )INC.

tUSSELL-NEbMAh MFG. COI4PAkY

KARKEN. INC.

KASPAR DIE & TOOL. INC.

MORGAN PORTABLE BUILDINgS COOP

FRAZIER 9 FRAZIrR INUUSTRIES

K.y PRINTIkR ARTS

FRITO-LAY, INC.

MR&. BATRD'S BAKERIES

HALL FOUIMOIES A MFG. COvINC.

UMO-RWOOO'S FAOYEN FOODS

PLAINS COOPCRATTVL OIL PILL

DCVRO, INC.

O.VRO. (INC.

I



ccONOIc IwiPcOT MAITSS PAS a
SUNtT SHUTFOt

on. SM no 01iMNELL
PLANTS .PAII-9021#"7ts-Of1ino -6.0.8.

TOTAL A00U94

LOOITIGRt TOTAL N TAXES 70 6(XATCD: *IaCcT ANSUAL VAPACT OF Flw
sic NEW EfPLOTCEUT EMOunt t1f OOuL.LAt OUTPU T OF Fl W at$ T ECTwaT

Fl" %OIL CODE EMl. G(rRATD(0 6(uEa ft t PE0aus STA TaE f LOCAL * COLORS , (2% OOLLM ss

a ANmO COCATbn% 3501 35 35S 7o 109.309 Te11 309*, 02.%16 2.037.004

TF.XAS VMTtpCS S. zuC. 3571 800 417 1,07% 1.*709.34 9.aSd6 n3.096 9.946019 27*.3892

ml u1lVcRSAL uWOLr CONPORaTIOt 321 60 %0 10 135550" 17.71 9.065 To,208 2.17se.1i.

1N.PLNS FCtTILTZR a CdERIC*L 2073 i0 4O 5o 126.709 13.6i9 15.171 1.008.5ts 2o.40.00

'G DU)E vOan01113rs"N. INC. 2781 10M 8 202 5" 27.796 &9.a2 21.312 2*0796"0 s.030.08

1828CO OF Tex" 3 3.22 S0o 120 620 706%0 27.30 27.962 *.679.u G.890.210

OLSO%-KESSLC NEAT COMPANW.oiC 2"1 S 36 42 53.1%2 &ol60 6.46O 305.922 I- aes510 4b

SA NODON*8 PEAT PACs. IjC. 2913 16 72 02 1006% 8.321 12.900 011..5 2,029W5

> SOUTM.ISTO R(f5W. C.. .Iac. 2911 so 27 2ST 61.696 117.,00 53.327 5.06.379 13-70- M

,ORTON AUTCOaT~rS 342 38 31 7v 96.11% *349 7.147 52.520 1.470.90

Cadm.l1ai PCTROutar COMPLT 2911 s0 379 9 1.26'9 .146 195o.0 00a86 9.010.32 22.977.112

r.El. O POST OC %ERO SC .z..C 202 25 35 60 181.336 6.5e0 11.7 059.00 2.312.50

00N-LL.OIS. iSC. 2631 75 16 203 53.670 26.776 58660 2.2531.309 7111.31

W 1 JLXR*NZCS. INC. 3253 26 17 %3 87.367 7.857 0.263 308.022 9"o.56

rSRft INC. 32" 250 20 49" 1.35o027 57.050 ".l .8 3 16.9"17.516

m COOPER AMC dOOmJF * Ifc. 291 25 oft 69 172.252 15.65 9*976 030.81 2.6.0.750

AMARI.LO UOmTSIECS. Inc. 2077 35 71 108 22551 9.693 17.001 2.029.334 .60,163

BELL 14ELICCPTElt COSAUI 37I1 506 020 920 2.056.005 163.13% 122.1o3 12.6.515S 27e924* W

OL-A5IA TO0 COuP~kT. INC. 3061 61 3 9 12.207 689 va7 66.67 196.06*

TEX" PLASTICS. I&C. 30" a 3 8 1oss 59 7" t.ll5 173.31
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p . .5*E.S f. HAMMCLL
Pt.AmS E.*PAED.9Jl lr,5t 70 -08.R.

AOITIO.aL TOTAL.
SIC It. EmLoTRNT El'PLOWN3T

CODE CN. GENERATED GO ATE

TOTAL AvoRJua
atona Ecom.ozc

!KM TAXES GENERATD: DIRECT A IupaTC or OFFR
It% Oos.LLAS OUTPUT OF Ft" Oft TIc Eco"CoT

FEDERAL / STaTE I LOCAL ills OLLARS) tin cLLAtS

TRIPLES OOAPICS. USC.

B.VEAGE PACKING. INC.

DOUGIE.ATT SRTNHRS SOUTa4%VST.I

SUPERIOR HEAT TOEATINS COWAoT

TLXAS LEISIAE CuA AS. INC.

*IDS STUFF CmqATIONS

Wis. BAIRD'S .CR1ES

SELL HELICOPMR CO PA T

TAimT CO. ASSAC. FAM OIL.O

NICRO OLDIXG COPPABIT. AMC.

SASS "AftjFfCTaaIs% COor.'.T

PRIZE MEFlRINE. INC.

TInCX CORPCMATIRM

TALK O9TEXS BRaWS9 IN.

53 ANGCLO CCGM. 9 ELECTUIIrS

lARK? OF SOX ANCELCO

AMERICA#$ SO COMPANT

MOOEM PA .I AwOP. INC.

TRANTER #LfA.UAC7 U VReG. IRC.

DOIMME OFFICE FaUW"T(. INC.

352)

286"

3390

307"

2361

251

3721

391

30",

3171

3073

3001

31* 2

2f21

3325

3"35

2U2

15

s

16as

400

75

290
O

10

25

25*

54.

56

7

7

a

55

&

17

17

33

30

21

15

Joe

19

45

56

17

12

30

&I

3

37

73

152

20

31

ot

35.

'5

to&

26.349

2.174

233.794

25.274

$3916

110.21042,1"

273.52?

339"7

0.0122.025

2.905.300

01 .900

%9aV923

419*W60

21.152

11417

10.51

7.103*283

14.710

7*%.723

130,091

2,552

2.102

21.25?

1.02
1.*?0

ZOO

,9519

3s11t7Z~507"

5.02?D

2Sl?2

10.001D

iS.350

170.913

10175

10"*4ol13.570

310950

15'1oo8

033.020

1.,552.091

17190.002

2.05.$07

3"0226

636S7"o

577?,1Se

02.150

00.513

4110753

*0925*760

990.259

I 6.9*

6002.37

0.3"*163

e35.*xo

05706.1"

7* 03 113 1%%"A0 0*42 .511. 7.626 2.59.075

IY
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MRRTS.£.AM FCEn MILL

I[JtM-G0 FL.,]TuRE OFS.CO.IiC.
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REPUBLIC RLualmu C€WAftv
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00

1104" ".655 32.082 69027M.*75 5.05. "00 0 .60e2"0 ft0.650,e0 1,1*1.971.7"

I

FIRM Io

PAGE 10

30"

20144

2990

2221

3350

150 153

22 16

30 13

0 0

100 23

303

276

43

S3a
12.0"o

760166

27.o36

27.250

2.026

2.916

461

36.510

3514

56.467

406

*2.36

3,105*782
3.65.70

362.770

60611W

5.,vM6,T2

0.665.132

9.003.003

$23.096

160.910

11.931.300

i
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OFFICIAL POLICY O

TBXAS INDUSTRIAL COMISSION

Adopted December 17, 1974

Pursuant to Article 5183 through 5190 1/2 and Article 6144es

Revised Civil statutes of Texas as Amended, and Senate Concurrent

Resolution 89 introduced May 26, 167, the Texas Industrial

Commission shall pursue a program to satisfy those provisions

of existing statutes and the recently adopted amendments of

Section 56, Article XVI of the Constitution of the State of

Texas as follows -

SECTION 1* PURPOSE OF THE TEXAS INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION

It shall be the purpose of the Texas Industrial Commission

to satisfy the responsibilities assigned to it from time to

time by the Legislature on behalf of the citizens of Texas.

It shall accept among its responsibilities as mandated by the

Legislature, the need toi

a. investigate, study and undertake ways and means of

promoting and encouraging the prosperous development and

protection of the legitimate interest and welfare of Texas

business, industry, agriculture and commerce within and outside

of the State.

b. Plan and develop an effective business information

service both for the assistance of business and industry of

the State and for the encouragement of business and industry

outside the State to use economic facilities within the State.

o. Compile, collect and develop periodicals or otherwise

make available information relating to current business conditions.

d. Conduct and encourage research designed to further

new and more extensive uses of the natural and other resources

of the State, and designed to develop new products and

Industrial processes.
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o Encourage and develop comerce with other states and

foreign countries.

f. Cooperate with interstate commissions, engage in

formulating and promoting the adoption of interstate compacts

and agreements helpful to businesses industry and commerce.

g. Cooperate with other State Departments and with

Boards, Commissions and other State Agencies in the preparation

and coordination of plans and policies for the development of

the State as such development may be appropriately directed

or influenced by State Agencies.

h. Promote and encourage the location and development

of new business in the State as well as the maintenance and

expansion of existing business.

i. Advertise and disseminate information as to natural

resources, desirable locations and other advantages for the

purpose of attracting business to locate in this state.

J. Aid the various communities in this state in getting

business to locate therein.

k. The Commission shall have the power to enter into

contracts with a recognized and financially responsible

advertising agency, having a minimum of five years of experience

in handling accounts of similar scope and for the contracting

of time on broadcasting facilities, space in magazines, papers,

and periodicals for the publication of such advertising information,

historical facts, statistics and pictures as will be useful

and informative to persons, and to corporations outside of the

State of Texas, and shall have the power to enter into contracts

with motion picture producer. and others for the taking of moving

pictures or still pictures in the State, and provide for the

showing of the films when taken and thp Commission may join with

other governmental departments of the state in publishing such

information or publicity matter.,

1. Prepare and administer a statewide rural business

development program designed to revitalise the rural economy

and create rural job opportunities through business and industrial

development.

.2-
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m. Specifically, administer the Texas RurAl Industrial

Development Act, as amended and as permitted by law to loan

money from the Rural Economic Development fund.

8UCTIO 2. PROGRAM Or THE TEXAS INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION

The Comission shall plan and implement a program of

action designed to fulfill its responsibilities and to generally

encourage the economic development of the State. The Commission

shall maintain working relationships with other governmental

and private groups who are also interested in economic develop-

ment in order to provide service to business and labor in the

most effective manner possible. Whenever possible resources of

local communities, both private and public, will be supported,

developed and utilized to promote the economic growth of the

communities.

SECTION 3. ORGAISATION OF THE COMMISSION AND COMMISSION MEMBER8

At the direction of the Legislature, there shall be twelve

members of the Texas Industrial Commission. The members of

the Commission shall be appointed by the Governor with the

advice and consent of the Senate, such appointments to be made

bi-annually on or before February 15 of odd-numbered years.

a. Membership of the Commission shall be structured so

that:

(1) Bach member shall be from a different geographical

area of the State.

(2) Two members shall be employers of labor.

(3) Two members shall be employees or laborers.

(4) Three members hall be from rural areas rural

meaning from counties which have no city within

their boundaries with a population of 50,000 or more.

(5) Five members shall be from the general public.

b. The term of office of each member shall be six years,

with appointments made in such a manner that the terms of four

members shall expire every two years.

-3-
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o. As required by law, vacancies in the Commission shall

be filled by appointment of the Governor, such appointments being

for the unexpired term of the member who previously held the

position.

d. Officers of the Commission shall consist of a Chairmano

a Vice Chairman and other officers as a majority of the

Commissioners may from time to time deem necessary. The

Chairman, in addition to his duties specifically assigned, shall

act as spokesman for the Commission, shall be Chairman of the

Public Affairs Committee, and shall be an ex-officlo member

of all other committees of the Commission and shall direct

the activities of the Commission and its staff to accomplish.

the goals and objectives set by the Commission. The Vice

Chairman shall act in behalf of the Chairman in his absence

and, in addition, shall serve as Chairman of the Finance Committee.

e. There shall be four standing committees of the Commissiont

(1) The Program Committee shall maintain close and

continuing liaison with the program staff of the

Commission and with its advertising agency. It shall,

at least annually, review program performance and

recommend to the full Commission program priorities,

program changes and/or new programs. included in

the work of the Program Committee shall be the pro-

vision of general guidance and periodic review of

all advertising and public relations activities

of the Commission. When it has been determined to

be in the best interest of the Commission to consider

the selection of an advertising agency, the Program

Committee shall assist the Commission staff in

screening and qualifying advertising agencies prior

to their presentation before the full Commission.

(2) The Public Affairs Committee shall represent

the Commission and its programs to members of the

Texas Legislature, the office of the Governor, the

-4-
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office of the Lieutenant Governor, and the office of

the Speaker. It shall establish and maintain liaison

with such other State Agencies and local jurisdictions

as the Commission may deem advantageous. It shall

also maintain liaison, and close working relationships#

with the State's Chambers of Commerce and the various

private sector groups interested in the economic

welfare of the State.

(3) The Finance Committee shall review operating

budgets, actual expenses, loan portfolio and loan

applications and audit reports in order to report on

the financial status of the Commission, at least

annually. Based on program priorities set by the

-Commission, it shall work with the Commission staff

in the preparation of all budget requests, either

for State or other funds, and shall present all

budget recommendations to the full Commission. The

Finance Committee shall work with the Executive

Director and shall consider changes in budget allocations

when necessary for recommendation to the full Commission.

(4) The Personnel Committee shall develop and main-

tain personnel policies for all employees of the

Commission. The Personnel Committee shall review the

performance of the Executive Director each year and

with the Executive Director, the performance of the

Staff. It shall recommend, with the advice of the

Executive Director, salary increases and classification

changes. At least annually, the Personnel Committee

shall report to the full Commission on thf performance

of the Executive Director and the Staff.

f. It shall be the responsibility of the Commission to

set policy, identify objectives and to approve all programs and

activities of the Comission and its staff.

g. The Commission shall employ an Executive Director to

serve at the pleasure of the Commission as Chief Administrator

of the Texas Industrial Commission.

(1) In addition to his general administrative duties,

.5.
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the Exeoutive'Direoctor shall keep full and accurate

minutes of all transactions and proceedings of the

Commission. ge shall also be the custodian of all

files and records of the Commission.

(2) With the consent of the Commission, and in the

name of the Texas Industrial Commission, the Executive

Director may accept gifts of property or money,

grants and other funds which may be made to futher

the purposes of the Commission.

(3) It shall be the responsibility of the Executive

Director to develop and recommend programs and

activities that will accomplish the objectives

of the Commission.

(4) The Executive Director shall have full authority

to employ any and all personnel necessary to execute

the programs and activities within staffing levels

approved by the Commission. He shall, however,

consult with the Personnel Co=mmttee of the Commission

on the selection and announcement of the staff member

who is designated to act on behalf of the Executive

Director in his absence.

SECTION 4. SELECTION OF OFFICERS AND COMMITTEES F THE COmISSxON

The Commission shall organism itself to accomplish the

orderly discharge of its business.

a. In October of each even-numbered year the Chairman

shall appoint a nominating committee of four members, one of

whom will be designated as the Chairman of the Nominating Committee.

b. The Chairman of the Commission shall structure the

Nominating Committee so that (1) one member shall be an employer

of labor, (2) one member shall be an employee or laborer (3) one

member shall be from a rural area, and (4) one member shall be

from the general public. The Nominating Committee shall propose

to the full Commission at least one candidate for Chairman and

one for vice Chairman at the following April meeting. All

Commissioners, whether newly appointed or not, shall be eligible

-6-
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for nomination to any office by the Nominating Committee or

from the floor at the April meeting.

a. The Commission shall elect its officers at its

regular April meeting in eaoh odd-numbered year. The normal

elective terms of each officer shall begin immediately, at

the same regular April meeting in each odd-numbered year, and

shall extend for two years.

d. Should resignation, death or incapacity for any

reason create a vacancy in the Chairmanship, the Vice Chairman

shall, at the next regular meeting of the Commission, or a

specially called meeting, conduct an election for a new Chair-

man to fill the unexpired portion of the former Chairman's

term. Should resignation, death or incapacity for any reason

create a vacancy in the Vice Chairmanship, the Chairman shall,

at the next regular meeting of the Commission, conduct an

election for a new Vice Chairman to fill the unexpired portion

of the former Vice Chairman's term.

s. No officer of the Commission may succeed himself

for that office more than one time.

f. The Chairman of the Commission shall appoint three or

more members of the Commission to each of the Standing Committeest

Program, Public Affairs, Pinance and Personnel.

(1) In making appointments he shall attempt to

utilize fully each Commissioner's professional back-

ground and special interests.

(2) The Chairman shall attempt to balance the

tenure of Committee members in an attempt to insure

maximum continuity of Committee memberships.

(3) Every Commission member shall be appointed to

at least one Standing Committee.

(4) Each Standing Committee shall meet, or confer,

at least once prior to every annual meeting of the

Commission.

g. The Chairman may with Commission consent appoint such

additional committees as he may from time to time deem necessary.

-7-
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h. The Chairman of the Comission shall designate a

Chairman for each Committee of the Commission, except that the

Chairman shall serve as Chairman of the Public Affairs Committees

and the Vice Chairman shall serve as Chairman of the Finance

Committee.

i. Each Standing Committee of the Commission shall meet

on the call of its Chairman or the Chairman of-the Commission,

who shall be an ex-officio member of the Committees.

J. The Executive Di-e6tor of the Commission or his

designee shall be an ex-offici member of each Comittee and

at the request of the members of each Committee or at the

request of the Commission Chairman, shall provide such staff

assistance as the Committee from time to time may require.

SECTION 5, MEETZNGS OP THE COMMISSION

Meetings of the Commission shall be held quarterly

a. There shall be four regular meetings of the Commission

each calendar year. They shall be held on the third Thursday

of January, April, July and October, or as near these days as

the Commission may find practicable. The regular April

meeting each year will serve as an annual meeting for purposes

of reviewing programs and in each odd-numbered year for the

election of officers. Notice of regular meetings and preliminary

agendas shall be mailed to each member of the Commission at

least fourteen (14) days prior to the meeting date.

b. Special meetings of the Commission may be called by

the Chairman when he deems necessary, or shall be called by

the Chairman within fourteen (14) days of receipt of a written

request of a majority of the Commission as then constituted.

Notice of any special meeting shall be mailed to Commission

members at least ten (10) days in advance, with a statement of

the time and place of the special meeting, and information as

to the subject or subjects to be considered.

0. ?or the purposes of conducting all business of the

Commission

--
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(1) A majority of the members of the Commission

shall constitute a quorum.

(2) All matters submitted to members of the

Commission for their vote, including the election

of officers of the Commission, shall be decided by

plurality vote.

(3) The Chairman shall preside at ll meetings of

the Commission. A his absence the Vice Chairman

shall preside. If neither the Chairman nor the

Vice Chairman are present, the Commission members

shall select a Temporary Chairman who shall preside.

d. The place of meetings of the Commission shall be

determined by the Commissioners except that unless specifically

determined otherwise the annual meeting will be held in the

City of Austin.

Senator BENTSEN. We are gld to have you with us,
Now; following the rule of those who appeared here first, Senatop

Poe,'did you havo any further questions to ask? m
Senator DOLE. I think you have defined what you mean by sm1i'

business. I was trying to sort of get in the bpll park, where wp. pre,
Whatwe were talking.about. I think I have taken bout 10 minutes'
so I willm:wait until the next round. ,

Senator BENTSEN. Senator Brock?
Senator Biocx. Mr, Chairman, before I start I would like to put'

hi the record the statement by Dr. Martin'Schnitzer, professor oft
business administration, nd Dr. Monroe Byrd, professor of m rketin,rom VPI,

Senator BENrSEN. Without objection, it will be done.
[The material referred to follows:],

-9-
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Co mnts and Support for j

ITo provide for a temporary period & 20-percent investment credit for small
business enterprises vith respect to property placed in service which increases
production or decrease costs of production."

A Statement Submitted by
Dr. Martin C. Schnitzer

Professor of Business Administration

and

Dr. Monroe Murphy Bird
Professor of Marketing

both with
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

to

The Committee on Finance
United States Senate, in

Connection vith Hearin8s on 8.959
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COWMI AND SUPPORT "it 6.959
by: Drs Martin Co. Sohnitser

Dr. Monroe Murphy Blird

The purpose of this paper is to provide cents on and support for

6.959, which is designed to provide locom tax relief for mll businesses.

in particular, the paper stresses the need to provide a more positive

incentive for small businesses to invest in nov machinery and equipment for

the purpose of stimulating productivity and output. It Is felt that one

vay in vhich the problem of inflation can be alleviated is to utilise

measures designed to Increase production. Recent inflation policy is designed

to curb the rate of Inflation by contracting the 'rate of growth in the money

supply. This policy has created supply shortages. The and result of this

policy has been the virtual collapse of the housing industry, with layoffs

affecting not only construction workers, but those in the appliance, wood,

stone, clay, and glass industries as well. Public utilities are also having

their share of problems, vith the cost of borrowing at the highest level in

this century. Moreover, the index of industrial production turned downward

this year which led to a drift into a deep recession.

Inflation is a world-wide phenomenon. During the period, July 1973-

July 1974, prices vent up an averas of 13.3 percent in the OECD countries,

with a low of 6.5 percent for West Germany and a high of 44 percent for

Iceland.. The U. S. rate of inflation was 12 percent, below average for the

OBCD countries, but nothing to brag about. Moreover, the growth in inflation

was not accompanied by any significant gain in real economic growth. To a

major degree this world-wide inflation can be attributed to the following

factors an enormous Increase in fuel prices associated with the oil embargo,
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Currency depreciation, an increase in food prices attributable to crop

failures, and an escalation of raw material costs caused by forward buying

of Inventories throughout the industrial sector. It can be said that

inflation, whether it be in the United States or Japan, has been exacerbated

by a rash of exogenous factors unrelated to government spending that sent

, prices up in 1973 and 1974.

There are several standard remedies that can be used to cure inflation.

The monetary remedy is to raise interest rates by decreasing the supply of

money and credit. The fiscal remedy is to raise taxes, decrease government

spending, or do both. Both remedies assume the existence of demand-pull

Inflation - "too many dollars, chasing too few goods." This is true only in

part in our economy. Neither approach can do much with cost-push inflation,

which also exists in part. Of course, neither monetary nor fiscal policy can

do anything to alleviate the fuel shortage or crop failures. So there is no

ready panacea for inflation. However, the tight money approach used over

the past year is about as effective as feeding castor oil to a person suf-

fering from.diarrhea. High interest rates are forcing industry to curtail

investment and production, thus causing shortages of goods and hence more

inflation.

Before setting forth certain proposals relative to 8.959, it is necessary

to point out the fact that there are no easy answers for the cure of inflation.

These proposals presented here are based on the premise that it is necessary

to increase investment and production in' order to increase the supply of goods

and services. In the long-run, a partial solution to inflation can be

achieved by increasing the efficient output of goods and service. This

increasee can be accomplished through the use of accelerated depreciation

4nd the investment credit. The merits of each are outlined as follows.

54-397 0 - 76 - 8
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Accelerated Depreciation

A very common tax incentive, device is accelerated depreciation. When a

government increases depreciation-allowances, it reduces the tax burden on a

firm, at least on a short-term basis. One advantage of accelerated deprecia-

tion is that it is equivalent to an interest-free loan. That is, since a

firm is not required to pay the tax in the immediate period, it has the use

of a greater supply of funds - greater cash flow - interest-free, which it

would not have had without accelerated depreciation.

It is also true that accelerated depreciation means that the firm will

be able to pay off the investment project in a shorter period of time. This

means a significant reduction in risk and uncertainty, both of which increase

with the life of the asset. This factor serves to stimulate investment by

raising the cash flow, by raising present value, and by lowering the discount

for uncertainty.

Since accelerated depreciation increases the cash flow that provides

funds for investment, small firms that experience difficulty securing funds

from the capital market, and other firms that do not care to go to the capital

market, are induced to invest if profitable investment opportunities exist.

The effectiveness of accelerated depreciation is also influenced by the

present and expected future tax structure. Generally speaking, the higher

tax rates, the more a business firm can gain from accelerated depreciation.

If, for example, a firm expects tax rates to go down in the future, it would

be anxious to have the higher.depreciation allowances effective imediately

so as to reduce its current, and therefore long-run, tax bill. This would

have a stimulating effect on the firm's investment plans. We encourage

further liberalization of depreciation rates. However, we believe a major
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contribution to a recovery of production and productivity can and should be

made through an increase in the investment tax credit as described below.

Investment Tax Credit

The Investment tax credit, a relatively new concept as far as its use

tn the United States is concerned, has been used with varying degrees of

success in other countries in the post-World War 11 years. The investment

tax credit is a credit against the income tax liability of an individual or

corporation allowed by the government for amounts invested in particular

assets that meet specific requirements. The investment tax credit can be

thought of as a negative tax, and ordinarily comes about, as the one now in

the United States, through the desire of the government to promote investment

in specific assets and, through this promotion of investment, to stimulate

economic growth.

The investment tax credit provides a stimulus to Investment in that it

permits an earlier recovery of investment through reduction of tax cash

expenditures, and a decrease in the risk involved in the new investment

through a shorter period of capital recovery. In addition, the investment

tax credit represents a direct increase in after-tax profits to a business

firm investing in ne qualifying plant and equipment through the reduction of

income taxes. This should help a firm aquire new capital at more favorable

rot*s.

Cash flow is increased for the reason that firms can apply the credit

to extinguish up to 50 percent of their income tax bill. Thus, by applying

investment tax credits, It is possible for a company to reduce its effective

tax rate to as low as 24 percent - half of the 48 percent rate. If the

investment credit is flowed through to earnings as reported to the stockholders
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during the year In which the asset is purchased, this is reflected in terms of

higher earnings per share of stock and a greater return on investment. now-

ever, if a firm amortizes the investment credit over the asset life, reported

earnings per share would be reduced considerably. However, in either case the

after-tax rate of return on equity is obviously increased through a shorter

'.aa. flow-back period.

Recommendations

It is strongly recommended that tax relief be given to small business

firm. First of all, strengthening the small business sector of the U. S.

economy will provide more competition to large firms. To some extent, this

could prevent the cost-push type t.f inflation where large firms, because of

their market power, can simply push increased prices off on to consumers.

Moreover, there would be possible support from labor since the tax relieve

would increase capital investment, production, and employment. In addition,

smell business firm would provide more-employment opportunities in an

economy suffering from unemployment as well as inflation.

Both 8.3833 and HR14837 provide for some liberalization of depieciation

for small business firms. However, depreciation only allows for recovery of

capital overtime. During inflation capital recovery through depreciation

means a return of cheaper dollars in years to come from more expensive dollar

investments made today. Therefore, there is some doubt as to the stimulation

effect of liberalized depreciation during times of high inflation.

8.3833 (Small Business Tax Reform Act of 1974) contains a number of

needed tax provisions, but did not contain any direct incentive to spur

capital investment. HR14837, on the other hand$ did contain such a provision#

Section 2 called for an increase from 7 percent to 10 percent in the investment
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tax credit for eligible items of capital equipment up to a sim of $20,000

of investment-per year. This provision was considered a direct step toward

curbing Inflation, but fell far short of being an effective stimulant to

capital investment in that it provided a maximum of $600 additional incentive

for each small business firm over the present provision of the investment

, credit ($20,000 x 10 percent - $20,000 x 7 percent). This would not provide

sufficient incentive to call forth significant new investment in more

efficient capital equipment.

What the U. S. economy needs at this point in time is a large, but

temporary, increase in incentives to stimulate small business firms to invest

in productive capital equipment. The incentive must be large enough to jolt

management into a quick but sound decision to invest. However, the stimulus

must be so directed that investments will be made in capital equipment that

will increase production and or productivity. Therefore, it is recommended

that 8.959 be supported by the Committee. I6 particular the following

provisions of 8,959 are most noteworthy.

Allow small business firms (as defined by SBA) to claim for a period

of 36 months following the enactment of the law a 20 percent tax credit on

capital investments which can be reasonably demonstrated to increase production

and/or decrease the cost of production (increase productivity). This credit

would be allowed up to a maximum of $200,000 worth of investment during any

taxable year.

The temporary nature of this incentive provides an Impetus to invest

and expand production facilities now rather than later. A surge of new

production would work to blunt inflation without increasing unemploymenE

(reduce cost-push inflation). In fact the new production would reduce

unemployment. Moreover, smell business firms are not usually hampered by
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internal administrative delays. This means that they would be quicker to

react to a stimulus than a large firm thus creating a much needed boost to

the economy.

The increase in productivity by the small businesses would provide

real competition for the larger firms and thus spur the large firms to find

more productive production methods to allow them to stay competitive.

Perhaps the single most compelling reason to support S.959 is that the

proposed 20 percent tax credit will give small businesses a much needed,

increase in their cash flow. Tight money policy has hurt small business

much harder than large corporations. As money became tight, sources of

supply of short-run capital dried up for small businesses. This is true

because small firms have not the expertise to seek out and secure capital as

do large firms. Many small firms are being forced out of business because

of being "cash broke." This bill will provide the incentive to invest and

produce as a measure of gaining short-run capital.

A benefit to the national economy to be gained from the investment

credit is a shift from consumption to needed investment. Over the last few

years, the U. S. has consumed or given away more than it has produced. Most

national efforts have centered on problems of consumption rather than

production. Recent fuel and grain shortages have caused the U. S. to

realize that its major long-term economic problem is underproduction and

shortages. Goods and services in this world are not free. We are not as

rich as rich can be. We must increase our ability to produce more with more

efficiency.

Unless direct action is taken to stimulate investment, the high cost of

money will surely continue to decrease the rate of capital investment. This
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will reduce production, cause a decline in productivity, Increase unemployment,

and contribute to inflation in the short run by decreasing the supply of goode

In an already inflated economy.

Martin C. Schnitzer
Professor of Business

M. Murphy Bird
Professor of Business
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Senator BROK. You know, I am most interested in what the first
two witnesses referred to. I cannot really argue the point of the invest-
ment tax credit, if you go on to talk about the corporate tax itself.
But, gentlemen, we do not have that situation. We have got a situa-
tion where there is a corporate tax. Living in the real world, I think
you would agree that one of the problems we have got in this society
is the shortage of capital formation. If you do not, you had better
say so now, before we get on that path. I would like to pursue that
some more. Dr. Holt?

Mr. HOLT. I would be interested in what leads you to that conclu-
sion. It is often asserted, but I think there are serious questions about
the point.

Senator BROCK. Maybe we can turn it around. You said-and I
think I am quoting you accurately-that this particular device, the
investment tax credit, might soak up capital which would otherwise
be available. What do you mean-available from where, for what?

Mr. HOLT. Well, this was in the context of how capital is allocated
in the economy, with respect to large business versus small business.
Many small businesses are in service areas, and investment tax credit
may not do very much good for a small business firm that cannot
raise either equity capital or borrow very much money. They simply
cannot afford to spend the money to take advantage of that particular
tax break. If larger companies are able to, then there is a differential
effect of the investment tax credit. I am sure it was not the intention
of Congress to try to promote the growth of capital in large business
as distinct from small business. It was put in terms that we want to
promote capital growth in general.

Senator BROCK. Just to be fair with you, I think we are pretty
close together. Let me tell you why. I was the author of the amend-
ment in the tax bill to cut the tax on small business. My first amend-
ment was to cut it measurably more than we ultimately did, and to
put it on a progressive basis; and I think both of you mentioned that.
So in that respect, we are in agreement.

I also suggested another modification that was not adopted, and
I am still somewhat interested in it; that we have, since small business
too often are labor-intensive and not capital-intensive, and they could
not use a capital credit, that we have an employment tax credit for
small business, which would have a double effect, both of $iving them
additional capital resources, but also of course of affecting employ-
ment to a measurable degree. But again, back to the basic problem.
We are in a situation in which, with the $70-plus billion defcit pro-
jected this year, and the effect that has on the capital markets, ifthe
economy begins to surge, as we hope it will, I thiik there is a serious
prospect of an increase in interest rates, because of the long-term
demand for capital, for energy, and for other structural improvements
that have to be made in this society

Now, if you see an inadequacy there that I have not found, maybe
you could tell me where it is.

Mr. HOLT. You speak about the problem of rising interest rates
which are controlled by the actions which the Federal Reserve Board
takes. If that is what is concerning you, then an investment tax
credit is not a very direct way of getting at the issue.

Senator BROCK. What is the alternative? Do you want the Fed to
finance the deficit? I mean, can they do that in times of prosperity
without an inflationary impact?
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Mr. HOLT. If you think that the interest rate is rising too high-if
the prospect is that the interest rate is going to rise so high that we
will cut back on investment and slow down the recovery, then that is
equivalent to saying we have got too tight a monetary policy and, so,
we need to-

Senator BRocK. No, it is not. You are dealing with only one edge
of the sword. It is either saying we have too tight a monetary policy
or an inappropriate fiscal policy. It could be either.

Mr. HOLT. Well, these two obviously interact.
Senator BROCK. We have never dealt with them as interacting.
Mr; HOLT. But the most direct effect on interest rates, which is

what you had focused on, is by monetary policy; the effect of fiscal
fiscal policy on it is secondary.

Senator BRocK. I am using interest rates as a symptom of the
problem. Now, there may be some way of massaging the problem by
govermental exercise, an increase in float in the open market opera-
tions by the Fed, things of that sort, or a reduction in the level of
nonproductive Federal expenditures, or an increase in taxation. All
three of those would have the same result in terms of relieving the
sym toms.

Mr. HOLT. Well, I think what you are concerned with is the path
of recovery which is an aggregate demand question, and it is much
more a monetary-fiscal policy issue than an investment tax credit
one. Now, I think-

Senator BROCK. I do not argue that.
Mr. HOLT [continuing]. If you can get one kind of economic

stimulus through Congress and obtain the President's signature, and
you cannot get another one, and we need more stimulus, then I
would buy what stimulus we can get, but I think the context in which
Professor Eisner and I have been talking are structural issues-
basically whether we can reform the way the economy operates and
make it work better in the long run. These changes cannot be achieved
fast, so I think there is a distinction about whether we are talking
about short-term issues, where we have to be essentially opportunistic
or whether we are really talking about the long-term ones that reflect
on growth, efficiency, and equity in the economy.

Senator BROCK. Professor Eisner is sitting there itching to get into
this. Why do you not go ahead? .

Mr. EISNER. Yes, I am delighted at the thrust of the discussion,
the thrust of Professor Holt's remarks, with which I largely agree.
I would question the evidence that we have a shortage oi capital
formation. Indeed I would question the notion, with al-due respect
whether it is to congress or to the economists, to assert over and
against the market that there is a shortage of capital formation. What
we pride ourselves on in a free ecomomy, is that business concerns
and consumers make decisions which meet individual tastes and
demands. There might be a shortage of capital formation on two
grounds: one, that we have followed an economic policy that has
created very substantial recession, unemployment and excess capacity
and that, I believe, is true. But then the remedy for the lack of capital
formation is to restore a full-employment economy. Without that,
businesses will not find it profitable to invest. Consumers, individuals,
will not have an incomeout of which to save.

Now, with any particular kind of incentive, I think we all too often
O-V lose sight of the ultimate effects. Take for example, the equipment
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tax credit, supporting what Professor Holt said earlier, and amplify-
ing what I said, which is encouraging businesses to spend on equip-
ment. It means only on eligible equipment. It means if there are limited
funds, if there is a limited amount that people want to save, that
those funds, that that investment must be taken from other kinds of
investment which are not so favored; for example, investment in
plant; for example,. investment in residential housing; for example,
investment by businesses in research and development. Here, by
the way, I think there are good theoretical reasons for arguing that
business investment is insufficient because when a business buys a
piece of machinery it can own it, get its full benefits, but with invest-
ment in research and development and training people as I indicated
earlier, there is no way it can hold on to that benefit, so what we do
is we encourage one kind of investment that soaks up funds to the
extent it is successful, it causes businesses to go out and borrow.
That raises interest rates with that kind of investment and discourages
it elsewhere. Indeed, it is a truism in economics that saving equals
investment.. If you are not taking a measure that causes an increase
in total savings then any investment that you stimulate in one direc-
tion is going to come from investment somewhere else, and that is
part of this no free lunch. There is no escaping it.
* Now, I do not quarrel with the businessman that says gee, if you

give me this credit for this, I will invest more. He may be perfectly
right. He is not looking at the whole economy, but, unless an economist
or you can show some way in which that increase is in saving in the
whole economy, then you know, as a matter of arithmetic, that that
increase in investment by this guy is going to mean less investment
somewhere else, and, indeed, since you have destroyed the free market
allocation of resources by encouraing one kind of investment, you are
very likely encouraging the kind of investment which is less productive,
which will aid growth less than another kind of investment which a
businessman might have found more profitable if he had not been
pushed out of it-by the bias that the tax structure introduced.

Senator BRocx. Unfortunately, my time is expired. I find nothing
you say that I disagree with, and I would like to pursue it a little bit,
maybe a little bit better.

Senator BENTSE. Thank you, Senator Brock. I made the serious
mistake on the part of the chairman. I did not ask my own questions,
so I am going to intervene at this time and ask a few myself.

First, let me say, Mr. Harwell, one of the very significant themes
made in your statement, one of the significant points, is on page.3,
when you talk about in the 1973-74 period the analysis made of the
186 new plant locations employing 11,429 people. An.d then you talk
about the interdependence among those plants and the remainder
of the economy in Texas that an additional 20,653 people would be
employed by business ana industry already located i Texas. In other
words, two for every one, and I guess that is one of the s cant
differences that we see in our public service employment, which we
use as an emergency procedure, to try to help the unemployed, but
we do not get as much rippling effect as we do with small business,
creating new jobs, because, as I understand it, when you get public
service jobs, it does not necessarily follow that you end up with two
additional employees. Would that be a fair statement?
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Mr. HARWELL. Yes sir We have gone on the basis, ?r we operate
on the basis, that our Wo. 1 concern is to generate new income which
gives you the spilloff effect, and the only way we are able to do this in
our State is one, by either creating a mfanufacturi job, which ves
you the value added by manufacturing, through agriculture, which
we have a very large basis, through tools, and where we have a transfer
of funds generated someplace else, and we can bring to Texas or
through Government spending, and really in all four of these areas we
are pretty well balanced. We have a very good return of Federal
funds per taxes that we pay in the State of Texas. In fact, I think we
are probably a little more blessed than most, but moving around it
within -the State is part of the thing, but you have got to start some-
place with new-you have to generate some amount of new money.

Now, my purpose of being here is to say that with our input-output
model, if you come up with some proposals for taxes we would be
delighted to run them through our model, and I think we could give
you an answer as to what the effect would be. Our State legislature
has used the input-output model to determine what effect State taxes
would have on the businesses of the State of Texas, and we would be
delighted to use this model to at least show you what a proposed new
tax, what its effect would be in the State of Texas on both small and
large business. We can differentiate.

Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Harwell, We get
some interesting results when we ask the Treasury to run models for us.

Mr. HARWELL. Well, ours is not a model that was made by estimates.
It was made by actually going out.on personal interviews, so we do
not have something that we have just guessed at. We have got an
honest-to-goodness model that gives a true reaction.

Senator BENTSEN. I hope that is right. We have had a number of
these econometric models give us entirely different results, and I am
sure we have very sincere people operating each of them.

Mr. HOLT. Senator Bentsen, I think that that multiplier of 2 would
be a general ballpark figure for public employment, as well as privateemployment.senator BENTSEN. You think it follows through on public employ-

ment?
Mr. HOLT. Yes. It is the right order of magnitude. It clearly de-

pends somewhat on the particular employment, but, in general, it has
to do with the expenditures of the newly hired government workef---
somebody has to cut his hair, do his laundry, sell him groceries, and
so forth.

Senator BENTSEN. Do you think it follows the same as it does in
private business then?

Mr. HOLT. Basically, unless there are subtle indirect effects. For
example, you may stimulate the development of one kind of industry
which makes the State more attractive to another kind of industry
coming in.

Senator BENTSEN. Dr. Eisner, let me pursue one point with you.
I know you oppose the graduated capital gains tax. My concern is a
lot of people make what, in effect, are tax decisions and not investment
decisions, and I look at a situation where a man starts a company and
he has a zero tax base virtually and he has worked at it for many
years, and then he reaches an age when he would like to retire and he
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does not want to merge into someone else's company and get their
stock, but he would like to sell out. He does not have kids who want
to carry it on, and he looks at a situation where he would pay a 35-
percent tax and then a preference tax would probably run it up to
37% percent, and then if he is in a State like New York or Californa,
it runs up to 42% percent, and what does he do? He says no, I am just
not going to take that kind of cut in my estate, so he keeps it and you
have capital frozen.

I do not think that is good either. I think you ought to have mo-
bility of capital. If you had a graduated capital gains tax, that would
give some offset for inflation. Why do you feel it is inequitable or
improper to have a graduated capital gains tax? I would like to hear
your argument on that.

Mr. ExsNmt. Certainly, sir. I actually to begin with, believe in
the income tax, and I would try to tax al income equally, including
the income which accrues in the form of capital gais. I think you
have made an excellent point on the problem of inflation, because our
capital gains tax is such that we tax nominal capital gains and, where
we have inflation, there may be no real capital gains. The economist's
definition of income is that which one can consume while keeping
one's capital intact, meaning one's real capital, so that adjustment
might well be in order in some instances, but I would argue that the
lockin effect, the immobility of capital, can best be answered by some-
thing which I fear may be impolitic at this time, but is -to me, the
clearly called for answer, and that is taxing all capital gains, after
adjustment for inflation, as if they were income, but taxing them as
they accrue, and you can allow businesses or individuals to declare, as
best they can, what they consider the gain to be. They do not have to
even pay the year it accrues. They can accrue the liability and pay
interest on it, but in that way there would be no lockin.

I think the difficulty with graduating it-and I think you mean
graduating it over time-

Senator BENTSEN. Professor, I can not agree with you on that one, I
must say.

Mr. EIsNER. I would feel that graduating over time would, if
anything, increase the lockin. That is, once I have held a security for
6 months, except to the extent I want to hold it to leave to my estate,
the only advantage of holding the asset longer is, of course, I delay
the payment of the capital gains tax if it has gone up in value, and
that is a not insignificant gain. But if we have a situation where
I include, let us say, 50 percent of the gain in taxable income after
6 months, 45 percent after a year, and 40 percent after 2 years, and
so forth, then at each point of time, I will say well, if I held it another
year I will reduce the rate to less, so I woUd think that graduating
the capital gains tax over time has every likelihood of increasing the
lockin, rather than decreasing it.

I submit it is an empirical question. You have to analyze it, and
you may never know until after the facts are in, but I see no reason
a priori that that would reduce a lockin.

Mr. HOLT. Senator Bentsen, the biggest lockin effect is the ultimate
way of escaping the capital gains--tat is to die out from under it
and never have to pay.
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Senator BENTSEN. But, if you have a graduated capital gains tax,
you get away from that problem to a degree.

Mr. HOLT. Well, the biggest lockin effect is that you may never
have to pay it. So, if we change the inheritance tax so that a capital
gain willautomatically be realized at death, then there is no way of
escaping the capital gains tax. You pay it sooner or later and the
only issue is when you pay it. That drastically reduced the lockin
effect. Then, you can make a choice as to whether it is desirabe to be
locked into this parti,ular investment or whether, alternatively it
would be better to diversify. I think that is really not a serious eco-
nomic problem. When it is a serious one is giving a person an incentive
to hold it for 40 years so that finally he dies and never pays the tax
at all..

Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much, my time has expired.
Senator Nelson, do you have any questions?
Senator NELSON. Since this is Finance Committee room, I assume

we are following the committee rules, so I will wait.
Senator BENTSEN. Senator Javits.
Senator JAvITs. Mr. Chairman, I shall be very brief.
I am very interested in one area in reading your statement, but I

regret that I was not in time for it since I had a meeting this morning.
If you would be good enough to follow me, Professor Eisner, it would
save a lot of time. On page 11 where you really lay out a program for
small business in lieu of the tax reduction, you, yourself, would put
your finger on the ball by pointing out that you have to make profits
to pay taxes. If you do not make profits, it is peanuts.

Mr. EISNER. That is correct.
Senator JAviTs. That is true of the equipment tax, it is true of the

income tax. But I do not think the income tax is making or breaking
small business. So, I am very much in support of amending it and
working with my colleague Senator Nelson as I have for years.

But I like what you are doing here. Now, let us go over that if I
may, briefly. One, a tax advantage for giving the youth or another
marginal member-of the labor force ajob. Now, that is a very impor-
tant concept. Have you drafted anything on that? I have tried and
have been defeated in the Senate on this. Not too decisively, but
defeated on a tax for taking on additional workers, always concerned
about the criterion of what are additional workers. I like the idea of
a tax advantage for youth and marginal workers rather than lowering
the minimum wage or the youth exemption or whatever it is called,
which is very tough and which I am against. I think most of the pro-
labor members here are against that, too.

So, question: Have you actually drafted anything on that score, or
would you try your hand on it, as a service to us?

Mr. EISNER. I have not drafted a particular proposal for legisla-
tion. I have in several writings, which will be put into the record
made the proposal, but hardly-in terms that would be direct or useful
for legislative purposes. I would be happy to draft a set of options.

Senator JAVITS. Would you do that?
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that those would be

included as part of Professor Eisner's testimony.
Senator NzLsoN [presiding]. Yes, we would be glad to receive them,

The record will be open for some time.
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Senator JAviTS. Say in 10 days, is that all right, or 2 weeks?
Mr. ExsNzu. Unfortunately, I am about to go out of the country

for 2 weeks on Sunday.
Senator JAvis. How about a month, or 30 days?
Mr. EIsNR. That is fine.
Senator N.ELSON. May I say, Senator, the staff advised me we will

not be printing the record for a month anyway. So if you had it in
there by 30 days it could be included. Would that be possible?

Mr. EISNER. Yes, sir.
[The material referred to follows:]
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7/14/75

Proposal for a Job Development Credit: A Tax Credit for Investment in
Human Capital

by Robert eisner

In troduction

A direct way to increase employment is to reduce taxes on employ%

ment. There has been and is much talk of incentives for business Invest-

ment in general and the purchase of equipment in particular. The equipment

tax credit has even been strangely labeled a "Job development credit,"

although among its effects must certainly be some inducement to subatitutq

machinery for labor.

Yet employers and all covered employees are now faced by taxes

totalling 11.7 percent of nominal earnings up to $14,100 per year.

These direct taxes on employment, however dubbed as employer or employee

contributions, are now being paid at a rate of over $100 billion per

year and constitute a tax well in excess of corporate income taxes and

second only to the individual income tax in payments to the Federal .

Treasury. Further, these taxes, as a component of marginal or variable

costs, are a major element in prices. Their substantial increase in

recent years -- they have approximately doubled since 1970 -- must

certainly be a significant element in both the inflation in general

prices and the loss in purchasing power which contributes to recession.

Unemployment appropriately adjusted is now at its highest propor-

tion of the labor force since the Great Depression. of the 1930's. Of

the approximately 8 million counted as totally unemployed, almost

2-1/2 million are concentrated in the 16 to 21 year age group. There
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is also substantial additional underemployment in that age group

Large if precisely untold numbers of youths do not enter the labor

force or withdraw because of the apparent impossLbilLty, for

inexperienced new entrants, of locating Jobs in a

period of deep recession. While exceedingly heavy for whites as well,

the unemployment rates are exceptionally high among blacks, running

to approximately one-third of the labor force in the Labor Department

category of "Negro and other races." Finally, in addition to those

fully unemployed or out of the labor force, we must add some three-

quarter of a million youths in the 16 to 21 category who are "employed

part time for economic reasons," but would presumably prefer full time

work, this out of a total of 3.7 million in all age groups "employed

part time for economic reasons."

Current unemployment of youths threatens a permanent loss to

the economy and to society. It is well known that labor learns by

doing. Experienced workers are more valuable than inexperienced workers.

Continued large scale unemployment among youths threatens to create a.

new generation of chronically unemployed and underemployed, frequently

doomed to an endless repeating cycle on "welfare" or other forms of

public aid and/or surviving in an underworld of crime and illicit activity.

While investment and accumulation of capital are clearly critical

to economic srowthpmassive evLdence has been accumulating in recent

years that probably the most important component of that capital is

human capLtal, the know-how based upon training and experience, along

with habits of productive labor of which we have in so much of our past

54-397 0 - 75 - 9
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history been justifiably proud. That human capital is acquired by

education and training. It is also most importantly acquired by actual

job experience and that particularly in the early and formative years of

life. A measure to reduce directly the general level of unemployment,

and most particularly the level of unemployment among youth, and

further to increase employment both by drawing additional potential

workers into the labor force and making full time labor available to

all those who wish it, is therefore called for most urgently.

Proposal

It Ls proposed that beginning with the first month after

enactment of appropriate legislation, both employers and employees

be relieved of contributions for social insurance or further contributions

to social insurance for employees under 22 years of age, up to a cumulative

maximum for each employee equal to the maximum amount of annual payments

required under the law.

Thus currently, an employee eligible for such relief and the.

employer of such an employee would be excused from social insurance

taxes on up to the first $14,100 of the employee's earnings. This

may be implemented without affecting social security trust funds by

having the equivalent contributions to those funds made by the United

States Treasury. The exemption from payment of such taxes would expire

for each employee at the time that his cumulative earnings have reached

the total annual earnings on which such taxes are levied (currently

$14,100) or on the employee's 22nd birthday, whichever comes sooner.
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For those under 22 years of age at the time of the enactment of this

legislation who have already had some eligible earnings and paid some

social insurance taxes, this relief would extend until their cumulative

earnings, including those earned before the effective date of this

legislation, reach-the maximum figure, or until their 22nd birthday,

whichever comes sooner.

Under the workings of this proposal, all employers of employees-

under the ages of 22 whose cumulative lifetime earnings have not yet

reached the maximum of annual earnings subject to social insurance

taxes will receive an immediate reduction in their labor costs equal

to the payroll taxes that they will not have to pay on these employees.

In addition, such, employees will immediately enjoy an increase in gross

earnings after payment of employee contributions for social insurance

equal to over 6.2 percent (that is, 5.85 divided by 94.15). The

relative increase in their take-home earnings after taxes would of

course be greater. The immediate reduction in. labor costs would be most

beneficial for labor-intensive enterprises. To the -

extent that small business is a relatively greater employer of labor

and of youths in particular, the benefits will be disproportionately

greater for small business. There will be further benefits to employers

as turnover is likely to be reduced where youthful workers with larger

take-home pay find their jobs more desirable.

Of considerably greater importance, however, employers will now

find a twofold advantage in hiring youths with little or no experience.

In the first place, they will recognize the gain of lower labor costs
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due to relief from employer contributions for social insurance, a relief

which is likely to last for well over a year for each youthful employee because

most young workers would not in one year earn the current maximum of annual

earnings subject to social insurance taxes. Secondly, they would find it

economical in many cases to offer new youthful employees a take-home pay which

would be attractive to such employees without the added cost of a built-in

employee tax for social insurance. This would further move some way to meeting

the objection that minimum wage laws tend to make it uneconomical to hire young)

inexperienced workers who may be loes productive until they acquire experience

and for whom initial employers would incur a high training cost. Minimum wage

legislation would thus be retained without exception while the United States

Treasury meats the social costs of offering initial job experience which will

eventually make workers sufficiently productive for employers to be willing

voluntarily to pay them the minimum wage and above, and all relevant taxes.

Costs and benefit.

Those in the current labor force under 22 years of age number approxi-

mately 14 million and their current contributions for social insurance in

1975 may total about 5.2 billion dollars. Recognizing that some workers will

have already reached their maximum cumulative earnings and most will already

have had some earnings, we may estimate roughly that the initial annual cost

IA one percent social security sample indicates that contributions for social

insurance of those 16 to 21 years of age were $4#476 billion in 1973. Multiplying
this by 104.5/89.3, the raio of total contributions for social insurance
in the first quarter of 1975 to those in the first quarter of 1973, yields an
initial estimate of $5.238 billion. Similar results are obtained by extra-
polating with the ratio of the Wharton Model's projection of 1975 contributions
for social insurance to 1973 contributions.

I am indebted to Roy Webb for assistance in locating the underlying"
data and preparing these calculations.
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to the Treasury should be no more than $3 billion. The annual

cost to the Treasury would run somewhat higher, however, in

future years as there would be fewer employees who reach the

cumulative earnings cutoff without enjoying full tax relief,

but would remain well under the $5.5 billion for the current

labor force, with current wagesp current employment end the

current annual earnings limit applied in the cumulative earnings

cutoff. As wage rates and employment vary, in part due to

implementation of this proposal, and-s the cutoff is changed,

the direct tax effects would of course also change.

Direct benefits are to be found first in a reduction of

labor costs of approximately 5.53 percent (that is, 5.85 divided

by 105.85) for perhaps 6 million workers under the ages of

22 who would be affected immediately. This should in turn

reduce prices or lower the rate of inflation. To the extent

that employees are concerned primarily with take-home pay,

employers would find that they might realize a further saving

in labor costs while offering new employees a lower wage

than would be necessary if the net wage were reduced

by social insurance taxes. If employers were not driven

by competitive pressure to lower the prices of the products

to reflect fully the lowered labor costs, they would of course now

enjoy higher profits which would result in higher profits taxes,

thus reducing tax loss to the Treasury.
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Second, and most significant, employers would have an incentive

to hire additional teen-agora and those 20 and 21 years of age and to

give full-time jobs to many now working only part time. The gains

from such increasedemployment of youths are likely to be lasting.

Employers are frequently understandably reluctant to hire young

people without experience and training. Risks are considerable and

if new employees work out there is no guarantee that they will remain

long with the employers who invest in their first job. Yet that

first jobp before the frustration of idleness has wreaked its toll,

may be critical to establishment of life-long skills and the work ethic.

In the short run, increased employment for those under 22 years

of age would add to production and income. As youths and their families

spend the increases in income further employment will be generated as

production of goods and services is increased to meet the increased

demand. The initial tax revenues generated from increased employment,

production and income are likely to offset a significant portion, if not

all, of the initial tax loss. The savings in social costs of idle youth_

and the ultimate costs of lives ruined by youthful idleness are incalculable.

It may be objected that a special incentive to hire youths will

result in less employment for adults. This is hardly likely. While

there might be some "substitution effect," in the economist's jargonp

the expansion effect of added employment would considerably outweigh it.

It may further be objected thot employers would hire youths only

until they exhausted their tax-relief potential and then fire them.
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This, however, does not make economic sense and seems highly

unlikely. For after one to two years of employment most workers have

enough experience to increase their prospective value by considerably

more then the 5.85 percent in additional labor costs which would be

entailed in the employer contributions to social security and indeed

by more than the total of 11.7 percent. If it paid employers to hire

the youths to begin with it should certainly pay to keep them after

they have acquired initial experience.

Possible Extensions

This proposal could obviously be modified to remove the

ceiling cutoffs and permit relief from payroll taxes for all employment

of those under 22 years of age. The monetary costs would be somewhat

greater but so would some of the benefits, although it might be argued

that the benefits of increased employment would not grow proportionately

with extension of the duration of the relief.

The proposal might also be modified tQ a lesser extent by

removing the inclusion of income already earned before the effective

date of the embodying legislation from the cumulative earnings counted

toward the cutoff. This would also increase the costs and some of the

benefits but, applying to those already employed, would consequently

have a lesser effect on increasing employment.

The proposal might also be extended to cover initial employment

for those of any age. It might be argued that employers should be

encouraged in the social interest to treat kindly any new entrants
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into the labor force. This may be particularly important for women

who have not had previous work experience. If the age limit were

extended beyond 22 years it would entail the inclusion of many young

college graduates and of those who have completed graduate or professional

training as well. Inclusion of these latter, relatively better qualified

% entrants into the labor force, would not, however, seem as fruitful in

terms of the key objective of increasing employment. In general, it

can be argued that the greatest benefit in terms of human capital

is derived from investing in those in the youngest age groups. They

have the longest number of years in which they and society can profit

from investment in initial jobs and training. In the interest of

increasing employment generally and lowering prices, however, one

might extend the tax relief beyond those under 22 years of age,

for example, by applying to the payroll tax the $750 personal exemption

in individual income taxes.

Conetug ion
This proposal will increase real demand while lowering costs

and hence combat inflation while increasing production and employment.

It will be focussed directly on employment and increasing the most

vital and productive human capital of the nation's youth. If it were

desirable to substitute other tax revenues for those lost under the

initial operation of this proposal, it might be appropriate to limit,

reduce, or eliminate the equipment tax credit, which in its expanded
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form will involve a similar or resterr magnitude of lose of Treasury

value* While the benefits of this proposal would extend to all

enterprises, they will be concentrated somewhat more heavily on

relatively labor-intensive smell business ando of course, those

businesses which hire or might hire larger proportions of youthful

workers. But by contributing to the reduction of inflation while,

most importantly, moving us back toward a target of full employment,

adoption of this proposal will contribute to prosperity eid

economic growth.
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Senator JAvITs. Secondly, I think we ought to consider very care-
fully your idea of eliminating the unemployment compensation taxes
for younger workers, again, rather than breaking down the minimum
wasge structure.

But to proceed to the next point, you than say, credit. Credit is a
big problem for small business. And do you agree with the illusion
that the SBA is an adequate source of credit-especially as that credit
is uncoupled with any technical guidance that a banker gives to his
client. And this business that bankers you know, are just leeches-

% from my own experience; and I was a big business lawyer long before
I was a Senator--is wrong; the banking firms have, on many occasions,
given very, very useful and special guidance and advice. They are a
very high salaried control which a small business cannot hire.

So, question: Should we go for some concept of a development bank
in the United States which, even as conservative or as middle of the
road a Senator as Senator Sparkman has shown a very great interest
in, because of the need as is shown in the World Bank for coupling
larger source of credit from the SBA with technical assistance in the
financial banking field for small business.

Mr. EISNER. I-would be sympathetic in principle to such a proposal
because it seems to me that it would fit the general criteria I would
have of perfecting markets and improving capital markets in this
instance, and also offering the kinds of services which may well be
externalities-that is, expertise-which perhaps an individual concern,
and particularly a small concern, may not be able to afford, but which
would be of greater benefit than the cost.

Senator JAVITS. Now, would you do a little added work for us and
let us submit to you-the bill which I have introduced for some
years-or Senator Sparkman's bill, which may be even better-a bill
for the development bank-and would you give us your critique of
that at the same time that we hear from you on this other propositional
tax?

Mr. EISNER. I shall endeavor to do so.
I should add that I am not really a specialist in this particular

area, but I will offer what opinions I can.
Senator JAVITS. Well, all right.
And last, what about R. & D. for small business? We wrote into the

law, what practically amounted to an antitrust exemption for small
business in respect to research and development. It has had very few
takers, which is sad, because it was so well intentioned and so necessary.

Would you have any suggestion as to that? That, collaborative
research by small business. What is keeping them out of it, or what to
do instead, where they really are behind the eight ball as far as big
business is concerned.

Mr. EISNER. I fear here I have only general principles. For one
thing, as I indicated in my prepared statement, we discourage R. & D.
expenditures by giving tax advantages to other kinds of expenditures;
for example, equipment, in this instance. But generally, by its nature,
research and development ex penditures are fre uen ly unjustifiable
in terms of ordinary profitmaking for an enterprise. The smaller the
enterprise the less it is justifiable, because the enterprise cannot
maintain for itself a sufficient proportion of the advantages. And the
remedy there is to, as you suggested, encourage some kind of coopera-
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tive effort or to have the Government in the business as it is for
agriculture, as it is largely in the military-space area, providing the
research services itself.

Senator JAVITS. Mr. Holt, would you like to contribute to this-we
will not have time in questioning-in the way of writing? Especially,
I noticed you shaking your headon the R. & D.

Mr. HOLT. I think the model of having nationalized agricultural
research is a very good model here. You cannot expect small business
firms, say in the dry cleaning industry, to do a lot of research.

Senator JAVITS. Could you give us some finite thoughts on that in
writing?

Mr. HOLT. Certainly.
Senator JAVITS. I ask again unanimous consent for 30 days.
[The information referred to follows:]
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SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT ON RESEAICH ASSISTANCE TO SMALL BUSINESS

by

Charles C. Holt

The federal government should make greater efforts to make laws,

% regulations, and administrative procedures more responsive to the capabilities

of small business. Failure to do so will handicap small business relative to

large ones that often are thousands of times bigger.

However, a strong case can be made that government should lend positive

assistance to small business in certain areas. The failure rate for small

business, particularly in the start-up phase, is so shockingly high that

attention needs to be directed at achieving successful firms. For the pain and

costs of business failure to be reduced, many ill-stared ventures should never be

started and others should be started better.

Better knowledge is needed on how to start and run small businesses.

Unfortunately, the small business manager cannot afford to do the research on

the technical, financial, marketing, etc., problems that must be solved, if he

is to survive and prosper. Even though the benefit/cost ratio of research is
individual

prohibitive for the/small firm, it may be highly advantageous from the social point

of view, provided that the resulting knowledge is widely disseminated.

In agriculture these considerations have led to extensive, publicly-funded

research, which has contributed importantly to our high agricultural productivity.

Lacking such research and the technical assistance to deliver it, small business"

in the interests of survival, will tend to be forced to rely increasingly on

standardized franchise packages. While this is a healthy development in many
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ways, it does decrease the rich cultural variety of home-grown businesses,

and may lead to a decrease in economic competition.

Given the fact that large business can afford research but small ones

can't, unless government research and technical assistance is supplied, our

small business sector viii be technologically and managerially handicapped, and

tend, in the long run, to shrink in relative importance.

For these reasons I vould urge that the federal government establish a program

of research and technical assistance designed to operate in the industrial

areas and on the problems of greatest concern to small business. In drawing

legislation to implement this recommendation, consideration should be given

to economies of scale in performing and publishing research, on one hand, and

to the need for widely dispersed technical assistance in the application of

the findings-at the regional, state, and firm levels. Profit-motivated

consulting firms also should be encouraged to participated in the dissemination

process and in the formulation of problem requiring research. The agricultural

-eatension system should be studied as a possible model for this legislation. A

federally-coordinated and supported program at land-grant business and engineering

schools could supply much of the research, technical assistance, and adult education

that are needed by small business. However, the involvement of federal laboratories

and agencies also needs to be considered.
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Senator JAVITS. Now, anything on this, Mr. Harwell, that you
would wish to contribute would be more than welcome, although it is
not particularly in your line.

Mr. HARWELL. No, I would like to say just one thing, and maybe
get concurrence with something that Senator Brock mentioned, and
that is talking about whether a tax incentive or some kind of a tax
break will encourage business, versus the cost of money itself.

In the Federal Reserve and its policies-just as an observer, not an
economist-but every time the interest rates go up, the number of
new jobs created in Texas from a manufacturing standpoint drops
drastically. And I can take a look at the number of new plants, the
number of new jobs in industry created in the State of Texas, and it is
in direct proportion to the lowering of the cost of interest. And I
think that one of the things, especially in the small business, the small
businessman is going to be much more influenced by whether he grows
or does not grow by the cost of money than he is by some kind of a tax
credit.

Senator JAVITS. Well, Arthur Burns is always wont to say that the
cost of money--depends on its supply. That is why I suggested to
Professor Eisner development banking.

Mr. HARWELL. There was a statement made about the fact that
we have a lot of capital. Now, we have a lot of capital in Texas, but
it is all for very short-term notes. I do not know that we have solved
the long-range capital problem in this country at all. And in fact,
just last year we were all tearing our hair, saying where are we going
to come up with the money to finance new powerplants, and all of
the rest of it. And we have companies all across the State that are not
able to get long-term money.

Senator JAvITs. So that you say that the supply of money at
reasonable rates is the critical problem for small business in Texas.

Mr. HARWELL. Absolutely.
Senator JAvITS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NELSON. Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. One question, Mr. Holt.
On page 3 of your statement, you are talking about the progressive

corporate income tax. You vary it according to size of business, and
then you say, "For small corporations in the $25,000 earning bracket
losses should produce tax refunds rather than loss carryforwards."

Tax refunds of what?
Mr. HOLT. Well, actually, I talked with a tax attorney since I

wrote that, and it is to some extent obviated by the fact that not
only do we currently have tax carryforwards, but we have tax carry-
backs which allow you, in effect, to get a tax refund. So, in some part,
that problem has been taken care of. However, there is a real distinc-
tion between the isolation that you get from losses in a corporation
as distinct from say a proprietorship or partnership. And some of the
points that Professor Eisner made about decreasing the dependence
on the corporation income tax, simply passing through both earnings
and losses directly to personal taxation, Cas a good deal to recommend
it.

The interaction between the corporation income tax and personal
income tax gives corporations an incentive not to pay Qut earnings
in the form of dividends and to simply reinvest in their own busi-
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nesses-that introduces a type of rigidity. It keeps those funds from
flowing back into capital markets where they might be more profit-
ably invested in other industries.

Senator PACKWOOD. I want to make sure I understand.
You are not suggesting that if you and I go into business and we

form a corporation-just a small business-and the first year we
lose $10,000 or $15,000, that we get some kind of a subsidy from the

,. Government for our loss?
Mr. HOLT. If you wanted to encourage people to go into new busi-

nesses, that is the kind of program you might consider. There was a
time when the corporation income tax operated in such a way that
when you made money, the Government participated, and when
you lost money, the Government closed its eyes-you were given a
loss carryforward, but you have no way of recovering taxes that you
had paid earlier. That obviously was a very negative incentive for
people to undertake risky investments. We have to some extent
gotten away from that problem through the loss carryback.

However, if you want to encourage people to go into risky business
more could be done. Since the Government now takes about 50 per-
cent of the profits, for the Government to take 50 percent of the
lo88es essentially puts the Government in partnership with the
entrepreneur in terms of risk bearing. You might do that, if you felt
that there was a real problem in getting small businesses started.

Senator PACKWOOD. It is intriguing.
Mr. HOLT. I am not strongly advocating it without further study.

-~ Senator PACKWOOD. I have hundreds of friends who I think would
take advantage of it.

Mr. HOLT. The idea that you are going to risk losing money simply
because Uncle Sam is in there losing with you is not a game that you
necessarily would want to play if you look at it closely-that still
does not make losing money to be good business.

Senator PACKWOOD. Oh, no; I agree. Nobody wants to lose money.
It would make projecting our Federal Government expenditures very
difficult from year to year-assuming we were going to pick up 50
percent of all the losses of new businesses for the first 2 or 3 years
they were in business.

Mr. HOLT. I am sure that is peanuts in terms df the overall budget.
Senator PACKWOOD. I have no other questions.
Senator NELSON. Senator BYRD.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
May I ask Mr. Holt and Professor Eisner this: What do you regard

as the appropriate income tax rate for corporations?
Mr. EIsNER. I am on record-I hope it does not shock you-I am

on record in a "Business Week" article of December 14, that I have
offered for the record, as suggesting that the appropriate, corporate
income tax rate is zero, and I mean that seriously. But that would
involve having individuals include in their taxable incomes the share
of corporate earnings which is represented by their equity or owner-
ship in a corporation. And that would remove a considerable number
of the distorting effects of business taxation.

Senator BYRD. You would apply subchapter S to all corporations,
is that what you are saying?

Mr. EISNER. I would have to be sure I knew precisely the implica-
tions of subchapter S.
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Mr. HOLT. That is what it comes to without all of the restrictions
associated with subchapter S.

Senator BYRD. May I ask Mr. Holt what he feels would be an
appropriate tax structure?

Mr. HOLT. I do not consider myself a tax expert, and I am inclined
to agree with the point that Professor Eisner made that there are
serious questions in terms of distortion in the corporation income tax.
But I have not done as much thinking about it as he has, and I am

Less ready to firmly urge its abandonment.
Senator BYRD. If you lay out 50 percent now, and leave it out for

the smaller corporations, do you feel that is too high or about right
or too low?

Mr. HOLT. Well, I am inclined to think, if it is anything, it is too

Senator BYRD. May I w3k Mr. Harwell his view on it?
Mr. HARWELL. Well, Senator, I am not a tax expert at all, but I

would go along with the concept that if you can eliminate any taxes,
I am in favor of them.

Senator BYRD. May I ask Professor Eisner this: What do you feel
would be the appropriate capital gains tax? 25 percent? 35 percent?
More or less?

Mr. EISNER. The appropriate capital gains tax, I would argue,
would be the income tax rate, with capital gains taxed as they accrue
with adjustment for inflation. But I would suggest that this would
mean a considerably lower income tax rate than we have had. The
direction-and I am sure that the members of this committee are
aware-that we have followed in this country is generally an increase
in rates, either directly or by letting the effects of inflation bring us-
into a higher tax bracket. And then at the same time, with people
more and more miserable with the higher rates, we exclude more and
more income from these rates. We ask special preferences in reduc-
tions, whether they are on capital gains or equipment credits or
municipal bond interest or one thing or another; and of course, that
means, then, that the higher rates which become necessary increase
the demand for still more exemptions.

If we included all capital gains in taxable income, even if we merely
included the realized capital gains-including, as Professor Holt is
apt to urge, the taxation of capital gains at death-we would find
that we can decrease the rate on all income, including the income from
capital gains, to everybody's benefit.

~ Senator BYRD. What do you regard as the two or three major
"' factors in the inflation which we have been experiencing?

Mr. EISNER. The major factors in the inflation, I would say, are,
first it is an initial pull from the surge of expenditures way back in
the Vietnam war from which we have never quite recovered.

Senator BYRD. Federal spending?
Mr. EISNER. Yes, Federal spending at that time. But second, I

believe that the major push has come from the increasegin petroleum
prices and the push from the shortages of the supply in agricultural
commodities in the last few years. And this has been aggravated by
imperfections in markets, regulatory agency action and other charac-
teristics of the economy, such that there is hardly any downward
flexibility. _
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i I cannot refrain from adding quickly that given this explanation,
think trying to fight the inflation by reducing demand has been a

very misguided action which might well have been predicted to bring
on the massive recession that we have had. You do not come back
from an inflation due very largely to increased costaof supplying goods
and services due to a shortage of supply by trying to reduce demand,
and certainly not in an economy where it is notorious that there is

Relatively little downward flexibility of wages and prices.
The particular effect on the economy now has been precisely the

huge surge, of unemployment we have had.
Senator BYRD. How do you feel?
Mr. HoLT. I totally agree with that, adding simply one point;

that there has been a general inflation of world prices-all commodities,
not )ust agricultural commodities and petroleum-and that, although
foreign trade is not of dominant importance in the American economy,
this has contributed to our inflation problem.

The testimony that I gave to Senator Bentsen's JEC Subcommit-
tee on Growth dealt with some of these aggregate demand issues.
And it is also somewhat responsive to the issue that Senator Brock
was raising. And if the committee is interested, it might like to include
that statement in the record_

[The information referred to follows:]

54-397 0 - 15 - 10
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UEPLOYENT, INFLATION, AND STRUCTURAL REFORM

Statement for the Economic Growth Subcommittee

of the Joint Economic Committee

by

Charles C. Holt

Senator Bentsen and members of the JEC Subcommittee on Economic Growth,

I want to express my pleasure at being asked to testify before you on

Manpower Policies to Restore Full Employment.

Ralph Smith and I are testifying as individuals and not as spokesmen

for The Urban Institute or its sponsors. However, we will be drawing freely

on the research of our colleagues Richard Toikka, William Scanlon, and Jean

Vanski. Our research has been supported by the Department of Labor, the

National Science Foundation, and the Ford Foundation. Ralph Smith will

talk about near-term unemployment prospects and I will consider the need

for structural change and manpower policy.
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I. THE ROLE AND LIMITATIONS OF MACRO POLICY

Ralph Smith's presentation, based on our econometric study of the labor

market, shows vividly both the severity of current and prospective unemployment

and the uneveness of its impacts. It also suggests the existence of severe

structural problems in the labor market. I will return to those issues

later.

However, doing something about unemployment requires the recognition of its

intimate connection with inflation. The Phillips diagram in Figute 1 show

the recent history of unemployment and inflation in this country and

a long-run Phillips curve fitted to data from 1954 to 1969. The data from

recent years, of course, reflects extraordinary international impacts from

wheat, oil, etc., but even before that the increasingly adverse unemploy-

ent-inflation tradeoff is evident. We have also plotted the Administration's

"extrapolations" to 1980. One might question whether their unemployment and

inflation figures are mutually consistent, muck less optimal# but they do

need to be taken seriously as the best indication of the President's intentions.

Monetary, fiscal, and international exchange policies can certainly

reduce the unemployment level, but the governing constraint is the dynamic

link to inflation and the choice of the least painful mix of unemployment-

inflation outcomes, both currently and in the future. In my view, greater

demand stimulus, if promptly applied, would lower unemployment without

excess risk of inflation. Aggregate .demand stimulus including public

service employment is urgently needed and further action should be taken now.

Unfortunately, macro demand policies can only deal with less than half

of today's unemployment. Macro policies are limited because using them

to attain and hold unemployment at much less than five percent is likely to
W produce inflation that would be unacceptable to the American people. Lower
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Figure 1
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levels of employment have been attained temporarily without undue

inflation, especially when the reduction has been made very slowly. However,

our recent experience of high rate of inflation has undoubtedly made our

economy more vulnerable to inflation because of the increased responsive-

_ ness of inflationary expectations.

Hence, we must seek other policies to complement macro stabilization

policies.

II. THE NEED FOR STRUCTURAL REFORM

If we are to obtain a better Phillips tradeoff between unemployment

and inflation, we must take actions that impinge on: "

(1) the processes that determine prices,

(2) the processes that determine wages,

(3) the processes that determine unemployment.

These are not simple supply and demand relations, but are processes that

intimately involve the institutions of industry, trade, finance, unions,

and government and the economic, social, psychological, and political

behavior of people and organizations.

John T. Dunlop, Secretary of'Labor, and Professor Hendrik S.

Houthakker, formerly on the Council of Economic Advisers, have attempted to

spoll out specific structural changes that governmental policies should

pursue. Many other economists as well have urged structural reforms.

Reducing the structural contributions to inflation and unemployment is

a systems problem whose solution will require changes in public and private

policies on many parallel fronts. No easy, simple, quick solutions exist.

An active process of change is needed that will take many years. In the
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face of the severe challenge to national leadership, which this problem

poses, it is encouraging to meet with a Congressional Committee that is

willing to consider a horizon that extends beyond the next election.

In the shortrun, .little can be done about structural inflation and

structural unemployment. Yet there is a critical interaction with macro

policies, because structural reform is very difficult, if not impossible,

under high levels of cyclical unemployment. But, on the other hand,

short-term economic stimulus, taken alone, will be inadequate - over half

of the current unemployment is structural and frictional in nature.

III. DO WE KNOW WHICH STRUCTURAL CHANGES TO

AND HOW TO MAKE THEM?

The short answer is no, and we're not likely to, unless changes are

made. Some reasons can be suggested. There are very few micro economists

who relate their research to macro problems. Few social psychologists

connect work satisfaction with the problem of unemployment. The Departments

of Labor and Health, Education and Welfare haven't related their programs to

the Council of Economic Advisers' national inflation-unemployment problem.

The federal government is fragmented by agency functions and universities

are fragmented by discipline. Such specialization is helpful, but vital

interactions between national inflation and unemployment, and the structure

of industries and the labor market have been largely ignored.

This is partially due to the serious difficulties that are involved

in researching complex socioeconomic systems, but it also results from the

inept use of research by government in solving practical problems.
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Although there are a few notable exceptions, the federal government's

socioeconomic research relating to structural issues can be roughly char-

acterized as follows:

(1) A coordinated research strategy is missing for

producing the essential basic knowledge and

applying it to solve the government's policy,

program, and operating problems;
(2) Governmental staff often haven't done research

themselves, and, as a result, don't administer

outside research well;

(3) Governmental data collection is fragmented, slow,

and inadequately tied to research needs;

(4) Much research doesn't get used because adminis-
trators are not analytically oriented;

(5) Resources have been inadequate for research support.

(6) Universities and research institutes have not

adequately overcome fragmentation among disciplines.

Consequently, the research often is low in quality, fragmented and

.little used. The resulting deficiencies in our knowledge'base affect all'

the areas requiring structural reform: manpower, antitrust, regulation, etc.

An index of the inadequacy of the government's research effort on

inflation and unemployment is the fact that it has had no coordinated research

program directed at finding structural solutions. Aside from the knowledge

issue, the needed structural changes will be politically and administratively

difficult.

The above overview is not intended to discourage the Subcommittee from

the structural approach to inflation and unemployment, but rather to supply

a realistic assessment of the point of departure and the magnitude of the

efforts that will be required. Legislation which is currently being proposed

by some members of the Committee should give serious attention to filling

our knowledge gap.
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Since two out of the three processes mentioned in Section'II that

account for the Phillips relation occur in the labor market, i.e., those

that determine unemployment and those that determine wage changes, we turn

to the issue of structural changes through manpower policies.

IV. LABOR MARKET PROGRAMS AND POLICIES FOR FULL EMPLOYMENT -

I would like to examine briefly the present status of manpower programs

and then consider directions for development. The bulk of manpower programs

have been transferred from the federal level to the state and local (SMSA)

levels through the CETA legislation. Although this decentralization was not

adequately tested for workability in advance of its implementation, it prob-

ably was a sound move to build more manpower capability at the state and

- local levels. However, it has left the federal government with few programs

for organizing a national manpower effort in response to national economic

conditions. Because of the inclusion of public service employment in CETA

and the transfer of funds between its titles, it would be possible through

local decisions to have very small support of manpower programs and instead

have a revenue-sharing type program which resulted primarily in state and

local tax savings.

The Employment Service, which is a more integrated federal-state acti-

vity, is under increasing budget pressure and its role is being challenged.

Indeed, it might not be inaccurate to characterize the federal manpower

thrust as being almost defeatist with respect to the difficult problems of

improving our economic structure. , To be sure, actions by the Executive

1. Public service employment has been much more an aggregate demand
measure than a manpower program in terms of developing human capital or
dealing with structural problems. In this discussion I do not consider
PSI a manpower program although it could and should also be so used.
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branch and Congress have restricted manpower funds, but much more could

have been done to improve program impacts. The points discussed above

about research and its utilization are relevant here.

Let me give a few examples. The Employment Service is under pressure

to increase placements and a drive is underway to improve career education.

Yet neither DOL, HEW, nor the National Institute of Education have significant

research efforts to find out what basic factors account for the success of

a person in a Job. Effective programs of placement and counseling require

this knowledge. The effect of low job vacancies on placements is recognized

by the Employment Service, but its potential to affect aggregate demand

policies is not.

Improving the quality of work, which has important implications for the

quality of life, turnover, and unemployment, has been declared a high priority

objective by HEW, DOL, and the Productivity Commission, yet there is little

basic research or carefully designed experimentation underway.

Evaluations of training progams have shown widely variable results, ranging

from disappointing to spectacular, but little careful work has been done to

find out what accounts for the differences.

I do not want to sound overly critical of what has been done, because

all of these areas pose extremely difficult problems for both research and

administration. But the efforts are utterly inadequate relative to tht

importance of finding manpower policy approaches to improving the structure

of the economy.

While we need better knowledge, we cannot simply wait for the

research to be completed. Manpower results achieved in Sweden, Japan,

and West Germany suggest what can be done and lend encouragement, but

they do not offer solid transferrable knowledge.
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Against this background, what manpower policies should we pursue to help

achieve full employment? Hany people should contribute to the answer. I

propose the following recommendations for consideration:

(1) Clear policy targets should be established through

legislation directing that manpower program be developed which

would contribute to lowering unemployment and reducing inflation.
This means concentrating attention on the one-third of the labor

force that have the greatest employment problems and the one-khird

of the jobs that, at the time, are most difficult to fill,

and, hence, contribute to inflationary pressures.
(2) Plan and fund a process of gradually developing, testing,

and implementing programs and policies that would be effective in
attaining the above objectives.

(3) Build up the imaginative, experimentally-oriented,

administrative leadership necessary to get this job done.

(4) Support the administrators with research staff and

a program of basf , applied, and experimental research.

(5) Gradually reorganize existing CETA, DOL, and HEW
manpower programs and add new ones as needed in order to

balance contributions at-the federal, state, and local levels,
each agency funded and empowered to make its best contribution.

The system should be designed for both coordination and competition
including the participation of community and commercial organizations.
Resources should reward the most effective agencies.

(6) Discriminatory barriers in the labor market should be

attacked more forcefully, both through enforcement actions and
supportive programs which would absorb some of the costs of change.

In order to be successful, this program would need to be supported

with as high a level of aggregate demand as possible consistent with

reasonable restraint on inflation. Parallel structural reforms would

need to be made in other areas including those designed to reduce

disruptions resulting from inflation. Since sound programs aid policies
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vill more than pay for themselves in increased output, they should be

implemented and funded as quickly as their effectiveness is reasonable

demonstrated. However, unreasonably high standards should not be set in

view of the fact that structural problems and the recession which we

induced to fight inflation currently are vasting productive resources at the

rate of over one hundred billion dollars annually, not to mention the inequity

n the distribution of unemployment. Also weight needs to be given to im-

proving the distribution of income as well as improving economic efficiency.

The strategy of structural reform will take years to implement, and

improvements will come in undramatic increments, but there is probably no

other way to achieve sound and continuing full employment without inflation.

The structural problems will be there until we face up to them. Shouldn't

we accept the challenge now?

Fortunately, there are some encouraging signs on the horizon, with

respect to structural reform. Secretary Dunlop is deeply knowledgeable

about and interested in the issues that I have been discussing, and I understand,

mnay be testifying again before this Subcommittee. Also, the National Commission

on Manpower Policy, under the leadership of Eli Ginzberg, has expressed keen

interest in plans for expanding our manpower capabilities. His testimony

today will indicate some directions for that development. Finally, President

Ford has strongly urged structural reforms in the area of government regula-

tion. I hope the recession will spur a critical reexamination of policies

needed to deal with inflation and unemployment.
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Senator BYRD. Has inflation and/or recession had a sig cant im
pact on small business different from larger businesses i the percent-
age of profits retained?

Do you happen to have any information on that, either one of you?
Mr. HoT. I think that small businesses are very much more

vulnerable to economic fluctuations than large businesses. They do
not have the economic resources financially, and they are selling in
very much narrower segments, so they have less opportunities to
compensate losses in one area with increased sales in another. So I
would anticipate that you would find a very much more drastic effect
on profits and sales of small businesses compared th large.

Obviously, it will depend on the industry as well.
Senator BYRD. Could I ask Professor Eisner, in what way are

retained earnings related to the ability to attract equity and debtcapital?
Mr. EISNER. Retained earnings are certainly positively related to

the ability to attract capital, although I should qualify that by saying
that earnings generally will be positively correlated because none of
us can forecast the future perfectly. If we see a concern is earning
money, we feel it may be somewhat less risky-if we feel it has retained
earnings, we may feel it has a certain cushion. On the other hand,
paying out some of the earnings may also attract some investors,
particularly if they are not too concerned about the tax consequences
on the receipt of dividends. But earnings will tend to generate an
ability to borrow.

Senator BYRD. Thank you, gentlemen.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NELSON. Thank you.
Thank you, gentlemen, for you very valuable testimony and for

taking your time to come here and present it today. We appreciate it
very much.

Mr. EISNER. Thank you, sir.
Mr. HOLT. Thank you, sir.
Senator NELSON. The record will be open for 30 days for anything

you might wish to submit in addition.
Our final witness today is Mr. John Lewis, executive vice president,

National Small Business Association, accompanied by Herbert Lieben-
son, staff vice president for Government Affairs of NSBA; and John
Mendenhall, CPA and attorney.

The committee is pleased to welcome you here this morning,
gentlemen.

If you would please identify yourselves for the reporter.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN LEWIS, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, NA-
TIONAL SMALL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY
HERBERT LIEBENSON, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GOVERNMENT
AFFAIRS, NATIONAL SMALL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION; AND JQHN
MENDENHALL, CPA AND ATTORNEY, A MEMBER OF THE LAW
FIRM OF WILLIAMS, CONNOLLY & CALIFANO OF WASHINGTON,
D.C.

Mr. LEwis. Mr. Chairman, my name is John Lewis, and I am ex-
ecutive vice president of National Small Business Association. Our
association represents firms doing business in more than 500 categories.

On my left is John Mendenhall, a certified public accountant, at-
torney at law, a member of the law firm of Williams, Connolly and
Califano of Washington D.C.

On my right is Mr. Herbert Liebenson, vice president of Govern-
ment Affairs of National Small Business Association.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to summarize
my statement.

Senator NELSON. Go ahead, your statement will be printed in full
in the record, and you may go Ahead and summarize it.

If you would please pull up your microphone so that everyone in
the room can hear.

Mr. LEwis. We are very, very grateful, Mr. Chairman, for these
joint hearings involving the Senate Small Business Committee and
the Senate Finance Committee. In announcing these hearings, you
stated that "small and independent business accounts for between 52
percent and 53 percent of the Nation's total private employment, 43
percent of the business product, and about one-third of the gross
national product."

There are about 10.5 million small business firms in this country
today-about 98 percent of all of the firms. These firms, their em-
ployees and their families, dependent on small business employment
total about 80 million people-more than one-third of the total
population of the country. And as impressive as these percentages and
these figures are, a great problem for small business is that you cannot
bank them, you cannot spend them and you cannot borrow on them.

The major problem that small business faces today is that it is
losing market share and losing it rapidly.

Now, concentration is not as bad in the distribution industries as
it is in manufacturing. However, there are certain exceptions. For
example, in the retail food industry, there are 142,000 food retailers-
less than one-tenth of 1 percent--in orther words, 142 food chains,
retail chains, make 57 percent of all sales. We almost have a similar
situation in the drug industry. Approximately 40,000 retailers-
one-tenth of 1 percent-that is, 40 retail drug chains-make one-
third of the total sales in that industry.

In manufacturing, in 270 out of 413 industries-and that is 65
percent of all-

Senator NELSON. What are those figures again?
Mr. LEwis. 270 of 413 manufacturing industries. That is, 65 percent

of all of the industries for which figures are available the eight
largest companies in those 270 industries accounted for 40 percent or
more of the value of shipments from their industries.
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Let us compare manufacturing profits, manufacturing asets, to
determine how small business is faring with regard to profits.

In 1960, small and medium-size business gained 41 percent of the
profits; 12 years later, the share of profits for small and medium-size
business had dwindled to 28 percent. With respect to assets, small
and medium-size business' share of the assets in 1960 was 50 percent;
12 years later, this had shrunk to 30 percent.

Only last week Senator Hart, in introducing his Industrial Re-
organzation Act, said that 200 manufacturers, 200 corporations,
control at least two-thirds of the manufacturing assets of the country.

We are concerned with concentration, just as you are. We are not
anti the bigs, we are for small business. This country is now in its
Bicentennial-200 years ago, there was only small business. Today,
there is not one giant that did not start out as a small business-even
General Motors, United States Steel. They are a combination of small
businesses.

If there is one important factor about the giants, their greatest
growth, with some exceptions, came when the tax bite was the smallest
on them. In other words, they got a headstart in plowing back profits
for expansion. Now the tax rates have changed. Theoretically, the
smallest of the smalls-the Joe's Machine Shops-and General Motors
pay the same tax rate; but it does not work out that way. The truth
is that there are provisions in the tax code that only certain com-
panies-and generally these are giants-can take full advantage of.
And when this happens, there is a discrimination against small
business. Averaged out, it is approximately a 15 percent discrimina-
tion-15 percent in that the e ective tax rate paid by the smalls is
15 percent higher than that paid by the giants. Some day there must
be a complete overhaul of the tax code to bring equity for small
business and to bring growth for small business. But we are willing
to take one step at a time.

Senator Nelson, we applaud the leadership of you and the members
of the Senate Small Business Committee and the members of the
Finance Committee that worked so diligently and so effectively in
winning some benefits in the 1975 Emergency Tax Reduction Act.
Unfortunately, these benefits are for only 1 year and they do not go
deep enough; and they should be made permanent.

We have certain recommendations that we believe should be in-
corporated in the new Small Business Tax Reform Act-the new
Nelson-Evins Act-which we hope that all members of the Finance
and the Senate Small Business Committee vi ill cosponsor with you.

The starting point is what was incorporated in the Bible-Evins bill
plus what was almost-and I repeat-almost acted on by the House
Ways and Means Committee. This was an excellent start, but there
are certain recommendations that we want to make to you today.

With regard to the 1975 Emergency Tax Reduction Act, those who
needed help and relief the most, actually got the least. The normal
tax was reduced from 22 percent to 20 percent. Now, in truth, we
favor a graduated income tax for corporations, just as we have with
the individual income tax. But being very practical, we know that
that cannot be accomplished in all probability. But to help the small
smalls, we-would recommend that the normal tax be cut permanently -
to 10 percent for those companies that meet the SBA's size definition.
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Second, we would like to talk to you about adjusting the fixed-
dollar amounts in the code. Everytime the debt ceiling, which is the
fixed figure, has to be raised, Congress acts. When the cost of living
goes up, the social security payments are adjusted; Federal salaries,
Federal pensions are adjusted. But the fixed-dollar amounts in the
code have been there for decades and are never adjusted.

Our recommendation toyou is that, to compensate for the erosion
by inflation, these fixed-dollar amounts be adjusted accordingly.
And to prevent recurrence of this problem in the future, we recom-

° mend these adjustments be tagged to the Council of Economic
Advisors' index of "Price Deflators for Gross National Product."

Illustrative of what we are talking about is a surtax exemption for
1 year in the 1975 Emergency Tax Reduction Act it was increased to
$50,000. Actually, it should have been increased to a minimum of
$100,000. The surtax exemption was enacted in 1938. It has eroded in
value to approximately $7,000. What cost $25,000 to buy in 1938
would require at least $100,000 today. Item after item similar to that
should be amended in the code to reflect the ravages of inflation.

Next, we would recommend to you that the code be equalized.
Businesses competing with businesses should all be taxed. We think
that it is unfair that the co-ops get a special tax break. We think that
there is no such thing as a free lunch-as one of the witnesses said this
morning. The co-op and the small businessman are competing for the
same dollar. Their earnings are the same~ but one is taxed and one is
not. Not only are the co-ops sheltered by the tax code, but they are also
sheltered from antitrust violations by the Capper-Volstead Act. That
act, enacted in the early 1920's, provided that for production purposes
a co-op was possible; but they have extended that now into marketing,
distribution. They are practically in every industry, from aspirin to
zip ers.

the dairy industry, a specific example: In 1958, there were 5,828
fluid dairies; 14 years later, 1972, there were only 2,507.

Senator NELSON. You are saying fluid dairies?
Mr. LEwis. Fluid dairies. The person that is taking the beating is

the independent dairyman.
Look about you. In Washington, D.C., where are the independent

dairies? Do you remember when the independent dairy used to deliver
door to door? They are gone; they are economic tombstones today.

Senator NELSON. Caused by what?
Mr. LEwis. Caused by, No. 1, the tax break given a co-op; two, its

unfair use of its exemptions given by Congress to the co-ops.
The big get bigger. They use their profits for expansion and they

drive the small independent dairy out of business.
Senator NELSON. Are you referring to the dairies that used to make

home deliveries?
Mr. LEwIs. Yes, sir, that is exactly what I am talking about-

independent dairies like that.
Senator NELSON. I do not know anything about the data in this

area, but I think, if you- are talking about home deliveries, these firms
may have gone out of business for other reasons.

Mr. LEwis. Well, the tax break given the co-op is one of the reasons.
Actually, the large co-op uses it profits to acquire the independent
dairy.
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Senator NELSON. Well, nobody is delivering at home, not even the
co-ops. That business seems to be by the board. Co-ops do not make
home delivery of milk, and neither does anybody else, to my know-
ledge.

Mr. LEWIs. Well that is correct, sir, but also it is very, very difficult,
practically throughout the country, for an independent dairy to get
into many chain store outlets.

Senator NELSON. Well that is maybe another question-
Mr. LEwis. So their market is vastly limited.
The next point that I wanted to make to you relates to the creation

of a source of capital for small business. We are talking specifically
here about tax-exempt Federal bonds.

Our recommendation is that Federal tax-exempt bonds be permitted
with the proceeds earmarked for small business. Mr. Liebenson will
be testifying in a few minutes regarding the impact of recession on
small business.

The facts are that small business today is not attractive to outside
investors. The managers of mutual funds, the managers of pension
funds would rather put their money in an IBM, a Xerox, a General

- Motors, rather than in small businesses.
Second, when the money market gets tight, that is exactly the

time that the bank participation in SBA guaranteed loans dries up.
Whenever money is needed the most, it is unavailable.

Now what we propose, sir is that these tax-exempt bonds be issued
with the proceeds earmarked solely for small business. This has many
advantages. A new agency would be unnecessary. There would be no
additional Federal employment, no additional redtape, no additional
paperwork.

Secondly-
Senator NELSON. You are talking about Federa" bonds?
Mr. LEWIS. Federal, tax-exempt bonds.
Senator NELSON. So that investors could purchase them, then

the money would be available for small business. Do you mean through
loans?

Mr. LEWIS. That is correct, sir. Through the Small Business
Administration. The Treasury would actually operate the program,
but the loans would be made by the Small Business Administration
using their experience and expertise n this.

In other words, there would be no need for any additional appropria-
tions by Congress for direct loans to be made by the Small Business
Administration. The proceeds would be available from the Federal
tax-exempt bonds. There is a story in The Washington Post this
morning. One of the staff members of the House Small Business
Committee said that the OMB is opposing any appropriations for
direct loans.

The problem is there that the need for direct loans is great and this
is a direct solution to that problem.

Also, we feel that part of the proceeds could be dedicated to the
housing industry, and SBIC's for use in stimulating small business and
making capital available to it.

Furthermore, because certain areas of the country have extremely
high unemployment, preference could be made for loans into those
areas.

54-397 0 - 715 - 11
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For the long pull, our tax code should permit a greater accumulation
of liquid assets by small business. This would be a cushion to enable
small business to survive wild economic fluctuations. For- the short
term, this Congress should give small business a challenge and an
incentive to pull this country out of its current economic tailspin.

We have three specific recommendations with respect to this. One
is that the small business be permitted to retain $250,000 in accumu-
lated earnings. Second, we would recommend that small business be
gven a 10-year carry forward and-carry back, and we are going to
file a supplemental statement on this within a matter of days. Third,
we recommend that small business be given a one-time job creation
credit of 50 percent of the cost involved in hiring one or two new em-
ployees. The maximum credit being limited to $20000.

Now, this bill is being readied for introduction into Congress. There
are good indications that this bill will have broad support from both
aisles of Congress. Under it, permanent jobs and permanent taxpayers
will be created.

There are 9.2 million people unemployed today. This is no time for
doles, no time for trickle down remedies. it is a time for direct solu-
tions and we recommend that you give small business both the
challenge and the incentive to put people back to work.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Lewis follows:]

STATEMENT OF NATIONAL SMALL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION BEFORE THE SENATE
COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS AN)-SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
FINANCIAL MARKETS ON TAX REFORM LEGISLATION TO BE PROPOSED, JUNE
17, 1975

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Joint Committee: my name is John Lewis,
and I am Executive Vice President of National Small Business Association (NSB).
Our Association represents firms doing business in more than 500 industry
categories.

With me is Herbert Liebenson, the Association's Vice President for Govern-
ment Affairs. Also with us is John Mendenhall, attorney-at-law and certified
public accountant, and a member of the law firm of Williams, Connolly and
Califano of Washington, D.C. Mr. Mendenhall will testify shortly as will Mr.
Liebenson. By chart he will document, based on the government's own figures,
that small business is hurt longer and more, as a general rule, than big business
in economic downturns. We believe that the current recession will be no different
unless help is given quickly by Congress, especially to the very small. '

The Chairman of the distinguished Small Business Committee, in announcing
these hearings said that "Small and independent business accounts for between
52% and 53% of the nation's total private employment, 43% of the business
product and about one-third of the gross national product."

Small business represents at least 98% of all the business firms of the country.
These firms, together with their employees and families dependent on small
business employment, constitute at least 80 million of this country's people-
more than one-third of our population. But you can't deposit numbers or impres-
sive percentages in a bank. Or spend them. Or borrow on them.

A much more important yardstick is market share. Small business is falling
further behind year by year in market share.

In 270 of 413 manufacturing industries-in 65% of the industries for which
figures are available-the eight largest companies account for 40% or more of
the value of the shipments from their industry.

In 1960, small and medium-sized corporations in manufacturing had 50% of
the assets and were responsible for 41% of the profits. By 1972 this had declined
to 30% of the assets and 28% of the profits. Only last week Senator Hart (D-
Mich.) stated on the Senate floor that 200 corporations control two-thirds of all
manufacturing assets in the country. -

Relatively, small business is doing better in distribution market share than In
manufacturing market share. But there are some frightening exceptions. One-
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tenth of one percent of 142,000 food retailers-that is 142 retail chains-make
_7% of all retail sales. One-tenth of one percent of 40,000 drug-proprietary

stores-that is 40 retail chains-make one-third of all retail sales. (Source:
Small Business Administration, based on Dun & Bradstreet data.)

CORtPORA TE MANqUFACTURING ASSETS
BY ASSET SIZE, 1960 ad 1972

1960

CORPORATE MANUFACTURING PROFITS
BY ASSET SimE, 1960 and 1972
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SnSmal 
and Medium"

Site Business Shte :. "
of Assets /S. r "mII and Mediumn

30% Size Business Share
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28%• -V

SOURCE U.S Federal Trade Commission,
Quarterly Financial Report for Manufacturinl
Coiloatlons 1972

TAKE THE TILT TOWARD GIANTISM OUT OF THE TAX CODE

Contributing to the tilt toward giantism in our country's economy is the tax
code itself. When Congress adopts certain provisions in the tax code that only
the giants can take advantage of fully, it discriminates against small business.
The result: the effective tax rate for small business Is about 15% higher than for
giant business.

It is time that the scales of economic justice as symbolized by the tax code bebalanced. The investment tax credit, important to all business, is an example.
When it is a flat percentage whether utilized by large or small business, it actually
helps accelerate the growth of big business. It widens the gap between large busi-
ness and small business. About 350 companies obtain more than 50% of the
Investment tax credit dollars. To enable small business to "catch-up" to big bsine88,
the investment taz credit should be doubled as a minimum for small business.

National Small Business Association applauds this Committee's leadership In
revitalizing the Small Business Tax Reform bill. You may depend, as before, on
NSB's co-operation in working with your professional staff in drafting the provi-
sions of the 1975 Act.
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THE ELEMENTS O AN EQUITABLE TAX- SYSTEM FOR SMALL BUSINESS

National Small Business Association believes that the essential elements of an
equitable tax system for small business are clear. The include: (1) The ability of
smaller firms to reinvest their earnings for expansion and greater efficiency
Including the ability to retain top personnel; (2) the attractiveness of small firms
for outside investors; (3) simplicity and certainty of tax laws and regulations.

These elements, we believe, should be the foundation of the 1975 Small Business
Tax Reform Act.

Some progress has been made. Because of the work of the Small Business
Committee and a task force from the small business community which included
Mr. Mendenhall, the IRS at least and at last has an Advisory Committee of
Small Business to help simplify the requirements imposed on small business.

Further we are most grateful to the members of this Joint Committee for your
diligent efforts in winning some salutary benefits for small business in the 1975
Emergency Tax Reduction Act. However, these benefits are largely only for one
year. The benefits should go deeper and be a permanent part of the taxcode.
A 10 PERCENT NORMAL TAX FOR SMALL BUSINESS WITH $25,000 OR LESS IN PRE-TAX

INCOME

NSB is quite concerned that the sector of the small business community-the
small "smalls"-that needed relief the most actually received the least in the
1975 Emergency Tax Reduction Act. NSB recommends that the normal tax be
reduced to 10% for companies with (1) $25,000 or less in pre-tax income and
(2) meet the SBA size definition of small business.

It is abnormal that the normal tax for Joe's Machine Shop and General Motors
be the same. Give the small a chance to grow. Realistically, the only way it
will do it is by plowing back profits. Let it retain more so that It can be more
competitive.

ADJUST TAX CODE'S FIXED DOLLARS TO COMPENSATE FOR INFLATION

Although Congress moves quickly to adjust Social Security payments, federal
salaries and federal pensions to meet the inflationary impact on cost-of-living, it
has done nothing to adjust the tax code to reflect increases in the cost-of-doing
business. The tax code contains many fixed dollar amounts that were established
years, even decades ago. The small business community has been particularly
disadvantaged because it is the first few dollars of profit that are vital to growth
for a small firm. NSB recommends that the "fixed dollar" amounts in the tax
code (1) be adjusted to compensate for the erosions by inflation and (2) thereafter
be tied to the Council of Economic Adviser's index of "Price beflators for Gross
National Product".

Illustrative is the corporate surtax exemption of $25,000 enacted in 1938. This
should be increased to $100,000 even if it is necessary to accomplish this in stages
to soften the immediate impact on income to Treasury. (The 0Treasury usually
gives an incomplete picture to Congress concerning this and similar proposals. It
does not project the increase in income to Treasury that comes from the creation of
new jobs purchases of equipment, etc.) -

The $W,000 of 1938 has eroded to about $7,000 in 1975 dollars. It would take
more than $100,000 today to buy what cost $25,000 in 1938. This increase In surtax
exemption would provide about $1.5 billion in stimulus to the small business
sector; would help about 150,000 corporations, with 90% of the relief-the maxi-
mum $19 500-going to companies with less than -$1 million in pre-tax income.
NSB prefers that this increase in exemption be limited to small companies as
defined by the Small Business Administration.

Estate Taxes are also illustrative. In 1942 Congress provided that $60,000 could
be given to one's family without tax liability. Solely to allow for inflation this
provision should be increased to a minimum of $200,000.

Estate Taxes presently in force discourage small business. No wonder they sell
out to larger business. No wonder small businesses are often dissolved at the death
of their founder. Liquidation may be essential to pay the Estate Taxes.

If a closely-held corporation has been formed, there is difficulty in determining
the value of the shares of stock for purposes of Estate and Gift Tax.

Not only must a method be established in the tax code to determine an equitable
valuation for closely-held stock, there must be a complete overhaul of Estate
Taxes because of the disincentives to small business.
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REMOVE THE BALL AND CRAIN #ROM SMALL BUSINESS BY TAXING THB CO-OPS
It is not fair to permit the co-op to run in the same competitive race with

private enterprise, yet require private enterprise to wear leg-irons. NSB recom-
mends that the co-op be placed on the same tax basis as other business enterprise,
making them fully taxable on the profits which they earn.

The co-op is competing 'unfairly with taxpaying business units for the same
consumer's dollar. They perform the same commercial function as the taxpaying
business unit. But because of their tax loophole, they can afford to cut prices to
gain a greater stranglehold on the market. Or use their profits for expansion. Or
use their profits to acquire competitors-primarily the smalls. The end result is the
same: Less competition. A trend toward monopoly. Potentially a destruction of
the economic tax base of the country.

A good illustration is the dairy industry. The co-op which competes with the
independent dairy has two shelters: the tax code and the Capper-Volstead Act.
Under the Capper-Volstead Act, by way of example, it was the original intent of
Congress to shield the co-op from the antitrust laws with respect to production.
However, the co-op has extended Its operations to marketing and distribution.
Neither the Department of Agriculture nor the Department of Justice has called
a halt. The inroads made by the co-ops (together with backward integration by
giant chains) have been devastating on the independent dairyman. According to
U.S. Census statistics there were 5,828 fluid milk dairies In 1958. In 1972 there were
were only 2,507. This is almost a 50% lossl

The expansion of the co-op into food and home supplies, credit, electricity,
trucking, petroleum, chemicals, etc., is dismaying.

The government requires taxes to function. When the co-op avoid taxes, the
burden shifts to some one else to take up the slack, As long as the co-ops gobble up
taxpaying entities and erode the tax base, smallIjbusiness and the public must fill
the gap by paying higher taxes.

CREATE A SOURCE OF CAPITAL FOR SMALL BUSINESS: TAX-EXEMPT FEDERAL BONDS

It is a fact that the small firm is not too attractive to outside investors, es-
pecially to the managers of the giant money market of mutual funds, pensions,
etc.

The twenty-year experience of the Small Business Administration makes clear-
there are only extremely limited funds for direct loans. Further, in times of tight
money, when the need is greatest, bank participation in SBA-guaranteed loans
dries up.

An additional and permanent source of capital for small business is urgently
needed. NSB recommends that tax-exempt federal bonds be issued with the
proceeds earmarked for small business.

Preliminary guidelines for such a program would include these elements:
Purpose

Establish a sizeable fund for direct loans to existing and formative Small Busi-
ness.
Market

1. $10,000 and above denominations to institutional investors, mutual funds,
foundations, trusts, insurance companies, banks, and businesses.

2. $1,000 and above denominations to general public as well as those noted in
No. 1 above.
Management

SBA-from Treasury receipts from sales-because SBA has both the knowledge
and machinery for handling loan applications. The funds-unknown quantity-
would be the last resort after bank loans (guaranteed or not) and SBA guaranteed
loans.
Benefits

A. Totally unnecessary to establish a new agency, increase Federal employ-
ment or additional red tape and paper.

B. Provides private funds for increasing the economic health of small business.
C. Negates the need for Congressional appropriations from general revenues

for a direct lending program.
D. Assures qualified small business borrowers of a capital source, at least in

part.
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E. There exists the possibility that a percentage of the funds received could be
dedicated to the housing industry and to SBICs for example,

F. Interest rates on these tax exempt bonds could be set as with other bonds,
while loan interest rates would fluctuate away from the prime commercial rate.
This means no loss to the Government by way of loans made at unrealistically
low rates and assures the borrower of a realistic and businesslike Interest rate.

G. Interest paid on the bonds would be less than an appropriated amount thus
freeing general revenues previously appropriated for other purposes.

H. Purchase of these bonds should have no greater effect on the capital inflow
to savings institutions than do present bond sales provided these are marketed as

~ any other high rated tax exempt-or corporate.
I. Preference should be made where loans will create jobs or where areas of high

unemployment have been designated.
J. Treasury will handle interest paid on the bonds and redemption of bonds.

GIVE INCENTIVES TO SMALL BUSINESS TO HELP COUNTRY WEATHER RECESSIONS

The data to be presented by Mr. Liebenson will show that the valleys of reces-
sions for the past few decades are particularly damaging to small business. This
recession will be no different.

For the long pull, our tax code should permit a greater accumulation of liquid
assets by small business. There should be a cushion to enable small business to
survive wild economic fluctuations.

For the short term, this Congress should give small business a challenge and an
Incentive to pull this country out of its curernt economic tail-spin:

NSB recommends that small business be permitted to retain $250,000 in
accumulated earnings.

NSB recommends that small business be given a 10-year carryforward and
carryback. (A supplemental statement concerning this recommendation will
be filed with the Committee by NSB in a few days.)

NSB recommends that small business be given a one-time "job creation"
credit of 50% of the cost involved in hiring one or two new employees, the
credit being limited to $20,000.

Such "job creation" bill is now being readied for introduction in Congress.
Indications are there will be broad support from both aisles of Congress. Under
this job credit, permanent jobs and permanent taxpayers will be created. This
NSB position already has received strong editorial support throughout the
country.

Today unemployment is 9.2 million. Now is not the time for doles. Or "trickle-
down" remedies. Now is the time for direct solutions by giving small business the
incentive to put people to work.

Mr. Chairman, we like the aggressive attitude of you, this Committee and your
staff in pushing for Small Business Tax Reform. Count National Small Business
Association on your team. We thank you.

* * * * * * *

(Mr. Liebenson's Statement Follows)

Some economic indicators suggest the present recession has bottomed out. But
not all. Profits for even the larger corporations are still down sharply. New entries
in business are few. Continuing inflation is playing havoc with small business. So
are the increasing costs of doing business to comply with ever-increasing govern-
ment regulation.

Most significant: the first three months of 1975 show the failure rate of businesses
running 51% above the corresponding period in 1974. (Source: Small Business
Administration)

A forecast of after-tax profits expressed in percent of sales in February, 1975,
using Federal Trade Commission data for manufacturing corporations, presents a
pessimistic picture for firms with assets under $1 million (the "sm s"). This
Forecast indicates a 50% drop in the index for the first quarter of 1975, and zero
for after-tax profits in percent of sales for the second quarter of 1975. This reduced
profit-or no profit--situation in 1975 is identical to the situation facing the small
manufacturing corporations In the first quarter of 1958.

For these hearings we have prepared a chart on the "Annual Rates of Profit on
Stockholders Equity by Asset Size-Before Taxes". From this chart you will see
the reaction to changes in the economy from 1952 to 1974 on small business.
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We recognize that the larger a firm is the greater its potential for efficiency In
operation. We also recognize that it has greater resources to weather downturns.

However, our objective is to demonstrate graphically the greater impact on the
smaller firms in times of a recession.

Before there is an examination of the chart, we state our conclusions:
1. Government economists repeatedly fail to identify a downturn in our economy

early enough to implement remedial steps and recommend changes in govern-
mental polcy to reduce the impact on small business. (Various studies indicate
recession periods have been identified long after the downturn began-ranging
from three months to 18 months after the downturn had occurred.)

2. Reactions to the downturn are much more violent as to the smaller firms.
Obviously many are driven out of business. Furthermore the recovery period for
small business (to restore it to its former competitive position in the economy) is
much longer.

3. The range of reaction-from peak to valley-over the perio'i ."2 to 1974
for the smalls under $1 million in manufacturing assets shows a change of 4%.

4. However, the larger the firm is the less drastic are the changes during a
recession. Their ability to recover comes at a much faster rate. For the largest
companies (assets over $1 billion) the variance-from peak to valley-is only
15% from the highest to the lowest point. (It is significant that the effective tax
rate for the larger companies has averaged 15% below those of the smaller firms.
The capital available to the larger firms as preferred customers of lending institu-
tions Is reflective of the favorable tax rate given the larger firm in actual applica-
tion of the tax code.)

Mr. LEwIs. Mr. Mendenhall will now testify.
Senator NELSON. Mr. Mendenhall?
Mr_ MENDENHALL. It is very regrettable that more of the tentative

decisions of Ways and Means did not see their way into law. It is also
regrettable that many of the other provisions of the small business
reform bill,. ,hich has had great public exposure for some time now,
have not been enacted. There are many provisions in there that are
accepted by everyone in the world, but somehow they do not get
enacted.

On the administrative side, I might take a moment to review some
of the situations that cause smal[ business great problems. One of
them is the inventory regulations. You may recall that within the
last 2 or 3 years there has been quite a great stir about getting the
inventory regulations in order, and they have been finalized. These
are generally good regulations for large business. They can understand
them. They can hire the professional people to see that they comply
with them. On the other hand, it is just another example of where
just the mere complexity. of these regulations means that small
business cannot have any kind of a chance of proper compliance with
those regulations. And apparently no consideration was given .to the
administrative problems that would be inflicted upon small business.
Likewise, we have the foreign tax regulations, particularly on foreign
source income allocation. Despite the merits of these for large business,
it is absolutely impossible for a small business to comply with these
regulations.

Without extreme, undue professional costs, where we get into the
foreign area, we practically have to tell a small company: "If you are
interested in going overseas, in the way of a subsidiary or a branch or
whatever else, just forget it." You cannot do it unless you are a "big",
as Mr. Lewis calls it.

Another example is with the ADR regulations. You will recall, the
"Asset Depreciation Range" regulations that were endorsed by
Congress a couple of years ago. These regulations again were a good
response to the needs of large business. It is a very workable system,
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a fine system for large business, but here again it is an advantage that
is available to taxpayers generally which, m fact, because of the high
administrative costs, just cannot be possibly used in an accurate way
by a small business.

It is quite ironic that subchapter 8, for small business corporations,
and limited partnerships, again for small business ventures, really are
the most complex area in law. I had the pleasure this year of teaching
at George Washington University Law School the subchapter S and

., partnership course.
This was known in the tax group down there as the hardest course

in the school. Is that not ironic that small business law happens to be
probably the most complex law existing?

Why these things are not remedied, I do not know, but there are
substantial compliance problems which also exist in rather small things
like estimated tax payments. All corporations have to make estimated

_. tax payments. Large corporations can more easily predict (I do not
mean it is easy, but larger companies can take steps to predict with
their budgeting procedures) what their estimated tax payments would
be and make those payments to avoid penalty. Small business does not
have the staff and their earnings are so unstable. Nevertheless, they
have to file those pieces of paper and incur those penalties. Here again
no exception is made to take into consideration the needs of small
business.

Finally, I heard Mr. Singleton Wolfe, who is the Assistant Com-
missioner-Compliance for the IRS, address a small business group in
which he said that the two largest problems with business tax com-
pliance in general, and especially small business, were in two areas.
One was inventory. Small business just does not know how they are
to keep their inventory and there are no simplified rules. There would
be a great prospect for simplification if, for example, a business with
receipts, let us say, under $200,000 a year, or $800,000 a year, could
just not record its inventory if it chose to, and therefore use the cash
method with regard to certain size.

Likewise, Mr. Wolfe mentioned that the second most difficult area
of enforcement was with depreciation. If we could say that expendi-
tures of under $10,000 a year, or $25,000 a year, whatever, could be
expensed or depreciated as elected by the taxpayer, this would be a
great administrative burden off of many small businesses.

In the small business reform bill, that has been exposed and the
Ways and Means tentative decisions that were not enacted, there were
many ideas, which could eliminate many of the unfair and complex
provisions from the back of small business.

Thank you.
Senator NELSON. Thank you, very much, Mr. Mendenhall. Will

you proceed, Mr. Liebenson?
Mr. LIEBENSON. Thank you.
Many of the economic indicators have suggested that the present

recession has bottomed out, but not all of them, as indicated by the
releases of the past few days.-Profits for even the larger corporations
are still down sharply, and new entries into business are very few. .

Continuing inflation is playing havoc with small business. So are the
increasing costs of doing business to comply with ever-increasing
Government regulation.
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Most-significant: the first 3 months of 1975 show the failure rate
of businesses running 21 percent above the corresponding period in
1974. And this is according to the Small Business Administration.

A forecast of aftertax profits expressed in percent of sales in Febru-
ary 1975, using Federal Trade Commission data for manufacturing
corporations, presents a pessimistic picture for firms with assets under
$1 inillion, which we, for this purpose, are calling the "smalls".

In answer to questions that were asked earlier, in order to demon-
strate the relative relationships of the tax code on the "large" and"smalls", we are using "under $1 million in assets" to represent the"smalls."

This forecast indicates a 50-percent drop in the index for the first
quarter of 1975, and zero for aftertax profits in percent of sales for the
second quarter of 1975. This reducedprofit-or no proflt-=situationin
1975. This reduced profit-or no profit--situation in 1975 is identical
to the situation facing the small manufacturing corporations in the
first quarter of 1958.

For these hearings we have prepared a chart on the "Annual Rates
of Profit on Stockholders Equity by Asset Size-Before Taxes." From
this chart you will see the reaction to changes in the economy from
1952 to 1974 on small business.

We recognize that the larger a firm is, the greater its potential for
efficiency in operation. We also recognize that it has greater resources
to whether downturns.

However, our objective is to demonstrate graphically the greater im-
pact on the smaller firms in times of a recession. Turning to the chart,
a moment this blue line at the very top indicates the recession periods.

You will note that the initial stages of the first recession period in the
early 1950's when the recession began at least the indication of the
recession-is shown about 3 mbnths after the downturn began.
- In the second period, it was about 6 months after the downturn. In
the third period, it was a year--and a half later that the indicators
showed that a recession had begun. And, perhaps, in the third period,
the fact that it was an election year might have been a factor in the
governmental agencies not coming forth to declare a recession has
been occurring.

We go further to show that the reactions to the downturns in our
economy has been very violent on small business, as against the
larger firms. In effect, the ranges for-the smaller firms which, by the
way, is in the red, on generally the lower part of the chart, indicates
something like 44 percent change over this period of time.

When you get to the larger corporations of over $1 billion they are
blue--in the light blue there-you will note that the indicators show
that there has been relatively a smaller change running somewhere
below, or about 15 percent.

Here we have shown several examples of recession and the effect.
In this case, the small business impact was 24 percent. In this case,
the larger firms, or those over $1 billion in assets, it was-somewhere
over 8 percent. The same thing occurs in another recession period,
where you have something like 20-percent change in the "smalls,"
and you would have something like a 10-percent change in the large
business operations.
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As we said earlier the larger the firm the less drastic the changes
during recession and their ability to recover comes at a much faster
rate than do the "smalls"-again, in the red.

The "smalls" go down faster, and it takes a much, much longer per-
iod of time for them to come back to a peak. It is significant that
the effective tax rate for the larger companies, which we just men-
tioned, averages 15 percent below those of the smaller firms.

The capital available to the larger firms as preferred customers of
lending institutions is reflective of the favorable tax rate given the
larger firm in actual application of the tax code.Thanks you.

Senator NELSON. Thank you very much, gentlemen, for your very
fine presentations. We appreciate you taking the time to come today.
If you have any supplemental material to submit, the record will be
open for 30 days., And, I assume that if some of the members have some questions to
ask based upon your testimony, you would be willing to respond to
their questions in writing?

Mr. LEwis. Most certainly, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NELSON. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
The hearings will open again tomorrow morning at 9:30 a.m. in

this room. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 11:52 a.m., the committees recessed, to reconvene

at 9:30 a.m., Wednesday, June 18, 1975.]
[The chart referred to follows:]
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SMALL BUSINESS TAX REFORM

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 18, 1975

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS,

AND THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON FINANCIAL MARKETS
OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committees met, pursuant to notice, at 9:37 a.m., in room 2221,Dirksen Senate Office Building Senators Gaylord Nelson (chairman

of the Select Committee on Small Business), and Lloyd Bentsen
(chairman of the Subcommittee on Financial Markets of the Com-
mittee on Finance) presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Nelson, Bentsen, McIntyre, Hathaway,
Clark, and Curtis.

Also present: Herbert L. Spira, tax counsel, Select Committee on
Small Business; Richard R. Rivers and Michael Rowny, professional
staff, Senate Finance Committee; and David Allen, Office of Senator
Bentsen.

Senator BENTSEN [presiding). These hearings will come to order.
Today we begin the second of a 3-day set of hearings by the Small

Business Committee and the Senate Financial Markets Subcommittee
and I am pleased to be cochairing this with Senator Nelson, who had
some other commitments but he will be here in a few minutes.

The subject of these hearings is financial problems which presently
confront small businessmen.

Yesterday we heard testimony from two economists and a repre-
sentative of a small business association. These witnesses told a com-
pelling story about the role of small business in our Nation's economy
and the need to take special steps to strengthen employment and
profitability in small enterprises.-

Today we will receive additional testimony concerning small
business financial problems and our Nation's tax laws. Small business,
in many ways, is the essence of our country's promise. It has always
been relatively easy for an American to go into business for himself
to become his own boss. This great diversity of ownership has spured
competion, helping keep prices down, helping to assure a wide variety
of goods and services and helping bring strength and resilience to our
free enterprise system.

However, the statistics show that from 1948 to 1972 the number
of self-employed businessmen in this country has shrunk from 10.7
million to 7.1 million, even though the work force has grown from 60
million to 86 million. In 1960 small- and medium-sized manufacturing
corporations held 50 percent of this country's manufacturing assets
and 41 percent of the profits. But by 1972 this had declined to 30
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percent of the assets and only 28 percent of the profits. Part of the
reason for the decline in the number of small businesses is the sub-
stantial competitive tax advantage enjoyed by the large corporations.
These hearings will take an especially close look at this problem,
looking at the incredible maze of regulations faced by the small
businessman, the tax complexities, the need for him-to have to spend
an inordinate amount of money on tax consultants, attorneys, and

• accountants in proportion to the size of his business.
S In -1974 a congressional study of 143 large corporations found an

average tax rate of 23.6 percent compared to a tax payment level for
all corporations of about 33.4 percent.

- So what we are talking about here is a return to the climate of oppor-
tunity that has promoted broadbased economic growth in America
since our begin-g, an economic growth that is stable and viable, an
economic growth that is not inflationary.

I am pleased at this time to have my colleague, Senator Clark, make
such statements as-he desires.

Senator CLARK. Mr. Chairman, we have got a list of distinguished
witnesses. I think TF will simply ask unanimous consent that my
opening statement be made a part of the record at this point.

Senator BENTSEN. Without objection, it will be done.
[The prepared statements of Senator Clark and Senator McIntyre

follow:]

STATEMENT OF HON. DxCK CLARK, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF IOWA

Mr. Chairman, I would like to commend the committee for initiating this study
of how small businesses are affected by the tax laws.

The question of how tax reform can benefit small business has been largely
unexplored. For example, the administration's emergency tax legislation of last
February totally ignored both small corporations and unincorporated small
businesses. The Administration proposed to concentrate three-fourths of the
business tax benefits on the five thousand largest corporations. Congress was
thus faced with a policy which ignored 97 percent of the thirteen million enter-
prises in this Nation, a sector which accounts for53 percent of all jobs and creates
33percent of our gross national product. S 3

Largely through the initiative of Members of the Select Committee, smaller
businesses ultimately did receive a share of the benefits of that emergency legisla-
tion with the enactment of Public Law 94-12 on March 26.

This legislation temporarily increased the investment credit from 7 percent to
10 percent, and cut tax rates for corporations earning less than $50,00 per year.
It also permanently increased to $150,000 the earnings which can be accumulated
before being subject to the penalty tax provisions.

It is high time that Congress enacted more permanent structural changes in
our tax laws to assure that both small and large businesses bear their fair share
of the corporate tax burden.--

As it stands now, our system of corporate taxation has a discriminatory impact
against the small business-too many provisions in the Internal Revenue Code
are of use only to the large corporations.

For example, large corporations are more likely to be capital intensive than
are small firms, and tax provisions such as the investment credit and accelerated
depreciation favor the capital intensive business. -

The small firm relies more on labor as a factor of production. Yet there are no
tax provisions which encourage businesses to employ-people rather than machines
to turn out their products.

This pro-equipment bias in our tax system has caused a distorted allocation of
our scarce economic resources. By ending the discrimination against small business,
we can do much to achieve a neutral tax system which will allow our resources to
be employed in the most efficient combinations.

A coherent tax system will move us toward a lasting solution to the serious prob-
lem of high unemployment in the unskilled labor force. When a businessman buys
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a machine, the labor which that machine replaces is likely to be unskilled. Equi-
table taxation will increase the number of jobs available to workers with little or no
skills-people will go to work in this country.

Other problems include the sheer complexity and burdensome reporting require-
ments of the Internal Revenue Code. Large corporations can afford to hire expert
tax attorneys and CPA's to do their tax planning and file reports.

But small businessmen cannot effectively utilize these professional services.
Consequently they often simply don't know what options are available to them to
minimize their tax liabilities, and waste valuable time and energy wading through
mountains of reports.

Businesses cannot grow and prosper without access to investment capital, and
small firms are starving for capital. Large corporations have as sources of capital
public offerings of equity or debt, bank loans at the prime rate, and high deprecia-
tion charges. None of these sources are of much utility to small busesses. We
must make sure that the tax system provides small businesses with equal access to
investment capital.

Mr. Chairman, we must have a fair and equitable systen-of corporate taxation
which does not discourage the acceptance of economic risks by the entrepreneur.
We must promote, not stifle, the economic growth which will result from the dyna-
mism of free private enterprise.

That is why this examination of our business tax structure and the efforts to
formulate legislation providing meaningful reform for the small business taxpayer
are so essential.

STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS J. McINTYRE, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE
OF NEw HAMPSHIRE

Mr. Chairman, I wish to commend you and the Chairman of the Small Business
Committee, Senator Nelson, for initiating these hearings. I hope they will lead to
a significant contribution to the deliberations of both houses on the critical issue
of tax reform and its effects on small business.

These issues are as complex and difficult as any we must face in Congress, yet
we as legislators must often-make decisions of critical importance without adequate
data or analysis of problems or the impact of proposed remedies. This has meant
in the past that our efforts have been counterproductive and served to hinder the
very results we sought to achieve.

The needs of small business, as we have often found, tend to get lost in the
shuffle. We legislate without realizing the impact of our actions, and we do not
adequately supervise the implementation of the well-intentioned laws we pass.

The tax laws are a good example. Over the years we have created a monster of
growing size and complexity, adding increasing burdens of confusion and frus-
tration-not to mention paperwork-for small businessmen who don't have the
time or the resources to cope with it. And this complexity guarantees that the
only people who can take full advantages of the dark and obscure passages of our
tax laws are the already rich and powerful.

This is not what Congress intended, but we have created this monster, and we
must now try to cut it down to size, so that the small businessman, the individual
with a new idea-can grow and prosper.

Small business, after all, is the great source of this nation's ingenuity, growth,
and new employment. It is here that new ideas are born. The Small Business
Committee has found that small business in the United States accounts for about
97% of all businesses by number; 52-53% of all private employment; 43% of all
the business output in the country, and about one-third of the entire gross national
product. At the same time, small businesses bear the heaviest tax load at the very
time when they are struggling to survive and expand in new markets or against
larger competitors and are more severely affected by the recession than other
segments Of-the economy. This is unjust, and it costs us dearly-because we
cannot as a nation afford to stifle this muoh-needed innovation and new
competition.

I am pleased by the openness of these hearings, and that we are not locked into
a particular bill at this stage. I think this is an excellent opportunity to take a
fresh look at-our problen-to escape from the conventional wisdom and ideo-
logical habits-and hopefully to develop new insights and alternatives.

Senator BENTSEN. Our first witness will be Mr. Bruce Fielding who
is a CPA, and if you would please take the stand, and Dr. Dunkeiberg,
consultant to the National Federation of Independent Business.
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STATEMENT OF JAMES D. MICHAEL MOKEVITT, WASHINGTON
COUNSEL, NATIONAL FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS

Mr. McKivir. Mr. Chairman, my name is James D. "Mike"
McKevitt. I serve as Washington counsel for the National Federation
of Independent Business.

I serve as Washington counsel for the National Federation of
Independent Business here in Washington. At the present time we are
conducting our seminar, our national seminar and convention here in
Washington, D.C. It is my pleasure to introduce both of these gentle-
men this morning, and before I do I would like to point out briefly a

_ bit about the National FederatioD of Independent Business.
We represent over 420,000 member firms across the country, from

small to large companies, and as a result I think that Mr. Fielding
and Dr. Dunkelberg today will be able to give you a broad spectrum
of ideas as to the concerns that they have.

The first witness who will speak this morning is Mr. Bruce Fielding,
who is secretary of the board of the National Federation of Independent
Business. He is also practicing certified public accountant m Cali-
fornia and just yesterday he was named to the new paperwork com-
mission by President Ford.

And the other witness is Dr. William Dunkelberg, who serves as
associate director of the credit research center at Purdue University.
He is also associate professor of economics at Purdue University,
and he has been of great assistance along with Dr. Bailey from theUniversity of California in preparing quarterly energy and economic
reports for the National Federation of Independent Business over the
past several years.

I would like to introduce as our first witness Mr. Bruce Fielding.
Senator BENTSEN. If you would proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF BRUCE G. FIELDING, CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNT-
ANT, SECRETARY, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, NATIONAL FEDERA.
TION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS

Mr. FIELDING. Thank you.
The National Federation of Independent Business, which we refer

to as NFIB, presently has over 420,000 members, and they are located
in all of the 50 States of our country. Our membership contains every
conceivable business category and business entity. All of our members
are small independent businessmen and women. Our unincorporated
members have an average of four employees. Our incorporated
members have an average of 27 employees. Eighty-five percent of our
members have sales of less than $1 million. However, our total mem-
bership employs 5% million people and our share of the gross national
product is approximately $200 billion.

Because of the size and diversification of our membership, we are
able to survey and to obtain information fr6m our members on a
variety of subjects which in turn produces representative and reliable
data. Dr. Dunkelberg will expand upon our survey capabilities in
his testimony.

NFIB has agreed to assist both the Senate Select Small Business
Committee and the Senate Finance Committee in gathering data to
use in their joint study of the tax problems of small business.
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Mr. Chairman, the purpose of my appearance here today is to
acquaint you with the financial profile and downfall of the typical
small independent business. -

In my op ion there are three basic ingredients required in starting
your own business. They are managerial ability, adequate working
capital, and confidence in yourself. Unfortunately, we usually find
that the small businessperson is long on ability and confidence and

short on working capital.
When I started my own business, I did not hire Stanford Research

Institute to do a market survey or to advise me as to how much work-
ing capital I needed. If I had, I would be still an employee. I was a
typical entrepreneur overconfident and undercapitalized.

Let us be thankful for these overconfident entrepreneurs. Theyar'e
the backbone of the economy. They and-we employ more than 50
percent of our work force and- account for more than a third of theGNP. We entrepreneurs are the majority. But unfortunately, we have
become the neglected majority.

Our tax laws have neglected to take into consideration that small
business must be -allowed to accumulate capital in order it insure a
healthy and steady growth. The small businessperson if faced with
discriminatory tax rates, severe penalties for unreasonable accumula-
tion of surplus, taxation of paper profits, taxation of inflationary
inventories, the costly administrative burden of pension and profit-
sharing plans and crippling inheritance -taxes which can force the
sacrifice sale of a healthy small business.

Let us look at an average company which has been moderately
successful in its first 6 years of existence. I might say this average
company is based upon a financial survey which NFIB conducted m
September of 1974 and from financial data of clients at my firm.

As we look at the income statements this is his income statement for
6 years from the inception of the business. We started out with sales
of $149,000 and at the end of our 6 years we were up to $380,000,
making a total of $1,504,000 for his 6 years in business.

You will note that our entrepreneur has been able to pay himself
an average of about $1,000 a month in those 6 years. This means that
he probably made more than his secretary, but less than the lead
person on his assembly line. His undistributed profits, $47,000,
means that he has equal to only 3 percent of his sales for the entire 6
years, not much of a margin for error.

Now let us look at his balance sheet.
You will note that our average entrepreneur started his business

with $15,000 original contributed capital. His undistributed profits
have amounted to $47,000, which results in a total capital now of
$62,000.

So that his total capital after 6 years of business is $62,000. And
we might say, well, not bad for -6-years of effort. He has enhanced his
equity by $47,000.

But let us look at the balance sheet realistically.
His working capital, which is the difference between his current

assets, which totaled $93,000, less total current liabilities of $64,000,
is only $29,000. He has only got $6,000 in the bank. He owes the bank
$14,000 in an unsecured note and he owes $16,000 in income taxes.
Six years of moderate success. And he knows that his seventh year is
going to be the biggest year he has had since he has been in business,
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but he is going to need a lot more equipment to meet the demand.
How doeshe survive? How does he get into that seventh year? He
has to renew the note at the bank. He is a good salesman, he talks
thee bank info it. He buys his equipment on time and he gets extensions
of-time on his income tax returns to postpone their payment.

How did the average company do in the seventh year? Look at
his sales-532,000, an increase of 40 percent. His net profit increased
54 percent and the owner this year was able to take out $20,000.
But his silent partners, the Federal and State governments, took
$29,000 out of the profits.

We should be very healthy, we have had our best year. Let us look
at our balance sheet.

This is what has happened to our healthy company in its seventh
year. He is overdrawn at the bank $7,000. He owes the bank $36,000
for equipment, $14,000 on an unsecured note. A total of $50,000.
And this represents more than 50 percent of the company's capital.
When you borrow money from the banks, they do not like to see this
ratio get above 50 percent. So this probably means no more credit
from the bank and no way to meet the next payroll.

Our successful average company, gentlemen, could be out of busi-
ness, and this is what is happening to the neglected majority. Let us
look at what caused this.

Discriminatory tax rates. The owner of the average company in
our example ends up in the 60-percent bracket, combined State and
Federal tax rates.

Taxation of his paper profits. He has been taxed on $10,000 of
paper profits, which represents the increase of his accounts receivable
for the year over his accounts payable for the year. Paper profits of
$104000.

Taxation of inflationary inventories-$39,000, the difference be-
tween his beginning and ending inventories. $49,000 of paper profits
and he ends up in the 60-percent bracket. That is why he is overdrawn
at the bank, that is why he may be out of business. Te deck is stacked
against the small independent businessperson. If this trend is allowed
to continue, the small businessperson will be seen during visiting hours
at the Smithsonian Institute. Our economic, political, and educational
life will be dictated to by a few multinational conglomerates. What can
we do about this situation? How can we reverse this trend?

We would like to suggest graduated corporate tax rates ranging
from 10 percent to 45 percent, a maximum tax rate of 45 percent on
individual's earned income. An individual in business should be
treated no differently than a corporation. An individual in business
should not pay more tax in a higher bracket than a corporation.

But the most important thing is to tax small business on its ability
to pay rather than on paper profits.

Another incentive would be tax credits for retaining profits in your
business. Exemption of $500,000 of undistributed profits from the tax
on retained earnings, this would bring us in line with Canada.

Senator BENTSEN. With what?
Mr. FIELDINO. With Canada.
What would happen to the average company if it was taxed on a

cash basis rather than an accrual basis, and that is what we are
talking about, Senator, paper profits versus cash profits, the cash basis
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versus the accrual basis and it was also allowed a 20-percent annual
tax credit for cash profit3 retained in the business. We have recon-
structed our average company by utilizing the cash basis of taxation
for our small, average company We can see that he has now got some
cash in the bank. In fact, it has been increased by $16,800. His current
liability for income taxes has been decreased by $26,000 and his
working capital, which is the basic ingredient that we need to survive,
has been increased by $42,800, an 86-percent increase, merely by
being taxed on the cash basis as contrasted to the accrual basis.Our average company is here to stay. If we go one step further and
give him an incentive for leaving money in the business, not drawing
tall out but trying to accumulate more capital, we still have another
advantage to look at-.

We can see his position has been enhanced. The cash basis is now-.
he has $18,000 in the bank, simply by utilizing these credits, forretaining profits in the business. Now he can even reduce his bank
loan.

All we are suggesting is that the small business people be allowed to
pay their taxes on their ability to pay, and at the same time be
encouraged through tax credits to build up their capital. The Govern-
ment should not, in the long run, lose any revenue. It is merely post-
poning the time for collection.

[The prepared statement and attachments of Mr. Fielding follow:]

54-397 0 - 5 2
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NATIONAL FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESSV. 490 Lnfant Plats East. S W / Suite 3206 / Washigto , D C 20024 (2021$ 4-9000
HOME OFFICE SAN MATEO. CALIFONIA LEGISLATIVE OFFICE WASHINGTON. 0 C

STATEMENT OF BRUCE G. FIELDING

DIRECTOR & SECRETARY - NATIONAL FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS

PARTNER, BRUCE C. FIELDING AND COMPANY
1043 Stierlin Rpad

Mountain View, California

Before: Senate Select Committee on Small Business

Subject:. Small Business Tax Reform

Date: June 18, 1975

Hr. Chairman, I am a Director and Officer of the National Federation of

Independent Business and I am also a partner in a Certified Public Accct.nrins

firm.

The National Federation of Independent Business, which we refer to as

NFIB, has over 420,000 members and they are located in all of the fifty states.

Our membership contains every conceivable business category and type of business

entity. All of our members are small independent businessmen and women. Our

unincorporated members have an average of four employees and our incorporated

members average twenty-seven employees. Eighty-five percent of our members have

sales of less than $1,000,000 per year. However, our total membership employs

approximately 5 1/2 million people and our share of the gross national product

is approximately $200 billion.

Because of the size and diversification of our membership, we are able to

obtain Information from our members on a variety of subjects which in turn

produces representative and reliable data. Dr. Dunkelberg will expand upon our
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survey capabilities in his testimony.

NVIB has agreed to assist both the Senate Select Small Business Committee
- -

and the Senate Finance Committee in gathering data to use in their joint study

of the tax problems of small business.

Mr. Chairman, the purpose of my appearance here today is to acquaint you

with the financial profile and downfall of the typical small independent business.

In my opinion there are three basic ingredients required in starting your

own business. They are manegerial ability, adequate working capital, and confidence

in yourself. Unfortunately, we usually find-that the small businessperson is long

on ability and confidence and short on working capital.

When I started my own business, I did not hire Stanford Research Institute

to do a market survey or to advise me as to how much working capital I needed.

If I had, I might never have started my own business. I was a typical

entrepeneur over-confident and under-capitalized.

Let us be thankful for these over-confident entrepreneurs. They are the

"backbone" of our economy. They employ more than fifty percent of our workforce

and account for more than a third of our GNP. We entrepeneurs are the majority.

But unfortunately we have become the "Neglected Majority".

Our tax laws have neglected to take into consideration that small business

must be allowed to accumulate capital in order to insure a healthy and steady

growth. The small businessperson is faced with discriminatory tax rates, severe

penalties for unreasonable accumulation of surplus, taxation of paper profits,

taxation of inflationary inventories, the costly administrative burden of pension

and profit-sharing plans and crippling inheritance taxes which can force the

sacrifice sale of a healthy business.

Let us look at an average company which has been moderately successful in

its first six years of existence. (See Exhibit A, attached hereto.)
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This average company is based upon a financial survey which NFIB conducted

in September, 1974, and from financial data of clients of my firm.

As we can see our entrepeneur has been able to pay himself an average wage

of $1,000 per month. This means that he probably makes more than his secretary

but' less than the "lead" person on his assembly line. His undistributed profits

have been equal to only three percent of sales--not much of a margin for error.

Now, let us look at the Average Company's Balance Sheet, (See Exhibit B,

attached hereto.)

Our entrepeneur started this business with $15,000 (original capital

contribution) which when added iteIaUndistributed Profits of $47,000, now results

in Total Capital of $62,000. Not bad for six years of effort.

But let us look at the balance sheet realistically. The working capital

is only $29,000 (Total Current Assets, $93,000, less Total Current Liabilities,

$64,000). There is $6,000 in the checking account, $14,000 due to the bank on

an unsecured note and $16,000 due on Income Taxes and his seventh year in business

is going to be the biggest year and will require a substantial increase in-

equipment.

How does the Average Company survive? Renew the note at the bank, buy the

needed equipment on time, and get extensions of time on the income tax returns.

How did the Average Company do in its seventh year? (See Exhibit C, attached

hereto). Sales increased 40% and the net profit increased 541. The owner

increased his wages to $20,000, but his silent partners, the Federal and state

governments, took $2 ,000 of the profits.

What does the balance sheet look like? (See Exhibit D, attached hereto.)

The Average Company is overdrawn $7,000. It owes the bank $14,000, unsecured, and

$36,000 for equipment -- a total of $50,000 -- and more than 50% of the company's

total capital. This probably means no more credit from the bank and no way to

meet-the next payroll.
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Our successful Average Company could be out of business.

This is what is happening to the "Neglected Majority":

1. Discriminatory tax rates -- the owner of the Average Company ends up

in the 60% tax bracket (combined Federal and state effective tax rates).

2. Taxation of paper profits -- $10,000 (the increase in accounts receivable

for the year over the increase in accounts payable for the year).

3. Taxation of inflationary inventories -$39,000 (the difference between

ending and beginning Inventories).

The "deck"is stack-d against the small independent business person. If this

trend is allowed to continue, the small business person will be seen during visiting

hours at the Smithsonian Institute and our economic, political and educational

lifes will be dictated to by a few multinational conglomerates.

How can this trend be reversed?

1. Graduated corporate tax rates ranging from 102 to 45%.

2. Maximum tax rate of 45% on an individual's earned income.

3. Taxing small business on its ability to pay rather than on "paper

profits".

4. Tax credits for retaining profits in the business.

5. Exemption of $500,000 of Undistributed Profits from the tax on

Retained Earnings.

What would happen to the Average Company if it was taxed on a "cash basis"

rather than an "accrual basis," and it was allowed a 20% annual tax credit for

cash profits retained in the business?--(See Exhibits E and F, attached hereto.)

By utilizing the "cash basis", cash in the bank would have been increased

by $16,800 and the current liability for Income Taxes would have been decreased

by $26,000 and Working Capital would have been increased by $42,800, 862. The

Average Company is here to stay.
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If the Average Company was also allowed an additional annual 202 tax credit

for cash profits retained in the business, this would bring the cash in the bank

up to $18,000. Now, even the bank loan could be reduced.

All we are suggesting is that the small business people- be allowed to pay

their taxes based on their ability to pay and at the same time be encouraged,

through tax credits, to build up their capital. The government should not, in

the long run, lose any revenue. It is merely postponing the time for collection.

Let us take the "Neglect" out of the "Neglected Majority."
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EXHIBIT

THE AVERAGE COMPANY
INCOME STATEMENT

COVERING A SIX-YEAR PERIOD

TOTAL SALES
(Ranging from $149,000 to $380,000) $1,504,000

COST OF SALES (1,041,000

GROSS PROFIT $463,000

EXENSES (307,000)
NET PROFIT $156,000

OWNER'S WITHDRAWALS (Wages) (70,900)

TAXES ON INCOME '(38,100)

PROFIT RETAINED IN BUSINESS
(3% of Total Sales) $47,000
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E)WISIT S

THI-AVERAGE COMPANY

BRM= SHEET

ACCRUAL BASIS TAX
RETURN END OF

6TH YEAR- .

S ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETSs

Cash In Bank $ 6,000
Accounts Receivable, Trade .40,000
inventory (Cost or market) 47,000

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS $ 93,000

PLANT & EQUIPMENT:
Original Cost $ 73,000
Accumulated Depreciation (32,000)

BOOK VALUE OF PLANT & EQUIPMENT $ 41,000

TOTAL ASSETS $134,000

LIABILITIES & CAPITAL
CURRENT LIABILITIES s

Note Payable, Bank $ 14,000
Accounts Payable, Trade 28,000
Equipment Contracts Payable

(Current Portion) 6,000
Accrued Taxes on Income 16,000

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES $ 64,000

LONG-TERM LIABILITIES:
Accrued Taxes on Income

(Accrual Basis) $ 0
Equipment Contracts Payable 8,000

TOTAL LONG-TERM LIABILITIES $ 8,000

TOTAL LIABILITIES $ 72,000

CAPITAL%
Original Capital Contribution $ 15,000
Undistributed Profits 47,000

TOTAL CAPITAL $ 62,000

--- TAL LIABILITIES & CAPITAL $134,000
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EXHIBIT C

THE AV'JEPGE COMPANY

INCON STATEMENT
SEVENTH YEAR

SALES $532,000

COST OF SALES 338,000

GROSS PROFIT $194,000

EXPENSES (117,000)

NET PROFIT $ 77,000

OWNER'S WITHDRAWALS (Wages) (20,000)

TAXES ON INCOME (29,000)

PROFIT RETAINED IN BUSINESS 2-,0-00
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EXHIBIT D

THE -AVERAGE COMPANY

BALANCE SHEET

ACCRUAL BASIS TAX ACCRUAL BASIS TAX
RETURN END OF RETURN END OF

6TH YEAR -7TH YEAR

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS:

Cash In Bank $ 6,000 $ (7,000)
Accounts Receivable, Trade .40,000 74,000
Inventory (Cost- or Market) 47,000 86,000

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS $ 93,000 $153,000

PLANT & EQUIPMENT;
Original Cost $ 73,000 $110,000
Accum-ulated Depreciation (32,000) (42,000)

BOOK VALUE OF PLANT & EQUIPMENT $ 41,000 $ 68,000

TOTAL ASSETS $134,000 $221,000

LIABILITIES & CAPITAL
CURRENT LIABILITIES:

Note Payable, Bank $ 14,000 $ 14,000
Accounts Payable, Trade 28,000 52,000
Equipment Contracts Payable

(Current Portion) 6,000 8,000
Accrued Taxes on Income 16,000 29,000

TOTAL CRENT LIABILITIES 4 64,000 $103,000
LONG-TERM LIABILITIES:

Accrued Taxes on Income
(Accrual Basi-) $ 0 $ 0

Equipment Contracts Payable 8,000 28,000
TOTAL LONG-TERM LIABILITIES . 8,000 $ 28,o0o

TOTAL LIABILITIES $ 72,000 $131,000

CAPITAL:
Original Capital Contribution $ 15,000 $ 15,b00
Undistributed Profits 47,000 75,000

TOTAL CAPITAL $ 62,000 $ 90,000

TOTAL LIABILITIES & CAPITAL $134,000 $221,000
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EXHIBIT E

THE AVERAGE COMPANY

BALANCE SHEET

ACCRUAL BASIS TAX RETURN CASH BASIS
END OF TAX RETURN

6TH YEAR 7TH YEAR 7TH YEAR

ETASSETS:

Cash In Bank
Accounts-Receivable, Trade
Inventory (Cost or Market)

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

PLANT & EQUIPMENT:
Original Cost
Accumulated Depreciation

BOOK VALUE OF PLANT & EQUIPMENT

TOTAL ASSETS

LIABILITIES & CAPITAL
CURRENT LIABILITIESs

Note Payable, Bank
Accounts Payable, Trade
Equipment Contracts Payable

(Current Portion)
Accrued Taxes on Income

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

LONG-TERM LIABILITIES:
Accrued Taxes on Income

(Accrual Basis)
Equipment Contracts Payable

-TOTAL LONG-TERM LIABILITIES

TOTAL LIABILITIES

CAPITAL:
Original Capital Contribution
Undistributed Profits

TOTAL CAPITAL

TOTAL LIABILITIES & CAPITAL

$ 6,000'
40,000
47,000
93,000

$ (7,000)
74,000
86,000

$153,000

$ 73,000 $110,000
(32,000) ..(42,000)

$ 41,000 $ 68,000

$134,000 $221,000

$ i4,000
28,000

6,000
16,000

$ 64,000

$ 14,000
52,000

8,000
29,000

$103,000

$ 0 $ 0
8,000 28,000

$ 8,000 $ 20,000

$ 72,000 $131,000

$ 9,800
74,000
86,000

$169,800

$110,000
(42,000)

s 68,000

$237,800

$ 14,000
52,000

8,000
3,000

$ 77,000

$ 42,800
28,000

$ 70,800

$147,800

$ 15,000 $ 15,000 $ 15,000
47,000 75,000 75,000

$ 62,000 $,90,000 $ 90,000

$134,000 $221,000 $237,800
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THE AVERW* COMPANY
BALANCE SHEET

ACCRUAL BASIS TAX RETURN CASH BASIS
END OF . .'TAX RETURN

6TH YEAR 7TH YEAh 7TH YEAR

ASSETSSCURRENT ASSETS:

Cash In Bank
Accounts Receivable, Trade
Inventory (Cost or Market)

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

PLANT & EQUIPMENT:
Original Cost-
Accumulated Depreciation

BOOK VALUE OF PLANT & EQUIPMENT

TOTAL ASSETS

LIABILITIES & CAPITAL
CURRENT LIABILITIES:

Note Payable, Bank
Accounts Payable, Trade
Equipment Contracts Payable

(Current Portion) "
Accrued Taxes on Income

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

LIG-TH LIABILITIESz
Accrued Taxes on Income

(Accrual Basis)
Equipment Contracts Payable

TOTAL LONG-TERM -LIABILITIES

TOTAL LIABILITIES

CAPITAL:
Original Capital Contributio
Undistributed Profits

TOTAL CAPITAL

TOTAL LTXABLITIE c CAPX,,AL

6,000
40,000
47,000

$ 93,000

$ 73,000
(32,000)
, 41,000

$134,000

$ (7,000)
74,000
86,000

$153,000

"'$110,000
* (42,000)
$ 68,00

$221,000

$ 14,000 $ 14,000
28,000 52,000.

6,000
16,000
64,000

8,000-
29,000

$103,000

$ 0 $ 0 $42,800
8,000 28,000 28,000

$,8,000 $,28,000 ,,70,800

$ 72,000 $131,000 $147,800

$ 15,000 $ 15,000 $ 15,000
47,000 75,000 75,000
62,000 $ 90,000 $ 90,000

$134,000 $221,000 $237,800

$ 9,800
74,000

-86,000
$169,800

$110,000
, (42,000)
s 68,0oQ

$237,800

$ 14,000
52,000

8,000
3,000

77,000

CASH BASIS
CREDIT FOR
RETAINED INCOME
7TH YEAR

$ 18,000
74,000
86,000

$178,000

$110,000
(42,000)

$ 68,000

$246,000

$ 14,000
52,000

8,000
1,400

. 75,400

$ 42,800
28,000

$ 70,800

$146,200

$-15,000
84,800

$ 99,800

$246,000

[
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NATIONAL FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS, INC.
The largest individual membership of any business organization in the United States.
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FOR RELEASE: WEDNESDAY, JUNE 18
AFE 9:00 A.M.

Washington. D.C...

Employment in the mass production industries can only be stabilized if

the nation's estimated 3,000,000 small and independent firms in the distributive

trades feel confident they can maintain inventories without being penalized by taxes

on paper profit.

This was the thrust of an innovative new tax proposal presented to a joint

meeting of the Senate Small Business Committee and a Subcommittee of the Senate

Finance Committee today in the Senate Finance Committee room by Bruce Fielding,

a Director of the National Federation of Independent Business, which is sponsoring

the smell business conference being held at the Washington Hilton.

Basically, the proposal would give independent wholesalers and retailers the

option of computing inventories of up to $200,000 for tax purposes on a cash instead

of an accrual basis.

Surveys conducted for NFIB by Faculty Associates, Inc. show that Independents

are continuing to slash inventories, and buying on a "hand to Vi6uth" basis. In as

such as this segment accounts for 70Z of all wholesale and retail trade, the mass

production industries are handicapped in setting up production schedules needed to

call people back to work.

The smaller distributors after the experience of 1974 are-gun shy, it it

claimed, as they were assessed heavy taxes on fictitious inventory values created

by inflation, and not by increased sales volume. Many of the big corporate

merchandisers took advantage of an accounting method known as LIFO, or last in,

aI lm Us hes s isiia 41deA .tas b1lt. iesiseeslas.rh are based eai tl major ssa, of indi.utaa otsed balIish. mt dmeiasr lesppt 0o it vid itit
VVaW spocsact II adqsarlesa lb. FotdAs~o is Csmooid filaf of .sd"pedss bosais Prpr.ieors At tlis lase, the im fssfssp is
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figto out, to prevent taxes front confiscating working capital. Senator William

Proxmire has stated he estimates big corporate merchandisers saved $8 billion in

taxes by employing the LIFO method which is not useable by smaller operations.

The problem of the small distributor surviving in an inflationary cycle

has long been recognized by some Congressmen who are knowledgeable about the

practical aspects of business operation.

Both former Congressmen Charles Chamberlain of Michigan and Emmanuel Cellar

of New York, apparently understanding that as inflation increased, factory employment

would be endangered by lack of orders, introduced bills which would have to some

degree offset the ravages of inflation in working capital.

However, the Treasury Department in the Nixon Administration opposed these

remedial measures, although approving the LIFO system for the big corporate

merchandisers.

The plan presented this morning by Fielding is a different approach, and more

compatible for survival as well as factory employment in an era of double digit

inflation. This Is the first time this approach to the problem has been advanced.

Fielding, besides being a Director of NFIB, is a partner in a medium-sized

-iQPA firm located in the heart of California's Santa Clara Valley where there are

many smaller firms that have grown up around the electronic and space industries.

He is also a lecturer at the University of California, and is a member of the

Advisory Council on Small Business of the Internal Revenue Service and has been

widely featured on tax theories on radio and television.

A number of small business people, attending the NFIB conference, were

present to support the Fielding position.
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BACKGROUND ON THE TAX REFORM POSITION OF THE

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS PRESENTED

BY BRUCE FIELDING, CPA, NFIB DIRECTOR

The Problem:

All business enterprises, whose operations depend on inventories of

goods or raw materials, must pay income tax on the increased value

of these inventories during the tax year. This is known as the accrual

system. This applied to both unincorporated and Incorporated enter-

prises, and while many lines are included, it is principally the whola-

saler and retailer who are involved.

How This Works:

Every business that depends on maintaining an inventory to operate

must set apart a portion of its working capital to maintain the in-

ventory. In fact, this is normally the chief use of working capital.

In normal economic times, using a hypothetical example, if a business

carries an inventory of $100,000 covering a certain number of units,

it can replace those units for the $100,000. If in a normal time it

is decided to divert some earnings to increasing the number of units

in that inventory so that at the end of the taxable year the dollar

value is $120,000, this additional $20,000, of course, is considered

taxable profit.

The Erosion of Inflation:

But this only works fairly when the economy is normal. In 1974, for

example, when the rate of inflatio was 14 per cent, if the hypothetical

business used as illustration above maintained the same number of units

in the inventory, the year end inventory would have been at least
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$114,000. In other words, if this hypothetical business stood still

during the year, it would still pay higher taxes.

From a practical standpoint, even using the 14 per cent inflation rate

to illustrate this point is fallacious as the rate of inflation is not

even. Some goods and raw materials jumped in value in 1974 40 per cent

or more while sitting on warehouse floors, or retail shelves. This

results in extra tax dollars being paid that do not come out of profit

but the basic working capital of the enterprise.

Is This Fact Recognized?

Yes, it is. That is why the tax authorities have approved a system of

accounting known as LIFO, or "last in-first out." This permits a busi-

ness to offset "paper" inventory profits created by inflation by using

the costs of that inventory at the beginning of the taxable year, in-

stead of the end of the year.

Senator William Proxnire has claimed that a few big corporate merchan-

disers were able to save an estimated $8 billion in taxes in 1974.

In That Case, What is the Problem?

The problem is that only big corporate merchandisers are able to take

advantage of LIFO. Smaller operations lack the facilities, the personnel

and other expertise necessary to employ LIFO.

LIFO Then Discriminates Against Small Business?

That is true, but more importantly, there is discrimination against

people who depend on steady jobs.

Government figures show that 70 per cent of the wholesale and retail

function in the country is through small and independent operations.

Unless they can maintain or even expand, their unit count of morchan-

dise, factories either shut down completely, or operate on a spasmodic
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basis, resulting In Idle weeks for the workers, or short work weeks.

This. in turn, depresses the consumer market as workers who are un-

certain as to how much wages they will earn shy away frcm assuming

long term obligations to buy.

Mass production cannot produce efficiently when distributors who do

70 per cent of the volume order on a "hand to mouth" basis.

Yet, smalland independent businesses in the distributive trades are

reducing inventories and are buying on this basis in order to avoid

paying taxes on fictitious profits, as no one can foretell the course

of the present inflationary trer-.

It is significant that except for the building industry, which presents

a different problem, the big employment slump is in the so-called mass

production industries such as autos, textiles, steels, etc. Until such

time as these smaller distributive operations, totalling somewhere

around 3,000,000 enterprises, start buying with confidence that taxation

on Inflation will not wipe out their working capital, the mass production

industries and their employees will continue to be in trouble.

Can This Be A Bonanza For Big Business?

No. The Fielding - NFIB plan places limits. Only a business ending a

taxable year with an Inventory of less than $200,000 could elect to

compute taxable income on a cash rather than an accrual basis.

Under the Ficlding - NFIB plan, smaller businesses would pa) taxes only

on the actual cash profits, and not on "paper" profits created by

further inflation of goods or merchandise.

The estimated loss to the Treasury in the first year would be $3 billion

dollars. However, this is a hypothetical loss, as this money would be

employed to buy inventory, thu3 creatJng more factory income, and income

to factory workers.

54-$97 0 - 75 - 15
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Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much.
Rather than interrupt with questions now, I think we will proceed

with the next witness and have his testimony, unless my cochairman
has a statement to make at this time.

Senator NELSON. No; I will submit a brief statement for the record.
[The prepared statement of Senator Nelson follows:]

STATEMENT OF HON. GAYLORD NELSON, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF
WISCONSIN

Today will be the second day of joint hearings of the Select Committee on
Small Business and the Subcommittee on Financial Markets of the Senate Finance
Committee. The approach to small business tax reform we have -chose is on in-
depth study of the business tax structure and how it affects small business.

We appreciate the use of the Finance Committe- room and facilities for these
sessions. We should announce at this time that, because of a Finance Committee
hearing on the debt ceiling tomorrow, our joint hearings will be in Room 1114 of
this same building.

This morning we are fortunate in having before the Committee the largest
small business organization in the country, The National Federation of In-
dependent Business, as well as the four major regional small business organizations,
and the Director of the Entrepreneurial Center of the Wharton School of Finance.

We welcome you gentlemen as participants in our study.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM C. DUNKELBERG, CONSULTANT,
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS

Dr. DUNKELBERO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members. I
appreciate the opportunity to be here today and talk about these
issues.-I think you can see from the example that Mr. Fielding con-
structed that they really are quite important. I think we can probably
all agree that tax reform will be one of the major keys to future develop-
ments in our economy. We all agree, and the opening statements have
reinforced this, that profits are the driving force of a competitive
economy and they are the major determinant of a firm's ability to
invest; This example, I think, made that quite clear. Profits in them-
selves provide investment reserves and they also influence a firm's abil-
ity to raise equity capital, if it is big enough to be doing that in the
markets, and to issue debt or to borrow from lending institutions.
Investment firms undertake with the funds they raise, either through
getting new capital through borrowing or through retaining profits,
provide keys to changes in productivity and potential production in
future periods and those are of major concern in this economy today.
These have important implications for GNP growth over time and
also very important implications for the prices at which the products
that are produced by firms in this economy will be sold.

Now to speak in slightly more general terms, the concerns for tax
reform, I think, fall into four or five major categories. I think one of
the clearer things illustrated by Mr. Fielding's example is that we
really need to do something to protect firms real earnings from the
adverse effects of inflation. Mr. Fielding kept referring to paper profits
and gave a very good demonstration of-those. In addition, there are
some other interesting problems that we will talk about related to how
one measures cost, depreciation costs, for example, in an inflationary
period. As an example, assume a firm is depreciating a building over 5 or
10years. A $10,000 building-would at 10 percent a year inflation cost
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about $25,000 to replace, and yet the firm raay well only be expensing
$1,000 a year. Clearly, this will not, generate enough reserves to replace
that building at the end of 10 years, and the firm will be caught short.-
We have to do something to protect the firm's earnings from inflation,
and the recent experience has certainly made that very clear to us.

I think related to this issue, regulations should make it easier for
firms to adopt accounting procedures that make sense in an inflationary
environment.

In addition to the effect on real profits firms need accwuntin data
and procedures that provide accurate and meaningful information for
making business decisions. I think we can all agree that just about
everybody was fooled during the last few years and did not really
know what position they were in, how weak their real earnings were,
how weak real income was, and we found out, of course, the hard way,
when things got pretty severe. Even the Government underpredicted
the inflationary tax revenue bonus that it was going to receive last
year, and though I am sure the budget people were pleasantly sur-
prised, a lot of consumers and businesses were not.

The differential tax treatment, the third point I think we need to
worry about, for incorporated-unincorporated business operations
seems to place an unfair burden of taxes on the smaller business. About
two-thirds of the small businesses are unincorporated and from the
evidence that we have they pay much higher tax rates than their
incorporated counterparts. This becomes a worse problem, a more
severe problem, in times of inflation because the unincorporated
businesses paying taxes in the same ways consumers do find them-
selves pushed into higher marginal tax brackets as inflation drives up
their profits in current dollars, and of course that increases the tax
liability.

Senator BENTSEN. Let's talk about the tax rate of a-small business,
unincorporated. Give some figures. What are the maximums? Let us
get it in the record.

Dr. DUNKELBERG. For the corporate tax rate?
Senator BENTSEN. No, unincorporated.
Dr. DUNKELBERG. Well, maybe we should ask Mr. Fielding for the

details on it.
Mr. FI ELDING. Seventy percent.
Senator BENTSEN. Let's get that in the record because I want to

make that point.
Dr. DUNKELBERO. The unincorporated business pays taxes just as

an individual on what is supposed to be a progressive scale.
Senator BENTSEN. Not just as an individual. Just as an individual

if -it was his specific earnings and salary it would be 50 percent, would
it not?

Mr. FI ELDING. Yes, that is correct.
Senator BENTSEN. But if you are talking about from his invest-

ment, then you are talking about 70 percent.
Dr. DUNKELBERGL That is right.
Senator BENTSEN. Operating as a business.
Mr. FIELDING. Yes. If capital is not an income-producing factor,

if it is a service business, the 50-percent limitation would apply.
Senator BENTSEN. If what?
Dr. DUNKELBERO. If it is a servicebusiness.
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Mr. FIRLD!NG. If it were merely a service business in which capital

was not an income-producing factor. That, we think, is not correct
either.

Dr. DUNKULBRG. Now the fourth point I think we have to worry
about has to do with the costs associated with complying with the
multiplicity of tax-related regulations and reports that are required.
This I& very expensive for small business, for any firm, for that matter,
and requires an investment in resources on their part just to get taxes
paid, and of course it also requires a fair investment of resources on the
part of the tax-collecting agencies to process all of this.

I think we can all agree that if we could streamline the tax system
even if total revenues did not change, the resources saved could be
much better utilized in productive activities. So we should have as an
objective the streamlining of the tax system which would force busi-
nesses as well as government to use as little of their time and money as
possible to pay taxes. That money and time can certainly be used In a
more productive way.

I think the fifth general point we have to worry about is one that
deals with our longer run situation in the economy. The current tax
structure requires businesses to generate as much as $2, when we in-
clude State taxes, as much as $2 in gross profit in order to earn a dollar.
In terms of sales required to generate that gross profit, the amount
would be much larger and will vary depending on the industry the firm
is in. Clearly this discourages the undertaking of many investments
that under a less burdensome tax system would probably be made.

In addition, we all know that earnings paid out by those firms that
are incorporated will be double taxed because the dividends are also
taxed for private individuals.

With shortages posing a serious threat for future growth and de-
velopment, the tax structure should be examined to see how it might be
altered to stimulate new innovation and encourage businesses to take
advantage of new technologies through increased investment. If
businesses are encouraged to do this, we may well be in a position to
make many more important gains in terms of productivity and output
and potential output, and of course this has important implications for
prices as well. Productivity is one of the keys.

Now the National Federation is extensively engaged in a data collec-
tion project to try to find out, what is happening to the small business,
and the example that Mr. Fielding presented is based on some of that
information. The data presented in the testimony that I am giving also
comes from these surveys of the 400,000-plus members of the National
Federation. These quar a-ysureys are conducted dealing both with
general economic problems and conditions within the small business
community, and also with energy policy.

In addition, we have done special studies dealing with minimum
wage legislation and with the financial condition of the small business
firms. The basic findings of these quarterly surveys were reviewed
for the Senate SoleGt Committee on Small Business in testimony
presented before that committee by Dr. Bailey earlier this year; you
may recall it. The Federation is continually engaged in this process
of information collectloa and we would be delighted to cooperate
with this committee in any way possible to provide the kind of infor-
mation needed in its deliberations on the issue of tax reform.

B EST COPY AVAL BLE
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Now let me speak for a few minutes in a little more detail about
some of these problems.

In consider, tax reform I think that this committee is already
now aware, and certainly the testimony suggested, that small business,
relative to, say the Fortune 500, or similar Large firms, is quite different.
I have several different statistics to present which may even high-
light these differences in a better way. The median sales for these
firms is slightly under $200,000. That means half of those firms is
Slightly under $200,000. That means half of those firms have gross
sales of less than $200,000. The mean number of employees is about six.
About a third of the firms are incorporated. We already mentioned
that. And two-thirds are either sole proprietorships of partnerships.
A large majority of these firms deal directly with consumers as the
distributors of goods and services that are produced. That is, they
are at the end of the production line interfacing with the public in
the provisioa of services and the distribution of goods.

Small businesses, I think and we have noted this from those
attending the program here n Washington these past few days, feel
relatively isolated from the decisions that are made in Washington,
even though they are heavily affected by those decisions. About 10
percent feel that Government regulations and redtape imposed by the
various agencies and laws that have been passed are the most im-
portant problem that faces small business today. I think that is a
surprising choice among the alternatives which included recession
unemployment, inflation, labor costs, and energy problems. Few ot
these firms are large enough to support the kinds of specialists and
staffs that are needed to comply ith the regulations, to interpret
them and figure out what they Unply for the business in terms of what
it should do, what it should flein terms of forms, and so on.

Now speaking for a minute again about the effects of inflation, of
course inflation is nothing new in the economy. We have had inflation
in the sense that, in general, prices have risen for the past 20 years
or so, but I think little happened during that period to prepare any
of us, including small businesses, for what we experienced in the late
1960's and 1970's.

As we saw in this example, and it probably can be seen in other
examples, inflation did some strange things to the balance sheets of firms.
Methods of cost assessment based on historical costs really inade-
quately reflected business costs in current dollars, and I gave an
example of that earlier in my testimony. In the meantime, the prices of
goods and services sold rose with inflation so we had costs not rising
as much as they should. We had revenues rising at a considerably
hi her rate. I

he net result of this was an overstatement of profits. Mt. Fielding
called these paper profits. Half of these or more, depending on the
position of the firm, were taxed away. Indeed, what we find-for 1974
is that a great number of firms for all practical purposes, in real
terms had their capital base taxea away. That is they ended up in real
terms with less capital than they started with because of the over-
statement of profits. Then when firms had to replace the inventories,
the buildings and so on that they needed for operation, they found that
their depreciation reserves were inadequate. Their working capital
had been impaired. The working capital they had on hand would not
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support as many inventories at the higher prices. The $10,000
building was a $25,000 building and could not be replaced with the
$10 O000 in reserves,

his forced the firms into the capital market and we found among
the small businesses that there was about a 20 percent increase in the
need to go outside of the firm for financing during 1974.

During that same period, among the borrowers, the number ofpeople who said that it was harder to get funds and that the rates wereher doubled. So we had more people being forced into the debt.
markets to get the working capital they needed because of these

problems and they found it harder and tougher and more expensive
to get those funds.

Although firms will adjust to some of the effects of inflation on their
own, most of the costs of inflation that we have documented here are
imposed by the rigidity of the tax structures and associated filing
regulations that go along with that system. I think a tax system
designed to deal with inflation would certainly workperfectly well if we
hadlittle inflation, which we all hope will happen. But it is clear that
the current system does not deal equitably Mth any business, and
small business in particular, in an inflationary period; and I think thatliswhere we have to look. We have to look very carefully at that
problem.

When we are talking about reform, the longrun costs of not doing
so in terms of capital accumulation on investment productivity could
be very high. Regarding regulations and redtape, a lot has been said
about that, and r think that instead of reviewing most of my written
testimony on that, I will let it stand in the record. We have heard also
about the problems, the amount of resources devoted by small busi-
nesses to filling out forms and trying to figure out where they are at.
I would like to point out again that, in terms of the fixed tax schedules,
if $25,000 was a sensible break for the incorporated profit tax in 1937,
that number cannot make any sense today. It would have to be be-
tween $80,000 and $100,000, depending on which price index we decide
to use, to see where we are at. What we ought to keep in mind in look-
ing at the situation of the small firm-or any firm, for that matter-is
to try to see what is happening in real terms. What we have seen over
time is that smaller and smaller businesses, in real terms-that is, in
terms of the actual number volume of goods going out the door-
smaller and smaller firms have been pushed into higher and higher tax
brackets because of the problems that we have had. Smaller and
smaller firms have had to pay larger and larger fractions of their total
sales out of cost to comply, to find out what their status is; to hire out-
side accountants, lawyers and so on. This, as we point out, is certainly
not conducive to capital formation.

The longrun implications of all of this, I have alluded to. I would just
point out again that if we are going to solve the problem of inflation
and employment in this economy, -feel-and many economists feel-
that productivity and capacity are key variables. We have got to
increase our capacity to absorb the people who do not have jobs, and
who will be eoring on. We have got to -have increases of productivity
to keep inflation at a minimum. Tax reform is the key to this; that the
small business community, as important as it is in the economy in
terms of employment and output, we certainly cannot overlook that
sector when tax reform is undertaken. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Dunkelberg follows:]
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Tax reform will be one of the major keys to future developments in our

economy. Profits are the driving force-of a competitive economy and the major

determinant of a firm's ability to invest. Profits'provide retained earnings

and also influence a firm's ability to raise equity capital and to issue debt.

The investment firs undertake with the funds they raise provide the key to

productivity gains in the future. This has important implications for GNP

growth and also for the prices at which goods and services produced will be

sold.

Our concerns for tax reform fall into four major categories

(1) Something must be done to protect firms real earnings from the

adverse effects of inflation. Recent experience shows us that the drain

on real profits has ben so large in the lest few years that, in some

periods, real retained earnings were negative. '
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(2) Related to this issue, regulations should make it easier for firms

to adopt accounting procedures that make sense in an Inflationary environment.

In addition to the effect on real profits, firms need accounting data and

procedures that provide accurate and meaningful information for decision-

making. Even the government under-predicted the inflationary tax revenue

bonus that it would receive at the expense of taxpayers last year.

(3) The differential treatment for incorporated and unincorporated

business operations in terms of tax treatment and regulations needs to

be carefully examined to assess the impact on resource allocation and the

distribution of profits.

(4) Complying with the multiplicity of tax related regulations and

reporting is very expensive for the small firm and discourages some types

of activities such as the establishment of pension funds. The resources

required to collect taxes should be kept to a minimum, consistent with the

equity Judgments of Congress. Time and money spent Palig taxes is of

little value to anyone. We have better uses for resources In our economy.

(5) The current tax structure requires most corporations to generate

two dollars of gross profit in order to earn a dollar. In terms of sales,

the required amount would be much larger. Clearly, this discourages the

undertaking of many investments that, under less burdensome taxes, would be

made. In addition, earnings paid out in the form of dividends are taxed

again as personal income. With shortages posing a serious threat to future

growth and development, the tax structure should be examined to see how it

might be altered to stimulate new innovation and encourage businesses to

take advantage of newer technologies through increased investment.

-2-
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The data presented in this testimony relating to smll businesses vet

taken from sawpl surveys of the Federation's 400,000-plus embers. Quarterly

surveys are conducted dealing with general economic conditions and with energy policy

and problems. In addition, special studies such as one dealing with the impact

of minimum wage legislation have also been prepared. The basic findings of the

Quarterly Economic Survey were reviewed for the Senate Select Comaittee on Small

Business in testimony presented before that Comittee on February 4, 1975.

The Relative Position of Small susinss

In considering tax reform, the nature of small business relative to firms

such as those in the Fortune 500 or similar large firms should be kept in mind.

Our surveys show that the median sales are under $200,000. The mean number of employees

is about six. About a third of the firms are incorporated, and half are sole

proprietorships. A large majority deal directly with the consumer as distributors

of goods and services.

Small businesses feel relatively isolated from the decisions made in

Washington even though they are heavily affected by those decisions. Ten percent

feel that government regulations and red tape are the &,M important problems

facing small business today, a surprising choice among alternatives that include

recession, unemployment, labor costs, inflation and energy problems. !HFIB

Quarterly Economic Report for Small Business, 97, page 3.1 Few of these firms

are large enough to support the specialists required to handle required paper-

work and regulations and are not sophisticated enough to compile and analyse the

information needed to operate in the current economic environment.

The Effects of Inflation

Although the economy has been subject to a moderate amount of inflation

for the past 20 years, little had happened to prepare businessmen for the events

-3-
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of the late 60's and early 701s. Several basic problems occurred

(1) Methods of cost assessment based on historical ptices Inadequately

reflected business costs in current dollars.

(2) Prices of goods sold rose with Inflation, although price increases

for goods and services sold by small businesses say have lagged price

increases in the general economy.
(3) The net result of this was an overstatement of profits (especially

firms selling goods rather then services), half of which were taxed away

for corporations, Those earning higher profits were forced into higher

tax brackets, increasing their tax liability even though, In real teras,

business was at best unchanged and, in most cases, worse. In October of

1974, 25 percent reported that sales were lower. In April of 1975, that figure

stood at 39 percent of all firms. In terms of real goods and services sold,

the figures would be even worse.

(4) When firms had to replace inventory and buildings and equipment,

they found that depreciation reserves were inadequate and that existing

working capital financed fewer inventories than at old prices. Hew capital

was required, but stock markets were depressed and interest rates at historical

highs with funds going only to the best firms. This effectively

eliminated most small bueinesse from the capital markets. Through 1974,

the proportion of small busin .ses needing borrowed capital rose nearly 20

percent. At the same time, the proportion of firms reporting

eliminated most small businesses needing borrower capital rose nearly

20 percent. At the same time, the proportion of firms reporting

1/ For example, a building bought for $10,000 would cost $24,000 to replace 10
years later if the cost of construction rose at 10 percent per year. Straight
line depreciation would deduct as a cost of business each year $1,000. But,
the cost of the building "used up" each year was higher in terms of current
dollars (as the sale of the building in the open market would have shown).

S 3 Continuing the example in footnote 1, when the building had to be replaced, $10,000
would have been accumulated as depreciation reserves. But, the same building
ten years later would cost about $24,000. The additional funds had to be raised
either by selling new equity (in a depressed stock market) or by borrowing in a
market where Interest rates were very high. Viewed another way, equity was
taxed away because costs wore understated.
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that required financing would be more difficult almost doubled, rising
I/

from 19 percent to 34 percent of borrowing firms.

Although firm will adjust to some of the effects of inflation on their own,

most of the costs of inflation ere Imposed by the rigidity of the tax structure

end related regulations. A tax system designed to deal with Inflation would work

perfectly well If little inflation occurred. But, our current system does o

deal equitably with inflation, and the costs of this in terms of productivity and

potential GNP could be substantial as productive Investment Is impaired.

RgulationsRjjd Taps and Fixed Tax Schedules

If it made senas'In 1937 to distinguish between corporated and unincorporated

businesses, or to have a break point In the tax structure at $25,000 corporations,

the current structure surely must be reconsidered now. Of major concern now ares

(1) The fact that, in terms of XjA business volume, $25,000 in corporate

profit in 1937 dollars would be roughly equivalent to about $85,000 today

(based on the Consumer Price Index). The fact that the break point has not

been changed means that smaller and smaller firms, in real terim, have been

brought under the 482 tax rate.

(2) For firms not organized as corporations, a fixed tax structure has

meant paying higher and higher tax revenues for the same real volume of

business, as nominal (current dollar) profits rose, moving the firm into

higher marginal tax categories.

(3) Compounding these problems are the amount of paperwork and the

complicated regulations that accompany tax procedures and decisions to

/ IB Quarterly Economic Report for Small Business, #7. The proportion of firms
requiring fairly frequent outside financing rose from 47% to 562, an Increase
of about 202. (Table 33) The proportion of borrowing firms reporting that they
expected financing to become more difficult rose from 19% (9% from Table 35
divided by 472) to 342 (19% from Table 35 divided by 562).
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incorporate it there appear to be tax advantage (in addition, in an

inflationary environment, it is harder to assess the relative benefits

of changing forms of business organization). Business decisions should

not be based on tex benefits to be gained from an ill-suited system of

tax aseessment.

The costs imposed on businesses by the complicated procedures associated

with tax payments must be paid for by consumers, either through higher prices, or

lower income for the owners of businesses. Streamlining the tax system could cave

many costs, even without a revenue reduction.

Longer Run Implicationse Investment. Capacity and Productivity

Th" costs associated with tax payment procedures and the revenues lost by

businesses from the effects of inflation on costs and revenues impair businesses'

ability to Invest in productive capacity. This, in turn, reduces potential out-

put in future periods and mpairs productivity gains. These developments are central
4/

to our ability to deal with inflation in future years.

Keeping in mind that consumers pay all taxes (either through higher prices

or through lower profits to owners of businesses), the desirability of a heavy

tax on business profits should be carefully re-thought. In the short tun, it may

be easier to raise taxes for business than for consumers, but in the longer run

effects on capacity may cost the consumer a rest deal in lost potential output.

Profits are the return to capital invested in productive capacity. Firms

must provide a competitive return or they will not be able to attract new capitals

Al In addition, substantial amounts of investment funds are tied up in compliance
with energy conservation, pollution, OSHA and other regulations. Although of
benefit to society, these do not measurably add to capacity or productivity.
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(1). Larger fIram will not be able to raise equity capital by Iesuing

stocks.

(2) Firms cannot as easily attract funds in the debt markets, and msat

pay higher interest costs.

(3) New firms will not enter the business sector. Entrepreneurial talent

will not find small business an attractive way to utilize their resources.

Thus it would seem that tax reform will be an essential ingredient not only

to recovery in this recession, but also to longer run growth and development.

To delay reform is to delay the positive benefits to be achieved from the capital

accumulation and the spending that will result. This we cannot afford to do.

/ Tax reform raises many issues on the revenue side not dealt with here. If
reform occurs but revenues are unchanged, the tax burden is redistributed from
one group of consumers to another. Less sophisticated and specialized, the
burden falls disproportionately on small businesses and their customers. If
total tax revenues decline (or grow) with reform, then decisions about govern-
ment spending must also be made. Small business generally foals that this
is a desirable outcome.
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Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much, Dr. Dunkelberg; and
following the usual procedure set forth by our distinguished chairman,
we will Hmit the questions to 10 minutes each to members, and follow
the order in which they appeared here.

Let me comment first on a speech you gentlemen had before your
convention yesterday. I believe the President made the speech
before your convention when he was talking about small business.
It was an interesting thing that spokesmen for the administration told

% the congressional committee wrestling with the problems of small
business earlier this year that small business was relatively well off.

The other interesting thing is that the Senate Finance Committee
made some tax changes for small business. We raised the surtax
exemption. We brought it up this year from $25,000 to $50,000. And
yet, we had the administration testifying against it before this
committee.

We also found that businessmen in general were spending $18
billion a year on forms; filling out Government forms. The Govern-
ment itself was spending $15 billion a year. Congress established a
commission to try to do something about it and the President, who
yesterday spoke of his great concern for small business, took 6 months
to appoint the first member of that commission, and appointed them
the day before his speech. You gentlemen should have had your con-
vention 6 months ago, and maybe you would have gotten those com-
mission members appointed.

It is awfully easy to make these political promises in speeches.
But some of the members of this committee have been working on
this problem, trying to do something about it.

Now, let me get to your point, Mr. Fielding. When you were
talking about an unincorporated business having to pay up to 70
percent-

Mr. FIELDING. Yes, that-is correct.
Senator BENTSEN [continuing]. Where it is capital-intensive, or

has capital.
Mr. FIELDING. Yes.
Senator BENTSEN. So what we are talking about is a penalty on

savings in this country; and already, this country is saving less of its
disposable income than any major nation in the world. So we are
discouraging savings in this country, and we are also saying that if
you are a great rock performer or a pop singer who can make $1
million it year, that you have a maximum of a 50-percent tax bracket.

, Is that not right?
Mr. FIELDING. That is absolutely correct.
Senator BENTSEN. Is that not correct?
Mr. FIELDING. Yes.
Senator BENTSEN. But If you save, and then try to earn off of

those savings, you can go to a 70-percent tax bracket. Is that correct?
Mr. FIELDING. That is correct.
Senator BENTSEN. Now one of the big problems in this country is

going to be generating suffcient capital for the expansion of business
and manufacturing capacity, and modernizing it so we can be competi-
tive in these world markets. And we are going to have to have incen-
tives for savings to accumulate that capital. Every. time that we have
one new job in manufacturing, it costs $25,000 at least in investment
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capital in this country. So it is important I think, that we bring
about some of these things that you are talking about.

I look at small business today, trying to float a new issue in the
stock market-no way. You go back to 1970,1969, and look at the
new issue market. Look at it today; no one is buying it. I think there
will'be IBM's of tomorrow if they have the chance to get the venture
capital. But you are almost precluded from it these days, unless you
are going to be a subsidiary of some major company, and then they
are oing to own you. They are going to dictate to you.'

Ur. Chairman, I ask my cochairman if he has soma questions, or
would you like to comment?

Mr. McKEVITT. Mr. Chairman as a former Member of Congress
and a member of the House Small Business Committee, may I state
I also have seen the systems of legislation, and I in particular
would like to commend Chairman Nelson for the great assistance he
has been giving small business. We have seen it firsthand and I want
to express that note of appreciation to him and the stafs of both of
your committees.

Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much. With that, I think,
Senator Nelson might be called on to speak.

Senator NELSON. I want to also thank Senator Bentsen and Senator
Long, who is chairman of the Finance Committee, for being agreeable
in endorsing and supporting these joint hearings; because, after all,
it will be the Finance Committee under Senator Long's chairmanship
that will be responsible for any changes tht.. may be made in taxes
affecting all businesses, including small business.

It seemed to us it would be fruitful to conduct these hearings
jointly, since the Small Business Committee has a particular special
interest respecting small business; and the Finance Committee, of
course, has the total responsibility for taxes affecting all interests.
And thus far, I think these have been very constructive and useful
hearings.

I have just one question for the time being. In your testimony, you
made reference to paperwork, and that a certain percentage of your
members consider paperwork the most serious problem. What was
that percentage?

Dr. D.UNKELBERO. 10 percent of the membership said that regula-
tions and related paperwork was the most important problem facing
small business.

Senator NELSON. I would hope we can do something about that
ultimately. As Senator Bentsen mentioned, the commission to study
it has been created, and if they do not get lost in their own paperwork,
conceivably they might come out with some useful answers. Thank
you.

Senator BENTSEN. I would like to say that Senator McIntyre
played very much a lead-role in that paperwork study, and in bringing
forth that commission. Mr. Chairman, do you have any questions?

Senator LONG. All I want to say is that those members of the Small
Business Committee who also serve on the Senate Finance Committee
really teamed up on us to put, I think, more amendments favorable
to small business on that last big tax cut bill than we have ever had

'See charts on capital invested per employee, Appendix IV.
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at any time in the history of the country. I do not think that ever
happened before. Some or us did not know that they were teaming
up on us. They were holding meetings before the Committee meeting,
and planning their next move to add first one and next another
amendment on that bill. When one considers the good things in that
bill, insofar as small business is concerned-and there are several of
them-it would be interesting to look and see how many of those had
a favorable administration recommendation. I do not believe any

- of them did. Perhaps there might have been about four good features
in that bill which small business very much thought would help their
problem. And those were really generated by the Small Business
Committee, particularly on the cMa"an of that committee, Mr. Nel-
son, and those members of the Small Business Committee who also
serve on the Finance Committee. They looked upon that as a chance
to move along some ideas they had been thinking about for some
time, and they did.

As a conferee, I was pleased to fight for them, and see that what
they put on the bill in the Senate survived the conference. I think the
credit should go to those who initiated those suggestions and fought
for them, because they did some very fine work; and also Senator
Bentsen, chairman of this Financial Markets Subcommittee, has been
very active in that area.

Now, I suppose any administration has the right to take credit
for something which occurred while it was in office even though
they recommended against it. I recall what happened to ogo one time.
Albert the alligator thought he ought to be the leader of the gang, and
they decided that Albert could be the leader for a while. And he said,
you see there, I have only been leader for 5 minutes, and already it has
stopped raining. So one of the animals said, you are not going to claim
credit for that,.are you? And he said, why not? It happened during
my administration did it not? And Pogo said, well, that has got to be
fair. That is exactly right, it happened during his administration, so
I suppose we have to give him credit. g h a

He signed the bill, even though he did complain bitterly about the
fact that there were a lot of things in that bill he did not recommend,
which he thought were irrelevant to the initial purposes of the bill.
We definitely should consider some of the suggestions you have here
in connection with a tax reform bill, which we are led to believe we
will be looking at later on this year. Thank you very much, Mr.
Chairman.

Senator BIDNTSEN. Senator McIntyre?
s~""Senator MCINTYRE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I have a statement Mr. Chairman. I would like to insert a statement
in the record, hopefully at the beginning of your hearing this morning.
I did not realize it was at 9:30 a.m.

One of the most healthy things I have seen in a long time is the
presence of the chairman ofthe Finance Committee and distinguished
members of the Finance Committee, here at the Select Committee on
Small Business. This wedding bodes very well, and as the chairman'
of the Finance Committee just stated, you ganged up on him. I think
there are four members of this Select Committee on Small Business in
Finance. It was not planned; it just-happened, did it not?
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Senator NELsoN. Six.
Senator MCINTYRE. Six? So this is probably the best sign of future

assistance to this muddled-up tax situation that Small Busines has
ever had.

Senator LoNG. Well, I am an alumnus of the Small Business Com-
mittee myself.

Senator MCINTYRE. Dr. Dunkelberg, I am a little confused now.
'00 You said that 10 percent of the responses indicated that Federal

0-- forms-strangulation in triplicate, we call it-was right at the top
of the list of problems of small business?

Dr. DUNY BELDG. Maybe I should give you some idea of how the
question was asked.

Senator MCINTYR. You do not mean to tell me that out across the
great expanse of small business in this country, that Federal form
pollution is the No. 1 problem.

Dr. DUNKELBEEO. Well, for 10 percent of them, they pick it as the
No. 1 problem. We asked the question of the membership, which goes
roughly like this: What is the most important problem facing small
business today? And, of course, there are a whole set of possible
alternatives, which include Inflation, recession, declining sales, energy
problems-the whole works, including this choice. And 10 percent of
the firms out of that list picked that the forms problem, the reguation,
as No. 1 problem.

Senator MCINTYRE, Where was Inflation? I am trying to get a
perspective as to where-

Dr. DUNCELBERO. We did not ask each firm to rank more than
one, We said, pick the most important.

Senator MCINTYRE. Was 10 percent the greatest number?
Dr. DUNKELDERO. Of the respondents 28 percent chose inflation,

18 percent chose taxes, and then 10 percent chose-I think that was
roughly in third position-10 percent chose paperwork as the most
important problem. But it is interesting, given that they could choose
inifation, which has been a clear problem for small businesses, they
still decided to pick that as the No. I problem instead of choosing
inflation. Four quarters ago, of course, energy problems ranked No. 1
tied for No. 1 ith inflation. They have slipped out of sight, and
paperwork and regulations are running strong.

Mr. FIELDING. Senator McIntyre, may [insert a thought here?
We did not have a great deal of notice, of course, of this meeting,
and with the short notice that we had, we mailed out a questionnaire

Oro to our members who were going to attend the conference. We have
some 600 members attending the conference. They had about 3 days
to reply. We got over 100 replies, which I think was very good in that
short period of time, and the second most reoccurring problem was
paperwork burden.

Senator. MCINTYRE. Well, yesterday, the President announced
the public members of the Commission that he has appointed. Senator
Brock of Tennessee and myself will be on that Commission as well as
Congressman Horton and Congressman Steed. Now, in undertaking
this job I tell you I do not see any rosy future. It is just the biggest
monolithic terror that you have ever come up against. It is just a
monster, and we, the Congressmen and the Senators, are responsible.
We are the real perpetrators of this, because we pass these laws, and

54-811 0 - 16 - 14
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we do not sometimes realize the amount of confusion we are causing
across the country. But we are going to undertake it, and we will have
a sizable budget, and we can get a good staff. Hopefully, we can begin
to do some good work, and then, we can set up a proper policeman.
We have never had one, despite a law passed in 1942, the Federal
Reports Act-we have never had a proper policeman that watches
the paperwork burden. The monitors, what we are doing over here,
and calls it to our attention.

Last year I made an attempt to get a little bill passed, and it met
with tremendous resistance from the chiefs of the staff of the various
committees of the Senate. Every time we report and send to the floor
a piece of legislation, it is accompanied by a report which briefly out-
lines-or outlines in considerable detail-the purpose and an analysis
of the bill. We wanted to put a paragraph in there so that each Con-
gressman and Senator would know that when he voted aye on a bill
that he was creating 36 new forms.

Well, the committees had a good answer to that. They said, how
can we tell at this stage how many forms, if we do not- know what
final action will be taken by the Senate and the House and the con-
ference? But it met with a disastrous result. It is a very difficult
problem, and I promise you here that we are going to give it a very
good try.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BENTSEN. Senator Hathaway?
Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you,

gentlemen, for your testimony.
I wonder if you could give us some specific provisions of the code

which you think should be amended, and how they should be amended
to help small businesses in the areas of capital accumulation, in
particular.

Dr. DUNKELBERO. I would like to respond first to that question,
because I think I can be finished very quickly, since the letter I got
suggested I should not be prepared to do that, but rather talk about
general problem areas. I thought I would identify general problem
areas, and offer our help. But I would like to make one specific observa-
tion regarding the capital accumulation problem that I overlooked
and that is the tremendous amount of capital now, by law, is funneled
into what we call nonproductive investment. You are familiar with
what those things are; they are associated with OSHA and so on,
which are nonproductive in the sense that they do not raise output
per man-hour although certainly not nonproductive from society's
point of view if they do reduce pollution and so on. But this does
compound the problem for the firm. Now if he gets an extra dollar of
capital, if we help it out through the tax formula, and he gets a dollar,
a still larger piece of that than before is going to have to go into
OSHA compliance and pollution compliance, and so on.

So, this makes the problem much worse for the firm than before.
For each additional dollar he does get there is still less of it left. Even
after reform, there will still be less left for what we call productive-
investment in capacity and productivity.

Senator HATHAWAY. Does not, investment in OSHA increase the
productivity of the workers, in that they are not as apt to be injured
and/or killed, and therefore you get more work out of them?

Dr. DUNKELBURO. I have a quick answer to that: in theory, yes; in
practice, it is not clear at this point. I think we need a lot of evidence
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on that. A lot of people feel that we did not do a very good cost-
benefit job on OSHA, and it got out too fast. And the training is not
very good, and we are spending too much time moving fire extin-
guishers. And you know the old story about the OSHA inspector who
says, that banister should be on the left-hand side and 6 inches lower.
So you move it, and all of your employees fall down the stairs, because
they are used to it on the right.

Well, we do have some problems with that. In principle, it is correct.
But we do know it is taking a tremendous amount of investment
capital. Pollution control, of course, is the same thing, and all I am
saying is, it is going to make it tougher for the firm in the future,
regardless of how much capital it can accumulate. So, compounding
the problems of inflation and taxes, we have got this problem, too.

As far as specific recommendations, I did not prepare any.
Mr. FIELDING. Well, we have some, Senator Hathaway. I do not

know whether we have the time to go into them. I would be glad to
list some of the suggestions that we have, if time permits.

Senator HATHAWAY. Why do you not start listing some of them,
and then you can submit some to us that we could incorporate in
the record?

Mr. FIELDING. One of our suggestions is the graduated corporate
income tax rate with a maximum of 45 percent; and then also, this
would apply to individuals. The maximum tax rate on individuals from
earned income would be 45 percent, The 30-percent requirement
would be thrown out; the 30-percent penalty would be thrown out.
Graduated investment credit, so that the individual who buys a small
amount of goods gets a greater percentage of the credit. Increase the
first-year depreciation, so that the small buyer gets a greater share of
the increased first-year depreciation-optional cash basis for all tax-
payers of any inventories of less than $200,000 a year-credits for
undistributable tax on unincorporated business. We would like to see
the Small Business Committee investigate indexing the tax structure.
We think the payroll tax requirements, tax deposits, are very dis-
criminatory against the small businessman. These should be changed.
He does not have enough time to make his deposits, and he is always
bei penalized.

e think there should be a committee for tax simplification for
small business. We think the subchapter S quagmire could* be vey
easily solved if we could just treat subchapter S as a partnership. We
have got plenty of regulations dealing with partnerships. There is no
reason why we cannot treat them the same.

Another thing we run into are the effective dates of our laws. We
have an effective date in the code and I think the Pension Reform Act
is -A very good example of this. We have had effective dates; we have
had regulations that have not come out; we do not know what the
effective dates mean. We feel that the effective date should be 1 year
after the regulations come out, so we can understand what we are
doing.

retirement income credit should be increased. The individuals who
reviously were subject to retirement income credit no longer get it
ecause their social security credits go up so high. Net operating loss

carryovers-no reason why a company has to be restricted to 5 years
in the future. It should be an indefinite time.

Those are some of the suggestions we have, Senator.
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Senator HAvatwAY. Fine. Thank you very much. Thank you,-Mr.

Senator BUNisNN. Do you have any idea, any estimates, of what
that" would mean in loss of tax revenue? Thot is the first thing Treasury
hits us with when we talk about something like that.

Mr. FiRILD NG Yes we do. We would be glad to submit that,
Senator BiNTsIN . i would like those estimates.< [The material referred to follows:]

NATIONA, FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS 1975 TAX RExrORM PROPOSALS

FIRST PRIORITY
I. Graduated Corporate Income Tax Rates

II. Graduated Investment Credit
III. Increased First Year Depreciation
IV. Optional Cash Basis
V. Undistributed Taxable Income of Unincorporated Businesses

VI. Indexing the Tax Strucuture

SECOND PRIORITY
VII. Payroll Tax Deposits
VIII. Committee on Tax Simplification for Small Business

IX. Sub-Chapter S Corporation
X. Effective Dates -

THIRD PRIORITY
XI. Retirement Income Credit

XII. Net Operating Loss Carry.overs
XIII. Maximum Tax Rates
XlV. Amortization of Organization Expenses of Partnerships

1. GRADUATED CORPORATE INCOME TAX RATES

A. Present structure
1. 22 percent of the first $25,000 of taxable income and 48 percent on all income

in excess of $25 000.
2. For 1975 the rates were temporarily reduced.

B. Proposed structure
1. Taxable Income and Rate:

$0 to $9,999-10 percent.
$10,000 to $19,99-$1,000 plus 15 percent of excess over $10,000.
$20,000 to $29,999-$2,500 plus 20 percent of excess over $20,000.
$30,000 to $39,999-$4,500 plus 25 percent of excess over $30,000.
$40,000 to $49,999-$7,000 plus 30 percent of excess over $40,000.
$50,000 to $59,999-$10,000 plus 35 percent of excess over $50,000.
$60,000 to $69,999-$13,500 plus 40 percent of excess over $60,000.
$70,900 to $79,999-$17,500 plus 45 percent of excess over $70,000.

2. Proposed rates would apply for 1976 and subsequent years.
0 . Supporting arguments

1. The income which a small coporation retains (income less taxes on Income)
is vital to its continued existence. Increasing this retained income through realistic
tax relief will enable these corporations to have sufficient working capital to
rem ain in business and acquire more capital goods to insure a healthy existence.
Based on the 1970 income statistics, the comparative schedule disclosed the fact
that 600,000 (82 percent) of the corporations paying income taxes that year had
taxable income of less than $30,00W. In todays economy the present two-tiered
tax structure is inequitable when it is applied to the small corporation.

2. A graduated corporate income tax would bring corporate taxation more into
accordance with the principle of the ability to pay, which has long been in effect
for individual income taxes.
D. Estimate ratiue lose

1. Based on 1970 corporate income statistics, the estimated revenue loss would
be approximately 3 billion dollars. (See attached comparative schedule).
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It. GRADUATED INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

A. Present Structure
1. A percentage of the cost of acquisition of capital business goods and manu-

facturing facilities is allowed as a credit against the purchasers tax liability:
(a) Property with a useful life of:

(1) less than 3 years-0.0 percent.
(2) 3 years but less than 5 years-2 percent.
(3) 5 years but less than 7 years--4 percent.

"40 "O 2 (4) 7 years and over-7 percent.
2. This credit applies to all entities whether it is sole proprietor, partnership,

sub-chapter S corporation, or a regular corporation.
3. The credit is limited with respect to the purchase of used equipment to the

first $50,000 of used equipment purchased in a year.
4. The credit, in a given year, cannot exceed the taxpayer's total income tax

liability for that year. Any excess may be carried back and/or forward to other
.taxable years.

5. If the taxpayer disposes of the item for which there has been an allowable
tax credit before the end of its useful life, the government recaptures all or a
portion of that investment credit.

6. The investment credit for 1975 and 1976 was temporarily increased by the
1975 Tax Reduction Act.
B. Proposed structure

1. Percentage of the cost:
(a)-Property with a useful life of less than 3 years, the credit would be 0.0

percent.
(b) Property with a useful life of at least 3 years-

(1) 20 percent of the cost ranging from $0 to $4,999.
2) 15 percent of the cost ranging from $5,000 to $9 999.
3) (i) 10 percent of the cost ranging in excess of $9,499 if the property has

a useful life of 7 years or more.
(3) (1i) 7 percent of the cost in excess of $9,999 if the property has a useful

life of less than 7 years but 5 years or more.
(3) (iWi) 4 percent of the cost in excess of $9,999 if the property has a useful

life of less than 5 years but at least 3 years.
2. There would be no limitation with respect to used equipment.
3. If the credit exceeded the taxpayer's income tax liability, the difference would

be refunded.
4. If the taxpayer disposes of the property before it has been held for at least

3 years, the government would recapture all of the previously allowed credit. Any
recapture of credit previously allowed on the costs in excess of $9,999, would be
treated the same as it is under the present law.
C. Supporting arguments

1. Graduated rates with emphasis on purchases under $5,000 would help small
businesses overcome the problem of raising working capital and accelerate their
decision to purchase capital goods.

2. Allowing a full credit on all equipment purchases totalling less than $10,000,
and having a useful life of at least three years, will encourage the more current
replacement of equipment. Accordingly if equipment is to be replaced over a -
shorter life-span, then there should not be a limitation on the investment credit
applicable to used equipment. Trade-ins are a vital element of the capital goods
industry and used property is purchased more often by small businesses than largo
corporations.
D. Estimated revenue loss

1. Based on a 1974 NFIB survey which developed a financial profile of its
members and assuming that there are approximately 10,000,000 tax-paying
businesses in the United States, the following revenue loss statistics can be
developed:

(a) 56 percent made no purchases in 1973 equals 5.6 million businesses-no revenue
loss.

(b) 25 percent purchased less than $10,000 equals 2.5 million businesses-estA-
mated revenue loss $767 per business equals 1.9 billion dollars.

(c) 8 percent purchased more than $10,000 and less than $25,000 equals 800 000
businesses-estimated revenue loss $1,276 per business equals 1.0 billion dollars.
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(d) 4 percent purchased more than $25,000 and less than $50,000 equals 400 000
businesses-estimated revenue loss $1,875 per business equals .75 billion dollar.

(e) 4 percent purchased more than $50,000 and less than $100,000 equals
400,000 businesses-estimated revenue loss $3,000 per business equals 1.2 billion.

(f) 3 percent purchased more than $100,000 equal 300 000 businesses-estimated
revenue loss (assuming average purchase of $250,000) $h,250 per business equals
2.5 billion dollars.

(g) Total estimated revenue loss 7.35 billion dollars.

III. INCREASE FIRST YEAR DEPRECIATION

A. Present structure
1. An additional amount of depreciation is allowed in the year of purchase on

all depreciable property having a useful life of at least six years. The additional
depreciation is limited to 20 percent of the cost of the first $10,000 of property
purchased during the year. This limitation applied to all business entities. How-
ever, individuals filing a joint return are allowed a $20,000 limitation. The remain-
ing cost of the assets are reduced by the additional first year depreciation before
calculating the normal depreciation for the year.
B. Proposed structure

1. Additional first year depreciation on-
(a) 30 percent of the cost of first $5 000 of depreciable property
(b) 25 percent of the cost of second $5,000 of depreciable property, and
(c) 20 percent of the third $5 000 of depreciable property. (In the case of a

joint return the 20 percent would apply to the next $10,000 instead of $5,000)
2. No requirement that the depreciable assets have useful lives of at least

six years.
3. No adjustment to depreciable basis of assets for the additional first year

depreciation for purposes of computing annual depreciation.
C. Supporting arguments

1. An increase in the first year depreciation allowance would help small busi-
nesses to overcome the problem of raising working capital and accelerate their
decision to purchase capital goods.
D. Estimated revenue loss

1. Based on the assumption that 4.4 million business taxpayers will each
purchase depreciable property in excess of $5,000, the estimated revenue loss is
1.7 billion dollars.

2. Included in the 1.7 billion revenue loss, is an estimated loss of $262,000,000
attributable to the calculation of annual depreciation without a reduction in
basis for the first year depreciation.

IV. OPTIONAL CASH BASIS
A. Present structure

If inventories are an income determining factor, a business must determine Its
taxable income on the "accrual" basis. Accounts receivable are included in In-
come, accounts payable are treated as expenses, and the increase in inventory
during the year is excluded from cost of sales.

,7' B. Proposed structure
1. Grant every business with an ending inventory of less than $200,000, the

option to determine Its taxable income on a "cash" basis. Accounts receivable
would not be Included in income, accounts payable would not be treated as ex-
penses and the increase in inventory w6o-ldbe Included in the Cost of Sales.

2. For a presently existing business using the accrual basis, the conversion would
produce a loss, which would be amortized In equal amounts over a 10 year period.

3. The maximum ending inventory of $200,000 would be indexed to the cost-of-
living.

4. A taxpayer would lose this "cash" option when Its ending inventory exceeded
the maximum for two consecutive taxable years.

5. If a taxpayer voluntarily converts or is required to convert to an "accrual"
basis, any income created by the conversion would be amortized over a ten-year
period. If there exists any unamortized loss, from a previous conversion to a cash
basis, the taxpayer would continue its amortization of such a lose.
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6. Any taxpayer, who takes this "cash" option, and later converts to an ac-
crual basis, would not be permitted to reconvert to the "cash" basis until its
inventory was less than the maximum for two consecutive years.
C. Supporting arguments

There are two basic ingredients which are necessary for the success of all small
businesses. They are good management and sufficient working capital. A small
business cannot survive without both of these. The government can enhance the
working capital of small business by not taxin 't paper profits". By allowing
businesses with inventories of less than $200,000 to be taxed on a "cash" basis,

an average of $3 billion dollars per year will be retained. This will enable small
businesses to enjoy a more stable growth pattern until they reach the point where
they will be able to obtain their necessary working capital in the stock market.
D. Estimated revenue loss first year (assuming all eligible taxpayers convert) Bution
1. Excluding Accounts Receivable from Income -------------------- $102. 2
2. Including Ending Inventory in Cost of Sales --------------------- 61.2
3. Excluding Accounts Payable from Expense ----------------------- (61.3)
4. Net Decline in Taxable Income-First Year ----------------------- 102. 1
5. Amortization (one-tenth) -------------------------------------- 10. 21
6. Estimated loss (30 percent X $10.21 billion) --------------------- a 06

V. UNDISTRIBUTED TAXABLE INCOME OF UNINCORPORATED BUSINESSES

A. Present structure
1. Corporations are taxed on the income retained In the business in 1975 at

20 percent on the first $25,000, 22 percent on the next $25,000, and 48 percent on
the remainder.

2. The income retained in the business by a sole-proprietor or partnership is
added to the income withdrawn and taxed at more than 20 percent in most cases.
A married individual pays more than 20 percent on taxable income in excess of
$8,000 and an unmarried individual pays more than 20 percent on taxable income
in excess of $4,000.
B. Proposed structure

1. Unincorporated businesses should be allowed a tax credit based on their
undistributed taxable income.

2. The tax credit could be 20 percent of undistributed taxable income, with a
maximum credit of $10 000 per year.

3. When the undistributed taxable income is later distributed, the tax credit
would be recaptured.
C. Supporting arguments

1. The relatively low corporate tax brackets, and other tax advantages enjoyed
only by corporations, encourage many businesses to incorporate even though from
a practical operational viewpoint they can be conducted more effectively withoutincorporation.2. The proposed tax credit on the undistributed taxable income of unincor-

porated businesses would help businesses to finance the ever increasing cost of
inventories and other assets.
D. Estimated revenue loss

The proposed tax credit would be completely recaptured when the income is
distributed. The government's revenues would therefore be unchanged over the
long-term.

VI. INDEXINO THE TAX STRUCTURE

A. Present structure
Tax brackets, standard deductions, low income allowances, individual exemp-

tions, corporate surtax exemptions and other fixed amounts remain unchanged
until revised by Congress.
B. Proposed structure

1. Tax brackets and other amounts mentioned above should be indexed to the
cost of living.

2. Indexing would be done no more than once each year.
3. No change would be made until the cost of living Index had increased by

more than 10 percent since the date of the last change.
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C. Supporting arguments

Indexing would prevent taxpayers from having to pay an ever increasing
proportion of their income in taxes due to inflation automatically pushing them
into higher tax brackets each year even though their real income remains un-
changed.

VII. PAYROLL TAX DEPOSITS
A. Present structure

1. Payroll taxes of $200 or more but less than $2,000, per month must be
deposited within 15 days after the end of the month.

2. Payroll taxes of $2,000 or more in any quarter-monthly period must be
deposited within 3 days after the end of the quarter-monthly period.
B. Proposed structure

1. The limit for monthly deposits should be raised from $200 to $600.
2. The limit for quarter-monthly deposits should be raised from $2,000 to

$6,000.
C. Supporting arguments

1. Present depository requirements are unrealistic in view of accelerating pay-
roll taxes. When the requirements for the present monthly deposits ($200 and
$2,000) was initiated in 1972 the payroll taxes were considerably less than they
are today. Social security taxes have increased 76 percent from 10.4 percent of
$9,000 of wages in 1972 to 11.7 percent of $14,100 of wages in 1975. Social security
taxes are now three times what they were in 1966 when the depository limits were
$150 and $4,000.

2. Requiring less frequent deposits will ease the heavy paperwork burden on the
small business with limited clerical staff.

3. It is the small employer, whose payroll tax deposits are subject to different
limits each month, that are penalized for failure to make timely deposits.
D. Estimated revenue loss

There would be no revenue loss to the government.

VIII. COMMITTEE ON TAX SIMPLIFICATION FOR SMALL BUSINESS

A. Present structure
1. Tax laws are often written with the medium and large business in mind. The

point of views of small businesses and their compliance problems resulting from
their limited administrative staffs may be overlooked.

2. Changes in circumstances over a period of years result in many sections of
the tax laws becoming inapplicable.

3. Tax laws and the interpretations issued by the Treasury Department are not
reviewed to determine whether their application is within the intent of Congress.
B. Proposed structure

1. A permanent standing committee of the Federal Government should be
established for the purpose of devoting continued attention to the simplification
of the tax laws, regulations, and other publications relating to the'taxation of
small businesses.

2. The committee should appoint a small business tax analyst with the re-
sponsibility for looking at tax problems primarily from tne viewpoint of small
businesses rather than the Government's interest in raising revenue.
C. Supporting arguments

1. The committee would provide a forum for regular contact between the
various Federal agencies concerned, the businesses affected, and the Congress.

2. The development of tax laws and regulations, their revision in accordacne
with changing circumstances, and the review of their application, would not
overlook the viewpoint of the small businesses.

IX. SUBCHAPTER S CORPORATIONS
A. Present structure

1. A corporation with 10 or fewer stockholders and complying with a number of'
other eligibility requirements may elect to be taxed under subchapter S.

2. Under subchapter 8, a corporation is taxed in a manner which bears some
similarity to the method of taxing partnerships.
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B. Proposed structure
1. All corporations with 10 or fewer stockholders should be allowed to elect to

be taxed exactly like a partnership.
2. The only requirement for this election should be a statement filed by the

corporation with its tax return for the year of election and si ned by an officer of
the corporation to the effect that there are 10 or fewer stockholders and that the
stockholders at a duly constituted meeting decided to be taxed as a partnership.

3. After a corporation has made this election, it should not be allowed to revoke
it for 5 years without the permission of the Treasury Department.
C. Supporting arguments

1. The extremely detailed procedures for complying with subchapter S and the
many tax pitfalls which may be encountered by a subchapter S corporation, make
an election to be taxed under these provisions rather dangerous for the average
small business.

2. Eliminating subchapter S and allowing small corporations to be taxed ex-
actly like partnerships would be a substantial simplification of the tax law.
D. Estimated revenue loss

The tax revenues would be unchanged.

X. EFFECTIVE DATES
A. Present structure

The effective dates of changes in the tax laws are fixed when the laws are passed
by Congress.
B. Proposed structure

1. The effective dates of changes in those tax laws, which impose different
operating or reporting requirements, should not be earlier than 1 year after the
final regu ations are issued by the Treasury Department.

2. The effective dates of such changes as a reduction in the tax rates, could be
effective immediately, or even retro-actively.
C. Supporting arguments
- Taxpayers have great difficulty in complying with changes in tax laws imposing
different operating or reporting requirements before detailed regulations are
finalized.

XI. RETIREMENT INCOME CREDIT
A. Present structure

1. The retirement income credit allows a tax credit on up to $1,524 of an in-
dividual's retirement income at a rate of 15 percent. The maximum credit is $228.
A husband and wife who file a joint tax return can elect to take a credit babed on
their combined retirement income. The election excludes, in effect, $2,286 of
retirement income and the maximum tax credit is $342.

2. If a taxpayer receives any Social Security benefits, the above amounts of
$1,524 and $2,286 are reduced by the benefits received.
B. Proposed structure

The above amounts of $1,524 and $2,286 should be increased to $4,572 and
$6,858, so that more taxpayers who receive Social Security benefits will be eligible
for a retirement income credit.
0. Supporting arguments

1. Taxpayers with Social Security benefits of $1,524 if single, on $2,286 If filing
jointly, do not qualify for any retirement income credit. The recent increases in
Social Security benefits have results in many taxpayers having benefits in excess
of these limitations and therefore becoming ineligible for the retirement income
credit.

2. An increase in the amounts of $1,524 and $2,286 would be an incentive for
taxpayers, who have not yet retired, to save and provide funds for their retirement
instad of being totally dependent upon the Social Security system.

3. Social security taxes are now three times what they were in 1962 when the
$1,524 and $2,286 figures were established.
D. Estimated revenue loss

Information to estimate the effect on the government's revenue in not readily
available.
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XII. NET OPERATING LOSS CARRYOVERS

A. Present structure
1. The carry.overs of net operating losses by a corporation are applied directly

against income whereas an individual loses the benefit of his personal Itemized
deductions.and exemptions.

2. A net operating loss may be carried back to each of the 3 preceding years, and
carried over to each of the 5 following years.
B. Proposed structure

1. The requirement that personal exemptions and nonbusiness deductions be
' added to taxable Income in computing the net operating loss of an Individual should

be eliminated.
2. An individual or corporation should be allowed to carryback a net operating

loss to each of the 3 preceding years, and then carry-over to the following years
without time limitation.
C. Supporting arguments

1. The present method of applying net operating losses favors corporations over
individuals and is one of the reasons why businesses decide to incorporate even
though it is more efficient from an operational viewpoint to remain unincorporated.

2. Operating losses incurred in the early years of a business enterprise may be so
large, and later profits so small, that they cannot be recovered in the limited carry
forward period now permitted.
D. Estimated revenue loss

This proposal would result in some loss of revenue but the amount is unlikelyto be significant.

XIII. MAXIMUM TAX RATES
A. Present structure

1. The top tax rate applicable to an individual's earned income is limited to 50
percent.

2. A taxpayer engaged in a business where both services and capital are material
income-pr6ducing factors may treat a reasonable amount (not more than 30 per-
cent of his share of the net profits) as earned Income.
B. Proposed structure

1. The top tax rate applicable to an individual's earned income should be
limited to 45 percent.

2. A taxpayer engaged in a business where both services and capital are material
income-producing factors should be able to treat all of his share of the net profits
as earned income.
C. Supporting arguments

1. The top tax rate applicable to a corporation's income Is 48 percent now and in
Section I above it is proposed that the maximum be reduced to 45 percent.

2. None of a corporation's income Is taxed at more than 48 percent, even if
capital is a material Income-producing factor.

3. Taxing an individual's income at higher rates than a corporation's income is
inequitable and results in many businesses deciding to Incorporate even though
they could be conducted more efficiently unincorporated.
D. Estimated revenue loss

These changes would not result in a substantial revenue loss.

XIV. AMORTIZATION OF ORGANIZATION EXPENSES OF PARTNERSHIPS

A. Present structure
Partnerships are not allowed to amortize their organization expenses although

the amortization of a corporation's organization expenses is permitted.
B. Proposed structure

The option to amortize organization expense should be extended to partnerships.
C. Supporting arguments

Permitting corporations to amortize their organization expenses while prohibit-
ing it for partnerships discriminates against the unincorpTorated business. This is
-one of the reasons why businesses decide to incorporate even though it is more
efficient from an operational viewpoint to remain unincorporated.
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D. Rtimded revenue loss
The government's revenue would be delayed but unchanged. Under the present

law, the unamortized orgqnizational expenses may be deducted upon liquidation of
of thepartnership.

Senator BENTSEN. Let me ask you: When you go to a cash basis
instead of an accrual basis, that gives the small businessman a much
greater opportunity to change his tax load from year to year and gives
it much more flexibility, does it not?

/° Mr. FiELDING. Yes it does.
Senator BENTSEN. Do you think he should have?
Mr. FIELDING. Yes, definitely. However, I do not think that the

small businessman should have the option of jumping back and forth.
Senator BENTSEN. Once he goes on a cash basis, he would have to

stay on a cash basis?
Mr. FIELDING. Absolutely.
Senator BENTSEN. Well, that is obvious, I think; because he obvi-

ously would be able to escape a lot of taxes if he were able to do that.
Mr. FIELDING. He is not escaping. He is postponing.
Senator BENTSEN. All right, OK.
Mr. McKEviTr. That question is asked of us quire a bit, Mr. Chair-

man. That is why he wanted to respond to it, because there have been
some assertations that there would be an opportunity to do that. We
do not request that.

Senator BENT.EN. Now, how did you use the' term "indexing"? I
did not quite understand ths. The variables to indexing-

Mr. FIELDING. Indexing the tax rate to the cost of living.
Senator BENTSEN. To the cost of living?
Mr. FIELDING. Yes, and this is another innovative measure that

they have adopted in Canada.
Senator BENTSBN. Yes. I am familiar with the Canadian system.

What are the arguments against treating a subchapter S as a partner-
ship, as a straight partnership with the same limitations?

Mr. FIELDING. I cannot see any arguments against it, Senator
Bentsen. It would simplify the subchapter S quagmire tremendously,
and in essence this is what we are trying to accomplish. We want to
tax the corporation as though it were a partnership, and yet we have
all of these complicated elections, pitfalls that an individual gets into
when the change shareholders. They do not know that they have to
reaffirm the election, and all of a sudden they have lost it.

Senator BENTSEN. Where the trust is considered as a partner, and
all of that?

Mr. FIELDING. Yes exactly.
Senator BENTSEN. I have been is some of those. Thank you very

much, gentlemen. We appreciate it.
Mr. McKzvt'r. Mr. Chairman, a final point if I could, please.
Senator BENTSEN. Yes.
Mr. McKEvI.r. First of all, we are extremely appreciative with the

limited jurisdiction of Small Business that Senate Finance has been so
gracious as to work to hold joint hearings, and our membership is
quite aware of that as well. And No. 2, on a final point, which might
ease your concern a bit, Senator Humphrey will have the last word
this afternoon in a closing session at 3:45.
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Senator BENTSEN. Senator Humphrey usually does.
[General laughter.]
Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much.
Mr. McKiviTr. Thank you, sir.
Senator BENTSEN. May we now have Dr. Edward Shils and Dr.

William Zucker come up, please.

STATEMENT OF DR. EDWARD B. SHILS, CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT
OF MANAGEMENT AND THE WHARTON ENTREPRENEURIAL CEN-
TER, THE WHARTON SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA,
ACCOMPANIED BY DR. WILLIAM ZUCKER, ADMINISTRATIVE DI-
RECTOR, WHARTON ENTREPRENEURIAL CENTER

Dr. SHILS. Mr. Chairman, Senator Hathaway, I am Edward B.
Shils, the chairman of the department of management at the Wharton
School of Finance at the University of Pennsylvania, and also chair-
man of the Wharton School Entrepreneurial Center. My colleague is
Dr. William Zucker, who is the administrative director of the Wharton
Entrepreneurial Center, and adjunct professor of management.

I would leave, Mr. Chairman, to speak informally. Would you
grant me permission, please, to put my formal statement on the
record. I think copies have already been distributed.

Senator BENTSEN. Dr. Shils that would be helpful. We have a
number of witnesses yet to be heard this morning, and the Senate is
in session, so we could be called away from here. So, if you would
give us your complete statement for the record, if both of you gentle-
men would, and then if you would summarize, we will open it up to
questions.

Dr. SH LS. All right.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Shils follows:]
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Statement Before

SELECT CMMITrEE N SMALL BUSINESS

United States Senate - Hearings on Taxation

June 18, 1975

Dr. Edward B. Shils, Chairman
Department of Management and
the Wharton Entrepreneurial Center
The Wharton School
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19174

We recognize and appreciate the work of the Select Committee and its concern for

the future role of small business in the economy of this country. Over the years

the foundation of our economy has been based on the strength and maintenance of

small businesses - those who have been willing to risk all and perform mightily,

those who have added to the technological know-how of the country, those who have

given large amounts of employment, and those who have given strength and credibility

to our free enterprise system.

It is not necessary for me to recite to this Ccnmittee since it already has the

factual data on the high rate of failure in the ranks of small businesses. Part

of this is due to the lack of managerial skill and the other to the inability to

obtain capital and retain capital in the maintenance and expansion of these businesses.

In the area of capital, taxation becomes a key factor, namely, whether alternative

strategies are available for the investment of capital into new businesses and
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whether capital can be retained once it has been earned by the entrepreneur. This

is a most appropriate time for the Congress under this Omrmittee's leadership to

examine into the areas that should be revised with reference to taxation as they

apply to small business.

The economy of the country appears to be bottoming out although from all indications

as set forth by the Wharton Econometric Unit the bottoming out process may take

longer than many anticipate. Wharton's econometricians foresee almost no growth

through 1975. Moreover, the Wharton experts expect a sub-par performance right

into 1976.

While inflation seem to have been slowed and employment and unemployment are in-

creasing, the economy still generates inflationary forces of its oxn. 1974 produc-

tivity in the private sector was 2% less than a year ago. Compensation per man hour

was up 8.5%. Unit labor costs were up 10.8%. This trend will continue unless the

economy is allowed to grow. Fortunately, the high interest rates which afflicted

the economy during the latter part of 1974 have dropped appreciably and the high

mortgage interest rates have diminished somewhat so that the housing industry appears

to show some small increases. However, there are still indications in capital spend-

ing in areas where expansion and cost cutting investment are badly needed.

In the past, American industry has been able to outproduce its competitors. Those

days appear to be fading because other countries have made more aggressive policies

to promote capital investment.
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The record of capital investment in the United States since the 1960's has been

the worst of any major industrial nation in the world. Qh the average, between

1960 and 1973, the U.S. has put about 14% of its gross national product into new

plant and equipment, while Japan was investing 29% and France and Germany about

1"-0%.

As a result, we have an overaged and obsolescent industrial machine. Only 30% of

Japanese metal-working equipment is over teh yei's old. In Germany it's 35%. Here

in the U.S., 67% of our metal-working equipment is more than ten years old.

With such antique machinery and such a low rate of modernization and expansion, is

it any wonder that productivity in these omTpetitor countries is increasing two or

three times as fast as it is in the United States?

A study completed a year ago by the New York Stock Exchange determined that U.S.

Investment capital requirements from 1974 through 1984 were 4.7 trillion dollars

allowing for real growth in the Gross National Product at the annual rate of 3.6%

and a 5% rate of inflation. In constant 1973 dollars, the sum required for capital

formation would be roughly 160% of the amount spent in the preceding period of 12

years. On this basis, the report found that there will be a deficit of 650 billion

dollars. That does not take into account the results of the deterioration in the

capital market.

Banks themselves in many instances may be hard put to raise equity capital for their

own use; those that can't - just like other businesses - may be forced to merge,

retrench, or disappear. Econanic power may increasingly be concentrated - as it is
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in Europe and Japan - in a decreasing number of big, money center banks. And if

the security industries distribution system is so enfeebled that it can no longer

raise capital efficiently for major corporations, of capital raising for emerging

businesses, the big banks may again become, as they were before the Glass-Steagall

Act, the major underwriters of corporate securities.

The market's weakness is due primarily to the soaring rise in interest rates. The

enormous yield available on debt instruments make it extraordinarily difficult for

equities to catch the investor's eye.

While the short term rates have came down significantly, an almost equally impressive

majority of analysts think long term rates will stay within close range of the'highs

which were so distressing last year. The reasons are quite simple! Inflation con-

tinues to provide a base on top. of which the interest rate structure is built. As

long as inflation stays above 5%, there is precious little prospect of rates on good

quality debt instruments dropping much below 9%. It should also be remembered that

when we talk today of the prime rate at somewhere under 7% that this is the rate

charged to the bank's best corporate customers. The small businessman, when he goes

to the bank, must pay three, four, or even five points above the prime rate to get

short term debt.

With this severe capital shortage, what are soe of the feasible courses to follow?

For the government, there is one, if it is genuinely interested in curbing inflation,

There will have to be a reordering of our national priorities. Inflation cannot be

nickeled and died to death.

B4-397 0 - 75 - 15
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Actually, the choice may not be one of eliminating inflation but curbing it and

learning to live with a high rate of inflation (even with the needed establishment

of a national budget priority) or a financial crisis, followed by a deep depression

if the cash drought is not eased. For the national,,adinistration to await develop-

ments before determining its policy on money supply until after the fact is not to

delay the inevitable, but to invite it. Economics, like nature, abhors a vacuum and
fills it quickly.

For the small businessman one of the areas should be the reordering of tax legislation,

not on a piecemeal basis, but on a scale which will have an inrpact on the operation of

the business and the investment in more capital goods to increase productivity and

profits. It is necessary to give the private investor an incentive to return to

the market. Such an incentive might be a restructuring of the capital gains tax.

Another way would be to increase the deductibility of capital losses and to reduce

the liability on- capital gains which are truly long term. Another area for tax

reform might be the institution of ways by which it would be attractive for corpora-

tions to provide venture capital to new ventures. Additional incentives for capital

improvement and depreciation allowances should be reviewed.

But in all these areas it is necessary to understand the impact of tax legislation on

the national economy and the national revenue needs. To approach taxation on a

piecemeal basis is not to be totally effective or to respond in a meaningful fashion

to the needs of sall business or the country as a whole.

We strongly urge that the Senate institute a long range tax study to determine how it

might be possible to utilize the tax laws and to understand the impact of tax legisla-

tion not only upon national revenues, but upon the operations of the snall business
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in such a way as to make certain that having made an IMput at one end, reform are

not self-defeating at another.

The Wharton Entrepreneurial Center, which is part 6f the Wharton School of the

University of Pennsylvania, is concerned and was established to assist in develop-

'.Wp ing greater productivity and greater profitability for sall business and all

business in the United States. If we can be of assistance in this regard, we hope

that the Oxittee will utilize our services.
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Dr. SHmLS. I might say it is a privilege to be here. We know theImportant work that your committee and your subcommittees are
do . It is not the first time that I individually have been involved
with the Senate Small Business Committee. In the middle 1950's, the
Senate committee asked me to make a study of State development
credit corporations which were then emerging under the New England
model and to compare-what their services, requirements, and regula-
tions were vis-a-vs the Small Business Administration.

S As a result of my report to the then-Senate committee, a great many
changes in the way the SBA related to ultimately SBIC's and working
with the State development corporations. Our entrepreneurial center
at the Wharton School is very much involved with stimulating the
development of small business and aiding small business. We have an
interdisciplinary staff of faculty, most of whom, like me and Dr.
Zucker, have had experience on the outside with small business. For
example for the last U5 years I have served continuously as the Secre-
tary of tle Knitted Outerwear Manufacturers Association in Pennsyl-
vania, a group of 60 knitting mills; also as the Secretary of the Dental
Manufacturers of America, a group of 40 small firms manufacturing
dental products; and also the Dental Dealers of America, a group of
100 dental supply houses.

Dr. Zucker, before he came to the university was the president of
the Southeastern Pennsylvania Economic Deveiopment Corp., a type
of quasi-public organization which lent money to small business and
helped generate many of the payrolls today in Philadelphia in the
apparel and metalwork industries, which have helped keep Philadel-
phia going despite the flight of manufacturing from our city. $p, I
might say, we are very practical in our role. For example, both our
graduate students and our faculty are working with niinority busi-
nesses in the Philadelphia area and eastern Pennsylvania, and have
taken on a role of training clients for the Small Business
Administration.

We are likewise acting as an outpatient clinic for many of the small
and medium-sized businesses in America, and yet we also recognize
that large business is important too, because we are concerned with
what we might call productivity problems in America, inflation, rising
unit costs, and the difficulty to compete with other nations of the
world.

Now, the emphasis on productivity and costs was borne out in my
mind just recently. I interrupted a stay in Cincinnati, where I was a
member of an international symposium on entrepreneurship and
enterprise development, which began Sunday night in Cincinnati,
and l go on until the end of the week. Now, we had 330 delegates
intrested in small business coming from 46 nations of the world, so
that actually I was sitting next to delegates from Sweden, Iran,
West Africa, Switzerland, the Philippines, Nicaragua, West Australia
many western nations but many, many small nations and nations of
the so-called third world. All of them are interested in just what we are
interested in and have the same problems of capital allocation pro-
ductivity, inefficiency and concern on the part of their governments
and their chambers of commerce.

One of the things that I think you will be interested in was some-
thing that came to me at a session yesterday, which is not in my
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written paper, but which I would like to add to my testimony. That
is the fact that we are now beginning to look at the impact of small
business on employment, on payroll and on the health of society from
a regional point of view, and we ?d, based upon the record, that
those regional areas which have benefited the most by capital stimu-
lation have been those to which there have been a heterogeneous type
of industry developed. Many small business coming h ye eon
much more effective in stabilizing communities than a so-called large
company, one-industry community.

We really need to stimulate individuals. We not only need the
financial incentives, which were very well pointed out here, but we
also need the psychological incentives and the motivations which come
with seeing the credibility of success. It is a lot easier for us to generate
payroll by seeing a small business that becomes successful through the

elp of the community and the help of our National Government, and
through good training and availability of capital; because this is
replicated many times in the community. The feeling is if they can do
it, we can do it. But, that is not so true when one large business comes
into a community.

So, more and more talk is for us to really create balance, and I
think this was probably commented on yesterday in your testimony
when you heard from the Texas Industrial Commission; that this
idea of balance is recognized by delegates throughout the world. If
we are going to have communities that are healthy economically and
socially, we have got to have a lot of small business. Furthermore,
small business, for every dollar investment, generates a lot more in the
way of payroll and employment than large business, primarily because
small business starts out in its early stages as being more highly labor
intensive.

Let me say this gentlemen, that public officials, whether they be
local, State, or FeAeral, find by the examples of credibility that once
they have two or three successes in the community in small business
that everyone believes they are showing real concern for the future of
our communities and of our Nation.

Now, as was pointed out earlier, and which you in your own com-
prehensive remarks noted, Senator Benteen, you talked about the
fact that one of our great problems in this country is the fact that
there seems to be some indication that we are falling behind other
nations of the world in sterns of obsolescence , relative obsolescence
of machinery and equipment. I do not mind saying that this is happen-,
ing in great part because of the fact that we do not have the ability
for small business to retain eah4ngs; we do not have the ability to
provide availability of capital; and, as you indicated we also have the
problems of today which-is limited in raising funds through securities,
and so forth. -

Now I have some data which I would like to put on the record in
which i think you would be interested, and the members of your
committee. For example, I can state, and later we can give you the
authority, if you wish, that America's equipment is becombig more
obsolescent, and it is particularly true in those industries which have
high labor intensity, and which are characterized by small business.
One of them the metal working industry, for example, in the United
States, metal fabrication-for example, in th- United States, 67 per-
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cent of our metal working equipment is more than 10 years old. That
is 67 percent. In Germany it is only 35 percent, and in Japan only
30percent, which certainly puts us at a real disadvantage.

Now, you can see why the fact is that in our private sector that our
productivity has declined, I think, 2 percent in the last year. I think
we do not have the kind of productivity record that we had in years
bygone..

Now, in a study that was made a year ago by the New York Stock
SExchange, in looking ahead at our capital needs for the Nation as a

whole--I might say my remarks are more macroeconomic-we have
worked with businesses, we understand their problems, we agreed
with some of the statements that were made before. But, I think on
the record we must look at the macropicture. For example in the
next decade, we would need $4.7 trillion in order to meet the U.S.
capital requirements.

Building a model which would allow a real Orowth in GNP of 3.6
percent a year, and at a hopefully contained inflation rate of 5 per-
cent, and looking at this in constant 1973 dollars, we would require
160 percent of the amount that we spent in the last 12 years; namely,
1962 to 1974. The best estimates that we can get--and I might also
say that we have talked to our own Wharton School econometric
forecast group about these figures-is that if the capital markets do
not deteriorate further, there is going to be a deficit of $650 billion in
the next decade in reaching this capital fulfillment, or about $6.5
billion a year.

This is a rather serious thing to all of our business in America, but
it is catastrophic to small business. Now, can the small business people
go to the banks. The banks have shown that they do not even have
the ability to raise equity capital for themselves, and that too many
of them today are beginning to merge and retrench and disappear.
Ultimately, what we see is the evolution of big money-centered banks,
which are certainly going to be centers of concentration and not
particularly responsive to the needs of our friends in small business.

The stock market, as you said very well, Mr. Chairman, is enfeebled.
They cannot even raise capital efficiency for large corporations as well
as for emerging business, and unless we amend the Glass-Stiegle Act,
we are certainly going to find that there will never be anything in the
nature of underwriters of corporate securities.

Now, we know what has happened with the short-term interest
market. It is becoming reasonable; but nevertheless our best estimates
are that long-term rates are going to remain liig. And, as long. as

", inflation stays above 5 percent, we are going to find money finding
debt instruments which pay 9 percent yields, rather than to provide
the kind of equity capital for financing inventories and waking capital-
for financing the kiid of capital needs that we need.
- Despite the fact that the interest market and the prime rate has
fallen to about 7 percent, we know from our clients that small business
has to pay 4 and 5 points more than 7 percent if they go to the bank
for money; that is, if they are lucky enough to get a loan at all because
there is a tremendous amount of selectivity. Many banks do not want
any more new business of this sort.

What can we do? Congress is doing its best, I know, to consider
problems of reordering national priorities to curb inflation. That will
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certainly be a help to small business. We no longer can nickel and
dime it to death; and if. we cannot curb it altogether, however, we
have to learn to live with it.

In a cash drought, which at present we find in our recession, living
with it is pretty tough. Economics, of course, like nature, abhors a

vacuum, so something has to be done. It seems to me that some of the
comments that have been made by the Senators here today make me

~ feel that something will be done.
In general, our feeling is that tax legislation ought to be reordered

for small businessmen. But it ought to be done in a total fabric, not
by constant amendments of small pieces of business; for it to be done
on a scale that will have impact on the operations of our small busi-
nesses it should be done in such a way that there will be investment

in more capital goods and with the opportunity to not only generate
Profits, but to retain it.

We also need to get the private investor somehow, to give him
incentive to return to the market. This, of course, could leadto such

a result, by perhaps a possible restructuring of the capital qains tax.
Also, we might bring up the thought that there could be an increased

deductibility in terms of capital losses, and perhaps on capital gains
which are truly long-term, there perhaps ought to be a reduced
liability. We have to make it attractive; institute ways and means to

make corporations with capital to provide venture capital for new
businesses; because, the truth of the matter is that the only money
that is available today in many cases is in those large corporations
that have been able to fund their operations.

Now, my own caveat is this. Again, let us not approach it on a

piecemeal basis. We have to have the entire fabric of the impact of a
program on small business and on operations, and actually we would
urge you to institute a long-range tax study to determine how it is

possible to use the tax laws to understand not only the impact of tax

legislation on national revenues, but also on the operations of small
business, and so that these reforms will have a continuous input at one

end and are not self-defeatin at the other end.
We at the Wharton Schoof at the present time, perhaps, are only

hel ful in identifying some of the questions; but we do stand ready
and available to do the kinds of helpful research which perhaps we

could do if you were interested in calling on our universit
I would like to introduce Dr. Zucker and ask him if Le has any

comments.
Senator BENTSEN. Dr. Zucker?
Dr. ZUCKR. Senators I want to maintain this material at the

macrolevel, as Dr. Shils 6as. We have talked with a number of busi-

nessmen in the area and from our own analysis of the problems we

would not want to come here with a series of recommendations, but

merely to outline some of the major areas that we think are rather

endemic to the situation.
Dr. Shils has pointed out some of them. I would merely like to

highlight some others with respect to financing to high capital costs,

and then in the retailing field which, by the way, has notbeen men-

tioned since this also is a very important area in the whole field of

small business.
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Just briefly, our group would like to suggest that in a period of
tight economic activity the ability of small businesses to obtain
financing is indeed very limited. Now, there has been some suggestion
that there ought to be some sort of a dual level for prime rates--one
for small business, and one for large business. Quite frankly, we are
not sure that this would indeed be an efficient use of our money market.
It might indeed interfere with the operation of the money supply.
However, it ought to be looked into and to find out what the economic
effect would be. We feel, for example, as Dr. Shils has pointed out,
that since the banks are not in a position or willing to make loans
to small and therefore sometimes more risky ventures, that some of
these institutions are unwilling to do so because they feel that their
bad debt ratios would be increased considerably.

Therefore, it might well be something this committee might look
into, to find out whether there should be some kind of provision for
increasing the bad debt allowance for lending institutions; perhaps
also for longer carrybacks and carryforwards, so as to provide addi-
tional incentive for lending institutions to make these kinds of loans.

In terms of the small business itself I think that there should be,
because small businesses are so affected by the economic yo-yo effect,
they are in troughs and peaks, that there should be some better
way of the loss carrybacks and the carryforwards. There should be
a more comprehensive analysis given to the depreciation provisions
which this committee and the chairman has looked into, and also
perhaps greater incentives for the investment tax credit than even
now has been given by this Congress and by the Administration.

When we come to the problem of high capital costs, the question
is whether it is possible to have some sort of subsidy to be given for
capital by the Federal Government to provide additional capital for
both working and for investment by small business. We are not sure
whether this would even be a desirable thing in the long run; but cer-
tainly in the short run it would be of great advantage to the small
business.

There should be, we believe, -some change in the tax structure
which would enable the firms to hold on to their capital because at
the rates they are being taxed now, there is no chance for a small
business to retain that capital and to generate that kind of capital
from within their own firms.

There are a number of other possibilities which will be presented to
your committee~ but last, I would merely like to mention the problem
of the retailer. he is one who is also one of the major backbones of
small business, and some effort or study should be given to the pos-
sibility of averaging incomes in some fashion in order to provide
saain for the peaks and valleys which are there. The whole problem
of LIFO and the effect of that upon the retention of their capital is
indeed another item which is important.

With these brief comments, I would like to conclude.
Senator BENTSIN. Thank you very much, gentleman.
Let me ask this question; I know we have had some help from the

Wharton School on a number of economic problems but what specifi-
cally is the university y doing on studies that would be of assistance to
the Congress in writing small business provisions for inclusion in the
forthcoming tax legislation?
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Dr. SmLS. Well, I can think of one which we are involved with today
in which an interdisciplinary'faculty of the Wharton School and the
Architecture School and city planning were working on a project of
writing about six position papers for the Urban Land Institute on the
genera subject of community development in the United States.

And you know that community development in the United States
which has to do with industrial development, commercial development,
housing, and whatnot; the byproduct is an awful lot of employment
on the part of construction workers throughout the United States.

We have a serious problem today of havig many small builders who
have gone by the boards because of the high cost of capital and be-
cause of other relative problems. But in our position papers for ex-
ample, we are studying the Impact of energy, regulation, Aemand,
labor, and these position papers, about a month ago we presented them
before several hundred delegates to the Urban Land Institute meetings
in Chicago. They represent mostly, I would say, small business people
from every part of the country. And they were encouraged by the fact
that out of this particular piece of research we may come up with a
program that identifies the problems in terms of hopefully securing a
balance between private enterprise, and community development, and
public confidence, and support.

And if we look ahead, for example, to the next decade and see how
many houses that we are short and where the employment has been
over the years in the construction industries and' the stabilizing of
communities and the philosophy of what kind of community we should
have, we see that here, in effect, is a study of small business that has
fantastic impact on the health of our entire United States.

So that this is a typical kind of study that we are doing right now and
hopefully this will lead to recommendations to Congress vis-a-vis the
role of the private entrepreneur in development and the Government.

Now, there are others that we are doing but I thought this might be
a typical kind of thing. In fact, when we leave here we are continuing
over to the Urban Land Institute to talk about our progress on this
report.

Incidentally, Mr. Chairman, I thought you might like to have a
copy of this program where the 46 nations attended at Cincinnati
and the subjects that they are interested in and cognizant of, just in
line with what you are doing. I am going to leave it with you, if I may.

Senator BENTssx. I would be delighted, Dr. Shils, and I appreciate
that.

I certainly agree with you that we ought not to just piecemeal this
tax legislation. We ought to look at it more in total and try to develop
something which would bring about savings incentive on savings,
and not a penalty on savings as I think we have in the present tax
structure.

Senator Curtis?
Senator CURTIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I was interested in what you said about two rates of interest,

one for larger concerns and one for smaller ones. Would you elaborate
on that as to how you would bring it about?

Dr. iUCKER. Well, there have been a number of suggestions, some
suggestions have been that there be a subsidy of the prime rate so that
the prime rate, which as you know is that rate which is charged the
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bank's best customers, is at one level and as Dr. Shils has pointed out
for small businesses it is anywhere from three to fve points higher.
Now that three or five points higher might be subsidized or it hasbeen
suggested that it be subsidized by the Federal Government in some
way.

And what I am saying, and what we are saying is that we are not
even sure that that is even a good thing because that puts into the
structure of our capital needs a disfunction which very well might
be a long-range effect and then, from then on, you have this strange
dichotomy between what a small business pays and what a large
business pays rather than allowing the capital market to operate as
it is.

'Perhaps a better way would be to have some sort of a reinstitution
of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation which might, we say,
give more help to the small businesses where the RFC at that time
was more interested in the large businesses.

Senator CURTIS. Now, if you use an RFC vehicle they would have
to make all of the loans to the small business in order to make the
proposal effective would they not?

Dr. ZucxB. That is iight, sir.
Senator CuRTIs. And if you followed the subsidy route you would

have to pay a subsidy to all lenders? I
Dr. ZUcxR. That is right and that is why we are saying that we

are not even sure, but this has been suggested by a number of econo.
mists. It has been suggested by people both in and out of Government.

Senator CURTIS. Do not those people realize if you pay subsidy
out of a general fund it increases the deficit,_ makes it that much
more impossible to get any tax revision? We need tax reform primarily-
to relieve injustice and primarily to spark our economy. So any worth-
while tax reform means a lessening of the revenue.

Now, if you go on with proposals to increase the expenditures and
increase the debt, you are just throwing more roadblocks into any
effort for tax reform. Frankly, I am very much disturbed about tax
reform because of the abuse of the term. I turned on my television
during the last presidential campaign before the nominating conven-
tions and I heard audiences told, we need tax reform there are great
numbers of people that are not paying anything. Te Congress has
created so many loopholes that they are not paying anything, you are
pag too much, we need tax reform.

Well now, that notion that you can find money someplace else from
someone that is not paying anything and lower everybody's taxes
and still have money to run on is a very false doctrine. The- last few
so-called tax reform bills that we have had have not done anything
for business. They have taken the load off of individuals of several
billions of dollars and put it on business.

Now, I am for genuine tax reform, but I think there has to be an
understanding of what it is. You have got to grant some relief to have
genuine tax reform and the last two or three so-called tax reform bills
we have had in here have left private enterprise and small business
worse off than before the bills were enacted.

I would like to ask you, in reference to attracting venture capital
if we could do something to eliminate the double taxation of dividends?
Would this be an incentive, in your opinion, for attracting equity
capital?
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Dr. Snmvs. Very much so, Senator Curtis.
Senator CURTIs. Do you have any idea as to how the best way is

to make a start on that?
Dr. SHILs. No, I do not think I could answer that here today. I amnot really prepared to speak to this type of pecic, bUtrI ee with

you, I do m general but it certainly is worthy of real consideration.
Senator CURTIS. i think it is of utmost importance but I think that

€ it is very doubtful for the moment, disregarding the deficit, I think
it is very doubtful if you can get any such proposal through the House
and the Senate at this time.

The economic thinking is of a different philosophy. But it would be
my hope that if we coul not afford to exclude all double taxation that
at least, we could do something in that direction and make it
progressive.

Here is another question I would like to ask. If the larger companies
were able to raise equity capital in an easier manner would this take
some of the pressure off of smaller firms in the debt market?

Dr. SHILs. The answer is yes.
Senator CURTIS. Keeping m mind that any real relief means lessen-

ing of revenue, what would you put down as the most practical and
the best and easiest way of assisting small business in the tax field?
What would you start with?

Dr. SHILs. Without getting into a specific measure, I would say
that the purpose of whatever you would do would be to create the
opportunity for retained earnings. In other words, when I look at
small business and I look at a continuum in which maybe it is going on
a second third, fourth, fifth stage of enlargement and expansion and
it is in te early stages that they can somehow hold onto the money
that they have raised themselves and use it and save it and cherish it.
I think that is the important thing.

Senator CURTIs. To be able to reinvest the funds on their own?
Dr. SaILS. That is right.
Senator CURTIS. In the long run, that should increase their revenue?
Dr. SHILS. It will. It is going to generate companies that would

be more successful and more perpetual and provide the kind of-well,
I think you are really interested not only in the survival of the busi-
ness itself into perpetuity but what it can do for social stability in
the community represented by the business.

Senator CURTIS. Now, at the present time, individuals do have a
method that they can average their income for tax purposes. Is it not
true that that is available to individuals who are owners of a cor-
poration that avails itself of subchapter S treatment?

Dr. SHILS. I am not familiar with that particular revenue law.
Senator CURTIS. I think it is.
Dr. ZueKER. That is true but subchapter 8 has certain disadvantages

with respect to size and with respect to the kinds of industries in which
the can be involved.

Senator CURTIS. Yes, and we very definitely need some simplifica-
tion; it is sort of a trap that people think that they have certain
benefits, and they find that they have not made it by a certain elec-
tion, by a certain time, and Congress must do something with that.

But when you suggested averaging the income, you meant for
small corporations?

Dr. ZucKER. Exactly, sir.
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Senator CunTis. In other words, do something for them like is
being done for an individual now?

Dr. ZUoKim. Exactly, sir. Now please understand, Senator Curtis,
I hope that you would also, in the coming weeks and months, give some
special attention to the estate tax. The estate tax has not been re-
vised for many, many years.

Small businesses and farms, it is very true in the farm and ranch
country, the burden of the estate tax is so great that the business or

< the farm has to be sold and too often there are no individuals to buy
it. It is purchased by a larger concern.

I happen to think we need large businesses as well as small businesses,
but I do not think the Government should follow a policy to deliber-
ately encourage the ending of small businesses and sale to larger con-
cerns, because that moves in the wrong direction. It moves toward
monopoly and less competition.

Have you any recommendations in reference to the estate tax?
Dr. SiLs, I agree with your general thought and I would like to

support a study that would indicate what the impact would be.
Senator CuRTis. Well, I think if we had the votes we do not need

a study because it is quite evident that there are people all around us
and even small communities where widows and everybody else are
having to sell out in order to pay the estate tax.

Dr. SHILS. Senator, we just completed a study for the Young
Presidents Organization of 20 companies that were small companies
that were acquired by larger companies and we are trying to ffid out
what the reasons were for wanting to sell.

And then, of course, we examined what their postacquisition
satisfactions were vis-a-vis their expectancies. And many of the firms,
because of the inability to survive that estate tax situation, were
actually acquired and sold in our study. We actually did find them
firm by firm.

Senator CURTIS. In reference to a different problem, do you think
that the first few years of a new business are the toughest ones for
it usually?

Dr. SM.LS. Well, it is a different kind of toughness. In the first few
years you have the problem of survival which in part is entrepreneurial,
in other words, it is the ability to preserve cash and get cash. But the
next few years, you have the problems of management where theentrepreneur must actually organize his program and delegate as he
begins tofind his growth requiing it all.

But it is the first few years, when you are just about ready to move
from stageone to stage two where you really need the capital to do
what you want, it is either that or go down.

Senator CuRTIs. Well, we have many witnesses to hear. Just one
more brief question, I hope you -can make your answer brief. It has
been suggested that for the first, say, 3 years in the operation of acompany, they be given an unlimited carry forward of net operating
loss in order for them to have a greater chance to recoup that expense
that it takes to initiate a new business and to acquaint the public with
the products and to have the shakedown run on their processes and
so on. Do you favor such a thing?

Dr. SmiLs. I would favor that. That would help tremendously
provided it was part of a total picture situation rather than just a
piece of this a piece of that. That should be part of the total picture.
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Senator CuRTis. I disagree with you a littlU bit. I think if we wait
for a massive tax reform bill that it will be a heyday for everybody and
that business will come out worse. I think we should take some of these
items and drive them through.

Dr. SMLS. Well a little good is helpful and needed.
Senator CuRnTs. Thank you very much.
Senator BENTSEN. Thank you, gentlemen, thank you for your

testimony.
For our next witnesses we have a panel of presidents of the four

major regional small business organizations, Mr. Oliver Ward, Mr.
John Hannon, Mr. Edward Richard, Mr. Bruno Mauer, if you gentle-
men would come forward, please.

Gentlemen, I understand we have changes in some of the names of
the witnesses. If you would each identify yourself for the record please.

Mr. MAu R. Bruno Mauer, president of the Independent Business
Association of Wisconsin.

Mr. McDONALD. I am Charles McDonald. I am chairman of the
Federal Legislative Committee of COSE and I am sitting in for Ed
Richard, who will present his testimony tomorrow.

Mr. MURRAY. I am Ralph Murray. I am the vice president of the
Smaller Manufacturers Council, and I am sitting in for Jack Hannon.

Mr. PENDEROAST. I am Edward Pendergast a CPA and a tax
specialist, and I am past president of the Smaller business Association
of New England.

Senator BENTSEN. Where are you from, sir?
Mr. PENDERGAST. Boston.
Mr. WARD. I am Oliver Ward, president of the Sm.ller Business

Association of New England.
Senator BENTSEN. If you would proceed, Mr. Mauer.
And, gentlemen, if you would summarize your statements, please.
Mr. WARD. We are going to start on this end. .
Mr. MAUER. If we may,-Mr. Chairman- he is going to introduce

the subject material, if that would be all right with you
Senator BENTSEN. That is all right.

STATEMENT OF OLIVER 0. WARD, PRESIDENT, SMALLER BUSINESS
ASSOCIATION OF NEW ENGLAND

Mr. WARD. I am Oliver Ward, president of the Smaller Business As-
sociation of New England. $

First, we would like to express our appreciation for everything that
you have done, in terms of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975. We strongly
believe that we would not have seen that in the form that it was if it
had not been for you refforts. The administration originally proposed a
program that would have given 75 percent of the tax relief to the 5,000.
largest corporations in Ainerica, and after it succeeded in coming
through Congress, those benefits were spread over all profitable corpo-
rations in the country,. and for this -we are exceedingly grateful.

We are here testifying as a panel from four regional associations,
SBA, the Independent Business Association of Wisconsin the Council
of Smaller Enterprises in Cleveland, and the Smaller Manufacturers -
Council of Pittsburgh. What do we have in common? We are highly
participative organizations. We are dedicated to helping the small
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businessman bea better businessman. For example, at SBANE during
the course of the last year we brought twelve 1-day seminars on pro-
grams as diverse as cashflow, financial principles for the nonfinancial
executive, the art of professional selling-, in audition to which we run
two 3-day live-in seminars one at the Harvard Business School, one
at the Business School at Dartmouth.

We are a grassroots political movement. We seek recognition, and
we are working together in an effort to educate the Congress as to the
needs of small business. We represent small- and medium-sized busi-
ness. I think, all too often that it is not recognized that there is
a medium-sized business. That is more often recognized in the coun-
tries in Europe, particularly in France, Belgium, and Germany, that
there is this sector of the economy. •

Medium-sized business is typically from 20 to several hundred em-
ployees, and to a large extent this is the economic backbone of the
country. This is the area where competition is the greatest. This is
where lower prices are brought forward, higher quality.

We are concerned about the declining share of small business in
America not so much from a personal point of view, for those of us
who are in it, but from the point of view of those who are not in it yet,
the new business formations. In 1961, one out of every four people in
this country worked for either the Government or big business. That
number is now raised to one out of three. We do not tink this is
healthy for the country. The economics of scale are overrrated, and
the opportunities for abuse are manifest.

In Senator Church's Committee on Multinational Corporations, we
are seeing activities that are truly frightening being carried on by some
of the larger corporations.

Independent and small business, due to its nature of being small,
fragmented, and diverse, does not accumulate such power. This is an
advantage for the country in man instances. Unfortunately, these
same characteristics are disadvantageous politically for small business.

We are concerned today with the topic of capital formation. As
Assistant Secretary Frederic Hickman, as he testified before this
committee several months ago, pointed out what we are concerned
about is the difference of whether a man wil o to Jamaica or invest
his money in American business. With the Jovernment in the next
year pulling out the enormous amount of money that it will be to
finance the deficit, it does not leave very much to go around. There
will be tremendous competition for that remaining money in the money
market.

j Small business typically has an enormous difficulty in raising money
Through debt. Last year, we saw most small businesses paying prime
plus three or four points, which meant in effect, a 15- to 16-percent
interest rate. It is virtually impossible today to raise equity money.
Last year, there were eight Reg A's, offerings of under $500,000.

Venture capital is scarce. There is no venture capital for startups.
There is a high degree of selectivity. When a deal is -inally made, usu-
ally the venture capitalist winds up with a deal that involves greed
beyond dreams of avarice, in terms of the percentage of the company
he takes for his investment.

The particular topic that I would concern myself today with is
long-term capital gains. This has been touched on earlier this morning.
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Let us take a man who made an investment in 1940 of $50,000. Over
the last 35 years, there is blood, sweat, toil, and tears, and an enormous
amount of luck and success, and the investment is now worth $300,000.
He is taxed on a gain, if he sells that business, of $250,000. If he lives
in Massachusetts, on the first $50,000, he pays an effective tax rate of
34 percent, and on the amount over $50,000, of 44 percent. He pays
on his $250,000, in effect, a tax of $140,000.

Let me go back on that. On the gain of $250,000, he is taxed on the
first $50,000 at 34 percent and 44 percent on the balance of $200,000,
for a total of $105,000.

Senator BENTEN. Have you put your preference tax in there too?
Mr. WARD. That is why the balance over the $50,000-he then, in

effect, gets back, for his investment, $195,000. If you take the whole-
sale price index between 1940 and the present, it has gone up 429
percent; in effect, he needs to get back $200,000 to have his original
buying power back. He, in fact, has been taxed, on a nonactual gain,
in terms of buying power.

We suggest one of two solutions to it-either indexing the base
where, in effect, each year-for example, last year, the inflation rate
in the country was 11.8 percent--in effect the base would be'indexed
by this amount. If his base were $50,000 last year, his base would go
up by the 11.8 percent, so that he would not be taxed on that inflation
factor. It would be not until he came to a real gain that he would pay
the tax.

The second alternative we suggest is to change the capital gains
structure to recognize that a longer held investment should be taxed
at a lower rate. We have suggested in our presentation to Congress
2 weeks ago that the base period be raised from 6 months to a year;
that between 1 year and 5 years, the tax rate be 35 percent; between
5 and 10 years, it be 25 percent; and that after 10 years, it be 12.5
percent. This actually has a benefit to Treasury of a probable pickup
because an enormous number of investments now are locked in, and
have been held for a long period of time. They will get hit with this
preference tax; they will pay the higher rate; they are waiting basically
for death and a new basis. As a practical matter an enormous number
of investments that have been held for years will be freed up and as a
result, Treasury will, in the near years, pick up.

I would now like to pass it over to Mr. Pendergast, who will talk
about the surtax exemption.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Ward follows:]
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OLIVER 0. WARD, PRESIDElT
GERMANIUM POWER DEVICES CORPORATION

ANDOVER, MASSACHUSETTS

AND PRESIDENT OF THE

SMALLER BUSINESS ASSOCIATION OF NEW ENGLAND, INC.
69 HICKORY DRIVE

WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

HEARING

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
SUB-CO"HITTE ON FINANCIAL MARKETS

AND
SELECT COHMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS

UNITED STATES SENATE

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 18, 1975

Messrs. Chairmen and Members of the Comittee:

First, we of the Smaller Business Association of New England, the Smaller

Manufacturers Council of Pittsburgh, the Council of Smaller Enterprises of

Cleveland, and the Independent Business Association of Wisconsin, would like

to express our appreciation for your efforts on our behalf with reference to

the Tax Reduction Act of 1975. We are convinced that without your help, we

would not have seen that Act in the form we did.

Whereas the Administration's proposal would have given 75% of the corporate

tax relief to the 5,000 largest corporations, namely those with income over

$1 ,-000,000, the act actually spread the relief over all corporations which pay

federal taxes this year. For this we are exceedingly grateful to you.

Today we are here testifying as a panel.
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What are the four regional organizations? We are highly participative.

We are dedicated to helping mall businesses be better businessmen, We are very

active, towerdi that goal, in educational programs. During the course of the

year, SBANE alone offers twelve one-day programs on such diverse topics as Cash

Flow, Fundamentals of Accounting for the Non-Financial Executive, and the Art of

Professional Selling. We offer two "live-in" seminars, one for three days at

the Harvard Business School and one for five days at the Amos Tuck School for

Business Administration at Dartmouth covering the basic disciplines of Marketing

Strategy, General Management, Finance and Human Behavior, all critical in the

running of a mall business.

We are a coalition, a grassroots political movement seeking recognition

of the unique problems of small business. We are working together to educate

Congress as to these needs.

We represent mall and medium-sized- business. We wish to stress the concept

of medium sized with reference to the small business community, those corporations

with twenty or so employees to five hundred employees, the economic backbone of

our economy, We note that most European countries, notably France, Germany and

Belgium use the term mall and medium-sized business. We feel that all too

often only the largest and mallest businesses Set attention from our government.

It is from this medium-sized category of business that-flows the intense

competition, lower prices and higher quality, all essential to an efficient

economy.

We are concerned by the declining share of business done by those other than

the largest corporations. Whereas one employee in four in 1960 worked for either

big business or the government, by 1975 that had reached one out of three. We

do not view this as healthy for the country. We who are already in mall business

are not threatened as such. From the point of view of the country and the

54-397 0 - 75 - 16
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economy, we are concerned with the lack of new business formationa. 'If small

business, through a variety of machinations is not encouraged, the natural

attrition of established mall businesses, coupled vith the proclivity of govern-

< meant and large business to grow, will cause mall and medium-sized business to

constitute a continuing declining share of employment.

The economics of scale are over-rated.

The opportunities for abuse are manifest.

Senator Church's Sub-Committee on Multinational Corporations of the Committee

on Foreign Relations are producing disclosures of truly frightening activity.

Small and medium-sized,independent business due to its nature of botnit small,

fragmented, and diverse does not accumulate such power. These very characteristics

are both advantageous for the country and disadvantageous to small business in

the political process where it comes to making small business' views known.

We are addressing ourselves today in particular to the capital formation

issue. Assistant Secretary Frederic Hickan recently put it well when he said

we must affect the decision made by anyone who ts able to save as to whether

he invests in the future growth of America or goes to Jamaica on holiday.

What affects that decision? Ultimately, that decision will be made on how

attractive it, is to-be in a business or invest in a business, large or small.

With the govern ment about to pull huge amounts of money out of the marketplace

to finance its deficit, interest rates will surely rise again. This will make

for tough competition for what money ts left. Large business, generally able

. to pass on its costs, Including high interest, to the consumer, tends to be

concerned more with availability than cost. Small business which frequently

has its prices determined by market conditions rather then costs must absorb

such increases. Last year interest rates for mall business (usually at prime

and 3 or so points) was paying effective rates of 15-16%. That is, if it could

get money at all.
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Equity through public markets is all but dead. Last year there were only

eight Regulation A (under $500,000) offerings.

Venture capital is virtually unavailable, SBIC'a and traditional venture

< capital sources will, in general, not finance start-ups. The latter are highly-

selective and where a deal is finally struck, take a portion of the company with

greed beyond the proverbial dream of avarice.

One of the key areas affecting the attractiveness of investment is the

tax treatment of long term capital gains.

Por-purposes of example, let us take a man who made a $50,000 investment

in a mall business in 1940. Let us assume that with blood, sweat, toil and

tears, and a certain degree of success, that business is now worth $300,000.

Wen he sells that business he is taxed on $250,000 gain and that tax, at least

in Massachusetts, is 347. on the first $50,000 in gain and ". on the balance

of $200,000, for a total state and federal tax of $105,000. That leaves him

with $195,000 net out of the $300,000. In fact, to equalize the buying power

of $50,000 in 1940, in 1975, he would need over $200,000 (consumer price index

up 429% 1938-1975). So we find that at the same time our friend has been taxed

$105,000 by his government's inflation, largely caused by the policies of these

same governments, has actually reduced his purchasing power in spite of his

apparent success. This does not seem fair to us.

We advocate indexing the investment which would have the effect of protect-

tig the purchasing power of his Investment. If indexation were in effect, our

friend, would have paid a tax on the difference between the $200,000, which would

have been his base of $50,000 indexed to $200,000, and $300,000 the selling price.

-# This would have yielded a tax of $39,000 which, under the circumstances, seams

fairer.
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As' an alternative, we advocate changing the lon term Capitol gains rate.

We suggest extending the minimum holding period to one year.. For one to five

years we suggest a tax rate of 35%1 5-10 years, 25%1 and over 10 years 12V.,

This would have the effect of scmewht ineaatly-#djusting for Inflation;

It would also encourage tong term productive investments. Also, with an eye

to prospective eventual Treasury loss, we feel that it would be reasonable to

limit such lower long term capital gains rates.

Either would benefit the prospects for investment in the "Jamaica or

investment" decision made thousands of times each day all over America.

As to the consequences to Treasury, both would probably involve a net

advantage over the next several years since many investors are now waiting

for death and a now basis because of the present inequitable and not very

sensible method of taxing long held investments. This freeing up would,

according to most estimates, bring a net increase in revenue to the Treasury.

Thank you for the opportunity of presenting our views today.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD H. PENDERGAST, PAST PRESIDENT,
SMALLER BUSINESS ASSOCIATION OR NEW ENGLAND

Mr. PENDERGAST. Mr. Chairman, I would like to have my formal
statement entered into the record.

Senator BENTSEN. It will be done.
'[The prepared statement and attachments of Mr. Pendergast'follow.-)
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Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for this opportunity to discuss with you the tax rate

structure as it affects smaller corporations. The material in this

presentation can be outlined as follows:

1. Methods of Taxation of Business

2. History of Corporate Taxation

3. Small Business and the Surtax Exemption

4. Proposed Corporate Tax Structures

5. The Temporary Increase - the Corporate Surtax Exemption

6. The Future of the Surtax Exemption

Additional information can be supplied upon request.

-1-
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1. METODS OF TAXATION OF BUSINESS

Over the years, various proposals have been made to restructure

the method of taxation of business. As shown on Exhibit C, the vast

m&Jority of businesses are not incorporated and operate as sole pro-

prietors. This income is taxed to the individual directly at his rates.

The estimate of over 9 million proprietorships is deceptive in number.

Over 7 million have receipts of less than $25,000. An additional million

have receipts of less than $50,000.. These businesses are, in many

instances, sidelines to supplement an income. Any tax practitioner can

point to countless small proprietorships where the taxpayer is operating

a very small enterprise on the side that they do not view as a business,

but they must file a tax return as must any business.

An additional 900 thousand firms operate as partnerships, Their

income is taxed substantially the same as proprietorships. Two-thirds

of these have receipts of less than $50,000. Here again it is difficult

to determine how many of these entities are bona-fide businesses.

The third vehicle used for operation cfa business is the corporate

form. Less than 13% of the total entities refered to in Exhibit C are

corporations, but according to 1967 Enterprise Statistics of the Bureau

of Census, these corporations employ 81% of all workers. Over 87% of

business receipts c6mes from corporations as reflected in Exhibit D.

Here is where the action is'

The corporation has been traditionally taxed at the corporate level.

Dividends paid to individual shareholders get taxed a second time, this

time at the recipient's level. To alleviate some of this burden, especially

-2-
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on small business, a special type of tax entitywas established, referred

to as a Sub-chapter S corporation. The taxable income is taxed substan-

tially the same as a partnership. This has proven so complicated that

only one in eighteen corporations operate in this form. Almost 80% of

total business receipts comes from corporations subject to the double

tax applied first to income, then to dividends distributed.

2. HISTORY OF CORPORATE TAXATION

Section 11 of the Internal Revenue Code is the section that relates

to the tax imposed on corporations. It is reproduced as Exhibit B. Its

roots stem from the 1894 Income Tax which levied a 2% tax on corporate

net income. The tax was held to be unconstitutional by the Supreme Court,

primarily for reasons unrelated to the corporate tax.

The next attempt was the 1909 Corporations Tax which was 1% on cor-

porate net income over $5,000. This time the constitutionality was up-

held in Flint vs Stone Tracy Company (220 U.S. 107 (1911)). With the

passage of the Sixteenth Amendment, Congress enacted the 1913 Income Tax

setting corporate taxes at 1% of net income. With the passage of the

Revenue Act of 1918, corporate taxes were up to 12% with a $2,000 exemption.

An excess profits tax was also enacted. There is no intention to cover

here excess profits taxes, credits or other special considerations such

as exemptions for U.S. interest. The rates and exempt amounts fluctuated

so that by 1934 the rate was 13 3/4% and the $2,000 exemption had been

eliminated. The Revenue Act of 1936 imposed a graduated surtax on

undistributed profits but the opposition was so extreme that this was

-3-
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eliminated by 1939. This was the first graduated income tax for corpor-

ations. Exhibit B reflects the changes from that' point. In 1950, the

concept of a normal tax and a surtax was imbedded in tax law. This Was

recognition given by Congress that the smaller corporations had a need

to be taxed at lower rates than more substantial corporations. The

$25,000 exemption from the surtax granted in 1950 would be roughly

$100,000 in 1975 dollars.

3. SMALL BUSINESS AND THE SURTAX EXEMPTION

Small Business which can be defined many ways, is best described

as one with normally less than 500 employees that is not publically held.

Usually these businesses are subject to control by a small number of

people. Small business has traditionally held a role corollary to-apple

pie and hot dogs. Everybody is in favor but no one is excited about

doing too much about them. Small business accounts for 45% of private sector

employment and 43% of the business portion of total Gross National

Product~l) Over 85% of businesses have receipts under $100(000j2) These

businesses can generate capital from very limited sources. Private in-

vestment markets are usually closed to them and borrowings from banks

are very limited. Growth must be financed from retained earnings. This

growth is important to the growth of our economy. The old saying that

"Tall-oaks from little acorns grow." is indeed true. As Senator Sparkman

said when he was Chairman of the Senate Small Business Committee in 1966,

"The importance of small and growing businesses, particularly in the new

technology areas of our economy, continues to be recognized at the highest

-4-
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levels of our government." "Capital is the life blood of developing

small businesses. Higher interest rates ... , and decreased availibility

of money places additional burdens on our small businessmen, making them
(3)

even more dependent on internally generated funds." In 1964, a

Senate Finance Committee report said "Your committee agrees with the

House that it is important to provide a greater rate reduction for small

business because of their importance in maintaining competitive prices

in our economy, and also because of the greater difficulty small businesses

have in finding outside funds to finance their expansion. As a result,

they have traditionally found it necessary to expand largely out of

income remaining after taxes. (4

All of this leads to the logical conclusion that the small businesses

that have the potential to grow into significant factors in'the economy

have some common characteristics:

1. They operate in corporate form.

2. They are not Sub-chapter S corporations.

3. Their main source of capital is internally generated

(i.e. retained earnings).

4. Their growth is important to the growth of the economy.

These statements form the reasoning that has led Congress and Presidents

to bring about legislation that puts the small business in a lower tax

bracket than the large business. (It is not the purpose of this article

to show that many large businesses have access to tax avoidance schemes

bringing their effective tax rates down to, or even lower than, the rate

paid by small business (but see page 15).

-5-
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4. PROPOSED CORPORATE TAX STRUCTURES

The question is how much lower should the rate for small business be

and how should the tax fall? Four basic alternatives have been suggested:

1. No tax for corporations.

2. No tax for very small businesses.

3. A graduated-tax.

4. A two-step tax structure.

The income tax structure of corporations in 1974 was a "normal" tax of

22% of taxable income and a surtax of an additional 26% on taxable income

with an exemption on the first $25,000 of taxable income.

The idea of no tax for business is not a new one, although it may

seem radical to many. If the tax were paid by-the owner of the business,

every entity could then be taxed as proprietorships and partnerships are

now. Many economists have suggested the idea for its simplicity and the

elimination of much of the "tax dodging" that is rampant. The double

tax "disadvantage" is used by many businesses to avoid tax by retaining

earnings disproportionately to the needs of the business. At death the

increase in value largely escapes taxation. Among the supporters of

this theory is Professor Paul R. McDaniel of Boston College Law School. (5)

A total tax exemption for very small businesses or at least a total

tax exemption for an initial period of time has been considered often.

It gets very little support because of the general feeling that all

businesses and people should pay their fair share, whatever that might

be. Most people have felt any waiver of the total tax is not fair.

The graduated tax is a recurring proposal. In Congress, there are

usually a number of proposals for some form of graduated tax. The Bible-

-6-
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Evins Tax Bill has been introduced for the last few years. It has

received much publicity and has had a significant number of co-sponsors

When it was introduced in the Senate on March 6, 1973, as S1098, it

had nineteen Senators as signatories. No action was taken. In its

current form, it was introduced into the House on March 4, 1975, as

H.R. 4145 by Congressman Esch with no co-sponsors. It has been referred

to the House Committee on Ways and Means. The Administration is not

in favor of .the graduated tax as typified by a letter from the President's

chief economic advisor, L. William Seidman, where he says "Furthermore,

the imposition of progressively higher graduated rates on corporate earnings

would probably reduce the ability and incentives for business to invest." (6)

A two-step tax structure separates in effect the large and small

business. It is set up so that the initial exemption from the higher

tax is available to all corporations, large and small. It has the

biggest advantage of all in that is is now law and is easier to work

with because it does not represent a radical change. There are always

a few bills in the Congressional "hopper" suggesting this be increased

to $100,000. In the House, Congressman Archer introduced the bill as

H.R. 2288 on January 29, 1975. It now has 44 co-sponsors. Congressman

Archer is a member of the House Committee on Ways and Means. In the

Senate, a similar bill, S949 was introduced by Senator Tower on March 5,

1975. It had 5 co-sponsors and was referred to the Senate Finance

Committee. (The sponsors included Senators Buckley and Humphrey.)

5. The Temporary Increase in the Corporate Surtax Exemption

- As a part of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, an attempt we made to help

small business. The surtax exemption was increased from $25,000 to $50,000

and the first $25,000 of taxable income is taxed at 20%, a 2% drop. The law

is only for 1975.

-7-
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The President's original proposal on corporate surtax was to reduce

the top tax from 47% to 42%. The effect of this is shown on Exhibits

E and F, The total revenue loss of $4 billion for the President's bill

was supplied by the Administrator. Revenue loss figures for the plans were

extrapolated by the author from the most recent Treasury Department figures

available.

6. THE FUTURE OF THE SURTAX EXEMPTION

Washington has indeed gone a long way toward recognizing Small

Business. The time has come to put that recognition into action, in

the area where Small Business is most thoroughly overlooked: Taxes.

Over the coming months, Congress will be considering broad moves to

reform the nation's tax system. This reexamination of fundamentals is

long overdue, and is particularly timely in view of the current economic

crisis and the emergency steps taken in the Tax Reduction Act of 1975.

As it sutdies and plans, Congress should be sure to include

Small Business. And the way to do that isn't to assume any reform af-

fecting business generally also helps Small Business in particular. If

Small Business is to make its contribution to economic recovery and

future stability, tax reform measures directed specifically at this vital

sector must be considered. The object isn't to grant Small Business

unfair special relief. No one sector of the economy should receive pre-

ference, especially in these difficult times. But distinctions between

Small Business and Big Business do exist, and they require distinctions

in tax reform measures. What works for one sector won't automatically

~, work for V - other. If the aim of tax reform is to help ensure economic

recovery -- which means jobs and capital -- then reform measures must

-8-
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be effective, that is, they must actually help create jobs and capital.

The surtax exemption should be increased to $100,000.

Having made a first step in raising the exemption to $50,000 for

one year# Congress should now complete the job of setting a realistic

and effective cutoff point.

The logic behind the 1950 action establishing the surtax exemption

is unassailable. Small businesses grow almost exclusively through retained

earnings. Equity may get a new corporation off the ground, but that small

company can't continue to rely on investors to meet its capital needs.

While large corporations usually can sell more stock whenever they need

additional capital, it's a fact of life for small businesses that they

can't.

The only alternative for external financing is debt. And small

businesses have fared poorly indeed at the debt counter. Small businesses

traditionally pay the highest interest rates and have the least success

in obtaining loans. Over a two-year period ending November 1974, small

short-term loans (under $100,000) fell almost 50% as a percentage of

total corporate short-term loans. In the long-term debt market, small

loans accounted for less than two cents of every dollar loaned to business.

This occured despite the fact that small businesses of a size most likely

to need such loans account for over half of all corporate sales, and

over half of all corporate employment.

The only avenue to growth for a small business is retained earnings.

And yet small businesses retain less of their earnings than any other

sector. After-tax profits in the fourth quarter of 1973, for example,

were 2.4 cents on the dollar for companies of $1 million assets or less,

3.4 cents for companies up to $5 million in assets -- but 7.9 cents for
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billion dollar corporations. The effective tax rate ranged from 42.8%

to 51.4% for the small companies -- compared with only 28.8% for the
(7)

large corporations.

In other words, the companies that need retained earnings most are

being starved. And that means the job market is being starved too,

. Small businesses are "where it's at"t as far as creating new jobs is

concerned. It's almost axiomatic to say that large corporations grow

by buying machines, while small businesses grow by hiring people.

Consider the period between 1963 and 1967, for example, the most recent

period for which detailed statistics are available. In that period,

the sales of large business spurted 60 %, but their employment fell 9 %.

Sma- business, on the other hand, had a comparatively meager sales

rise of 18 % , but on that, they boosted employment by 62 %18) Hindering

small-business growth by curtailing retained earnings hits the economy

at its weak spot, the job market.

The way to attack this problem is the same today as it was in 1950,

when Congress first acted: permit smaller corporations to retain more

of their earnings, for modernization and jobs. The method Congress chose

25 years ago-was to exempt the first $25,000 of earnings from the full

corporate tax rate.

The problem, of course, is that, like the nickel cigar, $25,000

isn't what it used to be. That amount is simply inadequate as a spur

to growth. Look at the Consumer Price Index, for example. Since 1936,

when the $25,000 cut-off fire was first used, the index has spurted

over 400%. That means the $25,000 of 1936 is equal in effective purchasing

power to over $100,000 today.

-10-
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In other" word S4. the surtax exemption of $25,000O long 'bgo became little

more than a pleasant relief at tax time. It accomplished little in

terms of the surtax exemption's original intent. It was *in recognition

of this fact" that Congress acted early this year to raise the exemption

to $5,000, and to cut the rate on the first half of that to 20%. That

was an impprtant first step. The exemption increase will allow corpor-

ations to retain an additional $1.2 billion of earnings, something on

the order of $6,500 per company. That amount is insignificantt of course,

for a major corporation. But for a small warehousing concern or small

manufacturer, that amount means a needed fork-lift or upgrading of a

production line.

Much more adequate, though, in terms of achieving the exemption's

desired effect, would be to recognize the harsh fact of 400% of inflation

since 1936, and to set the exemption for future years at $100,000. Doing

so would bring tax rates more into line with current realities. Canada,

for example, has already recognized the necessity of a $100,000 exemption.

It began a staged increase from .$35,000 three 'years ago and has now

reached a surtax exemption of $100,000.

Providing such an incentive for growth does mean a near-term

revenue loss for the government, bat that loss is more than repaid over

the long run as more and more companies venture beyond the $25,000 profit

.level made attractive by current law.

-11-
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EXHIBIT A

INTERNAL REVENUE CODE SECTION 11

(Before Amendment by the Tax Reduction Act of 1975)

4 Tax Imposed.

(a) Corporations in General. - A tax is hereby imposed for each

taxable year on the taxable income of every corporation. The tax shall
consist of a normal tax computed under subsection (b) and a surtax com-

puted under subsection (c).

(b) Normal Tax. - The normal tax is equal to the following percent-

age of the taxable income:

(1) 30 percent, in the case of a taxable year beginning before

January 1, 1964, and

(2) 22 percent, in the case of a taxable year beginning after

December 31, 1963.

c) Surtax. - The surtax is equal to the following percentage of

the amount by which the taxable income exceeds the surtax exemption

for the taxable year:

(1) 22 percent, in the case of a taxable year beginning before

January 1, 1964,

(2) 28 percent, in the case of a taxable year beginning after

December 31, 1963t and before January 1, 1965, and

(3) 26 percent, in the case of a taxable year beginning after

December 31, 1964.

d) Surtax Exemptions - For purposes of this subtitle, the surtax

exemption for any taxable year is $25,000, except that with respect to

a corporation to which section 1561 or 1564 (relating to surtax exemptions

in case of certain controlled corporations) applies for the taxable year,

the surtax exemption for the taxable year is the amount determined under

such section.

-13-
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EXHIBIT A

IMERNAL REVENUE CODE SECTION 11

(Continued)

(e) Exceptions. - Subsection (a) shall not apply to a corporation

subject to a tax imposed by -
(1) section 594 (relating to mutual savings banks conducting

life insurance business),

(2) subchapter L (sec. 801 and following, relating to insurance

companies), or

(3) subchapter M (sec. 851 and following, relating to regulated

investment companies and real estate investment trusts).

(f) Foreign Corporations. - In the case of a foreign corporation,

the tax imposed by subsection (a) shall apply only as provided by

section 882.

-14-
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HISTORY OF INCOME TAX ON CORPORATIONS 1936 -1974

4 Revenue
Act

1936

1938

1940

1941

1942

1946

1950

1951

1964

1965

Net Income

First $2,000
Next $13,000
Next $25,000
Remainder

First $5,000
Next $15,000
Next $5,000
Over $25,000

First $5,000
Next $15,000
Next $5,000
Over $25,000

First $5,000
Next $15,000
Next $5,000
Over $25,000

First $25,000
Over $25,000

First $25,000
Over $25,000

First $25,000
Over $25,000

First $25,000
Over $25,000

First $25,000
Over $25,000

First $25,000
Over $25,000

First $25,000
Over $25,000

-15-

1936, 1937

1938, 1939

1940

1941

1942-1945

1946-1949

1950

1951

1952-1963

1964

1965-1974

Rate
(per cent)

8
11 -,
13
15

12h
14
16
19

13h
15

17
24
15
17
19

to 31

15-19
to 40

15-19
to 38

23
42

28 3/4
50 3/4

30
52

22
50

22
48
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EXHIBIT C

NUMBER OF FIRMS BY SIZE OF RECEIPTS AND BUSINESS FORM. 1970

(Thousands)

Size of Business
Receipts

Under 25 thousand

25 to 50 thousand

50 to 100 thousand

100 to 500 thousand

500 thousand to 1 million

1 million to 5 million

Over 5 million

Total

Percent of Total

Partnerships

502

125

120

162

17

9

1
936

7.8%

rtirletorships

7,247

1,006

661

456

23

7

.2

9,400

78.3%

Source: Internal Revenue Service
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A

Subchapter S
Corporations

25

40

97

22

14

.8

257

2.1%

Other
Coriorations

394

146

180

420

119

122

27

1,40S

10.8%

to
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EXHIBIT D

BUSINESS RECEIPTS By SIZE MD BUSINESS FORM, 1970

CMillions of Dollars)

Size of Business
Receipts

Under 25 thousand

25 to 50 thousand

50 to 100 thousand

100 to 500 thousand

500 thousand to 1 million

1 to 5 million

Over S million

Total

Percent of Total

Partnerships

S 3,290

4,361

8,436

32,920

11,545

17,236

12,420

$ 90,209

4.6%

Proprietorships

5 43,830

35,729

46,278

82,624

15,142

11,912

2,211

$ 237,727

12.2%

Subchapter S
Corporations

S 391

876

2,886

22,254

15,480

25,923

8,287

S 76,097

7.9%

Other

S 1,715

3,938

11,160

94,169

79,149

237,444

1,117.213

$1,544,790

79.3%

Source: Internal Revenue Service

-17-
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I MMIT E

SMAM BUSINESS ASSOCATION OF NEW VLAND

'FECTS OF VARIOUS APPROACHES TO R1ETION IN CRPORAE TAX RATES

(February 24, 1975)

Size of Corporations (000's omitted)

# of Corporations (1970)

Average Benefit

Plan I 22% to $50,000, 48% on excess

Plan II 22% to $100,000, 48% on excess
Plan =fl 20% to $50,000, 45% on excess

Plan IV 20% to $100,000, 45% on excess
Plan V 22% to $25,000, 40 on excess

Cost to Treasury (Millions)
Plan I 22% to S50,000, 48% on excess

Plan II 22% to S100,000, 48% on excess

Plan I=l 20% to $50,000, 45% on excess

Plan IV 20% to S00,000, 45% on excess

Plan V 22% to S25,000, 4A n excess

0-25 25-50 50-100 ,100-25 250-1.000 Over- 1,000 Total

584,057 64,339 40,835 .. 26,681

79.5% 8.8% 5.6% 3.6%

None

None

153

153
None

$ 2,700

2,700

3,400

3,400

670

None 194
(23.40)

None 194
(11.4%)

98 241
(3.1%) (7.6)

99 241
(2.6%) (6.3%)
None 43

(1.1%)

$ 6,500

11,450

8,070

12,800

2,850

296
(35.7%)

522

(30.7%)

365
(11.5%)

577
(15.1%)

116
(3.0%)

S 6,500

19,500

10,580

23,080

8,270

204
(24.6%)

581
(34.2%)

310
(9.8%)

680
(17.8%)

221
(5.5%)

13,725

1.9%

$ 6,500 $

19,500

32,060

32,410

30,000

100
(12.0%)

299
(17.6%)

485
(15.3%)

489
(12.8%)

417
(10.3%)

4,806 734,443

.6% 100.0%

6,500

19,500

315,500

328,000

667,500

36
(4.3%)

104
(6.2%)

1,671
(52.7%)

1,734
(45.4%)

3,203
(804%)

w
01.

830
(100.0%)
1,700

(100.0%)
3,170
(100.0%)
3,820

(100.0%)
4,000

(100.0%)

-18-
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Mr. PENDERGAST. I serve as chairman of our tax committee of the
Smaller Business Association of New England, and am a professional
tax counselor. And in SBANE, as we call our association, we have
devoted a significant portion of our effort toward analyzing what role
Federal Government should or should not play vis-a-vis small business.

Senator McIntyre's statement, made earlier today, I think was
most cogent when he says that the first step to help small business is
to inform the Congress of the impact of each piece of legislation. He
was referring particularly to paperwork, and think it generally can
be expanded to the whole effect of each piece of legislation.

The next proposed important step, I think, that can be done is to
present each piece of legislation with a view toward integrating that
piece of legislation with the old, and not Just overlaying a new law
on the old, as is done so often. The aim should be to simplify it so
compliance will not be difficult and sufficient time be gdven before
imp ementation of the law to allow for guidelines to be established.
A current example is the Pension Reform Act, which has had a series of
reporting delays because of the complications and misunderstandings
of what is covered by the Pension Reform Act.

Some examples of arias of simplification were recited here this
morning, but I would like to repeat some of them. I cite chapter ,
particularly, the method of transfer of business at time of death, so
the business will not be destroyed, which happens very often; an
allowance of net operating loss to be carried over for a longer period
of time. The simplification of the depreciation rules so that someody,
please somebody can understnad them. Some sort of a tax and report-
mg relief particularl aimed toward startup of businesses, to allow
them to grow. And, I think, making the legal form that the business
takes be less important than the fact that they pay their fair share
of tax. Stimulation of growth of small business is the basis for the
future economic growth of this country.

A long-term view of this can be paralleled, I think, with the GI
bill, which became an investment. money for education translated
into earning power, and therefore, tax dollars for the Federal Govern-
ment. A corollary is to allow the small business to retain a significant
portion of its earnings to use as investments for its future growth.
Th points to, a reduction in taxes, as this is the only way that a
small business can increase its working capital. We suggested, in my
statement, a change in the tax structure to make the first $100,000
of taxable income subject to the normal tax and exempt from the
surtax.

-The basic difficulty is compounded by the lack of understanding of
our problem. The administration's chief formulator of tax policy said
this year, and I quote, "What is good for big business is good for
small business." The second quote "Credit is available to small
business, and at a reasonable cost."-le went on to say-

Senator BENTSEN. Who said this?
Mr. PSNDERGAST. This is Mr. Hickman, the Undersecretary of the

Treasury for Tax Policy. And he summarized it to see if he could
inflame, as much as possible, the small businessman, by saying$
"These companies tens to be owned-by persons who by most of our
standards are considered wealthy." In the first place, that is an irrele-
vant comment. The problem is not whether the owner is wealthy or
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not; the questions is whether the business is contributing to the
economic stability of the country. So the problem is communicating
the need. Somehow we need to show that, while we may not have the
resources for lobbying that the large multinational companies have,
we are in the aggregate at least as important as the large businesses.
If we do not foster growth, our economy will decay.

In summary, reporting requirement reduction and simplification,
Sand tax reduction and simplification are the most important measure

Congress can take. If Congress will take these steps, small business
will grow and take care of its growth, and therefore enhance the gene-
ral economic health of our Nation.

Thank you.
Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much.
I have heard other testimony of Secretary Hickman, where he

op osed the surtax exemption increases that we gave in the last tax2il.
Mr. PENDERGAST. I have a chart here that would show that

Mr. Hickman's original recommendation would have given about
85 percent of the benefit tc less than seven-tenths of 1 percent of the
corporations in this country. The proposal that we have to allow the
surtax exemption to go to $100,000 would still give some benefit to the
large corporations, but the benefit would be spread more equally
among corporations that we hope are growing into eventually be-
coming a public corporation.

Senator BENTSEN. If you will excuse me, I have a markup session
on another piece of legislation. So if you would please go ahead with
your testimony.

Senator NELSON [presiding]. Please go ahead.
Mr. MURRAY. My name is Ralph-Murray, and as was mentioned

1 am the vice president of the SMC, the Smaller Manufacturers
Council. I am also president of IDL. It is a display and decal manu-
facturing company in Pittsburgh.

The count composed of 580 small companies located in Pennsyl-
vania and bordering States that are primarily in the manufacturing
and processing business. Although we are small companies, in total
we employ over 60,000 people, and our estimated sales are over $1
billion. We do have a written statement which we will submit, and
I will try to comment on it briefly.

[The prepared statement and attachments of Mr. Murray follow:]
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Statement by
Ralph W. Murray, Vice-President
Government Relations Committee
Smaller Manufacturers Council
330 Boulevard of the Allies-
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222

Senate Select Committee on Small Business
June 18, 1975

c;entlemen:

I am Ralph W. Murray, president of IDL, Inc., a screen

printing concern in Pittsburgh, Pa., and I am vice president-government

relations of the Smaller Manufacturers Council, Pittsburgh. The Council

is composed of 580 small companies in the multi-state area of Pennsyl-

vania, Ohio, West Virginia, New York, and Maryland, all of which do at

least 60% of their sales volume in manufacturing, fabrication, or process-

ing. Though individually we are small companies, it is estimated our com-

bined annual sales are over a billion dollars and that we employ more than

60,000 persons.

The SMC will be testifying today on four subjects: Energy,

Domestic International Sales Corporations, Subchapter S Corporations, and

Depreciation. However, we would also like to reaffirm our support of the

increase in the surtax exemption to $100,000 on a permanent basis. Our

friends from the Smaller Business Association of New England are testifying

in detail on this.

As to our four subjects, we are submitting material in support

of our positions on DISCs, Subchapter S, and DepreciationO On Energy, the

situation is so fluid that this morning's backup mAterial1,Would be out-of.date'

this afternoon.
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But, gentlemen, we all know that Energy is*probably the most

critical problem facing us today--in our homes, in our cars, and, most

Especially, in our factories. In our area, utilities are informing our mem-

bers that there will be a 40% cutback in natural gas this coming winter.

If this goes through, according to a recent news article, at least one of our

companies will go out of business, putting 140 persons out of work, forcing

American steel firms to buy their crane hooks overseas--as it is the only

manufacturer of crane hooks in-the United States.

Another of our companies, in the refractory field, has gone so

far as to drill two gas wells in a nearby county and has found Pennsylvania

law prohibits transmission of this extra gas to supply to its plant.

Electrical rates are soaring and, while supply in our area is

no particular problem because of the abundance of coal. the cost of that

coal is pushing rates alarmingly high. This cuts into cash available for

such things as new equipment, new employees and. lat, but not incidentally,

profits.

The need for action is urgent- -survival of much of small busi-

ness in this country depends on it.

DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL SALES CORPORATIONS (DISC&)

MDomestic International Sales Corporations were established in

1971 to encourage exports. Large corporations recosnised their value im-

mediately, and by 1972. over 80% of the 2,249 DISCs were owned by cor-

porations with assets over $1 billion.

Smaller businesses were slower to recognize the value of DISCs.
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Not only does it take longer for new legislation to filter down to smaller

-concerns, but there has been a long-standing hesitation among small busi-

%w.ssmen over the complexities and paperwork mire involved in exporting.

Our best estimate, on the basis of our corporate members, is that the DISC

law is just now starting to have noticeable impact on smaller companies.

Hundreds of small concerns are being lured into the export market for the

first time, adding a new avenue of growth for themselves and helping to im-

prove the nations's balance-of-payments. In February, the U. S. had its

most favorable balance-of-payments surplus ever.

Altogether, the Treasury estimates DISC brought about an ex-

tra $2 billion of exports in 1973- -$2 billion that would not have been shipped

were it not for the DISC incentive. Our- research has shown DISCs' increase

in exports is estimated to increase GNP by $21 to $27 billion, the Federal

revenues by $3. 9 billion and employment by 329, 000 to 473, 000 jobs.

DISCs are working for smaller businesses. Repeal of the DISC

legislation would undermine a law that is clearly succeeding.

SUBCHAPTER S

We recommend two changes that would make Subchapter S more

responsive to current needs. Neither would have more than nominal impact

%* tax revenues.

1. The maximum number of shareholders should be increased

from 10 to 15. As with the surtax exemption, the current limit was established

In a less expensive era. Where it once might have taken 10 investors to
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finance a new company, today it necessitates more. This is especially true

in a tight loan market.

2. Certain trusts should be allowed to he shareholders, including

voting trusts, grantor trusts, and trusts where the holding is only temporary,

such as passing through a residuary trust to individual beneficiaries. Each

beneficiary of a trust should be counted as a shareholder in determining the

limitation on the number of shareholders. The current exclusion of trusts

is an unreasonable limitation on the ability of owners to locate new sources

of capital.

Also, inclusion of trusts would remove the unfair burden that

currently afflicts many businesses when one of the owners dies and his holdings

revert to a trust. Under current law, this trust status of one holder would

remove the Subchapter S status of all other stockholders of the concern. An

owner's untimely death should not be an immediate burden on the living.

DEPRECIATION -

We see a need for more flexibility in deciding when to take de-

preciation and in what amount. The flexibility would be especially important

for smaller businesses. We suggest consideration of a system being used

in Canada called the "Capital Cost Allowance System". Canada permits de-

preciation in two years on machinery and equipment, which are the heart

of the productive process. Canada also allows companies to establish pools

or classes of assets. Each class is assigned a maximum depreciation rate.



Within those limits it i left to the taxpayer to decide how much depreciation

to claim at a-given time. This enables the taxpayer to gear the depreciation

allowance to the business income. In a good year he would depreciate more;

in a poor year he would depreciate less, but. the total depreciation would be

the same. -

Canada's system also features fewer classes for assets. This#

along with the other features, yields a benefit especially vital for smaller

businesses it reduces the mountain of paperwork and computations that

existing depreciation methods entail. While ho particular burden for com-

puter-ided large corporations, the current depreciation system is simply

too complex for the average small business.

One additional thought. Pittsburgh Congressman H. ohn Heins II

is working on legislation which would help small business. A part of this

legislation would be increasing investment credit to 25% on the first $100, 000.

Gentlemen. that concludes our part of the testimony today. We

appreciate the opportunity to speak with you today and offer our cooperation

in any way necessary to assure that small business remains a viable part,

and major part, of our American economy.. --

# # # # # 0
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Smaller Manufacturers Council
PittSburgh, Pa. 15222
U.S. Senate Select Committee on Small Business

Wednesday, June 18, 1975

Domestic International Sales Corporations (DISC)

All of the arguments which were made at the time of adoption

of the DISC Program are still valid. It is not our purpose to

review them in detail here, but to suggest that the primary intent

of the program was to provide an incentive to export products, and

minimize the "exportation of jobs" through the construction of

factories in foreign countries. It was clearly intended that the

DISC Program would offset some of the advantages of "tax havens"

which many foreign countries offer to new industry coming in from

abroad.

We believe the DISC Program has generally been instrumental

in achieving its purposes.

A significant feature of the DISC Program is that it tends to

"enforce" capital growth. It is not necessary to review here the

extensive current discussion of one of the critical problems of

our time; namely, sources of investment capital. However, there

is no question but that the DISC Program encourages capital

retention.

The corporations to which the incentive is provided are

O primarily small and medium sized manufacturers. Particularly for

the small company, the DISC Program offers an additional motive to

incur the extra costs that export selling usually involves. The
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repeal of DISC would be a blow particularly to small and

medium sized corporations.

Members of the House Ways and Means Committee have expressed

the viewpoint that small business needs some additional tax breaks,

-and it appears to us that many members of Congress share this same

sentimentt . It appears that the Tax Reform Bill under current con-

Mderation will offer insufficient tax relief to small businesses,

and repeal of the DISC would have a further negative impact on many

small businesses.

Some small businesses have spent considerable management time

and legal expense to establish a DISC, expecting that what seems to

be such a fundamentally sound program would be a permanent part of

tax policy. Repeal at this time would be totally unfair.

If it is felt that the DISC Program is being abused as a "tax

shelter" by some large corporations, and if it is found that such

is in fact true, then it is suggested that possibly an annual limit

be placed on the amount of earnings which do not--have to be dis-

tributed from the DISC.

We sincerely plead that DISC be retained. Our reasons include:

1. DISC will increase revenue to the U.S. Government and aid

the U.S. balance of payments. Currently, this revenue

goes to the benefit of foreign governments. With DISC,

U.S. corporations can do "at home" what previously

necessitated going abroad to do.

2. With DISC, more jobs are created within the United States.

This in turn produces more tax revenue for the U.S.

-2-
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3. DISCS are a valuable assistance to the U.S. Department

of Commerce's export expansion program.

4. DISC, in-most instances, provides virtually the only

method, incentive and means for smaller companies to

"afford" the risk of entry into export markets.

Otherwise, their manpower, finances, lack of knowl-

edge and inability to acquire it, make them unable to

even attempt such a venture.

5. DISC increases tax revenue from all sources, including:

profits; employee taxes; property taxes; local, state and

federal taxes; capital stock taxes; inheritance taxes and

others.

We cite an example of one SMC member company alone with annual

export sales in 1973 of $94,000. Although its tax deferral amount

was only $2,700, it certainly did-not create a financial hardship

to the federal government, but certainly was sufficient working

capital for use to expand its next year's operations to produce a

greater amount of revenue and resulting tax dollars increasing to

$7,500. in 1974.

May we have your cooperation to retain DISC?

-3-
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Smaller Manufacturers Council
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222

V. S, Senate Select Cunimittec on Small Business

Wtdn.sday, June 8, In 7 C

SUBCHAPTER S

Revision and modernizing of the rules governing Subchapter S

corporations to help in the realistic financing of such organizations

and to help provide for the succession of privately-owned business

can be undertaken without time-consuming effort on the part of the

Congress or the Administration.

The cost in revenue to the Government because of the changes

proposed would be quite nominal since it is estimated fewer than l06

of the small businesses in the U.S. are organized as Subchapter S.

corporations.

However, the revisions proposed are vitally important to those

companies which are under such corporate structure. We propose:

A. The ma~imum number of shareholders be increased from the

present 10 to 15.

B. Certain trusts be allowed to be shareholders, including

Voting Trusts, Grantor Trusts, and-Trusts where the

holding is only temporary, such as passing through a

residuary trust to individual beneficiaries.

When Subchapter S went into effect, 10 shareholders could finance

a new company. But in today's economy it often requires substantially

more dollars than any 10 shareholders can invest in any one company.

This is particularly true when commercial or government loans cannot

be obtained or, if they can be obtained, at higher rates than other

businesses.
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2.

The above changes would foster the establishment and healthy

expansion of many small businesses and allow these small businesses

to recognize key people in the company which is virtually impossible

with the present limit of 10 shareholders.

The current exclusion of trusts as shareholders could result in

the dissolution of a company and the loss of jobs by the employees'.

If trusts were included the continuity of the business would be greatly

strengthened.

The proposed changes, singly or together, would, we believe;

1. Provide additional financing for:

a. Increasing employment (and, therefore, wages and tax revenue)

b. Purchasing capital equipment

c. Research and Development

2. Provide for increased profits and tax revenues

3. Would help to ease the borrowing climate

4. Provide for more equitable distribution of estates.
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Smaller Manufacturers Council
Pittsburgh, Pa. I5Z)
U. S. Senate Su h.'.t Conuiittte on Simall 13,,sin,.s
Wednesday, ,lun IQ, 107r

AN ALTER.ATr'.:r ,V', ,

The Smaller Manufacturers Council (SMC) proposes for 6-onsidera-

f-vA tion an alternative form of depreciation similar to that which is now

being successfully used in Canada. The Canadians call this method the

Capital Cost Allowance System, and the Council believes it has several

advantages which would be particularly beneficial to small business.

Basic Mechanics of the Cost Allowance System

The major feature of the system is the establishment of asset

pools or classes. Each class is assigned a maximum percentage allow-

ance rate on which the annual depreciation charge is based. There is

no need for the assets in the pool or class to be homogeneous.

PLrchases are added to the balance of the amount in the class and the

proceeds from the sale of assets are deducted from the balance. The

depreciation allowance is computed by multiplying the statutory per-

centage rate, up to the maximum specified by the class, times the

balance in the class at yearend. The account balance is then reduced

by this amount. An important aspect of the system is that the

mechanics of the computation provide a built in stimulus for invest-

ment. As the cost of newlyFpurchased assets is added to the class

balance, the depreciation allowance increases, and it decreases as

assets age or are sold.

A major provision of this system is that it permits a substantial

degree of flexibility in the amount of depreciation taken. In Canada,

_ a taxpayer may claim any amount of depreciation as long as the maximum

rate is not exceeded, or claim no allowance whatsoever, without reducing

the continuing depreciable basis of property. In this manner, the tax-

payer can gear the depreciation allowance to the business income.
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Advantages to Small Business

The Council foresees the following advantages in adopting this

system

I1. The flexibility of the method, when taken in conjunction with

the Council's recommendation to increase the surtax exemption

to $100,000, is particularly advantageous to small businesses.

By'varying the amount or rate of the depreciation allowance

taken, depending on the income of the enterprise, a small

business can take full advantage of the lower-tax rate or

income below the surtax. Freezing additional funds for re-

investment, in low'income years, the allowance can be foregone,

whereas the maximum amount can be charged against the income

of highly profitable years.

2. The system will eliminate many conflicts between taxpayers

and the Internal Revenue Service because it eliminates the

need for, estimating salvage value and useful life. Eliminating

these disputes would be especially helpful to small businesses

because they often require costly consultation with outside

professionals; small businesses generally do not have such

expertise on their own staff.

The Congress, the Council believes, indicated its support for

minimizing such conflicts over depreciation by adopting the Asset

Depreciation Range (ADR) System in 1971. However, the complexities

of this elective system, including very detailed record keeping

requirements and special rules regarding those assets which may be

excluded, have limited its usefulness to small business. Under the

Capital Cost Allowance System, only a small number of classes would
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be required by a small busTiess, thereby simplifying record keeping

and still eliminating disputes.

Attached to this memorandum is a table which highlights the

major similarities and differences between the U.S. depreciation

-'--system and the Canadian capital cost allowance.

The Smaller Manufacturers Council realizes that this proposal

may require a major revision in the U.S. approach towards claiming

depreciation and may not be appropriate as part of your immediate

objectives. However, the Council does believe that the Capital

Cost Allowance System has several advantageous characteristics, and

that it is worthy of consideration.

#####
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S STATZENT OF RALPH W. UtAY, ICE 11ESIDENT, SEALLEM
MANUPACTURERS COUNCIL

Mr. MuRnAY. We are primarily going to talk about four areas-
energy- problems, Domestic International Sales Corp. subchapter 8,
corporatons, and depreciation. But we would like to support the
comment that were just made on the increase in the surtax exemption

/ to $100 000 on n permanent basis. In polling our members, this was
the ma or point that they wanted us to stress. We have backup
material, by the way, on the subjects that we are discussing.

Energy is probably one of the most-critical problems facing the
small businessman today. In our areas, the utilities are informing our
members that there will be a 40-percent cutback in natural gas thiscoming water. If this goes through, we know that at least one of our
compares will go out of business. This business employs 140 people,
and it manufactures crane hooks, the only manufacturer of crane hooks
in the United States. If this company does fail, American steel com-
panies will have to purchase their crane hooks overseas.

SenatorNsoN. Could you explain why this particular company
-would out of business?

Mr. MjURRAY. They have been given this notice officially by the gas
company in their area, that the will have to operate at 40 percent
less gas than they have now. The conversion costs are, according to
their manager too costly for them to absorb now. The electrical rates
are soaring, of course, and so are the oil rates, and this constantly is
cutting into the cash available for small companies to buy equipment,
new employees, and last, but not incidentally, profits.

Domestic International Sales Corps.--they were established in 1971
to encour'age exports, and largee corporations recognized their value
immediately, but smaller businesses are slower to recognize the value
of DISC's.

Our best estimate, on the basis of our corporate members, is that
DISC laws now are just beginning to have an impact on smaller
companies. Smaller companies are just getting to the export market,
and it is adding new growth for both themselves and helping their
improve the Nation's balance of payments. We fee DISC's are work-
ing for smaller companies, and the repeal of the DISC legislation would
undermine a law tat is clearly succeeding.. On subchaptr 5, we have two recommendations, neither of which-,
would have an impact on revenue to any degree. One would increase
the number of shareholders from 10 to 15. We feel this is necessary
to start up a subchapter S corporation, and to help it expand, par-
ticularly in a tight loan market, as we have now.

We feel that certain trusts should be allowed to be skareholders-
Senator NuLSOx. That certain what?
Mr. MiusRt . Trusts. T back up what Ed has just said, we feel

that the death of an owner can undermine the subchapter S category
by having his beneficiaries become shareholders.

In depreciation, we feel more flexibility' i needed, and we suggest
that consideration of a system being used in Canada, called the capital
cost allowance system. Canada allows some depreciation in 2 years on
machinery and equipment and also allows companies to establish
pools or classes of assets. Each class is assigned a maximum deprecia-
tion rate, and the taxpayer is allowed to decide when the deprecatiqn
could be taken.



Senator NELSON. Would it be a maximum of 100 percent in the first
year-is that the Canadian system or the British system?

Mr. MURRAY. No; I think-as I understand it, 50 percent is the
most you can get in Canada.

Senator NELSON Oh 50 percent in 1 year, and then the business can
stretch the remaining depreciation out to whatever length he desires-
is that correct?

Mr. MURRAY. Yes, sir; that is correct.
• Senator NELSON. A maximum of 50 percent; yes, I remember.

SMr. MURRAY. What that does is, it allows the company to take the
depreciation when he desires. If he has a good year, he can take more
depreciation; if he has a poor year, he takes less.

Senator 4 ELSON. And there is no time limit on the period over
which he may take his remaining depreciation deduction-is that
right?

Mr. MURRAY. That is my understanding.
Mr. PENDERGAST. There is some flexibility, but it can go, I think, up

to a minimum or maximum figure.
-Senator NELSON. What?
Mr. PENDERGAST. I think there are maximum figures.
Mr. MAUER. There is a range allowance in the system.
Mr. MURRAY. We have one additional thought--Pittsburgh Con-

gressman John Hines III is working on legislation which would help
small business, and one of the parts-of his legislation would increase
the investment credit to 25 percent on the first $100,000. We support
this as a definite aid to small business.

That is the-end of our testimony. We are very grateful that the
Smaller Manufacturers Council could be heard.

Senator NELSON. Mr. McDonald, you are testifying in place of Mr.
Richards.

Mr. McDONALD. Rather than testif 'Ig in his stead, sir, I am
apologizing. He is suffering from one of the syndromes of the small
businessman-he has to stay home and watch his store once in awhile.
He requests permission to come in tomorrow and complete his testi-
mony.

Senator NELSON. Please go ahead with any remarks you wish to
make at this time.

Mr. McDONALD. I am not going to testify.
Senator NELSON. I see; he is going to present the testimony for the

Cleveland organization in full tomorrow.
Mr. McDONALD. Yes, sir.

STATEMENT OF BRUNO 1. MAUER, PRESIDENT, INDEPENDENT
BUSINESS ASSOCIATION OF WISCONSIN ....

Mr. MAUER. I am Bruno J. Mauer, president of Rickert In-
dustrial Sup ply Co. I am also a vice president of the Tool Fabrication
Corp. in Milwaukee, Wis., a trustee-director of the National Federa-
tion of Independent Business, president of the CenaJ States Indus-
trial Distributor's Association and president of the Independent
Business Association of Wisconsin.

First, I would like to say, we would like to present our Washington
presentation for an official document of all of our associations that
are present for the record.

[The prepared statement and attachments of Mr. Mauer follow:1
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Statement by: Bruno 3. Mauer
President, Independent Business Association of Wisconsin
President, Rickert Industrial Supply Co., Inc.
2942 North 11? Street
Miluaukee, WI 53222

Before the: Senate Select Committee on Small Business
and the Sub-Committee on Financial Markets of the
Senate Finance Committee
3une 18, 1975

THE NEW MINORITY

My name is Bruno 3. Mauer, president of Rickert Industrial

Supply Co, I am also a vice president of the Tool Fabrication

Corporation in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, a trustee/director of the

National Federation of Independent Businest president of the

Central States Industrial Distributor's Association and president

of the Independent Business Association of Wisconsin.

Today, I am in the minority in this country. My employees, young

old, men and women are also in the minority. We in business are

the minority.

Why? Because we pay the taxes that support the new American

maJ -44 -- those Americans that live on the tax dollars of others.

A recent study prepared by Ford Motor Co. revealed that more

than 80 million people-were being supported by tax dollars --

taxes paid by the remaining 72 million people working the private

sector of the economy. That includes myself, my employees and

the total private sector of American business.

Private businesses are the job creators and the innovators.

We in business and the people we employ are the new minority. The

co"euinf.4growth and success of the American enterprise system

depends upon us. f
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Statement by Bruno Mauer
Page 2

Business cannot group without-a steady infusion of capital.

New capital investment creates new Jobs, and these Jobs support the

families of the neu minority. Business needs to invest new capital

4* a nd expects to take the risks involved in creating new jobs. It

helps us and it helps America's economic growth. Future investment

is part of our social responsibility, and if we are to continue

solving the social problems our nation presently faces, an even

larger investment uill be needed.

We are not asking for subsidies. We are, however, asking for your

help and understanding. We are asking for the ability to support the

American enterprise system -- to enhance its growth and to create

neu Jobs. The private sector -- business and industry -- provides

employment for more than 83 percent of the Jobs in this country.

One area that needs further study and research is the difficult

effort of private business to increase capital retention.

Retained earnings are the primary source of both short and long

term capital. Small independent business is presently starving for

that capital.

Increased retained'-earnings are essential for economic growth,

improved productivity and the end result -- creation of Jobs.

That is why we are now working to secure an increase in the corporate

income tax surcharge exemption to $100,000. These retained earnings

are vitally needed for economic growth.
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Statement by Bruno Mauer
Page 3

The N.A.M. in a recent article by President Douglas Kenna states

that it costs more than $30,000 in capital investment to support

each Job in the private sector.

My own experience as president of a small, independently owned,

growing business shows that we require over $40,000 of invested

capital for every tax paying employee. -

Gentlemen, this has been accomplished through the generation of

profits and the subsequent reinvestment of earnings in equipment,

inventory and yes, even bricks and mortar.

Another drain on working capital are the inheritance tax laws

which require the investment of dollars today for the future pay-out to

the government upon the death of the owner/manager of aprivately

held business.

In my own situation, Rickert Industrial ia-required to

divert funds to purchase life insurance on the owners to assure that

cash will-be available to meet.the future estate tax liability.

These are dollars which could be spent now for expansion and economic

growth. Instead, we must protect our bOginess so that it won't

have to be merged or sold in order to raise the necessary funds for

the death debt settlement, This is another unique problem not faced

by large corporations, but one which is continuously faced by small,

independent businesses.
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Statement by Bruno Mauer
Page 4

There is another option available to our Congress. That is

to radically change our corporate and business tax codes rather than

continue to patch, sew up, add to and delete, with the'sometimes

%Atraumatic after effects for years to come. It is a radical proposal

but one that may in the long run benefit government and business and

society in general on a much more effective level. I ran into

the proposal in BUSINESS WEEK MAGAZINE and its author is Professor

Robert Eisner of Northwestern University. He proposes that we

eliminate the corporate income tax. At first this concept floored

me, but after serious consideration and weighing several of the

pros and cons, it had a great deal of merit, and should be given very

serious consideration.

The job creators, whether small business, medium size or

big business, are all vitally interested in continuing to contribute

to the growth of free enterprise. In order to better study and

measure the impact of government on these businesses a more effective

method of differentiating size must be devised.

A three-tier standard should be developed based upon both

employment and gross revenues by major industry classifications,

such as manufacturing-mining, wholesaling, retailing, service and

professionql. The SBA business size standards must be revised

to include the important middle size, growing business. Small

business, medium business and big business -- all growing to help

create more jobs.
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Statement by Bruno Mauer
Page 5

I strongly feel that the time has come to declare a moratorium

on unneeded legislation and regulation. What we need is simplification

< and reform. Our nation and its people have long ago reached the

point of saturation. We have not only saturated ourselves with

laws, regulations and problems that have reached the crisis proportion

of credibility, but we have far surpassed the point where we must

undo much of the damage created.

The primary task of lawmakers the balance of this decade should

be to remove the tangle of restrictive laws we have created,-

•Lawmakers should become law reducers if we are to face the balance.

of this decade with a ay'atem of government that operates under the

guidand--and a heritage of a republic within a democratic framework.

What 100 Extra 3oba Mean*

Personal Income $100,016,000 Yearly
Bank Deposits 490,000
Grocery Stores 16,660,000
Car Dealers 89,000
Department Stores 59,000
Restaurants 43,000
Service Stations 41,000
Clothing & Shoe Stores 30,000
Furniture & Appliances 26,000
Lumber & Hardware 23t000 -

Drug Stores 19,000
Miscellaneous Retail 116,000

(*Prepared by: F. P. Neuenachwander & Associates, 50 West Broad
Street, Columbus, Ohio 43215)
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What

new
jobs
mean

to
a

community

Researeh Study prepared by
3.neme Analys and Study

Chamber of Commeree of the United Stateu
1613 RfStreet N.W. / Wasdngton, D.C. 2908
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Do you know others who should see:

WHAT NEW JOBS MEAN TO A COMMUNITY (2928)

Copies are available postpaid

1 to 9 copies ...... $2.50 each
10 to 99 copies ..... $2.00 each

100 copies or more $1.75 each

Order from:

Chamber of Commerce of the United States
1615 H Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006

Please enclose check or money order payable to:
Chamber of Commerce of the United States

1954 study
15 printings. 69.000
1962 study
4 printings, 40,000
1973 study
First printing, 10,000

Copyright 0 1973. Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America

Library of-Congress Catalog Card Number: 73-78146

54-397 0 - 75 - 19

Would you like to reproduce the charts on pages 8 and 11 in
your publications?-

Copies of the charts on glossy paper, 8' x 11 inches, suit-
able for reproduction, are available, $1.00 per set of two charts.

Order SET OF NEW JOBS CHARTS, publication no. 2987.
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INTRODUCTION
When a new manufacturing plant goes up, there is a net addition to
income in the local community. The new payroll dollars flow into
the cash registers of local merchants and into the coffers of local
banks. Since the plant may purchase locally many materials, utilities

- and services, the local economy expands. This economic expansion is
usually reflected in increases in population, school enrollment, and
other concomitants of general community growth.

A number of attempts have been made to measure the quantitative
effects of new industrial payrolls upon a community. No exact
measurement is possible because many other influences are simul-
taneously at work in the particular community. The National Cham-
ber's Economic Analysis and Study Group attempted in 1954 to
measure such changes using nine counties which became industrial-
ized between 1940 and 1950, and again in 1962 affempted to meas-
ure such changes in eleven counties which industrialized between
1950 and 1960, as contrasted with eleven counties which did not
industrialize.

The earlier studies were widely cited by business firms, chambers
of commerce, business development groups, state industrial develop-
ment departments, and others. In response to many requests for
updated figures, the present report studies economic and other
changes occurring in ten counties which became industrialized between
1960 and 1970, as contrasted with ten counties which did not indus-
trialize.

Also, in response to requests from several large chambers of com-
merce for data more applicable to metropolitan areas, we have com-
pared economic changes between 1960 and 1970 in 127 standard
metropolitan statistical areas having greater employment growth
(both manufacturing and nonmanufacturing), as contrasted witf-
127 areas having lesser employment growth.

But the desirability of industrial growth as we have known it-
in fact, economic growth in general-has been fundamentally ques-
tioned in the last few years by growing numbers of people concerned
with unwanted side-effects. The time has long since passed when
local and state governments, relying on an optimistic view that all
growth is beneficial per se, compete with one another for new in-
dustry. Today a more sophisticated analysis of the costs and benefits
of new industry characterizes industrial development efforts. This new

-1
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* attitude is found at the federal, level as well, as indicated by recent
legislation affecting product quality and safety, environmental quality,
occupational health and safety and equal employment opportunity.
Further evidence of a-more critical approach to the relative costs and
benefits of economic growth is to be found in local and state govern-
ments' greater awareness of the added public service costs of new
industry and population attracted by industrial development pro-
grams. Greater public resistance to the higher tax burdens associated
with such growth has forced governments to rethink their develop-
ment programs from this viewpoint as well as ---0-m the viewpoint
of environmental, aesthetic and health considerations.
-It would be unwarranted to infer from this latest attempt to

measure "What New Jobs Mean to a Community" any value judg-
ment on the goodness or badness of, for example, a larger population
and more school children resulting from new businesses attracted to
a community. On the other hand, our comments on the social costs
of industrial development should not be construed as support for
the "Zero Growth" movement.* These are questions that individual
communities will have to resolve for themselves.** Economic growth
will still be needed in the future, if only to provide the means of
improving the quality of life; and growth can occur as a result
of technological progress and more efficient use of reources even
if population growth tapers off. The real issue is not growth or no
growth, but rather the nature of economic growth, especially its
qualitative aspects.

In using data from this report it must be remembered that every
case of industrial expansion is unique. No two communities will ex-
perience exactly the same effects from a new payroll.

This study was prepared by Senior Associate Fred D. Lindsey
of the Economic Analysis and Study staff.

CAL H. MADDEN
Chief Economist

_Economic Analysis and Study

*For a fuller discussion of the related "social responsibility of business" issue, see
The Corporation in Transition (Chamber of Commerce of the U.S., 1973), publica.
tion No. 2838, $2.50 per copy.

**See "Industrial Development Undergoing Changes as Economic Trends Shift,"
Journal of Commerce, January 4, 1973, p. 1, for a description of the changing
attitude of communities to local industrial development.

2
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I. INDUSTRIALIZATION OF
RURAL COUNTIES

Increased manufauring employment is usually accompanied by
economic expansion of the community. The National Chamber
attempted to measure the increases in population, school enrollment,
personatincome, retail sales, bank deposits and other economic fac-

Stors in counties which became industrialized during the 1940's, and
again for counties which industrialized during the 1950's. This third
study attempts to measure the .impact of industrialization during the
1960's.

Industrial growth has costs as well as benefits. Capital outlays
and increased community expenditures are often required to provide
services for the new firms and their employees. Water supply and
sewage disposal systems may require expansion. New streets and
highways may be needed, and traffic control expenditures may in-
crease. More police and fire protection may be required. Moreover,
the new firm may create air and water pollution, noise and other
nuisances, or may preempt sites better suitedfor-recreation. The costs
of industrial growth are discussed in Section III of this booklet.

This study attempts to measure economic changes in several rural
counties which became industrialized between 1960 and 1970. The
statistics, however, are subject to limitations arising from the nature
of the problem. The relationship between industrial growth and gen-
eral community development is a chicken-and-egg relationship-you
can't have one without the other. Similarly, while industrial growth
stimulates the remainder of the local community, the prior ex-
istence of the community with its diverse services makes industrial
growth possible.

Hence, statistical measures of the effect of new industrial jobs
upon various other local economic and social factors do not provide
a one-way, cause-and-effect relationship. However, in the sample
areas selected for this study, there is a very strong connection be-
tween the growth of industrial payrolls and changes in other indexes
such as bank deposits and retail sales.

The ten counties chosen to be used in this analysis met the
following criteria:

1. Manufacturing employment in 1970 was more than double that of
1960, with a numerical i-icrease of over 1,000 manufacturing em-
ployees.

3
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2. Manufacturing employment was more than 20% of total employ-
ment in 1970.

3. The major employment change between 1960 and 1970 was an
increase in manufacturing employment.

4. The county was neither a part of, nor adjacent to, a metropolitan
area.

The requirement that the number of manufacturing employees
must have increased by more than 1,000 during the decade guards
against inclusion in the sample of counties which may have had a
300% increase in manufacturing- employees-say from 10 to 40
workers. The requirement that manufacturing provides over 20% of
total 1970 employment, and that the major employment change
during the decade must have been an increase in manufacturing

-- mployment, also guard against attributing to an increase in manu-
facturing employment a community growth not reasonably related
thereto. The exclusion of metropolitan area counties, and counties
adjoining them, avoids, insofar as it could be avoided, measuring
the impact of influences from outside the particular geographic area.

No more than one country was chosen from any one state.* The
counties selected were:

Cullman, Alabama - Hall, Nebraska
Benton, Arkansas Wayne, North Carolina
Montgomery, Kentucky Florence, South Carolina
McLeod, Minnesota Johnson, Tennessee
DeSoto, Mississippi Hopkins, Texas

Eight of the ten sample counties are in southeastern states. A
more geographically dispersed sample would be preferable, but for
the present analysis it seemed desirable to apply the criteria strictly
rather than to modify th-em in the interest of a wider geographic
spread.

Manufacuring employment characteristics of the sample counties
are shown in Table 1.

Total 1960 employment of the ten counties was 25.4% agricul-
tural, 14.8% manufacturing. In 1970 they were 14.8% agricultural
28.1% manufacturing. Agricultural employment dropped from
30,507 in 1960 to 16,430-in 1970. This 46% decrease in agricul-

*For a further discussion of the method of choice of counties, see-vechnical Appen-
dix, page 16.
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tural employment obscured many economic changes resulting from
increased industrialization.

To compensate for this distortion, changes in the ten industrialized
counties were compared with changes in ten rural counties which
did not industrialize. The counties chosen for control purposes were
from the same ten states as the industrialized counties, they also
were neither part of nor adjacent to metropolitan areas, and each

Shad approximately the same proportion of manufacturing employ-
ment in 1970 as in 1960.

The 1960 population and employment in the nonindustrialized
counties totaled slightly less than half that of the industrialized
counties. To compensate for this difference economic changes of the
nonindustrialized counties were multiplied by an appropriate factor
-in this case 2.32, which Is the ratio between the 1960 total em-
ployment in the industrialized counties (120,251), and the non-
industrialized or control counties (51,863).*

Economic changes between 1960 and 1970 in the two groups
of counties are summarized in Table 2, together with the net changes
between the two groups, and the changes corresponding to an in-
crease of 100 manufacturing employees. These economic changes
are also shown in chart form on page 8.

Each one hundred more manufacturing employees was accom-
panied by an increase of 68 nonmanufacturing employees, distributed
as follows:

Number o/EMPLOYMENT CHANGES worert

Manufacturing ............................... +100
Nonmanufacturing:

Wholesale and retail trade ..................... . +21
Professional and related services ................ + 17
Transportation, communication

and other public utilities ................. +11
Finance, insurance and real estate ............... +6
Business and personal services +5.....,........... +
Construction ................................ + 3
Other industries .............................. + 5

* Additional Information regarding the choice of this factor is given in the Technical
Appendix, pap 16.

5
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The $565,000 increase in annual retail sales associated with each
100 new manufacturing workers was not computed separately for
individual business lines. However, based upon total retail sales for
the United States, it would be distributed approximately as follows:

Grocery stores ......................... $119000
Motor vehicle dealers ........................ 89,000
Department stores .......................... 59,000
Eating and drinking places .................... 43,000
Gasoline service stations ...................... 41,000
Clothing and shoe stores ...................... 30,000
Furniture, home furnishings

and household appliance stores ............... 26,000
Lumber, building materials

and hardware dealers ....................... 23,000
Drug stores ................................ 19,000
Other retail stores ........................... 116,000
Total increase in retail sales .................. $565,000

TABLE 1
MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT, 1960 AND 1970

Per cent o/
Change In employed

Manulacluring manufacturing persons In
employment employment manulacturing

County 1960 1970 Number Percent 1960 1970

Cullman, Ala ....... 2,828 6,028 + 3,200 +113% 20.1% 32.2%
Benton, Ark ....... 2,725 6,639 + 3,914 + 144 21.4 35.1
Montgomery, Ky. ..... 536 1,823 + 1,287 +240 12.1 33.2
McLeod, Minn ...... 1,579 3,426 + 1,847 +117 16.4 31.1
DeSoto, Miss ......... 752 3,326 + 2,574 +342 10.8 29.0
Hall, Nebr .......... 1,147 3,471 + 2,324 +203 8.7 20.1
Wayne, N. C ....... 3,041 6,271 + 3,230 +106 13.5 23.2
Florence, S. C ...... 3,930 8,611 + 4,681 +119 14.3 26.2
Johnson, Tenn ........ 347 1,935 + 1,588 +458 12.8 47.9
Hopkins, Texas ..... 922 1,954 + 1,032 + 112 14.2 24.7
Total ............ 17,807 W3,484 +25,677 + 144% 14.8% 28.
Total for 10 counties

without industrial
growth .......... 7,876 9,030 + 1,154 + 15% 15.2% 18.0%

souRcs op DATA: United States Census of Population, 1960 and 1970.
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A
Changes in

Coundes which
Indaustiflied

Population ................
Families ..................
School Enrollment .........
Personal Income** .........
Retail Establishments*** ....
Retail Sales' ............
Bank Deposi .............
Employment in:

Manufacturing ...........
Wholesale & Retail Trade..
Professional and

Related Services .....
Transportation, Communi-

cation and other
Public Utilities ......

Fmance, Insurance and
Real Estate ...........

Business & Personal
Services.............

Constuction ............
Agriculture, Mning and

Industry not Reported..
Total, All Industries ........

+56,796
+ 19,642
+18,080

+ $562,427,000
+372

+$241,143,000
+$276.962,000

+25,677
+7,353

+ 10,812

+2,791

+ 1,900

+436
+2,428

S- 16,929
+34,468

Changesin
counties Wkh
did me Idkv-

-239
-2,610

-16
+ $324,109,000

+ 158
+$1 11,147,000
+ $164,200,000

+2,677
+2,485

+6,870

+276

+585

-682
+ 1,761

-18,210
-4,238

Net Chowg
between two

Grommol

+8D,785
+22,252
+18,096

+$238,318,000
+214

+ $129,996,000
+$112,762,000

+23,000
+4,868

+3,942

+2,515

+1,315

+ 1,118
+667

+1,281
+38,706

1.1

+351
+97
+79

+$1,036,000
+1

+$565,000
+$490,000

+100
+21

+17

+11

+6

+5
+3

+5
+168

*Actual changes in these counties multiplied by 2.32 to compensate for smaller population and em-

ploymentin the group of counties which did not industrialize. For explanation, see page 16.
**Change in personal income is from 1959 to 1969.

***Change in retail establishments and retail sales is from 1958 to 1967.

SOURC OF DATA: Population, families, school enrollmet personal income and employment from United States Cem o
Pqmoat 1960 and 1970. Retail esta mts and retail sales from United States CM Of BUS1.es, L958 and 1967.
Bank depost fto Federal Depos Irane Corporation

perIcries
of Iwk Ma-

Eummes
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What 100
New Faetory Workers

Mean
To A Town

351
More People

4al

97
More

Families

68 More
Employed In

Non.Manufacturlng

$1,036,000
More Personal

income Per Year

1 More
Retail

Establishment
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I. WHAT NEW JOBS MEAN TO
A METROPOLITAN AREA

Concentrated in 264 metropolitan areas are 69% of our popula-
tion and 72% of our employment. Both population and employment
increased twice as fast in metropolitan as in nonmetropolitan areas
between 1960 and 1970.

In measuring the effects of increased metropolitan area employ-
ment, economic trends of faster growing areas were compared with
trends of slower growing areas. Manufacturing employment consti-
tutes only 25% of the total metropolitan area employment, and
manufacturing employment growth accounts for only 15% of total
employment growth in metropolitan areas since 1960. Therefore,
total employment was used rather than manufacturing employment.

The 264 standard metropolitan statistical areas have 1970 popu-
lation ranging from 11.5 million to 55,959. The 10 largest areas were
omitted because: (1) These 10 areas have a total population of 48
million, or 34% of the population of all 264 areas. Including the 10
largest areas would obscure the economic changes of many smaller
areas. (2) Bank deposits of the 10 largest areas Include considerable
funds from the rest of the United States, and from the rest of the
world. Deposits in 1970 averaged '$3,598 per capita in the 10 largest
areas, but only $1,889 in the other 254 areas. Bank deposit changes
in the 10 largest areas are much less representative of local economic
changes than in the 254 other areas. For economic changes both
including and excluding the 10 largest areas see Technical Appendix,
page 17. -

For this study the 254 metropolitan areas were divided into two
groups, according to change in total employment between 1960 and
1970. The 127 areas with greater employment growth (ranging from
+ 125.1% to + 20.0% ) were compared with the 127 areas with lesser
employment growth (ranging from +20.0% to -8.8%).

The areas with greater employment growth had total 1960 popu-
lation of'43,932,000, and the areas with lesser employment growth
had total 1960 population of 35,770,000. To compensate for this
difference, the 1960 and 1970 economic data of the areas with lesser
employment growth were multiplied by the ratio between the two
population totals, or 1.23.

For each group the 1960 data were subtracted from the 1970
data, and the differences attributed to increased employment.

9
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As shown in Table 3 and the chart on page 11, an increase of
100 employees (both manufacturing and nonmanufacturing) was
associated with the following changes in other economic factors:

Population .......................... I .... +245
Fam ilies ....................................... + 69
School enrollment ..................... +80
Personal income ........... ........... +$872,000
Retail establishments ........................ +2
Retail sales ................................ +$395,000
Bank deposits ....... ............. +$481,000

Several changes above, resulting from an increase of 100 manu-
facturing plus nonmanufacturing employment, are considerably less
than the corresponding changes associated with an increase of 100
manufacturing employment shown on page 7. This does not neces-
sarily mean nonmanufacturing employment has less impact upon
the community than manufacturing employment.

When a rural county becomes industrialized the increased manu-
facturing workers provide employment for more school teachers,
more sales clerks, and other nonmanufacturing workers in the im-
mediate area. On page 7 the total change in the area was associated
with increased manufacturing employment.

When nonmanufacturing employment increases in an area more
manufactured goods are purchased in the area, but manufacture of
much of the goods-and the resultant increase In employment-
occurs in other parts of the United States. Due to the impossibility
of measuring such changes in other areas, this section of the study
measured only changes in the Individual metropolitan areas,

If the changes shown on page 7 for 100 manufacturing em-
ployees are recomputed for change per increase of 100 in total
employment (manufacturing plus nontnanufacturing) they are:

Population ...................................... +209
Pamilies ............. .+58
School enrollment ...... - ........... +47
Personal income ...... ................ + $617,000
R etail establishments ........................ + 1
Retail sales ..................................... +$336,000
Bank deposits ................................... + $292,000

All the above changes are less than corresponding changes for
metropolitan areas shown earlier, but some of the difference may be
due to differences in levels of incomes, bank deposits, and other
factors between metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas.

10
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WHAT 100 NEW WORKERS
(manufacturing and nonmanufacturing)

MEAN TO A METROPOLITAN AREA

Chamber of Commerce of the United States
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I
TABLE 3

CHANGES BETWEEN 1960 AND 1970 IN MErROPOLUTAN AREAS
WMI GREATER AND LESSER EMPLOYMENT GROWTH

Item

Metropolitan
areas with

greater employ.
mert growth

Metropolitan
areas with

lesser employ-
mert growth*

Net change
between two

groups of
areas

Employment (manufacturing
and nonmanufacturing) ..

Population ..............
Families ................
School enrollment ........
Personal income** ........
Retail establishments** ...
Retail sales*** ...........

+5,690,652
+12,519,000

+3,533,540
+6,012,287

+ $112,598,000,000
+42,969

+ $37,193,000,000
Bank depots ............ + $54,984,000,000

+2,000,430
+3,461,000

+971,171
+3,069,701

+$80,425,000,000
-31,882

+ $22,612,000,000
+$37,252,000,000

+3,690,222
+9,058,000
+2,562,369
+2,942,586

+ $32,173,000,000
+74,851

+$14,581,000,000
+$17,732,000,000

*Actual change in these areas multiplied by 1.23 to compensate for smaller total 1960
the group of areas with lesser employment growth. For explanation see page 9.

**Change in personal income is from 1959 to 1969.
***Change in retail establishments and retail sales is from 1958 to 1967.

sounc oF DATA: Employmmt population, families, school enrollment and penonal inrome from United States Census of
Populaion, 1960 and 1970. Retail establishment and retail sales from United States Census of Busines, 1958 and 1967.
Bank deposits from Federa Depst Inmance Corpotio

Net change
per 1O0

bereasein
employment

t'30D

+100
+245

+69
+80

+$872,000
+2

+ $395,000
+$481,000

population in
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III. COSTS OF INDUSTRIAL GROWTH
Industrial growth, with workers moving from agriculture to more
productive higher paid manufacturing and service industry jobs, has
for centuries characterized the United States and many other coun-
tries.

Industrial development was welcomed, as it brought higher in-
v comes, and provided working conditions often less laborious than

farm work. (The United States 1970 median income of farm families
was $5,800, but of manufacturing families $11,100.)

The higher nonfarm incomes supplied tax revenues to govern-
ment, supported retail business, and provided markets for service
industries.

But, during recent years, there has been increasing realization that
industrial growth often brings rising social costs--jammed highways,
crowded airports, honky-tonk developments, smog, foul air, polluted
water, disagreeable noise, despoiled nature and urban sprawl.

Higher government costs of expanded and improved schools,
library and recreational facilities, hospitals, transportation, waste dis-
posal, police and other services have been reflected in higher taxes.

As just mentioned, some forms of production and consumption
generate social costs, like noise, congestion, or environmental pollu-
tion. These costs are borne by the general public rather than the
industrial firms or consumers involved. Public concern about de-
teriorating water and air quality, dwindling green space, inadequate
transportation, housing and pollution, have caused some areas, par-
ticularly along the Atlantic and Pacific coasts, to restrict growth by
means of stringent land-use and antipollution laws, Some thinly
populated areas, anticipating a flood of refugees from heavily popula-
ted metropolitan areas, have adopted new zoning regulations attempt-
ing to restrict population growth. As the public, acting through
government, increasingly imposes higher performance and product
quality standards on business, these higher social costs will be passed
forward in the form of higher prices for affected products or services.

These recent developments have caused some localities to reeval-
uate the relative advantage of attracting certain types of industry.
Furthermore, most local governments are now aware that the typical
new individual household costs more in services than it pays the
government in taxes. If the new industrial operation is fully or
partially tax exempt, it and the new workers It attracts may result

13
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in higher tax levels. City planners are today developing what they
consider optimum economic growth plans for given areas. New
industry is no longer evaluated simply in terms of the number of
additional employees and payroll income, but rather in terms of
whether or not the industry will on balance be an asset to the area.
For example, a benefit/cost study* for Montgomery County, Mary-
land, estimated that a light manufacturing activity and its employees
would pay the County only 79¢ in taxes for every $1.00 it would
cost the County to provide education, police and fire protection,
traffic direction, streets and access roads, courts, libraries, etc., for
the plant and its employees.

However, a large private tax-paying white collar activity, with
large numbers of clerical workers and expensive computing and
data processing equipment would pay the County $2.34 in taxes
for every $1.00 in costs to the County. A large federal government
research installation, despite impacted area payments in lieu of taxes,
would pay the County only 690 for every $1.00 in County costs.

Industrial growth may not be the economic solution for high un-
employment in a depressed area if the new industry's work force
requirements do not match the skills and educational levels of the
area's unemployed. An instance of this was an aluminum reduc-
tion and rolling mill constructed In 1956 in a depressed area. Most
local workers lacked the education and experience level qualifying
them for the difficult and complex work of the plant. Many employees
hired were natives of the area who had migrated and wished to re-
turn, or were persons on temporary layoff from other industrial
plants. Almost all professional, technical and managerial employees
came from other areas. Employment in the area grew about 4,000
due to the plant, but of this number only about 300 to 500 local
workers were employed in the aluminum plant, and about 300 more
worked in retail stores and other establishments existing because
of the plant. About 100 new professional jobs (teachers, physicians,
ministers, etc.) resulted, but they were almost all filled by outsiders.
Lack of business experience and necessary capital prevented most
local people from starting business operations. Almost all new stores

*The Relative Importance to Montgomery County of Selected Economic Activities,
Boise Cascade Center for Community Development, Washington, D. C., 1970.

14
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were started by persons bringing capital into the town, or as branches
of national firms.*

But nowadays, in addition to these conventional benefit-cost com-
parisons, more and more local governments are being forced by
public opinion to take into account social costs and benefits in eval-
uating the net benefit of new business firms to the community. So
today it is not advantageous for a community to attract new enter-<prises if the full costs to the community (including social costs)
exceed the benefits to the community. If the advantages of indus-
trialization' are, to be' realized fully and without offsetting dis-
advantages, care must be exercised in the attraction of new firms.

15

*Irwin Gray, "Employment Effect of a New Industry In a Rural Area," Monthly
Labor Review, Washington, D. C., June 1969, pp. 26-30,
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IV. TECHNICAL APPENDIX
Choice of Counties. Analysis of data for the 3,049 United States
counties revealed about 30 meeting the industrial growth criteria
listed on pages 3 and 4. In states with more than one county meeting
the criteria, the county chosen was that with the greatest percentage
increase in manufacturing employment between 1960 and 1970.

Counties without industrial growth meeting the criteria were more
numerous. In each of the 10 states a county without Industrial
growth was chosen which most nearly approximated the 1960 total
population and the percentage of total employment engaged in
manufacturing as the industrialized county already chosen for that
state.

Adjustment of Data in Counties without Industrial Growth. Total
1960 population and employment in the 10 counties with industrial
growth were about twice that of the counties without industrial
growth.

Total for Total for Ratio
10 counties 10 counties between

with without the two
Industrial Industrial groups of
growth growth counties

Total population (1960) .......... 375,210 158,712 2.36
Total employment (1960) ......... 120,251 51,863 2.32
Manufacturing employment (1960) . . 17,807 7,876 2.26

In this study the ratio between total employment (2.32) was
used as a multiplying factor for the counties without industrial
growth. The following table shows the relative small difference in
economic growth trends associated with an increase of 100 manu-
facturing employees which occur if either of the two other factors
is used.

Using Using Using
total total manufacturing

population employment employment
factor actor factor
(2.36) (2,32) (2.26)

Total population ...... + 354 + 351 + 347
Nonmanufacturing

employment ....... +69 +68 +67
Personal income ...... + $1,015,000 + $1,036,000 + $1,069,000

Exclusion of 10 Largest Metropolitan Areas. The 132 metro-
politan areas with greatest 1960-70 percentage increase in employ-

16
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ment included only two (San Francisco and Washington) of the 10
largest metropolitan areas. The 132 areas with lesser employment
growth Included the five largest metpolitan areas plus three more
of the 10 largest areas. The 10 largest areas constituted 10% of the
1970 population of areas with the greater employment growth, and
54% of the population of the areas with lesser empLoyment growth.

The following comparison shows effects of including and exclud-
, ing the 10 largest areas in the computations.

Population ..............
Families ................
School enrollment ........
Personal Income ..........
Retail establishments ......
Retail sales ..............
Bank deposits ............

Change per 100 increase In employment
Including 10 Excluding 10
largest areas largest areas

+230 +245
+68 +69
+74 +80

+ $647,000 + $872,000
+2 +2

+$380,000 +$395,000
+$175,000 +$481,000

17
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OTHER CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PUBLICATIONS

Business and the Consumer-A Program for the Seventies. Analyzes
the scope of modern consumerism, consumerism and the changing
environment, and makes recommendations for business action. Pub-
lication No. 1929, $1.00.

Business and the Future-America's Next 30 Years. Identifies some
major trends shaping the future American environment within
which business will operate. Publication No. 1884, $1.00.

National Defense and National Priorles. Studies the role of national
defense and foreign relations as they Influence the setting of
national policy in the United States. Publication No. 2607, $2.00.

The Corporation in Transition-Redefining Its Social Character. The
corporation of today and tomorrow, new social demands on the
corporation, new government-business relations of the corporation,
and auditing corporate social goals and performance. Publication
No. 2838, $2.50.

Employee Benefits, 1971. Shows employer payments for vacations,
holidays, sick leave, pensions, insurance, and other employee bene-
fits. Include 22 table and 4 charts. Publication No. 2758, $2.00.

Environment and Population Growth. Studies (he dilemma posed by
the world population increase, and modern man's greatly enlarged
ability to utilize and transform nature's limited resources. Publica-
tion No. 1902, $1.00.

Manpower for the Seventies. Examines prospective problems and
changes in our labor force during the next decade, what policies
will increase labor force participation, how we can improve em.
ployment opportunities. Publication No. 1905, $1.00.

Order above publications from Chamber of Commerce of the United States, Wash-
ington, D. C. 20006. Please include publication numbers, and enclose check payable
to Chamber of Commerce of the United States.
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BACKGROUND

Some 30 years ago,- the Small Business Washington Presentation
began under the auspices of the Smaller Business Association of New
England, Inc. (SBANE). Two years ago, we were joined by the Independent
Business Association of Wisconsin (IBA-W), the Smaller Manufacturers
Council (SMC) of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and last year, the Council
of Smaller Enterprises (COSE) of Cleveland, Ohio.

Over the years this Small Business Washington Presentation has
led to significant legislative accomplishments on behalf of small business.
For instance, last year's Presentation proposed that the Small Business
Administration create an Office of Advocacy. Through the efforts of
Congresswoman Margaret Heckler, Congress established a Chief Counsel
for Advocacy within this agency.

The theme of this year's Presentation is tied in with the intent of
the Congress to initiate major tax reform legislation. The Presentation
covers Tax Reform for Small Business pointing out the urgent need
that tax relief will result in capital formation to the smaller enterprise
as the number one priority in small business legislation for 1975.

Small business has always received a warm welcome on Capitol
Hill. The Presentation's purpose is to translate this cordial reception
into action, by articulating the concerns and problems of small business
to our national lawmakers. We thank the Senate and House Small Business
Committees and staffs for making it possible for the four organizations
to give this presentation.

CREDITS: The Presentation was delivered in Washington by Arnold Zenker, Arnold Zenker Associ-
Sates, Newton Centre, Massachusetts; art work for the slide portion was produced by BKB Studios, Inc.,

Boston; this book was printed by The Cricket Press, Inc. Manchester, Massachusetts.
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SMALL BUSINESS IN THE SPOTLIGHT

This was the scene two decades afo when Small Business made its "Washington Presntlon". Only a hand of Con.
rossman showed up at this small, out.of.the.way oNce in the Capitol. Most were New Englandom because there waa
only one sponsor, the Smaler Business Association of New Englad. "We had to really twiat sone arms," my# an early
organier.

a• change in 2 years! Over d00 people turned out or last year's Washington Preos tatio, Including 150 Senators=014t ort too 5ole ?hae y Mo 4alRepresentatives from arssthe non. agency h Is and othr tep policy.mslet Theed aor i ar -h'Itt i" pre-
sentation by not just one regional Small Business group, but FOUR regional asocations covering key Industrial areas
of the U.S. The results A-_ION.,

I
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The ACTION scorecard:

SBA Chief Counsel for Advocacy

State of Small Business Amendment

Small Business represented on Commission on Government Procurement

Small Business represented on Commission on Government Paperwork

House Small Business Committee made a standing committee

IRS Small Business Advisory Council

House action on Interstate Taxation Act

OSHA Revisions for Small Business

SBA decentralization

Increase in SBA Management Assistance

Repeal of Fair Trade

Export incentives

Two-tier prime rate

Three-stage wage and price controls

Surtax exemption raised to $50,000

Investment tax credit increased

Action Now: TAX REFORM

1. Surtax exemption- increase to $100,000.

2. Nelson-Evins Small Business Tax Reform and Simplification Act of 1975.

8. Retain DISCs- they're working for Small Business.

4. Subchapter S. - change.

5. Interstate Taxation Act- needs Senate approval.

6. Depreciation - simplify.

7. Section 303 of the Estate Tax - lower restrictions.

8. Revise long-term capital gains tax rates.

2
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introduction
Small Business:
A Different Breed

Government Listens
& Takes Action

Result: Small
Business No Longer
Invisible

Scorecard:

The spotlight on Small Business grows brighter every year.
As the pictures on the previous pages show, more and

more and more people are hearing Small Business' story. That
isn't because the food gets better. It's because policy-makers and
planners are increasingly aware of Small Business as a unique
entity in the American economy. No longer do policy.makers
indiscriminately lump small corporations in with larger ones.
They recognize that small businesses are fundamentally different
in their sharply reduced ability to raise capital by the public
sale of stock or the assumption of long-term debt. Small
businesses rely on one-shot infusions of capital by family and
friends to start in business, and they rely on retained earnings
to stay in business. That makes smaller businesses a different
breed, and that's what government is starting to recognize.
Several key government planning groups, for example, now
require one of their members to be a representative of Small
Business. The Committee on Interest and Dividends recognized
the uniqueness of Small Business when it encouraged banks
to set up a "two-tier" system of lending rates to businesses.

The annual "Washington Presentations" of the Small Busi-
ness Coalition are a good measure of this increased awareness
of Small Business, In the early years, three decades ago, Small
Business had a hard time even convincing Congress it existed.
The tendency then was to assume that the needs of Small
Business were amply met whenever Big Business' needs were
met. Government agencies and lawmakers in Congress assumed
that all corporations were alike. Corporate size or capital-raising
ability was never considered in laws or regulations affecting
corporations. Unconcern extended even to smaller matters like
forms used for government reports and questionnaires. The
same forms were sent to big and small business alike, disregard-
ing the fact that a large corporation has a special staff just to
handle such paperwork, while in a small corporation the one-man
bookkeeping "department" must work overtime to fill out volum-
inous forms. In this environment, it was small wonder that only
a handful of Congressmen turned out to hear the first Wash-
ington Presentation in 1948, put on by the Smaller Business
Association of New England. At that time, Small Business was,
in a very real sense, invisible, at least from the policy-makers'
point of view.

That invisibility has been significantly overcome during the
past three decades. Four regional Small Business associations
covering the nation's key industrial areas now join forces to air
their concerns each May in Washington. The handful of Con-
gressmen who attended the first session has grown to over 300
people. From short speech-and-a-handshake the presentation
has developed into a sophisticated mixed-media effort, bolstered
by the kind of statistics and other data that policy-makers need.
Follow-up discussions have taken place at the White House and
with key members of Congress.

The results of this ever-brighter spotlight have been gratify-
ing. Several specific measures suggested by Small Business have
been enacted. And in general, Small Business encounters a more

3
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receptive regulatory environment in Washington, at least on
matters concerning the mechanics of government regulation.

Item: The Chief Counsel for Advocacy was created withinSEA Advocacy the Small Business Administration. The central recommendation
Counsel of the 1974 Washington Presentation was creation of this new

SBA office:-to provide Small Business with a focal point toexpress its views, and to serve as an advocate for Small Business
in government. A month after the Washington Presentation,
Rep. Margaret Heckler proposed an amendment to the SBA Act
creating this office. It was quickly enacted by Congress and
signed into law by President Ford.

'State of Item: After the- 1973 Washington Presentation, Sen. Ed-
ward Kennedy introduced an amendment to the SBA Act

Small Business" providing that the SBA Annual Report include a'section on the
"State of Small Business". This comprehensive overview of the
future needs and problems of Small Business, which became
law, is an aid to planners throughout government and industry.

Seats on Item: A special seat for a representative of Small Business
Government was established on the Commission on Government Procure-
Commissions on ment, at the coalition's suggestion. The Commission's report
Procurement. has already led to substantial changes in government purchasingP e . policy, and the interests of Small Business were recognized.
... and Paperwork Item: Legislation creating a similar Commission on Gov-

ernment Paperwork also provided a special seat for Small
Business. Participation in special studies is important to ensure
consideration of Small Business' interests.

House Committee Item: The House Small Business Committee was elevated
Upgraded to standing committee status, which gives it legislative power.

Item: Informal meetings between Small Business groups
Special IRS and the Internal Revenue Service, initiated by the Senate Small
Committee Business Committee, led to formation of an ofltcial Small Business

Advisory Committee to the IRS. The Committee meets regularly
with the IRS on measures to simplify and revise tax forms
and requirements as they uniquely affect Small Business.

OSHA Revisions Item: Congress has made important revisions for Small
Business in enforcement of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act.

Interstate Taxation Item: The House twice has passed an Interstate Taxation
Act Passed Act to create a uniform system for business reporting and
by House paperwork. The bill, unfortunately, has been bottled up for

seven years in the Senate Finance Committee.
SEA Begins Needed Item: Needed decentralization of the SBA was begun by
Decentralization redistribution of manpower to regional offices. This helps make

the SBA's services more available to local business concerns.
SIA Beefs Up Its Item: The SBA has increased its management assistance

program, adding over 300 new management assistance officersManagement Aid the past two years. Further steps to strengthen the SBA are
necessary to handle additional legislative responsibilities and
to counteract the insensitivity toward Small Business shown
by the Office of Management and Budget.

Repeal of Item: Repeal of Fair Trade legislation seems virtually' as-
Fair Trade Laws sured, thus removing a major roadblock to effective business

competition.
Item:- A "two-tier" prime lending rate was supported by"Two-tier" the Commission on Interest and Dividends during the. height of

Prime Rate the anti-inflation battle. Further concern for Small Business'
unique problems was evident in the three-stage wage and price
controls.

Taken separately, none of these measures would seem like
a major accomplishment But taken together, they add up to an

4
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Surtax Exemption
In '75 HIghlights
the Trend

Steps to Correct
Unrealistic
Exemption Cutoff

encouraging trend. The invisibility that once buried Small
Business within the overarching rubric "Corporations" is being
replaced by recognition of this sector as unique.

Nowhere is this recognition more evident than in the recent
emergency tax reform package signed into law by President
Ford. Though the new law covers a broad scope of tax matters,
one section makes it a milestone act for Small Business. That
was the one year increase in the surtax exemption to $50,000 -
the first change in this exemption since 1938 and the first tax
measure aimed specifically at Small Business in nearly two
decades. The law also cut the rate on the first $25,000 of profit
to 2007, increased the investment tax credit to 10% and increased
provisions for its use to $100,000 on used equipment combined
with an increase in accumulated earnings to $150,000.

The surtax exemption had stood at $25,000 for nearly 40
years, despite persistent inflation that long ago made the cutoff
point unrealistic. Even the new $50,000 limit fails to keep pace
with inflation, but the increase does show concern for Small
Business. As Sen. Gaylord Nelson said when recommending the
change: "The new tax measure does an important thing that is
not widely recognized. It in effect acknowledges distinctions
between small, medium-sized and large businesses by formalizing
a graduated tax burden similar to the graduation that guides
our individual taxe codes.... Thus we have, in effect, affirmed
for business the principle that the stronger and more affluent
are better able to pay more and should."

THE THEME FOR ACTION IN 1975 IS:

Action '75 Themei
TAX REFORM

Don't Forget Small
Business-It's Vital

Washington has indeed gone a long way toward recognizing
Small Business. The time has come to put that recognition into
action, in the area where Small Business is most thoroughly
overlooked: taxes. Over the coming months, Congress will be
considering broad moves to reform the nation's tax system. This
reexamination of fundamentals is long overdue, and is par.
ticularly timely in view of the current economic crisis and the
emergency steps taken in the March Tax Act.

As it studies and plans, Congress must be sure to include
Small Business. Lawmakers cannot assume that any reform
affecting business generally also helps Small Business in par.
ticular. Rather, if Small Business is to make its contribution
to economic and future stability, tax reform measures directed
specifically at this vital sector must be considered. The object
isn't to grant Small Business unfair special relief. No one sector
of the economy should receive precedence especially in these
difficult times. But distinctions between Small Business and
Big Business do exist, and they require distinctions, in tax
reform measures. What works for one sector won't automatically
work for the other. If the aim of tax reform is to help ensure
economic recovery - which means Jobs and capital - then re-
form measures must be effective, that is, they must actually
help create jobs and capital.
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THE SURTAX EXEMPTION SHOULD BE INCREASED TO

$100,000
Surtax Exemption:
Finish the Job
of Updating
Small Companies
Can't Sell Stock ...

... or Find Loans

Retained Earnings
Are the Answer

Payoff: JOBS

Congress Acted
Wisely 37
Years Ago

Having made a tentative first step in raising the exemption
to $50,000 for one year, Congress should now complete the Job
of setting a realistic and effective cutoff point.

The logic behind the 1938 action establishing the surtax
exemption is unassailable. Small businesses grow almost exclu-
sively through retained earnings. Equity may get a new corpora-
tion off the ground, but that small company can't continue to rely
on investors to meet its capital needs. While large corporations
usually can sell more stock whenever they need additional capital,
it's a fact of life for small businesses that they can't.

The only alternative for external financing is debt. And
small businesses have fared poorly indeed at the debt counter.
Small businesses traditionally pay the highest interest rates and
have the least success in obtaining loans. Over a two-year
period ending November 1974 small short-term loans (under
$100,000 and/ess than 36 months) fell almost 50% as a percent-
age of total corporate short-term loans. In the long-term debt
market small loans accounted for less than two cents of every
dollar loaned to business. This occurred despite the fact that
small businesses of a size most likely to need such loans account
for over half of all corporate sales-and over half of all
corporate employment.

The only avenue to growth for a small business is retained
earnings. And yet small businesses retain less of their earnings
than any other sector. After-tax profits in the fourth quarter
of 1973, for example, were 2.4 cents on the dollar for companies
of $1 million assets or less, 3.4 cents for companies of up to
$5 million In assets-but 7.9 cents for billion-dollar corpora-
tions. Altogether, the 600,000 small businesses that employ 16.8
million people retained less than half as much profit as the
largest corporations. The effective tax rate ranged from 42.8%
to 51.4% for the small companies -compared with only 28,8%
for the large corporations.

In other words, the companies that need retained earnings
most are being starved. And that means the job market is being
starved, too. Small businesses are "where it's at," as far as
creating new jobs is concerned. It's almost axiomatic to say
that large corporations grow by buying machines, while small
businesses grow by hiring people. Consider the period between
1963 and 1967, for example, the most recent period for which
detailed statistics are available. In that period, the sales of
large business spurted 60% but their employment IeU 9%.
Small business on the other hand, had a comparatively meager
sales rise of i8%, but on that, they boosted employment by
62%. In other words small businesses translate growth into
jobs. Hindering small-business growth by curtailing retained
earnings hits the economy at its weak spot, the job market.

The way to attack this problem is the same today as it was
in 1938 when Congress first acted: permit smaller corporations
to retain more of their earning., for modernization and Jobs.

8
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But 429% Inflation
Has Changed Things

Congress Took
First Stop

The Realistic
Target: $100,000
Exemption

The method Congress chose 37 years ago was to exempt the
first $25,000 of earnings from the full corporate tax rate.

The problem, of course, is that like the nickel cigar, $25,000
isn't what it used to be. In fact, the $25 000 of 1938 equals
$6,452 in 1975. That amount is simply inadequate as a spur to
growth. Look at the Wholesale Price Index, for example. Since
1938, the index has spurted 429%. That means the $25,000 of
1938 is equal in effective purchasing power to $107,250 today.
Or, using the 392% increase in the Consumer Price Index since
1938, the $25,000 then requires $98,000 now.

In other words, the surtax exemption of $25,000 long ago
ceased to have its original strength. That means the exemption
accomplished little in terms of its original intent, It was in
recognition of this fact that Congress acted early this year
to raise the exemption to $50,000, and to cut the rate on the
first half of that to 20%. That was an important first step.
The exemption increase will allow corporations to retain an
additional $1.2 billion of earnings, or about $7,000 per company.
That amount is insignificant, of course, for a major corporation.
But for a small warehousing concern, that amount means a
needed fork-lift can be bought- and a man hired to drive it.

Much more adequate, though, in terms of achieving the
exemption's desired effect, would be to recognize the harsh
fact of 429% of inflation since 1938, and to set the exemption
for future years at $100,000. Doing so would bring tax rates
more into line with current realities. Canada, for example, has
already recognized the necessity of a $100,000 exemption. It
began a staged increase from $35,000 three years ago and has
now reached a surtax exemption of $100,000.

Providing such an incentive for growth does mean a near-
term revenue loss for the government, but that loss is more than
repaid over the long run. For a smaller business, retained
earnings are the only route to growth. For a smaller business,
opportunities for growth are translated immediately into jobs,
capital-equipment purchases and goods and services. And that,
before long, adds up to additional tax revenues.

7
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retain DISC,
AT LEAST FOR SMALL BUSINESS

Retain DISC:
They're Working

Domestic International Sales Corporations were established
in 1971 to encourage exports. Large corporations recognized
their value immediately, and by 1972, over 80% of the 2 249
DISCs were owned by corporations with assets over $1 billion.

Smaller businesses were slower to recognize the value of
DISCs. Not only does it take longer for new legislation to filter
down to smaller concerns, but there has been a long-standing
hesitation among small businessmen over the complexities and
paperwork mire involved in exporting. Our best estimate, on
the basis of our corporate members, is that the DISC law is
just now starting to have noticeable impact on smaller companies.
Hundreds of small concerns are being lured into the export
market for the first time, adding a new avenue of growth for
themselves and helping to improve the nation's balance-of-pay-
ments. In February, the U.S. had its most favorable balance-of-
payments surplus ever.

Altogether, the Treasury estimates DISC brought about
an extra $2 billion of exports in fiscal 1973 -$2 billion that
would not have been shipped were it not for the DISC incentive.

In other words for smaller businesses, DISCs are working.
Repeal of the DIS(5 legislation would undermine a law that is
clearly succeeding,

SUBCHAPTER S RULES

should be improved
Subchapfer S:
Make if
More Responsive

We recommend two changes that would make Subchapter
S more responsive to current needs. Neither would have more
than nominal impact on tax revenues.

1. The maximum number of shareholders should be in.
creased to 15 from 10. As with the surtax exemption, the current
limit was established in a less expensive era. Where it once
might have taken 10 investors to finance a new company, today
it takes more. This is especially true in a tight loan market.

2. Certain trusts should be allowed to be shareholders,
including voting trusts, grantor trusts and trusts where the
holding is only temporary, such as passing through a residuary
trust to individual beneficiaries. Each beneficiary of a trust
should be counted as a shareholder in determining the limitation
on the number of shareholders. The current exclusion of trusts
is an unreasonable limitation on the ability of entrepreneurs
to locate new sources of capital.

Also, inclusion of trusts would remove the unfair burden
that currently afflicts many businesses when one of the owners
dies and his holdings revert to a trust. Under current law,
this trust status of one holder would remove the Subchapter S
status of all other stockholders of the concern. An entrepreneur's
untimely death should not be an immediate burden on the living.

a
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senate should pass
THE INTERSTATE TAXATION ACT --

Interstate Taxation:
Stop the
Hodge.Podge

This bill establishes uniform jurisdictional standards for
interstate taxation. In so doing, it removes from companies
the burden of a hodge-podge of varying state practices for re-
porting which often leads to double taxation. The House long
ago recognized the value of such uniform standards. The
Senate Finance Committee should release the legislation it has
refused since 1969 to act on.

lower
RESTRICTIONS ON SECTION 303 OF THE ESTATE TAX LAW

Estate Tax Law:
Don't Penalize
the Living

At present, in order for an estate to undertake a Section 803
redemption at time of death, the closely-held stock must be at
least 36% of the gross estate or 60% of the taxable estate. We
suggest these restrictions be changed to 20% and 40% respec-
tively.

This change would facilitate stock redemptions through
which an individual's estate pays the estate taxes This in turn,
would be an incentive for small businesses to be continued in
operation rather than being sold out to big business. Under
existing law, the estate of the deceased must often sell the
whole business in order to pay estate taxes. Small businesses
usually aren't liquid enough to redeem stock easily. Such a sale
to an outside company usually is at a substantial loss and often
leads to quick dissolution of what could have been an on-going
business. Or, the small business might try to redeem stock
using its limited cash reserves and what often happens is the
company pulls out so much cash that it dies. Either way, every-one lOSes.

Adopting lower restrictions is especially important in view
of lower stock prices, which have decreased the value of stock
as compared with the total estate making it more difficult to
qualify for a Section $08 redemption.

9
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simplify
DEPRECIATION, POSSIBLY USING THE CANADIAN SYSTEM

Simplify
Dprecation -

Canada's System
Promising

We see a need for more flexibility in deciding when to
take depreciation and in what amount. The flexibility would be
especially important for smaller businesses. We suggest con-
sideration of a system being used in Canada called the "Capital
Cost Allowance System". Canada permits depreciation in two
years on machinery and euipment which are the heart of
the productive process. Canada also alows companies to establish
pools or classes of assets. Each class is assigned i maximum
depreciation rate. Within those limits it is left to the taxpayer
to decide how much depreciation to claim at a given time. This
enables the taxpayer to gear the depreciation allowance to the
business income.

Canada's system also features fewer clauses for assets.
This, along with the other features, yields a benefit especially
vital for smaller businesses: it reduces the mountain of paper-
work and computations that existing depreciation methods
entail. While no particular burden for computer-aided large
corporations, the current depreciation system is simply too
complex for the average small business.

revise
LONG-TERM CAPITAL GAINS

Long.term Capital
Gains: Discourage
"Hit & Run"
Speculation

We recommend a stepped reduction of capital gains tax
rates, in order to encourage long-term investment in smaller
enterprises, rather than hit-and-run speculation. We recommend
a rate of 35% on investments held one to five years; 25% on
those held five to ten years; and 121/ % on investments held
ten years or longer. Such a stepped reduction would make"quick-kill" speculation less attractive and would encourage
the kind of long-term investment that Is so badly needed. At
preent, the capital gains system is an incentive for turnover
of capital, not steady infusion. Long-term growth obviously,
is more likely to occur when a business has stability and can
operate without the fear that large chunks of capital will be
quickly withdrawn.

10
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summary
"By stifling small business our business tax structure also

stifles economic growth at a time when we desperately need it."
That's how Sen. Gaylord Nelson summarizes the tax dilem-

ma of Small Business. And that's why his Small Business
Committee is about to initiate action. The committee will begin
next month an in-depth inquiry into the structure of small
business taxes. It will be a thorough examination of what makes
Small Business tick, and how taxes hinder growth now but
could be changed tp stimulate growth in the future. Findings of
this study will help shape the Nelson-Evins Small Business
tax bill to be introduced in 1975.

In all likelihood, the nuts-and-bolts of this tax reform
package will be proposals such as those we outline in out-
Washington Presentation this year. These are unglamorous,
highly technical proposals, but they're the kind of tax reform
that will bring results- the results this economy needs:
GROWTH and JOBS.

11
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About SBANE
The Smaller Business Association of New England, Inc., is

a private, non-profit, non-partisan association of New England
small companies. It was founded in 1938 to promote and protect
the welfare of small business throughout the six-state region.
This is accomplished by:

(1) grouping together, articulating the needs of small busi-
ness, and taking common action;

(2) promoting and supporting legislation and government
activities beneficial to smali business and opposing
those activities and legislation detrimental to the in-
terest of the smaller business;

(8) cooperating with other small business groups; and
(4) the education of the small businessman and others in

the problems which they must face in order to be
successful, and the education of the small businessman
as to matters which both threaten and preserve the
system of free, profit-incentive, private, competitive
enterprise.

The major emphasis in the programs offered to the member-
ship are in the areas of legislation on the national level and
education programs.

Besides appearances before various Congressional commit-
tees, the Association appears on Capitol Hill once a year for a
Washington Presentation of specific proposals designed to assist
small business.

The education activities are many and varied. They include
seminars and conferences held throughout New England often
sponsored in conjunction with leading New England universities
and Federal agencies such as the Small Business Administration.

Best known of SBANE's educational programs for the past
16 years has been the annual "Live-In" Seminar on the campus
of the Harvard Business School. Others include a Fall seminar
at the Amos Tuck School at Dartmouth College and a series of
one-day seminars called "50 x 50" featuring a variety of business
subjects presented by an outstanding faculty drawn from
throughout the country.

The Association also publishes a monthly newsletter, SMALL
BUSINESS NEWS, containing information and educational
features for the small business executive and news about
SBANE's monthly activities.

The Association's services also extend to counselling its
members on small business problems and serving as a source of
business information. Furthermore, the Association provides
government liaison, procurement assistance and offers its mem-
bers group insurance programs and trade missions.

SBANE offices are located at 69 Hickory Drive, Waltham,
Massachusetts 02154, 617- 890-9010.
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OFFICERS
OLIVER 0. WARD, President
Athbro Precision Engineering Corp.
Hall Road
Sturbridge, MA 0186
Term Eoire": lt

WALTER C. TILLINGHAST, lot Vice Presidext
Spaulding Co., Inc.
38 Paella Park Drive
Randolph, MA 02368
Term Expires: 1976

WILLIAM D. GLOVER, Vice President
Write, Inc.
178 Wade Street
Bridgeport, CT 06601
Term Expires: 1976

ANDREW M. MONAHAN, Secretary
128 Publishing Co., Inc.
66 Walpole Street, Box 128
Norwood, MA 02062
Term Expire: 1977

ROBERT LEE, Vice Prsident
Hotwatt, Inc.
128 Maple Street
Danvers, MA 01923
Trne Expires: 1976

ROGER E. TRAVIS, Vice President
Medi, Inc.
217 Maple Street
Holbrook, MA 02345
Term Expires: 1976

MICHAEL B. RUKIN, Treta.urer
Analytical Systens Engineering Corporation
25 Ray Avenue
Burlington, MA 01808
Term Expires: 1976

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

WILLIAM B. ANDERSON
Matrix, Inc.
3 Metacomet Ave.
East Providence, RI 02916
Term Expires.: 1

JOHN R. BEAVER
Rudolph Beaver, Inc.
480 Trap*lo Road
Belmont, MA 02178
Term Expires: 19?

CHARLES J. BERINGER
C. J. Beringer Company
Berginer Way, Box 97
Marblehead, MA 01945

-Term Expires: 177

JULES A. COHEN
Dataman, Inc.
166 Lavan Street
Warwick, RI 02888
Term Expires: 1977

DANIEL A. CRONIN, JR.
Ampersand Associates
100 Federal Street
Boston, MA 02110
'rerm Expires: 197?

DOUGLAS S. DILLMAN
The Horn Corporation
Westford Road, Box 190
Ayer, MA 01482
Term Expires: 1975

BROOKS FENNO, JR.
Saleemnark
10 Kearney Road
Needhan Heights, MA 02194
Term Expire: 1976

GARDINER GREENE, JR.
Browning Laboratories; Inc.
Box 30
Laconia, NH 03246
Term Expire.s: 10S

DAVID P. HEILNER
Morse Boat Building Company
86 Wilsondle Street
Dover, MA 02030
Term Expires: 1977

DR. JAMES HOWELL
First National Bank of Boston
100 Federal Street
Boston, MA 02110
Term Expires: 1977

RICHARD G. LEE
Lee Packaging Machinery Corporation
178 Crescent Road
Needham Heights, MA 02194
Term Expires: 1976

EDWIN LOWE
Indian Head National Bank of Nashua
146 Main Street
Nashua, NH 0300
Term Expires: 1976

HUGH MacCOLL
New England Merchants National Bank
One Beacon Street
Boston, MA 02108
Term Expires: 1977

JOSEPH MANCUSO
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Salisbury Hall
Worcester, MA 01609
TerM Expires: 1976

PAUL W. OTTO
United Engineers, In.
950 North Main Street
Randolph, MA 02866
Term Expires: 1#75
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EDWARD H. PENDERGAST, JR.
Pendergast, Creelman & Hill
236 Lewis Wharf
Boston, MA 02110
Term Expires: 1975

DANIEL P. SLADE
Cricket Press, Inc.
66 Summer Street
Manchester, MA 01944
Term Expires: 1976

DANIEL F. VILES
Waltham Screw Company
77 Rumford Avenue
Waltham, MA 02154
Tom Expires: 1975

HENRY VILLAUME
Howell Laboratories, Inc.
Gibbs Avenue
Bridgton, ME.04009
Term Expires: 1977

PETER WEBSTER
Black & Webster, Inc.
281 Winter Street
Waltham, MA 02154
Te'm Expires: 1977

ROBERT S. WESTWATER
Atlantic BeAing & Drives, Inc.
65 inner Belt Road
Somerville, MA 02148
Term Expiru: 1975

BERNARD SOEP
Bernard Soep Associates
280 Lincoln Street
Boston, MA 02184
Term Expires: 1oe

1975 WASHINGTON PRESENTATION COMMITTEE

WILLIAM D. GLOVER, Chalrma c
Write, Inc.
178 Wade Street
Bridgeport, CT 0601

PETER WEBSTER
Black & Webster
281 Winter Street
Waltham, MA 02154

EDWARD H. PENDERGAST, JR.
Pendergast, Creelman & Hill
2386 Lewis Wharf
Boston, MA 02110

RICHARD 0. LEE
Lee Packaging Machinery Corporation
178 Crescent Hoed
Needham Heights, MA 02194

RICHARD ROSS
Tri Travel, Inc.
Liberty Tree Mall
Danvers, MA 01928

SBANE STAFF

LEWIS A. SHATTUCK, CAR
Executive Vice President

PHYLLIS E. MARCUS
Administrative Assistant

JOAN M. SWEET
Director of Membership Development

SUSAN HUNT
Staff Assistant

KRISTINE MULLETT
Staff Assistant

JULIE M. SCOFIELD
Director of Educational Services

ELLA HEINTZ
Bookkeeper

BETTINA A. BLOOD
Director of Research
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About ibaw
The Independent Business Association of Wisconsin, Inc.

was organized as a result of a Statewide Conference on Inde-
pendent Business Problems in Wisconsin held on October 14,
1970. As a result of this day-long conference, a small group
of dedicated businessmen formed a Steering Committee to
explore -the establishment of an organization to represent Inde-
pendent Business in Wisconsin.

Under the strong leadership of Chairman Herman Williams,
this committee developed IBAW as a non-profit, non-partisan
association for the purpose of encouraging stability, growth and
profit, with high ethical standards, for independent business in
Wisconsin. Membership is open to businesses engaged in manu-
facturing, wholesaling, retailing and service industries. Busi-
nesse which provide advisory services are able to join as
Professional Members.

The objectives of IBAW are:
... TO INFORM ON LEGISLATION & TAXATION ON A

LOCAL, STATE & NATIONAL LEVEL.
... TO EDUCATE FOR MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT &

PERSONAL BUSINESS GROWTH
... TO EXCHANGE IDEAS, DISCUSS COMMON PROBLEMS

& THEIR SOLUTIONS
... TO PROVIDE FOR EFFECTIVE EXPRESSION OF OUR

MEMBERS' VIEWPOINTS
IBAW has organized and sponsored programs in cooperation

with the University of Wisconsin Extension; Small Business
Administration; local chambers of commerce; State Division of
Economic Development; Council of Independent Managers, Inc.;
Center for Venture Management; National Council for Small
Business Management Development and other groups interested
in the growth of independent business in the State of Wisconsin.

Quarterly round table workshops present opportunities for
management development of owner-managers and their manage-
ment team. Breakfast Club programs deal with a subject of
current concern to the independent business sector.

The governmental programs work on both the national and
state level with the highlights being the Washington Presenta-
tion and the annual Wisconsin Legislative Day in Madison.
Legislative luncheons are held during the year with individual
legislators.

A newsletter, INTERCOM, covers the activities of the
Association.

IBAW offices are located at 11050 W. Bluemound Rd.,
Milwaukee, WI 58226, telephone (414) 258-7055.
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M

INDEPENDENT BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
OF WISCONSIN

Officers

President
BRUNO MAUER '78
Rickert Industrial Supply
2942 N. 117th Street
Milwaukee, WI 53222

Vice.President Federal Programs
DEAN TREPTOW '76
The Brown Deer Bank
4455 W. Bradley Road
Brown Deer, WI 53223

Vice-President, State Programs
JAMES JOPPE '76
Advance Transportation Co.
P. 0. Box 719
Milwaukee, WI 53201

Vice.President Programs
DAVID SCHUPPLER '77
Schuppler-Stumpf Associates
11400 W. Bluemound Rd.
Milwaukee, WI 63226

Vice-President Membership
HARRY HU -PHRIES '7f
Humphries-Hansen, Inc.
8516 W. Kaul Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53225

Vice.President, Publicity
E. CHARLES ROAMER
Badger Bearing Co.
3732 W. Wisconsin Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 63201

Vice-President, Regional Affairs
ROBERT TAYLOR '78
Engman-Taylor Co., Inc.
2830 W. Stark
Milwaukee, WI 53209

Secretaryj
JOHN DADMUN '76
A- Sply Co., Inc.

2 34 2 1W Cybourn
Milwaukee, WI 63223

Assistant Secretary
JERRY HUSS '77
Huss & Associates
10909 W. Bluemound Rd.
Milwaukee, WI 68226

Treasurer
SAM HOPE '76
Griffith-Hope Co.
6607 W. Mitchell St.
Milwaukee, WI 53214

Assistant Treasurer
ROLAND SPRENGER '78
Allis Tool & Machine Corp.
647 S. 94th Place
Milwaukee, WI 63214

Directors

CARL MILLMAN '76
Automatic Merchandise Corp.
4132 N. 7th Street
Milwaukee, Wl 53209

HAROLD CLEMENS '77
Clemens Lac La Belle Resort
272 Lac LaBelle Drive
Oconomowoc, WI 53066

ANGELO DITELLO '77
National Transit Cartage Co.
2751 S. Chase Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 63207

HERMAN WILLIAMS '78
Williams Steel & Supply
999 W. Armour
Milwaukee, WI 63221

Staff
WILLIAM J. TETZLAFF, Executive Director
11050 W. Bluemouild Road
Milwaukee, WI 63226
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About SMC
The Smaller Manufacturers Council, the only organization in

the United States serving small manufacturers exclusively, was
formed in 1945 by a group of 16 Pittsburgh manufacturers.

During World War I1 the U. S. Government sponsored the
Smaller War Plants Corporation to assist small industrial plants
in bidding on and carrying out defense contracts. The need for
the corporation ended with the end of the war but the 16
Pittsburgh entrepreneurs didn't want to give up the close work-
ing relationships which had developed during the war years. If
working together as a goup, meeting to exchange ideas and pooi
experience had worked during the war, why not also in peace,
they reasoned.

In April 1945, the Council was organized on the basic Idea
that "In Unity There Is Strength." The purpose from the be-
ginning was to serve member-companies and the Tri.State area
of Western Pennsylvania, Eastern Ohio and Northern West
Virginia through cooperative action - to pool experience, re-
sources and energy to achieve constructive business and civic
results that no Individual small manufacturer could hope to ac-
complish alone. Thirteen active committees, operating under
General Chairmen of Government Relations, Company Services,
Growth and Communications, and Organization Development
assure that the original purpose of the organization is continue4

today.
The SMC, as the recognized spokesman for smaller manu-

facturing in the Tri-State area of Western Pennsylvania, Eastern
Ohio, and Northern West Virginia, has representatives on federal
state, regional, and local advisory groups - governmental and
civic - such as the President's Small Business Economic Coun-
cil, the Governor's Business Advisory Council, Penn's Southwest
Association, the Mayor's Committee on Employment, and the
IRS Committee studying revisions to the "Tax Guide for Small
Business."

These original companies in the SMC were headed by men
who knew how to get things done. Through the years the same
has been true of the various officers and directors and that, more
than anything else, explains the dynamic growth of the first
Smaller Manufacturers Council from a group of 16 member-
companies to more than 575 member-companies today, employ-
ing some 60,000 persons and with annual collective sales of over
one billion dollars.
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SMALLER MANUFACTURERS COUNCIL
330 BOULEVARD OF THE ALLIES

PITTSBURGH, PA. 16222

Telephone (412) 391-1622

Officers
John W. Hannon, Prosident
Harry G. Austin, Jr., First Vice-Pre~klent
Carl L. Neuman, Ssond Vics.Presildet
D. Dean Rogers, Sors
Joe. P. Pfesminger, Trosffor

HARRY C. AUSTIN, Preside t
James Austin Co.
Drawer I
Mars, PA 16048

A. WARNE BOYCE, Presdent
Mlirobs Laboratories, Inc.
45680 McKnight Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15287

BARRIE D. GIBBS, Presidett
Gibbs Electronics, Inc.
889 S. Edgewood Avenue
Somerset, PA 16501

WK. LUCK, Owr"
GLUCO
Box 886
Monroeville, PA 16146

ED. G. ASBURY
(Asbury Industries, Inc.)

A. WARNE BOYCE
(Microbsc Laboratories, Inc.)

WM. H. BRAUNLICH, JR.
(Braunlich.Roessle)

FRANK B. FAIRBANKS, JR.
(Horix Mfg. Co.)

Droctors
PAUL M. HANKISON, President
Hanklson Corporation
College & Pike Streets
Canonsburg, PA 15817
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About COSE
The Council of Smaller Enterprises (COSE) was established

in August 1972, as a department of the Greater Cleveland Growth
Association, formerly the Cleveland Chamber of Commerce, to
serve the small business members of the Growth Association and
give them a stronger voice in Northeast Ohio and provide assist-
ance in a wide range of small business problem areas. The
Council represents 800 smaller business companies employing a
total of over 30,000 workers.

Through COSE, we offer our members an ongoing program
of benefits: communication and interaction with other small busi.
nesses; education through a monthly program of seminars;
regular monthly publications devoted to our interests and our
needs; continuing assistance with business problems such as
OSHA, environment and personnel. In addition, COSE members
automatically receive the full services and activities of the Growth
Association, a most important plus.

We also serve as the spokesman and advocate for small busi-
ness on the local, state and federal levels.

We certainly should learn from the Labor Movement that
"in union there is strength". The only way the small business
person can make their problems known is to band together with
other small businessmen.

Among the specific programs the Council has secured a
group rate for medical expenses from Blue Cross and Blue Shield.
The Council also operates an informal management consulting
service, with its own members, and executives from larger com-
panies and faculty members and students from area colleges serve
as consultants.

At the same time, the Council has been able to get help for
its small business members in environmental mattersfrom some
of Cleveland's major corporations.

A series of seminars dealing with financing and accounting
for the non financial Executive. Other seminars include taxes,
estate planning, salesmanship and time management.

The Council of Smaller Enterprises offers every business
person who heads a company with one to 150 employees the
opportunity to be heard, to stand up and be counted on major
problems or undertakings in our areas, the state or the nation.

The COSE offices are located in the Growth Association
offices at 690 Union Commerce Building, Cleveland, Ohio 44115
and our telephone number is (216) 621-3800 ext. 45.
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(From Conference Board, May 19, 19751

A Capital Idea

W HEN Andrew Jackson was Presi.s major deterrent o the ittance Ofdent of the United States, he neow ha been comt1tit I
faced a financial crisis--a surplus in m r bi ove n at om.
the U.S. Treasury. Today, he would see nipotent force has been demanding
a crisis in reverse-a massive federal N more and more for deficit financing,
deficit and a crying need for investment U 4% thus tending to push Interest rates up
capital to fuel the nation's industries afistock prices down,
and give the country a shot in the arm. The situation has been exacerbated

Is it any wonder Old Hickory looks by the sharp impact of Inflation on
out from our $20 bills with a bemused corporate profits. It is also reactive to
expression? The drift of the economic a tax structure Ih actually enal zes
pendulum has confounded many a man carioains for no going heavily I
since his time. C o inart paymns re,

Today, the American world is less By stMuc' i ax bmenett expen fr I
exuberant, troubled by solutions that E. Douglas Kenna u-rposgs but dividend pavouts are not.
turn out not 'to be solutions at all. n--Te government bite out of corpo-
National crises, instead of being por . National Association of Mnucurrs rate profits has been gargantuan. Yet,
tent have become commonplace. Nao u as the Wall Street Journal points out,
John Doe has grown suspicious and time is ripe for the plucking. They businessmen have been their own worst
downright uneasy. claim the market has bottomed out and advocates because of their "deeply

National moods tend to intensify, advise clients so invent now in com rooted assumption ... that to call for
Uneasiness triggers skepticism, then mon stocks. History bears witness that a cut in corporate taxes is a waste of
negativism and disillusionment, pro every bear market has been followed brE-th, so why bother?"
ducing a behavioral pattern of exes- by a butt market and vice versa. And Diagnosing the ailment does not pro-
sire caution. Pteno xe-b ulmre n ievra n

Ti e. . . . the recent upswing in Wall Street trad- vide the cure, but it does give us an
ing indicates that now is the time, with inkling of she forces with which we

teresa rates, has dampened enthusiasm the bull alive and combative and.4a4S* must contend
for investment. ing a comeback. And regardless of adversities, we

The New York Stock Exchange has But d. ass step up efforts to market new
noted a decline in the number of share.rprise system depe mon stock mses. To accomplish
owners from an estimated peak of 32 on Ihe outcome. To accommodate a t we need the broadest possible base
million in early 1972 to 30.9 mi n g work e, America must of e isy ownership, which means n.
in 1974. create millions of new jobs every year, courag the small investor to return

The dropout is not surprising y8 country's to the arket.
survey the scene on Wall Stree .Lat ia n Tb money may be stagnating but
Seprmber, the market value If Big amona I - a it is ere. New York Stock Exchange
Board stocks had almost halve from t)ia investment to sup offici s say there is "a lot of moneytheir all-time high at year-end 192-nrLaro d" that could be pus to work in
from the bull's lustiest bellow to e soars to %193-000, th corporate sector to help boost pro-
bear's most ominous growl. It rep at a S up to a massive collective tvity.
seated a $400 billion blow to the Ne aveatment. And capital funds are pre, But what a task lies ahead
York Stock Exchange alone in less tha in 'ye, as we all know. The exchan eaimal d A i
two years. And during the first quarter Tradition , ansion has can business must raise $250 billion Ia
of this year, the number of U.S, corpo- relied on three sources-profits, bor- ws aTk of erins alone over the next
rations reducing or omitting dividends rowing and equity financing. But recent I0 .ears. I does so at te rate 2
was the highest in at least a decade. years have brought an erosion of the hon a year- tho- halteno,. 1t formed.

Curiously, many stocks appear to be equity base, with corporations turning able because in no sinoe wear in rera
real bargains, selling at historic low increasingly to debt--even short-term history has merie-ml h". W
price-earnings ratios. But super caution debt-to finance capital needs. In mu
makes many people hesitant to invest 1969, company equity issues accounted ate Manhattan Bank of New
when stocks are cheap. They fear a for 51 percent of all new security fi. Yor projects overall cpitaI needs of
further plummet. On the other hand, nancing. By 1974, they accounted for Ml loh 311 auuszp over-e
many investment counselors feel the a mere 13 percent. next I0 years. Wil supplies o 2..

7;hlow crwii Urepozr"* -4
D
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Mr. MAUER. I will try to keep my comments as brief as I can.
We are all aware that business cannot grow without a steady

infusion of capital, and new capital investment creates new jobs.
And I think we are all very interested in that today. These jobs support
the families of what I call the new minority, and what I refer to as
the new minority in this country are the employees that are working;
the young, the old, the men and the women. We in business today
are the new minority. A recent study by Ford Motor Co. economists-
and this is very recent-revealed that more than 80 million people
are now being supported by tax dollars, whereas there are 72 million
people now in the private economic community. When I say that
new minority, I feel that, without the growth of future investment,
and the massive size of our social responsibility that we are all cogni-
zant of today, that we are not going to be able to continue to solve
the social problems of our Nation that we are presently facing.
Without an increase in the capital investment that will be needed for
those of us in the private segment, to continue to increase our growth.
We will not be able to meet the needs of our Nation's new majority.

We are really not asking for subsidies. We are not asking for hand-
outs. We are asking for your help and your understanding in this
area so we can all be more productive. We are asking for the ability
to support the American enterprise system, to enhance its growth,
and to help us to create those new jobs that are so necessary today.

This private sector the new minority, business and industry,
provides employment for over 83 percent of the jobs in this Nation.
We also need further study and research, as it was well pointed out
this morning by the people from the Wharton School. We need good
information so we can all better utilize our preent resources.

All of us here need retained earnings, because that is the prime re-
source of both long- and short-term capital. The small, independent
business sector is presently starving for that capital. The other major
area for capital, the debt market, has largely been preempted by
Government, to the tune of about 60 percent, of this total available
market today. These are the increased retained earnings that we feel
are essential for economic growth, improved productivity, and hope-
fully, of course, the end result, the creation of jobs. That is why we
are working very hard to secure an increase in the corporate income
surtax exemption to that $100,000 level. These earnings are vitally
needed for our Nation's economic growth.

The National Association of lManufacturers, in a recent article by
president Douglas Kenna, stated that it costs more than $30 000 in
invested capital to support each job in the private sector. My own
experience as the president of a small, independent firm, is that we
need $40 000 in our small business for every taxpaying employee
that we have. This has been accomplished through the generation
of profits and reinvestment of the earnings in our equipment and in
our inventory and in the bricks and mortar that we need. And gentle-
men it is getting extremely difficult for us under present conditions.

Tiere is another area that I would like to mention, and Senator
Curtis also mentioned it earlier, and it is a major concern of mine.
It is the drain on our working capital of the inheritance estate tax
laws. These laws require the investment of major dollars today, for
the future payout to our Government upon death of the owner-
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manager of the privately held business. In my own situation, at
Rickert Industrial, I am required to divest sizable funds to purchase
insurance, life insurance, of course, on the owners of our company
to insure that cash will be available to meet the future estate tax
liabilities. These are dollars which could be spent for expansion and
economic growth. Instead, we must protect our business so that it
will not have to be merged and sold or acquired in order to raise
the necessary funds for the death debt settlements. This is another

nlunique problem not faced by large corporations, but rather this is
a unique problem that we in the small business segment face alone.

The job creators, whether small business, medium or large, are all
vitally interested in continuing to contribute to the growth of our
Nation, and its system; in order to better study and measure the im-
pact of Government on these businesses. A more effective method of
differentiating size standards hopefully will be forthcoming. We in
I.B.A.W. are advocating a three-tier size standard. We feel it should
be developed, based upon both employment and gross revenues by
major industry classifications.The Sma Business Administration's business-size standard should
be revised to include what we consider that important middle size
that growth and innovative area of small business. Hopefully, all
of us, then, if we have good information, and good incentives can
create more jobs through better and more productive uses of our
Nation's capital.

I also strongly feel that the time has come to declare a moratorium
on unneeded legislation and regulation for this again, is a major drain
on our badly needed capital resources. Franky, gentlemen, what we
need is simplification and reform. I feel our Nation and its business
people have long ago reached the point of saturation. We have not
only saturated ourselves with laws and regulations and problems that
have reached a crisis proportion of credibility, but we have far sur-
passed the point where we must undo much of the damage created.

I feel the primary task of lawmakers, and hopefully for the balance
of this decade, would be to remove the tangle of restrictive laws we
have created. I hope lawmakers could also become law reducers. I
feel it is absolutely essential if we are to face the balance of this
decade with a system of government that operates under the guidance
and heritage of a republic within a democracy.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NE'LSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Mauer.
Senator CuRTis. I am very much in sympathy with all efforts to

bring about a situation where small business could accumulate more
capital and retain more, the estate tax and these other matters. Some-
thing was said several times this morning in reference to Secretary
Hickman's testimony. I think in all fairness the record should indi-
cate that what the administration was asking for was a quick refund
or rebate that did not affect our permanent tax structure. many of
these items they suggested be considered in other bills.

I am not arguing with the rightness or the wrongness; but I think
in all fairness, they have been interested in the problems of business.
How many corporate taxpayers have a taxable income of $25,000
or less? Do any of you know?
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Mr. PENDERGAST. Yes. The most recent figures we have would indi-
cate probably 80 percent of the corporations have taxable income-
these are corporations that are paying tax that are not subchapter
S--80 percent of them.

Senator CURTIs. All right.
Now, when we raise the surtax exemption from $25,000 to $50,000,

by that act alone, how much tax relief did we give to the corporation
making $25,000 or less?

Mr. -PENDERGAST. Well, of course, you understand we also lowered
the first $25,000 from 22 percent to 20 percent, and so the amount of
benefit maximum-

Senator CURTiS. I understand. I am talking just about the vehicle
of raisins the surtax. How much tax relief did that alone bring to a
corporation that pays $25,000 or less?

Mr. PEINDERGAST. Zero.
Senator CURTIS. Zero.
And, it brought about $7,000 tax relief to a corporation that was

making $50,000?
Mr. TENDERGAST. Yes.
Senator CURTIS. Now, you have somewhat the same situation in

going from $25,000 to $100,000. Now, I do not say we should not raise
the surtax ; but I think that the relief should either go through the
rates or at least a blend. of a couple in order to do justice; because it
has been my understanding, just as yours, that about 80 percent of
the corporations had a taxable income of less than $25,000. I think
many of these things that you have mentioned have already been
discussed.

I hope that before very long we can get some relief from the estate
tax because that is a certain occurrence in the life of every individual.

Mr. MAUER. Could I address myself to that question, Senator
Curtis?

Senator CURTIS. Yes.
Mr. MAUER. That is one of the reasons we are advocating a three-

tier, size standard structure, so we can begin to recognize some of the
unique problems in the small- to medium-sized, or independent, as
we often call it, sector.

We feel very strongly, and I know Senator Nelson does also that
there are some unique problems and characteristics in the different
sized standards that we are discussing here today. This is one of the
problems we are trying to face. Frankly, we are trying to get data and
information so we can better answer some of these problems.

Senator CURTIS. Yes.
Now, the American Farm Bureau is backing a bill on estate tax.

It was not exactly in the form that I had introduced the bill in the
previous Congress. Nevertheless I introduced that bill because I
welcome the support of a nationwide organization that would create a
public sentiment and an understanding about the need for this. I just
mention that. Without a doubt, the-bill would not meet all of the de-
tails of what you men would recommend based on your study and
experience.

But, I do think, as organized small businessmen, that you would
have something to gain by joining hands with every other organization
that wanted to work on this estate tax, because the living things it
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will never happen to them, or it will be a long time away. But, the
people that are being hit by it are just facing disaster in many
instances.

Mr. Chairman, I will not take any more time for any other questions.
But, I do want the record to show that in what was done in this last
bill, lowering the, or shifting the tax from 22 and 26 percent to 20 and
22 percent, we gave $500 tax relief to the corporation making $25,000;
but by the other part of it, we gave $7,000 tax relief to the corporation
making $50,000.

That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NELSON. Thank you.
Mr. PENDERGAST. Mr. Chairman, if I might.
Senator Curtis, I would like to give some of our feelings about some

of the first part of your statement, because I think you have hit upon
some very important things that sometimes we do not get the oppor-
tunity to expliin.

The amount or number of corporations who have taxable incomes of
$25,000 or less, which represents, as I said, about 80 percent of the
corporations, is not a very revealing statistic. A lot of these corpora-
tions arrange their affairs by paying additional salaries to their chief
executives or to other people, or increase their profit sharing with an
eye on that limit of $25,000.

Senator CURTIS. Does that temptation end when they cross the
line to $25,000?

Mr. PENDERGAST. The temptation never ends. One thing that
you will accomplish, however, if you raise the limit to $100,000,
you will rescue some corporations that will be declaring tax at a higher
amount, and they will retain that money in their business, as well as

saying additional taxes, which we think are both very important
facets of the problem. It is very difficult to tell you statistically what
percentage of corporations will be in the zero to $50,000 ;but I predict
it will be a larger percentage in the $25,000 to $50,000 range this
year than ever before.

The other thing that concerns me a little bit is I agree that the
administration's-proposal was for a quickie tax bill, one shot. The
thing we were concerned about is not that, but that 80 percent of the
benefit is going to 0.6 percent of the corporations, to those corporations
that have over $1 million of taxable income; whereas if the benefit
had been given at approximately the same cost by increasing the
surtax exemption to $100,000, the benefit to those 0.6 percent would
have been 6 percent, and small business would have benefited more
considerably and would have been allowed to provide a vehicle for
the future program.

Senator CURTIS. Would small business have benefited from the
recommendation that the total corporate tax be lowered from 48
to 42 percent?

Mr. PENDERGAST. That was a proposal that the administration
made originallly, and that would have made it so that 80 percent
of that benefit would have gone to corporations with taxable incomes
in excess of $1 million, and the next 10 percent would have gone to
those with taxable income of $250,000 to $1 million, so that 10-per-
cent of the benfit would have gone to businesseS with taxable income
of $250,000 or less, which we do not consider reasonable.
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Senator CURTIS. Well, it would have reduced every corporate
entity's tax by 6 percentage points, would it not?

Mr. PENDERGAST. It would not have reduced the first $25,000-
corporations paying on the first $25,000; and those corporations,
for example, in the $25,000 and $50,000 range, their average benefit
would have been very low. It would have been $670; whereas the
average benefit for a corporation with taxable income in excess of
$1 million would have been $667,000.

Senator CURTIS. I suppose we can all cite some figures that support
our theory. But, I believe that any taxpayer that is subject to a
48-percent tax and has the total rate lowered to 42 percent, that he
has a 14-percent tax reduction. Six percentage points is 14 percent.

Mr. PENDERGAST. Well, for a corporation with a taxable income of
$50,000, that is cut in half, because the first $25,000 gets no benefit.

Senator CURTIS. I understand. We are talking about the surtax.
Now, I made a mistake in my figure.
Mr. PENDERGAST. They get a 14-percent reduction in the surtax.

The overall reduction is considerably less.
Senator CURTIS. It is about 12.5 percent. If the surtax is lowered,

or if the total tax is lowered from 48 to 42 percent, that is 6 percentage
points; according to my figures 6 percent of 48 percent is 12.5 percent,
or thereabouts.

Mr. PENDERGAST. That 4s assuming their effective rate is 48 per-
cent; and their effective rate very frequently is lower than that, so
that the benefit would be considerably lower than that. A corporation,
for instance, with a taxable income of $100,000, one-quarter of that
income would be taxed at only 22 percent, so that the overall effective
rate is considerably lower than that. So, the benefit is considerably
lower, and you can see that because you can see the amount of benefit
that goes to, as I said, the small corporation with $50,000 of taxable
income. Their benefit is less than $1,000, which is a very small per-
centage of their taxable income.

Senator CURTIS. I think there have been many forces deliberately
trying to kill off business with reports, inspections requirements,
environment, consumerism, taxes, the works; that those who want to
do something for business had better stick together rather than
worrying too much about the figures.

Mr. MAUER. We are trying.
Senator NELSON. Senator Hathawa
Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, I want to commend this group for the lead it has taken

in its suggestions to the Congress on tax reform measures, some of
which we managed to incorporate into a tax act this spring. We hope

- that you do keep us informed.
I was wonder if it might be better to wait to see what the effect

would be of the tax reform measures we incorporated before we go
into more tax reforms of small business.

What do you think of that?
Mr. PENDERGAST. Well, in the first place, the surtax exemption is

only in 1 year. The increase is for 1 year. So, there would be no benefit
after 1975.

Senator HATHAWAY. But we can find out what that 1-year benefit
did.

54-397 0 - 15 - 22
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Mr. PENDERGAST. Up until January of 1975, the only accurate
figures we had from the Treasury was 1970, so there is a 5-year lag
before we are able to get a good, clear analysis of what the effect of
that is. That is a problem I think, to a great extent.

Senator HATHAWAY. What worries me is do we have enough eco-
nomic studies to back up each of the suggested changes that you are
making?

Mr.N'NDERGAST. I think probably, as a matter of fact, Senator
Hathaway, until the law is actually effected, all of the extrapolations

Sand projections that are made turn out to be irrelevant. But it does
look as if the dollar value of this will give significant benefit to small
business, and also end up in the long run providing increased taxes
for two reasons. One is that many small businesses Will start retaining
larger amounts of tax and therefore being allowed to grow, at which
point they will be able to pay a higher amount of taxes in the future.
Some of the rate suggestions we have made really have no significant,
revenue impact. They are in simplification areas. For instance
subchapter S. I went to a seminar a number of years ago presented

--- by a lawyer who was supposedly the outstanding national expert on
subchapter S. After 25 minutes, he stopped and looked at the audience
and he said, "I hope you are thoroughlly confused,- because I am, and
anybody who-has read that law would feel the same way." And, in

-the same context depreciation rules. I sat down with Under Secretary
of the Treasury Lowland, when he was Mr. Hickman's predecessor,
and talked about depreciation. He was astounded that a small busi-
nessman would consider it complex. I started to talk to him about the
variances between straight line and accelerated depreciation first
year allowances, section 1238, section 1245, section 1250, and recapture
laws and then the ADR (asset depreciation range) which was imposed
by the administration. He sat back and he said, I guess it is pretty
complicated.

We have let all of this accumulate to the point that, as practitioners,
we have learned to deal with each new overlay of the law so it does
not seem quite as complex to us. But a small businessman comes in
and he says to me, I do not want to be confused with all of that.
Take the simple route; make it straight line so that I can understand.
It is going to take him 10 years to depreciate that asset. When he is
not taking advantage of some other things that he could because it
is too complex for him, he feels like he has cheated.

Senator HATHAWAY. Will we not be able to tell in a relatively
short period of time, for example, whether the increase in the in-
vestment tax credit actually has led to greater investment in goods?

Mr. PENDERGAST. Yes, I think that is one area where you can see.
Senator CURTIS. Well, that is the only way to get the credit.
Mr. PENDERGAST. Pardon me?
Senator CURTIS. That is the only way to get the credit, is that

right? Unlike some other types of relief, it is granted in the hope
that it will generally spur the economy. But in the investment credit,
you do not get it unless you-

Mr. PENDERGAST. I think you are right in the- effect of that,
Senator.

Senator HATHAWAY. I think that what Mr. Pendergast was suggest-
ing was that small business be allowed a specific extra credit invest-
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ment which would not have results under this present system of
analysis we have. We would not be able to know whether small busi-
ness used it more or less than large business, and those figures would
not be available for a long period of time. I think that Mr. Pendergast
is lookin at that as a way of incentive for the small business to expand.
That is tle only way he was looking at that.

What bothers me somewhat is, is there going to be a revenue loss if
we amend the code to comply with some of the requests that you have
made? Maybe having in mind that we just have a limited amount of
revenue-logs that we could tolerate, maybe we should be giving it to a
low income wage earner so that it will spur demand, rather than giving
it to small and large businesses to spur investment; because there will
not be any investment unless there is a demand. You are not going to
invest in a lot of material if you do not know there is going to be
somebody out there to buy it.

Mr. PENDERGAST. I think you get-
Senator HATHAWAY. How do we make a decision as to which way we

go?
Mr. PENDERGAST. I think we get into the chicken and the egg

argument. It is to a certain extent; how do you generate jobs unless
you have some investment; how do you generate the investments
umless you have people who have gotten some benefits and are able
to goout and work?

So, it comes around full circle, and I think it is very difficult to
answer. I think what you probably need is some even spread or some
equitable spread between the wage earner and small business.

What we are concerned about as small businessmen, or at least I
personally and I think our associations feel, is not our individual
growth but the ultimate growth of the economy. If the Polaroids and
the Xeroxes of the future are not allowed to grow, there will be no
Polaroids and Xeroxes of the future. "Fortune's" 500 has in it only
about 25 corporations that were in "Fortune's" 500 when it first
started; and if the laws are not allowed to stimulate further growth of
Polaroids and Xeroxes, we are going to be in for very serious problems,
I think, in the Nation's economy.

Senator HATHAWAY. I realize that is true. But what if we stimulated
demand by saying that anyone who makes an adjusted gross of
$10,000 or under does not have to pay any taxes at all, so that they
would have additional money, so they would be buying Polaroids,
and that would give them additional money to take and use for invest-
ment purposes.

Mr. PENDERGAST. There is no question in my mind that some of the
benefit should go in that direction. I think if you put it all in that
direction you Will have a lag-time, and you have a period whereby
there will be no distinguishment of whether a small or large business-
man is given encouragement to grow. I think what we are saying is
if we do not have special encouragement for small businesses to grow
and to become a larger taxpayer, in the future we will not have those
larger taxpayers. In the short run you will; in the long run you will
not. That is what we are concerned about.

Senator HATHAWAY. What about tying tax breaks lo investment?
Say, we give you a 2-year write-off on all equipment you buy.
There is no guarantee you are going to use that tax saving to invest.
You could just pay higher salaries or pay it out in dividends.
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Mr. PENDERGAST. I have a lot of small businessmen around me.
Senator HATHAWAY. Maybe you individually; but we are talking

about some others. You know, a lot of millionaires own small busi-
nesses. The administration pointed out to us at the time we Wanted
to get more breaks for small businesses, they opposed these breaks,
an one of the grounds they used was that many of these small con-
cerns are really owned by very wealthy peopleand they do not need
these tax incentives.

Mr. PENDERGAST. I think the question is not whether the individual
needs the tax incentive. I think you can control that at another level.
I think the question is does the business need the incentive to grow?
We feel it does. That is what is going to make the economy grow. I
think it is an entirely different problem the administration ties into
this, it is how do you handle the wealthy individual who is investing
in small business. That is one problem, distinct from how do you
generate the growth of small business. They merged the two so that
we have become confused. The statement that Mr. Hickman makes,
that the owners of the small business are by and large rich individuals,
which he extrapolated with a series of figures that I could argue with
for half an hour. He and I did, and we both came to the same con-
clusion, that we disagreed at the start, and we disagreed at the end.
But, the important thing is how do we stimulate the growth of that
small business. Ancillary to that you may decide how do we discourage
that wealthy man from becoming wealthier at the loss of the consumer.
I think that can be taken care of; but I think that is a separate ques-
tion. I think the first question we should address ourselves to is how
doyu stimulate that small business towards growth.

senator HATHAWAY. But you would have no objection to tying in
any breaks to investment so that if the savings were not invested in
new equipment, then the person would not get the tax break?

Mr. PENDERGAST. I think new equipment is one thing. I think
new jobs is another thing I would like to see some incentive towards.

Mr. WARD. Well, by definition, you cannot depreciate an asset
you have not bought. By definition, your investment tax revenue
depreciation can only apply to an asset that has been purchased,
and thereby-

Senator HATHAWAY. That is true. But if you have an asset that
you can presently depreciate over a 10-year period, we say well, you
can do that over a 2-year period. You are going to have a tremen-
dous tax savings, correct?

Mr. WARD. If you retroactively applied depreciation to an asset
that-

Senator HATHAWAY. What I am saying is should we tie this tax
savings to some investment rather than just-

Mr. WARD. Sure. Make it apply to after-acquired assets.
Senator HATHAWAY. Right. Anything like that.
The same thing goes for changes in estate taxes.
Mr. PENDERGAST. I hesitate to have that left on just that level,

because I think one of the most important things you are trying to
generate is jobs, and I think that the service industries, which repre-
sent a significant portion of commerce in this country and a more
significant portion each year, their investment in equipment is
minimal. Their investment in human beings is large. If we can en-
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courage that investment, I think that is some sort of a job credit, or
something along that line, as well.

Senator HATHAWAY. Oh yes, that would be considered.
Mr. WARD. When we testified 2 or 3 months ago, one of the

things we suggested was some sort of a job credit program whereby the
service industries were permitted to get credit for adding people to
the payroll, which is, after all, what the whole thing is all about.

Senator CURTIS. Is that not the law, now?
Senator HATHAWAY. Yes, we incorporated that.

-Senator CURTIS. If you take them off of welfare rolls?
Mr. PENDERGAST. You are talking about the WIN program, are

you?
Senator CURTIS. Yes.
Mr. PENDERGAST. Which I think for a small businessman is a

pretty complex thing for him to deal with. I think if he wants-to
ire craftsmen, or something, to expand his business at a particular

moment in time, to get involved in the WIN program for one person
or for two people is impractical.

Senator HATHAWAY. There was an amendment offered and accepted
by Senator Talmadge that would allow you certain deductions for
taking a person who was a recipient of welfare and giving him a job.
I forget exactly how much you got, but it is quite a tax break.

Mr. PENDERGAST. I think there are some qualification problems
involved. I think certification and other types of information are
pretty complex.

Senator HATHAWAY. Regulations might not have been drawn up
yet. As it passed, it was a fairly simple program. The person just had
to be on welfare for a month or so. You could qualify; you could hire
him and get a large reduction.

Mf'TPENDERGAST. That is one source of additional employees. In my
profession, one of the prime sources of additional employees are
newly graduated college students who we are not hiring now because
we do not need them in the economy. We have no incentive. How do
you provide incentive to absorb that group?

A lot of the young people who comprise the largest percentage of
unemployed are not ehgible for welfare for one reason or another. The
program I think is complex enough so that most of my clients, small
clients do not understand it. It has not been communicated to them
properly, and I think there are some paperwork problems involved
with it. I think the idea is a good idea; but I think it needs to be made
more simple.

Senator HATHAWAY. I just wanted to ask one last question of
Mr. Mauer.

You mentioned on the first page of your statement some Ford
Motor Co. studies saying that 80 million people are being supported
by tax dollars. Do you have that study that you could submit for the
record? I would like to see a breakdown of it?

Mr. MAUER. Yes, I have the news report of the study.
Senator HATHAWAY. Well, you could argue that 210 million people

are being supported by tax dollars, to a certain extent, depending on
whether you call something an incentive or a subsidy.

Mr. MAUER. I do not not have the actual Ford study, but I do have
the news report which I would be glad to submit.
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Senator HATHAWAY. Good, thank you.
[The information referred to follows:]

[From Newsweek, June 9, 1975, page 261

PETER AND PAUL
Taxpayers have long suspected it, but it took a set of economists at Ford

Motor Co. to come up with proof: there are more people being supported by tax
dollars than there are workers in the private sector to support them. Adding up

Government employees, the military on active duty, the disabled and unemployed,
the retired and those on welfare, the Ford economists found a total of 80, 55,000
tax dependents vs. 71,650,000 nongovernment workers.

Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Could I just ask you one more question which does not really per-

tain too much to this, but it does pertain to the overall economy?
I would like to know, from your personal experience, do you thin-k

that the schools and the colleges in this country are adequately
training people to take the jobs that you offer them? I am also on
the Education Committee; that is why I ask that question. I am
very much interested in career education. We had testimony years
ago about how 80 percent of high school graduates were not equipped
to take much of any jobs whatsoever that they could not have taken
without the high school education. We have had similar testimony
with respect to liberal arts colleges. We are in the process now of
offering amendments to the Higher Education Act. I would like
your off the top of your head thoughts on that-or maybe you have
more than just off the top of your head thoughts.

Mr. WARD. I think it is our experience that our society is educating
far too many young students not well for what is required in
the economy in the next 10 to 20 years, I think, as opposed to
Europe, which educates far too few people exceedingly well. I think
our economy appears to require an enormous number of technically
skilled people in the future; what we are getting is people with a
general education- which is in many instances valueless to the
general economy. I do not think a liberal arts degree today is worth
any more than a high school degree was worth 20 years ago alone,
in and of itself. I think it is one of the difficult things that we face.
There is a tremendous problem of a tremendous shortage of techni-
cally trained people in our economy, and I think this appears to be
getting worse rather than getting better. So, I think that we are
probably putting far too great an effort as a nation on the general

, education, than on the specific education. I think a lot of these people
" would be much better employed in the economy, and ultimately

probably a great deal happier, if they had more specific skills.
Mr. PENDERGAST. The conundrum that you are involved in very

frequently is that although an industry requirement may train some-
body for an industry, your particular company might have specific
requirements that are quite different. As an example, in my profession
of public accounting, we find very frequently that if you look ten years
down the tube, the best qualified professional is a man who had a
liberal arts education. The technically competent man who started
out with a technical education is allowed to go only to a certain skill
level, and then he cannot handle or cope with broader responsibilities.
So, it becomes a very difficult, again, almost a chicken and the egg
type of complex--problem.
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Take people with a technical education. One of the major accounting
firms gives them four weeks of in-house training right off because they
do not understand how to do the basic parts. So, the first two or three
years are difficult; but as time goes on, that broad based background
allows them to cope with a broader range of problems.

So, I do not know the answer to that.
Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you very much.
Senator NELSON. Mr. Mauer, I understand that the Wisconsin

Independent Business Association has done some kind of a study on
the imp act of mergers on local ownership-the effects of absentee
owaershp.

Mr. MAUER. We are doing some work in that area, Senator, but
also the University of Wisconsin has been doing some very interesting
studies on those kinds of impact, of merger acquisitions. I do have
some of those studies. I do not have them here with me; but I would be
glad to furnish them to you.

Senator NELSON. Who is heading up the University of Wisconsinstudy?
Vr. MAUER. The initial study was done by Professor Jon Udell at

the Graduate School of Business there.
Senator NELSON. Anything you have on that we would be glad to

have for the record.1
Mr. MAUER. Certainly.
Senator NELSON. Thank you very much, gentlemen. You have

given a very useful contribution to these hearings. I appreciate your
taking the time to come.

The hearings will open at 9:30 tomorrow in the same room.
[Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the Committees recessed, to reconvene

at 9:30 a.m. on Thursday, June 19, 1975.1

I NOTZ-The study, entitled "Social and Economic Consequences of the Merger Move-
ment in Wisconsin," by Jon G. Udell, Graduate School of Business, University of Wis-
consin (May 1969) is reprinted in the record as Appendix VI.
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THURSDAY, JUNE 19, 1975

U.S. SENA ,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON SMALL BusiNus,

AND THE SUBCOMmITTEE ON -FINANCIAL MARKETS
OF TH ComTTm ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committees met, pursuant to notice, at 9:45 a.m., in room 2221,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senators Gaylord Nelson (chairman
of the Select Committee on Small Business), and Lloyd Bentsen
(chairman of the Subcommittee on Financial Markets of the Com-
mittee on Finance).

Present: Senators Nelson, Bentsen, Clark, Haskell, Packwood, and
Laxalt.

Also present: Herbert L. Spira, tax counsel, Select Committee on
Small Business; Richard R. Rivers and Michael Rowny, professional
staff, Senate Finance Committee; and David Allen, office of Senator
Bentsen.

Senator NELSON (presiding). The hearings will be open. We will
call first this morning on Mr. Edward Richard, who was to be on yes-
terday's panel, so that he can present his testimony; and then we will
move to the witnesses scheduledfor today.

(The prepared statements of Senators Nelson and Bentsen follow:)

STATEMENT OF HON. GAYLORD NELSON, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF
WISCONSIN

This is the third day of Joint hearings on the business tax structure as it affects
smaller firms.

During the past two days we have seen some fine presentations on basic ques-
tions of taxation and capital markets as they affect the survival and profitability
of smaller ventures and the future of our free private enterprise system. We have
benefited from the observations and questions of members of both the Senate
Small Business Committee and the Senate Finance Committee.

We appreciate the efforts which today's witnesses have made to prepare their
statements and are looking forward to hearing them at this time.

STATEMENT OF HON. LLOYD BENTSEN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS

Today we begin the third of a three-day set of hearings by the 'Senate Financial
Markets Subcommittee, which I chair, and the Small Business Committee, which
is chaired by Senator Nelson.

We will receive testimony this morning on the farm credit crunch problem and
also on the scarcity of venture capital for commercial businesses.

,Since 1969 farm debt has increased 80%. While net farm income in 1974 fell
37% to $26.9 billion, farm indebtedness increased about 25%. Thus -it is important
for these Committees to review the financial needs of agricultural as well as
commercial businesses.

(339)
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With respect to commercial businesses, venture capital is in very short supply
these days. The individual investors, long the primary source of this capital, have
been deserting the stock market.

According to Congressional testimony, 409 new security issues were under-
written in 1972, compared to only 101 in 1978 and only 9 new issues last year.

Few people realize Just how important venture capital is in financing new
business and industry, promoting healthy competition and spurring non-
inflationary economic growth.

Without a ready source of venture capital, many of today's industrial and
commercial giants may have never gotten off the ground. And, we may never
know how many potential "xeroxes" or "polaroids" have failed to get started
over the past few years for a lack of venture capital. We may never kdow how
many Jobs we never created, how much economic growth was never realized.

Senator N=Asow. Mr. Richard, we are pleased to have you here this
morning. You may go ahead and present your testimony.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD H. RICHARD, PRESIDENT, MAGNETICS
INTERNATIONAL, INO., AND CHAIRMAN, COUNCIL OF SMALLER
ENTERPRISES, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Mr. Riou&mm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My remarks will be brief,and we do appreciate your fitting us in this way. We strongly support
our sister small business organization who testified yester ay, and we
emphasize our belief in strong, regional, small business groups.

Senator NweoN. Will you please pull the microphoneover closer
to you?

Mr: RIcaAwR. Today business concerns face seemingly insurmount-
able problems caused by inflation, falling demand for goods and serv-
ices and tight money. I am not sure that there is a direct solution to
these problems.

However, there are two small business problems common to all
smaller concerns which do lend themselves to direct solution. Inequita-
ble income tax structures and unreasonable tax reporting requirements
have become just as harmful to small business as inflation, falling
orders, and tight money.

Earlier this year, the Council of Smaller Enterprises and our sister
small business organizations testified before this Committee. At that
time we quoted statistics which documented the unequal tax burden
carried by smaller enterprises. The average effective tax rate for corpo-
rations with assets less than $10 million was 46 percent, compared to
29 percent for corporations with assets over $1 billion.

Du rin this same testimony, we also pointed out the complexities
of jurisdictional reporting requirements between Federal, State
county, and local taxing authorities, not to mention the structural
complexities of tax laws and regulations. We are not going to repeat
all of these figures.

And we believe, from information received that Congress is recog-
nizing the critical challenges faced by small business concerns in our
fight lor survival.

Accordingly, the objective of our testimony today is to discuss pro-
grams that we are undertaking to develop information that 'will lead
to eventual tax and regulatory reform measures.

Hopefully, these reform measures will enable smaller concerns to
accumulate capital for reinvestment in machinery and equipment and
expansion in employment.
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The second goal of such reform measures will be to rid small busi-
-ness of unreasonable regulatory reporting requirements which result
in a duplication of reported information at an unreasonable cost in
terms of time and money.

Mr. Chairman I am going to brief my statement and present the
whole statement ior the record.

Senator NFLsoN. Your statement will be printed in full in the record,
as well as your extemporaneous remarks.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Richard follows:]
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Statement by Edward H. Richard, President, Magnetics
International, Inc. and Chairman,
Council of Smaller Enterprises
690 Union Commerce Building
Cleveland, Ohio 44115

Before Senate Select Committee on Small Business June 19, 1975

Chairman Nelson and Distinguished Committee Members:

I thank you for asking me to testify before this important
Committee. My remarks today are made on behalf of the membership of
the Council of Smaller Enterprises as well as the nation's 12 million
enterprises which are considered small business concerns.

Today business concerns face seemingly insurmountable problems
caused by inflation, falling demand for goods and services, and tight
money. I'm not sure that there is a direct solution to these problems.
However, there are two small business problems common to all smaller
concerns which do lend themselves to direct solution. Inequitable income
tax structures and unreasonable tax reporting requirements have become
just as harmful to small business as inflation, falling orders and tight
money.

Earlier this year, the Council of Smaller Enterprises and other
small business organizations testified before this Committee. At that
time we quoted statistics which documented the unequal tax burden
carried by smaller enterprises (average effective tax rate for corpora-
tions with assets less than $10 million was 46% compared to 29% for
corporations with assets over $1 billion). During this same testimony,
we also pointed out the complexities of jurisdictional reporting re-
quirements between federal, state, county and local taxing authorities
not to mention the structural complexities of tax laws and regulations.

Mr. Chairman, I do not believe it is necessary to repeat all the
facts and figures of our earlier testimony. Based on the reports we
have recently been receiving from Washington, it appears that congress
is final.y recognizing the critical challenge faced by small business
concerns in their fight for survival. Accordingly, the objective of
my testimony to discuss some programs we are undertaking to develop
information that will lead to eventual tax and regulatory reform meas-
ures. Hopefully, these reform measures will enable smaller concerns to
accumulate capital for reinvestment in machinery and equipment and
expansion in employment.

A second goal of such reform measures will be to rid small
business of unreasonable bureaucratic regulatory reporting requirements
which result in a duplication of reported information at unreasonable
costs in terms of time and money.

Simplification of tax regulations and reporting requirements
would be a large step in the direction of scaling down the size of
government. A move in this direction would free thousands of highly
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trained government employees who would be available to employ their
knowledge and skills in solving the complex problems that challenge
today's small business concerns.

There is a great deal of literature nowadays which suggests that
many of today's economic woes are caused, to some extent, by a shifting
of employment effort from tangible production of the nation's business
concerns to nonproductive activities conducted by many governmental
agencies. We are not trying to imply that government regulation is
unnecessary. We are, however, trying to demonstrate that much of the
unproductive effort put forth by government is caused by needlessly
complicated laws and regulations. We only need to look at recent tax
legislation (The Employee Retirement Income Security Act, Occupational
Safety and Health Act and the Tax Reform Act of 1969) for examples of
laws which have imposed unreasonable burden on small business establish-
ments. The Employee Retirement Income Security Act lists over 30
different reports and notices which are required to be furnished annually
or periodically.

We are critical of the laws that were passed by congress not the
objectives behind the legislation. We are calling for responsible legis-
lation; legislation which considers impact from the point of view of
both public and private sectors.

This point raises an interesting side issue. Recently, there
has been much commentary from Washington concerning the power wielded
by big business. It is surely apparent that heavy concentrations of
power and influence can present a potential threat to the continuation
of the free enterprise system. It is our opinion, however, that big
government presents an even larger threat to the survival of the free
enterprise system. Small business faces extinction because of the
enormous expenditures of time and money which must be expended, in ever
increasing sums,-to meet the growing information reporting demands made
by multi-layered, overlapping government agencies.

We want to channel our energies and resources to productive
endeavors. After all, it is the production of the nation's farms and
factories that have made our standard of living possible, have made the
dollar a world currency and made this country a world economic power.

It is with this background that we have mobilized our resources
to develop a program that will investigate and report on needed reform
in areas of taxation and regulation. To accomplish our objectives, the
Council of Smaller Enterprises has formed a committee of volunteer
professional accountants and lawyers whose familiarity with the problems
of small business is invaluable in getting af the roots of small business
problems. Accordingly the committee has been charged with the responsi-
bility for:

Investigating and reporting on unfair tax laws which
suppress the health of small business.

Developing meaningful tax reform measures which will
provide small business with internally generated capital
needed to support growth and provide jobs.

2
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Examine unfair regulatory and reporting requirements
imposed on small business accompanied by alternative
plans of action.

The Committee has been asked to identify key problems, present
evidence supporting-.the existence of problems, recommend solutions to
problems and develop evidence supporting the feasibility -of the solu-
tions.

The Committee has developed a preliminary listing of tax reform
targets. During the next few months, Committee members will be con-
ducting research studies to support their tax reform and simplification
proposals. The prime goal of this research is to develop conclusive
evidence that tax reform will provide small business with dearly needed
capital which may be reinvested in human and capital assets. At the
same time, the research data will attempt to determine that initial tax
revenue losses will be eventually overcome by profits from a healthy
viable small business community.

I will now proceed with a technical discussion of the
committee's proposed tax reform research projects.
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1. Increase The Corporate Surtax Exemption To $100,000
A. Why small business favors an increase in the surtax exemption.

1. The original logic that brought about the initial $25,000
exemption in 1938 continues to hold true today - small
businesses grow almost exclusively through retained
earnings. Small companies are Just not capable of relying
on the outside capital market every time that additional
funds are needed in the business.

2. The only alternative course of financing is through debt.
This too, however, is not a reliable source of funds as
small businesses have traditionally paid the highest rates
and had the least success in obtaining loans. This can be
evidenced by the fact that over a two year period ending
November 1974 small short-term loans fell almost 50% as a
percentage of total corporate short-term loans. Further-
more small loans accounted for less than two cents of
every dollar loaned in the long-term debt market despite
the fact that small businesses of a size to need such
loans account for over 50% of all corporate sales and
corporate employment. It is evident then that because
small businesses do not have ready access to the external
capital markets, they must rely on internal capital
formation.

3. An exemption at the level of $25,000 is too low to allow
for the needed internal capital growth of small businesses
so that they can continue to expand and employ more people.
a. The effects of inflation have greatly decreased the

impact that a $25,000 exemption can have as a spur to
growth. Since 1938 the Wholesale Price Index has
umped 429% making $25,000 in 1938 equivalent to over
100,000 of effective purchasing power today. The

Consumer Price Index has increased 392% meaning that
what required $25,000 in 1938 requires $98,000 now.

b. Other costs have made the $25,000 amount inadequate.
These include social security costs, pension costs,
government paperwork and the removal of the multiple
surtax exemption.

c. Congress did take the first step early this year by
raising the exemption to $50,000. However, It would
be more effective in terms of its desires result to
recognize the full impact that inflation and other
costs have had on the exemption and increase it to the
level of $100,000.

4. The increased exemption would provide anecef.sary impetus
to capital growth and continued expansion of small
businesses. While there would be an initial revenue loss,
in the long run, considering the reinvestment factor,
improved profits, improved productivity and increased
employment, the overall effect could be a revenue gain and
would most certainly be a gain for the economy as a whole.
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B. Planned research into the increase in the corporate surtax
exemption.

1. Survey of members of COSE emphasis to be on:

a. The earnings and retained earnings growth that
would result from the increased exemption.

b. Examine to what use such savings would be put.
c. The current availability of money to these

corporations through loans.

2. Inquire of the economic research department of the SBA
as to:
a. The class of corporations most benefited by

the increased exemption.
b. What amount of savings would result to these

corporations as a result of the increased
exemption.

3. Inquire of the business administration departments
of local universities as to any research into the
economic impact that an increased exemption would
have. Also area law schools where tax policy courses
are held would be contacted for any available in-
formation.

C. It is felt that such research will support the reasons small
business favors an increase in the corporate surtax exemption
by showing:

1. The dependence of small business on internally generated
capital for growth.

2. The savings that would result to these corporations as a
result of the increased exemption.

3. That such savings would most likely be put to (1) in-
creasing or maintaining employment or (2) purchasing
new or used equipment. This means that savings from
an increased exemption would be recycled into the
economy compounding the benefits.

4. That any loss in revenues as a result of the exemption
increase would be made up by the increased employment
and productivity.
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II. Depreciation Regulations Need To Be Revamped

Present depreciation accounting regulations need to be over-
hauled. We are recommending that traditional useful life
concepts of depreciation be abandoned in favor of a less
complex capital cost recovery (CCR) program. CCR will provide
the small businesses the flexibility to internally generate
capital by employing a liberal, noncumersome rapid deprecia-
tion write-off which will maximize depreciation charges during
periods when funds are needed for expansion.

A second goal of the committee's depreciation reform measures
is simplification. Tax depreciation regulations provide a
larger potential for simplification than many other regulations.
Depreciation accounting is primarily concerned with the timing
of depreciation deductions, not the avoidance of taxation.
Accordingly, a logical assumption states that broad uncomplicated
depreciation rules will enable the small business concern to
simplify accounting procedures (reduce operating expenses) with-
out a resulting negative impact on income tax revenues.

Finally, the committee is planning to investigate the feasibility
of permitting small business concerns to coordinate depreciation
write-off periods with loan amortization periods where capital
assets are being financed with debt instruments. This proposal
will help the small business borrower to better plan his cash
flow requirements. The committee believes such a concept would
be welcomed by lending institutions and would provide such
institutions with an incentive for making funds available to
small business enterprises.

A. Capital cost recovery as an alternative to present useful
life methods of depreciation accounting

1. Assets would be pooled into basic functional categories;
a reasonable grouping may be:
a. Depreciable real estate
b. Machinery equipment and fixtures
c. Furniture and fixtures
d. Transportation equipment
e. Other (special)

2. Depreciable lives would be stated in a range of years
for each pool. Present Asset Depreciation Range (APR)
guideline lives would be adjusted by utilizing Asset
Guideline Periods as the longest life period and lib-
eralizing Lower Limit lives; for example:

Asset Depreciation Range Years-

Guideline Class Lower Limit Upper Limit

00.22 Automobiles 1 3

35.2 Machinery 5 12
*These lives would be determined on the basis of revenue
generated by a reasonable rate of return (to be explained
in more detail later in the report).

54-397 0 - 75 - 23
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3. Each year, a dual composite depreciation computation
would be made for assets recorded in each pool:

Straight-Line - The cost of each year's additions
would be divided by the Upper Limit lives assigned
to the respective pools and the result of these
calculations would be added to the current year
straight-line depreciation of prior year asset ad-
ditions to determine the year's expense.

Accelerated - The maximum depreciation allowable is
determined by multiplying the net pool value by the
maximum depreciation rate assigned to the applicable
pool (i.e., 5 year Lower Limit life equals 20%). The
company may, at its option, claim this amount or a
lesser amount based on the company's reinvestment
program.

Reinvestment Program - The excess of the maximum
depreciation expense calculated over the year's de-
preciation can be taken as a tax deduction if it can
be demonstrated that the tax benefit has been rein-
vested, in the current year or within a reasonable
future period, in capital equipment or expanded
employment.

B. Planned research into depreciation tax reform measures

1. The strength of the capital cost recovery theory lies
in the assumption that reinvested tax benefits will
result in improved company profits by employing the
return on invested capital concept. This concept
follows the theory that the entrepreneur will not
make a capital investment unless the investment earns
a reasonable rate of return. Thus, the scope of
capital cost recovery research projects will entail
a series of studies geared to determine both short-
term and long-term impact on tax revenues, determining
if rate of return concepts will improve tax revenues
on a long-term basis.

2. Research into tax simplification aspects to depreciation
tax reform will be structured to identify overly compli-
cated regulations which affect capital cost depreciation
and to determine their impact on tax revenues. Topics
scheduled for investigation include:
a. Unnecessary accelerated depreciation methods
b. Regulations limiting the amount of first year

depreciation allowable on capital additions
c. Additional first-year 20% depreciation bonus;

is it enough?
d. ADR regulations are overly complicated
e. Increasing the dollar value of minor capital assets

which may be written off as purchased
f. Eliminate salvage value accounting requirements
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3. Matching capital asset useful lives with the amorti-

zation period of related debt instruments will be
examined for feasibility through surveys of both
COSE members and lending institutions. The surveys
will attempt to determine if the concept would be
attractive to borrowers and lenders. The surveys
would also attempt to determine the impact such a
program would have on tax revenues.

C. The committee believes that the above programs will demon-
strate that reform of depreciation regulations will provide
an effective source of capital to small business concerns.
Also, reform should eliminate much of the compliance
accounting caused by the complicated regulations.
The primary-e.ective of the committee's research will be
to demonstrate that reform measures will be advantageous
to small business concerns but will not adversely affect
tax revenues.
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III. Increase The Accumulated Retained Earnings Credit

A. Why small business wants to increase the accumulated
retained earnings credit:

1. By allowing a greater accumulation of liquid assets,
a cushion would be made available to small businesses
enabling them to survive economic fluctuations. This
would result in fewer business failures, fewer plant
closings and fewer unemployed workers.

2. The excess of the accumulated eani-nngs credit doe not
currently take economic fluctuations into acc,.;int in
the measurement of such excess. If the credit i:. in-
creased, businesses would be in a better position to
withstand business lose: caused by economic fluctuations.

3. Small businesses are particularly affected by the current
low limit on the accumulated retained earnings credit
since a greater proportion of the total capital of a
small business is internally generated.

B. Planned research into the increase in the retained earnings
credit:

1. Survey of COSE members with emphasis on:
a. Current amounts of accumulated retained earnings
b. History of accumulated earnings penalty taxes
c. Extent-of any current losses in relation to

accumulated earnings
d. The amount of capital generated internally
e. Business failures

2. Inquire of the economic research department of the
SBA concerning:
a. The extent of accumulated earnings of small bu-iness
b. The history of penalty tax payments by small business
c. The extent of current small business losses
d. General information on the sources of small busineoz

capital

C. It is felt that this research will support the reason. -mal
business want an increase in the accumulated earnings credit

- by showing:

1. That small businesses rely on internally generated capital
more than large business.

2. That a larger cushion of accumulated liquid assets would
provide small businesses with a better chance of Surviving
economic fluctuations in order that fewer plants would
close and less people would be out of work.

3. A negligible impact on revenue in relation to the benefits
of business survival.
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IV. Enactment Of An Interstate Taxation Act Is A Must If Tax

Simplification Is To Be Achieved

A. Why small business wants an interstate taxation act

1. The current multiplicity of state taxing procedures
requires a substantial duplication of general
information

2. Certain items and procedures that are available for
federal purposes, such as LIFO, ADR and the capital /
gain deduction may or may not be available for '-tate
purposes. This often means that mall business must
keep dual sets of books, greatly increasing their
costs and reducing their profitability.

3. Income apportionment foirulae may differ so greatly
from state to state that it results in double
taxation.
a. Sales factors may be allocated on either a

destination or contract finalization basis.
b. Property may be allocated on either a fair market

value, net book value or original cost basis.

4. Even cities within the same state may have a variety
of modifications to federal taxable income and vary the
apportionment formulae which only serves to further
compound the multiplicity of effort that must be
expended by small businesses.

B. Planned research into an interstate taxation act

1. Survey of COSE members. Emphasis to be on:
a. Extent of multi-state business
b. The differences in reporting and apportionment

that occurs among the states
c. The additJonal burden that the multiplicity of

effort places on the small businesses

2. Research the variety of modificationa and income
apportionment formulae that exist among the state.

3. Contact the business administration departments of
local universities to see if any research has been
done in this area.

C. -It is feit that this research will support the reasons
small business wants an interstate taxation act by showing:

1. That the current system may result in the unfair burden
of double taxation-on 'mall businesses.

2. That the nultiplicity of effort required to comply with
these various standards lowers profitability 6,ie to
increased costs.
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V. Retain Domestic International Sal s Corporaticr. (DISC) Provisions
For Small Business

A. Why small business wants DISC retained:

1. Smaller businesses have required a longer tim. to b orc,
aware of the complexities and advantangcs of DISJ. ThL
result is that only now is the DISC beginning to have ax,
impace on small businesses as many small firms are bei:,g
lured into the export market.

2. Entry into the export market via DISC can provide an
important avenue of growth for smaller enterprises.
Increased growth- tends to In r:as%. mploymnt wii ., a4. th
sams tim'; minimizing th- -xrortatioi. or Jobs to
countries that often ocuis whn factories art b'a
abroad.

3. The DISC provisions in gr-eral, by providing an fr'-n
to export business, ser%. ',o "lrtrov: th. natio'.- baja^-...
of-payments. With small. business .jgagL- i. xport .rg :nr
problem ould bz further h::ipA.

B. Planned research into DISC:

1. Survey members of COSE with cir.hasis on:
a. Who is using DISC.
b. Factors important in ir-.is!Q' to us: D'ES.'.
c. For those who are not using It, why not.
d. Results that have been achiev,.d by the usc of D.5

1) Sales growth.
- Employment growth.

2. Survey the Cleveland Worli Trad Association m mb rs
emphasis in addition to tht it-ms in th. ,OSE urv y r
a. Whether or riot members ".:cl D)S an I tax *r n-:4,1i

provisions in g. n-rai serv., to increase, worl tIa .
b. What role does the Asso-iation sr ,- for sma"l b,,si .

in world trader.
c. What impat on wor I I,aI: Jcc; th. Aisoclatic "

if DtSC is repeal" I.

3. Contact the business administrator, 1. partm .nts o, ar a
colleges and tLn.v.rsltIcs as to what rs :ar.'h .. a b. . ,r
is currently being done on th. impact of' DiSC on th o$ ra-
tion of business ent-'rpriscs. Also -ontact the lax,
professors of local law schools as to thc imra--t i DWLS

4. Inquire ot" the :conoml, r. s,.arh ,epartm-nt of the SBA a.,
to the current use ot" DISC by srall b,;sine6s .L'n-i !- g
statlstis on dollar vo2lm- ard export growth.
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V. Retain Domestic International Sales Corporation (DIS.-) Provisions
For Smail Business, continued

C. It is felt that this research will support the r asons srv
small business wants DISC by illustrating:
1. The recent nature of DISC's impact on small bsin,?ss.

2. The growth of small business export trade arii Its f.avor-
able affect on employment. Each new billion dollars or
exports creates an estimated 60,000 Jobs.

3. The important role that small business can play In thi
nation'-s balance-of-payments problem. Since the c natmcqt
of DISC, exports have increas-d $55 bil-io'.
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Subchapter S Provisions Should Be Revised

The following revisions of the subchapter S rules are nee(ed:

A. Increase the number of permissible shareholders from 10 to 15.

B. Allow certain trusts to be qualified shareholders.

C. Amend the termination provisions to provide for terminaticr,
only by a majority or at least provide that a new share-
holder's affirmative refusal to consent to the election is
necessary so as to prevent inadvertent termination.

D. Allow additional investments by the shareholders so that any
excess losses can be carried forward rather than forever lost.

E. Allow for property distributor of previously taxed income.

Why small business wants these changes in the subc.apter S rule,.

A. Subchapter S has been of benefit to both small business ana
the economy.

1. Subchapter S io now being used by over 10% of small
business enterprises that are corporations.

2. The provisions allow new businessmen the opportunity to
limit his liability to his investment in the enterprise.

3. Limited liability also makes raising addit!cnal capital
from new Investors easier.

4. An additional benefit is that losses up to the extent of
the investment are passed through to the individual
shareholders.

5. Subchapter S eases the flow of funds generated by
profitable operations back to the sharenoldcrs for
reinvestments in other enterprises to promote further
economic growth.

B. The revisions of subchapter S outlined above are nees:ary c,
that its advantages may be used by a greater number of sma,[!l r
enterprises.

1. In light of today's prices and the tight loan market it
certainly can take more than 10 Investors to finance a
new company.

2. Prohibiting trusts from being qualific, shareholaers
places a burden on entrepreneurs in their s'arcn foi
new sources of capital. There are certain tru,ts whtre
there appears to be no reason for exclusion as qualified
shareholders. A voting trust where shareholders get
together to combine their corporate suffrage should not
serve to revoke the Fubchapter S election. All the
beneficiaries are shareholders of the corporation and
each beneficiary would be counted as a shareholder for
purposes of the number limitation. Because cf th-s and
the fact that the term of the trust is lim.tud ano each
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VI. Subchapter S Provisions Should Be Revised, Continued

shareholder beneficiary has agreed to be bound to the
trust terms, indicate that a voting trust agreement
should not terminate a subchapter S election. A grantor
trust is another instance where shares held by a trust
should not prevent a subchapter S election. The grantor
is still being taxed on the income from the corporation
so the fact that he desires to place his stock in trust
should not prevent the availability of subchapter S,
The current subchapter S provisions on trusts also creates
the unfair burden of removing the subchapter S status of
all other shareholders when one of the owners dies and
his holdings revert to a trust. A such in the case of
trusts which serve as a conduit for the decedents shares
the subchapter S election should not be revokeao When
the ultimate beneficiaries receive their stock, in ac-
cordance with the other reforms sought, there would only
be a termination of the subchapter S status if a majority
wanted it, otherwise the election would remain in-force.

3. Because subcnapter S is an elective provision it is important
to safeguard against inadvertent termination of the election.
Requiring affirmative refusal to consent would ease the Impact
of this problem. It creates an unfair burden on the quallfica
shareholders to allow on-e shareholder to void the election.
The election provision should be by majority to alleviate
this burden.

4. Allowing increases in shareholder investment to take ad-
vantage of' excess losses in prio r years would put the sub..
chapter S provisions on par with partnership provisions
and serve as an incentive to Incr-ased investment.

5. It may be impracticable and cause a substantial hardship to
the small businessman to requir, cash distributions of
previously taxed income. This burden should be alleviated
by also permitting property distributions to qualify.

Planned research into subchapter S revisions:

A. Survey COSE members with emphasis on:

1. Use of subchapter S.
2. History of election and termination.
3. Amounts of any unused excess losses.

B. Inquire of the economic research department of the SBA a. to.
1. The extent of the use of subchapter S by small busine-e s.
2. The amount of capital that has been raised through

subchaptEr S.
3. The rate of terminations of elections and the reasons for

such terminations.

It is felt that this research will support small business' reasons
for revision in subchapter S provisions by showing:

A. New business and economic growth in general needs the greater
amount of capital that additional sharehold-rs could provide.

B. That termination of elections occur too frequently and
unnecessarily either through Inadvertl'nce or from the fact
that trusts cannot be qualified shareholders.

C. That additional investment would be encouraged if unused
excess losses could be carried forward.

1~4
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VII. Net Operating Loss Carryover Periods Need To Be Extended For
New Business Concerns

Extend the net operating loss carryover period for corporation
which have been in existence less than three years so that
initial losses can be absorbed.
A. Why small business wants extended loss carryover:

1. New corporations, particularly smaller businesses,
often undergo a substantial period of initial operating
losses. Due to inability to carryback such losses and
the 5 year carryover limit, current regulations often
results in the inability of small business to utiliz,
these initial losses.

B. Planned research into extended loss carryovers:

1. Survey members of COSE with emphasis on:
a. Extent and amount of initial net operating losses.
b. Carryover that was unusable due to the 5 year

limitation.
c. The extent of reliance on internally generated

capital.
2. Inquire of the economic research department of the SBA

as to the overall extent and amount of new small business
net operating losses. -

C. It is felt that this research will support the reasons why
small business wants an extended initial net operating loss
carryover period by showing:
1. That due to the current time limits and amounts of net

operating losses some initial losses cannot be absorbed.
2. New business would be stimulated by the ability to

absorb initial losses.
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VIII. Reg-ilations Regarding Overpayments Of Estimatei Tax Neel
Amendment

Amend See. 6425 to allow a corporate taxpayer to file for a
quick refund of certain overpayments of estimated install-
ments prior to the end of the taxable year. Prs .ntly, tax
payers must wait until after their fiscal year-.n1 to receive
tax refunds.
A. Why small business needs early quick refunds:

1. The value of this is well illustrated by the current
recessionary period. As business slackens and working
capital becomes tighter, smaller business need6 to
recover the money to whi,:h it is entitled without
delay.

2. If these funds are not to be payable to the government,
there is no justifiable reason for requiring that such
payments be held by the government Vor the -ntire year.

3. This provision would involve no loss of revenue to the
government since it only spe ,ds the recovery of funds
to which the business entity is entitled.

B. Planned research into quick refunds:
1. Survey members of COSE with emphasis on:

a. Extent and amount of estimated tax payments.
b. Percentage of corporations who have filed in the

past for quick refunds as of the close of their
taxable year.

c. Nature of the benefit that could have ben
achieved had early quick refund bcn avalable.

2. Inquire of the economic research department of the SBA
as to the extent of small business ?stimated tax
payments and the use by small business of the currrt
quick refund provisions. -

C. It is felt that this research will support the reasons
small business wants quick refunds available before tb.
end of the year. It will deomonstrate how early quick
refunds are especially needed by the small :orporations
faced with Income reductions brought about by business
reversals which have resulted from a drop-off in buiin<s
activity.

OZ AVAl~
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IX. -Rules Limiting the Deductibility of Business Search Expenses
Need to be Liberalized

Allow the deductibility of expenditures incurred in search of a
prospective business even though the proposed transaction was not
consummated.

A. Why small business wants deductibility of expenditures for
preliminary business investigation:

I Th inability to leduct such expenditures operates
as a deterrent to the investigation of growth op-
portunitJ"s.

2. There ie no equitable just lication for conditioning
the de'duutibility of such expenses on whether the
transactIon is actually entered into when it in fact
may be later abandoned (Rev. Rule 57-418), and for
not allowing a deduction when in fact the taxpayer
incurs reasonable and necessary expenditures in a
good faith Investigation of a business investment.

B. Planned research into the deductibility of preliminary business'

investigation expenses:

1. Survey COSE members with emphasis on:
a. The extent and amount of such preliminary investi-

gation expenses.

b. The percentage of titne that such expenditures
yield no new investment.

2. Inquire of the economic research department of the
SBA as to the current amounts and trends of small
business investment.

C. It is felt that this research will support the reasons why
small business wants the deductibility of preliminary business
Investigation expenses by showing:

1. The significant amounts of such expenditures by
small business.

2. That denying a deduction when in fact a good faith
investigation has been made but the transaction
not entered into works on unreasonable hardship on
small business.
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X._ Restrictions on Section 303 of the Estate Tax Law Penalizes
Small Business Concerns

A. Why small business wants to reduce requirements to meut the
restrictions on Sec. 303.

1. If a corporation purchases (cancels or redccms) the stock
from the estate of a Tormer shareholder in such a way as
to make the purchase (distribution) "equivalent" to a
distribution of a dividend, the amount received by the
estate, to the extent it is out of earnings and profits,
will be treated as a taxable dividend at ordinary rats.

2. Whether a distribution in connection with a c.anc,1lation
or redemption of stock is "equivalent" to a taxable

-dividend will depend on the facts in each case.

3. Basically, to avoid the "equivalent" of a olil tna, the
redemption must result in a meaningful reduction in th,
shareholder's proportionate interest in thu corporation.

It. In addition, to obtain capital gain treatment Un the
redemption of stock, the redemption must have been
made on time. The value of all the stock of the -
corporation which is included in determining the
value of the gross estate is more than 35% of the
value of the gross estate, or more than 50% of the
taxable estate.

5. Sec. 303 is a special relief provision provided to
owners of small closely held companies to obtain cash
to pay "death taxes".

6. This provision (Sec. 303) i-s not adequate enough for
owners of closely held stock. The restrictions of 35%
and 50% should be reduced to 20% and 30%, respect., cccly.

B. Planned research into lowering restrictions of S-c. 303.
1. Slect cases from the files. Tax attorneys and CPA's

who have been involved in Serc, 303 transactions to
determine the effect of the iower restriction...

2. To separate the Sec. 303 transactions into (3) .t, rhs.

a) Successful 303 redemptions
b) Nonsuccessful 303 redemptions
c) Redemptions which did not meet requlremtent3

of Sec. 303 and thus used another approach to
obtain cash to pay "death taxes".

C. The results of the rt-search should produce the following:

1. In cases whEre requirements of Sec. 303 were not met,
such corporation stock was sold entirely to bip, ous ri:.
thus eliminating one more small business ,ntity. Lower
requirements would have prevented the sal,! of a small
business.
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X. Restrictions on Section 303 of the Estate Tax Law Penalizcs
Small Business Concerns, Continued

2. The lower restrictions enable more estates tc
take advantage of capital gain tax treatment.
In so doing, the requirement for ca.;h is lesu
Thus, the corporation by such a liquidation ned
not be as liquid, or seriously impair their working
capital.

3. The benefit of having more estates qualify fcr a
Sec. 303 redemption is to maintain closely held
companies. Small business concerns are healthy for
the economy because of their creat contribution to
employment, gross national product and competLtion.

4. The lower restrictions on Sec. 303 redemptions
should result in minimal tax loss to the treasury,

I would like to thank the members of the Senate Select
Committee on Small Bucine s for granting our organization the oppor-
tunity to testify at today's hearing.. I would a!o like to extend
thanks to T-hie professional practitionerL who comprise the CoLmmittee
on Government Taxation and Regulation for their contribution to
'today's-Testimony.
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Mr. RIoAwD. Thank you.
There is a great deal of literature nowadays which suggests that

many of today's economic woes are caused, to some extentby a shift-
ing of employment effort from tangible production of the nation's
business concerns to nonproductive activities conducted by many
governmental agencies.

We are not trying to imply that government regulation is unneces-
sary. We are, however, trying to demonstrate that much of the unpro-
ductive effort put forth by government is caused by needlessly
complicated laws and regulations.

We only need to look at recent legislation. For example, the Em-
ployee Retirement Income Security Act, the Occupational Safety and
Health Act, and the Tax Reform Act of 1969, for examples of laws
which have imposed unreasonable burden on small business
establishments.

The Employee Retirement Income Security Act lists over 30 dif-
ferent reports and notices which are required to be furnished annually
or periodically.

We are critical of the laws--the administration of many of these
laws--passed by Congress, not the objectives behind the legislation.
We are calling for responsible legislation; legislation which considers
impact from the point of view of both public andprivate sectors.

It is with this background that we have mobilized our resources to
developa-program that will investigate and report on needed reform
in areas of taxation and regulation.-To accomplish our objectives the
Council of Smaller Enterprises has taken what we believe to be a
unique step forward in information gathering. We have formed a
committee in our area, composed entirely of volunteer professional
accountants and lawyers, whose familiarity with the problems of small
business is invaluable in getting at the roots of smalFbusiness
problems.

This committee, which is composed, as I said, entirely of profes-
sionals, will be reporting factual and athering information; and
has been charged with the responsility lor investigating and report-
ing on unfair tax laws which suppress the health of small business;
developing meaningful tax reform measures which will provide small
business with internally generated capital needed to support growth
and provide jobs; and examine, what, in the opinion of the committee
will be unfair regulatory and reporting requirements imposed on smali
business accompanied by alternative plans of action.

We have asked our committee to identify key problems, present evi-
dence supporting the existence of problems, recommend solutions to
these problems, and develop specific information supporting the feasi-
bility of the solutions.

Senator NzLsox. May I ask, Mr. Richard, does this committee have
any timetable? I assume it will be a continuing activity, but do you
have a schedule for presenting, or concluding their evaluation of these
various areas?

Mr. Rxciwu. Yes. First, this will be a standing committee, so it
will continually be monitoring and hopefully giving creative ideas.

Secondly, our initial hase-which I will give you the details of this -
morning-- hopefully wI be ready in time for your upcoming hear-
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ings so that we may present you with factual research on the various
areas we are talking about today. That, at least, is our goal.

We have developed a preliminary listing of tax reform targets. Dur-
ing the next few months, committee members will be conducting re-
search studies-specific research studies-to support our tax reform
and simplification proposals.

The prime goal of this research is to develop conclusive evidence
that tax reform will provide small business with dearly needed capital,
which may be reinvested in human and capital assets.

At the same time, the research data will attempt to determine that
initial tax revenue losses will be eventually overcome by profits from
a healthy, viable, small business community.

It is important to point out that this committee includes professors
of accounting, professors-of law, as well as practitioners. Preliminary
input from our membership, coupled with initial investigation by our
accounting and legal committee, shows the following target issues,
among others, that require, in our opinion, immediate attention and
action.

We again strongly recommend increasing the corporate surtax ex-
emption to $100,000. We favor an increase in the surtax exemption for
the following reasons:

The original logic that brought about the initial $25,000 exemption
in 1938 continues to hold true today-small businesses grow almost
exclusively through retained earnings. We are just not capable of
relying on outside capital markets every time additional funds are
needed in our business.

The only alternative course of financing is through debt. This, how-
ever, is not a reliable source of funds, as small businesses have tradi-
tionally paid the highest rates and have had the least success in ob-
taining loans.

This can be evidenced by the fact that over a 2-year period end-
ing November 1974, small short-term loans fell almost 50 percent as a
percentage of total corporate short-term loans.

Furthermore, small loans accounted for less than 2 cents of
every dollar loaned in the long-term debt market despite the fact that
small businesses of a size to need such loans account for over 50 per-
cent of all corporate sales and corporate employment.

It is evident then that because small businesses do not have ready
access tothe external capital markets, we must rely on internal cap-
ital formation.

An exemption at the level of $25,000 is too low to allow for the
needed internal capital growth of small businesses so that they can
continue to expand and employ more people.

We have presented evidence to show that $25,000 in 1938, because
of inflationary factors, based on the Wholesale Price Index, is worth
$100,000 today. And, based on the Consumer Price Index, requires
$98,000 now.

Other costs, such as social security costs, pension-costs, Government
paperwork, and importantly the removal of the multiple surtax exemp-
tion which was very helpful to many small businesses, makes this
$100,000 even more urgent.
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We note, with great appreciation, that Congress took the first step
earlier this year by temporarily raising this to $50,000. However,
it would be much more effective, in terms of its desired result and as
a shot in the arm, for small business to recognize the full impact of
inflation, and increase this permanently to $100,000, and consider the
possibility of incremental increases as inflation occurs, or continues
to occur.

We believe that this increased exemption would provide a necessary
, impetus to capital growth and continued expansion of small busi-

nesses. While there could be-and there probably would be-an initial
revenue loss; in the long run, considering the reinvestment factor,
improved profits, improved productivity, and improved employment,
it is our firm opinion that the overall effect would be a revenue gain,
and not a loss.

We are in the process of conducting specific research into the increase
in the corporate surtax exemption, and will be reporting on this at
your next hearing.

We are surveying our members on the earnings and retained earn-
ings growth that would result from the increased exemption. We are
going to examine, specifically, what use such savings would be put to.

We are going to be looking into the current availability of money
to these corporations through loans. We will also be using the economic
research department of the SBA to give us additional information
for this survey.

We will be inquiring of the business administration departments
of four of our local universities as to any research into the economic
impact that an increased exemption would have. Also, area law schools
will be assisting us and will be providing information to us in this
regard.

We feel that research will support the reasons small business favors
an increase in the corporate surtax exemption by showing: The depend-
ence of small business on internally generated capital for growth; the
savings that would result to these corporations as a result of the-
increased exemption; that such savings would most likely be put to
(1) increasing or maintaining employment, or (2) purchasing new
or used equipment. This means that savings from an increased exemp-
tion would be recycled into the economy compounding the benefits;
and that any loss in revenues as a result of the exemption increase
would be made up by the increased employment and productivity.

Many enlightened small businessmen-mys@f included-are per-
,4 fectly willing to state that any money saved as a result of increasing

the exemption would-definitely be put back-into our business, in terms
of investment in employment, or investment in specific employment
producing assets, rather than going into the pockets of the owners.

We suggest that depreciation regulations need to be revamped.
Present depreciation accounting regulations should be overhauled.
We recommend that traditional "useful life concepts" of depreciation
be abandoned in favor of a less complex capital cost recovery program.

This program which we call "CCR," will provide the small busi-
nesses the flexibility to internally generate capital by employing a
liberal, noncumbersome rapid depreciation writeoff which will maxi-
mize dePreciation charges during periods when funds are needed for
expansion.

54-397 0 - 75 - 24
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A second goal of the committee's depreciation reform measures is
simplification. Tax depreciation regulations provide a larger potential
for simplification than many other regulations.

Depreciation accounting is primarily-concerned with the timing of
depreciation deductions, not the avoidance of taxation. Accordingly,
a logical assumption states that broad uncomplicated depreciation
rules will enable the small business concern to simplify accounting
procedures reduce operating expense.--without a resulting negative
impact on income tax revenues.

Finally, the committee is planning to investigate, as part of depre-
ciation, the feasibility of permitting small business concerns to coordi-
nate depreciation write-off periods with loan amortization periods
where capital assets are being financed with debt instruments.

This proposal will help the small business borrower to better plan
his cash flow requirements. We believe such a concept would be wel-
comed by lending institutions and would provide such institutions
with a badly needed incentive for making funds available to small
business enterprises.

We have specific proposals, as a part of our statement, that are
highly technical. I will not read them this morning, but wish to have
them made a part of the record. And we will be presenting further
specific details on CCR at a later date.

We plan research into depreciation tax reform measures. The
strength of the capital cost recovery theory lies in the assumption
that reinvested tax benefits will result in improved company profits by

--- employing the return on invested capital concept.
This concept follows the theory that the entrepreneur will not make

a capital investment unless the investment earns a reasonable rate of
return. Thus, the scope of capital cost recovery research projects will
entail a series of studies geared to determine both short-term and long-
term impact on. tax revenues, determining if rate of return concepts
will improve tax revenues on a long-term basis.

We believe the CCR program will demonstrate that reform of de-
preciation regulations will provide an effective source of capital to
small business concerns Also, reform should eliminate much-o? the
compliance accounting caused by the complicated regulations.

The primary objective of the committee's research would lead to
demonstrate that reform measures will be advantageous to small
business concerns, to lending institutions, and will not adversely effect
tax revenue.

We strongly suggest the increasing of the accumulated retained-
earnings credit. By allowing a greater accumulati-n of liquid assets,
a cushion would be made available to small businesses enabling them
to survive economic fluctuations. This would result in fewer business
failures, fewer plant closings and fewer unemployed workers.

The excess of the accumulated earnings credit does not currently
take economic fluctuations into account in the measurement of such
excess. If the credit is increased, businesses would be in a better posi-
tion to withstand business losses caused by economic fluctuations.

Small businesses are particularly affected by the current low limit
on the accumulated retained earnings credit since a greater proportion

-- of the total capital of a small business is internally generated-in
many cases; with our members, over 90 percent is the figure.
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Again, we are proposing specific research, which is underway at the
the present time, and we hope to show that small business relies heav-
ily on internally generated capital, much more so than bigger busi-
ness; that a larger cushion of accumulated liquid assets would pro-
vide small businesses with u better chance of surviving economic
fluctuations; with a negligible impact on revenue in relation to the
benefits of business survival.

- Small business urgently requires an enactment of an interstate tax-
• at in act, if tax simplification is to be achieved.

The current multiplicity of State taxing procedures requires a sub-
stantial duplication of general information. Certain items and pro-
cedures that are available for Federal purposes, such as LIFO, ADR
and the capital gain deduction, may or may not be available for State
purposes. This often means that small business must keep several sets
of books, greatly increasing their costs and reducing their profita-
bility.

Income apportionment formulae may differ so greatly from State to
State that it results in double taxation. For example, sales factors
may be allocated on either a destination or contract finalization basis.
Property may be allocated on either a fair market value, net book
value, or original cost basis.

Even cities within the same State may have a variety of modifica-
tions to Federal taxable income and vary the apportionment formulae
which only serves to further compound the multiplicity of effort that
must be expended by small businesses.

In this area, our research is actively pursuing the reasons why we
think that an interstate taxation act is in order. We hope to show
the current system results in unfair burden of double taxation on
small business, and the multiplicity of this effort means great addi-
tional cost to small business people.

Our committee advocates the retaining of the Domestic Inter-
national Sales Corporation provisions for small business. It has taken
small business a long time to become aware of the DISC. And, now
that we have many small businesses moving into the export market,
entry into the export market -via DISC provides an important avenue
of growth for smaller enterprises.

For example, my firm just organized a DISC 3-monthS ago, even
though the legislation has been on the books for several years. In-
creased growth tends to increase employment, while at the same time
minimizing the exportation of jobs to foreign countries that often
occurs when factories are built abroad.

The DISC provisions in general, even though in the opinion of our
committee are unnecessarily complex, provide an incentive to improve
the Nation's balance of payments. With small business engaged in
exporting, the problem could be further helped.

Our research will include a combined project with the Cleveland
World Trade Association--one of the most active, local world trade
associations. We will ascertain whether the World Trade Association
members feel that DISC and tax incentives provide, in general, a
service and increase world trade.

We will ask what role the association sees for small business in
world trade, and what impact the association foresees if DISC, is
repealed.
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We will be contacting numerous agencies to determine, in tangible
and specific ways that we feel the DISC should be retained, especially
for small business.

It is felt that this research will show the tremendous impact on
small businesses. It will show the growth of small business export
trade, and its favorable effect on employment. Each new billion dollars
of exports creates an estimated 60,000 jobs. The important role that
small business can play in the Nation's balance-of-payments programs
will be pointed out in the research.

Since the enactment of DISC, exports have increased $55 billion.
Subchapter S provisions should be revised. The following revisions

of the subchapter S rules ore needed: Increase the number of permis-
sible shareholders from 10 to 15; allow certain trusts to be qualified
shareholders; amend the termination provisions to provide for ter-
mination only by a majority or at least provide that a new share-
holder's affirmative refusal to consent to the election is necessary so as
to prevent inadvertent termination; allow additional investments by
the shareholders so that any excess losses can be carried forward
rather than forever lost; and allow for property distributions of
previously taxed income.

Subchapter S has been of great benefit to both small business and
the economy. Subchapter S is now being used by over 10 percent of
small business enterprises that are corporations. The provisions allow
new businessmen the opportunity to limit their liability to their invest-
ment in the enterprise.

Limited liability also makes raising additional capital from new
investors easier, and it is very difficult today for small business to
raise equity capital.

An additional benefit is that losses up to the extent of the invest-
ment are passed through to the individual shareholders. Subchapter S
eases the flow of funds generated by profitable operations back to the
shareholders for reinvestments in other enterprises to promote further
economic growth.

In this area, as well, we have specific technical areas as part of our
testimony, which I will not discuss today. We will also present specific
research to show why we feel that subchapter S is so important and
should be revised.

Regulations regarding overpayment of estimated tax needs amend-
ment. We specifically suggest amending section 6425 to allow a cor-
porate taxpayer to file for a quick refund of certain overpayments of
estimated installments prior to the end of the taxable year. Presently
taxpayers must wait until after their fiscal yearend to receive tax
refunds.

The value of this is- well illustrated by the current recessionary
period. As business slackens and working capital becomes tighter,
smaller business needs to recover the money to which it is entitled
without delay.

If these funds are not to be payable to the Government, there is no
justifiable reason for requiring that such payments be held by the
Government for the entire year.

This provision would involve no loss of revenue to the Government
since it only speeds the recovery of funds to which the business entity
is entitled. We will be presenting specific research in this area, as well.
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Rules limiting the deductibility of business search expenses need
to be liberalized. This is an area that few people are aware of, and
is so important to small business, especially to newly emerging entre-
preneurs.

Allow the deductibility of expenditures incurred in search of a
prospective business, even though the proposed transaction was not
consummated. Ninety times out of 100, small business persons search
for new businesses and these searches are not successful.

The inability to deduct such expenditures operates as a deterrent
to the investigation of growth opportunities. There is no equitable
justification for conditioning the deductibility of such expenses on
whether the transaction is actually entered into when it, in fact, may
be later abandoned; and, for not allowing a deduction when, in fact,
the taxpayer incurs reasonable and necessary expenditures in a good
faith investigation of a business investment.

Restrictions on Section 303 of the Estate Tax law penalizes small
business concerns. If a corporation purchases-cancels or redeems-
the stock from the estate of a former shareholder in such a way as to
make the purchase or distribution "equivalent" to a distribution of a
dividend, the amount received by the estate, to the extent it is out of
earnings and profits, will be treated as a taxable dividend at ordinary
rates.

Whether a distribution in connection with a cancellation or redemp-
tion of stock is "equivalent" to a taxable dividend will depend on the
facts in each case.

Basically, to avoid the "equivalent" of a dividend, the redemption
must result in a meaningful reduction in the shareholder's propor-
tionate interest in the corporation.

In addition, to obtain capital gain treatment on the redemption of
stock, the redemption must have been made on time. The value of all
the stock of the corporation which is included in determining the
value of the gross estate is more than 35 percent of the value of the
gross estate, or more than 50 percent of the taxable estate.

Section 303 is u special relief provision provided to owners of small,
closely held companies to obtain cash to pay "death taxes".

This provision is not adequate enough for owners of closely held
stock. The restrictions of 35 percent and 50 percent should be reduced
to 20 percent and 40 percent, respectively.

Mr. Chairman, and committee, the proposals that we have briefly
discussed this morning are highly technical. As I mentioned to you,
our committee is now actively engaged in research to back up these
proposals.

In addition, we will be presenting other proposals of a highly tech-
nical nature, to you at your next hearings, backed up by- facts and
figures, as to why we feel you should act upon them.

The establishment of our working, professional committee, is a
major step in obtaining useful information which will hopefully be
of value to this Joint Committee, and small business in general.

We appreciate the opportunity of testifying this morning, and our
committee-and our entir organization-'is at your disposal for any
information which we can supply to you in the future.

Thank you, Senator Nelson.
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Senator NELSON. Thank you, Mr. Richard, for your very valuable
testimony. The committee will be particularly interested in your work-
ing professional committee's technical recommendations.

I think one of the problems that we have always had in dealing
with the special problems of small business is that we have not had
adequate backup in the form of practical and technical information
from professional people whose work is in the field of small business--
Most of the time, when we are taking testimony, it is testimony from

* accountants or tax experts who are dealing with the problems of big
.business. As you have pointed out and has been pointed out in the
last several days, the problems-are quite different. We have not had
the benefit of professional advice, technical advice from professionals
who are dealing with small business problems. I think your working
professional committee's recommendations could be of great assistance
to both the Finance Committee and the Small Business Committee.

'So, we thank you very much. When you do have those studies com-
pleted, we are going to have continuing, ongoing hearings on problems
across the whole spectrum of small business issues. We will be very
pleased to take testimony at that time when your committee has some-
thing to report.

Mr. RICHnARD. Thank you.
If we are invited, and we certainly hope we will be, it is our inten-

tion that the testimony and the research that I have discussed with
you this morning will be related to you by members of our committee
so that you will be able to ask them the technical questions concerning
the testimony.

Senator NELsON. Mr. Laxalt?
Senator LAXALT. Just a couple of questions, Mr. Richard.
I listened to your presentation with great interest, having been

involved in a number of these problems myself. How feasible is the
Interstate Taxation Act? Is it anticipated that the local taxing sub-
divisions would -be preempted entirely?

Mr. RICHARD. It is going to be extremely difficult because no local
city, State, or Federal agency likes to gve up any jurisdiction. We
think it will be difficult; but we think if it is simple and properly

_ laid out, it will be workable. We suffer from no illusions, however.
It is going to be a very, very tough, uphill battle, and we hope to be
making some specific proposals to your committee in the fall that may
be palatable. It would certainly help.

Senator LAXALT. You would not be seeking through the act to pre-
empt the collection only and to make the procedures and principally
the deduction side of it more uniform?

Mr. RICHARD. Exactly. We recognize that collection is something
that the individual entities look on as their absolute right; but the
regulations are so diverse now for those of us who operate in several
different areas. This is what we are seeking to make more uniform.

Senator LAXALT. YU mentioned quick refunds?
Mr. RICHARD. Yes, sir.
Senator LAXALT. How would that be practical without closing out

the year?
Mr. RICHARD. Well, many small businesses today have become sub-

stantially more scientific in their accounting procedures and techniques
and take relatively accurate monthly and quarterly statements. Some,
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my own included, have their external auditors review their quarterly
statements. We feel that small businesses would be in a fairly decent -
position to know whether they have been overpaying on their estimated
taxes. Of course, this would perhaps require more accounting on the
part of corporations to show they are justified in asking for a refund.
I frankly feel, as a small business person, that small businesses should
know, on a regular basis, how their business is doing.

Senator LAXALT. Do you think there is that degree of certainty in
the situation?

Mr. RICHAP. Not at all.
Senator LAXALT. I do not think so either. -
Mr. RICHAPD. But I would think this would encourage small busi-

ness to become substantially more businesslike in accounting records.
This is our hope.

Senator LAXALT. But the theory is, I gather, say on a quarterly basis,
if there is a strong indication that at the close of the tax year there is
going tobe a refund situation, upon the proper showing. The refund
would be immediately payable.

Mr. RICHARD. Yes, sir.
Senator LAXALT. Has that been tracked through as to feasibility?
Mr. RICHARD. No. We are in the process of doing it. This was sug-

gested by several of our accountants on the committee who work
closely with small business and feel that they can set up a procedure
that is feasible.

Senator LAXALT. I hope so. That could be very helpful.
Mr. RICHARD. It would be highly desirable to us.
Senator LAXALT. Certainly in tight cash flow areas could afford

immediate relief rather than running to a bank, which is customarily
the practice.

On the revisions of 303, have any of your people costed that out in
terms of revenue loss?

Mr. RICHARD. No. But we will try to show you the impact in the fall
of what 303 will do.

Senator LAXALT. Like the chairman, I will be anxiously awaiting
the details, and I think if you have the data that can support it, it will
be extremely helpful to this committee.

Mr. RICHARD. We are trying very hard to talk in terms of specifics
that we can back up. We feel that this will be very helpful to us and
hopefully will be helpful to you.

Senator LAXALT. One additional question.
The capital cost recovery program-what you are attempting to do

is to simplify the depreciation situation.
Mr. -RICHARD. Yes.
Senator LAXALT. What is the bottom line result? A shorter deprecia-

tion time for the writeoff.
Mr. RICHARD. There are two results to the CCR program. One is

to enable us to take a shorter life, definitely. I was at a board meeting
yesterday with Mr. Ray Watts, the counsel of your committee, and he
asked me the same question. I explained that the corporation with
which I am involved, because we are profitable, pays a relatively high
amount of tax, and very little depreciation because we are on a
straight line basis and we cannot take advantage of certain liberalized
areas of the present depreciation law. Yet, we must grow. As a grow-
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ing company, we have to go out and borrow the money to pay our
taxes, when liberalized depreciation would enable us to not have to
do that.

Senator LAXALT. Is not depreciation capital cost recovery?
Mr. RICHARD. It is. Yes; there is no question.
Senator LAXALT. I do not understand the difference in terminology.
Mr. RICHARD. Well, perhaps it is a catchy phrase used by our

accounting committee.
'Senator LAXALT. I expected that was the case.
Mr. RICHARD. 'We are interested in shorter depreciation lives and

simplifying the whole depreciation regulations.
Senator LAXALT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That is all I have.
Senator NELSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Richard, for your very,

very fine testimony.
Mr. RICHARD. Thank you, Senator.
Senator NELSON. We will now hear from the panel on venture

capital and its significance to innovation and growth. It is a panel of
Mr. Walter Stults, executive vice president of the National Associa-
tion of Small Business Investment Companies; Mr. David Morgen-
thaler, president of Morganthaler Associates; and Mr. Richard
Hanschen, president of New Business Resources.

Gentlemen, if you would identify yourselves for the reporter so
the record will be kept straight on attribution of comments.

Mr. STULTS. Mr. Chairman, my name is Walter Stults; I am with
NASBIC.

Mr. MORGENTIALER. Mr. Chairman, my name is David Morgen-
thaler. I am a senior partner of Morgenthaler Associates of Cleveland,
Ohio, and I am appearing today to replace our Mr. Paul Bancroft of
Bessemer Securities who was unable to attend.

Mr. HANSCHEN. Mr. Chairman, I am Richard Hanschen of Dallas,
Tex., and president of Venture Capital Organization of New Busi-
nesses. Also, I am a director and chairman of the Incentives Com-
mittee for the National Venture Capital Association.

Mr. NOONE. Mr. Chairman, I am Charles Noone, general counsel
of NASBIC.

Mr. LEwis. I am Stewart Lewis, counsel to National Venture Capital
Assoeiation.

STATEMENT OF WALTER B. STULTS, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SMALL BUSINESS INVESTMENT COM-
PANIES, ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLES M. NONE, GENERAL
COUNSEL

Mr. STULTS. Mr. Chairman, we would like to proceed as a panel. I
would like permission to file my complete statement with two appen-
dices, if I might, and then summarize what I have to say.

Senator NELSON. Your full statement and whatever you have
appended to it will be printed in full in the record.

Mr. STLTS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement and attachments of Mr. Stults follow:]
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WASHINGTON, D. C. 20005

STATEMENT BY
WALTER B. STULTS, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SMALL BUSINESS INVESTMENT COMPANIES

before the
SENATE SMALL BUSINESS COMMITTEE

........ and the
SUBCOMMITTEE ON FINANCIAL MARKETS, SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

June 19, 1975

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE:

I am Walter Stults, Executive Vice President of the

National Association of Small Business Investment Companies,

located in Washington, D. C. Our organization represents over

two-thirds of all SBICs and MESBICs and our members control
approximately 90% of all the assets committed to the SBIC

industry. With me today is Charles M. Noone, NASBIC's General
Counsel.

Let me begin my testimony by congratulating the
... members of the Senate Small Business Committee for their

exemplary work earlier this year in making certain that
the special needs of small business were recognized in the

... .. Emergency Tax Reduction Act. Your success in initiating
the proposals -- and the support given to you by the members

. of the Senate Finance Committee -- brought about truly land-
....... mark legislation. It marked the first time since 1958 that

.,.... significant Federal tax reforms were directed to independent

,, . business.
We are delighted that the Small Business Committee

and the Senate Finance Committee are joining in holding these
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hearings. We trust that they represent a continuing quest to bring
equity in the Internal Revenue Code to all segments of the American

business community.

OUTLINE

We have drafted this statement to cover several areas
which we believe will be of interest to your Committees. First,
I shall comment upon the provisions of the 1975 Emergency ct
Secondly, I shall summarize NASBIC's position on-broader questions of
small business tax reform. The third portion of the statement will
cover the field of capital formation, since we do not believe that

the question of business taxation has much significance unless it is
viewed from the perspective of how our tax policies affect the ability

of businesses to survive and grow. Fourth, I shall review the ex-
periences of the SBIC program -- a pioneering partnership endeavor
bringing together the Federal Government and the private sector
in a jointeffort to solve a serious public policy goal, the pro-
vision of long-term credit and equity capital to new and snwall

businesses. The fifth section of the statement will attempt to
analyze the "equity gap" facing small business in 1975. Finally,

I shall list several NASBIC-supported proposals to amend the
Internal Revenue Code for thp specific purpose of strengthening
the SBIC industry and augmenting our ability to meet the demonstrated

needs of our clientele.
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I. Emergency Tax Reduction Act of 1975

As I said earlier, every American small business should

convey its thanks to the two Committees you represent for your out-

standing work several months ago in obtaining substantial tax breaks.

The changes you drafted and enacted into law are meaningful and NASBIC

believes strongly that they should be made permanent. We understand

why the cuts in rates were restricted to 1975 and why the investment

credit was limited to two years, but we urge the Congress to remove

the temporary label. It is axiomatic that a businessman must make

long-range plans, if he is to succeed, but convulsive changes in

Federal tax laws rule out any rational effort at such planning.

Furthermore, the after-tax dollars which the independent

businessman can retain in his business as a result of the 1975 law

permit him to be a more efficient purveyor of goods and services

and a more effective competitor.

For these reasons, we respectfully urge your Committees

to recommend, and the Congress to pass, legislation making permanent

the provisions contained inkPublic Law 94-12, approved on March 29

of this year.
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II. Small Business Tax Reform

For a number of years, NASBIC has actively supported the
evolving legislative proposals contained in the "Small Business
Tax Simplification and Reform Act." Even though the various bills
embodying the provisions of that legislation have contained few

"° provisions relating directly to SBICs, our backing has not been com-
pletely unselfish. Stated most baldlys "SBICe will not and cannot
succeed, unless the small businesses they invest in have a chance to
grow and prosper." Furthermore, SBIC owners and managers are sincerely
committed to the free enterprise system; they believe that our economic
system is doomed, however, unless entrepreneurs are given the ability
to start new businesses, to grow, to make profits -- and, perhaps
unfortunately, they must be given the opportunity to fail, too.

NASBIC has worked with those Congressional groups actively
pressing the cause of tax reform for small business and with the
various small-business groups supporting that campaign. We believe
that retained earnings are the absolutely essential elements for any

small business.

Large corporations usually can draw upon the public securities
markets or the major financial institutions for the dollars they need
to launch a new product, to enter a new market -- or to weather an
economic downturn. Small business, on the other hand, seldom has

01-- eess to outside sources of funds and must rely on their retained
earnings. Many of the 22 sections of Titles III, IV, V, and VI of
the Bible-Evins tax bill were aimed at maximizing retained earnings
and we believe your Committees should look with favor upon them as
you consider the items to be included in your 1975 tax reform package

for small business.

Perhaps this is an appropriate place to inject several
personal thoughts which are based upon 25 years of close observation
of taxes and small business.

First, I do not Pelieve that it is rational, or realistic,
to talk about a "neutral" Federal tax law. It is not realistic,
because there are too many powerful interests which will reject the
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concept of eliminating that special tax provision which applies to
them. Furthermore, I do not believe it is rational to seek absolute

neutrality. Let me explain: suppose we could get rid of every,
single "loophole". Then we could raise the ,ece sary revenue by
taxing every individual and every business at a. flat rate of, let's
say, 15% of all income. I do not believe that would be either
neutral or equitable, since both individuals and businesses differ

greatly in their requirements and in their ability to pay.

Putting the same concept in another way, I would say

that it makes no sense to strike out blindly and indiscriminately

_.at tax provisions which become "loopholes" in the eyes of the

beholder, but which may well be essential to the viability of a
segment of our economy.

My conclusion, then, is this: the Internal Revenue Code
is inevitably biased. It does, and probably should have, a dif-

ferential impact on various types of economic activity. The eight,
or ten, or twelve million small businesses ask only that Congress

make certain that the Codeis not biased against them -- and that
it does recognize the realities of business life for the independent

sector.
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III. Capital Formation

No business can grow unless it has the ability to expand
its capital. Indeed, in periods of inflation, the costs of replacing
inventories and equipment rise so rapidly that a firm must increase
its capital base merely to stand still.

For smaller firms, retained earnings represent almost
the only avenue of capital formation. A concern without after-tax
dollars to plow back into the business is an economic basket case.
Suppliers may extend trade credits for a while and banks may furnish
loans, but the typical independent business must become profitable
and stay that way to have any hope of survival.

The Internal Revenue Service is usually the biggest partner
in any small firm. SBA regulations provide that SBICs may not take
control of a small business, but the Internal Revenue Code is not
so well attuned to such niceties, so a "successful" firm soon finds
itself paying out just about half its total income to Uncle Sam.
As a matter of-fact, when one adds in the social security levies- 5.85%,
that business is paying over 50% of its profits to the Federal

Government.

During certain periods in the past, many of the most
successful growth firms were able to raise additional capital by
selling some of their stock through a public underwriting. Although
the number of businesses going public was never large in proportion
to the total business population, these firms often represented the
most innovative and most competitive factors in the entire economy.
They were the ones who developed the new product or who provided
the new service which brought the challenge--to the well-entrenched
major corporation. And profiting from this process were not only
the entrepreneur and the investor who bought his stock, but also
the consumer who received a new or more economical product or
service. Others were major gainers from this classical Horatio
Alger story, too: the additional workers who were employed by the
growing business, and the federal, State and local governments who
feasted on the additional revenues and earnings of the expanding

concern.
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So what's new in this equation?

First of all, the impact of Federal taxation. On-y-L-n-the

last three decades has the Government drawn off such a high percentage

of a firm's earnings. And, secondly, the public securities markets

have all but closed down for most businesses during the past two years

and it's hard to predict when, if ever, a small or medium size firm

will be able to raise needed capital through a public underwriting.

Attached is a chart showing the number 6f-new issues sold

for firms with net worth of less than $5-million for the past-seven

and one-half years:
t

TABLE 1
NEW, SMALL STOCK ISSUES

Year Number of Issues Dollars Underwritten
(millions)

1968 358 745.3
1969 698 1,366.9
1970 198 375.0
1971 248 550.9
1972 409 896.0
1973 101 205.3
1974 9 16.1
1975(first 5 mos.) 0 0

Note: Above data represent firm underwriting for all companies
with a net worth under $5 million. Issues of over $5 million
were not included nor were Regulation A or best effort under-
writings. The above data were compiled through the efforts
of Greater Washington Investors and S.M. Rubel & Associes.

Small businesses were not the only ones who felt the cold

wind of a dying new issues market. Data compiled by the Securities

and Exchange Comnission and published in the April 1975 issue of

the Federal Reserve Bulletin show a similar trend for all corporations

eVen though it is apparentwthat some of the major companies have still

been able to tap the public securities markets during the past two

years.
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TOTAL NEW ISSUES

(in millions of dollars)

Gross Proceeds Corporate Issues

BONDS
Publicly

Year Total offered

1971
1972
1973
1974

-- 3Z,123
28,896
22,268
31,458

24,775
19,434
13,649
25,337

Privately
placed

7,354
9,462
8,620
6,121

STOCK

Preferred Common

3,670
3,367
3,372
2,248

9,291
9,694
7,750
4,079

Gross - s major groups of Corporate Issuers

Cosimercli &-
Hanufacturing Misc. Transportation Public Utility Comaunication

Year Bonds Stocks Bonds Stocks Bonds Stocks Bonds Stocks Bonds Stocks

1971 9,426 2,152 2,272 2,390 1,998- 420 7.605 4.195 4,227 1,592
1972 4,821 1,809 2,645 2,882 2,8624 185 6,392 4.965 3,692 1,125
1973 4,329 643 1,283 1,559 1,881 43 5,585 4,661 3,535 1,369
1974-9,.832 546 1,863- 968 983 22 8,854 3,964 3,707 217

TABLE 2

Real Estate
& Financial
Bonds Stocks

6,601 2,212
8,485 2,095
5,661 2,860
6,228 617
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IV. Small Business Investment Companies

I noted in the preceding section that retained earnings

and the sale of securities to the public are two means of capital

formation. I wish to discuss now another source of external funds

to the ambitious and qualified owner-managers of smaller firms:

the SBIC.

Privately organized, capitalized, and managed, SBICshold

Federal licenses which restrict them to investing in new or small

businesses in return for the ability to borrow indirectly from the

Small Business Administration through the sale of SBIC debentures

guaranteed by the U. S. Government.

The program was established by the Small Business Invest-

ment Act of 1958; sixteen years later, the industry consists of

more than 300 3BICs with private capital of about $400-million and

-total assets approaching the $1-billion level. These SBICs disburse

almost $200-million a year to between 2,000 and 3,000 independent

businesses. During the life of the program, SBICs have invested

over $2.5-billion in the birth and growth of more than 45,000

small firms.

SBA requires annual reports from every SBIC and collates

the figures from these reports. In Table 3, I show the number of

active SBICs on March 31 of each year from 1960 through 1974 (the

latest data available).

-TABLE 3 SBIC FINANCIAL DATA

Reporting Private
Date SBICs Capital Assets

-l-,..._lions of dolars"

3/31/60 80 $ 39.7 $ 43.3
3/31/61 200 174.6 195.5
3/31/62 516 436.3 506.9
3/31/63 615 460.0 599.2
3/31/64 649 463.7 657.2
3/31/65 645 459.9 699.7
3/31/66 606 433.8 701.2
3/31/67 548 393.2 691.5
3/31/68 441 342.6 637.3
3/31/69 373 325.0 630.1
3/31/70 331 * 332.1 633.3
3/31/71 288 324.9 611.9
3/31/72 274 339.8 673.2
3/31/73 248 332.7 695.1
3/31/74 252 360.7 795.6

64-397 0 - 75 - 25
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It's inuediately apparent that the SBIC industry has
experienced a substantial shaking-out during the first 15 years
of its life. The drop from 649 reporting, or active, SBICs in
1964 to the 248 licensees nine years later does show a major reduction.
Many of the SBICs which disappeared were absorbed by merger with
another licensee; an even larger number of companies disappeared
because they were too small to afford the staff they required and
to afford the time it would take for their investments to become
profitable. Others left because their founders just did not under-
stand the true nature of the venture capital/SBIC business before
they got into it. Finally, a significant number lost a lot of
money and surrendered their licenses. Incidentally, I shall digress
to point out that the SBIC program is designed to assure that the
shareholders of the SBIC lose every dollar they have invested in it
before the Fe* ral Government loses a nickel of its loans to the
SBIC. For that reason, the losses to SBA have been minimal over the
past 16 years: less than $29-Million have either been taken or
provided for and this is in contrast to the $6.3-billion dollar-
years of financing to small business.

To get back to the record of SBIC financial assistance to
small and new businesses: Table 4 shows the annual disbursements
made by SBICs, both in term! of dollars and numbers of financings,
as well as breaking down those totals among loans, debt securities,
and stock purchases.
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TABLE 4
SBIC ACTIVITIES DATA

ANNUAL DISBURSEMENTS

(in millions of dollars and numbers of financings)

Year Debt
Ending Totals Loans Securities Stock

3/31/64 $220.0 $124.2 - 56% $74.1 - 34% $21.6 - 10%
(5,638) (3,787) (1,073) (778)

3/31/65 $186.8 $121.7 - 65% $45.7 - 24% $19.4 - 11%
(4,763) (3,403) (752) (608)

3/31/66 $221.1 $129.4 - 58% $52.6 - 24% $39.2 - 18%
(4,960) (3,334) (746) (880)

3/31/67 $164.2 $88.6 - 54% $47.9 - 29% $27.6 - 17%
(3,728) (2,425) (621) (682)

3/31/68 $143.2 $78.2 - 55% $30.4 - 21% $35.5 - 24%
(2,816) (1,683) (440) (693)

3/31/69 $182.4 $76.9 - 42% $53.7 - 30% $51.8 - 28%
(3,090) (1,555) (530) (1,005)

3/31/70 $187.0 $76.9 - 41% $51.9 - 28% $58.1 - 31%
(2,920) (1,406) (564) (950)

3/31/71 $156.0 $66.3 - 43% $45.5 - 29% $44.2 - 28%
(2,536) (1,305) (499) - (737)

3/31/72 $168.9 $81.8 - 48% $43.7 - 26% $43.4 - 26%
(2,644) (1,428) (438) (676)

3/31/73 $175.2 $76.7 - 44% $47.8 - 27% $50.7 - 29%
(2,405) (1,260) (468) (677)

3/31/74 $197.6 $104.7 - 53%. $63.2 - 32% $29.7 - 15%
(2,000)

Table 5 indicates the number of dollars outstanding in SBIC

portfolios on the reporting dates for each of the last 15 years.
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TABLE 5
OUTSTANDING BALANCES (as of)

3/31/60 $ 9,900,000
3/31/61 79,400,000
3/31/62 233,700000
3/31/63 "386,937,000
3/31/64 490,533,000
3/31/65 536,562,000
3/31/66 552,294,000
3/31/67 535,843,000
3/31/68 448,707,000
9/30/68 439,419,000
3/31/69 437,082,000
9/30/69 447,599,000
3/31/70 470,317,000
3/31/71 472,923,000
3/31/72 502,355,000
3/31/73 500,400,000
3/31/74 569,400,000

The preceding three tables demonstrated at the SBIC program
has disbursed a relatively large number of dollars to small business,
but the question remains of how beneficial this financial assistance
was to the firms which received the funds.

Data compiled by the Small Business Administration demon-
strate that-SBIC financing has been tremendously-beneficial to the
firms which received it. An SBA program effectiveness study showed
that these SBIC-aided small businesses achieved the following annual
growth rates: employment: 25%; revenues: 270: profits: 27%1
assets: 35%1 and net worth: 37%. ObviouslyL hese portfolio com-
panies" are growing far more rapidly than the averages for all U. S.
businesses.

The owners of these companies were deeply grateful to the
SBICs for financing their start-up or growth. Another recent SBA
survey revealed that more than 90% of all portfolio companies had
benefited from SBIC help, most of them to a major degree. Naturally,
tensions sometimes arise between an entrepreneur wholly involved
in the life of his business and the lender or investor advancing
funds to that firm, but the true partnership nature of the re-
lationship between the businessman and the SBIC is supported by
SBA's findings that 87% offthe owners were satisfied with their
SBIC dealings and 87% said they "would use SBIC assistance again
under similar circumstances."
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While the SBA study prove. that the 8B1C program has been
a boon for those businesses which have received capital, long-term
loans, and management assistance from SBICs, the statistics con-

cerning the returns received by the shareholders in those SBICs
raise more questions. The unadorned rates of return on capital
shown in Table 6 would seem to indicate that the program has
been terribly disappointing to those who invested in SBICs. But
a word of caution should be entered. First of all, the figures
in Table 6 show only operating income and gains on the sale of
portfolio securities, since SB financial statements were
prepared on a "cost or value, whichever is less" basis through
March 31, 1974. Table 7 adds another dimension to the profit
picture, because it shows the amount by which SBICs have reported
that their portfolios had a value above cost.

--TABLE 6 $BIC FINANCIAL DATA

Profit Rates
(percentage return on capital)

Date Total

3/31/60 .04%
3/31/61 (.08%)
3/31/62 (.7%)
3/31/63 (1.8%)
3/31/64 (4.0%)
3/31/65 (3.5%)
3/31/66 2.5%
3/31/67 2.4%
3/31/68 6.0%
3/31/69 9.5%
3/31/70 3.1%
3/31/71 (3.6%)
3/31/72 0.8%
3/31/73 (1.0%)
3/31/74 4.6%

TABLE 7 Unrealized Appreciation

Date Total

3/31/65 $39.8
3/31/66 77.4
3/31/67 109.2
3/31/68 141.0
3/31/69 -175.6
3/31/70 116.8
3/31/71 82.6
3/31/72 97.9
3/31/73 85.8
3/31/74 52.2
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In addition to the distortion shown by the unrealized
appreciation factor, several other items must be considered before

one can judge whether or not the SBIC program has been a success
from the viewpoint of those who invested in SBIC stock:

1. Bad-Debt Reserves: SBICs have beeh entitled to deduct
as a business expense a significant portion of their pre-tax
earnings as a reserve against losses on bad debts. On March 31,

1974, this amounted to almost $60-million, and, to the extent that
reserve is in excess of anticipated losses, it detracts from in-

dicated profits.

2. Distributions in Kind: A number of SBICs have distributed
stock in successful portfolio companies to their stockholders
rather than selling them for their own account. This action has
eliminated the tax impact for the SBIC and has represented a reward

to the stockholders who seldom receive ordinary dividend income.
SBA kept statistics on such distributions only in 1971, 1972, and

1973. In those 3 years, portfolio securities with a cost of $2.2-
million and a market or fair value of $17.2-million were given to

SBIC stockholders. This represents a pre-tax income of $15-million
which might otherwise have been shown directly by the SBICs.

3. State of the Securities Market: SBICs that hold stocks
of publicly-traded companies are obviously affected by the general
level of stock prices, particularly quotations on the over-the-
counter market. Table 7 showed a drop in unrealized appreciation

of about $125-million between March 31, 1969 and March 31, 1974.
Should the market rebound to 1969 levels, SBICs would likely show
a major gain in their asset values.

For inclusion in the hearing record as Appendix A is an
article which appeared in the May 1975 issue of the SBIC Digest,

entitled "Evaluating SBIC Performance". I believe this explanation
of the various factors involved in analyzing the profit-and-loss

statements of SBICs is a valid and useful treatment. Incidentally,
it was prepared by officials of the Investment Division at SBA --
which publishes the SBIC Digest.

To conclude this treatment of SBICperformance: a
number of SBICs have compiled outstanding investment records.

They have been able to pick good small businesses to invest in;
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they have worked well with those portfolio companies; and they
have been able to exit from their successful investments with
sufficient gains to overcome the inevitable losses and disappoint-
ments. On the other hand, the evidence indicates that the bottom-
line profit figure is still not high enough to attract the additional
hundreds of millions of dollars of private capital which are needed
to fill the equity gap which we'll explore in the next section.

CopyAVA~7---- , , aeL I
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V. Is There An "Equity Gap" For Small Business in 1975?

When Congress passed the Small Business Investment Act
in 1958, it was convinced that small and new businesses in the
United States faced an equityy gap" -- the lack of an institutional

source of capital and long-term loans. The past 17 years have
certainly proved that a gap did exist, because SBICs have dis-
bursed more than $2.5-billion in those years. Good investment

opportunities have existed for SBICs, and small businesses have
shown themselves willing to bring outside partners into their
firms in return for capital, long-term credit, and management

counselling.
Other sources of such funds have existed during these

years, notably the various venture capital funds. Other witnesses
before this hearing will represent that segment of our overall
industry and will give you specific information on their operations.

I believe the evidence is clear that, despite the existence
of the $1-billion SBIC industry and despite the existence of a
non-SBIC venture capital industry which is probably equally large,

an "equity gap" still exists. Most SBICs report that they see
more eligible investment opportunities than they are able to meet.
Naturally, this fluctuates with the state of the economy and the

state of the securities markets, but I am convinced that there are
more potential entrepreneurs than our combined industry now finances.

I am certain that many well-managed businesses have the capability

to expand if they could attract the necessary financing. And,
finally, I know that there are many areas in the United States which
have very little, or absolutely no, venture capital: SBICs and
other venture capitalists do range throughout the country in making
investments, but it is unlikely that a qualified small businessman
in an area without SBICs will even know about our resources.
Furthermore, SBICs and venture capitalists are much less likely
to advance funds in areas where no local co-venturer is located.

Earlier in this statement, I pointed out that small

business raised $1.37-billion in new issues in firm underwritings

BEST CCY AVAILABLE J
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in 1969. In 1974, that figure fell to $16-million. Even dis-

counting the inflated values given to the stocks of some companies

in a "go-go" era, it is obvious that the number of good firms

did not drop so precipitously during that 5-year period. SBICs
and venture capital companies have taken care of some of these
growth companies, but certainly not all of them.

It is impossible to place any sort of a figure on the

magnitude of the 1975 equity gap. One cannot merely tabulate the

applicants who were refused financing by SBICs and venture capital

companies, because of duplication and because some proposals were

simply not realistic. Furthermore, in cities or areas where there

are many well-publicized venture capitalists, the potential

entrepreneur -- or the successful businessman who wants to grow
-- knows that an institution is available to help him fulfill

his goals. In other parts of the United States, such a man would

not even give credence to such dreams.
The past 18 months have added more uncertainties to the

picture. The escalating inflation of 1974 forced businessmen and
venture capitalists alike to hoa--d their dollars and restrain their
expansion plans. Almost every SBIC manager has reported that he

saw far fewer investment opportunities in 1974 than in preceding

years. During the past month or two, the trend has reversed and,

once again, the innovative scientist trying to leave the major

corporation to establish his own firm has come forward. Once
again, the businessman who has been successful on a local scale

has begun to think about taking his product or his service on to

a larger stage.

I make these observations, which are undoubtedly obvious,

merely to reinforce my general statement that it is possible to

say, without fear.of contradiction, that there is still an equity
gap in the United States -- but it takes a venturesome person
indeed who will attempt to ascribe specific dollar dimensions to

the gap.
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VI. SBIC Tax Proposals

If Congress agrees with my statement that the equity gap
for small business persists, it is important that SBICs increase

their assistance above present levels. To accomplish that goal,
existing SBICs must be encouraged to increase their capital and

new SBICs must be brought into the program, particularly in-areas
of the country where no licensees now operate. NASBIC has drafted
two complementary bills to provide the incentives to bring added
resources to present SBICs and to attract new licensees. One bill
would amend the Small Business Investment Act of 1958 and will be
considered by the Senate Banking, Housing and Urbsn Affairs

Committee. The other relates to the tax aspects of the SBIC
program and would go before the Senate Finance Committee and is
more relevant to your current hearings.

Two distinct types of investors have purchased SBIC stock
over the past 15 years. One group seeks capital appreciation and

a return on their investment through long-term capital gains.
For this group, our tax bill offers SBICs a 100% reinvestment credit
which will defer payment of Federal taxes and would permit an SBIC
to reinvest all of its earnings in additional small businesses.

Obviously, the stockholders in this group will find the SBIC
reinvestment credit a significant incentive.

The second group of investors desires regular dividends

and will purchase the stock of SBICs which are income-oriented.
The ability of these SBICs to pass-through their earnings on a
regulated investment company basis would make them most attractive
to this second category of investors.

In all, the SBIC tax bill has 7 provisions. They can
be stated briefly as follows:

1. Permit Subchapter S Treatment for SBICs. (Sec. 2 of Bill)
2. Permit SBICs to be Shareholders in Subchapter S. Corpora-

tions. (Sec. 3 of Bill)
3. Allow 100% Reinvestment Credit for SBIC Earnings. (Sec.

4 of Bill)

4. Enact Statutory 10% Bad Debt Reserve. (Sec. 5 of Bill)
5. Provide that Dividends Paid SBICs by Portfolio Companies

on Preferred Stock be Deductible as Interest. (Sec. 6
of Bill)
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6. Liberalize the Diversification Requirements for SBICs
Electing to be Taxed as Regulated Investment Companies.
(Sec. 7 of Bill)

7. Permit Section 851 Pass-Through for Non-Public Companies.
(See. 7 of Bill)

My statement has already covered 43, #6, and #7 in summary
form, and #1 would also allow an SBIC to pass through its earnings
to its shareholders without intervening corporate taxes.

Item #2 is designed for the benefit of specific small
businesses. Under present tax law, only individuals and estates
may be stockholders in a Subchapter S corporation which elects
to be taxed as a partnership. When an SBIC takes an equity interest
in such a small business, the firm loses its right to be a Sub-
chapter S corporation. We believe this is counter-productive and
harmful to the small business involved.

The 1969 Amendments to the Internal Revenue Code gave
specific authority for SBICs to set up reserves for bad-debts,

but the implementing regulations have never been promulgated by
IRS. SBICs which have been in operation less than 10 years still
are not certain how much they can place in such a reserve. We
believe it would be helpful to establish a statutory reserve

level, as provided in Section 4 of our bi4.
The fifth item is the only innovative portion of our

tax bill and we believe it could be extremely valuable for the
small business which receives SBIC financing. At the present time,
most SBICs face a dilemma in structuring their financing. They want

their dollars to be most effective in helping the small business
grow, but it must also consider the impact upon the portfolio company.

For that reason, the usual SBIC financing takes the form of sub-
ordinated debt with the right to acquire stock. The small business
can deduct its interest payments to the SBIC as a business expense.
If that firm were able to charge off payment of dividends on pre-

ferred stock as a business expense, more SBIC deals would be
structured as stock purchases, and thereby strengthen the capital
position of the small business.

Mr. Chairman, I as* that a section-by-section analysis
of the SBIC tax bill and the actual language of our proposals be

included in the hearing record as Appendix B.
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Variable Tax Rates on Capital Gains Income
Before leaving the subject of SBICB and taxes, I wish to

refer briefly to one most important item, the taxation of capital
gains. SBICs and venture capital companies deal every day with the
"risk-reward ratio". That's only a short-hand way of saying that we
weigh the potential gains from any investment against the chance
that we will lose all the dollars we put into the firm. Congress
recognized this factor when it provided that investors in SBIC
stock could offset any losses on the sale of such stock against
ordinary income, rather than as a capital loss.

In the same way, in 1958, Congress also added Section 1244
to the Internal Revenue Code which gave taxpayers the right to off-
set losses on securities defined as "Small Business Stock" against

ordinary income.
As a further incentive for individuals, SBICs, and

venture capitalists to invest in smaller firms, I recommend that
your Committees explore the possibility of revising the present
capital gains taxation rate to take into account the length of
holding the securities, as well as the degree of risk involved in
the investment. I realize that the latter element requires a
rather subjective analysis, but I maintain that an SBIC which
invests in a very small business and holds that investment for
10 years or longer should be taxed at a lower rate than the person
who invests in the stock of a Triple AM corporation and holds

that investment for six months and one day.
Venture capital investments are invariably almost

completely illiquid; that is, the SBIC cannot sell that security
to anyone for a number of years. We usually acquire stock long
before the business even goes public at all and we face tight SEC
restrictions before we can sell the stock, even if there is a

market for it.
I ask, then, that Congress recognize the sharp distinctions

between different types of capital- gains and provide an incentive
for SBICs and others to make long-term investments in high-risk

situations.
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VII. Summary

The members of the National Association of Small Business

Investment Companies maintain their strong belief that the economic
system which has brought such a high level of fulfillment to the
United States can and should be preserved. We can recite from our

own experiences hundred of instances where an ambitious and
imaginative entrepreneur has made that better mousetrap and has

brought the world to his doorstep. We hold as a matter of faith
the concept that competition is the touchstone of our free enter-
prise order and we have helped hundreds of small businesses compete

successfully against the giants in their industries. We call upon
all our logic, all our experiences, all our rhetoric to convince
Congress and the Executive Branch of the Federal government that
positive action must be taken quickly to guarantee the survival

and vigor of the independent section of our economy.

SBIC managers are involved in the most exciting pursuit.

The rewards of participating in the birth and growth of a successful

business enterprise are a combination of the psychic and the
financial. We are "at the jugular of the free enterprise system",
as one of NASBIC's former Presidents put it.

In closing, we pledge our continuing cooperation in every

possible way as your Committees pursue their efforts to shape an
equitable Federal tax policy4which will encourage, not inhibit,

business growth and vitality.
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APPENDIX A

Feature - Evaluating SBIC Perfomance

The purpose of this article is to discuss the evaluation of
small business investment company (SBIC) performance and
profitability, and to highlight the elements used in measur-
ing that performance which do not readily lend themselves
to analysis. In this age of emphasis on quantitative
analysis and its obvious advantages of rigor and objectiv-
ity, it's sometimes easy and convenient to overlook or
heavily discount the elements of profitability that can't
be assigned a dollar quantity or a number of some kind.

In order to measure or evaluate the economic performance of
an SBIC or to compare one SBIC to another we must consider
all sources of economic return to the investment-n the
SBICs. These returns are both direct and indirect in that
some lend themselves to straightforward quantitative
analysis, while the others are implicit but nonetheless
important.

Direct Returns.. For the purposes of this discussion, the
dTirect returns consist of the combined net income of SBICs
which includes net income from operations (ordinary income)
and net realized gains from the sale of investments (capital
gains). The rate of return would be computed by dividing
the combined net income by the equity capital invested.

Realizing that this is a controversial area and subject to
much debate, we will for this article define an "adequate"
rate of return as ten-percent simple per annum on equity
capital invested. There have been $4.7 billion dollar-
years of invested equity capital in the SBIC industry in
the 13-year financial history of the industry. This has
earned a total direct return of $23.8 million net, an
historical rate of 0.5%. This doesn't come close to meeting
the adequacy criteria described above.

This picture does however have a further dimension. The
consensus of thought is that the portfolio cycle of an SBIC
runs from 5 to 7 years and therefore, it is possible to
characterize the first years of the industry's history as
a start-up period. Taking the latter 7-year period (1967
throught 1973, inclusive), the direct rate looks somewhat
different. During this latter period, $2.4 billion dollar-
years of capital were invested in the industry and the
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earnings were $58.8 million, a direct rate of return of 2.5%.
The improvement can be attributed partially to the excellent
performance of the capital markets overall during the second
half of the decade of the 60s, enhancing the market value of
SBIC investments, and enabling SBICs to convert their unreal-
ized gains on investments to realized gains. Proof of this
becomes evident when we look at the elements of the combined
net income during that period. During the last 7 years of
the industry's history (67 thru 73), there was a net operating
loss of $61.2 million and net realized gains from the sale of
investments of $120.0 million, thus the $58.8 million of
combined net income for the period. A recap of these results
is as follows:

Dollar-years Aggregate
SBIC FYs Invested Capital Combined Net Inc. ROR

(millions (millions )R7

61 thru 66 2,231.2 (35.0) (1.6)

67 thru 73 2,439.9 58.8 2.4
$4,671.1 23.8 0.5

Notwithstanding the improvement in the direct rate of return
in the last 7 years, that rate still does not meet the adequacy
criteria.

In addition to the methods discussed thus far for computing the
direct rate of return of SBICs, there is an alternate method,
some say a preferable method, of computing the return. For
this method it is necessary to include the change in the un-
realized appreciation of the portfolio in the numerator of
the return computation. Using this computation, the total
return for the last 7 years would have been $219.7 million
for a direct rate of 9.2%. Although this approaches the
adequacy criteria, this writer does not feel that using the
change in unrealized appreciation in the computation is entirely
justified due to the nature of venture capital investments and
their relative illiquidity and volatility.

Clearly, the direct returns computed by the more conservative
method do not appear to be adequate to attract and retain
capital in the SBIC industry. This leads then to the discussion
of the indirect rate of return as an important supplement to the
direct rate in evaluating the overall SBIC industry performance.
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Indirect Returns. These returns consist of three elements:
Dividends-in-Kind, Tax Benefits, and Residual Benefits.
Each of these is discussed in turn below with examples of
how they enhance the overall economic return to the capital
invested in SBICs.

Dividends-in-Kind

The best way to describe this form of indirect return is by
example. Let's assume that an SBIC has in its portfolio an
investment consisting of the shares of common stock of a
small business, such shares being registered (or exempted)
by the SEC and traded in the market. Assume further that
the SBIC has considerable unrealized appreciation in the
value of these shares. When the SBIC determines that the
time has come to realize such appreciation and liquidate
its holdings in the shares, it has a choice of several
alternative actions. First, it may sell the appreciated
shares in the market, realize the gain, pay the tax, and
retain or pay out the earnings.

The second choice available to the SBIC would be to declare
a dividend-in-kind. Here's how this technique operates.
The SBIC would declare the dividend in the amount of the
cost of the appreciated shares and then ratably pass out to
=s'stockholders those appreciated shares at their cost not

their market or appreciated value. As far as the SBIC is
concerned, there would be no earnings, no taxes and no cash
effect. What occurs in this case is that the SBIC as a
corporation chooses not to realize the gains'but instead
passes the appreciated shares (at cost) to its stockholders
via the dividend-in-kind technique. This leaves to the
discretion of the recipient stockholders the timing of the
actual sale of the shares and resulting realization of gain.
In this case, the direct return of the SBIC would not be
effected while the actual return to its stockholders could
be considerable.

There is no historical record for the aggregate SBIC industry,
except for the years 1971, 1972, 1973, of the amount of such
dividends-in-kind. In those 3 years, dividends-in-kind with
a cost of $2.2 million and a market or fair value of $17.2
miMrIn have been distributed to SBIC shareholders. On the
other side of the issue, that's $15.0 million of pre-tax
realized gain ($17.2 million minus $2.2 million) that has not
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been available for the SBIC direct rate of return and
therefore never considered in evaluating SBIC profitability
and performance.

It is evident that this disguised rate of return, if that's
an appropriate description, must be taken into consideration
when evaluating the adequacy of the SBIC industry performance.

Tax Benefits

There are certain tax benefits available to SBICs and to the
owners of SBIC shares which must be considered when making
the final decision as to the returns available on capital
invested in SBICs. In this area, it is especially difficult
to quantify these returns since the records containing such
information are confidential and thus not available. There
seems to be little doubt however that tax savings realized
by SBIC shareholders, whether those shareholders are corporate
or individual, are and can be considerable. Many SBICs are
wholly owned subsidiaries of financial and non-financial
companies, and therefore, when filing consolidated tax returns,
the parents of these SBICs many times realize considerable tax
savings. If these tax savings were attributed to the investment
in the SBICs, the returns to that investment would be enhanced.

Residual -Benef its

As mentioned above, SBICs are owned by different types of
financial and non-financial corporations. Among these are
banks, commercial finance companies, financial holding companies,
wholesale distributors, franchisors, manufacturers, real estate
companies, etc. In these situations, the SBIC becomes a
complement to the overall corporate objectives of the parent.

Consider first the situation of a bank which wholly owns an
SBIC. The SBIC can become an extension of the full service
concept in banking while at the same time providing the bank
with potential customers fQr its banking services. In many
cases where a bank may not make a particular small business
loan because of risk considerations or because the small
business needs equity or subordinated debt, or because the
term required is too long for the bank the bank may refer
the applicant to its SBIC subsidiary which can make such a
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non-bankable financing, thus retaining the good will of the
business. Also, there is no prohibition against an SBIC
and its parent bank making a simultaneous financing in
different forms to a small business concern. The SBIC may
become a source of business for its parent bank. Any addi-
tional services that the bank may be able to sell the
investees of its SBIC would of course generate earnings for
the bank, a portion of which would be attributed to the
ownership of an SBIC subsidiary.

Another example would be SBICs owned by franchisors or
wholesale distributors. The SBIC subsidiaries may finance
the capital requirements of the franchises or customers of
such parents, thereby creating and/or perpetuatin% the
market for the product(s) of the SBIC parent. At present,
there are about 15 SBICs which are owned by food wholesalers
or franchisors which finance their customer small businesses.
In these cases, the SBIC, though profit seeking, has the
additional role of complementing the operations of the parent,
thus enabling the parent to enhance its profits. It is
evident that some portion of the profits of these types of
parents should be attributed to the investment in their SBIC
as well.

Summary. The five elements of return which must be considered
before the final decision can be made as to whether an SBIC or
the SBIC industry has had an "adequate" performance record are
as follows:

Net Operating income

Realized gains

Dividends-in-kind

* Tax benefits

Residual benefits

The first two are considered the direct returns, while the
latter three are indirect.
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It is appropriate to mention to the analyst and layman alike,
that the inability to quantify the indirect returns does not
justify overlooking or heavily discounting them. It is
entirely possible, indeed probable, that the indirect returns
are more significant than the direct and that the total
economic returns to the capital invested in the SBIC program
has in fact been more than "adequate".
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APPENDIX B

INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

Permit Subchapter S Treatment for SBICs. (Sec. 2 of Bill)

Outline of Problem:

Subchapter S permits qualifying corporations to avoid

federal corporate income tax. The principal require-

ments for qualification are that the corporation be a

domestic corporation with not more than one class of

stock issued and outstanding, that it have not more

than 10 shareholders, all of whom are individuals

or estates, and that not more than 20% of its gross

receipts be from "passive investment income" which is

defined to include dividends, interest and gains from

sales or exchanges of "stock or secativz".

It is this latter passive income test which prevents

many closely-held SBICs (10 or fewer shareholders)

from achieving "pass-through" treatment. While it was

reliably reported some three years ago that Treasury

was prepared to recommend the elimination of this

test for Subchapter S corporations generally, it has

not done so.

Recommended Solution:

Amend Section 1372 (e)(5) of the Code to exempt SBICs

f.:om the 20% passive income test.
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2. Permit SBICs to be Shareholders in Subohapter S Corporations.

(Sea. 3 of Bill)

Outline of Problem:

As noted under the preceding topic, only individuals

or estates can be shareholders in a Subchapter S

Corporation under present law. Corporate shareholders

are not permitted.

Permitting SBICs to be shareholders would accomplish

two beneficial results, namely enlarging the potential

market for SBIC financing, particularly venture capital

financing, and potentiall' increased-ylelds for SBICs

on successful investments by virtue of the avoidance

of federal corporate income tax on earnings of their

portfolio Subchapter S corporations.

Recommended Solution:

Amend Section 1371 (a)(2) to permit SBICs to be share-

holders in Subchapter S corporations.

3. Allow 100% Reinvestment Credit for SBIC Earnings. (Sec.

4 of 3ill)

Ou':line of Problem:

SBtCs with net taxable income generally are subject

to federal corporate income tax the same as any other

domestic corporation. The payment of such taxes
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reduces the funds available to an SBIC to provide

financing to small business concerns.

Recommended Solution:

Add a new Section 251 to Part VIII of Subchapter B

of Chapter 1 of the Code (relating to special

deductions for corporations) to exempt SBICs from

corporate income tax on earnings and profits to

the extent that such earnings and profits are

utilized for additional loans and investments not

l ter than the close of the taxable year following

tte year of realization of' such earnings and profits.

Tte SBIC would become subject to tax on any earnings

or profits paid out to shareholders as dividends or

upon dissolution of the SBIC.

In addition to generating additional funds for expanding

SBIC financing activities, an obvious benefit of

such a change in the law presumably would be the

attraction of additional private capital to the SBIC

program.

IRS has already recognized the basic principle by

its promulgation of Income Tax Reg. 1.533-1(d) which

exempts SBICs from the surtax on accumulated earnings

provided such earnings are utilized for additional

loans to and investments in small business concerns.
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4. Enact Statutory 10% Bad Debt Reserve. (Sec. 5 of Bill)

Outline of Problem:

SBICs were formerly permitted to establish bad debt

reserves in the amount of 10% of outstanding loans

pursuant to Revenue Ruling. 64-48 effective for a ten-

year period beginning in 1959. Despite strenuous

industry and SBA efforts to persuade Treasury to

extend the ten-year period, Treasury insisted that it

expired December 31, 1968.

Section 586 of the Code, enacted as part of the Tax

Reform Act of 1969, established a new method for

computing additions to bat debt reserves of SBICs.

Essentially, it permits SBICs to add to existing

reserves on an extremely conservative six-year moving

average method related to realized losses.

SBICs assert that the Section 586 formula is unrealistic

ani totally inadequate in terms of providing reasonable

reserves for bad debts for SBICs which are engaged in

extremely risky financing.

Recommended Solution:

Amend Code Section 166, pertaining to bad debts, to pro-

vide a specific bad debt reserve for SBICs in the amount

of 10% of outstanding loans, and amend Section 586 to

delete references to SBICs.
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5. Provide that Dividends Paid SBICs by Portfolio Companies

on Preferred Stock be Deductible as Interest. (See. 6 of

Bill)

Outline of Problem:

Under present law, interest paid by a borrower on

business indebtedness is a deductible business expense

for purposes of computing taxable income. Dividends

on stock paid to shareholders, whether on common or

preferred stock, are not deductible and thus must

come out of after-tax income.

In his tax plan submitted to the Congress late in 1974,

President Ford proposed to allow companies to deduct

the dividends they pay on preferred stock Just as they

al-eady deduct the interest they pay on bonds. In

keeping with President Ford's announced support for

small business and the need to provide additional

sources of equity capital for small concerns, his

proposal should be made applicable to SBICs even if

not supported for corporations generally.

Recommended Solution:

Amend the Internal Revenue Code to provide that interest

paid by small concerns to SBICs on their preferred stock

shall be deductible a? an ordinary business expense in

computing taxable income.
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6. Liberalize the Diversification Requirements for aBICs

Electing to be Taxed as Regulated Investment Companies.

(See. 7 of Bill)

Outline of Problem:

Subchapter M of the Code permits the "pass-through"

of earnings and profits to shareholders of regulated

investment companies without federal corporate income

tax provided the company pays out to its shareholders

quarterly at least 90% of-its investment income.

But to qualify for this election, the corporation

must meet rigid diversification requirements on

its investments. Specifically, a Subchapter M

corporation must be able to show at the end of each

quarter of its taxable year that it has at least

50% of its assets in cash, Government securities or

in loans or investments representing not more than

5% of its assets nor more than 10% of the outstanding

voting securities of portfolio concerns.

It is the latter 5% and 10% tests that prove most

troublesome for SBICs seeking to qualify under Sub-

chapter M.

Historically, SBICs which have succeeded in qualifying

under Subchapter M have been the most successful in
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terms of attracting additional private investment.

This being a prime goal of the Congress, steps should

be taken to facilitate qualification of additional

SBICs under Subchapter M.

Recommended Solution:

Amend Section 851 of the Code to conform the diversi-

fication requirements for SBICs to those contained

in the Small Business Investment Act of 1958.

This same proposal was contained in S. 2629 and

H.R. 14788, both introduced in the 93rd Congress.

It should be noted that Treasury strenuously opposed

the proposal in letters to the tax committees in

August, 1974.

7. Permit Section 851 Pass-Through for Non-Public Companies.

(Sec. 7 of Bill)

Outline of Problem:

Another requirement for qualification under Subchapter

M (see above re diversification) is that the company

be registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940

at all times during its taxable year.

Problems created for SBICs under the 1940 Act are well

documented elsewhere.
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Recommended Solution:

Amend Section 851 of the Code to permit SBICs to

be taxed as regulated investment companies whether

or not registered under the Investment Company Act

of 1940.
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94th CONGRESS
let SESSION

A BILL

To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 with respect to the

income tax treatment of small business investment companies

and shareholders in such companies.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives

of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE, ETC.

(a) SHORT TITLE.--This Act may be cited as the "SBIC

Tax Reform Act of 1975".

(b) AMENDMENT OF 1954 CODE.--Except as otherwise

expressly provided, whenever in this Act an amendment is

expressed in terms of an amendment to a section or other

provision, the reference shall be considered to be made

to a section or other provision of the Internal Revenue

Code of 1954.

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.--Except as otherwise specified,

the amendments to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 made

by this Act shall apply to taxable years beginning after

the date of enactment of this Act.

SECTION 2. EXEMPTING SBICs FROM THE PASSIVE INVESTMENT INCOME

TEST UNDER SUBCHAPTER S.

Subparagraph B of Section 1372(e)(5) (defining

passive investment income)is amended--

(1) By striking the period at the end of Subsection

1372(e)(5)(ii) and substituting in lieu thereof"; or"; and
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(2) By inserting after Subsection 1372(e)(5)(ii) as

thus amended the following new subsection:

"(iii) the electing small business corporation

is a small business investment company licensed under

the Small Business Investment Act of 1958."

SECTION 3. PERMITTING SBICs TO BE SHAREHOLDERS IN SUBCHAPTER S

CORPORATIONS.

Section 1371(a)(2) (defining eligible shareholders in

a subchapter S corporation) is amended to read as follows:

"(2) have as a shareholder a person (other than an estate

or a small business investment company licensed under the

Small Business Investment Act of 1958) who is not an individual;"

SECTION 4. ALLOWING A DEDUCTION FOR SBIC EARNINGS AND PROFITS

DISBURSED IN ADDITIONAL LOANS AND INVESTMENTS.

Part VIII of Subchapter B of Chapter 1 relatingg to

special deductions for corporations) is amended by adding

at the end thereof the following new section:

"SEC. 251. EARNINGS AND PROFITS OF SMALL BUSINESS

INVESTMENT COMPANIES.

"(a) ALLOWANCE OF DEDUCTIONS.--

"(1) IN GENERAL.--In the case of a small

business company licensed under the Small Business

Investment Act of 1958, there shall be allowed as

a deduction the earnings and profits of such

small business investment company up to the amount

of such earnings and profits disbursed in new loans

or investments pursuant to Section 304 or Section 305

-2z
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of the Small Business Investment Act of 1958.

"(2) CONDITIONS FOR ALLOWANCE.--No deduction

shall be allowed under this section unless such

earnings and profits are disbursed by the close

of the taxable year following the taxable year

in which such earnings and profits are realized.

"(b) DENIAL OF DEDUCTION.--The deduction provided

by Subsection (a) shall not apply to dividends paid to

shareholders from earnings or profits of a small -

business investment company whether payable in cash or

in kind or upon dissolution of the small business invest-

ment company."

SECTION 5. PROVIDING 10% STATUTORY BAD DEBT RESERVE FOR SMALL

BUSINESS INVESTMENT COMPANIES.

(a) Section 166 is amended by adding at the end thereof

the following new subsection:

"(h) RESERVE FOR SMALL BUSINESS INVESTMENT COMPANIES.--

In the case of a small business investment company

licensed under the Small Business Investment Act of 1958,

the reasonable reserve for bad debts allowed under

Subsection (c) shall be not less than 10 percent of

outstanding loans at the end of the taxable year."

(b) Section 586 (relating to reserves for losses on

loar.s of small business investment companies and business

development corporations) is amended by deleting therefrom

all references to small business investment companies.

-3-
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SECTION 6. ALLOWING A DEDUCTION FOR DIVIDENDS PAID TO SMALL

BUSINESS INVESTMENT COMPANIES ON PREFERRED STOCK.

Part VIII of Subchapter B of Chapter 1 (relating to

special deductions for corporations) is amended by adding

at the end thereof the following new section:

"SEC. 252. DIVIDENDS PAID TO A SMALL BUSINESS

INVESTMENT COMPANY ON PREFERRED STOCK.--

"In the case of a corporation having preferred

stock outstanding to a small business investment

company, there shall be allowed as a deduction 100

percent of the dividends paid to the small business

investment company on such preferred stock."

SECTION 7. AMENDING THE DIVERSIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR SMALL

BUSINESS INVESTMENT COMPANIES ELECTING TO BE TAXED

AS REGULATED INVESTMENT COMPANIES.

Section 851 (relating to definition of regulated

investment company) is amended by inserting after sub-

section (e) the following new subsection:

"(f) SPECIAL RULES FOR SMALL BUSINESS INVESTMENT

COMPANIES.--For purposes of this title--

"(1) In lieu of meeting the requirements

of subsection (b)(4) of this section, a small

business investment company licensed under the

Small Business Investment Act of 1958, as amended,

may elect in the alternative to be considered

a regulated investment company under this sub-

title provided that at the close of each taxable

year--
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"(A) at least 50 percent of the value

of its total assets is representeby--

(i) cash and cash items (including

receivables), Government securities and

securities of other regulated investment

companies, and

(ii) other securities for purpose of

this calculation limited in respect of

any one issuer to an amount not greater

in value than 20 percent of the private

capital of the small business investment

company and not more than 50 percent of

the outstanding voting securities of such

issuer.

- "(B) not more than 25 percent of the value

of its total assets is invested in the securities

(other than Government securities or the securities

of other regulated investment companies) of any

one issuer, or of two or more issuers which

the taxpayer controls and which are determined,

under regulations prescribed by the Secretary

or his delegate, to be engaged in the same

or similar trades or businesses or related trades

or businesses. For the purposes of this subsection,

the term 'controls' means the ownership of more

than 50 percent of the total combined voting power

of all classes of stock entitled to vote."

-5-
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"(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of

subsection (a)(1) of this section, the pro-

visions of this section shall apply to a

small business investment company which is

licensed by the Small Business Administration

under the Small Business Investment Act of

1958, as amended."

-6-
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Mr. STULTS. Let me begin my testimony by congratulating the mem-
bers of the Small Business Committee for their exemplary work ear-
lier this year in making certain that the special needs of small business
were recognized in the Emergency Tax Reduction Act. Your success
in initiating the proposals, and the support given to you by the mem-
bers of the Senate Finance Committee, brought about truly landmark
legislation. It marked the first time since 1958 that significant Federal
tax reforms were directed to independent business.

I was amused when Chairman Long of the Finance Committee
spoke of small business advocates being a pressure bloc, 'and I think
that is one of the most hopeful signs that the small business com-
munity has seen in the last 25 years.

My statement will cover several areas. I have already commented
on the provisions of the Emergency Tax Reduction Act. I would like
to summarize NASBIC'sposition on the broader questions of small
business tax reform; third, over the field of capital formation, since
we do not believe that the question of business taxation has any signifi-
cance unless it is viewed from the perspective of how our tax policies
affect the ability of businesses to survive and grow. Fourth, I shall
review the experiences of the SBIC program. Fifth, I will try to
analyze whether or not there is an equity gap today. Finally, I shall
list several NASBIC-supported proposals to amend the'Internal
Revenue Code for the specific purpose of strengthening the SBIC
industry and augmenting our ability to meet the demonstrated needs
of our clientele.

One further comment only on the 1975 Tax Act. We urge Congress
to make those changes permanent as soon as possible. It is axiomatic
that a businessman must make long-range plans if he is to succeed. But
convulsive changes in Federal tax laws rule out any rational effort
at such planning.

In the field of small business tax reform, I would point out that our
association has consistently and actively supported the Small Business
Tax Simplification and Reform Act as it has developed over the years.
We are not doing that in an unselfish manner, I must admit. Stated
most boldly, SBIC's will not and, cannot succeed unless the small
businesses they invest in have a chance to grow and prosper.

We believe that retained earnings are the absolutely essential ele-
ment for any small business. Most of the provisions of the Bible-Evins
tax bill were aimed directly at that point; and we hope that the new
Nelson-Evins bill this year will also be attuned most directly to the
retention of earnings.

One personal comment here. I would say that I do not believe it is
rational or realistic to talk about a neutral tax law. It is not realistic
because there are too many powerful interests around who will be
strong enough to defeat the abolishing of that special tax provision
which applies to them.

Furthermore, I do not believe it is rational to seek -absolute
neutrality.

Later in my statement I will mention capital gains tax. Today the
act is neutral on capital, gains. You get the same amount of tax impact
if you have invested in General Motors stock today, sell it on Decem-
ber 20, or if you invest as venture capitalists, and SBIC's do, in busi-
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nesses, stick with them for 14, 15, and 16 years, put lots of money,
sweat, blood and tears in them, and you have the same tax consequence.

I feel that that is a presumed neutrality which is completely
irrational.

I would also point out that there is great frustration in the small
business community. The first comprehensive set of field hearings held
by the Senate Select Committee on Small Business were held in 1952.
We went around the country in eight different cities at that time. We
made a report to the Senate-the committee did--on June 18, 1953.
Lo and behold-I have reviewed that report in getting ready for this
statement. The Senate Small Business Committee, June, 1953, said,
increase the surtax from $25,000 to $100,000; make depreciation allow-
ances a more rational way of retaining earnings for small business;
and allow corporations to be taxed as partnerships.

Gentlemen, 22 years later you have heard a whole panoply of wit-
nesses saying increase the surtax, amend Subchapter N, make a better
capital recovery or depreciation plan. 22 year-that is a long time to
wait-We hope that the new power group which has formed in the
Senate will help us out.

In capital formation, I would point out here that within the small
business community of 10 million people, there is a vast range of busi-
ness enterprise in size and type. The ones that the venture capitalists
and the SBIC are supporting tend to be more in the medium size.
Here we believe that present climate is very difficult. Profitable firms
immediately get in the 48 percent tax bracket when they begin making
some money, and that halves retained earnings.

The new issues market is almost completely closed. I included a
table on page 7 of my statement showing that almost 700 small busi-
nesses raised $1.4 billion in new issues in 1969. In the last 10 months,
not a single business iiith net worth of under $5 million has been able
to sell a public issue. Now, this indicates to me, unless we say that in
the last 6 years the small business community has not given birth to
any growth businesses, it shows a net equity gap. We believe that Con-
gress must be aware of it and must do everything it can in a coordi-
nated way to attack the problem.

Senator LAXALT. What do you think the reason is that there have
been no issues recently?

Mr. STULTS. Obviously, the performance of the over-the-counter
market, the quotation of the companies that went public in the 1968 to
1970 period, are down 80 percent or so. So that is one reason.

Another reason is that it takes a pretty venturesome person to invest
in a relatively small business, a high-risk situation, when he can get
Government agency paper paying 10 or 12 percent, get CD's at 12
percent. Senator, this is a real problem.

SBIC's have been in business now for 16 years. Beginning on page 9
of my statement, I show some data on the size of the industry today.
There are fewer SBIC's than there were 10 years ago, but the assets at
this point are the highest in history. SBIC's have roughly $1 billion
in assets at this point, and we are disbursing approximately $200 mil-
lion a year to small businesses. Between 2,000 and 2,500 small busi-
nesses divide up this $200 million.

At the end of March 1974, the latest date for which we have data,
the SBIC's had some $600 million outstanding in small business.
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Senator LAXALT. What percentage of the market does that represent,
potential market? It is minimal, is it not?

Mr. STULTS. If we say that 1969 represented any kind of a bench-
mark in terms of new issues, that was $1.4 billion, obviously that was
abnormal. But I will go on here in the statement, Senator, and say that
I believe that there are tremendous unfilled needs out in the country-
side. Your State does not have a single SBIC, for example. I do not
think that it has a single organized venture capital company.

Senator LAXALT. No; it does not.
Mr. ST.Ts. We had one small SBIC there, but it was too small to

do the job. We are proud of the fact that the SBIC's have been able to
pick up those small businesses which have made a mockery of the
statistical tables showing that 80 percent of the small businesses will
not survive the first 3 years of their life. We have been able to pick up
better firms than that.

As a matter of fact, SBA has done a program effectiveness study
and has shown that SBIC-aided small businesses have achieved the
following annual growth rates: In employment, 25 percent; in income
revenues, 27 percent; in profits, 27 percent; an annual growth rate of
37 percent in net worth.

Obviously, these portfolio companies of ours are growing far more
rapidly, and not surprisingly, the owner-managers of those small busi-
nesses like the assistance they have received from SBIC's. More than
90 percent of all of them reported to SBA that they had benefited, and
most of them said they had benefited to a major degree.

And despite the fact that we have made loans to them, and making
a loan is supposed to be the way to lose a friend, 87 percent of the small
businesses that we helped said they would go back to an SBIC again,
that their relations were such that they would be willing to bring in
a partner because in most cases we take an equity interest in the small
business. So for the first time here is a sole proprietor or a partnership,
a limited group of insiders, and we come in from outside and take a
piece of the action and they still like us.

I submit that this indicates that Congress was very wise in 1958
when it passed the Small Business Investment Act. The SBA data
show that our program has been very helpful to the small businesses.
I am not certain that the statistics are equally-clear in terms of what
it has done for the shareholders in the SBIC.

On page 13, I show some financial data on the profit rates of small
business investment companies. In fiscal 1973, there was a net return
on capital, a loss of 1 percent. In 1974, a plus 4.6 percent return, not
very large, but I go on to point out on page 14 that there are distinc-
tions which should be made between the bottom-line figure as shown
on our financial statement and the actual results.

Senator HAsKzLL. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a question just for
clarification ?

I thought I heard you say that SBIC's profit had grown at an annual
increase of 27 percent.

Mr. STUurs. Small business concern profits, Senator Haskell.
Senator HASKELL. I see.
Mr. SruLTs. The people we have helped. They have grown about 25

percent a year. We have, unfortunately, not had that kind of growth.
Senator HsczLL. I see. Thank you.
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Mr. STULTS. To conclude this treatment of SBIC performance, a
number of SBIC's have compiled outstanding investment records.
They have been able to pick the good small businesses. They have
worked well with them, and they have been able to exit from their suc-
cessful investments with sufficient gains to overcome the inevitable
losses and disappointments.
.- On the other hand, the evidence indicates the bottom-line profit

figure is still not high enough to attract the additional hundreds of
millions of dollars of private capital which are needed to fill the equity
gap which still exists. On pages 16 and 17, I try to give you a rather
subjective analysis of why I believe there still is an equitv ga and
point out that despite the existence of the $1 billion S]BI( Justry
and the non-SBIC venture capital industry, which is probably the
same size, that gap still exists. We believe that it is impossible to place
any sort of a figure on the magnitude of this gap because we just can-
not tabulate the number of applicants who were refused financing
because there is duplication, because a number of proposals were sim-
ply not realistic.

As I pointed out to Senator Laxalt, there are areas of the country
where there are no SBIC's and no venture capital firms. We are cer-
tain that in that part of the country a successful businessman who
wants to grow just cannot even give any credence to his dream because
there is not the ability to tap outside sources of capital.

NASBIC has, in a sense, put its dollars where its mouth is on this.
Our officers have directed the staff to devote a major share of our time
and resources to recruiting and working with prospective and poten-
tial licensees. We are not afraid of more competition. We believe that
there is room for much more money in the venture capital industry.
We believe that each time a new, well-managed SBIC or venture capi-
tal company is set up, we are able to attract more local businessmen
who want to grow. We are able to attract management teams who are
frustratedby the corporate bureaucracy which keeps them from trying
out new products and new services. They want to break loose.

Right now we are seeing something very interesting. A major source
of deals now are the anticonglomerators. Those who were taken in
during the late 1960's, the independent businessmen who were merged
with conglomerates. They were unhappy there; they were unable to
perform well in a corporate structure. They are now coming to SBIC's
and venture capital companieS, saying, "Give us some money. We want
to buy ourselves out from under this great conglomerate. We can be
more effective; we can be more efficient; we can make more money."

So obviously, all of the talk about economies of scale comes a cropper
when a man says, "My company made $1 million as an independent
and when nowhere as a division of a major corporation. We think we
can make $1 million again as an independent corporation." That is
pretty hard evidence. I think that there is a role for the independent
sector.

If Congress agrees with my statement that the equity gap for small
business persists, it is important that SBIC's increase their assistance
above present levels.

To accomplish that goal, existing SBIC's must be encouraged to
increase their capital, and new SBIC's must be brought into the
program.
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We have drafted two complementary bills to provide the incentives
to bring these people into it. One would amend the Small Business
Investment Act and will be considered in mid-July by the Senate Bank-
ing Committee, and the other relates to the tax aspects of the SBIC
industry. I summarize the seven provisions of that bill in my state-
ment. We hope to have it introduced in the House and we hope that
it will be considered as a part of the House tax reform hearings, and
thiat it will be over here in front of the Senate Finance Committee in-

• , the near future.
Variable tax rates on capital gains income is a subject I have already

touched upon. I wanted to point out that we are in long-term invest-
ments. Congress should recognize that. One of your witnesses yester-
day gave you a graphic example of how capital gains were really tax-
ing only inflation. There was no real gain at all-and showed how the
p rice level had changed so much that the man who had worked in his
business for 10, 12 years came out with less buying power when he sold
out 10 years after the formation of a very successful business.

To summarize, the members of the National Association of Small
Business Investment Companies maintain their strong beliefs that the
economic system, which has brought such a high level of fulfillment to
the United States, can and should be preserved. We can recite from
our own experiences hundreds of instances where an ambitious and
imaginative entrepreneur had made that better mousetrap and has
brought the world to his doorstep.

We hold, as a matter of faith, the concept that competition is the
touchstone of our free enterprise order, and we have helped hundreds
of small businesses compete successfully against the giants in their
industries. We have called upon all of our logic, all of our experiences
all of our rhetoric, to convince Congress and the executive branch ol
the Federal Government that positive action must be taken quickly to
guarantee the survival and vigor of the independent section of our
economy.

SBIC managers are involved in the most exciting pursuit possible.
The rewards of participating in the birth and growth of the successful
business enterprise are a combination of the psychic and the financial.
We are at the jugular of the free enterprise system, as one of NASBIC's
former presidents put it.

In closing, we pledge our continuing cooperation in every possible
way as your committees pursue their efforts to shape an equitable
Federal tax policy which will encourage and not inhibit business

K growth and vitality.
Thank you.
Senator NELSON. Thank you very much.
If the committee members would not mind, perhaps we would finish

the presentations, and then have questions.
Mr. Morgenthaler?
[The prepared statement of the National Venture Capital Associa-

tion follows:]
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STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE
NATIONAL VENTURE CAPITAL ASSOCIATION

TO THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON FINANCIAL MARKETS OF

THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
AND THE

SENATE SELECT SMALL BUSINESS COMMITTEE
ON THE

CAPITAL NEEDS OF SMALL BUSINESS

June 19, 1975
Washington, D. C.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Subcommittee

on Financial Markets and the Select Small Business

Committee:

My name is Richard Hanschen. I am a resident

of Dallas, Texas, and President of New Business Resources,

Inc., and appear here today accompanied by David T. Morgenthaler

from Morgenthaler Associates, and our counsel on behalf of the

National Venture Capital Association -- NVCA. I serve as

--Chairman of NVCA's Incentives Committee and my colleague,

Mr. Morgenthaler, is Secretary. I have also submitted a

supplemental statement which is appended to this testimony.

NVCA was formed as a result of our members'

awareness of the same set of concerns respecting the nation's

economic and industrial health which are the source of today's

very vital hearings. Our goals are the fostering of a broader

understanding of the importance of venture capital to the

vitality of the United States economy and the encouragement

of the free flow of capital to young companies.

NVCA concurs completely with this Committee's

recognition, in its public announcement of these hearings
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of "the indispensable role of small business promoting

healthy competition in our economy," and "creating jobs

for a growing work force and developing innovative ideas

and products." We are also very concerned, as we believe

this Committee to be, that unless our nation's tax and

financial laws and regulations are structured so that they

are receptive to, and, when possible, affirmatively

stimulate the attraction of capital to small, high-risk

enterprises, America's worldwide industrial and economic

leadership will be irretrievably lost, and its standard

of living -- for all the people -- will be inevitably

lowered.

So that this Committee may fully appreciate

the tremendous impact which the venture capital industry

has had, and will continue to have, upon the daily lives

of Americans, we offer these pertinent examples. Every-

one is familiary with pocket calculators. Today, literally

millions of these indispensable devices are being sold

at prices which the man on the street can afford. Pocket

calculators are solely the product of American technology.

A venture capital enterprise funded by risk

investments developed the know-how for miniaturized semi-

conductors, called MOS's. With this know-how and tech-

nology, an entire new industry was created and America

still leads the world in the field. The total initial

risk capital investment was relatively small, especially

when-compared to recent total industry sales.
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Digital wrist watches are another example.

They are also a product of MOS technology. Today they

are worn by only a few people because of the relatively

high prices. Tomorrow, I predict -- and I am proud to

say that the development will come from the City of Dallas,

soon to be the watch capital of the world -- absolutely

accurate digital wrist watches will be produced in mass

quantitites at reasonable prices.

The relevance of this Committee's interests to the

business of the membership of NVCA may be readily demonstrated.

Our typical member is a supplier of risk capital. This may

constitute a pension trust or a syndicate of investors. It is

in each case a pool of capital, established by-an operating

business managed by persons trained to evaluate new and untried

enterprises which show exceptional promise for development of new

capabilities -- the advancement of a new generation of technology,

for example, or the formation of an entirely new industry such

as pocket calculators.

To justify the commitment of capital in ventures

of this nature, the investing organization must be able

to assure itself -- while at the same time recognizing

that some losses are inevitable -- that the enterprise in

which the investment is to be made will ultimately return

the invested amounts and also produce a profit commensurate

with the risk. The returned capital, together with the

profits, can thereafter be recycled in other enterprises.
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Only if such a climate is maintained and sustained can

the multiplier effect on the nation's economy be felt

on those who ultimately serve it in terms of jobs, new

products and newly needed services.

To sustain this process of inflow of capital,

realization of gain and future reinvestment, our tax and

financial laws must be so ordered that:

(1) The tax burden to be met when enterprises

are sold is not excessive, as it is today;

(2) This tax burden must attach only at such

time as the venture capital enterprise generates the

funds with which to pay the tax;

(3) Losses, when realized by the business in

which funds are invested, are available to offset income

from other sources when realized, or as ordinary -- not

capital -- losses so that the venture capitalist may

accurately anticipate the net after-tax cost of making

the initial venture capital investment; and

(4) The operating enterprise in which the venture

capital investment has been made must be able to foresee

steady and hopefully exponential growth of its own business

with opportunity for the managers as well as the owners

to realize upon its own capital yield potential. Thus,

key and other employees, particularly those who are highly

trained technical personnel with intense, but short-

lived creative and applied scientific capacities, must have

the opportunity for reasonable equity participation in
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the enterprise.

In light of these concerns, NVCA has sought

to determine trends with respect to the amount and

direction of venture. capital inflow.

In a study prepared for NVCA by Professor

S.... Aharon R. Ofer of Northwestern University, this

pertinent data was obtained:

Although 143 venture capital companies made

investments from $210-$233 million per year during 1971

through 1973, less than half of this -- $118 million --

was made in the first nine months of 1974. Thus, it

appears that the amount of dollars available for new

venture capital projects is precipitously declining.

Doubtless, the general state of economic health in the

United States contributed to this decline, but there

are other causes which NVCA wishes to bring to the

Committee's attention.

The first of these is the unintended adverse

impacE of recent general legislation. For example,

important and useful as is the Employee Retirement Income

Security Act of 1974 -- the so-called ERISA law -- it

contains what appear to be very serious side effects,

because a provision in that statute, Section 404(a)(1),

requires that persons managing pension funds be subject

to specified fiduciary standards. As a consequence of

these tighter controls, the potential resources of pension

funds for risk enterprises has been virtually eliminated.
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While we are hopeful that a clarification of the regu-

lations of the new section can be effected promptly, and

unless this occurs, or amelioratory legislation is promptly

enacted, a major source of risk capital -: already in

short supply -- will be permanently lost to the nation's

economy. All that is necessary is that the clarifying

regulations (or legislation), as the case may be, establish

that a pension fund may make a full range of investments

including those of high risk, so long as the portfolio

is reasonably balanced.

Other laws and regulations have also had a

serious negative effect upon the availability of the

risk capital for venture enterprises. For example, under

the Securities regulations, when a venture capital enter-

prise is mature for sale of its shares to the public,

such a sale may not be affected in the absence of a costly

registration -- because of the strictures of Rule 144

issued pursuant to the Securities Act of 1933 -- except in

shares of unduly limited quantities with sales stretched

over an unacceptable limitation of time. Although NVCA

recognizes the need for full disclosure in normal cir-

cumstances and the filing of registration statements,

simplified registration forms are a necessity. Exceptions

keyed to the-special needs of venture capital enterprises

are also appropriate. Similarly, in the case of many venture

capital enterprises, which are by their very nature small in size

at their conception, existing costly registration requirements

add unacceptable costs to the burdens of launching such new
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ventures.

There are other areas of equal concern to NVCA

and, we believe, to this Committee, in which new-legis-

lation is sorely needed so that the restrictive rules

of present law can be modified and a climate for the

formulation of venture capital enterprises be continuously

created.

NVCA has these specific recommendations:

1. The Association believes that a vital ingredient to

encouraging venture capitalism is obtaining the necessary-in-

dividual genius with which to develop the new products and

technology that are the sine qua non of venture capitalism.

To do this requires the cooperation and genius.of an individual

or group of individuals working in a new field. Venture capital

organizations, are as previously was mentioned, high risk

businesses and the individuals required to make a venture capital

operation succeed are in great demand by major established in-

dustries. In order to persuade such individuals to take a

chance on a venture capital business, as opposed to the

security of an established corporation, some direct incentives

for that individual are necessary. To that end we have developed

a proposal, which we have entitled the Incentive Stock Option

Proposal, which would permit reasonable individual equity

participation in the business. A copy of this proposal, with

a memorandum of detailed explanation, is attached to this

testimony. The essence of the proposal is not to create a new

loophole but simply to provide fair and equitabile treatment for

those who wish to have a stake in the corporation for which they
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work,

Under existing law stock options are essentially

treated in one of two ways. Either the option is a qualified

option under the Internal Revenue Code and thereby entitled

to certain favorable tax treatment or it is a nonqualified

stock option and not entitled to that special tax treatment.

Qualified options have become the subject of increasing demand

for repeal and the future of such options is highly uncertain.

In addition, such options are largely inflexible and have

many disadvantages attached to them, as has become especially

apparent in recent years. Nonqualified options, on the other hand,

are subject to special tax rules which can in fact have disincentive

effects. Employees receiving options subject to nonqualified

stock options may in fact be forced to sell their stock in order to

pay taxes due on receipt of the stock in question. In many

cases the stock may be largely unmarketable and the employee may

in fact be put in a disadvantageous position.

Our proposal is simply to match the taxation with the

disposition of the stock in question. That is, if an in-

dividual exercises a stock option and receives stock the in-

dividual will only be taxed at such time as he in fact disposes

of the stock and otherwise realizes gain. This relies on the

old and fundamental tax principle that income taxes should be

paid out of the funds which generate the income. In this way

the individual has the choice to :ontinsie his equity partici-

pation in the company until such time as he wishes to sell

for economic or other reasons, or at such time as he dies.

At that time and only at that time will the individual be taxed

on his investment. The taxation so imposed will be at ordinary
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income rates, subject to certain averaging provisions designed

to take into account the period over which the individual

has held the stock.

Further explanation of this proposal would be in-

appropriate at this time. The details are described more fully

in the memorandum attached. We feel that this would be an

important means of providing realistic and fair taxation of

individuals who receive an equity investment in their company.

We have had informal discussions with the Treasury Department

on this matter and have been assured that Treasury has no

objections to the proposal.

2. One of the important hinderances in accumulating

the capital necessary for venture capitalism is the tax imposed

when an investment in a venture capital operation is withdrawn.

An important method for increasing the capital available

for venture capitalism would be to defer the tax on a realized

venture capital investment if the capital in question is reinvested

within a stated period into a new venture capital business.

In the Internal Revenue Code there exists considerable precedent

for this type of deferral, which is usually referred to as a roll-

over provision. By postponing the collection of the tax on the

amounts reinvested in venture capital businesses, the United

States economy will undoubtedly be economically ahead in that

the new capital invested will over the years probably generate
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more revenue collections from the business created than the

United States would have received had it fully taxed the

capital in question and thereby decreased the amount of private

capital available for venture capital reinvestment. The roll-

over in question could be implemented either by a provision

simply deferring the tax for amounts reinvested or by the adoption

of a special credit measured by the amount of a realized invest-

ment which is reinvested.

3. In addition to the rollover provision just discussed

a reduction should be made in the capital gains tax applicable to

venture capital investments. Such investments are high risk

investments and are usually relatively long-term investments.

New businesses just developing are generally unmarketable for

a period of several years until they have produced a developed

product which can be sold and which allows the company to "go

public." The problem previously eluded to, i.e., the drain of

private capital sources due to the tax on realization of a single

venture capital investment, can also be alleviated by simply

reducing the capital gains tax applicable on the realization of

such an investment. A reduction in this tax to reflect the im-

portance of and the need for venture capital would be entirely

appropriate and in the best interest of the United States economy.
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In this connection, I should add that the Association

supports Senator Bentsen's proposal for a graduated capital gains

rate. Increasing the fludity of capital by reducing taxes

would be beneficial both to the economy as a whole and to the

venture capital business.

4. Under the Internal Revenue Code the shareholders

of certain types of corporations can elect to be taxed directly

on all corporate income and not pay separate corporate taxes.

Such corporations are referred to as Subchapter S Corporatioffs.

NVCA is concerned that the rules regarding which corporations

can qualify for this treatment are overly restrictive. Cor-

porations and trusts cannot be shareholders of Subchapter S

Corporations. The number of permissable shareholders cannot

exceed 10. The corporation is only allowed to issue one class of

stock. These restrictive rules severely limit the use of Sub-

chapter S Corporations without serving any valid goal. They were

initially added to limit the use of Subchapter S Corporations

when they were in the "experimental" stage. Since Subchapter

S Corporations are now an accepted and widespread form of business

operations these unduly restrictive provisions should be deleted

or modified. If, for example, corporations and trusts could be

shareholders then Subchapter S Corporations would be much more

usable as venture capital businesses.

54-397 0 - 75 - 28
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5. The final provision which the Association would

like to bring to the attention of the Senators concerns a

question of corporate taxation. Under current law corporate net

operating losses can generally be carried forward for only

a limited span of years, usually not more than five. The As-

sociation cannot understand the logic or wisdom of this artifical

time limitation. New venture capital businesses typically lose

money in their very early stages but grow into profitable businesses

as the years progress. The effect of the capital loss carry

forward limitations in many cases is simply to deny full

equalization of the tax burden on the corporation for losses

sustained in their development periods. The Association would

strongly back any provision to remove the limitation on corporate

loss carry forwards or to at least extend the carry forward pro-

visions to a period of at least ten years. Many other provisions

in the Internal Revenue Code applicable to carry forwards have

no limitation or have limitations beyond five years. We feel

that this modification would improve the equitable taxation

of venture capital businesses and would thereby stimulate their

growth.

Conclusion

The Association has tried to present a general

description of the industry and an explanation of the importance

of the health of venture capitalism to he United States generally.
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The Association also wishes to make it clear that venture

capitalism is at a crossroads today and any threats on its

existence could have serious and unfortunate effects-for

the United States.
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STATEMENT OF DAVID T. MORGENTHALER, MORGENTHALER AS.
SOCIATES, A DIRECTOR OF THE NATIONAL CAPITAL VENTURE
ASSOCIATION

Mr. MORGENTHALER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to
have the opportunity to appear before your committee today.

My name is David Morgenthaler. I am a resident of Cleveland,
Ohio, an& I am senior partner of Morgenthaler Associates, which is
a private investment firm specializing in venture capital. My firm
supplies capital and active direction to a number of new ventures,
usually high technology oriented companies, located throughout the
United States. An example of such companies is a mini-computer
company which we, among others, financed from a start in 1970. Today
this company is the largest employer in Broward County, Fla., with
a total of about a thousand employees, and just recently has been
selected to furnish the computers for the NASA Kennedy space pro-
gram because of its advanced technology. These are some of the ac-
complishments of a company that did not exist 5 years ago and had
some initial difficulties in raising risk capital.

Another was a company in which we financed two men 6 years ago
and this company is now the leading producer of computer-assisted
programing for numerically controlled machine tools. It has made
American industry considerably more efficient. Its effectiveness is such
that its programs are now going to Europe, running on American-
based computers and will both bring revenue and greater efficiency to
American business.

I am-.=director of the National Venture Capital Association and a
former national officer, and my colleague, Mr. Hanschen, is chairman
of our inventives committee.

I have come to this meeting directly from a particularly interesting
experience, in that I have just spent 3 days at the International Sem-
inar for Entrepeneurship and EcQnomic Development in Cincinnati,
a conference of more than 300 people with representatives from more
than 40 countries. The subject was a discussion of entrepeneurship
and the formation of new companies. And a very strong point made
by the delegates from these more than 40 countries was that the lack
of a venture capital industry in their countries, the lack of anything
corresponding to venture capital firms and SBICs and so on was a
very major factor in a lack of stimulation, lack of help, and a lack of
capitaLafor-their potential new enterprises, and this, among other
factors, resulted in these countries continuing to fall behind the United
States in terms particularly of the new, highly innovative, technology-
oriented companies.

It was a very interesting experience in that these foreign delegates
appreciated, I think, our industry more than we did.

Our National Venture Capital Association was formed as a result
of our members' awareness of the same set of concerns about our eco-
nomic and our industrial health, which are the source of your hearings
today.

The goals of our association along with NASBIC and others arq
the fostering of a much broader understanding of the importance of
venture capital to the vitality of our economy in the United States and
the encouragement of the free flow of capital to these young companies.
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Our association concurs completely with this committee's recognition
in its public announcement of these hearings of the indispensable role
of small business in promoting healthy competition in our economy
and in creating jobs for a growing work force and developing inno-
vative ideas and profits.

I might submit, as an example, the entire minicomputer industry-
a billion-plus dollar business today, where the leading company in the
field was formed and financed by venture capital about 15 years ago.
The industry has been primarily formed by and financed by venture
capital firms, and very few of these important developments have come
from the larger computer companies, and most of the large computer
companies are not real factors in the industry today-this industry
which is contributing so much to automation and to lower costs in
American industry.

Our association is also very much concerned, as we believe your
committee to be, that our tax and financial laws and regulations be
structured so that they are more receptive to, and when possible,
affirmatively stimulate the attraction of capital to the smaller, high-
risk enterprises. If we are unable to accomplish this, we certainly will
lose a great deal of our technological and industrial leadership, and
inevitably this simply means that business will go overseas and our
standard of living will be lower.

The members of NVCA and the SBIC's have provided a dispropor-
tionate amount of the risk capital for the high technology companies
that have provided the high growth in very exciting companies in
recent years, those such as I alluded to, the minicomputer industry,
the computer peripheral industry, and the field in which my colleague,
Mr. Hanschen is an expert, the semiconductor industry. My colleague
tells me that Dallas, Tex., as a result of semiconductor development,
will become the watch capital of the world. And ot-hers independent of
Mr. Hanschen have told me that Switzerland is finished in the watch
field, despite their preeminence, as a result of American semiconductor
development.

The relevance of your committee's interest in the business of the
membership of NVCA is easy to demonstrate. A typical member of
our 70-members is a supplier of risk capital. This money may come
from a pension trust. It may come from a syndicate of investors, banks
or other institutions, private individuals. In each case it is a pool ofcapital, established by an operating business. The pool is managed by
people who are trained to evaluate new and untried enterprises which
show exceptional promise for development of new capabilities and to
work with these enterprises and nurture them through the early and
difficult stages that practically all new companies go through.

For example, we are normally working in the advancement of a new
generation of technology or the formation of an entirely new industry
such as the pocket calculator industry. To justify the commitment of
capital to ventures of this kind the investing organization has to be
able to assure itself-while nevertheless recognizing that some losses
are absolutely inevitable--that the enterprise in which the investment
is to be made has a good chance of ultimately returning the amount
which has been invested and will also produce a profit commensurate
with the very high risk experienced in these ventures.
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- The returned capital, then, together with any profits can therefore,
when the enterprise is mature and stable enough to be suitable for
lower risk investors, be recycled to other enterprises. And only if such
a climate is maintained can the multiplier effect on the Nation's
economy be felt on those who ultimately serve it in terms of jobs, new
products, and newly needed services.

Our association would suggest that to sustain this process of inflow
of capital, realization of gain and future reinvestment in such enter-
prises, tliat our tax and financial laws should be so ordered that, first,
the tax burden that must be met when such enterprises are sold is not
excessive, as we feel that it is today. Second, that this tax burden must
attach only at such time as the venture capital enterprise generates the
funds with which to pay that tax.

Third, that losses, when realized by the business in which funds are
invested, are available to offset income from other sources when such
income is realized, or as ordinary losses as opposed to capital losses, so
that the venture capitalist may accurately anticipate the net after-tax
cost of making the initial venture capitalinvestment. And finally, the
operating enterprise in which the venture capital investment has been
made must be able to foresee steady, and hopefully exponential, growth
of its own business with opportunity for the managers as well as the
owners to realize its own capital yield potential. Thus, key and other
employees, especially those technically creative personnel that have
intense but very short-lived creative capacities, must have the oppor-
tunity for reasonable equity participation in these enterprises if they
are to be persuaded to leave the safety and stability of the larger or-
ganizations where their ideas are not being recognized and to form
the new enterprises to bring the new products to market which their
own companies are unwilling or unable to do.

In light of these concerns, our association has sought to determine
trends with respect to the amount and the direction of venture capital
inflow.

In a study prepared for our association by Prof. Aharon R. Ofer,
of Northwestern University, this pertinent data was obtained:
-Over 143 venture capital companies made investments averaging

from $210 to $233 million per year during 1971 throughout 1973. Less
than half of that amount-$118 million-was invested in the first 9
months of 1974.

I would respectfully call to the committee's attention that though
those amounts do not seem large, this is the early pioneer investment
and it has a multiplier effect out of all proportion to the number of
dollars in that lower risk capital will follow this capital in and ulti-
mately bank capital, institutional capital, and so on so- that the multi-
plier effect is tremendous.

From the numbers, then, we see that the amounts of dollars avail-
able for new venture capital projects was precipitously declining by
the fall of last year and has, if anything, decreased further in the
spring of 1975. Doubtless, the general state of the economic health in
our country contributed to this decline but there are some other causes
which NVCA would like to bring to the committee's attention.

The first of these is the unintended adverse effect of recent general
legislation. For example, important and useful as is the Employee Re-
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tirement Income Security Act of 1974-the so-called ERISA law-
nevertheless it has what appears to be some very serious side effects
which we feel sure were not intended because a provision in that
statute, section 404(a) (1), requires that persons managing pension
funds be subject to specified fiduciary standards. As a consequence of
these tighter controls, the potential resources of pension funds for risk
enterprises has been virtually eliminated.

While we are hopeful that a clarification of the regulations of this
new section can be effected promptly, and unless this does occur, or
unless ameliatory legislation can be-promptly enacted, a major source
o f our risk capital will be permanently lost to our Nation's economy
at a time when this risk capital is already in short supply.
. All that is necessary to correct this situation is that the clarifying

regulations (or the legislation) as the case may be, establish that a
pension fund may make a full range of investments, including those of
high risk, so long as the portfolio is reasonably balanced and these
percentages are not allowed to exceed a reasonable number.

Other laws and regulations have also had a serious negative effect
on the availability of risk capital for venture enterprises. For example,
under the securities regulations, when a venture capital enterprise is
mature enough for sale of its shares to the public, such a sale may not
be effected in the absence of an extremely costly registration-because
of the strictures of rule 144, issued pursuant to the Securities Act of
1933-except in the case of extremely limited quantities with sales
stretched over an unacceptably long time period.

Senator HASKELL. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman; may I just ask a
question ?

What is rule- 144?
Mr. MORGENTHALER. It is an SEC rule which states that a control

investor may sell without an S. 1 registration provided he--
Senator HASKELL. Oh, yes.
Senator BENTSEN. One-half of 1 percent every 6 months; is that not

it? I remember that one.
Mr. MORGENTHALER. That is correct. There is a limitation as to both

the percentage of the volume of the trading, or as a percentage of the
shares of the company's stock.

Now, our association obviously must recognize the need for very
full disclosure in normal circumstances, and in no way have we a
desire that immature investments be brought to the public. We do
very much need simplified registration forms and a lower cost and
lower burden on these companies of making such sales, subject to
reasonable, well-controlled restrictions.

Our association separately has made proposals to the SEC in regard
to this rule 144, and has discussed it with the Commissioners.

Senator HASKELL. As I remember it, at one time rule 144, now that
you refresh my memory, was considered a giant step forward.

Mr. MORGENTHALER. Yes, sir.
Senator BENTSEN. It depends on whom you ask, Floyd.
Mr. MORGENTHALER. Similarly, in the case of many venture capital

enterprises, which are by their very nature small in size at their con-
ception, existing costly registration requirements add unacceptable
costs to the burden of launching such new ventures. We have had
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some relief in this area with rule 146. We would like to see it go further.
But it certainly has the advantage of clarifying the provisions of the
act.

There are other areas of equal concern to NVCA and we believe, to
your committee, in which new legislation is sorely needed so that the
restrictive rules of present law can be modified and the climate for
the formation of venture capital enterprises be continuously created.

NVCA has these specific recommendations.
First, the association believes that the vital ingredient to encourag-

ing venture capitalism is obtaining the necessary individual genius
with which to develop the new products and technology that are the
sine qua non of venture capitalism. Our most important raw materials,
without any question, gentlemen, are the people who give up comfort-
able jobs in comfortable situations and so on to go out and to work
very long hours, to take very high risks at very much lower salaries,
attempting to conserve initial capital in the hope of building up an
enterprise in which their stock will become worth a great deal more
than they paid for it.

In order to persuade such individuals to take a chance on a venture
capital business, as opposed to the security of the large organization,
some direct incentives for that individual are necessary. To that end,
NVCA has developed a proposal which we have entitled "The In-
centive Stock Option Proposal," which would permit reasonable indi-
vidual equity participation in this business.

A copy of the proposal, with a memorandum of detailed explana-
tion, is attached to our testimony. I will not take your time by going
into it here, gentlemen.

The essence of the proposal is definitely not the creation of a new
loophole, but simply trying to provide fair and equitable treatment for
those who wish to have a stake in the corporation for which they have
left the security of other positions to form.

Under existing law, stock options are treated in one of two ways:
either the option is a qualified option under the Internal Revenue Code
and thereby entitled to certain favorable tax treatment, or it is a non-
qualified stock option and not entitled to that special tax treatment.

Qualified options have become the subject of increasing demand for
review, and the future of such options is highly uncertain at this point.

In addition, such options are largely inflexible and have many dis-
advantages attached to them, as has become especially apparent in
recent years. Nonqualified options, on the other hand, are subject to
special tax rules which can, in fact, have distinctive effects in the kinds
of enterprises that we are talking about. Employees receiving options
subject to nonqualified stock options rules may, in fact be forced to
sell their stock in order to pay taxes due on receipt oi the stock in
question. In many cases, in our kinds of companies, the stock may be
very largely unmarketable, and the employee will then be put in a very
disadvantageous position of having to sell his stock at a very low price
or being unable to sell it and having to borrow or find the money sepa-
rately under very adverse circumstances.

Our proposal on this is simply to match the taxation with the dis-
position of the stock in question. That is, if the individual exercises a
stock option and receives stock, the individual will only be taxed at
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such time as he in fact disposes of the stock and otherwise realizes
gain. This relies on the old and fundamental tax principle that income
taxes should be paid out of the funds which generate the income. In
this way, the individual has a choice to continue his equity participa-
tion in the company until such time as he wishes to sell, for economic
or other reasons, or until such time as he dies. At that time and only
at that time will he be taxed on his investment. Such taxation will be
imposed at ordinary income rates, subject to certain averaging pro-
visions designed to take into account the period over which the indi-
vidual has held the stock.

I will not take your time with further-explanations of the proposal.
The details are described fully in the memorandum which we have
attached.

And we have had informal discussions with the Treasury Depart-
ment on this matter and we have been assured in these discussions that
the have no objection to the proposal.

Second point: One of the important hindrances in accumulating
the capital necessary for venture capitalism is the tax imposed when
an investment in a venture capital operation is withdrawn. As I am
sure you are aware, in recent years the capital gains tax revisions have
increased the amount of tax paid on such capital gains by- about 50
percent. An important method for increasing the capital available for
venture capital would be to defer the tax on a realized venture capital
investment if the capital in question is reinvested within a stated
period into a new venture capital business.

In the Internal Revenue Code, there exists cofisiderable precedent
for this kind of deferral, which is usually referred to as a rollover
provision. By postponing the collection of the tax on the amounts-
reinvested in venture capital businesses, the U.S. economy will un-
doubtedly be economically ahead, in that the new capital invested
will, over the years, generate more revenue collections from the busi-
ness created than the United States would have received had it fully
taxed the capital in question and thereby decreased the amount of
private capital available for venture capital reinvestment.

Obviously, of course, the venture capitalist must be required to
reinvest, and the profits are not available to him for other things, if
he is to receive this favorable tax treatment.

The rollover in question could be implemented either by a provision
simply deferring the tax for amounts reinvested or by the adoption
of a special credit measured by the amount of a realized investment
which is reinvested.

Third, in addition to the rollover provision just discussed, a reduc-
tion should be made in the capital gains tax applicable to venture
capital investments.

As my colleague has just commented here, in these kinds of invest-
ments we receive exactly the same treatment, from a tax standpoint,
if one invests in the very large. table security; holds it for 6 months
and 1 day, and gets a capital gain, as he does in going into a small,
high-risk venture which may be completely unmarketable for many
years.

These investments are high risk and are usually relatively long-
term investments. New businesses just developing are generally un-
marketable for a period of at least several years.
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My firm, in making a venture capital investment, uses a rule that
we will not make an investment in a company unless we are fully
prepared to have our capital committed and no hope of selling any
of it for a period of 5 to 7 years. We would like to do better, obviously,
but it usually just does not become liquid at any earlier time than
that, even if the business is quite successful.

These new businesses will just be unmarketable until they have
produced a developed product which can be sold and which possibly
allows the company to go public and attract other investors who
cannot and should not invest in the early high-risk stages.

Another way of possibly alleviating this problem of the drain of
private capital sources due to the tax levied on the realization of a
single venture capital investment could also be alleviated by simply
reducing the capital gains tax applicable on the realization of such an
investment. A reduction in this tax to reflect the importance of venture
capital to our economy, the need for it, the shortage of it, would be
entirely appropriate and would very much be in the best interest of our
economy.

In this connection, I should add that our association supports Sena-
tor Bentsen's proposal for a graduated capital gains rate. Increasing
the fluidity of capital by reducing taxes would be beneficial both to the
economy as a whole and to the venture capital business.

I am very nearly through, gentlemen.
Under the Internal Revenue Code, the shareholders of certain types

of corporations can elect to be taxed directly on all corporate income
and not pay separate corporate taxes.

You have had comments earlier this morning in regard to Sub-
chapter S corporations. NVCA is also concerned that the rules regard-
ing which corporations can qualify for this treatment are overly
restrictive. Corporations and trusts cannot be shareholders of sub-
chapter S corporations. The number of permissible shareholders under
present regulations cannot exceed ten. The corporation is allowed to
issue only one class of stock. These restrictive rules severely limit the
use of subehapter S corp orations without serving any really valid goal.
They were initially added to limit the use of these corporations when
they were in the experimental stage. Since they are now an accepted
and widespread form of business operations, these restrictive provi-
sions should be deleted or modified.

If, for example, corporations and trusts could be shareholders, then
.: subchapter S corporations would be much more usable as venture capi-

tal businesses.
The final provision which we would like to bring to the attention of

the Senators concerns a qifestion of corporate taxation.
Under current law, corporate net operating losses can generally be

carried forward for only a limited span of years, usually not more
than 5. Our association does not understand the logic or the wisdom of
an artificial time limitation. Our new venture capital type businesses
typically lose money in their very early stages but grow into profitable
businesses as the years progress. But one of the very important func-
tions which venture capital firms such as those represented at this table
perform is working with these new corporations to provide additional
capital to them and to sustain and council them through the sometimes
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long period of years that are necessary before these corporations
become profitable. If this period stretches out much longer than we
expect--and believe me, it certainly does at times-we would like to
see a provision to remove the limitation on capital loss carryforwards
or at least extend this capital loss period up to at least 10 years, so that
the losses incurred in. the early years wi l not become irrecoverable
because of the 5-year limitation. Many other provisions in the Internal
Revenue Code applicable to carryforwards have no limitation or have
limitations beyond 5 years. We feel that this modification would
improve the equitable taxation of venture capital businesses and would
thereby stimulate their growth.

In conclusion, we have tried to present to you a general description
of the venture capital industry and an explanation of the importance
of the health of venture capitalism to the United States generally.
As the numbers show, the flow of venture capital to new business
today is substantially reduced, and further reduction in the capability
and incentives of this industry to provide risk capital to new ventures
will have a serious and disproportionate effect on the formation and
growth of the new and innovative companies that give America its
technological lead and many of the dynamic qualities of our economy.

Thank you, gentlemen.
Senator NELSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Morgenthaler.
Our next witness is Mr. Richard Hanschen, president of New Busi-

ness Resources.
Mr. Hanschen?
[The prepared statement and attachments of Mr. Hanschen

follow:]

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT BY RICHARD J. HANSCHEN, PARTNER, NEW BUSINESS
RESOURCES-VENTURE CAPITAL PARTNERSHIP

In 1969 we started Mostek, a new company based on the introduction of a
new chemical-processing technology, ion implantation, for the processing of a
new type of semiconductor. Since that time, Mostek has paid $11 million in
corporate taxes and created new jobs. Mostek, through ion Implantation, was
the first company to put all of the circuits on one chip for the hand-held
calculator.

This single technological advance sharply reduced the labor content of cal-
culators and other electronic equipment and was the steppingstone for the
United States industry to marshal their forces and reestablish their dominant
picture in the worldwide electronics industry.

Going back In time, most of you are familiar with the contributions of a then
new company to eectronics, Texas Instruments, in bringing the transistor from
a Bell Labs experimental level to a commercial reality. The impact of the
transistor during the 1950's for making possible the large central computer
industry and the military Instrumentation industry is a well.established fact.

The further invention by TI of the integrated circuit has caused electronics
to pervade all of industry, and the resulting new industry of minicomputers
made by new companies such as Digital Equipment, Data General, Computer
Automation, and possibly as many as 20 other companies, has not only provided
jobs and taxes, but has also been the major factor in improving the productivity
of industry.

In addition to calculators and electronic watches, the MOS-LSI technology has
spawned the new Intelligent terminal industry. This new industry has new com-
panies such as Datapoint, Lrnolex, Sycor, Incoterm, Vydec, and Data 100. The
impact of intelligent terminals is being felt more in the front office and will be a
key factor in increasing productivity by automation of the white collar functions
of industry.
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You'll all agree that there has never been a question n these past two decades
about the competitiveness of free enterprise in the electronics industry. The
enclosed article from "Business Week" describes the impact of the U.S. The com-
petitiveness -is brought about by the Introduction of new companies highly moti-
vated to make their own contribution in their industry. My terminology for this
Is distributed competitive free enterprise.

Although you may classify our activities as small businesses because of size
at the start, I want to stress that the capitalization required is such that we
have to be prepared to finance a company that can do $50-100 million annually
within the first five years of existence. In the case of Mostek, approximately $5
million of private capital and $15 million of public money was raised, and to date
Mostek has retained earnings of $12 million. With debt leverage and by turning
assets into revenues at a 1:2 ratio, they have enough capital to grow from their
current $60 million level to $100 million.

My purpose in being here today is to tell you that a series of random changes
have combined to make it almost impossible to duplicate the building of a Mostek
in the U.S. today. Last month we sold Linolex to 3M solely because the capital
formation structure that enabled us to create Mostek has been decimated.

My concern stems from the fact that the venture capital community five years
ago was starting between ten and fifteen new companies a year. To the best of
my knowledge, there was only one such high technology company initiated in 1974
in the U.S. This trend continues in 1975. We have several proposals that we would
like to have you consider to assist in new company formation and in the capital
formation of these companies.

The first proposal that Is attached considers incentives for the young entre-
preneurs to leave the security of large industry and take the risk of entering
into the fragile environment of a new company, utilizing new technology to create
products for markets that do not yet exist and must be created by aggressive
market development techniques.

If one reviews history, he can quickly see that these creative contributions
originate with young men between the ages of 25 and 35. In most cases they
have no capital to invest and may still be in debt from their college educations.
The opportunities to position them in what was previoulsy known as founders
stock has been eliminated by the introduction of the bargain purchase tax that
was Introduced when Knudson left General Motors and received bargain purchase
In Ford Motor stock.

Young men building companies in their own image and principles rather than
in some other industrial leader's image is the cornerstone to building new com-
panies. It is imperative that these young men have ownership positions in the
companies in order to commit the decade of time that is necessary to grow an
organization from start-up to a major contributor of jobs and taxes in our econ-
omy. If Tom Watson had not left NCR to create IBM, would we have our com-
puter industry today?

The other major Impact we need is that of continued capital formation. The
recent fiduciary responsibility requirements in the last pension fund bill has
broken the continuity of financing for such new companies as I've described. We
believe that Senator Bentsen's bill allowing a pension fund management the dis-
cretion of investing 1% of his assets in new companies in industry will greatly
alleviate the present stalemate in capital formation.

We believe that private capital would be willing to invest In start-up organiza-
tions and in restricted securities if there was Increased motivation for the risk
that they take In having their capital committed in these venturesome acivities
for a five to ten-year period.

Our proposal is that capital committed from here on directly Into companies
during their capital formation period up through their first public offering not be
taxed if it is "rolled over" and re-invested in a similar capital formation of a
new company. The details of this is enclosed in the accompanying literature.

[Editorial from Business Week, Apr. 20, 1974, p. 1241

COMPETITION MAKES A BOOM

Anyone who thinks the U.S. economy is drifting helplessly into senility should
take a look at the extraordinary boom in the semiconductor industry (page 64).
Achieving a 60% increase in sales last year, semiconductors have hit the U.S.
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market with a deluge of new products and new applications. In the world market,
U.S. companies have captured a two-thirds share, with the percentage running
even higher in the high-technology lines.

A large measure of the industry's success depends on rapidly advancing tech.
nology. With innovation piling up on innovation, the industry has been opening
new markets even faster than it can serve them. U.S. industry executives estimate
that they are at least two years ahead of foreign competition in technology.

But that is not all. The industry has followed an aggressive pricing policy, both
in the U.S. market and overseas. It has sought a stronger market position rather
than a maximum profit. Access to the industry has been relatively easy. Plenty of
money has been available in the form of venture capital and bank loans. And so
the pacesetters have been hungry, young companies with hot ideas and great
expectations. The older, bigger producers have responded to the challenge with
new development and vigorous marketing of their own.

If this picture seems hauntingly familiar, that is because it closely resembles
the economic world as described by Adam Smith and Ricardo. The semiconductor
industry has managed to tap the power generated by free competition and open
access.

It is undoubtedly true that not all U.S. industry cnn expect to follow the path
of semiconductors, where access is easy and capital requirements are moderate.
But it would be interesting to see some of them try. If the U.S. is going to hold
its own in a hotly competitive world, it needs more industries than can learn a
lesson from the semiconductors.

SUMMAY-INCENTIVE STOCK OPTION PROPOSAL

Accompanying this document is a proposal for modification of the statutory
rules governing the federal income tax treatment for certain types of employee
stock options. This proposal is designed to achieve greater equity participation
by employees in their employing corporation while providing a balanced and
fair law that taxes recipient employees in an appropriate manner at an appro-
priate time.

Under current law employers wishing to provide employees with employer
stock have numerous alternative methods available. Two of the most popular
methods are qualified stock options and nonstatutory stock options. These two
alternatives represent widely diverse approaches to this subject. For qualified
stock options, taxation of the employee is generally deferred until a disposition
occurs and any gain is usually taxed at capital gains rates. For nonstatutory
stock options, taxation is at ordinary income rates and in many cases will occur
before the employee is actually able to dispose of -the stock. Consequently, in the
latter case an individual is taxed on income before he can effectively generate
funds from that income with which to pay the tax.

Due to the liberal treatment afforded to qualified stock options, efforts have
recently been made to repeal this provision. Such a measure was approved by
the House Ways and Means Committee in the 93rd Congress. This repeal -would
provide too drastic an alternative for the treatment-of stock options. The need
for a more balanced proposal suggests the adoption of the attached as a more
appropriate method of taxing employee stock options.

The goal of the incentive stock option proposal is to encourage equity partici-
pation by employees through the use of stock options. This is achieved by modify-
ing the harsh rules applicable to nonstatutory stock options to provide that the
employee is not taxed until such time as an actual disposition of the stock occurs.
However, unlike qualified stock options, which provided for capital gains treat-
ment of any gains, the incentive stock option proposal recognizes that any amounts
received on disposition are taxable as compensation (Le., ordinary income) to
the employee. Consequently, while the employee does not generally recognize
income until a fund is generated with which to pay the tax, at the same time
any amounts received are taxed in the same manner as other compensation.

In short, if fairer and more appropriate tax treatment is provided for em-
ployee stock options such options will probably be utilized more fully with a
resulting benefit to all involved. Employees will receive a greater stake in the
free market system without the cost of such compenstalon being unduly borne
by the federal treasuries.
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MEMORANDUM-INCENTIVE STOCK OPTION PROPOSAL

This memorandum presents a proposal which responds to current national
needs for capital formation. The proposal presented involves the use of the
Federal income tax laws. This has been formulated in a manner, however, which
harmonizes the principle that income is generated when a "gain or profit" is
realized, with the doctrine that the payment of tax attributable to the realiza-
tion'of the income should be imes (i.e. measured) by the receipt of actual eco-
nomic capacity (the funds) with which to pay the tax. As formed, these pro-
posals would enable an employee to receive stock as compensation for his com-
mitment to an enterprise, but the defer the burden of ordinary income tax until
such time as the stock (at its then value) is disposed of by the employee. In
this manner, the government is assured of receiving the tax due at ordinary
income rates, but the employee is spared the burden of payment on illusory gain
(if the stock declines) and on value not realized when the stock is sold or
disposed of.

I. BACKGROUND

The Internal Revenue Code has for many years employed various structural
mechanisms to encourage businesses to allow employees to participate in the
ownership of the company.

The principal methods of encouraging such equity participation have tradi-
tionally been so-called "qualified" stock options and "nonrualified". stock options.
Qualified stock options, defined under section 422 of the Code, have been granted
special tax treatment under section 421. The special treatment granted includes
both (1) deferral of any tax on the exercise of the option, and (2) taxation of
all gain (in an otherwise taxable transaction such as a sale) at long-term
capital gains rates. Nonqualified stock options are governed by section 83. A
more recent provision, this section generally assumes that the stock (if not
subject to restrictions on transfer) Is taxable at ordinary income rates, and
imposes the tax at the time of exercise of the option. If, however, the stock is
subject to certain restrictions described in section 83, the value of the stock
remains taxable at ordinary income rates, but the imposition of the tax is
deferred until such time as the restrictions expire.

Thus, qualified options receive both deferral of tax and capital gains rates,
while nonqualified options possess neither favorable attribute. It is only in the
case of a qualified option that the taxable event (realization of income) is tied
to the time of taxable capacity, i.e., the time at which the employee receives
funds from the transaction, and thereby is in a position to pay the appropriate
tax.

Section 83, added to the Internal Revenue Code in 1969 as part of the 1969
Tax Reform Act, was designed to correct certain perceived abuses in tl.. tax
laws. Congressional concern focused both on the deferral of tax (in certain situa-
tions) and on the conversion of ordinary income (from compensation) into
capital gains.1 Section 83, which applies to all transfers and covers all classes
of "restricted property" (i.e., not just stock), was enacted in conjunction with
the continuation of the qualified stock option provisions and assured full taxation
of the ordinary income element in stock transfers-, but did not adequately deal
with the problem of the timing of the tax. Thus, under section 83, taxable income
arises when an option to acquire property, including stock, is exercised, whether
or not the stock is, or can be disposed of-that is, whether or not the option
holder has the economic capacity to pay the tax. It is this rather punitive, and
certainly burdensome, aspect of section 83 to which the attached proposals are
particularly related.

In the last Congress, the House Ways and Means Committee in its delibera-
tions concerning major tax reform legislation, proposed the repeal of the existing
provisions under section 422 of the Internal Revenue Code establishing qualified
stock options. If this repeal occurs in the 94th Congress,' section 83 of the Code
would become essentially the governing provision for all categories of stock
options. This change, if enacted, would seriously hamper equity participation,
especially in high risk businesses.

ISee Staff of Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, general explanation of
the Tax Reform Act of 1969, 109-113.

'See see. 311, H.R. 1040 (94th Cong., 1st sess.). (This provision of Congressman Cor-
man's bill would repeal the qualified stock option provisions.)
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II. GENERAL REASONS FOR THE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

One of the long recognized goals of this country has been the encouragement
of equity participation in business by employees. This has-been reflected in numer-
ous provisions of the tax law as well as in other areas of the law.' A repeal of
the qualified stock option provisions would remove a major incentive used to
encourage such equity participation. The application of section 83 to all such
transactions would, in many cases, actually discourage employee stock ownership
since the employee may not be able to afford the tax on the relatively unmarket-
able stock of a closely held corporation or other corporations with no established
market for their stock. In addition, even in the case of a relatively market-
able stock, a positive value is achieved by encouraging equity participation by
employees.

For these reasons, it is proposed that new section 84 be added in accordance
with the attached proposal. This proposal is designed to insure that stock received
through employee stock options will be taxed at ordinary income rates but that
the tax will not be imposed until he employee generates the cash with which to
pay the tax. This modification will serve both the goals of preventing tax avoid-
ance and encouraging equity participation by employees.

III. DETAILED EXPLANATION OF PROPOSED AMENDMENT

The proposed new section 84 provides that a special election may be made with
reference to stock received pursuant to an incentive stock option. This election
would permit the optionee to defer any taxation (1) on the receipt of a stock
option, or (2) on the exercise of the option, until the date on which the stock
in question is disposed of. At that time, the full amount of profit then realized
becomes taxable as ordinary income (unlike the current treatment of qualified
stock options which grants capital gains treatment). The tax would be computed
under an income averaging method similar to -that applied to lump-sum distribu-
tions under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-406).
The individual would at such time have in hand the funds with which to pay the
tax imposed. Gain at the disposition would thus be computed as the difference
between the amount received (or the fair market value of the stock, if higher)
over the amount paid for such stock. Using the higher of the proceeds or the
fair market value to measure the amount of compensation will prevent unjustified
avoidance of income taxes through transfers by gifts and other non-compensatory
and inadequately compensated transfers. On the other hand, the clear hardship
which it obtains under preset law is avoided. No longer would an employee be
taxed on the illusory paper value of stock at date of exercise, because if such
stock declines in value before disposition, income is never realized. In addition,
the Internal Revenue -Service in most situations will not be faced with the diffi-
cult, and administratively burdensome, requirement of valuing stock whose value
may be unclear.

The term "incentive stock option" is defined in such a way as to limit the
applicable stock to common stock of the employing corporation or its parent.
Since the purpose of the proposal is to encourage equity participation by em-
ployees, an employee must continue with the company for at least ten years
after receiving the incentive stock option in order to realize the full benefit of
this provision. If, for some reason, the employee's services are terminated within
that ten year period, the incremental right to exercise the option must not have
accrued at a rate faster than 20 percent per year. Also, the employee must not
by virtue of his option acquire more than a 10 percent interest in the company
(when his other holdings at the time of receipt of the option are considered).

The election would be made in accordance with regulations prescribed by the
Secretary or his delegate, it being intended that such election would be made
at the time the property would otherwise be taxable in accordance with sub-
section (a) of section 83. If an election is made under proposed new section 84,
an election under existing section 83(b) would not be permissible. If an election
under section 84 were made and a loss were eventually incurred on the property
due to forfeiture or worthlessness, such loss would be treated in accordance
with existing tax principles. Any loss allowed would accordingly be limited to the
employee's basis in the property.

I Recently this has been dramatically reflected in legislation encouraging the use of
employee stock ownership plans, which encourage employees to adopt such plans and con-
sequently provide equity participation by employees. See, e.g., Tax Reduction Act of 1975
(Public Law 94-12), 1 801; Trade Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-618), 1 273.
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The proposal also allows the employer a deduction at the time and in the same
amount as the employee has income. This achieves a matching of deductions
with income. No gain or loss would be recognized to the corporation, however,
pursuant to section 108

The proposal makes no reference to whether options themselves are market-
able, i.e., readily tradeable. The intention is that the receipt of the incentive
stock option, whether or not marketable, would not generate income. This avoids
the extremely difficult problem (especially in light of increased trading in
options) of determining when an option is marketable. If an option is in fact
traded, however, such an event would generate income under section 61 and this
provision would not prevent recognition of such income.

The stock acquired pursuant to this election would be separately identified and
would not lose its identity due to stock splits or other changes in the character
of the stock. Any stock dividends received on such stock would not be subject to
the section 84 selection.

The term "disposed of" is defined to include all transmittals of the property
except that in a case of transmission at death no disposition is deemed to have
occurred except as provided in section 691. Section 691 deals with income with
respect to a decedent. This provision is generally consistent with the disposition
provisions found in section 453(d) dealing with dispositions of installment
obligations.

Iv. REVENUE EFFORTS

No detailed estimates have been made of the revenue effect that would result
from the accompanying proposal. Since new section 84 grants a tax deferral
when compared with section 83 some initial revenue loss might be expected.
However, in reality the revenue impact should be positive since the presence
of section 84 would provide an incentive to new industry. This should induce
more venture capital, create more Jobs and generally enhance the economy. In
addition, since all gains are taxed eventually, even without any induced effect
a revenue balance should be realized after a few years.

PROPOSED STATUTORY LANGUAGE

Add new section 84 as follows: -'Section 84. Incentive stock option election-
(a) General rule.-Any person who performs services for a corporation and

receives an incentive stock option in return for such services may elect to include
in gross income for the taxable year in which the stock received pursuant to the
exercise of the option-is disposed of the amount determined in accordance with
subsection (b). If such an election is made, section 83 shall not apply with respect
to either the receipt of the option or the receipt of stock pursuant to the option.

(b) Amount of tax-
(1) The tax for any taxable year is an amount equal to ten times the tax which

would be imposed by subsection (c) of section 1 if the taxpayer were an indi-
vidual referred to in such subsection and the taxable income were an amount
equal to one-tenth of the excess of-

(A) The amount received or the fair market value of the stock at the time
of disposition whichever is higher, over

(B) The sum of (I) the amount (if any) paid for such property, and (i)
the minimum distribution allowance.

(2) In the event that employment is terminated within ten years from the
date the incentive stock option was issued, then in lieu of "ten" and "one-tenth"
in paragraph (1) there shall be substituted the number and fraction correspond-
ing to the number of full years of active employment. -_

(c) Minimum distribution alowane.-For purposes of this section, the mini-
mum distribution allowance for the taxable year is an amount equal to-

(1) The lesser of $10,000 or one-half of the total taxable amount on the dis-
position for the taxable year, reduced (but not below zero) by

(2) 20 percent of the amount (if any) by which such total taxable amount
exceeds $20,000.

(d) Terms defited-
(1) Imntiive stock option.-For purposes of this section, the term "incentive

stock option" means an option for common stock of the employing corporation, or
its parent, if

(A) The option would not, if fully exercised when received, confer upon
the optionee ownership of more than ten percent of the corporation's out-
standing stock,
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(B) The option provides that, in the event of termination of employment
within five years after the date the option is received the option will be
exercisable only with respect to the percent of the total shares covered by
the option that corrspond to the ratio of the number of years of active
employment over five.

(2) Dlsposition.-For purposes of this section, a disposition will be deemed
to have occurred when the stock is sold, exchanged, transmitted by gift or other-
wise disposed of, except that no disposition will be deemed to have occurred on
transmission at death other than as provided in section 691.

(e) Deduotion by employer.-In the case of transfer of stock pursuant to sub-" section (a), there shall be allowed as a deduction under section 162, to the person
for whom were performed the services in connection with which such stock was
transferred, an amount equal to the amount included in the gross income of the
person who performed the services. Such deduction shall be allowed for the
taxable year of -such person in which or with which ends the taxable year in
which such amount is included in the gross income of the person who performs
such services.

(f) Electio.-An election under subsection (a) shall be made in such manner
as the Secretary or his delegate prescribe and may not be revoked except with
the consent of the Secretary or his delegate."

STATEMENT OF RICHARD 7. HANSCHEN, PARTNER, NEW BUSINESS
RESOURCES-VENTURE CAPITAL PARTNERSHIP, DALLAS, TEX.

Mr. HANSCHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Senators.
My remarks, I hope, will not duplicate too much of Dave's, and

they are more aimed at the specific cases of my own activities in ven-
ture capital.

In 1969 we started Mostek as a new company based on the intro-
duction oi new processing technology, ion implantations, for manu-
facturing and processing a completely new form of semiconductors.
Since that time, Mostek has paid $11 million in corporate taxes, has
created 2,040 jobs in the United States, and those employees pay over
$4 million in income taxes.

It takes, in our company, approximately $16,000 of assets per em-
ployee to generate the volume of business that we do. During that same
time, no dividends have been paid to any of the stockholders, and I
think probably 90 percent of the original private -placement stock-
holders are still intact and have not realized any gains on
their positions. -

And as a specific way of amplifying Dave's remarks that you must
be very patient investors in venture capital, these are not quick oppor-
tunities to do what we call a rollover type of investment. Probably
more important, Mostek, through this process, was the very first com-

- pany in the world to put all of the circuits necessary for a calculator
on one single little chip of silicon.

This technological advance sharply reduced the labor -content of
calculators and other similar electronic equipment and was the key-
stone for the U.S. industry to marshal their forces and reestablish
their dominant picture in the worldwide electronics industry.

If you will recall, in the beginning of the 1970's, there was a great
concern that we were losing our in ustry to other countries of the
world that had lower labor, and I can say, I think, that we have had a
significant contribution.

Now, if You go back to technology and its impact-I will just review
in time a little bit. Lee DeForest, with his invention of the vacuum
tube, and Milo T. Farnsworth innovating into the cathode ray tube,

54-397 0 - 15 - 29
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created the TV industry, and of course, the tube created the radio
industry-that is quite well known.

Some of you are familiar with the contributions of what was then
a new company in the early 1950's, Texas Instruments, a company
I spent a dozen years with, in bringing the transistor from a labora-
tory experimental level to commercial reality. The impact on industry
during the 1950's created the central computer industry and the mili-
tary instrumentation industry, which was known then as the black

. box industry. And they put these instruments together to form avion-
ics packages and missile packages, made possible things like the
Minuteman Missile.

Then the further invention by Texas Instruments of the integrated
circuit brought about the electronics being simplified so it pervaded
all of iustry.

But new industry such as Dave has been mentioning, the minicom-
puters, made by new companies, names that were not heard of before-
Ken Olson starting Digital Equipment, Data General, Computer Op-
eration, Modular Computer, SEL, possibly as many as 20 other com-
panies that I could mention in the United States who have not only
done the same thing that we talk about-in Mostek, creating jobs and
taxes, but minicomputers are probably the major factor in improving
the productivity of our industry.

One of the most exciting things in medical electronics just intro-
duced is based upon minicomputer technology, and it is this new brain
scanner and body scanner through X-ray techniques that put it all in
electronic equipment, so that a surgeon can quickly survey a patient.
It is probably the most radical advance in medical aids for surgeons
that has taken place in the last two decades.

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Chairman, may I interrupt for a moment?
One of the frustrations of a Senator is having to be at two places

at one time.
Mr. HAqSCHEmN. I understand, sir.
Senator BENTSRN. I am going to have to go, although I find your

statement and the others most interesting. I am going to take them
with me and study them. I appreciate your comments about my legis-
lation. And let me say further that Senutor Nelson and I and the rest
of us did a tremendous amount of work on that pension bill, and I
have a deep concern with respect to your point about the prudent man
rule. I think you are going to find people just feeling free to invest in
vyery major corporations where they think no one would question them
if they have a failure, and be reluctant to go into "Widget Corpora-
tion" that no one ever heard of. I think we are going to have to make
some changes to try to see that venture capital is available and I cer-
tainly will-put myself to work to see if we cannot make that a more
workable provision than it is.

Senator NELSON. Thank you, Senator Bentsen. Mr. Hanschen, please
go ahead.

Mr. HASOHxEN. Now, in going on into these new technologies such
as the MOS-LSI that I mentioned. In addition to calculators and
watches, the technology has spawned a completely new industry, start-
ing up-these industries, almost all of them-when I talk about the
new emerging companies, they are all-you can trace them back ex-
clusively to being financed by venture capital organizations.
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This new industry is called the intelligent terminal industry, and
companies such-as atapoint, Linolex, Sycor. Incoterm, Vydec, and
Data 100 have spawned, in the United States. They are growing com-
panies. The impact of their product can be felt more in the front office
and will be a key factor in increasing the productivity by automation
of the white collar functions.

An example is GSA here in the Government has just prepared, I
think, about 300 intelligent terminals for the purchasing function that
allows them to cut the processing time of a purchase orAer down from
17 days to 5 days, period of time. And their goal is to bring it down to
1 day.

Another function of this is being worked in the Library of Con-
gress to put in every Congressman's office an intelligent terminal that
would allow him to communicate directly with the Library of Con-
gress without having to have people go over there and do the research
for him. This is in the test stage over at the Library of Congress.

But I think many of the Government agencies are taking the leader-
ship role in using this new equipment. One of the key things that we
want to make a point is that I do not think there has ever been a ques-
tion in the last several decades of my association with electronics in-
dustry about the fierce competitiveness of this portion of the free
enterprise. I have included here an article from Business Week, printed
in April of 1974, and it says that if the United States is going to learn
to hold its own in a hotly competitive world, it needs more industries
that can learn semiconductors. There are some concluding statements
and other points in there. -

My point is that competitiveness comes from having distribution, so
I tend to call this distributed competitive Iree enterprise, as compared
to either concentrated industry or concentrated nonmobile capital. In
our discussions here, we may be kind-of classified as small businesses
because we start these things sometimes as one man, but it is never our
intention to have a small business, as defined by the SBA terms. We
have to prepare for capitalization to finance a company into $50 mil-
lion to $100 million revenues annually within the first 5 years of
existence.

Let me take the case of Mostek. We have raised $5 million of private
capital to start the company and had enough success to raise $15
million in two issues of public money. We have retained earnings of
$12 million. This $32 million, properly leveraged, in turning our assets
efficiently into billings on a 1-to-2 ratio, will allow us to grow from
our current $60 million to $100 i--illion. This is kind of the goal of
every investment we take a look at. Can it be a $100-million company
carry the overhead to contribute back and grow. Below this level, you
take a chance of a company's being quite vulnerable.

Now, one of my key purposes in coming here to talk to you today is
that a series of random changes have taken place that make it im-
possible, almost impossible, at least, to duplicate the building of Mostek
in the United States today. On April 15 of this year, we sold our
Linolex Co. to Minnesota Mining, solely because the capital formation
structure that enabled us to create Mostek in the early 1970's no longer
exists today.

Now, further than that, our venture capital community 5 years ago
was starting between 10 and 15 new such companies in the United
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States. To the best of my knowledge, there was only one new high
technology company that capitalized in 1974 in the United States, only
one. This was down in San Antonio, Tex. They tried to raise $3.5
million, and were undercapitalized by a third, but went ahead on the
risk. It is a very treacherous way to do it.

Senator NELSON. To what do you specifically attribute that?
Mr. HANSCHEN. Well, the question was asked earlier. I attribute it

to the breakdown of the chain-what you have in the strategic plan
of financing our organization-that is, that you start with private
capital, fellows like ourselves, putting up our money and taking the
risk. This was backed up by what we call second-level investors that
might be industrial organizations or it might be wealthy families or
might be SBIC's. Now, when they put the money-they are confident
that an investment banker will, when this achieves a certain maturity,
will take it to the public and raise more capital-because these things
are in continuous need for capital, if they are going to grow. You can
only grow a company from retained earnings at about a 15- to 20-
percent rate per year, if you retain all of the earnings. But these
companies, because of their size, demand 100-percent growth rates, 50-
percent growth rates as they mature. It is very seldom you want to be
under 30 percent, so there must be an infusion of capital.

Coming back to the investment banker, he will not take it out to
the public unless he can get the venturesome funds to invest. We might
call these the hedge funds, or the venturesome mutual funds. They will
not invest unless they see down the road the possibility of further
capital coming in for the pension funds. Now, that is where the chain
has been broken, just in the last six months, so that the confidence
factor reflected all the way down this chain has just been decimated,
and you cannot get the investment banker, and there have been two
in the United States that are outstanding in taking high quality things.
It is Tommy Unterberg of Unterberg-Towbin in New York, and Ham-
brecht and Quist in San Francisco have had an outstanding track
record in bringing these things to the public, and with the public
getting a very good return on their investment over a period of time.
I do not think either one of them have in their plans a new issue to
bring out, and I do not think they have-Dave, do you know of any-
thing they have brought out in a 'brand new issue in the last year?

Mr. MOROENTHALER. Little or nothing.
Senator NELSON. When you made reference to the investment bank-

ers and their connection with the pension funds. What did you mean
S by thatI

Mr. HAWNSCO N. I am saying here that the investment bankers will
underwrite, buy the stock, and sell it to the mutual funds. As the com-
pany grows, the mutual fund will want to see money come into the
company to further investment banking activities, when it becomes
mature enough from the pension funds. Right now, a pension fund
manager, the man who invested really in Mostek, Morris Ruggles,
says when he invested in it, and it was about a $7 million company-
today it is $70 million-he says that he, because of these new regula-
tions, that he cannot even put -it on a list to study, because of the fidu-
ciar implications of the new pension law. So that he cannot consider
an investment into a company that is an order of magnitude larger
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and has grown. In other words, the pension fund managers today will
not look at a company doing less than $100 million a year. Many of
them will not go under $250 million a year. They just will not even
review them.-

Senator NELsoN. And that is because of the--
Mr. HAxsoIEN. Fiduciary responsibilities.
Senator NnasoN. The fiduciary responsibilities are so tight, and the

responsibility is so geatI
Mr. HNsoHEN;. Right, so, you know, if you cannot get this flow of

capital to the corporation coming down if your whole strategic plan
that has been set up is just eliminated, and you are down to the point
where you do not even want to start, because you do not see the flow of
capital coming in.

Senator NnLSON. And there is a substantial percentage of that kind
of capital that has come from-pension plans in the past, for that kind
of a companyI

Mr. HANsciIN. When they get up to that state of maturity, you have
to bank on the fact that some time along the line they are going to et
mature enough so that at that time, they can come in. And pension
funds have been the major source of capital in mature organizations
of equity capital-I think if we take it percentagewise over mutual
funds, I have -been told it ranks about eight times as much capital-
that comes from pension funds as comes from mutual funds for
equities of this nature. So again you are close to an order of magitude
of difference there. And the lack of confidence is the factor that has
broken the chain, because they do not see those fellows being able to
come in, and believe me, we hear an awful lot about IBM competing
with them. I personally have no fear of IBM, except their capital
strength-the fact that they sit there with all of that hard cash to
invest in anything, and they do not have to raise capital, and that they
can rent their equipment on a 30-day basis. But we do not need to break
them up to compete with them, or any of these things that are being
talked about. We just have to have the same capital advantages that
they have been able to concentrate and get hold of.

As a result, they can use marketing-techniques of rental that a com-
pany such as we are talking about here just cannot possibly do-is
rent on a 30-day basis without a good capital base. -

Going back to some things the fellows were asking on extending
the tax loss carried forward more than 5 years, there is no way you
can build a company within 5 years that has to rent its product out.
It takes about a 12-year time from startup until you have that rental
stream big enough to coveryour operating losses, especially when you
are down on low-cost rental. So some of these things, I think-you
know, there has been a change in the times, as far as marketing tech-
niques and using rentals rather than direct sales, and I think they are
a real necessity. I would not any more start a com an today that had
to rent its product in competition particularly with IBM, and only be-
cause of rental, not because of technology and marketing a better prod-
uct or any other thing. It is just because of this problem of capital
formation.

Senator HASKELL. Mr. Chairman, may I pursue this a little bit?
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Senator NmsoN. Let us save the comments, because I was just ad-
vised that the Senate has adopted a rule we cannot meet past 12:30.
So we are going to have to conclude with Mr. Rohde and the next
panel within the next 60 minutes, because of the floor debate.

Senator HASKELL. All right. Maybe I can talk to you afterward.
Mr. HANScHEN. Certainly.
Senator NELSON. I think we are going to have to move on with the

other witnesses. I did not know they were going to adopt that rule,
-- but because of the pending business on the floor, they are going to

require people to be there, so we cannot be meeting.
Thank you very much. We found the testimony very valuable, and

I assume, if any of the members have questions, you would be willing
to submit answers to them.

Mr. MOROENTHALER. Mr. Chairman.
Senator NELSON. Yes.
Mr. MOR NTHALM. Might I ask that we introduce a statement which

we have available on behalf of Mr. Stanley Rubel, who is executive
director of the National Venture Capital Association. Mr. Rubel was
not able to be here today, but we would like to introduce his statement
into the record. I would also like to introduce into the record the name
of our attorney, Mr. Leonard Silverstein.

Senator NELSoN. Thank you very much.
Mr. MORGENTHALER. And Mr. Stewart Lewis.
Senator NEsON. Mr. Rubel's statement will be printed in full in the

record.
[The prepared statement of Stanley M. Rubel follows:]
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June 19, 1975 -

JOINT HEARING

SENATE SMALL BUSINESS COMMITTEE
AND

FINANCIAL tV.R.\ETS SUBCOMMITTEE OF
SENATE FINANCE COV,MITTEE

STATEMEit: BY

STANLEY M. RUBEL

President, Capital Publi-. Ang Corporation
Executive Diret-or, National Venture Capital Assocation

I am del.jhtcd at tc-s r:'portunity to present my views to this important joint hearing today.

Strangely, I am in a rather unique position to talk about the problems of capital formation

in the country and the present condition of the verturo ccpihul industry. My fiim, Capitol

Publishing Corporation has beei publishing the professional journal for the industry "Venture

Capital" since 1961. You might say that we have been the historians of the industry for

the post decade and a half. We also publish the only directory and text on the venture

process, "Guide to Venture Capital Sources", and I co-authored the only book thus written

on the SBIC industry, "SBICs: Pioneers in Organized Venture Capitcl."

I hove provided consulting services to a variety of Federal Agencies on these issues such as

the Small Business Administration, National Science Foundation, Notional Bureau of

Standards, as well as others and was a founder and am presently Executive Director of the

National Venture Capitol Association. The NVCA represents 70 of the nation's leading

venture capital firms and I am enclosing the membership rosftnr for your records.

Perhups it is first opproprivto to define thn term venture captal and to describe the process

by which a small growth company raises financing. Although there is no exact definition
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of the term and it tends to moan different things to different people, my definition is the

assumption of a major investment risk on a smaller sized business venture in anticipation

of the firm growing to substantial proportions. Thus venture capital is interested in

businesses with major growth pote- al which hopefully will only be small for a few years.

Venture capital can moan investing in an entirely new venture, or one that has been in

operation for some time, but where a major expansion is taking place that could jeopardize

the viability of the entire business. In the past most con'ponies were ;tl a loss position

when venture capital was invested. I tend to use some arbitrary size standards in defining

venture capital, such as investing in a business that has a net worth of $5 million or less

and where the total finan.c*2a is $5 million or less. While there are a few notable exceptions

to these size levels, they tend to describe about 80% or more of the industry's activities.

Up until the past few years, the financing to get a business started would typically come

either from organized venture capital companies, or from relatives, potential customers,

suppliers and wealthy friends. The first major input of capital would come a year or two

later from organized venture capital sources, often in combination with wealthy families

and friends. P,'rhaps the second input would also come from these sources. By teen the

company would be expected to be profitable and use other institutional sources of capital

such as banks, insurance companies, pension funds, and subsequently public underwritings.

RECENT HISTORY OF VENTURE CAPITAL

In the period of the 1950's a number of businesses were storied, primarily through funds

provided by.wo!tky ind;'iduols, partners cnd clients of investment banking firms, and

the other informal source, of venture capital previously desc.-il-ed. The riust organized

venture capital firm, American Research and Development Corp. had been formed in
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1946 and was active through this period, as were certain well known wealthy families that

had formal venture capital operations.

In 1958 Congress passed the Small Business Investment Act which created ihe small business

Investment company, SBIC. SBICs were special financial companies independently owned,

but licensed by the Small Business Administration, to Invest in smaller sized companies

generally described as having less than $5 million in total assets, under $2.5 million in

not worth and average profits of under $250,003 after taxes for the past two years. SBICs

could borrow from SBA at a rate of twice their owm capital (borrowing power has since been

Increased to three to one) and SBIC sharehoiters receive special treatment of losses should

they be incurred when the S[IC stock Is sold.

At first there was little interest in forming new SBICs, but In the ealy 1960's the stock

market became anamoed.with.,maller.sized technologically based companies. As prices

skyrocketed, many people formed SBICs to take advantage of this "new phenomenon" of

Investing in small technology based companies. Also many real estate developers and

commercial lenders formed SBICs to obtain the special incentives provided.

The peak was reached In 1964 with 722 licensed SBICs with a net worth of about $500

million. During the 1959-1962 period some 50 publicly held SBICs were organized with

capital of about $330 million and many of the large big city banks also organized SBIC

subsldiaries. However a variety of problems developed in the SBIC industry due to errors

In the original legislation, indiscriminate licensing by SBA, rapid change of SBA

administrators and policies, the Investment Company Act of 1940 which was poison to

publicly owned SBICS, and the fact that many of the people forming SBICs ha little

experience in this demanding business.
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The SBIC program fell Into disfavor during the mid 1960's and the number of SBICs began

to shrink noticeably as many left the field or were asked to leave by SBA.

At the some time, thoughoa number of technology based companies showed major growth

and the Increasing number of wealthy investors, brokerage firm clients, insurance companies

and others who were investing in these companies were beginning to show large profits. This
performance reached a peak in the late 1960's when the stock market fell In love with the

small company and prices again skyrocketed. Again it locked like an easy business and

many institutional investors concluded they needed to have some capital employed In ventures

In order to properly balance their more conservative hol.1ns.

Some insurance companies, pension funds and bank trust departments decided to hire their

own managers to make venture investments and again like in the early 1960's with the

"SBICs, Inexperienced people were brought in to make investment decisions. Others decided

to back a new breed of firm, the professional venture caoital company. Led off by Ned

Heizer who formed the $80 milli )n Heizer Corp., some 55 other venture corporations and

partnerships Were formed In 1969 through 1973. In all these companies raised about

$650-$700.milllon from large institutions-pension and profit sharing funds, Insurance companies,

universities, large corporations, wealthy families, bank trust departments and others. In the

main these new firms were directed by men who had previous experience in Investing in

venture capital through the existing venture firms, SBICs, Investment bankers or others that

had been operating through this period.

These companies have full time professional staffs who screen new Investment proposals,

perform thorough investigations, negotiate terms and subsequently work ci: 'ly with the

the firms they back. These venture groups provide a variety of management services ranging
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from helping to raise additional capital and providing other investment banking services,

to being involved in the Important decisions of the businesses as they grow, helping develop

and monitor financial controls, etc.

The National Venture Capital Asscziotion recently commissioned a study performed by

Professor A. R. Ofar of Northwestern University. Bosod on his statistics on 57 members of

the NVCA (71% of the total) and on extrapolation by myself to include the 150 organized

venture capital firms in the country, I estimate that total assets of the organized venture

community is currently $2 billion and that the indust'-; is about 78% invested, which leaves

only 22% of its capital for new Investments. Since most venture firms like to maintain

reserves of 15%-20% of their capital to finance existing holdings, these figures suggest that

the industry tends to be fully invested at the present time. Of the 2,738 investments made

by the industry, 346 were to companies that are now publicly held.

That isn't to say that there aren't venture funds interested in making new investments, and

a number ore, but many others would only be interested in new commitments only if they

could roll over existing holdings br raise more capital.

The venture industry appears to invest $200-$250 million per year during normal periods

(1970-1973) but in 1974, only some $118 million had been Invested through September 30.

A significant amount of this capital probably was employed in companies in which other

venture firms were involved, rather then totally new projects. The average size of

investment per venture firm has risen continuously and is now in excess of $500,000.

It has been estimated that the venture capitol community normally funds ?' or more new

companies in any given year, yet in the past few years only one or two new companies

per year have been started by venture capitalists.
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The availability of funds from public underwritings has also declined drastically in the post

few years as per the following data from "Venture Capital."

Total Undcrwriting for Snall Companies
Number of Issues Amount Raised

(Millions)

1968 358 $ 745.3

1969 698 1,366.9

1970 198 375.0

1971 248 550.9

1972 409 896.0

1973 101 205.3

1974 9 16.1

The above data represents only firm offerings and does not Include Reg A or Best Efforts

underwritings. Only companies vilth a net worth before the financing of under $5 million

were included and any financing over $5 million was excluded from the tabulation.

So far in 1975, there have been only a few new issues for a total of bout $3 million, thus

the current rate of activity is much like in 1974.

CAUSES FOR THE DECLINE IN VENTURE FINANCING

There seem to be a number of reasons why venture capital investments have declined so

precipitously in the past few years.

1. There has Leon a general reduction in all forms of funding for the

emerging growth company. Venture firms are more reluctant to

invest, because if the company is successful, it will have difficulty
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In raising the capital it needs from the later stage institutional investors

and subsequently from the public. This means that venture capitalists

have to make much larger investmnts and the rote of return declines

correspondingly. Also it increases the risk of loss on projects that

aren't successful.

2. There has beer far more economic uncertainty in the past few years due

to Inflation, recession, the oil ciises, etc. This is discouraging to an

investor who must wait 5 to 10 years before he will be able to re-cycle all

his capital and profit.

3. There is no new money coming into the venture capital business and the

industry tends to ho fully invested. Pension fund managers have become

- -- very concerned about the new rules of the Pension Reform Law of 1974

and they end ether investors are leory of ths verture field as an attractive

vehicle to make money because of the problems enumerated in 1 and 2

above.

4. To complicate the issue, the tax on capital Sairrs has been increased by

more than 50% in the past few years. The old Federal rote of 25% has

been increased to 37.5% for large gains and a number of states now tax

capital gains between 2% and 5%. Thus it is possible to pay as much

as a 42.5% capitol gains tax on such profits. This reduces the return to

venture Investcrs, yet if anything their risk of loss has been increased.

This isn't exactly an incentive to moke high risk venture capitol 'nvesiments

requiring ever increasing amounts of money.

V.

Ot,
ABL
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To provide further discouragement, a few years ago the SEC promulgated

new restrictions on public sales of unregistered stock. Under what Is

called Rule 144, after Iwo years a venture Investor can sail an amount

equal to only 1% of the outstanding shares every six months of a company

in which it has an invstr.c:t. Thus if a venture firm has a 25% equity

Interest in a fast growing company, it may well take 12 1/2 years to

sell its position. The alternative is a costly and usually-Wice depressing

registered secondary offering, which again reduces the profit on the

transaction, without reducing the risk. Of course the small company. could sell

out to a large corporation and this and many other laws encourage this

action.

BENEFiaS FROM VENTURE CAPITAL INVESTING

It is difficult for most people to realize that at one time or another, most of our large

corporations needed venture capital in order to deal with a critical problem. The NVCA

also asked Professor O.er to study the 138 publicly held companies that the NVCA members

had backed over Ihe past 5-6 years by average. The following statisticsshow the truly

amazing growth of 70 of these companies that responded to the questionnaire: -

Data Just Before Receiving Data In The Last
Venture Financing Reporting Year-

Usually 1974

Total Assets 455 Million 1.5 Billion

Total Employees 1,911 6,223

Total Sales $328 Million $1.6 Billion

Total (Losses) or Profits ($27.3) Million $102 Million

Total Federal Corpcrate $6.8 Million $66 Million
Incocm Taxes Puid
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A total of $168 million In venture capitol had been invested and these companies had paid

a total of $140-$150 million in corporate Income taxes. Since many were still using up

tax losses Incurred in earlier years, their corporate tax payments are very likely to show

dramatic increases in coming years. Yet the average amount of venture capital required by

these companies increased In each succeeding year and reached over $3 million in the

latest year reported.

As a further Illustration of the impact that venture capital has on the grcweth of a business,

the following data was developed for four leading companies that the industry has founded

and helped grow over recent years, Damon Corp., Fotomat Co.p., Meosurex and MSI

Data Corp. These companies just by themselves now employ over 11,003 people, yet

these firms would nor have been started were it not for venture capitol. It is highly unlikely

that a Damon Corp. or a Fotomat or the others could get formed or financed In the current

environment.'

Another way to illustrate the impact of the venture function is to note its effect on any

number of high growth industries such as semiconductors, minicomputers, all kinds of other

computer related products, hand held calculators, automatic editing typewriters, CATV,

hi-fi, new medical instruments, and a wide variety of others in recent years. Even frozen

orange juice was developed through venture capital. A great many jobs have been brought

back to the U.S. from Japan through the development of the small chips that are used

now in hand hold calculators and this type of advance is now being applied to electronic

watches. These were developments by small companies that weren't subject to the restrictions

of a large company environment and could attract the bright young scientist, production

manager and marketing people to move the product into the marketplace. r.nd It was also

the result of vunture capitalists who were willing to risk their capital to build new companies

to better serve the public.
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MSI Data Corporation
Name of Compi ny

Data Submitted by Brentwood Anqoclntes Datt -7
(S 000 a io.ttcd - columfs 2 thtu 7)

2 3 4 o 5 6 7 8
YEAR I INVESTMENT N EARN- P14- NrT TI\ NUMBER

rscl SA INGS ViSiF INCOMI CRLDITS or
Ending B. ;t-O: TX AXE roi
3/31 CAPITA. PUBtLIC OTHERS

1968 100* 28 (98) - (98) - 10
1969 350 1,072 (45) - (4) 75
1970 - 1,400 3,177 (285) - (285) 181
1971 06680 245 129 116 114 228
1972 9,484 797 417 381 92 375
1973 4,100 13,409 1,272 639 633 486
1974 20,188 2,242 1,083 1,1S8 929
1975- 9 iontns 25,680 2,372 1,158 1,214 1,222

Tote I Venture Capital Invested $ 2,250,000

Total Investment, Alt Sources $6,450,000

Total Solos $79,798,000

ToalI Provis ion !or Taxes not of Tax Credits _ S3,_M 000

* uta I n:esent Employees

*Founders Investment
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Mh ASUREX CORPORATIONNamo of CompanyI u_

Data Submitted by _______Date___ 3/24/ 75

______________($ on(, iutwd:, - cohuins 2 thrii 7)

MR 21 STEN rARN- PRO- 7It A N U.10E
rcai I .,S V'lStol INC;OMI GR::DIT OY,'r / , " 1111i,011 10:oI r .It.LO'a'.Mi"ing /r U7U P"IRLI R0R TAX TAX:US

1968 864 63 9 (465) - (465) 16

1969 1,288 771 2.357 463 177 413 (177) 59

1970 4.74S 5,828 1,251 625 626 125

1971 8,010 8,613) 1.974 940 1.579 225

1972 10,059 1.71) 16,3361 2, 887 1.160 1 .727 364

1973 15,808 27,123j 4,234 1,675 2.559 667

1974 9,915 16,967 42,0861 4,915 950 3,965 947

TotalI Venture Capital Invested $ 2,152,000

'Total Investment, All Sources $71,009,000

Total S;ls " .

Total I'r vinion for Taxes net of Tax Credits $ 5.350,030

'eta I Prosent rm,iloyces 9,17

54-397 0 - 75 - 30
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FOTOMAT COrIPO'ATION

Data Submitted by aC te -3/24/75"

($ 00 onitted - columns 2 thru 7)
1 2 3 41 S 5

vAR I'VESTM.N'T EARN- PRO- NET T,%% |,,MBUR
Y";dr - ., f;,i...l- ~o~Rfi ,'oR EMPLOsI -rca~lSALTS 1iC~S V'So:) INCOMT CRUDJ1S O

,n- ! nq rMI PULIC OT.R TAX TI:ES rrs
1/31 CAPITAL -I

1968 409 400 600 (211) - (211) -

1569 1,012 7,300 60 8 52 1 372

1970 4,000 9,210 6,134 17,000 (7,013) 120 (7,133) 2,098

1971 5,300 1,450 27,3001(5,990) - (7,990 ~ 2,776

1972 2,000 2,755 34.500 (3,282) - (3,702) 3.019
1973 (510) S45 45.800 2 226 2,078 2,847

1974 (510) 1,971 64,000 3,704- - 3,504 3,350
1975 (510) (16,778) 89,070 7,147 3.750 6,857 4.360

* Restate I for yea , prior t( 1973 du( to majoi account ig chang

Total Vonturo Capital Invested $ 11,191,000

Total Investment, All Sources 16-.8.0.0_

Tot'l sa!es $ 295,570,000

Total Provision for Taxes net of Tax Credits $ 4,104.000

Total Present Employees 4,360
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DAMON C"ORPOPTION

Da'a Submaitted by, _ SC Date 3/20/?5

(S 000 o,:ittcl - columns thru 7)

',°t. t r

r.ndin.

P/31

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

19C8

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

INWSTENTI

PUBLIC OTiHER

435

214

860

5,527

425

1,670

1,362

4,543

4,814

2,993

17,794

(121)

SAI rs

0

104

600

853

1,240

1,542

3,137

15,709

24,708

34,543

S5.635

93,519

118,566

141,311

EAR1"-
I :( :S

T'AX

(176)

(37)

91

141

180

561

2,089

3,719

S,037

7,472

12,692

16,889

14,485

VISION

I'C)R

TAXES

33

59

68

264

1,044

1,810

2,200

3,250

5,641

7,550

6,358

. .. 6"l .. . 7

ihCOMil CREDITS

(178)

(37)

58

82

112

297

1.045

1,901

2,837

4,222

7,051

9,339

8,127

(33)

(59)

(15)

Total Venture Capital Invested $ 649,000

Total Investment, All Sources $ 40.516,000

To tal Siate $ 491,4C7,000
Total iProvi.on for Taxns nt of Tax Credits $ 28,178,000

Tota! Present rml~oyees 4,n5f..

U

Oi'
EX!I I'LCY.

IES

20

30

60

80

160

4C0

853

1,498

2,530

3,529

4,700

4,500
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CONCLUSION

It seems likely that the capital shortage in the U.S. coincided with the major Increase

in the capital gains tax, which simply m cde risk taking less attractive. Things hove come

so easily to us in America that we all tend to take the efficiency and effectiveness of the

capitalistic system for granted. Very few people seem to realize that the system only

works if someone is willing to risk significant sums of capital to create a new enterprise,

or improve on an existing product or service, in order to produce growth and increased

employment.

If we are to re-introduce any significant degree of dynamics Lack into the system we must

create an environment in which investors are not discouraged but rather encouraged to

risk their capital to build a significant enterprise.

Actually, there are very few venture capitalists I know who wouldn't willingly trade places

with the Federal government .... and receive untaxed 50% of the pre-tax profits of the

companies they finance. suspect that the government would collect far more in corporate

income taxes if many new companies would be started, as during the 1960's, and the cost

of future capital gains taxed at a lower rate would be far below this amount. -

Incentives must be restored for both the investor and the executives of the small company

who are essential if it is to achieve major growth. If the qualified stock option is mode

completely ineffective, as is presently being contemplated by the House Ways and Means

Committee, it will make it almost Impossible to provide incentives to induce executives

in larger companies to leave comfortable jobs and take the personal risk (end usually a

lower salary) entailed in building a smaller entity.
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Proper Incentives to both the entrepreneur and the Investor go to the heart of providing

a resurgeance of interest in starting now companies and providing venture capital.

The Notional Venture Capital Association has some specific suggestions on these subjects

which will be presented by Richard Hanschen, a V.P. of the Association and a noted

venture capitalist.
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members

Adler. Frederick R
One Chase Manhatlan Plate
New York New York 10005
212 269 7600

Allstate Insurance Company
Allstate Plata
Notthbieook. Illinois 60062
312 291 5737

Ampersand Associates
100 Federal Street 31st Floor
Boston. , as-.achusetts 02101
617 423 8230

Anderson Investment Company
49 Locust Aenue-PO Box 426
New Canaan. Connecticut 06840
203 960 5684

Asset Manaement Company
1411 Edgewood Drrve
Palo Alto. Catiornia 94301
416 321 3131

BanCal Tr-State Corporation
P.O. Box 45000
San Francisco. California 94145
415 765 2463

Bay Equrties. Inc.
Bank of Amerrca Center
655 Calforna Street Suite 5000
San Francisco. California 94104
416 398 1006

A. 0. Becker & Co. Inc
40 Wall Street
New York. New York 10005
212 747 4900

Bessemer Securitres Corporation
245 Park Avenue
New York. Now York 10017
212 986 6900

Brentwood Associates
11661 San Vicente Boulevard
Los Angeles. California 9004.9
213 926 6581

Bryan and Edwards
Russ Bildno
San Francisco. California 94104
41S 421 9990

Cart Management Company
445 Park Avenue
New York New York 10022
212 752 0565

escade Capital Corporation
421 SW. Sixth Avenue Suite 615
Portland. Oregon 97204
503 225 4281

The Charles River Partnership
575 Technology Sqrre
Cambrige. Miassachusmtls 02139
617 E68 0530

Charterhouse Canada Ltd
11 King Street West Suite 1310
Toronto M5H 1A3. Ontarao. Canada
416 362 7791

Charter New York Corporation
One Wall Street
New York. New York 10016
212 487 2121

Charter Oak Enterprises. Inc
CST Playe
Darirn. Connecticut 05620
203 655 8267

Citicorp Venture Capital Ltd-
399 Park Avenue
New York. New York 10022
212 559 0405

Community Investment Enterprises. Inc.
7615 Weyrera Boulevard
Mineapols, Minnesua 55426
612 644 2754

Continental Capital Corporation
655 Calfornia Street

Bank of America Center #2890
San Francisco. California 94104
415 989 2020

Cooper Industries. Inc.
Two Houston Center- Suite 2700
Houston. Texas 77002
713 654 4451

Delta Investment Co. Inc.
555 Capitol Mall
Sacramrinto, California 95814
916 44,. 0494
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Dow Chemical Investment end Finance Corp.
P.O. Box 1684
2020 Dow Center
Midland. Michigan 48640
517 636 0787 --

Drexel Burnham & Co. Inc
60 Broad Street
New York. New York 10004
212 344 1400

DSV Associates
221 Nassau Street
Princeton. New Jersey 08540

"lll 609 924 6420

Electro-Science Management Corp.
2170 SE 17th Street
Fort Lauderdsle, Florida 33316
305 623 3411
First Chicago Investment Corporation
One First National Plaza Suite 2628
Chicago. Ilinois 60670
312 732 8060

First Dallas Capital Corporation
First National Bank Building
P.O. Box 6031
Dallas. Texas 75283
214 749 4446

First Pennsylvania Bank
16th & Chestnut Streets
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 19101
216 786 5000

First Venture Capital Corporation of Boston
100 Federal Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02110
817 434 2440

Foster Management Co.
One Battery Park Plaza
New York, New York 10004
212 742 5158

Geiger & Fralkov
One Rockeleller Plaza Suite 1606
New York. Now York 10020
212 581 3980

Greater Washington Investors. Inc.
1015 Eighteenth Street NW
Wahrngton. D C. 20036
202 466 2210

Groco. Inc
1295 State Street
Springfield. Massachusetts 01111
413 788 8411

GTE New Ventures Corporation
One Stamford Forum
Stamford. Connecticut 06904
203 357 3455
Hambrecht & Quist
235 Montgornery Street
Son Francisco. California 94104
415 433 1720

Heizer Corporation
20 North Wacker Drive
Chicago. lino,s 60606
312 641 2200 -

Idanta Partners
The Bank of California Plaza
San Diego. California 92101
714 2360036

Indrana Cap, 101 Corporation
927 South Harrison Street
Fort Wayne. Indiana 46802
219 422 7852

InnoVen Capital Corporation
Park 80 Plaza West-One
Saddle Brook, New Jersey 07662
201 845 4900
Investors Diversified Services
tDS Tower
Minneapolis. Minnesote 55402
612 372 2834
Kendall Square Associates
238 Main Street Suite 408
Cambridge. Massachusetts 02142
617 864 5450

Lehman Brothers
One William Street
New York. New York 10004
212 26? 3700
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L t. Lehemam & Jacbeo Co.
One Wasl Street
Now York. New York 10005
212 426 2470
Masco Corp
21001 Van Born Road
Taylor. Michigan 46180
Memorial Drive Truss,
20 Acorn Park
Cambridge. MtassachutertS 02140
617 864 5770

Midland Investment Company
341 Milam Building
San Antonio. Texas 78205
512 225 3053

Morgenthalr Associates
National City Sank Building Room 1033
Cleveland. Ohio 44114
216 687 6740

New Business Resrees
4300 Sigma Road
DaoIs. Texas 76240
214 239 1378

New Court Securities Corporation
One Rockefeller Plats
New York. New York 10020
212 757 6000

North American Company
100 East Las Olas Boulevard
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33301
305 522 7961

Northste Industries
375 Park Avenue
New York. New York 10022
212 836 3864

Oppenheimer & Co.
One New York Plato
New York. New York 10004
212 825 4000

Wdkam S. Paley & Company
61 West 52nd Street
New York. New York 10020
212 766 3333

Alan Patrcof Associates. InM.
One East 53rd Street
New York. New York 10022
212 753 6300

Philadelphia Industries. Inc.
1500 Walnut Street
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 19102
216546 2106

The Prudentiit Insurance Company of America
Corporate Home Office
Prudential Plaza
Newark. New Jersey 07101
201 336 5186

RAdonics. Inc.
625 One Plymouth Meeting
Plymouth Meeting, Peonsylverk 19462
215 82S 9036

Rauschet Pierce Securites corporation
Mercantile Dallas Brdking 11200
Oas. Texas 75201"
214 746 0111

Resea tch & Science Investors. Inc.
405 Lexington AvenuC
New York. New York 10017
212 986 7977

San Francesco Venture Capital
350 Pacific Avenue
San Francisco. California 94111
415 986 1844

Security Pacific Capital Corporation
333 South Hope Street
Los Angeles. California 90017
213 613 6215
Seettera Properties
1404 Main Place Toweir
Buffalo. New York 14202
718 862 2821

Seidler, Arnett, Spillane & Harris
445 South Figueroa Street
Los Angeles. California 90017
213 624 4232
The Sentry Corporation
Stevens Point. Wisconsin 64461
7153 44 2346
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Sprout Capital Group
140 Broadway
Now York. New York 10005
212 943 0300
Mason B. Starring & Co
695 Summer Street
Stamford. Connecticut 06901
203 327 6580

Sutter Hilt Ventures
Two Palo Alto Square Suite 700

% Palo Alto. C3hlornia 94304
416 493 5600

TA Associates
ill Devonshire Street
Boston. Massachusetts 02109
617 426 4250
Technological Investors Management Corp
600 Thd Avenue
New York. New York 10016
212 490 2600
Technology Search Associates
30 Colpitts Road
Weston. Massachusetts 02193
617 694 7455

.-Techno.Ventures, Inc
Emerson Electric Co
8100 West Florissant
St. Louis. Missouri 63136 "
314 563 2337

Union Venture Corporation
446 South Figueroa Street
Los-Angeles. California 90017
213 687 6969

C, E. Unterberg. Tovvtrn & Co.
61 Broadway
New York. New York 10006
212 425 3090
Vanguard Capital Cslporation
301 East Main
Barrington. Illinois 60010
312 381 7755

E. M Wrburg. Pincus & Co.
277 Park Avenue
New York. New York 10017
212 593 0300
WestVen Management
Bank of America Center
San Francisco. California 94104
416 622 6864

Xerox Corporation
High Ridge Park
Stamford. Coiinecticut 06904
203 329 8711
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Senator NELSON. Mr. Hanschen, you mentioned Mostek. Do you have
an annual report, or something similarI

Mr. HANSCHEN. Yes; I can send it to you.
Senator NELSON. All right, we will appreciate it.
Thank you very much, gentlemen. Our next witness is Mr. Gilbert

Rohde, president of the Wisconsin Farmers Union.
The committee is very pleased to have you here today to comment on

the small business problems of the farmer, who constitutes a substan-
tial segment of the small business community in the whole country.
As a matter of fact, most farmers are small business.

Go ahead, Mr. Rohde.

STATEMENT OF GILBERT C. RODE, PRESIDENT, WISCONSIN
FARMERS UNION

Mr. ROHDE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee.

For the record, Mr. Chairman, I am Gilbert C. Rohde, president of
the Wisconsin Farmers Union. I appreciate the invitation to testify
at these joint hearings on capital needs of small businessmen, farmers,
and ranchers of this country.

Senator NELSON. As you know, the national president of your orga-
nization is a constituent of Senator Haskell's.

Mr. ROHDE. Yes; I am well aware of that.
I am representing the Wisconsin Farmers Union as well as the

National Farmers Union.
As an official spokesman of a general farm organization, I wish to

confine my testimony to the tax and capital problems of agriculture.'
First, we must recognize at the outset that the traditional concept of

the owner-operated, wholly self-sufficient, debt-free family farm is
being drastically altered by the forces of change. Except for a few
isolated instances, the days of the essentially independent farm with
a team of horses, a few simple implements, and highly unsophisti-
cated management input-are a thing of the past. The development of
now technology and the quest for optimum efficiency have made the
family farm much more competitive and committed to much higher
degrees of specialization.

Today's family farm cannot readily change from one type of opera-
tion to another because the capital and risk involved are too high. He
cannot, as did his forebears, pull up stakes and move to a new piece of
land because the investment is prohibitive. The flexibility and freedom
of the frontier psychology of the homesteading family farmer that
spread west from New England across the continent is largely non-
existent today.

According to a report issued April 28 by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, farms with product sales of $20,000 or more owned over
70 percent of total farm assets and owed 77 percent of the farm debt in
1973. These are the farmers, presumably, who are large enough to pro-
vide the operations with the levels of income comparable with those of
nonfarm people. Their average investment per farm, according to the
USDA, is about $390,000 and rising rapidly. USDA studies further

2 See article, "The Credit Crunch Moves Down on the Farm," Appendix XI.
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show that most gains in efficiency have been achieved by farms largeenough to utilize the labor and management of one or two well-
equipped full-time men.

In the Midwest, the USDA says this means a capital investment of
about $610,000 per farm. We personally know that this statistic is in
the ball p ark, so to speak, because we have consistently heard the rule-
of-thumb figure that it takes a half-million-dollar investment to own

- and operate a well-equipped, optimum dairy farm in Wisconsin today.
' However, we also are aware that there are very few, especially young

farmers, who are operating at this level of investment in Wisconsin.
Debt free owners of half-million-dollar farm enterprises are as scarce
as the proverbial hen's teeth in Wisconsin. Farms under the electronic
farm record program at the University of Wisconsin averaged a total
investment of $181,000 in 1974.

Senator NELsON. Does the University have a computer system?
Mr. ROHDE. Yes; they do.
Senator NELsoi0. When you say those in the computer system are

they all in it?
Mr. ROHDE. No; I am sure the computer system records those farm-

ers that are in-a few such as the Wisconsin Farm Management Asso-
ciation, of which I am a member, too. And our income and our pro-
duction records are computerized through that.

Senator NELSON. What I was trying to get at is what kind of a sample
is on the computer-is this supposed to be a representative sample of
dairy or hogs of what types of farming?

Mr. ROHDE. I think predominantly dairy records, but I am sure that
there are a number of specialized hog farmers and beef feeders in the
southern part of the State who are also under the system.

Senator NELSON. Would this $180,000 be a representative sample,
a median, or average ?

Mr. ROHIDE. Only when we consider that it may be understated, be-
cause the figures, relative to land are recorded at the pur, 1hase cost,
rather than the market price today. I could only assume Otat those
figures of $181,000 would be appreciably higher as a result of the
market price of that land.

Senator NELSON. Then you could not buy a "200-acre farm, with 50
cows at less than $200,000 to $250,000 could you?

Mr. ROHDE. That is about the way I understand the figure.
It is important to examine what has been happening to farm real

estate values in recent years to gain a better understanding of the
capital requirements of today's farmer.

I'n Wisconsin, the value of land and buldings increased 73 percent
in the past 5 years, rising from an average of $232 to $401 per acre.
In the aggregate, the value of farmland and buildings in the United
States rose from $152.1 billion in 1964 to $324 billion in 1974. The
investment more than doubled in one decade. Farm real estate value
increased $48 billion or 21 percent in 1973, alone.

Of course, farm debt shows a similar recent history. Farm mortgage
debt increased to $34 billion in 1973-more than a threefold jump !n
15 years. Currently, total farm debt, including operating loans, is in
the neghborhood of $100 billion.

What is the significance of these skyrocketing farm capital and farm
debt figures ? It is this. Increasing farm capital is being supplied by
off-farm sources to the detriment of family farming.
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The ratio of debt to total assets in U.S. agriculture more than
doubled from 1950 to 1970 and is now increasing at a much greater
pace. In addition to an increasing ratio of debts to assets, there is also
the phenomenal expansion of investments in farmland by nonfarm
people and corporations. In 1969, nonfarmers owned about a third of
all farm real estate. The 1975 census, undoubtedly, will show that this
percentage is considerably higher today.

Senator NELsON. Now when you say nonfarmers, are you or are you
not including banks, by way of loans or actual investments? You do
not count that? -

Mr. ROHDE. No; I am not.
Senator NEzLSON. You are counting outside investors with their own

capital
Mr. ROHDE,. Outside investors' risk capital.
Absentee investor capital is readily used to shelter nonfarm income,

commonly called "tax loss" farming. A recent USDA study shows that
the large farm losses in 1970 were concentrated in two basic income
classes: those with negative basic income and those with $25,000 or
more.

Nonfarm income was substantially higher for the farm loss group
than for the group reporting farm profits. Also, the size of the non-
farm income increased substantially with-the size of the farming oper-
ations for the loss group while the level of nonfarm income remained
relatively constant for the group reporting farm profits.

It is apparent from the study, that much of the investor capital is
used to gain a competitive advantage over family farmers rather than
to give the family farmer an added dimension of flexibility in his
choice of managerial alternatives.

It is the tax-loss farmers who retain the flexibility and mobility to
take their capital elsewhere to greener pastures while the family
farmer's alternatives are severely restricted. If hard pressed finan-
cially, he has the options of selling out completely, becoming a part-
time farmer if circumstances permit or relinquishing managerial
control to outside capital and becoming the hired hand of absentee
management.

The Tax Reform Act of 1969? though it addressed itself to the abuses
perpetrated by "tax loss" farming did not go far enough in remedying
the situation. Tax shelters for nonfarmers still exist in agriculture and
must be dealt with legislatively.

Nonfarm investors buying up agricultural land also creates another
tax problem for farmers. A newspaper-headline we recently saw sums
up the farmer's predicament. "Raw Land the Hottest Thing on the
Market," the heline read.

The columnist wrote:
Little question about it, millions of acres of land on the fringe of metropolitan

areas are going for Increasingly higher prices each year and thousands of specu-
lators, from small fry to giant corporations are aware of it.

This situation, accurately described by the newspaperman, is result-
ing in higher and higher assessments on gricultural land for tax
purposes. Since our local governments and school systems must rely
predominately on the property tax for support, the added tax burden
on farmers, especially those near metropolitan areas, becomes unbear-
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able and they must sell out to these same speculators, be they small
fry or giant corporations. State governments, including that o6f Wis-
consin, have addressed themselves to this problem but thus far there
is little indication that it is being satisfactorily resolved anywhere in
the United States.

.In the meantime the land rush goes on. I am personally acquainted
with a situation in Wisconsin in which a realty firm is willing to pay
as high as $500 per acre for as much land as they can acquire in west-

l em Wisconsin. This is considerably above the $363 per acre that farm-
land averaged in sales in Wisconsin in 1978.

Another phenomenon which I am sure is being repeated through-
out the country is that of the commuting suburbanite who now is be-
coming the commuting "rurbanite." Airline pilots, as an example, and
others are purchasing farms, comfortably removed from the hubbub
of urban living. They commute to their occupation centers with light
planes. The luxury of such rural living often comes out of the un-
fortunate hides of their farmner-neighbors in higher property taxes.

Our inheritance tax laws are also literally killing a farm family's
chances of economic survival. Payment of estate taxes on inherited
farmland often obligates the family to sell part of the farm to pay
the taxes. The $60,000 exemption, established in 1943, is completely
out of date in view of the kind of capitalization figures I recited here
today. Legislation has been introduced to raise the deduction from
$60,000 to $185,000, a much more realistic figure in regard to current
economicc conditions. Possibly Congress should also consider extend-

-ing the period over which the inheritance tax is paid by the heirs.
And, incidentally, Senator, these are not the only alternatives to be

considered. Our organization is studying the Saskatchewan land bank
plan, which might be considered as an alternative.

I know specifically that at the University of Wisconsin, the chair-
man of the Department of Agriculture and Economics has long con-
sidered alternatives to this kind of a problem.

Unfair taxation was a root cause of the rebellion of the colonies
against the King of England 200 years ago. We are not preaching any
revolutionary doctrine here, today, but we wish to impress upon the
Members of-Congress, that the farmers are the victims of discrimi-
nation under our tax laws.

In addition to changing our tax laws, Congress is properly con-
cerned about providing low-cost capital to farmers, especially young,
beginning farmers. ;tat are the chances of a farm boy starting out
from small beginnings and becoming a debt-free owner of a-$500 mil-
lion farm enterprise in his lifetime. Not very good at best. Not very
good at all if the institutions of Government through Government
programs, credit agencies, and educational assistance are not available
to give all the aid possible. h b

I would like to conclude with a quotation from a recent speech y
Don Paarlberg, director of agricultural economics with the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture. He asked these pertiiient questions: "Will
the young men now starting ot in farmingbewligtsinthm
selves on-the good things of life for 30 years or so in order to amior-
tize an enormous debt? If they themselves were willing, would they
be able to persuade wife and children to share that kind-0f life ? How
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satisfying is it to postpone living until one is ready for dying? Of
what avail is it to be the richest man in the cemetery ? Will our
farmers be only those who inherit their farms or marry them? And
even so, how can one buy out the other heir ?"

This concludes my testimony, Mr. Chairman. I would be happy to
answer any questions.

Senator NELSON. The committee appreciates very much your taking
the time to come and testify this morning. And I appreciate your very
fine statement, which highlights the problems of the family size-farm.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Rohde follows:]
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STATEMENT BY GILBERT C. ROHDE, PRESIDENT, WISCONSIN FARMERS UNION

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON FINANCIAL MARKETS AND THE SENATE SMALL BUSINESS COMMITTEE

JUNE 19, 1975

Mr. Chairman and Committee Members. I am Gilbert C. Rohde, president of the

Wisconsin Farmers Union. I appreciate the invitation to testify at these joint hear-

. wings on the capital needs of small businessmen, ranchers and farmers. I am represent-

Ing the Wisconsin Farmers Union and the National Farmers Union. As an official

spokesman of a general farm organization I wish to confine my testimony to the tax

and capital problems of agriculture.

First, we must recognize at the outset that the traditional concept of the

owner-operated, wholly self-sufficient, debt-free family farm is being drastically

altered by the forces of change. Except for a few isolated instances, the days of

the essentially independent farmer with a team of horses, a few simple implements

and highly unsophisticated management inputs are a thing of the past. The development

of new technology and the quest-for optimUm efficiency have made the family farm

much more competitive and committed to much higher degrees of specialization. Today's

family farm cannot readily change from one type of operation to another because the

capital and risk involved are too high. He cannot, as did his forebears, pull up

stakes and move to a new piece of land because the investment is prohibitive. The

flexibility and freedom of the frontier psychology of the homesteading family farmer

that spread west from New England across the continent is largely nonexistent today.

According to a report issued April 28 by the U.S. Department of Agriculture,

farms with product sales of $20,000 or more owned over 70 percent of total farm assets

and owed 77 percent of the farm debt in 1973. These are the farmers, presumably, who

are large enough to provide the operations with the levels of income comparable with

those of nonfarm people. Their average investment per farm, according to the USDA,

is about $390,000 and rising rapidly. USDA studies further show that most gains in
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efficiency have been achieved by farms large enough to utilize the labor and manage-

-- meant of one or two well equipped full-time men. In the Midwest, the USDA says this

means a capital investment of about-$610,000 per farm. We personally know that this

statistic is in the ball park, so to speak, because we have consistently heard the

rule of thumb figure that It takes a half million dollar investment Ito own and operate

a well equipped, optimum sized dairy farm in Wisconsin today.

However, we also are aware that there are very few, especially young farmers,

who are operating at this level of investment in Wisconsin. Debt-free owners of half

million dollar farm enterprises are as scarce as the proverbial hen's teeth in Wis-

consin. Farms under the electronic farm record program at the Umiversity of Wisconsin

averaged a total investment of $181,000 in 1974. However, this is an understated

figure because land is valued at the purchase-cost rather than market price.

It is important to examine what has been happening to farm real estate values

in recent years to gain a better understanding of the capital requirements of today's

farmer. In Wisconsin, the value of land and buildings increased 73 percent in the

past five years, rising from an average of $232 to t4D1.per acre. In the aggregate,

the value of farm land and buildings in the United States rose from 152.1 billion

dollars in 1964 to 324 billion dollars in 1974. The investment more than doubled

in one decade. Farm real estate value increased $48 billion or 21 percent in 1973,

alone.

Of course, farm debt shows a similar recent history. Farm mortgage debt

increased to $34 billion in 1973- more than a three-fold jump in 15 years. Currently,

total farm debt, including operating loans, is in the neighborhood of $100 billion.

What is the significance of these skyrocketing farm capital and farm debt

figures? It is this. Increasing farm capital is being supplied by off-farm sources

to the detriment of family farming. The ratio of debt to total assets In U.S. agri-

culture more than doubled from 1950 to 1970 and is now increasing at a much greater

pace. In addition to tn increasing ratio of debts to assets, there is also the
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phenomenal expansion of investments in farm land by nonfarm people and corporations.

In 1969, nonfarmers owned about a third of all farm real estate. The 1975 census,

undoubtedly, will show that this percentage is considerably higher today.

Absentee, investor capital is readily used to shelter non-farm income -- commonly

called "tax loss" farming. A recent USDA Study shows that the large farm losses in

1970 were concentrated in two basic income classes -- those with negative basic income

and those with $25,000 or more. Nbn-farm income was substantially higher for the

farm loss group than for the group reporting farm profits. Also, the size of non-

farm income increased substantially with the size of the farming operations for the

loss group while the level of non-farm income remained relatively constant for the

group reporting farm profits.

It is apparent from the study, that much of the investor capital is used to gain

a competitive advantage over family farmers rather than to give the'family farmer an

addeddimension of flexibility in his choice of managerial alternatives. It is the

tax loss farmers who' retain the flexibility and mobility to take their capital else-

where to greener pastures while the family farmer's alternatives are severely restricted.

If hard pressed financially, he has the options of selling out completely, becoming

a part-time farmer if circumstances permit or relinquishing managerial control to

outside capital and becoming the hired hand of absentee management. The Tax Reform

Act of 1969, though it addressed itself to the abuses perpetrated by "tax-loss"farm-

Ing did not go far enough in remedying the situation. Tax shelters for non-farmers

still exist in agriculture and must be dealt with legislatively.

Nonfarm investors buying up agricultural land also creates another tax problem

for farmers. A newspaper headline we recently saw sums up the farmer's predicament.

"Raw Land the Hottest Thing on the Market," the headline read.

"Little question about it," the columnist wrote, "millions of acres of land on

the fringe of metropolitan areas are oing for increasingly higher prices each year

and thousands of speculators, from small fry to giant corporations are aware of it."
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This situation, accurately described by the newspaperman, is resulting in
higher and higher assessments on agricultural land for tax purposes. Since our

local governments and school systems must rely predominately on the property tax

for support, the added tax burden on farmers, especially those near metropolitan

areas, becomes unbearable and they must sell out to thtse same speculators, be they

small fry or giant corporations. State governments, including that of Wisconsin,

have addressed themselves to this problem but thus far there is little indication

that it is being satisfactorily resolved anywhere in the United States.

In the meantime the land rush goes on. I am personally acquainted with a

situation in Wisconsin in which a realty firm is willing to pay as high as $500 per

acre for as much land as they can acquire in western Wisconsin. --This is considerably

above the $363 per acre that farm land averaged in sales in Wisconsin in 1973.

Another phenomenon which I am sure is being repeated throughout the country

is that of the commuting suburbanite who now is becoming the commuting urbanite.

Airline pilots and others are purchasing farms, comfortably removed from the hub-

bub of urban living. They commute to their occupation centers with light planes.

The luxury of such rural living oftem comes out of the unfortunate hides of their

farmer-neighbors in higher property taxes.

Our inheritance tax laws are also literally killing a farm family's chances

of economic survival. Payment of estate taxes on inherited farm land often obligates

the family to sell part of the farm to pay the taxes. The $60,000 exemption, es-

tablished in 1943, is completely out of date in view of the kind of capitalization

figures I recited here today. Legislation has been introduced to raise the deduction

from $60,000 to $185,000, a much more realistic figure In regard to current economic

conditions. Possibly Congress should also consider extending the period over which

the inheritance tax is paid by the heirs.

Unfair taxation was a root cause of the rebellion -f the colonies against the

king of England 200 years ago. We are not preaching any revolutionary doctrine here
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today, but we wish to impress upon the members of Congress that farmers are the

victims of discrimination under our tbx laws.

In addition to changing our tax laws, Congress is properly concerned about

providing low cost capital to farmers, especially young, beginning farmers. What

are the chances of a farm boy starting out from small beginnings and becoming a

debt-free owner of a half million dollar farm enterprise in his lifetime. Not very

good at best. Not very good at all if the institutions of government through

government programs, credit agencies, and educational assistance are not available

to give all the aid possible.

I would like to conclude with a quotation from a recent speech by Don Paarlberg,

director of agricultural economics with the U.S. Department of Agriculture. He

asked-these pertinent questions:

Will the young men now starting out in farming be willing
to stint themselves on the good things of life for 30 years
or so in order to mottize an enormous debt? If they
themselves were willing, would they be able to persuade
wife and children to share that kind of life? How satisfying
is it to postpone living until one is ready for dying? Df
what avail is it to be the richest man in the cemetery? Will
our farmers be only those who inherit their farms or marry
them? And even so, how can one buy out the other heirs?

-30-
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Senator NELSOn. The committee intends to go into the whole question
of the family size farm and its problems during the course of the next
year. And I would hope that out of that inquiry, we can develop some
consensus on a number of the proposals, and others that you have made
here. There is not any doubt in my mind that we will drive the family
farmer out of business because of what is happening in land values
and outside investors. This is so despite the fact that in dairying,
which I am familiar with, and the agricultural economics studies

Sin our own ag-econ department at the University of Wisconsin dem-
onstrate that there is not anybody who is as efficient in producing milk
and getting it to the market as is the family size farmer. No big
corporation can compete with it. And yet the family farmer cannot
cope with the competition of corporate investors who can pay $100 an
acre more for land than it is worth.

And, as you well know, the hearings we conducted way back in
1967 looking into events then going on as far east as Minnesota and
all the way into the west, where corporations were paying $100 or
more an acre above the value of that land for agriculture. We learned
that such investors could write off their expensesas i tax loss and
hold on to the farm, fully confident that given a few years of tax
losses, which they can stand, writing it off against other profitable
operations, the land will achieve the value they paid for it-and above
that. So it makes such an investment profitable for them. But no
farmer can afford it.

Do you have any questions, Senator Haskell?
Senator HASKELL. No, I do not have any questions.
Well, I have just one. Would you say that the average investment

in Colorado would be about the same as Wisconsin, or would you
know?

Mr. ROHDE. I think it would be larger. It is a completely different
type of agriculture. I am not thoroughly familiar with the value of
land, as it is considered in a wheat farm.

However, the requirements of personal property are completely
different. I think in some areas where you have highly concentrated
and specialized farming, such as your potato farmers, their invest-
ments are considerably higher.

Senator HAsxLL. Thank you.
Senator NELSON. Does the U.S. Department of Agriculture have a

breakdown by State of farm values?
Mr. ROHDE. I cannot answer that. I believe they do.
Senator NELSON. We will have staff check that.,
Thank you very much for your very helpful testimony.
Mr. ROHDE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Mr. Haskell.
Senator NELSON. Our final two witnesses are Mr. Roland Bixler,

president of J-B-T Instrument, Inc., chairman of the Task Force on
mall Business Tax Policy of thb National Association of Manu-

facturers and Cliff Massa, director of taxation, National Association
of Manufacturers, who will be testifying on new techniques of rev-
enue estimating.

I See Appendix XII, booklet entitled -Farm Real Estate Market Developments," published
by the Economic Research Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture.
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I am sorry that you are at the end of the hearing and had to wait
so long.

But, you will have 35 minutes before the Senate rule goes into effect.
So, you may present your testimony however you desire.

STATEMENT OF ROLAND M. BIXLER, PRESIDENT, J-B--T INSTRU.
MENTS, INC., CHAIRMAN, TASK FORCE ON SMALL BUSINESS
TAX POLICY, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS

Mr. BIxLFI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee.

My name is Roland Bixler. I am the president and cofounder of
J-B-T Instruments, Inc., which is a small closely held independent
business, manufacturing electrical instruments and electronic compo-
nents located in New Haven, Conn. Our company employs about 225
people, which certainly qualifies us as a small business, though that
seems like quite a lot when you get to payday. And in an industry
where there are many much larger companies, I am at least glad to
say that our company has demonstrated its ability to survive in every
kind of economic climate because we observed our 35th anniversary
just recently.

Some of the discussion this morning by Mr. Richard, for example,
was of great interest to me because I also happen to be chairman of the
State Taxation of Interstate Commerce Committee of the National
Association of Manufacturers and this subject does have a heavy
impact on small business. As you know, jurisdiction over this complex
problem lies with the Senate Finance Committee.

At another time I hope there also might be opportunity to discuss
the capital cost recovery system which was mentioned this morning,
because that also is of prime importance.

My primary focus is as a small manufacturer, but I have helped to
direct or operate 6 or 7 other small businesses, including a Subchapter
S corporation. J-B-T is just about ready to start a DISC corpora-
tion-at the very time there is discussion about whether DISC corpo-
rations will be permitted to continue. Thus, I have a deep and continu-
ing interest in the policies and actions of the Federal government, as
they affect the ability of all sizes of businesses-to produce the goods
and services which our economy requires.

Speaking today specifically as the chairman of the Task Force on
Small Business Tax Policy of the National Association of Manufac-
turers. I represent the NAM, as a broad-based trade association with
approximately 13,000 member companies. Many persons are not aware
that over 85 percent of all NAM manufacturing members are small
businesses, in that they have fewer than 500 employees.

While recognizing that distinctions between the interests of large
and small companies often are more illusory than real, since all are
interrelated as suppliers, customers," or competitors, our Task Force
on Small Business Tax Policy does study Federal tax policy and rec-
ommend changes in the light of small business problems. We are
especially concerned with the ability of small firms to generate and
retain internal capital which is needed for modernization and for the
expansion of their business and their payrolls.
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In recent years, the task force and the NAM have been active in
the effort to increase the corporate surtax exemption as one simple,
efficient and equitable means for providing much needed tax relief to
small companies.

We are pleased that the Congress took an important first step in
this area, by providing for a 1-year increase in the exemption to $50,000

-in the Tax Reduction Act of 19T5.
Our task force has a number of other tax policy items, which we feel

should be considered by the Congress in the very near future. While
they would improve the capital formation prospects, for business in
general, they would be especially helpful to small firms. We understand
that your committees will be holding additional hearings at a later
date on a number of topics. And, therefore, I will just mention a few
of the specific items which our Small Business Task Force feels ought
to be included.

One is to make permanent the increase in the corporate surtax
exemption; also, to consider at least $100,000 as the proper amount,
taking into account the inflation which has occurred and the other
arguments that we have heard this morning.

The second part of our program is a reduction in the corporate tax
rate, both normal and surtax, but without creating additional notchesor graduation.The third is a stable and permanent investment tax credit of at least

10 percent, such as we have now, but, as you know, for only 1975 and
1976, coupled with liberalized rules for applying credit to structures
and for extending the carry-over periods.

And, fourth, the creation of a capital recovery allowance system to
replace an outdated "useful life" depreciation system, which inhibits
adequate internal capital formation.

Each of these items certainly should be considered by the Congress
and included in a true tax reform package. But, the invitation to
appear today was essentially to discuss an NAM taxation committee
study, which is so new, it was just released on Monday of this week.
It is called the Tax Impact Project Report. And it was undertaken to
develop in advance an economic analysis of various tax proposals so
that it gives us more than just the traditional revenue estimates, which
measure only the initial impact on increased or decreased tax liabilities.

Senator NELSON. Do you have a copy of that report.
Mr. BIxLER. We do, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MASSA. I think there are enough copies. Everyone should have

* one.
Senator NELSON. We will receive this and print the whole report in

the appropriate place in the record, near your testimony.
Mr. BIxLER. Mr. Massa is going to discuss that in more detail. But,

I cannot over-emphasize the importance of this first effort to quantify
the expectation of what may happen over a 5-year period from changes
in legislation rather than simply obtaining the estimates of Federal
revenues that we have traditionally had before.

The NAM shares the interest of this committee in studying the
effects which tax changes have beyond the individual changes in tax
payments. And we think that the study that Mr. Massa is going to
discuss in detail demonstrates that tax changes do not occur in a
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vacuum. That is, the economy does not go on just as it has before, but
the economy makes sign"licant adjustments to meet significant tax
changes. That certainly has been my own observations through the
years in trying to meet the tax bills and do the economic planning for
various small businesses.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to turn the dis-
cussion over to Mr. Massa, who is the director of taxation for the
NAM. He has worked very closely with the special industry group

0 which undertook the project and which has published this'flrst report.
Hence, he is more familiar with the technique and methodology. So,
I have asked him to discuss it, if that meets with your approval.

STATEMENT OF CLIFF MASSA, DIRECTOR OF TAXATION, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS

Mr. MASSA. Mr. Chairman, my name is Cliff Massa, and I am the
director of taxation for the National Association of Manufacturers.
We have submitted in advance copies of my full statement. Unfor-
tunately, I am working with a cold this morning, and we are also run-
ning a ainst time.

So, f would just like to summarize briefly what is involved in this
report and give you some idea without reading the whole prepared
statement.

Senator NELSON. All right. You summarize it however you desire,
and your whole statement will be printed in the record as well as the
Tax Impact Project Report itself at the conclusion of your testimony.

Mr. MASSA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The NAM undertook this project late in 1974 because the full com-

mittee-the full NAM taxation committee-realized that the In-
ternal Revenue Code and our entire tax structure have gotten so large
from thei-roriginal inception in 1913 to over 37 chapters now, and
thousands of pages of regulations and they, affect so many different
areas of the economy, that the use of initial revenue estimates as a
means of gauging the impact of tax proposals and proposed tax
changes is helpful, but leaves a great deal to be desired because it does
not go far enough in attempting to estimate what the larger economic
impact is going to be.

As Mr. Bixler indicated, businessmen have to react to changes in
tax laws, and those changes are going to Affect their ability to invest
and their ability to hire new employees. In fact, over the long run,

, they are going to affect their Federal tax payments because of the
change in economic activity. The purpose of the project was to begin
to develop a method for estimating in advance what these effects
would be, and hence the tax impact project was undertaken with the
objective in mind of being able to develop a method of estimating'
such economic impact.

Now, what the project did essentially was to build on the initial
impact of tax changes. We surveyed in late 1974 u number of NAM
member companies. In fact, specifically 1,050 of our largest com-
panies in all major manufacturing industry SIC codes (Standard In-
dustrial Classification Codes) and a random sample of 500 of our
smaller members. We particularly took these groups because we wanted
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to see if there would be any difference in changes in the tax liability
as ou go between large and small members.

We were trying to get this initial impact data to begin our project
with. We got a very good response from our larger members, over 818 -
out-of-1,0 1 -or the, small members, unfortunately the response was
much less significant-only 16 out of 500. We found in talking with a
number of those members that this was just one more piece of paper
which came their way that somebody was asking them to do something

" _ with and they said, "Fellows, we would like to help you, but it is at
the bottom of the stack and we cannot get to it." Also, a number of the
businessmen and the smaller independent businessmen do not have the
technical staff and capability on hand and on call to be able to anw-ew--
a questionnaire regarding what would be the impact of a 10-percent
investment tax credit or no credit, for example.

So, that attempt on our part met with very little success, the attempt
to see whether tax changes affect large and small companies in differ-
ent ways. I think that it is going to be difficult to attempt to gage the
impact of such tax changes on small companies. But, it is something
that probably can be developed a little bit further.

We took this initial tax impact and we asked essentially a simple
accounting question. In your last taxable year-and for the time that
we distributed the survey, that was generally taxable year 1973, some-
times fiscal 1974--4what would happen to your tax liability if a partic-
ular change were enacted. We sent a long list and there were 17 which
were included in the proposals which we have printed in the report.
They have to do with the investment tax credit, the Asset Depreciation
Range, the minimum tax, DISC, corporate tax rate, and several other
areas including changes in foreign source income taxation. We asked
a simple accounting question and we got some data on changes in tax
liability.

We took that information then and with the technical assistance of
a trained economist and econometrician we introduced the survey
input into a well recognized and established econometric model. The
one we used was Data Resources, Inc., based in Cambridge, Mass.,
which is one of, I think, two or three well-known models, including
the Wharton School of Finance which has one, I believe, and Chase.
But, we took these survey data, introduced them into the model in two
areas--to change what the model's economic data says about what Fed-
eral tax receipts would be in a given year; and also we made one basit
assumption as to how these tax changes would affect investment.

Assume that a dollar change in taxes is going to change a company's
cash flow, if you will, by an equal dollar amount. We found that there
has been a stable relationship over the years between cash flow (corpo-
rate cash flow) and corporte investment-or I should not say corpo-
rate investment-all private nonresidential investment in the economy.

So, assuming that a dollar change in tax liability is going to change
somebody's cash flow (cash that runs through the company in any
given year) and that there is a stable relationship between cash flow
and investment in this economy, and historically there has been, and
the figures are presented in the report, any percentage change in your
tax liability is going to result in an equal percentage change in your
ability to invest
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So, using the tax liability changes which we have received from a
number of- large taxpayers, it was introduced into the econometric
ments ourselves. We asked our respondents for no subjective judg-
ments about what they would do in changing their investment
patterns. We just took the numbers and made that simple assumption
which seems tobe historically accurate, and let the econometric modei
then work itself out over a period of years to see what the tax chan e
would do to a number of economic factors-to real fixed investment fn
the economy; to employment in manufacturing; to total employment;
to real GNP; and finally, what is the net effect on Federal tax receipts
as opposed to the traditional form of revenue estimate which the Con-
gress and the Treasury have worked with. What is the net effect going
to be over the years as the feedback effects of tax changes begin to
work themselves through the economy I

I think that many people recognize that there are such feedback
effect. But no real attempt has ren made in the past to quantify
them So we were attempting to develop a methodology to do just
that -andthat was what essentially took place in the-Taw Impaot
PRojeot Report on 17 particular tax proposals. In a nutshell, that is
what the project entail.

Now, the report is some 44 pages long. It goes Into detail about the
methodology and the econometrics that are involved. I am not really
qualified to explain how an econometric model with some 900 simul-
taneous equations works. But we think we have come up with numbers
which will indicate the directions that tax impacts or the economic
impacts will take and the order of magnitude that that impact will
have over a 5-year period so that the Congress and the business com-
munity will have some additional tools to work with in assessing the
impact of tax legislation. Considering how important the Federal in-
come tax structure is in the economy, we think that tax legislation in
the future should be the subject of more analysis like this because the
tax structure's size is such that it affects virtually everything that
goes on. It has grown to that point.

We are hopeful that this will provide a basis for further develop-
ment and refinement of approaches like this. Your staff has known
as we have been developing this approach that it was underway, and
that is why they asked us to come this morning, because we understand
that the committee is interested in really trying to determine how tax
policy affects business, particularly the small business community
beyond just initial changes in tax liability. It has to have some effect,
and this is a start in trying to come up with such impact.

That briefly is what we have done. As Mr. Bixler indicated, this
report was released Monday, June 16. We have provided some addi-
tional copies for the committee members and staff. We would be happy
to answer now any questions you might have about it, and certainly we
would be willing to talk with anyone at any later time after people
have had an opportunity to plow through the document itself.

Mr. Chairman, we thank you for the invitation to come up this
morning.

fThe prepared statement of Mr. Massa and the report referred to
followT:)

BE ST COPYAVIJ g
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STATEMENT Or CLIFF MASSA III, Dinzc or TAXATION, NATIONAL AssoorATIoN

OF MANUFAcOUrES, Buroax JOINT HEARINGS OF THE SENATE 'SELECT COMMITTEE
ON .SMALL BUSINESS AND THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE'S SUBCOMMITTEE ON
FINANCIAL MARKETS, JUNE 10, 1975

Mr. Chairmen, members of the Small Business Committee and Financial Mar-
kets Subcommittee, my name Is Cliff Massa. I am Director of Taxation for the
National Association of Manufacturers. The NAM appreciates your invitation
to appear today to discuss with you the methodology of our recently released
economic impact study of seventeen specific proposals which would affect the
taxation of business income. The business community shares your interest in
studying the effects which federal tax policy have on general economic activity,
and we welcome this opportunity to discuss one approach to such a study.

The NAM's Taxation Committee undertook the Tax Impact Project in the fall
of 1974. There were three general objectives for theproject:

To begin the development of a method of estimating the overall economic
im act of business-related tax proposals in general;

To develop economic Impact estimates for specific proposals which might arise
in 1975; and

To lay the groundwork for the possible development of a continuing project
which could assess very rapidly the economic impact of any major tax proposal.

Considering the magnitude of the federal income tax structure, its Intertwining
with the economy and the massive capital needs of the future our Taxation
Committee believes it is increasingly important that the economic consequences
of proposed tax legislation be studied thoroughly. The project was conceived as
a vital step in developing a capability to estimate in advance the effects which
tax ,proposals would have on real capital investment, employment opportunities,
real GNP and federal tax revenues over a period of years.

THE INCOME TAX IN OUR ECONOMY

The existing Internal Revenue Code-all 87 chapters plus thousands of pages
of Treasury Regulations-has evolved from a very simple and uncomplicated
ancestor. Following ratification of the Sixteenth Amendment, the federal income
tax was enacted in 1918 as what appears, on the surface, to have been a minor
after thought in a major tariff act. Most individuals fell within the 1% rate
bracket on taxable incomes of up to $20,000, with relatively few affected by the
graduation of rates up to a maximum of 6% at the $500,000 income level. Corpo-
rations were subject to a 1% tax rate on their incomes. The income tax provided
5% of federal net revenues in 1913.

However, during the past sixty years, the income tax system has grown con-
siderably in size and in importance. For fiscal year 1974, the income tax on In-
dividuals and corporations provided $157.6 billion in federal revenues, approxi-
mately 75% of all federal budget receipts, excluding Social Security taxes on
employers and employees. The individual rate structure now ranges from a
minimum of 14% to a maximum of 70% on unearned income, approximately
twelve times the comparable 1918 rates. The maximum rate is now 48% on
corporate income.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TAX POLICY AND ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

Thus, the federal income tax now plays a very significant role In the func-
tioning of our economy. Business and consumers alike make expenditure plans
based on many factors--fixed expenses, prices, availability of goods and services,
essentials versus luxury items, hopes and fears about the future. Yet, in the
final analysis, it Is the availability of money which determines how far down
the shopping list they can go. In this day and age, that means after-tax dollars.

This is particularly true of new capital expenditures by business. Investments
in new physical plans and productive equipment or in modernization of existing
facilities have an impact far beyond merely creating new employment oppor-
tunities within the Investing companies themselves. Capital expenditures di-
rectly create employment for construction workers who build and modernize
factories, for production workers who manufacture the construction materials
and the equipment for the new and modernized facilities, for service workers
who transport and maintain the new equipment, for administrative personnel
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who handle transactions and production schedules and for many other related
workers. The effects of capital expenditures also are felt as the businesses and
individuals who are paid for their goods and services spend their incomes. The
spending and re-spending of the invested dollars generate a higher level of
economic activity than otherwise would be the case. As business and individual
incomes rise, one additional beneficiary is the federal government which realizes
increased tax revenues.

Unfortunately, general awareness of the potential economic impact of tax
changes is fleeting, While it is easy to comprehend how a tax rebate or a general
reduction of individual rates will favorably affect one's personal spending and
investment plans, it is more difficult to understand how this effect can be multi.

*- plied thousands and millions of times across the country and how the resulting
grease in economic activity can benefit the country as a whole, particularly
through the business sector. And yet, the family-owned small business and the
billion dollar manufacturing corporation are affected in the same general ways
by changes in tax liability; only the magnitude of the impact is different.

THE NEED FOR MORE COMPREHENSIVE INFORMATION
One specific function which the project performed was to provide a more com-

prehensive means of measuring the economic impact of tax proposals. For
example, the existing procedure for estimating revenue impacts of tax proposals
involves estimating the change in tax liabilities based on expected levels of in-
come in areas affected by a proposal. As a means of comparing the initial impact
of various proposals, this can be a useful procedure.

As a means of estimating what will actually happen to federal revenues, such
a procedure stops short of a complete assessment of the impact of a specific
proposal. In considering only the initial impact of a proposal, it assumes that no
compensating actions are taken by the taxpayer.

With respect to changes in taxation of business income, the project considered
the secondary or "feedback" effects of tax proposals. As earnings are reduced,
business investments will be altered, employment levels will be affected, divi-
dends may be changed and price structures may be subject to review. Multiplying
these changes by the thousands of companies and the millions of individuals
affected indicates the magnitude of the "feedback" effects which tax proposals
can generate. These changes in turn can have a considerable effect on taxable
incomes which then determine the federal revenues for a given period. There-
fore, the project built on the initial impact revenue figures in estimating the ne
changes in federal tax receipts, one of the factors which was considered.

SELECTION OF THE ECONOMETRIC APPROACH

Studying the impact of tax proposals in terms of changes in investment, jobs,
GNP and federal revenues is a complex task. Coupled with the need to consider
the "feedback" effects of proposed changes, the project required the use of a well
developed econometric computer model to take into account the hundreds of
equations which simulate actual relationships within the economy.

An established and well recognized econometric computer model-the Data
Resources, Inc., model-was chosen for the purpose of generating the type of
information sought by the project. A survey was constructed to collect the data
to be used as input into the model. None of the assumptions or structural rela-
tionships within the model were altered.

THE ECONOMETRIC MODEL
An econometric model of the economy is a series of functional relationships

tying the various sectors of the economyLtogether into a unified system. A model
is designed to measure mathematically and statistically these relationships
among numerous economic variables. Such models are useful in analyzing specific
elements of economic activity, as well as for tracing the complex feedback and
interrelationships within the total economy.

Basically, a model consists of a number of simultaneous equations, each of
which describes a certain functional relationship within the economic system.
The number of equations in a model will vary depending upon the scope of the
model. The project used the Data Resources, Inc. (DRI), Long-Term Model 9f
the U.S. Economy, which consists of over 900 equations which identify and
measure the interrelationship among all major sectors of the economy.
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THE SURVEY

To best utilize the econometric model, it was desirable to gather data regarding
the initial impact of the tax proposals on the tax liabilities and capital invest-
ments of industrial taxpayers. This was accomplished through a survey of NAM
member companies.

The survey was mailed to 1,050 of the largest NAM member companies and
5W0 of the smallest members in November 1974. The 1,050 largest members were
the fifty largest member firms (by sales volume) in each of the manufacturing
Standard Industrial Classification (81() Codes from 20 through 89, plus utility
SIC Code 49. The 500 small members were selected at random from NAM mem-
bers with 500 or fewer employees. The purpose of surveying such small com.
panies was to determine to what extent, if any, the~tax proposals would have
different effects on small versus large companies,

The survey form collected data on the initial impact of the proposals by
asking for the dollar impact which each proposal would have had on the com-
pany's most recent taxable year.

From the 1,050 largest companies, 818 responses were received and used in
compiling the percentage changes in tax receipts and investments used as inputs
for the model. Over sixty percent of the responses were based on calendar 1978.
Approximately twenty percent were for fiscal 1974. At the time of the survey,
this was the most recently available information. Only 16 responses were received
from the smaller companies.

In order to obtain general macroeconomic results from the initial effect of a
tax proposal as determined by the survey, a long-term macroeconomic model was
chosen. If a model of the current economy had been used, the results would have
been distorted by the existing recession. As a result, the figures would not provide
a reasonable statement of the economic impact of the proposals over a long-term
period. Further, since the majority of the survey responses were based upon
calendar year 1978, it would have been inappropriate to use the results in a model
of today's economy. Therefore, the survey results were used as input into the
long-term model which assumes that the economy is at or near its long-term
growth path. If the tax changes were adopted in a recession, the effects would
be somewhat altered.

While 1978 was not a normal year in many respects, industrial utilization,
economic growth, and the level of unemployment were close to generally con.
sidered long-term full employment growth levels and consistent with the assump-
tions of the long-term model that was used. Inflation increased dramatically
throughout 1978 and was at rates quite above the assumptions of the model. How-
ever, since the results of the survey were interpreted in real terms, much of this
bias was eliminated.

The survey data on each change in tax liability were compiled by SIC code.
It was assumed that such changes in tax liability result in equal dollar changes
in corporate cash flow. Also, a constant ratio of total investment to cash flow was
assumed for determining the initia*t mpat of a change in cash flow on investment.
Once the feedback mechanism of the interrelationships within the economy is
felt, however, the process becomes much more complex. While the initial impact
on investment is determined by the change in cash flow, the subsequent impact
is determined by changes in demand, the movement of interest rates, the cost of
capital, the change in dividend payments and other factors.

Once the change in investment was determined in each SIC code, these changes
were weighted to represent the relative importance of investment in that SIC
code to total investment in the economy. Then the initial changes in tax liabilities
and investment in each industry flowed into the macroeconomic model where the
feedback effects began to work. The changes ripple throughout various sectors of
the economy and the macroeconomic impact is determined.

The model solved the various equations and produced the impact data which
were included in the report as its findings. For a more detailed discussion of the
methodology and assumptions of the project, I refer you to Appendix C of theT ax Impact ProJeoL~oport.

The Tax Impact Project is one approach to the study of the economic impact
of tax changes. Its findings are to be interpreted as providing direction and the
order of magnitude which such impact would take. We believe that this project
will be useful during current consideration of tax legislation and that it will be
stimulative of further developments in this area.
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Additional copies of this report
are available upon written request to:

Fiscal and Economic Policy Department
National Association of Manufacturers

1776 F Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Prices

$1.00 per copy for NAM members postpaid

$2.00 per copy for non-members postpaid

DUE TO PRINTER ERROR.

Chart on page 14 is correct; title is incorrect-should read
Chart I:MACROECONOMIC MODEL

Chart on page 16 is correct; title is incorrect-should read

Chart 2: TAX IMPACT PROJECT MODEL
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June 16, 1975

The Committee on Taxation of the National
Association of Manufacturers undertook this Tax
Impact Project to begin developing a better method
of estimating the overall economic consequences of
proposed changes in federal taxation of business
income. Because of the very close relationship
between federal tax policy and economic activity,
we believe that It is essential for major tax pro-
posals to be considered in conjunction with objective
analyses of their impact on capital investment, employ-
ment and the income tax base.

This report Is one approach which we believe can
be useful at the present time and stimulative of
further development and refinement of the analysis
of tax proposals in the future.

The project was developed by a special task
force of committee members whose very considerable
efforts have resulted in the preparation of this
report. The task force was provided technical
advice and assistance by Dr. Jerry E. Pohlman of
Arthur Young and Company, New York, New York.

ChaIman
Committee on Taxation
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SUIMARY OF THE REPORT

This report describes a study of the impact on the economy which would be
generated by each of seventeen proposals for changes in federal taxation of
business Income. Survey data were obtained from 313 diverse corporations
representing 36i of total U. S. manufacturing sales. These data were used
as input to a large macroeconomic computer model of the U. S. economy.

SEvery change in taxation of business income naturally would affect both

corporate earnings and the entire economy in some way. The purpose of the
Tax Impact Project is to focus on this relationship and to develop information
which will be of use during the consideration of proposed modifications of the
U. S. tax structure. The report presents the findings of the project In a
manner which allows for comparisons of the economic impact of various proposals,
The findings indicate that certain proposals are of major importance to the
business community in allocating its resources In the most efficient manner.

Seventeen proposals for changes in federal taxation of business Income were
studied, and their overall domestic economic Impact is described as changes in:*

REAL FIXED INVESTMENT,
-- MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT,

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT,
REAL GNP, AND

-- NET FEDERAL TAX RECEIPTS.

.. is arooi e tha t e o Tax ,,O so ersnsot ,o#o e roThis report is intended to indicate the dige tig and the ordrg mit of

The project Is not simply a scale-up to the whole economy from the survey
response data. Through use of a large macroeconomic model, it also takes into
account a complex array of interactions and feedback effects between differentr rts of the economy, which are intended to simulate the real economic world.
uch effects, of course, do not occur simultaneously. The findings are best
interpreted as the likely economic consequences a few years after enactment
of a tax proposal, I.e., after the effects of the proposed change would have
had a chance to wor-Their way throughout the national economy.

THE EFFECT ON TOTAL EMPLOYMENT FOR EACH OF THE SEVENTEEN PROPOSALS IS SHOWN
IN THE FOLLOWING TABLE AND IS EXPRESSED AS THE DIFFERENCE FROM WHAT WOULD
HAPPEN IN FUTURE YEARS WITHOUT THE TAX CHANGE. Results are presented In the
body of the report for real fixed Investment, manufacturing employment, real
GNP, and net federal tax receipts.

54-397 0 - 75 - 32
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TOTAL EMPLOYMENT EFFECTS

Five Years
Proposed Change First Year Cumulative

1. 10% Investment credit + 80,000 +1,170,000
2. 40% ADR + 70,000 + 890,000

3 Current CFC taxation -240,000 -2,720,00
with no foreign tax credit

4. Repeal of the investment credit -120,000 -1,600,000
5. Repeal of the foreign tax credit -110,000 -1,240,000
6. 50% corporate rate - 60,000 - 740,000
7. Current CFC taxation - 60,000 - 680,000
8. Repeal of ADR - 50,000 570,000
9. Multiple changes in the - 40,000 - 520,000

minimum tax
10. Repeal of DISC - 20,000 - 280,000
11. Repeal of tax deduction - 10,000 170,000

in minimum tax
12. 30% rate In minimum tax - 10,000 - 160,000
13. Repeal of "possessions" treatment - 10,000 160,000
14. Repeal of minimum distributions - 10,000 - 70,000
15. Repeal of "per country" limitation - 10,000 - 60,000
16. Repeal of WHTC - 10,000 - 50,000
17. Repeal of LDCC exceptions - 10,000 - 50,000

Significantly, the findings indicate that most of these proposed changes would
reduce the level of total employment over a period of time.

A SHORT-TERM INCREASE IN FEDERAL TAX RECEIPTS IS, OF COURSE, EXPECTED IF
BUSINESS TAXES ARE INCREASED. THE FINDINGS OF THIS STUDY, HOWEVER SUGGEST
THAT SUCH INCREASES ARE OBTAINED AT HIGH COST IN THE LONG TERM, THROUGH

1. REDUCED CAPITAL INVESTMENT,
2. REDUCED NUMBER OF JOBS FOR THE LABOR FORCE,
3. REDUCED. GNP, AND ALSO, BECAUSE OF THESE

ADVERSE CHANGES IN THE ECONOMY,
4. REDUCED FEDERAL TAX RECEIPTS IN THE FUTURE.

ON THE OTHER HAND, SIGNIFICANT DECREASES IN BUSINESS TAXES WILL GENERATE
LONG-TERM BENEFICIAL EFFECTS ON INVESTMENT, EMPLOYMENT, THE ECONOMY AND
FEDERAL TAX RECEIPTS.

III
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IMTODUCTION

The federal income tax plays a very significant role in the functioning of
our economy, and changes in the tax system can have a very significant impact
on the general health of our econm, particularly when those changes affect
the industrial sector. Capital Investments in new or modernized production
facilities, which thereby create new employment opportunities and increase
overall economic activity, are funded generally by capital consumption
allowances, by retained earnings and by the amount of borrowed capital which

.. such funds can sup ort. To the extent that changes in tax law have a
direct impact on the level of such earnings, they have an equally significant
indirect impact on future levels of new Investments, employment and total
federal revenues. Thus, the overall economic impact of any proposed tax
legislation will be much greater than can be Indicated by an estimate of
Initial revenue gain or loss

The project (TIP) used a survey of NAN members to measure the initial impact
which specific tax proposals would have on tax liability. Coupled with the
specific assumptions that changes in tax liability result in equal but
opposite dollar changes In cash flow and that percentage changes in cash
flow generate identical percentage changes in Investmentsthese initial changes
were applied to the overall economy through the Data Resources Inc., (DRI) Long-
Term Model of the U. S. Economy to determine how they would affect real fixed
investment, employment, GNP and federal tax receipts over a period of years.

TIP REPRESENTS ONE METHOD OF ESTIMATING THE OVERALL ECONOMIC IMPACT OF TAX
CHANGES. THE TIP FINDINGS ARE TO BE IMfRPRTEO AS INDICATIONS OF THE
DIRECTION AND THE 9RER 2F NABNITUQE OF THE IMPACT OF EACH PROPOSAL NOT
ASPRECISE STATEMENTS READING THE FUTURE EFFECTS OF SUCH PROPOSALS.

THE ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF EACH PROPOSAL, AS DERIVED BY THE ECONOMETRIC MODELING
PROCESS, ARE EXPRESSED AS PER NT E DIFF R S R T OU D P I

ENT, EMPLOYMENT, GNP AND TAXRECEIPTS.

For purposes of llustrattio, these percentages have been applied to 1977-1981
estimates ofeconomic activity to produce dollar and .ob figures. Assuminq
enactment of any of these proposals in mid- 1975, this allows an eighteen-
month interim as the period during which the impact of the change would be
fully realized throughout the economy. (This does not assume that there will
be no effects prior to 1977,)
E 2%: The pevoentagee and the dolla amounts of ,hanee ins real fixe
nes'tment and real ONP are preeented in terms of gn, t Z958 dot wheease
the pevoentagee and dollar amounts with veepeot to feea a pts are
net in teome of ofkrn dolas.2e tables on pp. W- are atut'e ot
the paoentaoe e oha e i weao, oonomi, fator presented in the top row (S) and
the dollar and Jobn ohge in the bottom row (Z968 * billions, thousands of
job,, ouawent $ billions).
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FINDINQs OF THE PROJECT

The Tax Impact Project (TIP) has estimated the overall economic impact which
would be generated by each of seventeen specific tax proposals affecting
business income. The findings are presented below in three roups of
tables -- or Proosals Aecting Domstic Source lag I r ProosalsAffecting FOr gn Source IncOM and Uhl VrgLeg3 IL. Explankatons Of the
seific proposals ar~e InClUd In IMMIX A a brief description ofwhat the figures in the tables represent, see the INTRODUCTION on page v.

Major Proposals Affecting Domestic Source Income

Of the seventeen proposals studied by TIP, the findings suggest that five
which affect primarily domestic source income would have major impact on the
domestic econoW. Two of these would have long-term beneficial effects while
three others would have adverse consequences.

The two beneficial proposals are enactment of a permanent 10% investment tax
credit and of a 40% ADR. The TIP findings Indicate that they would stimulate
capital Investment, thereby generating new employment opportunities throughout
the economy. The resulting increase in business and personal taxable incomes
would more than offset the initial reductions In tax liabilities.

The proposals with adverse consequences Include repeal of the investment tax
credit, repeal of ADR and an Increase in the corporate tax rate. The TIP
findings indicate that the long-term effects of each proposal would be to
reduce the level of capital investments, thereby lowering the levels of
employment which will otherwise develop. The resulting decrease in economic
activity would lower taxable business and individual incomes, thereby more
than offsetting estimates of initial revenue gains.

Table 1 -- 10% Investment Tax Credit

ANNUAL 5 YR-CUM
YRI I YR3 YR4 YR AVG % TOTAL

Real fixed investment (%)
(1958 $ billions)

14anuf. employment (
(thousands of jobs

Total employment(thousands of jobs

Real GNP (%)
(1958 $ billions)

Federal tax receipts (%)
(currentS billions)

+3.06 +3.89 +3.85 +3.88 +4.05 +3.73
+3.44 +4.77 +5.04 +5.36 +5.87

+ .90 +1.00 + .92 + .98 +1.01 + .96
+ 180 + 210 + 190 + 210 + 220

+ .10 + .24 + .28 + .33 + .37 4 .27
+ 80 + 200 + 250 + 300 + 340

+ .41 + .51 + .55 + .62 + .67 + .56
+3.82 +4.99 +5.63 +6.59 +7.38

- .46 - .37 - .30 - .14 + .05 - .24
1.83 -1.61 -1.42 - .72 + .28

+24.48

+ 1010

+ 1170

+28.41

-5.30
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Table 2 -- 40% ADR

ANNUAL 6 YR CUM
YR YR2 24 !L± NOk AL MTOAL

Real fixqd investment (%) +2.46 +2.99 +2.88 +2.90 +3.06 +2.86
1958 $ billions) +2,75 +3.67 +3.77 +4.00 +4.44 +18,63

anuf.,eployment (% + .69 + .76 + .73 + .76 + .78 + .74
(thousands of Jobs) + 140 + 160 + 150 + 160 + 170 + 780

Total +loent (5) .09 + .19 + .20 + .24 + .28 + .20
Cthousands of Jobs) + 70 + 160 + 180 + 220 + 260 + 890

Real GNP (% + .41 + .41 + .43 + .49 + .64 + .45
(1958 $ billions) +3.82 +4.01 +4.40 +5.21 +5.96 +23.39

Federal tax receipts () .36 - .28 - .23 - .11 + .03 - .19
(current $ bilions) -1.39 -1.22 -1.09 - .66 + .17 - 4.09

Table 3 -- Repeal of the Investment Tax Credit

uM-#r PZ. 04-98) is repaZed during the net sovera mont he. Rcu~or, the
manttude of the ieaot ooutd be .oted to fozeae.e eubetantiatty if repea
is eneoted uhen the new ?OS rate Isceeof sing its fu4t effeot.

ANNUAL 5 YRCUM
X1 YR 2 YR3 Y ,4 J A LS TTAL

Real fixqd Investment (%) -4.17 -5.31 -5.25 -5.30 -6.64 -5.11
1958 $ billions) -4.68 -6.52 -6.88 -7.32 -8.03 -33.43

Manuf. employment () -1.25 -1.32 -1.26 .1.37 -1.45 -1.33
(thousands of Jobs -250 - 270 - 260 - 290 - 310 - 1380

Total employment (%) -. 15 - .34 - .38 - .44 - .51 - .36
(thousands of Jobs) 120 - 290 - 330 - 390 - 470 - 1600

ResaINP (5 . 68 - .70- o74- .86 - .95 - .81
(1958 $ billion -5.40 -6.86 -7.68 -9.04 -1046 -39.33

Federal tax receipts (%) + .62 + .52 + .43 + .22 - .03 + .36
(current $ billions) +2.46 +2.27 +2.04 +1.13 - .17 + 7.73
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Table 4 -- Repeal of ADR

ANNUAL 5 YR CUN
YRI YR 2 YR 3 YR4 YR 5 AVG % TOTAL

Real fixed investment (%) -1.63 -1.95 -1.88 -1.92 -2.03 -1.88
(1958 $ billions) .1.83 -2.39 -2.46 -2.65 -2.94 -12.27

4anuf. employment (% - 44 - .48 - .45 - .50 - .52 - .48
(thousands of Jobs) .90 - 100 90 - 100 - 110 - 490

Total employment (%) -. 06 - .12 -. 13 - .16 - .19 - .13
(thousands of lobs) - 50 - 100 - 110 - 140 - 170 - 570

Real GNP (%) -. 26 - .26 - .28 - .33 - .37 - .30
(1958 $ billions) -2.42 -2.55 -2.87 -3.51 -4.07 -15.42

Federal tax receipts (%) + .23 + .18 + .12 - .01 - .02 + .10
(current $ billions) + .91 + .78 + .57 - .05 - .11 + 2.10

Table 5 -- 50% Corporate Tax Rate

ANNUAL 5 YR CUM
YRI YR2 YR3 YR4 YR 5 AVG % TOTAL

Real fixed investment (%) -1.88 -2.25 -2.17 -2.21 -2.34 -2.17
(1958 $ billions) -2.11 -2.76 -2.84 -3.05 -3.39 -14.15

Nanuf. employment (N) - .53 - .57 - .54 - .58 - .62 - .57
(thousands of jobs - 110 - 120 - 110 - 120 - 130 - 590

Total employment (%) - .07 - .14 - .15 - .18 - .22 - .15
(thousands of Jobs) - 60 - 120 - 130 - 190 - 240 - 740

Real GNP (% 30 -. 30 -. 32 - .38 - .42 - .34
(198 S billions_ -2.79 -2.94 -3.28 -4.04 -4.62 -17.67

Federal tax receipts (%) + .26 + .23 + .19 + .10 - .18 + .12
(current $ billions) +1.03 +1.00 + .90 + .51 -_1.00 + 2.44
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MaJor Proposals Affecting Foreign Source Income

The TIP findings indicate that four of the proposals affecting foreign source income
would have significant impact on the domestic economy.

N02T: TP has estimated the eoonomio i rpact of changes in tax liabitity,asuming that
th;reZationship between dmeetio investment and foreign investment wilt remain content.
White Zong-tem adjustments in the ratio of dome tio to foreign investment ooutd be
expected to foak*.w major changes in taxation of foreign source income, it is beyond the
soop or oapaoity of TIP to make asewvtione in this regard. Therefore, Tabtes 6, ?
and represent the estimates of the eoonomio imrpaot of these proposals, assuming that
changes in tevets of investment wiZl be distributed between domestic and foreign uses
in the samne ratio as presently exists.

Table 6 -- Current Taxation of CFC Earnings

ANNUAL 5 YR CUM
YRlI YR2 YR.3 YR4 YR5 AVG.% TOTAL

Real fixed Investment (%) -1.91
(1958 $ billions) 2.14

Manuf. employment (% " .54
(thousands of Jobs) 110

Total employment (%) - .07
(thousands of Jobs) .60

Real GNP (%) " 30
(1958 $ billions) -2.79

Federal tax receipts (%) + .27
(current $ billions) +1 .07

-2.29 -2.20 -2.24 -2.38 -2.21
-2.81 -2.88 -3.09 -3.45

- .58 - .54 - .60 - .63 - .58
- 120 - 110 - 130 - 130

- .14 - .15 - .19 - .22 - .15
- 120 - 130 - 170 - 200

- .30 - .33 - .39 - .43 - .35
-2.94 -3.38 -4.15 -4.73

+ .23 + 419 + .10 - .01 + .16
+1.00 + .90 + .51 - .06

-14.37

- 600

- 680

-17.99

+ 3.42

Table 7 -- Repeal of the Foreign Tax Credit

ANNUAL 5 YR CUM
YRI YR2 YR3 YR4 YR5 AVG % TOTAL

Real fixed investment (%) -3.44
(1958 $ billions) -3.86

Manuf. employment (%)- .96
(thousands of Jobs) - 190

Total employment o% - .13
(thousands of Jobs - 110

Real GNP (%" 55
(1958 $ billions) -5.12

Federal tax receipts (%) + .48
(current $ billions) +1.91

-4.08 -3.93 -4.00 -4.24 -3.94
-5.01 -5.15 -5.52 -6.15

-1.02 - .96 -1.06 -1.12 -1.02
- 210 - 200 - 220 - 240

- .26 - .27 - .33 - .40 - .28
- 220 - 240 - 300 - 370

- .54 - .58 - .69 - .76 - .62
-5.29 -5.94 -7.34 -8.37

+ .41 + .34 + .17 - .02 + .28
+1.79 +1.61 + .87 - .11

-25.69

- 1060

- 1240

-32.06

+ 6.07
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Table 8 -- Current Taxation of CFC Earnings coupled
with Repeal of the Foreign Tax Credit

Real fixed investment ()
(1958 $ billions)

anuf. employment N
(thousands of jobs

Total employent No:(thousands of jobs

Real GNP No:(1958 $ billions

Federal tax receipts (%)
(current $ billions)

YR I YR 2

- 7.55 - 8.88
- 8.48 -10.90

- 2.10 - 2.29
- 420 - 470

- .29 - .59
- 240 - 500

- 1.20 - 1.24
-11.18 -12.14

+ 1.03 + .89
+ 4.09 + 3.88

YR 3
- 8.53
-11.17

- 2.06
- 430

.62
- 540

- 1.24
-12.70

+ .70
+ 3.32

YR 4
- 8.58
-11.85

- 2.22
- 470

.72
- 650

- 1.47
-15.63

+ .35
+ 1.79

Table 9 -- Repeal of DISC Provisions

Real fixed investment (%)
. (1958 $ billions)

Manuf..employmnent N
(thousands of jobsl

Total employment N

l(tousands of jobfl

Real GNP b11 %:(1968 $ billies

Federal tax receipts (%)
(current $ billions)

YR 1

- .82
- .92

- .23
- 50

- .03
- 20

- .13
- 1.21

+ .16
+ .64

YR 2

- .98
- 1.20

- .25
- 50

- .06
- 50

- .13
- 1.27

+ .10
+ .44

YR 3
- .94
- 1.23

- .24
- 50

-. 06
- 50

- .14
- 1.43

+ .08
+ .38

YR 4

. .96
- 1.33

- .26
- 50

.08-
- 70

.17
- 1.81

+ .04
+ .21

ANNUAL
YR AVGS
- 9.07 - 8.52
-13.15

- 2.32 - 2.20
- 490

- .86 - .62
- 790

- 1.61 - 1.35
-17.73

- .06 + .58
- .33

5 YR CUM
TOTAL

-55.45

- 2280

- 2720

-69.38

+12.75

5 YR CUM
TOTAL

- 6.16

- 260

- 280

- 7.7

+ 1.61

ANNUAL
YR 5 AVG %

- 1.02 - .94
- 1.48

- .27 - .25
- 60

- .10 - .06
- 90

- .18- .15
- 1.98

- .01 + .08
- .06
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Other Proposals

The eight remaining proposals studied by TIP were found to have less substantial eco-
nomic impact than the proposals discussed earlier, although the impact of a series of
changes in the so-called minimum tax provisions would be rather significant, if enacted
simultaneously.

Table 10 -- Changes in the Minimum Tax
(Increase the Rate to 30%)

ANNUAL 5 YR CUM
YRI YR2 YR3 YR4 YR5 AVG % TOTAL

Real fixed investmento() - .39 - .48 - .46 - .47 - .50 - .46
(1958 $ billions) - .44 - .59 - .60 - .65 - .73 -3.01

Manuf. employment (%) .11 - .12 - .11 - .12 - .13 - .12
(thousands of jobs) - 20 - 20 - 20 - 30 - 30 - 120

Total employment (%) - .01 - .03 - .03 - .04 - .05 - .03
(thousands of jobs) - 10 - 30 - 30 - 40 - 50 - 160

Real GNP (% .06 - .06 - .07 - .08 - .09 - .07
(1958 $ billions) .56 - .59 - .72 - .85 - .99 -3.71

Federal tax receipts (i) + .06 + .04 + .04 + .02 - .01 + .03
(current $ billions) + .24 + .17 + .19 + .10 - .05 + .65

Table 11 -- Changes in the Minimum Tax
(Repeal of the Regular Income Tax Liability Deduction)

ANNUAL 5 YR CUM
YRlI YR2 YR3 YR4 YR5 AVG % TOTAL

Real fixed investment (%) - .43 - .52 - .50 - .51 - .54 - .50
(1958 $ billions) - .48 - .64 - .66 - .70 - .78 -3.26

Manuf. employment (%) -. 12 - .13 - .12 - .13 - .14 - .13
(thousands of jobs) - 20 - 30 - 30 - 30 - 30 - 140

Total employment (%) -. 01 - .03 - .04 - .04 - .05 - .04
(thousands of jobs) - 10 - 30 - 40 - 40 - 50 - 170

Real GNP (%) -. 07 - .07 - .07 - .09 -.10 -.08
(1958 $ billion - .65 - .69 - .72 - .96 -1.10 -4.12

Federal tax receipts (%) + .06 + .05 + .04 + .02 - .01 + .03
(current $ billions) + .24 + .22 + .19 + .10 - .06 + .69
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Table 12 -- Changes in the Minimum Tax
(30% Rate and Repeal of the Income Tax Deduction

coupled with Repeal of the $30,000 Exemption)

ANNUAL 5 YR CUM
YR1 YR2 YR3 YR4 YR5 AVG % TOTAL

m Real fixed investment (%) -1.45 -1.74 -1.68 -1.71 -1.81 -1.68
(1958 $ billions -1.63 -2.13 -2.20 -2.36 -2.62 -10.94

Manuf. employment ( .41 - .44 - .42 - .46 - .48 - .44
(thousands of jobs) - 80 - 90 - 90 - 100 - 100 - 460

Total employment (%) -. 05 - .11 - .12 - .14 - .17 - .12
(thousands of Jobs) - 40 - 90 - 100 - 130 - 160 - 520

RealGNP (% 23 -.23 -.24 -.29 -.32 -.26
(1958 $ billions) -2.14 -2.25 -2.46 -3.08 -3.52 -13.45

Federal tax receipts (%) + .19 + .15 + .12 + .07 - .02 + .10
(current $ billions) + .76 + .65 + .57 + .36 - .11 + 2.23

Table 13 -- Repeal of "Possessions Income" Treatment

ANNUAL 5 YR CUM
YRI YR2 YR3 YR4 YR5 AVG % TOTAL

Real fixed investment (%) - .39 - .47 - .45 - .46 - .49 - .45 -
(1958 $ billions) - .44 - .58 - .59 - .64 - .71 -2.96

Manuf. employment (%) -. 11 - .12 - .11 - .12 - .13 - .12
(thousands of jobs) - 20 - 20 - 20 - 30 - 30 - 120

Total employment (%) -. 01 - .03 - .03 - .04 - .05 - .03
(thousands of jobs) -10 - 30 - 30 - 40 - 50 - 160

Real GNP (%) .06 - .06 - .07 - .08 - .09 - .07
(1958 $ billions) .56 - .59 - .72 - .85 - .77 -3.49

Federal tax receipts (%) + .05 + .05 + .03 + .02 - .01 + .03
(current $ billions) + .20 + .22 + .14 + .10 - .05 + .59
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Table 14 -- Repeal of "Minimum Distributions"

NOTE: Table 14 preoente fipuree with r'eepeot to repeaZ of the 'Wnimwn dietributionell
Friiieiona, an action taken by the 2x Redution Aot of Z976 (P. b. 94-12), effective
January 1, 1976.

ANNUAL 5 YR CUM
YRI YR_2 YR3 YR4 YR V Ea TOTAL

Real fixed investment (%) -.19 - .22 - .22 - .22 - .24 - .22
(1958 $ bilIions) -.21 - .27 - .29 - .30 - .35 -1.42

Manuf. employment (N) -. 06 - .06 - .06 - .06 - .06 - .06
(thousands of jobs) -10 - 10 - 10 - 10 - 10 - 50

Total employment (%) -. 01 -. 01 -. 01 -. 02 -. 02 - .01
(thousands of jobs -10 - 10 - 10 - 20 - 20 - 70

Real GNP (%) -. 03 - .03 - .03 -. 04 - .04 - .03
(1958 $ billion -. 28 - .29 - .31 - .43 - .44 -1.75

Federal tax receipts (%) +.03 + .02 + .02 + .01 - .01 + .02
(current $ billions) +.12 + .09 + .09 + .05 - .06 + .29

Table 15 -- Repeal of the "Per Country" Limitation
on the Foreign Tax Credit

ANNUAL 5 YR CUN
YR.I YR2 YR3 YR4 YR5 AVG _ TOTAL

Real fixed investment (%) -. 15 - .18 - .18 - .18 - .19 - .18
(1958 $ billions) -.17 - .22 - .24 - .25 - .28 -1.16

Nanuf. employment (%) -.04 - .05 - .04 - .05 - .05 - .05
(thousands of Jobs) -10 - 10 - 10 - 10 - 10 - 0

Total employment (%) -. 01 - .01 - .01 - .01 - .02 - .01
(thousands of jobs 10 - 10 - 10 - 10 - 20 - 60

RealGNP (fl -.02 -.02 -.03 -.03 -.03 -.03
(1958 $ billions -.19 - .20 - .31 - .32 - .33 -1.35

Federal tax receipts (%) +.02 + .02 + .01 - .01 - .01 + .01
(current $ billions) +.08 + .09 + .05 - .05 - .06 + .11
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Table 16 -- Repeal of the Western Hemisphere Trade
Corporation (WHTC) Provisions

ANNUAL 5 YR CUM
YRI YR2 YR3 YR4 YR5 AVG % TOTAL

Real fixed investment (%) - .12 - .14 - .14 - .14 - .15 - .14
(1958 $ billions) - .13 - .17 - .18 - .19 - .22 - .89

Manuf. employment (%) -. 04 -. 04 - .04 - .04 - .04 - .04
(thousands of Jobs) - 10 - 10 - 10 - 10 - 10 - 50

Total employment () - .01 - .01 - .01 - .01 - .01 - .01
(thousands of Jobs) - 10 - 10 - 10 - 10 - 10 - 50

Real GNP (% -.02 - .02 - .02 - .02 - .03 - .02

(1958 $ billion) - .19 - .20 - .20 - .21 - .33 -1.13

Federal tax receipts (%) + .02 + .01 + .01 + .01 - .01 + .01
(current $ billions) + .08 + .04 + .05 + .05 - .05 + .17

Table 17 -- Repeal of the Less Developed Country Corporation
(LDCC) Provisions

ANNUAL 5 YR CUM
YRI YR_2 YR_3 YR 4 YR 5 AVG % TOTAL

Real fixed investment (%) - .08 - .10 - .09 - .10 - .10 - .09
(1958 $ billions) - .09 - .12 - .12 - .14 - .15 - .62

Manuf. employment (%) -. 02 - .02 - .02 - .02 - .02 - .02
(thousands of Jobs) - 10 - 10 - 10 - 10 - 10 - 50

Total employment (% 01 - .01 - .01 - .01
(thousands of jobs) - 10 - 10 10 - .50

Real GNP (% -. 01 - .01 - .01 - .0 -.02 - .01
(1958 $ billions) - .09 - .10 - .10 - .21 -. 22 - .72

Federal tax receipts (%) + .01 + .01 + .01 - .01 - .01 + .01
(current $ billions) + .04 + .04 + .05 - .05 - .05 + .03
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WHY A TAX IMPACT PROJECT?

The Tax Impact Project (TIP) was undertaken with three general objectives in
mind. They were:

-- to begin the development of a method of estimating the overall
economic impact of business-related tax proposals in general;

-- to develop economic impact estimates for specific proposals
which might arise in 1975; and

-- to lay the groundwork for the possible development of a
continuing project which could assess very rapidly the
economic impact of any major tax proposal.

Considering the magnitude of the federal income tax structure, its intertwining
with the economy and the massive capital needs of the future, it is increasingly
important that the economic consequences of proposed tax legislation be studied
thoroughly. TIP was conceived as a vital step in developing a capability to
estimate in advance the effects which tax proposals would have on real capital
investment, employment opportunities, real GNP and federal tax revenues over a
period of years.

TIP is not represented to be the last word in economic analysis of tax proposals.
It is one step in the development of methods of obtaining such analyses. It is
intended to aid the illustration of the relationship between tax policy and eco-
nomic activity and how this relationship is important to business and labor, to
producers and consumers, to the private sector and the government, indeed to all
facets of the economy. In so doing, it is hoped that TIP will help to raise the
debates over federal tax policy from the level of political and emotional
harangues to a rational discussion of the economic impact of tax legislation.
In addition, it is hoped that TIP will lead to additional development and re-
finement of economic impact studies of tax proposals.

The Income Tax in Our Economy

The existing Internal Revenue Code -- all 37 chapters plus thousands of pages
of Treasury Regulations -- has evolved from a very simple and uncomplicated
ancestor. Following ratification of the Sixteenth Amendment, the federal
income tax was enacted in 1913 as what appears, on the surface, to have been
a minor afterthought in a major tariff act. Most individuals fell within the
1% rate bracket on taxable incomes of up to $20,000, with relatively few
affected by the graduation of rates up to a maximum of 6% at the $500,000
income level. Corporations were subject to a 1% tax rate on their incomes.
As a source of federal funds, the income tax provided only 5% of federal net
revenues in 1913.

During the past sixty years, the income tax system has grown considerably
in size and in-importance. For fiscal year 1974, the income tax on
individuals and corporations provided $157.6 billion in federal revenues,
approximately 75% of all federal budget receipts, excluding Social Security
taxes on employers and employees., The Individual rate structure now ranges
from a minimum of 14% to a maximum of 70% on unearned income, approximately
twelve times the comparable 1913 rates. The maximum rate is now 48% on
corporate income, making the federal government virtually the equivalent of
a 50% shareholder in this country's largest business enterprises.
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The Relationship Between Tax Policy and Economic Activity

Thus, the federal income tax now plays a very significant role in the function-
ing of our economy. Business and consumers alike make expenditure plans based
on many factors -- fixed expenses, prices, availability of goods and services,
essentials versus luxury items, hoes and fears about the future. Yet, In the
final analysis, it is the availability of money which determines how far down
the shopping list they can go.' In this day and age, that means after-tax dollars,
because to the extent that the federal income tax consumes taxpayer dollars, it
reduces the funds available for private sector activity.

This is particularly true of new capital expenditures by business. Invest-
ment in new physical plants and productive equipment or in modernization of
existing facilities has an impact far beyond merely creating new employment
opportunities within the investing companies themselves. Capital expenditures
directly create employment and incomes for construction workers who build and
modernize factories, for production workers who manufacture the construction
materials and the equipment for the new and modernized facilities, for
service workers who transport and maintain the new equipment, for administrative
personnel who handle transactions and production schedules and for many otherrelated workers. The effects of capital expenditures also are felt as the
businesses and individuals who are paid for their goods and services spend
their incomes. The spending and re-spending of the invested dollars generate
a higher level of economic activity than would otherwise be the case. As
business and individual incomes rise, one additional beneficiary is the
federal government which realizes increased tax revenues.

The relationship between tax policy and business investments Is particularly
close. While many factors affect capital expenditure plans, the availability
of funds is of primary importance. Corporate cash flow (capital consumption
allowances and retained earnings) plays a primary role in such planning. Not
only is cash flow a source of capital itself, it alto has a substantial Im-
pact on the amount of borrowed capital which a business can obtain. Thus,
when changes in tax policy affect the volume of a company's cash flow, the
effect on available capital can be larger than the initial change in tax
liability itself.

The overall impact of major tax legislation is illustrated readily by the
economic history of the investment tax credit. The credit has a direct impact
on the capital expenditures of Industry by increasing the internal funds avail-
able for such expenditures. Following enactment of the credit in 1962, new
orders for machinery and equipment increased steadily, along with employment
in capital goods industries and with corporate tax revenues. The 1966-1967
suspension period witnessed a leveling off or decline in these areas. From
1967 through the 1969 repeal, new orders for capital goods, employment and
corporate tax revenues rose steadily. Following the repeal, the real declinewas very significant. Reinstatement of the credit and enactment of ADR in 1971
were followed by renewed growth In these areas.

Unfortunately, general awareness of the potential economic impact of tax changes
is fleeting. While it is easy to comprehend how a tax rebate or a general reduc-
tion of individual rates will favorably affect one's personal spending and invest-
ment plans, it is more difficult to understand how this effect can be multiplied
thousands and millions of times across the country and how the resulting Increase
in economic activity can benefit the country as a whole, particularly through the
business sector. And yet, the family-owned small business and the billion dollar
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anufacturing corporation are affected in the same general ways by changes
n tax liability; only the magnitude of the impact is different.

The Need for More Comprehensive Information

One specific function which the project will perform is to provide a more compre-
hensive means of measuring the federal revenue impact of tax proposals. The
existing procedure for estimating revenue impacts of tax proposals is rather
firmly established. It involves estimating the change in tax liabilities based
on expected levels of income in areas affected by a proposal. As a means of
comparing the initial impact of various proposals, this can be a useful pro-
cedure. As a means of estimating what will actually happen to federal revenues,
such a procedure stops well short of a complete assessment of the impact of a
specific proposal. In considering only the initial impact of a proposal, it
assumes that no compensating actions are taken by the taxpayer.

With respect to changes in taxation of business income, TIP considers the
secondary or "feedback" effects of tax proposals. As cash flow is reduced,
business investments will be altered, employment levels will be affected,
dividends may be changed and price structures may be subject to review.
Multiplying these changes by the thousands of companies and the millions of
individuals affected indicates the magnitude of the "feedback" effects which
tax proposals can generate. Thus, TIP builds on the initial impact figures
in estimating the long-term net changes in federal tax receipts presented in
the tables.

Selection of the Econometric Approach

Studying the feedback effects of tax proposals is a complex task. To determine
the overall changes in investment, jobs, GNP and federal revenues, the project
required the use of a well developed econometric computer model to take into
account the hundreds of equations which simulate actual relationships within
the economy.

An established and well recognized econometric model was chosen for the purpose
of generating the type of information sought by the project. A survey was
constructed to collect the data to be used as input into the model. None of
the assumptions or structural relationships within the model were altered.

With the Congress expected to consider a number of major tax proposals in 1975,
the study covered by this report was undertaken both to test the methodology and
to generate information with respect to a number of perennial tax proposals,
including changes in the investment tax credit, ADR, corporate tax rates and
foreign source income treatment. Thus, the first TIP results are expected
to be of practical usefulness, not Just of academic interest.

A possible long-term application of TIP is the development of a capability to
analyze any major tax proposal without time consuming surveys. The first study
has been structured to allow such development, should that be judged desirable.

54-397 0 - 75 - 33
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METHODOLOGY OF THE PROJECT

The Survey

In order to utilize the econometric model, it was necessary to gather data
regarding the initial impact of the tax proposals on the tax liabilities and
capital investments of Industrial-taxpayers. This was accomplished through
a survey of NAM member companies.

The survey form asked that a responding company indicate the dollar amount
by which its tax-liability for its most recent taxable year would have been
increased or decreased if each of seventeen specific tax proposals had been
in effect during that year. In addition, the firm was asked to provide in-
formation about its retained earnings for the year.

All of these figures were included in calculations to determine the percent
by which government tax receipts and total investment in fixed assets would
be changed by each particular tax proposal. The percent changes were
then used as input for the model in order to calculate the domestic economic.
effects of the proposals.

The survey was mailed to 1050 of the largest NAM member companies in November
1974. The list of recipients was compiled by selecting the fifty largest
member firms (by sales volume) in each of the manufacturing Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) Codes from 20 through 39, plus utility SIC Code 49. (See
APPENDIX B for list of industries by SIC Codes.) The cover letter explained
the purpose of the survey and asked for cooperation with the understanding
that the responses would be collected and compiled In complete confidentiality.
The only figures to be released would be the econometric results.

From the 1050 largest companies, 313 responses were'received and used in
compiling the percentage changes in tax receipts and investments used as
inputs for the model. Over sixty percent of the responses were based on
calendar 1973. Approximately twenty percent were for fiscal 1974. At the
time of the survey, this was the most recently available information.

The responding companies represent all major Industries in the U.S., and they-
represent substantial portions of all sales and investments by U.S. Industrial
companies. Responses to the survey came from companies in the various
manufacturing Industries and in the electric and gas utility Industries. The
responses represent approximately 35% of the companies on the Fortune 500
Largest Industrial Companies list. Total sales of the responding manufacturers
represented 36% of total sales of all U.S. manufacturers. Responding Fortune
500 members accounted for approximately 95% of the total sales volume of •
responding companies. All Fortune 500 sLies represent approximately 80% of
all manufacturing sales. The responding manufacturers accounted for
approximately 35% of all new investment in domestic plant and equipment.

For a detailed discussion of the survey and preparation of the model input,
see APPENDIX C.
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The Econometric Model

Iorkings of the model. An econometric model of the economy is a series of
functional relationships tying the various sectors of the economy together
into a unified system. A model is designed to measure mathematically and
statistically these relationships among numerous economic variables. Such
models are useful In analyzing specific elements of economic activity, as
well as for tracing the complex feedback and Interrelationships within the
total economy.

Basically, a model consists of a number of simultaneous equations, each of
which describes a certain functional relationship within the economic system.
The number of equations in a model will vary depending upon the scope of the
model. TIP used the Data Resources, Inc., (DRI) Long-Term Model of the U. S.
Economy, which consists of over 900 equations which identify and measure the
interrelationship among all major sectors of the economy.

The following diagram (CHART 1) is a simplified version of how an econometric
model ties the economy Into a self-contained whole and feeds data from one
sector into another. This diagram is highly simplified and is designed to
highlight the sectoral relationships important to the project. Thus, the
other elements of the economy that are affected by the variables in the
diagram are not represented.

OMT 2: TAX 1W CA MiM
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Each box represents a major element of the economy. The lines connecting the
boxes Indicate how elements from one sector are utilized to determine the
other elements. The circular nature of the diagram reflects "flow" of economic
activity and the simultaneous nature of the system. Thus, the model captures
the "circular" nature of economic activity.

-' Gross national product (GNP) is the measure of total output of goods and
services in the economy. Government tax policy, in addition to being a
source of revenue, influences economic activity (GNP) by either stimulating
or restricting economic growth. Thus, in this simplified diagram, tax policy
Is seen as influencing investment directly, as well as indirectly through
corporate profits. At the same time, the level of GNP affects government in
terms of tax receipts, as shown by the connecting boxes. Thus, government tax
policy can either stimulate or deter investment spending on new equipment.

Other factors affecting investment spending shown by the diagram are the level
of consumer expenditures and the level of corporate profits, which in turn is
affected by government tax policy. Consumer expenditures are a factor in
determining whether additional investment In equipment is necessary to satisfy
demand. In turn, the level of expenditures by consumers is affected by the
gain (or loss) in personal income resulting from changes in output and
employment. Also, corporate profits and government programs are determinants
of the gain or loss in personal income, which will then affect the level of
spending that dictates the amount of additional investment necessary to meet
demand, and so on. The variables in the diagram illustrate this cause and
effect feedback of the economic system.

Many other variables, of course, play a part in determining each of the elements
illustrated by the diagram. The purpose of this particular diagram is simply
to delineate the crucial connections among tax policy, investment, total output,
and government tax receipts.

Once built, a macroeconomic model is able to estimate the impact on hundreds of
economic relationships resulting from changes in the parameters of the economic
system. The impact of specific changes, such as alterations in tax policy and
investment decisions, can be analyzed under varying sets of assumptions. Such
models not only allow for the complex feedback of large numbers of economic
forces, they also make feasible the analysis of extremely large amounts of data.
Therefore, in addition to theoretical considerations, it was useful to adopt
an econometric approach for TIP because of the exceptionally large body of data
which the project incorporates.

Inputting the survey results. In order to obtain general macroeconomic results
from the initial effect of a tax proposal as determined by the survey, a
long-term macroeconomic model was chosen. If a model of the current economy
had been used, the results would have been distorted by the existing recession.
As a result, the figures would not provide reasonable statement of the
economic impact of the proposals over a long-term period. Further, since the
majority of the survey responses were based upon calendar year 1973, it would
have been inappropriate to use the results In a model of today's economy.
Therefore, the survey results were used as input Into the long-term model which
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assumes that the economy is at or near its long-term growth path. If the
tax changes were adopted in a recession, the effects would be somewhat altered.

While 1973 was not a normal year in many respects, Industrial utilization,
economic growth, and the level of unemployment were close to generally
considered long-term full employment growth levels and consistent with the
assumptions of the long-term model that was used. Inflation increased
dramatically throughout 1973 and was at rates quite above the assumptions of
the model. However, since the results of the survey were interpreted in real
terms, much of this bias was eliminated.

The survey data on each change in tax liability were compiled by SIC code.
It was assumed that such changes in tax liability result in equal dollar
changes in corporate cash flow. Also, a constant ratio of total investment
to cash flow was assumed for determining the Intial impact of a change in
cash flow on investment. Once the feedback mechanism or the interrelation-
ships within the economy is felt, however, the process becomes much more
complex. While the initial impact on investment Is determined by the change
in cash flow, the subsequent impact is determined by changes in demand, the
movement of interest rates the cost of capital, the change in dividend pay-
ments and other factors. (See APPENDIX C, pp. 31-32 for a fuller discussion.)

Once the change in investment was determined in each SIC code, these changes
were weighted to represent the relative importance of investment in that SIC
code to total investment In the economy.Then the Initial changes in tax
liabilities and investment In each industry flowed into the macroeconomic
model (see CHART 2) where the feedback effects began to work. The changes
ripple throughout various sectors of the economy (see CHART 1 on p. 14) and
the macroeconomic impact id determined.

CHART 1: MACROECONOMIC MODEL

TAX PROPOSAL
"AN

INITIAL INITIAL TAX INITIAL TAX

TANTIMPACT sic 22 .......
TAX IMPACT 1FRO SURVEY C

ECONOMETRIC
MODEL SINULATIONS

T OTAL
ECONOMY-WIDE
IMPACT
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NOM: It we aee#Wd that the existing ratio boteen doeetio and foreign
investment itiZ remain the sane after ana tax change. The vndinge represent
onty Me ohangee whish ould omoa in the dometio eoono based on the oriet-
ing relationship. White long-tew 034ueitente to foreign inveetments coutd be
expected to foLwi aignifioant ohane in tax treatment of foreign source inome,
it i. beyond the eope or oapaity of the project to make assumption. in thise
regard.

The Cesults. The table on page 18 Illustrates the format in which all of the
TIP findings are presented in this report in pp. 1-9. The results are in terms
of fixed investment, manufacturing employment, total employment, GNP and federal
tax receipta for the simulation period. These have been selected as the economic
factors which best illustrate the overall impact of each tax proposal. Itshould ke noted that changes in GNP and fixed investmnt are based on cons in
(19501 do.lars whille federal governen tax receipts *re based on current dollars.
The reason for this difference is to snow GNP and fixed investment without diS-
tortion due to inflation while federal government tax receipts are depicted In
actual dollars received. Thus, the numbers cannot be analyzed in terms of each
other without first "deflating" government tax receipts.

The tables present the economy-wide effects of each tax proposal, both on a
percentage change basis (the rows of figures designated (M))and on a dollar
and jobs basis (the rows of figures designated ($) and (jobs)). The percentage
change reflects the change in the total economy as a result of the tax proposal
as compared to economic conditions in the absence of any tax change. Note that
these are differences from what otherwise would occur. The percentages are not
intended to represent absolute changes from conditions in 1975.

The percentage effect of each of the tax proposals on the total economy is
shown on an annual basis over a five-year period. It is assumed that the
tax change remains in effect during the entire five-year period of the study.
It is also assumed that the proposal has been in place for a period of approxi-
mately 18 months so that its full impact is realized. To translate the percentage
changes into real figures, the percentages were applied to the long-term growth
model of the U.S. economy. The differences between the basic model (assuming
no changes due to tax policy) and the new simulations (based on the impact of
the tax proposals) were calculated.

It should be noted that the multiple impact of all of the various feedbacks from
the interrelationships within the economic system produce different results
depending upon the time framework. For example, manufacturing employment is
generally impacted more than total employment during the first year of full

mp act. This, of course, is what one would expect as employees are initially
pulled into manufacturing from other sectors when the effect Is positive or
find jobs in other sectors when the effect is negative. After the "first
round," however, the Impact on investment Is felt in other sectors of the
economy as well, and output and employment react In these areas. Thus, the later
effects on total employment are greater than in manufacturing alone.

Cr m of o t e0iutratiionthe five-year period of t9??-198Z was eeoeted to
f lust;d offset# of' t seventeen MIP proposate. This assume that thes
proposal. ere adopted in mid - 1075 and that an eighteen month intern period
witt attow the ftt effoot of the change to be reatised. Thia aseumption was
made for ittuetrative purpoes onzy. rt is reoognied that the appropriate
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period. for any given propose can vary widely. It should be noted that
TIP doea not asewe that there wil be no impaot in 9?S or 19?8, merely
that the fuz effect is asuned to be reached beginning in Z9??.

It should also be noted that the TIP findings wre based on tax Zaw prior to
P.L. 94-2. Therefore, the findings have been oatcutated by a model which
did not take into acocunt a ZO% inveetent tax credit, exoept with respect
to tW epeoifio pr poeal.

Table 1 -- 10% Investment Tax Credit

ANNUAL" 5 YR CUM
YRl YR2 YR3 YR4 YR 5 AVG % TOTAL

Real fixed investment (%)
(1958 $ billions)

Nanuf. employment o%(thousands of J

Total employment
(thousands of Jobs

Real GhP (%)
(1958 $ billions)

Federal tax receipts (%)
(current $ billions)

Example:

+3.06 +3.89 +3.85
+3.44 +4.77 +5.04

+3.88 +4.05 +3.73
+5.36 +5.87

+ .90 +1.00 + .92 + .98 +1.01 + .96
+ 180 + 210 + 190 + 210 + 220

+ .10 + .24 + .28
+ 80 + 200 + 250

+ .41 + .51 + .55
+3.82 +4.99 +5.63

+ .33 + .37 + .27
+ 300 + 340

+ .62 + .67 + .56
+6.59 +7.38

- .46 - .37 - .30 -14 .24
"1.83 -1.61 -1.42 : .72 - -28

+24.48

+ 1010

+ 1170

+28,41

- 6.86

Assuming enactment of a 10% investment tax credit,
the percentage change in manufacturing employment
in the first year, due to the tax impact would mean
+ 180,000 Jobs for that year. The average yearly
change in manufacturing employment would be +.9v%
which, in terms of the model simulations for 1977
to 1981, would result in a cumulative impact of
+1.01 million jobs in manufacturing employment.
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APPENDIX A: DESCRIPTIONS OF THE TAX PROPOSALS

The Tax Impact Project Report discusses the economic impact of 17 specific
tax proposals. These proposals are described below in the order in which
they are presented in the report.

Major Proposals Affecting Domestic Source Income

10% Investment Tax Credit (p.1)

The investment tax credit for ualified section 38 property has been raised to
10% across the board during 1975-1976 for all taxpayers, Including utilities,
by P.L. 94-12, the Tax Reduction Act of 1975. At the time of the TIP survey
in 1974, the investment tax credit rate was 7% generally, 4% for utilities.
The TIP results represent the effects which the higher rate alone will have,
assuming that it is made permanent. This assumes no other changes in credit
rules, such as the 50% tax liability limitation, the 3-5-7 rule or any other
credit-related provisions. The 10% rate would apply to all qualified property
placed in service during the taxable year covered by the survey and to the
.As1,, f q.lalified property attributable to construction, reconstruction or
erection during such taxable year.

40% ADR (p. 2)

Under existing law, the Asset Depreciation Range (ADR) allows a 20% variance
from the asset guideline period (depreciable life) established for property
within each asset guideline class. This allows the taxpayer to select a
depreciation period which is up to 20% shorter (or longer) than the guideline
period. The proposal would increase the allowable variance to 40%. No changes
in the guideline periods or in any other ADR-related provisions would occur.
The 40% variance would be applicable beginning with assets on which depreciation
began during the taxable year covered by the survey.

Repeal of the Investment Tax Credit (p. 2)

At the time of the TIP survey In 1974, the investment tax credit rate was 7%
generally, 4% for utilities. Therefore, the proposal contemplates repeal of
a 7% credit as it existed prior to enactment of the 10% rate in P.L. 94-12,
the Tax Reduction Act of 1976. Repeal would be effective on the first day of
the taxable year covered by the survey. Thus, the TIP results assume that the
taxpayer could not have taken any investment tax credit for that year.

Repeal of ADR (p. 3)

The Asset Depreciation Range (ADR) which allows a 20% variance from the asset
guideline period (depreciable life) for each class of depreciable property,
would be repealed, effective as of the first day of the taxable year covered
by the survey. Depreciation deductions would be based on the full guideline
lives as established in Treasury Regulations for all-property on which
depreciation began during that year.
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50% Corporate Tax Rate (p. 3)

At the time of the TIP survey in 1974, the corporate tax rate was composed of a
22% normal tax on all corporate income and a 26% surtax on all corporate income
In excess of $26,000, creating a 48% tax rate on Income above $25,000. The
proposal would Increase the surtax rate to 28%, thereby creating a 60% rate.
his 50% rate would be effective for the taxable year covered by the survey.

The TIP results do not take into account certain provisions of P.L. 94-12
which altered the normal tax and the corporate surtax exemption.

Major Proposals Affecting Foreign Source Income

Current Taxation of CFC Earnings (p. 4)

Under existing law, the earnings of foreign subsidiaries of U.S. companies,
often called controlled foreign corporations or CFC's, generally are taxable
by the United States only when paid as dividends to domestic parents or other
domestic shareholders. The only exceptions are found in Subpart F (sections
951-964) which was enacted to reach so-called "tax haven" income.

Under the proposal, 100% of the annual earnings of CFC's (any foreign corporations
which are more than 50% controlled by U.S. persons) would be deemed Raid as
dividends in the year earned without regard to whether they are in fact distributed.
The U.S. shareholders would be taxable on their pro rata share of such earnings.
The foreign tax credit would remain intact and would be available with respect to
such deemed-paid dividends. This proposal would be in effect for CFC earnings
during the taxable year covered by the survey, but not for previously accumulated
earnings.

Repeal of the Foreign Tax Credit (p. 4)

Under existing law, U.S. persons who have foreign source income must include it
in gross income and pay U.S. income tax thereon. If that income has also been
subject to income, war profits or excess profits taxes in foreign countries, the
taxpayer may credit such taxes against the U.S. tax due on the same income,
subject to certain computation rules. (Foreign taxes may not be credited against
federal taxes due on U.S. source income.) This credit is available both for taxes
paid directly by the U.S. taxpayer and for taxes paid by various levels of foreign
subsidiaries and then deemed paid by the U.S. taxpayer.

Under the proposal, the credit would be completely repealed. Foreign taxes would
be allowed only as a business deduction in computing taxable income. This would
be effective with respect to all foreign taxes which would otherwise be creditable
during the taxable year covered by the survey. This proposal would not require
current taxation of 100% of CFC earnings.

Current Taxation of CFC Earnings coupled with Repeal of the Foreign Tax
Credit (p.5)

Under this proposal, the current taxation of CFC earnings and repeal of the
foreign tax credit, as described above, would occur simultaneously. All subsidiary
earnings would be taxable directly to U.S. shareholders and foreign taxes could
be taken only as a deduction, not as a credit. This would be effective for
CFC earnings and foreit-n taxes thereon during the taxable year covered. by the
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survey, but not for previously accumulated CFC earnings.

Repeal of DISC Provisions (p. 5)

At the time of the TIP survey in 1974, Domestic International Sales Corporation
(DISC) treatment was available to domestic corporations engaged in exporting
all types of domestic products, minerals and foodstuffs. P.L. 94-12, the Tax
Reduction Act of 1975, restricted somewhat the list of quaUfied export items.
A DISC is a separate, non-taxable corporation which receives 95% of its receipts
from export business. Tax on 50% of its income is deferred until distributed
while 50% Is taxable to its shareholders, usually a parent company, in the year
earned. Income attributable to export receipts is treated as foreign source
income by the parent and receives separate treatment for foreign tax credit
purposes. The DISC may loan its deferred income to the parent for export-related
uses. This proposal would repeal DISC treatment effective for all income during
the taxable year covered by the survey, but not for previously tax-deferred DISC
income.

Other Proposals

Changes In the Minimum Tax (pp. 6-7)

Under current law, a corporation is subject to an additional. tax (also known as
the minimum tax) on the total of "tax preference" items which it uses. These
items include capital gains, accelerated depreciation on real property, special
amortizations and percentage depletion. The total of "tax preferences" is
reduced by a $30,000 exemption and by the amount of regular income tax liability
(minus tax credits). The remaining amount of "tax preference" income is subject
to a 10% tax.

The various proposals considered by TIP would (1) increase the tax rate to 30%,
(2) repeal the regular income tax liability deduct on, and t3) enact these
simulta ously wi a reeal or the 130500 exemption. These proposalswould
be effective for the taxable year covered by the survey.

-Repeal of "Possessions Income" Treatment (p. 7)

Under current law, a U.S. corporation which derives 80% of its gross income
from U.S. possessions (including Puerto Rico and Guam but excluding the Virgin
Islands) and 50% of Its gross income from active conduct of a trade or business
in such possessions, may exclude from gross income alT income from such possessions
and from foreign sources. The proposal would repeal this treatment effective for
all possessions income and foreign source income earned or received during the
taxable year covered by the survey, but not for previously excluded income.

Repeal of "Minimum Distributions (p. 8)

At the time of the TIP survey in 1974, section 963 of the Code provided a
"minimum distributions" mechanism through which U.S. taxpayers, who otherwise
would be subject to the special Subpart F treatment of so-called "tax haven"
income, could be relieved of the administrative and accounting burdens of .
Subpart F. Under this concept, taxpayers could exclude from gross income all
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Subpart F income if their worldwide income was taxable at 90% of the maximum
U.S. rate, or 43%. The schedule in section 963 provided the-44nimum-percentage
of foreign income which had to be distributed to U.S. shareholders to raise
the effective worldwide rate to 43%.

P.L. 94-12, the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, repealed "minimum distributions"
effective January 1, 1976. The TIP results are based on such a complete
repeal in the taxable year covered by the survey.

Repeal of the "Per Country" Limitation on the Foreign Tax Credit (p. 8)

Prior to P.L. 94-12, the Tax Reduction Act of 1974, there were two methods of
computing the maximum foreign tax credit--the "per country" limitation and the
"overall limitation. Under the "per country" limitation, the foreign tax
credit is computed with respect to the taxes paid on income from each foreign
country. The maximum credit which can be taken against U.S. taxes on Country X
source income is computed by multiplying tentative U.S. tax liability times
the ratio of Country X source taxable Income to worldwide taxable income. This
is repeated for income from each foreign country. Under the overall limitation,
the maximum credit is computed by multiplying tentative U.S. tax liability times
the ratio of all foreign source taxable income to worldwide taxable income.

P.L. 94-12 repealed the 'per country" limitation with respect to foreign
oil-related income. The TIP proposal would repeal the "per country" limitation
altogether for all foreign source income during the taxable year covered by
the survey.

Repeal of Western Hemisphere Trade Corporation (WHTC) Provisions (p. 9)

Under current law, a U.S. corporation, which (1) does all of its business in
the Western Hemisphere (2) receives 95% or more of its gross Income from
non-U.S. sources, and (3) receives 90% or more of its gross income from the
active conduct of a trade or business, receives a special deduction from
taxable Income as otherwise computed. The effect is to reduce the maximum 48%
corporate rate by 14 percentage points, down to 34%. This proposal would repeal
WHTC treatment effective for all income during the taxable year covered by the
survey, but not for WHTC income which was previously taxed at a lower rate.

Repeal of Less Developed Country Corporation (LOCC) Provisions (p. 9)

At the time of the TIP survey in 1974, income of less developed country.
corporations (LDCC's) was subject to less U.S. taxation than other foreign
source income. There were LDCC-exceptions to Subpart F treatment, to foreign
dividend gross-ups and to taxation of gain on the sale or exchange of stock
In a foreign corporation.

P.L. 94-12, the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, repealed the exception to Subpart F
treatment for LCC dividends which are reinvested in LDCC's, beginning in 1976.
The TIP proposal would repeal all of the L0CC exceptions listed above. This
would apply to all LOCC income, dividends and gain during the taxable year
covered by the survey.
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APPENDIX B: INDUSTRIES SURVEYED

The TIP survey recipients included NAM member companies in the manufacturing -.

industries. The following industry groups were used:

SIC Industry

20 -- food end kindred products
21 -- tobacco products
22 -- textile products
23 -- apparel and other fabric

products
24 -- luber and wood products

(except furniture)
25 -- furniture and fixtures
26 -- paper and allied products
27 -- printing, publishing and

allied industries
28 chemicals and allied products
29 petroleum refining and

related industries
30 rubber and miscellaneous

plastic products
leather and leather products
32 stone, clay, glass and

concrete products
33 primary metals
34 fabricated metal products

(except ordnance, machinery
and transportation equipment)

35 -- non-electrical machinery
36 -- electrical machinery
37 -- transportation equipment
38 -- instruments, photographic goods,

witches, and clocks
39 -- miscellaneous manufacturing
49 -- electric, gas and sanitary services
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APPENDIX C: DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE METHODOLOGY

The economic effects of changes In federal corporate taxes have been
studied and debated at length by legislators and the public at large,
as well as by professional economists. At issue is the response of
Investment to changes in corporate taxes. The professional economic
literature is robust with many studies of the investment function,
going back to classical studies by Jan Timbergen in the 1930's and to
Keynes' criticism of monetary policy as having little effect on the
level of investment in the General Theory of Employment, Interest, and
m~a" The broad outline of the investment function is now gener-
ally agreed upon; the details and importance of various factors are
not.

The problem of estimating the economy--wide effects of corpol"ate tax
changes must be viewed from two major perspectives: (1) How do
changes in corporate taxes affect corporate cash flow and the user
cost of capital? (2) Given the marginal changes determined in (1),
that Is, the partial equilibrium effects, how will changes in invest-
ment and federal tax revenues affect the working of the economy and
in turn feed back into subsequent effects on Investment? The initial
effect can be termed the direct impact on corporate Investment spend-
Ing, while Abe second element can be termed the feedback effect of
tax changes.

The discussion which follows covers the complete methodology of the
Tax Impact Project (TIP). Included is a description of the TIP
survey form and the responses to it which were received. Also dis-
cussed is the microeconomic effect which proposed changes would have
on corporations' propensity to invest and to pay taxes along with the
assumptions inherent in the analysis. The final section describes
the macroeconomic process which estimated the magnitude of the secondary
or'"feedback" effects based on the changed propensity to invest and to
pay taxes.
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The Survey of NAM Members

Survey Oestions. A survey of industrial companies was necessary to obtain
ata on the dollar impact of various tax proposals and how they would affect
domestic capital investments. The survey form was constructed after the
econometric approach was selected and was tailored to provide the type of
information necessary to prepare the input for the model. All answers were
to be based on the most recently completed taxable year.

The form requested certain company profile information regarding gross sales,
number of employees and book value of gross fixed assets. However, this
information was not used in the econometric model input. Other company
profile questions requested information about the dollar amount of capital
invested during the year in fixed assets in the U.S. and about the company's
retained earnings for the year.

Each company was asked to state the two digit Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) code number which Identifies its general industrial business. The SIC
code numbers were used to group survey responses by industry for use in
preparing the final survey results as model Input.

The form also asked for the initial dollar impact which each of a number of
proposals would have had on the federal income taxes of the responding
company for Its most recently completed taxable year. The company was asked
to indicate the year for which it was responding.

A separate cover sheet for the survey provided space for identifying the
responding company and the person under whose direction the survey response
was prepared. This sheet was used for two purposes; (1) to identify companies
so that additional solicitations would not result in duplicate responses,
and (2) to provide ready access to a person within each company who could
answer any questions about the response.

Survey Distribution and Response. To obtain the responses which would provide
the most worthwhile and reliable data for use in prepari model input, the
survey was mailed to a selection of MM member companies n a wide diversity
of industries and which are responsible for a significant portion of domestic
capital investment In fixed assets.

The fifty largest NAN member companies (by sales volume) in each of twenty
manufacturing SIC codes 20 through 39, plus utility company SIC code 49, were
Included In the list. SIC code 21 contained only 20 companies. "An-additional
30 manufacturing companies$ which were overlooked in the original selection,
were sent survey forms at a later date. This list of 1050 large companies
was supplemented by 500 small NAN members. The selection was made at random
by computer from all NAM companies which employ fewer than 500 persons.

The survey form was mailed to the list of 1550 companies in November 1974.
It was sent under cover of a letter which described the purpose of the survey
and requested a prompt response of a completed form with the understanding

. that the information provided would be confidential and that no individual
.. company data would be released.
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A total of 360 responses to the survey were received prior to March 1, 1975.
Of this number, 344 were from the 1050 largest members and 16 were from
the 500 smaller members.

The survey responses were reviewed individually for omitted answers and any
other answers which seemed to be incorrect. Responses which were questioned
during this process were discussed with the person responsible for the survey.
The answers were confirmed or altered as appropriate.

Comolaton of the Results. The answers on each response were recorded on
the appropriate SIC code list and on a master list. The cover letter with
identifying company and individual names were detached and retained. The
completed survey forms were destroyed.

A total of 313 responses were used In compiling the results. Because the
overall response by the small companies was very limited, none of their
individual responses were used. Also excluded were responses from larger
firms which needed verification but which did not provide the name of the
person responsible for completing the form. Results were compiled for each
SIC code and for the total response.

The Microeconomic Effects

The determination of the initial effects of tax changes on cash flow and the
user cost of capital can be approached both theoretically and by use of a
survey. This first staqe of analysis is not amenable to econometric analysis
as historic time series data on investment contain the very feedback or
macroeconomic effects which are at issue. Also, there have not been suffi-
cient observations to determine the effects of new tax changes empirically.

Many theoretical articles on the effect of taxes on investment have been
published of late. While these all permit some degree of qualitative and
quantitative conclusions, they exhibit certain deficiencies for the purposes
of the TIP analysis. First, theoretical derivations generally give only
qualitative conclusions. For example, a model might be constructed which
emonstrates that a lowering of taxes will cause an Increase in investment.

The crucial question for policy purposes, however, is by how much federal tax
revenues will change and by what magnitude invesment, employment, and output
will change. Purely theoretical constructs do indicate the direction and
impact of these changes, but they are less effective In measuring the magni-

--ude of the changes.

1Theoretical models of Investment by the firm include references 20, 25, 30,
8, 16 cited in the selected bibliography, pp. 36-37.
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The impact of a policy change on tax payments is by no means obvious. It
is a complex question that depends upon the current structure of each
corporation affected and can only be accurately estimated by someone
familiar with the details of both the firm and the tax change. Thus, to
obtain answers as to the effect of tax policy changes on corporate tax
payments, the TIP survey asks a purely accounting question: Given the

, conditions of the latest fiscal year, what would be the dollar effect of
different tax changes on corporate tax payments?2 These survey results were
then classified by two-digit SIC code.

With the change in tax liabilities determined by the survey, the next question
is whether these funds will be retained In whole by the corporation or
retained only in part with dividend payments increased. The approachadopted
by TIP is that dividend payments are assumed to be unchanged, initially, te., they
are a part of the "other things held constant." Several studies indicate
that while dividends have risen over time, there is no immediate correlation
between changes in after-tax corporate profits and changes in dividends.
This can be shown empirically by the following regression equation:

DOIV - .279 + .028*DZA
(6.25) (2.04)

- 0.04
DW -1.65
SE a .389
FIT: 1955:1 TO 1974:4

WHERE:

DDIV - QUARTERLY CHANGE IN CORPORATE DIVIDENDS

DZA , QUARTERLY CHANGE IN AFTER-TAX CORPORATE PROFITS

Nany other surveys have attempted to determine the effect of tax policy
change on investment. Among the more notable are the McGraw-Hill surveys
that are analyzed in reference 12. A major shortcoming of these surveys
(in addition to their small sampTe size) is that they require an opinion
as to how tax changes will affect corporate investment. However, many times
decisions concerning investment by large corporations are independent of
knowledge concerning the effect of tax policy changes on after-tax profits.
Thus, there is a very poor observed relation between these type surveys and
other empirical evidence concerning changes in Investment.

3The classic article on this subject is the paper by Modigliani and Miller,
reference 30, which proves that in a perfect capital market optimal investment
decisions are independent of how the investment is financed. Dhrymes-and Kurz,
reference 8, present a model where capital market imperfections make internal
funds a cheaper source of financing for the firm. A recent study by Fame,
reference 14, finds that the hypothesis of a complete independence between
dividend poticy and investment decisions of the individual firms cannot be
rejected. Also, see references 4 and 29.
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Given these results and on the basis of other studies (see Footnote 3), it
Is assumed that changes in tax liabilities will not immediately affect dividends.
Onee the initial impact is fed into the model, however, dividends are increased
(or decreased) as firms respond to the altered levels of profits and cash flow.

The effect of changes in cash flow on investment can be viewed as a partial
equilibrium or microeconomic effect. While many other factors affect the level
of investment such as interest rates and the aggregate level of economic activity,
the Initial effect of such changes can be considered a changed propensity to invest.

TIP assumes that if a particular tax policy were to alter tax liabilities by X
dollars, then cash flow would also change by X dollars. Comparing this change
in cash flow to total cash flow gives the percentage change in cash flow, which .
is assumed to result in an equal change in capital investments. This percentage
change was computed from the survey data for each SIC code and represents the
Initial impact of the proposal on that industry, ie.,the changed propensity to
invest, if all other factors remain unchanged. Tit-initial impact was used
to trigger the model, which then simulated other changes in the economy which
would follow the changes In taxes and investment.

The assumption that there is a constant relation between total investment and
cash flow is based upon the hypothesis that a firm has an approximately constant
leveraging ability in that an increase (decrease) In internally generated funds
will a low for an expansion (contraction) in externally borrowed funds, whether
this is to be used as replacement investment or expansion Investment. Empirically
this has been the case. The ratio of total investment to cash flow for the U.S.
economy exhibits a remarkably stable pattern over the past 20 years. This is
shown in Table 1.

Table 1

AVERAGE RATIO OF FIXED PRIVATE NONRESIDENTIAL
INVESTMENT TO CASH FLOW *

Year Ratio Year Ratio

1955 - 1.1 1965 1.1
56 - 1.3 66 - 1.2
57 - 1.3 67 - 1.2
58 " 1.3 68 1.2
59 - 1.1 69 - 1.4
60 - 1.3 70 -- 1.4
61 - 1.2 71 - 1.3
62 - 1.1 72 - 1.2
63 - 1.1 73 - 1.2
64 - 1.1 74 - 1.2

*Cash Flow - corporate retained earnings plus corporate capital consumption allowances.

54-397 0 - 75 - 34
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The Feedback Effects: Use of the 1lacroeconomic Model

NOT: Met of the data used in oonstructing the relationship disoussed
W.ei tmprapared bj the V. S. Department of Covirneroe. For specific
sources, see pp. 34- S.

, Aggregate investment functions have been widely discussed in the literature.
(See, for example, reference 26 for a recent survey article- also see selected
references, on pp. 36-37.) Since the Data Resources, Inc., (DRI) long-term
macroeconomic model deals with an aggregate investment function for the
private economy, it was necessary to transform the two-digit industry results
into economy-wide effects on investment.

To do this, it was assumed that the TIP sample of manufacturing firms and
utilities were representative of the economy in terms of the effect of tax
policy changes on changes in fixed nonresidential investment (i.e., producer's
durable equipment plus nonresidential structures). In assessing the
reasonableness of this assumption, it is informative to examine the historical
relation between Investment in manufacturing and utilities--the sectors covered
by the survey--and investment in other areas.

That is, IFIXER - IMU + IOT

WHERE:

IFIXER - Fixed private nonresidential investment

IMU - IPE&M + IP&E49

IPE&M - Investment in manufacturing

IP&E49 - Investment in utilities

IOT - Investment in "other" sectors

Table 2 below presents the historical relationship among these variables
annually from 1953 to 1974. IR represents the ratio of IOT to IM&U. The
relationship remains quite constant over time, thereby implying that
factors impacting investment in manufacturing and utilities have a similar
impact on other sectors. (Of course, the timing of the impact can be expected
to be different; in particular, manufacturing investment can be seen to be
more cyclically sensitive than "other" investment.)
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Table 2

HISTORICAL RELATIONSHIP OF MANUFACTURING
AND UTILITY INVESTMENT TO OTHER INVESTMENT

34.1500
33.6500
38.1250
43.7000
46.3500
41.6000
45.1000
48.4000
47.0250
51.6500
54.3250
61.0500
71.3000
81.6750
83.3000
88.8250
98.5000

100. 579
104.5750
116.8500
136.7500
149.1750

1M

16.1925
15.2550
15.8025
19.7950
22.1775
17.9825
17.8750
20.3050
19.3175
19.9225
21.1300
24.7400
29.4375
35.5275
37.2775
38.5475
43.2675
45.0950
45.3200
48.2850
56.5875
66.3950

ROT

17.9576
18.3950
22.3225
23.9050
24.1725
23.6175
27.2250
28.0950
27.7075
31.7275
33.1950
36.3100
41.8625
46.0475
46.0225
50.2775
55.2325
55.4800
59.2550
68.5650
80.1625
82.7800

'a

1.10900
1. 20583
1.41259
1.20763
1.08996
1.31336
1.52308
1.38365
1.43432
1.59255
1.57099
1.46766
1.42208
1.29611
1.23459
1.30430
1.27654
1.23029
1.30748
1.42001
1.41661
1.24678

Quarterly, from 1955 to 1974, the mean of IR Is equal to 1.35866 with a standard
deviation of 0.134375, further illustrating the relative stability of this
variable.

Another method of examining the relationship between "other" investment and
manufacturing and utility investment is to regress the former on the latter,
i.e., lOT - f(INMU). This resulted in the following equation: 4

IOT s 2.6638 + 1.25729*IW&U
(1.9043) (.053945)

2 - .9661 DW - 1.1171

4Quarterly, similar regression results are obtained,
timing of the changes in investment is apparent.

lOT i 1.56787 + 1.28036*I&U
(0.903755) (.0265735)

although the different

2 . O9 - 0.1938 SE - 3.62815

DATE

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

SE a 3.4691
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Thus, abstracting from cyclical effects of timing, the relationship between
investment in manufacturin and utilities and investment in the rest of the
economy is quite stable. Furthermore, the above regressions imply that a
change in INN4 will result in an approximately equal percentage change in IOT.

The effects on investment in percentage terms were weighted by the relative
level of investment in 1973 for each of the two-digit SIC manufacturing
industries and utilities (SIC 49, also included in the survey). This resulted
in a weighted-average effect on the propensity to invest which was then intro-
duced into the econometric model.

A number of equations were used by the model to analyze the impact of the
various tax proposals on the totl economy. The fixed private nonresidential
investment (IFIXER) equation is the sum of investment in producer's durable
equipment (IPDE) plus construction excluding residential (ICER), and represents
the basic investment level altered by the survey results.

IFIXER a IPDE + ICER

In order to illustrate the number of variables in the model which impact the
final level of investment, the major elements impacting investment are sum-
marized below. It should be stressed that it is these variables--along with
several others which impact the ones listed--which determine the final "feedback"
effects of increased or decreased taxes.

ICER - f(DODPCAUS, IPDE, ICR, PICER)

Where:

ICER a Investment in private nonresidential structures
PICER - Implicit price deflator-private nonresidential structures
IPDE - Investment in producer's durable equipment
ICR a Investment in residential structures

DODPCAUS a DO0 military prime contract awards-total

IPDE = IPDE58 (PIPDE)

Where:

IPDE58 a Investment in producer's durable equipment- 1958 dollars
PIPDE - Implicit price deflator-producer's durable equipment

IPDE58 - f(KGDPE58, DODPCAUS, GNP58, PGNP, IPDECOST, CASH58, SF58)

Where:

IPDE58 a Investment in producer's durable equipment - 1958 dollars
KGPDE58 a Capital stock of producer's durable equipment - 1958 dollars

DODPCAUS - DOD military prime contract awards - total
GNP58 a Gross national product - 1958 dollars

PGNP a Implicit price deflator - gross national product
IPDECOST a Cost of capital variable

CASH58 - ZA + CCACORP - DIV
ZA - Corporate profit after tax excluding IVA

CCACORP a Corporate capital consumption allowances
DIV a Dividends

SF58 a Final sales, total - 1958 dollars
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IPDECOST - f(PIPDE, R*DCNEWNS, RTCGFS, DPNDIS, RITC)

Where:

PIPDE - Implicit price deflator - producer's durable equipment
RMIDCNEWNS a Average yield on new issues of high-grade corporate bonds

RTCGFS a Statutory corporate tax rate
DPNDIS - Discounted value of depreciation allowances

RITC - Effective rate of the investment tax credit

The weighted average effect on the propensity to invest was incorporated into
the fixed nonresidential investment (IFIXER) equation as a multiplier. In
other words, the investment equation, which is based upon the user cost of
capital and aggregate demand, was multiplied by one plus the fraction that
investment would change based on the survey data as subsequently weighted.
The percentage change in corporate tax payments was averaged and also included
in the long-term macroeconometric model as a multiplier on corporate tax pay-
ments. The model was then solved over a five-year period for each tax proposal.

Assumptions of the DRI Long-Term Model

The assumptions of the DRI Long-TermModel of the U. S. Economy basically are
such that the economy opera~esat near full employment after recovering from
the initial business cycle.b Since the model used by TIP was developed in 1974,
the "control" solution returns to near full employment by the year 1975. Thus,
the results of the survey give the macroeconomic effects that would occur if
the economy were operating at a much more normal level than the current economy.
If the survey results were incorporated into the model of today's economy, the
effects would, in many cases, be greater because of the correspondingly greater
degree of idle capacity at present. However, again, the purpose of the analysis
is to develop long-term trend estimates.

The general long-term propositions are:

1. The investment/GNP ratio will be high.

The model assumes that over the next several years, the economy will be
characterized by a major catch-up element for investment because of:

A. Inadequate outlays in the latter 1960s when the dollar was overvalued
and the manufacturing sector was suffering from a depressed rate of
return;

B. The anti-pollution requirements of the future; and-

C. The need to develop new energy sources;

5 A complete discussion is presented in "Problems and Prospects for the U. S.
Economy: Data Resources Long-Term Projections, 1974-1985," Data Resources,
Inc., May, 1974.
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2. The financing needs for this large volume of investment will be met by
large amounts of personal and business saving.

This requires that the saving ratio be higher than its historical average,
which seems reasonable given the maturing nature of the population;

3. Budget deficits will be kept small in accordance with near full employment
once the current recession ends;

4. The inflation of 1973-74 represents an historical episode rather than a
permanent change in the economic structure; and

5. The growth in potential GNP is 3.9 percent per annum for the first five
years of the model simulation, below the 4.7 percent rate of growth
during the five years prior to 1974 and consistent with the projected
slower population growth.

Major assumptions of the control solution are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3

RATES OF GROWTH OF MAJOR ECONOMIC INDICATORS
FOR THE CONTROL SOLUTION

Historical Control
7-74a 7574

Real GNP 4.1 4.3

Gross private domestic

investment -

Fixed investment

GNP deflator

Unemployment rate (level)

Interest rate on high grade
corporate bonds

6.2

6.0

5.1

5.4

7.5

5.2

5.3

4.4

5.4

7.6
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DATA SOURCES

DESCRIPTION OF SERIES DIV

Dividends
Billions of Current Dollars, Seasonally Adqusted at Annual Rates
U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis
National Income & Product Accounts of the United States, Table 2.2

DESCRIPTION OF SERIES GNP58

Gross National Product--1958 Dollars
Billions of 1968 Dollars
Seasonally Adjusted at Annual Rates
U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis
National Income and Product Accounts of the United States

DESCRIPTION OF SERIES ICER

Investment in Private Nonresidential Structures
Billions of Current Dollars, Seasonally Adjusted at Annual Rates
U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis
National Income and Product Accounts of the United States, Table 1

DESCRIPTION OF SERIES ICR

Investment in Residential Structures
Billions of Current Dollars, Seasonally Adjusted at Annual Rates
U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis
National Income and Product-Accounts of the United States, Table 1

DESCRIPTION OF SERIES IFIXER

Fixed Private Nonresidential Investment
Billions of Current Dollars, Seasonally Adjusted at Annual Rates
U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis
National Income and Product Accounts of the United States, Table 1

DESCRIPTION OF SERIES IPDE

Investment in Producers' Durable Equipment
B11ions of Current Dollars, Seasonally Adjusted at Annual Rates
U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis
National Income and Product Accounts of the United States, Table 1

DESCRIPTION OF SERIES IPDE58

Investment in Producers' Durable Equipment--1958 Dollars
Billions of 1958 Dollars
Seasonally Adjusted at Annual Rates
U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis
National Income and Product Accounts of the United States
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES IP&E49

Plant and Equipment Expenditures--Public Utilities
Billions of Current Dollars, Seasonally Adjusted at Annual Rates
U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis
Survey of Current Business, Jan. 1970; Subsequent Quarterly Issues

DESCRIPTION OF SERIES IP&EN

'm,, Plant and Equipment Expenditures--All Manufacturing
Billions of Current Dollars, Seasonally Adjusted at Annual Rates
U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis
Survey of Current Business, Jan. 1970; Subsequent Quarterly Issues

DESCRIPTION OF SERIES PGNP

Implicit Price Deflator--Gross National Product
Index Base: 1958 - 1.0
Seasonally Adjusted
U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis
National Income and Product Accounts of the United States

DESCRIPTION OF SERIES PICER

Implicit Price Deflator--Investment, Private Nonresidential Structures
Index Base: 1958 - 1.0
Seasonally Adjusted
U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis
National Income and Product Accounts of the United States

DESCRIPTION OF SERIES PIPDE

Implicit Price Deflator--Investment in Producers' Durable-Equipment
Index Base: 1958 - 1.0
Seasonally Adjusted
U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis
National Income and Product Accounts of the United States

DESCRIPTION OF SERIES R4W4BCNEWNS

Average Yield on New Issues of High-Grade Corporate Bonds
Adjusted to AA Basis, Per Cent Per Annum, Not Seasonally Adjusted
Courtesy of the Economics Department
The First National City Bank of New York
Estimates Beginning April 1972 Computed by DRI
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Senator NELSON. Thank you very much for taking time to come.
Of course, I have not had the chance, nor have any of the other

members, to look at your tax impact project report. But, it looks to
be-

Mr. BIxLEm. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman, could I just highlight a
couple of things which stood out when I saw the report yesterday for
the first time? (I had known about the project being underway, but
had not seen the results.) If, for example, you look on page iii-

Senator NELSON. What page?
Mr. BixLFm. R6man numeral iii. It is in the beginning before the

Arabic numbers start. There it talks, for instance, about the employ-
ment effects, if the 10-percent investment credit were made perma-
nent. In the first year it would equate out to about 80,000 jobs, and in
over 5 years, it would result in a approximately 1,170,000 more jobs.

This is not to say that we asked the tax managers of these businesses
how many jobs a permanent 10-percent investment credit would create.
Instead, we asked them what would be the tax impact on their own
firms, then ran their replies through this whole econometric model to
obtain this. kind of answer. For more detail on other results may I
refer you to page 1. (That page does not have a number, but is called
Findings of the Project). Right below is table No. 1 which shows that
while Federal tax receipts would go down sharply in the first 3 years,
by the fourth year the reduction would be small and by the fifth year
Federal revenue would actually start to gain. Accordingly, while the
net impact over a 5-year period would be a revenue loss of $5.3 billion,
there would be a gain in real investment on the order of $24.5 billion,
and increased employment of approximately 1,170,000 persons, which
seems like a pretty good result for that amount of revenue change.

All the way through, each of these tables evaluates the impact of a
particular change in tax policy, asking if the asset depreciation range
were repealed, what would the effect be all the way through in the
5-year cumulative totals? At least to me it seems to produce quite
different answers than those which arise when you simply read the
Treasury estimates as to what will be the revenue change in the first
year of the 17 possible alternatives covered by the Ta. Impact Project
Report.

No one would want to claim as a first effort that every detail will be
correct, but I think the study gives an important new indicator of
trends and interrelated effects.

Senator NELSON. Of course, you know there are many who argue
NV that the investment tax credit is quite unnecessarily wasteful ih the

sense that you get your 7 or 9 or 10 percent of tax credit on investment
you intended to make anyway. That is to say, how much are you losing
in taxes in order to induce that marginal expansion of investment that
would not have occurred that year?

I remember when we first dealt in the 1960's with the investment tax
credit. An attorney for one of our very large corporations in the coun-
try, who is a friend of a friend of mine, simply said: "We will be very
happy to have it, but we have our investment plans laid out for the
next whatever it is, 5, 6, or 7 years, and we are going to get a lot of
money out of it. But, this is not going to expand, detract, or affect our
investment in capital goods at all." •
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So, in this case you give a very large tax break to a company in
which the management side of the company was saying privately it
was not going to affect their investment. Now, there would be others
where the credit might expend investment. There is a certain amount
of investment that is going to be done, maybe 90 percent of it is going
to be done with or without investment tax credit, or 95 percent. But,
if you had your choice between an investment tax credit or an adoption
of a different depreciation schedule, which would you chose? Now, I

* do not have a specific one in mind; I do not know the impact of all
the alternatives. We did talk with some Canadian experts respecting
what was adopted there. Canada allows, as I recall, something like 50-
percent writeoff the first year, and then the next 50 percent written
off at the discretion of management, over I do not know how many
more years. The whole thing was totally in the control ortlie company,
and they were allowed 50 percent the first year and 50 the second year
if they wanted to take it. Or they could stretch it out in any way if
that was in their advantage.

Now, if you had your choice, which one in your judgment would do
the most good for small business?

Mr. BIXuER. Now, this is a personal opinion because we do not have
a policy of the National Association of Manufacturers on this.

Senator NELSON. I understand. I do not expect you to be speaking
for anybody but yourself.

Mr. BIXLER. In our own case, since we are in a technology-based
business, we essentially need to be making more capital investments
along the line. I think now that a permanent 10-percent investment
credit would be most desirable for us, but I certainly recognize that
the present depreciation or capital recovery system is not adequate.
New equipment costs so much more than it used to and we need so much
more of it to maintain our market position that we recognize we are
not getting nearly enough cash flow from depreciation to meet our
needs for new investment. So, you are giving me a Hobson's choice that
is indeed difficult.

However, if we had a simple and adequate cost recovery system, there
would not be as much need for the investment tax credit-

Senator NELsoN. Because you would be recapturing your investment
much more quickly, and therefore-

Mr. BixLR. Yes, and we would have the option to do it at the time
the recovery worked best for our particular enterprise. But ag if
we did not iave such high corporate rates, and if we did not have the
depreciation system that now is in the law and the regulations, we
might well not need the investment credit to the same extent. But all
that is a hypothetical situation.

Mr. piASSA. Mr. Chairman, I would like to comment, too, on the
point that you made about subjective judgments as to whether the in-
vestment tax credit, for example, created any new investment or stimu-
lated any new investment that would otherwise not have taken place.
I should point out, so that there is no misunderstanding, that his survey
and these results are basically mathematical calculations on the change
in capital, the change in available capital.

In other -words, we have not attempted to analyze or to determine
whether one particular system versus another has any technical or
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administrative ease or might encourage or discourage investment in
one way or another. What the impact project -does is to say, given a
change in capital of w dollars, whether it is because of a change in
credit or depreciation in the tax rate, or whatever, what would that
mean if investment in the economy or capital investment in the econ-
omy were changed by that amount. So, the study does not attempt to
say that it is because there is a 10-percent investment tax credit neces-
sarily that these particular numbers would be developed. It is because
a 10-percent investment tax credit would generate this much addi-
tional capital or that repeal would reduce the amount of available
capital and that that being worked through the model is what gen-
erates the numbers.

We have not attempted in the survey and we do not attempt to reach
any subjective conclusions about which particular approach is better
or which particular approach is easier to handle or would or would
not stimulate more activity. It is basically a mathematical calculation
on changes in available capital.

Senator NELSON. The argument for it has been to induce capital
investment, not to provide more capital for the company. Both of them
provide capital. If you have an accelerated depreciation, it gives you
the money more quickly; you have it now, rather than 10 years from
now. The investment tax credit also gives you capital. In some -places it
may and certainly does induce additional capital investment this year
that would not have been made until the next or the year after-at
least that is what the economists argue. But both devices provide capi-
tal for the business, do they not?

Mr. MASSA. That is right.
Mr. BIXLFR. Also, a small business can get the capital investment

credit by leasing the equipment from someone else and still arranging
with the company doing the leasing to allow the user to have the
investment credit. That improves the user's capital in the very year
that the new equipment is obtained. In other words, if you make a
lease-purchaser arrangement for example, for a machine tool-

Senator NELSON. You are not just talking about leasing; you are
talking about lease purchase.

Mr. BIXLER. Yes, lease purchase, and the option can be with the
lease to take the investment credit. Frankly, in our company, that is
the only basis on which we will enter a lease-purchase agreement.

Senator NELSON. Is it for the reason that you get the investment tax
credit?

Mr. BIxLER. Right.
Senator NELSON. Well, thank you very much, gentlemen, for your

testimony. We may wish to have you back again to discuss the Tax
Impact Project Report after we have had a chance to look at it.

Mr. MASSA. We will be happy to come back.
Senator NELSON. Thank you, sir.
[Whereupon, at 12:22 p.m., the committees recessed, to reconvene

upon the call of the Chair.]
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APPENDIXES

APPENDix I

(From the Congressional-Record, June 12, 1975, pp. 810459-810460]

HEARINGS ON SMALL BUSINESS TAX REFORM

Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, on April 24, 1975, the Select Committee on Small
Buslfiess gave notice of its in-depth study of the business tax structure. We now
announce that the study will move to the state of public hearings on June 17, 18,
and 19.

BACKGROUND

Earlier this year, in February, the Select Committee conducted 8 days of hear-
ings on small business tax needs in connection with congressional consideration
of the emergency Tax Reduction Act of 1975. As a result of this activity, several
small business provisions were incorporated into that legislation, as I have
previously reported to this body in a series of statements--CoNoESSIONAL RECORD,
February 12, 1975, page 81861 ; March 10, 1975, page S3488; March 22, 1975, page
84848.

PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY

The objective of the study launched in April ultimately is to develop small
business recommendations for inclusion in the omnibus tax reform bill on which
the House Ways and Means Committee will begin hearings at the end of this
month.

The method we have chosen is a thorough study of the facts and figures which-
Demonstrate the special financial and capital problems of small- and medium-

sized business;
Show how these difficulties are related to the tax system; and
Indicitte how proposed solutions will benefit the economy as a whole, as well

as the small business community.

JOINT PARTICIPATION OF FINANCE COMMITTEE

We are pleased that the study will be conducted jointly with the Subcommittee
on Financial Markets under the chairmanship of the Senator from Texas (Mr.
BENTSEN). Because of this, eight members of the Senate Committee on Finance
will be involved. The perspective of that subcommittee, its excellent past work on
access to equity capital, and its resources will be valuable in achieving the aims
of this study.

FORMAT OF THE HEARINGS

The hearings on June 17-19 are directed toward basic economic issues, such
as recession, unemployment, inflation; capital formation and productivity; and
specifically how the tax system either hinders or helps the small and independent
businesses to cope with these problems. I ask unanimous consent that a list of
these topics and witnesses addressing these subjects be included in the Record
at the conclusion of my remarks for the interest of all concerned.

We are all aware of the major problems in the U.S. economy:
The worst recession since the 1930's;
A jump in the wholesales price index--refecting the cost of goods for busi-

ness--of 21 percent last year, compared to a consumer price index rise of 12
percent;

Loan delinquencies of consumers at the level of 2.8 percent, the highest rate
since 1949; and

A steep fall in profits over the last 12 months which appears to have been most
severe for smaller and independent firms.

(537)



NEED FOR ADDITIONAL RESEARCH

There are many things we do not know and which statistics do not tell us. The
data on record does reflect that small business is being squeezed from every
direction. We have asked our witnesses to document the particular features of
the tax system which affect the smaller firms in a disproportionate or discrim-
inatory way. ..

Our hearings in February demonstrated that all but the smallest of businesses
are required to pay more in taxes in relation to their income than the biggest
corporations in the country. It follows that a growing business generally must
pay higher tax rates than its established competitors. The additional financial

S burden on smaller and independent companies stifles their ability to bring better
products and services to consumers at lower prices. This kind ofimbalance
threatens to undermine the whole free enterprise system.

In the past, the tax writing committees have been able to devote too little
time to these underlying economic issues. Small and independent business-tradi-
tionally accounts for between 52 and 53 percent of the Nation's total private
employment, 43 percent of the business product and about one-third of the gross
national product. It has also been the predominant source of innovation, and a
major source of capital accumulation, increased productivity, and competition at
home and abroad. The American economy needs all these all the time, but
especially now, as we attempt to work our way out of a recession where unem-
ployment 4s running above 9 percent.

We hope to receive testimony on how new, small, and independent companies
can help solve these problems if fledgling firms are treated equitably and the
unfair burdens of the tax system and excessive paperwork are taken off their
backs.

Therefore, we hope to fulfill an important role in exploring these matters and
in making sound and responsible recommendations for improvement of the tax
codein behalf of small business and the entire economy.

We are reaching out to include in our study the most modern and up-to-date
computer techniques, and to avail our committees of the foremost academic tax
law and economic talent in the country.

We expect to report periodically to the Senate as this study advances. Any per-
sons interested in participating or learning more about this project may contact
the Select Committee on Small Business, 424 Russell Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C., 224-5175.

I ask unanimous-consent that a schedule of hearings be printed in the Record
at this point.

There being no objection, the schedule was ordered to be printed in the Record,
as follows:
(Hearings before Senate Select Committee on Small Business and Subcommittee

on Financial Markets, Senate Finance Committee, June 17, 18 and 19, 1975,
9:80 a.m. daily, room 2221, DSOB]

WITNESS LIST

TUESDAY, JUNE 17

Employment, Taxes and Small Business: Professor Robert Eisner, Chairman,
Department of Economics, Northwestern University; Charles Holt, Director,

A ~Unemployment and Inflation Research, Urban Institute.Impact of Recession on Small and Large Business Profits and Prospects: John
Lewis, Executive Vice President, National Small Business Association, accom-
panied by: Herbert Liebenson, Staff Vice President for Government Affairs,
NSBA: and John Mendenhall, C.P.A. and Attorney.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 18

Small Business Problems and Areas for Additional Research: Bruce Fielding,
C.P.A., Secretary, Board of Directors, Dr. W. C. Dunkelberg, Consultant, National
Federation of Independent Business; Dr. Edward Shils, Director, and William
Zucker, Assistant Director, Entrepreneurial Center, Wharton School of Finance,
University of Pennsylvania.

Specific Tax Reform Proposals and Further Research Projects:
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Panel of Presidents of the Four Major Regional Small Business Organizations:
Oliver 0. Ward, Smaller Business Association of New England, John W. Hannon,
Smaller Manufacturers Council of Pittsburgh, Edward H. Richard, Council of
Smaller Enterprises, Bruno Mauer, Independent Business Association of Wis-
consin.

THURSDAY, JUNK 19

Venture Capital and Its Significance to Innovation and Growth: Walter Stults,
Executive Vice- President, National Association of Small Business Investment
Companies; Paul Bancroft, III, President, Bessemer Securities Corporation;
Richard Hanschen, President, New Business Resources.

Tax and Capital-Problems of Agriculture as Small Business: Gilbert C. Rohde,
President, Wisconsin Farmers Union.

New Techniques of Revenues Estimating: Roland Bixler, President, J.B.T.
Instruments, Inc., Chairman, Task Force on Small Business Tax Policy, National
Association of Manufacturers; Cliff Massa, Director of Taxation, National Associ-
ation of Manufacturers.

54-397 0 - 75 - 35
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The National Milk Producers Federation is a nationwide farm commodity

organization representing dairy farmers and the dairy marketing cooperative

associations they own and operate throughout the nation. The dairy cooperatives

represented by the Federation represent the only nationwide expression of public

policy issues directly affecting dairy farmers and their cooperatives.

Your committees are to be commended for calling these hearings on the

problems related to capital needs of small businesses, including agriculture.

Representing the nation's dairy farmers as we do our comments will be confined

entirely to the agricultural problem.

In rural areas we often heard it said that "Farming is big business today."

Implied in this remark is that the operation of a farm requires broad managerial

skills commensurate with those found in businesses, including the handling of

capital. In truth, however, farming is more comparable to small businesses, but

this in itself is an evolution from farming as we knew it throughout much of the

United States only a generation ago. Farming with "forty acres and a mule" is a

thing of the past.

To understand the scope of the financial problem facing a farmer one has

only to look at USDA statistics showing the dramatic growth in farm sizes and

land values during the past fifteen years. They show:

Farmland value per acre Average farm
Year (Including improvements) Size (acres) Investment

1959 $103 288 $ 29,664
1964 138 332 45,816
1969 188 369 69,372
1974 346 385 133,210

Note that the average farmer has twice as much invested in his land and

buildings today as he had five years ago. And this does not take into account

his corresponding increases in investment in livestock and equipment.
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For potential young dairy farmers the problem Is even more difficult

than for the producers of most other commodities. This is particularly true

of that vast majority of dairy farmers who, as a part of their operation, raise

a considerable part of their own feed. In raising this feed they have the

saau-scat-ing costs as farmers who produce field crops, for such input items

as fertilizer and seed, along with the greatly increased cost of farm machinery.

But in addition to this, they have the costs of producing pure and wholesome

milk. Seventy-eight percent of the milk now produced in the United States is

designated as Grade A. To produce this requires meeting certain basic standards

in the barns and yards which house the cattle, in the milk house in which

the product is assembled and cooled, and in the stainless steel equipment which

is needed for this purpose.

Because of this, dairy farming is not something which a young farmer can

grow into. With these standards he cannot start out with a cow or two and

gradually expand until he his an adequate-sized herd. Even at the start his

operation must be big enough to carry his investment in the required capital items.

Dairying is a labor-intensive type of farming. As such it has been highly

receptive to replacing labor with equipment, which costs more money;-but which

in turn allows a family-farm operator to handle a larger sized herd, which

also costs more money to establish.

As a result, dairy herd sizes have increased dramatically the past few

years. U.S. Department of Agriculture in a recent publication titled, "Questions

and Answers on Federal Milk Marketing Orders" shows daily production per producer

as follows:--

1954 - 399 lbs. per day
1964 - 888 lbs. per day
1974 - 1,461 lbs. per day



Basically this means that this. average producer had 15 cove in 1954,

30 cows in 1964, and 50 cows In 1974. This figure has increased every year,

there is every reason to believe that it will continue to increase.

We are, therefore, talking about an investment of over _200,000 for an

average dairy farmer in his land, buildings, equipment, cattle and feed. If

he is a form tenant, his investment (whicb excludes land and buildings) would

be In the $100,000 range.

Much of the problem in farm financing steaW from the fact that agriculture

has not moved away from its traditional financing methods in spite of the ever-

increasing needs for capital. As a result it becomes extremely difficult for--

a young farmer to acquire the needed capital unless he has some type of sponsor-

ship, usually by a father in transferring to a son. These traditional methods

will have to change.

As a result any changes which your committee considers for meeting the

financial needs of non-agricultural small business as well as tax application

to it should, where practicable, be extended to agriculture.

In the tax realm there are two areas which the comittees should review

which Airectly affect agriculture.

The first of these involves capital gains. To obtain the benefit of this

section of income tax law a dairy farmer must hold his cattle for a much longer

period than the basic six months which makes other types of assets eligible

for this treatment. A speculator on Wall Street need hold a stock certificate

for only six months to qualify, but a dairy farmer, on his dairy cattle, must

own the item for at least two years. This is not required of his other personal

property nor of the personal property of non-agricultural small businesses.

This disparity is hard to rationalize.
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-Estate taxes are creating an even greater problem for farmers in the

orderly transfer of property. This is particularly true of transfers within

a family, such as from father to son.

Currently the tax-exempt base, unchanged since 1942, is $60,000. Note

in our earlier table that the average investment in a farm in 1959 was

(in round figures) $30,000. If this average farmer had an equal investment

in equipment, cattle and feed (i.e. another $30,000) his total farm investment

-of $60,000 placed him in a position where, if this was his entire estate, he

had no tax liability.

By contrast the average farmer in 1974 has $133.000 invested in his farm.

If his personal property equals this figure (another $133,000) his total

farm investment is $266,000 and he would have an estate tax liability-in the

$40,000-$50,000 range. Host farm operations do not have the liquidity to meet

this type of obligation.

Realistically the 1942-based figure of $60,000 should be increased to at

least $200,000, as proposed in a number of bills which have been introduced in

this session of Congress.

Farmers are also penalized under the estate tax laws where, in appraising

the estate, it is determined that the farm has a higher value if the land is

used for other purposes. This is particularly true in suburban areas, where

land on its agricultural use is worth several hundred dollars an acre but which

is worth several thousand dollars an acre if converted to other uses. Changes

in law are necessary to permit such land to be valued as agricultural.

We ask, too, that your committees continue to keep in mind the role of

the farmer cooperatives as marketing agencies and representatives of their

farmer members. Your committees are concerned, and rightly so, with the disparity

which tends to develop between small businesses and their larger counterparts.

Farmers individually are completely at the mercy. of large companies with their

economic concentration. The only means they have to combat this is to Join
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together into cooperative associations to represent them in the marketing of

their products. Obviously, therefore, as corporations become larger these

cooperatives must of necessity become larger if they are going to be able to

properly function in behalf of their members.

Cooperatives must, therefore, be assured of adequate sources of

financing if they are to continue to play their vital role In the handling

of agricultural goods and services.

As legislation on these and other areas involving the financing and

taxing of small businesses is considered in detail by your respective

comittees, we look forward to presenting our views on the effects such

legislation will have on the dairy farmers of our nation, and their cooperatives.

You. are to be commended for focusing at this time on the basic need for

legislation in these areas.
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SELECT CONMITTE ON SMALL OsNIaS

WASI TON. D.C. *0010

June 20, 1975

Mr. Willim . Woods
Washinagn Repr.setative &1d
Associate General Counsel
National Association of Retail Duggists
440 national Press Building
52 14th Streeto V. W.
Wasmingtn, D. C. 20045

Dear Nee Woodso

This 4111 acknovedge your letter of
June 16 transmitting coamnts pertaining to tax
refom for mal business.

We vill-be pleased- to Include this material
as part of the zord of our hearings on June 17.,
18, aM 19.

We vill be glad to keep you infomed of
the future course of this study.

Sincerely,

GAtYIMM OI UID B0
Cb^Lzmmo hww uao
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of
THE ITIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RETAIL DRUGISTS

HEARINGS ON SIALL BUSINESS TAX REFORM
JUNE 17,18,19, 1975

Ti SELECT CO*tEME ON SMlL BUIISS
UNITED STATES SENATE

1. -Our members are plagued by a rather complicated and difficult rule
which requires the deposit within three banking days after a pay-
roll payment where the accumulated taxes will reach $2,000 or more
for a quarterly monthly period. This rule is complicated and dif-
ficult for the small businessman to understand. He does not have
the staff and he, himself, cannot cope with determining when he way
reach this point of deposit. Even though he may have an accountant
handling his work, the accountant will not get the records until
many days or weeks after the end of a month and cannot assist him
in meeting this rule. The penalties are very stiff and we urgently,
request adjustment of this rule with respect to small businessman.
In fact, we understand that Senator Bible of Nevada a few years ago
attempted to change the application of the rule by requiring that
small taxpayers would no longer be required to make the payments
other than monthly if the total amount required to be paid does not
exceed $7,000.

2. We urgently request that consideration be given to the handling and
reporting of payroll information to relieve the small businessman
of all of the difficulties attendant with quarterly reports. This
procedure would actually assist the government in reducing the paper-
work received and the attendant handling costs.

3. We submit that the Federal government, because of the information
that it has available and the ability to use its computers for this
purpose, should prepare and compute the Federal unemployment infor-
mation and merely bill each employer for the amount due. This pro-
cedure would reduce the amount of paperwork required by small
businessmen because this form does require special handling and work.
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APPENDIX IV

THE CONFERENCE BOARD Capital Invested
Per Employee
Road Maps of Industry
No. 1749 November I. 1974
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APPENDIX V

KANSM' amaiJvtn u

WAONO, D.C. 309m oAmm

June 25, 1975

Honorable Gaylord Nelson
Chairman, Senate Select Committee

on Small Business
424 Russell Office Building
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The joint hearings of the Financial Markets Subcommittee
and the Select Committee on Small Business have again demonstrated
the need for reform of Federal tax statutes. For it is evident that
the present complex provisions of the Intwa lRevenue Code have
placed the small businessman, farmer, aL In an unfavorable
position in relation to larger enterprisei-- am hopeful that we will
move swiftly to include small business tax relief in the first tax
reform bill considered by the Finance Comittee.

In addition, I request that this letter be inserted in the
hearing record in order that the following statistics with respect to
small businesses in Kansas will be brought to the attention of Comtittee
mmers.

Of the 46,384 businesses in Kansas, 45,690 employ less
than 100 persons, according to County Business Patterns,
a publication of the U. S. Department of Commerce.

Of the 4,306 manufacturing firms in Kansas, 4,020 employ
less than 100 persons, according to the Kansas Department
of Economic Development Manufacturing Directory.

It is apparent from these statistics that the needs of small
business are of vital importance to the people of Kansas.

Sin re ours,

U. S . Senate

, BD: kww
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This is a study of the social and economic consequences of the

acquisition of Wisconsin firms by Wisconsin and out-of-state corporations.

Because many of the larger mergers occurring in recent years were of the

conglomerate type, the study is, to a major extent, one of conglomerate

acquisitions.

While the Federal Trade Comsission and others are attempting to

evaluate the relationship of conglomerate mergers to competition and

prices, this research emphasizes other possible social and economic

implications of the merger movement. Among the topics covered are

changes in the growth of employment and payrolls, the movement of corpor-

ate headquarters and company executives, and changes in corporate

contributions and support of community causes.

Each of the subjects explored by the study could easily have consumed

the entire research effort, which spanned less than six months. While

additional research may be desirable to further confirm or deny the

findings of this study, several analyses are quite conclusive. Among

them is the effect of acquisitions on the growth of employment and

payrolls in Wisconsin.

Further research is needed to investigate those social and economic

consequences of corporate acquisitions that have not been explored by

this study, such as the impact of acquisitions on Wisconsin's income tax

receipts. The author invites others to join him in future research on

the merger movement In Wisconsin and other states.
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Chapter I

POSSIBLE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS
OF CORPORATE ACQUISITIONS

The purpose of this chapter is to present an overall picture of the

possible social and economic consequences of the merger movement.

The Merger Movement

There have been at least three waves of merger activity in the United

States. One began in the 1890's and another followed World War I. The

current merger movement is lasting longer and is of greater magnitude than

those that preceded it. According to figures compiled by the Federal Trade

Commission (FTC), which include only mergers of manufacturing and mining

companies, there were 2,268 corporate mergers in 1968, ten times as many

as in 1950. According to estimates by W. T. Grimm & Company of Chicago,

mergers of all kinds totaled 4,462 in 1968, up from 2,975 in 1967. In

addition, there is a trend toward larger acquisitions. As recent as 1961

there were no acquisitions of companies with assets of $250 million and

over; in 1968 acquisitions of this magnitude were a considerable proportion

of all mergers.

Another aspect of the current wave of merger activity is the rising

number of conglomerate mergers--those involving firms which have neither

a competitive (horizontal) nor supplier-user (vertical) relationship.

Approximately 80 percent of all large mergers in the first half of 1968

were of the conglomerate type, and these represented 90 percent of the

assets involved in all mergers with assets of over $10 million.
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What 11 a Merger?

A merger, among other things, involves a transfer of business owner-

ship; but determining which transfers of business ownership are mergers is

not easy. For example, is the consolidation of a wholly-owned subsidiary

into a parent corporation really a merger? Because there is no real change

in ownership, this study does not consider it to be a merger. The same is

true of the consolidation of two corporations previously affiliated by

__ownership ties.

A more difficult case is presented by the firm which leases its business

or assets to another firm. For all practical purposes, this is at least a

temporary merger. However, the ownership remains with the original firm

and therefore it is excluded from the analysis. Somewhat similar to leasing

is the sale of assets by one firm to another. If the sale does not represent

the majorproportion of the seller's total assets, we do not consider it to

be a merger., In addition, the transfer of one corporation to a new corpor-

ation for the purpose of changing the corporate name or state of incorpora-

tion is not a merger.

The terms "merger," "consolidation," "amalgamation," end "acquisition"

are frequently usedinterchangeably, even though the FTC and various state

statutes have distinguished among them. However, these definitions are not

uniform from ohe state to another. Therefore, only two terms will be used-

"merger" and "acquisition." In this study, a "merger" is defined as the

combination of two or more formerly independent business units into one

organization with a common ownership. An "acquisition" is defined as

a merger in which one firm acquires another. In this case, the merger has a

Dominant partner--the acquirer--rather than being the union of two equal

partners. In recent years, most mergers have been acquisitions.
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The types of corporate changes which are included under our definition

of a merger are: (1) an acquisition where the transferor ceases to exist

as a separate corporation and becomes a division or part of the transferee;

(2) the acquisition where transferor continues operation, but as a subsidiary

corporation of the transferee; (3) transfers in which a major portion of the

assets of a company are sold to another corporation; and (4) the consolida-

tion of two separately owned corporations into a new corporation with one

ownership and management.

In-state and Out-of-state Mergers

From a state's point of view, there are three major merger situations

to be recognized. First, there is the acquisition of a local firm by an

out-of-state firm, usually a larger company. Secondly, there is the merger

of an in-state firm with another Wisconsin company. Thirdly, there is the

acquisition of an out-of-state firm by a Wisconsin company. In this study,

research is concentrated on the first two types of mergers. By comparing

the results of in-state mergers with out-of-state mergers, one is able to

obtain an estimate of the impact of the geography of the acquiring firm on

Wisconsin communities and the state.

Potential Social and Economic Consequences

The possible social and economic effects of mergers on Wisconsin are

varied and numerous. They include!

1. Alteration of competitive conditions and price levels.

2. Changes in the growth (or decline) of employment.

3. _hanges in the growth (or decline) of payrolls.

ir 4. Growth or decline of physical assets and construction activity.

S. Increased or decreased profitability and changes in accounting

methods which influence the corporate income tax revenues

of the state.
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6. Post-merger movement of corporate executives in and

out of the state.

7. Changes in purchasing procedures and sources of supply

for both goods and services.

8. Alteration of union agreements, labor relations, and

working conditions.

9. Changes in the value of shareholders' equity.

10. Alteration of the corporation's attitude toward and

support of community causes.

While other possible effects could be named, these are among the most promi-

nent and are worthy of brief comment.

Competition and Prices--Any change in the intensity of competition and

level of prices brought about by the merger of a Wisconsin firm could have

a significant impact on the firm's customers and the economic environment

of the state. There are, of course, several studies and numerous case

histories of the impact of horizontal and vertical mergers on competition.

There is reason to believe that conglomerate mergers also alter competitive

conditions by increasing the financial strength, marketing and distribution

capabilities, technological capabilities, and management of a merging company.

If the company is a weak competitor made stronger, the merger-is likely to

benefit society. However, if an already powerful competitor is made still

stronger, the result may be decreased competition and higher prices.

While important, the study of the effect of mergers on competition and

prices is best done at the national level because competition usually trans-

cends state boundaries. For this reason, and because the federal govdrnment

is currently investigating the anti-trust implications of conglomerate mergers,

this dimension of the merger movement is not included in the study.
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greater capital resources, a better marketing organization, increased

p u ytiviy, and an improved competitive position, the firm will expand

and employnt is likely to rise. On the other hand, the acquired firm

may be less well managed following the merger, or the acquirer may "milk"

the firm, using its resources and income to build other divisions of the

parent company. The parent company may go so far as to shut down the

acquired firm or transfer the operations to another state. The consequence,

of course, is a reduced level of employment for Wisconsin's labor force.

A merger may'also affect the quality of employment opportunities.

Some acquisitions by out-of-state firms result in the removal of corporate

headquarters and management personnel from Wisconsin. As a result, the

community involved may lose several talented citizens active in civic

affairs. Also lost are the incomes, purchases, and taxes paid by the

transferred executives. On the other hand, some acquisitions result in

an increased executive staff and therefore enlarged payrolls, expenditures,

tax revenues, and talent for the community and the state.

The employment and payroll changes resulting from the acquisition of

Wisconsin firms by in-state and out-of-state companies are discussed in

Chapter VI. In addition, information and opinions on employment changes

induced by mergers constitute part of Chapters I-V. The movement of

executives and corporate offices is explored in Chapters I-IV.

Sources of Suplyk-The acquisition of a firm may change its sources of,

goods and services, This-Is particularly true when the parent firm has

other divisions which produce some of the materials which are purchased by

the acquired firm. tven when this situation does not exist, the acquiring

firm may have a central purchasing arrangement, reciprocal purchase agree-

ments with suppliers, or it may use different criteria in selecting sources

,,Of supply. Also, the acquiring firm is less likely to feel any allegiance• ' . ;} . ' .... .. . i {firm
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or rapport with suppliers in the area of the acquired fim. In addition,

the acquired firm may be required to use the accounting, legal, and

financial services of the parent corporation. When the parent is an out-

of-6tate firm, this may cause a significant loss to business service

organizations in Wisconsin.

Changes in purchasing policies and sources of supply are not fully

investigated by this study. However, interviews with the residents of

acquired Wisconsin companies (Chapter IV) produced some interesting find-

ings which are not likely 't6 be rejected by further research.

Stockholder's Equity--When a company is acquired through a cash trans-

action,there is little doubt about how the previous owners of the acquired

firm have fared. However, in recent years most mergers have been accomplished

by an exchange of securities or a combination of securities and cash. Those

who receive securities of the acquiring corporation as a compensation for

their company are likely to market them gradually to postpone and reduce

capital gains taxes. Therefore, the ultimate amount received for a company

will depend upon the value of the acquiring company's securities over a

considerable period of time.

The data collection, adjustments for stock splits and other changes,

and the analysis of changes in the light of overall market conditions is

a time-consuming endeavor which is currently in process. The results of

this research will be reported separately.

Corporate Comitment to the Comsunity-The dedication of corporate

management to community causes may be adversely affected when a locally

owned and managed company is acquired by a firm in another state. On the

other hand, some large corporations are socially conscious and have a

policy of active involvement in community affairs at all company locations.
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Changes in community commitment and contributions following the acquisition

of a local firm are explored in sections of Chapters II-IV. Chapter VII is

devoted to an analysis of the United Fund contributions of acquired and non-

acquired companies in Milwaukee.

Employee Relations and Union Agreements--The merger of two or more

corporations may have a significant impact on unionization and the labor

relations of the firms. A merger may bring together a unionized and a non-

unionized company, or firms with competing unions. In addition, the labor

contracts of the two companies often differ markedly. The meshing of

fringe benefits has been one of the most difficult problems arising from

acquisitions. It may take years to integrate differing pension, profit-

sharing, and other employee benefit plans. While the impact of a merger

on unionization, labor relations, and working conditions is one of the

major unknowns today, it is a subject best explored at an interstate level.

Therefore, it is not included in this research endeavor.

State Revenues--A merger is likely to either raise or lower the

efficiency, sales, and profitability of the firms involved. In addition,

accounting procedures, when changed, can alter the stated profitability

of a business. For example, a divisionLs prorated share of profits in a

consolidated income report will differ from those that would be shown by

separate reports for each geographical unit or division of the company.

If the acquiring firm is less profitable than the acquired Wisconsin

company, the parent company is in a position to legally avoid a consider-

able proportion of the Wisconsin income taxes which the acquired company

would otherwise have had to pay. -Wile important, the constraints of

time did not allow for an investigation of the impact of acquisitions

on Wisconsin's corporate tax revenues. Such a study will be conducted

by the author in the future. However, the effect of acquisitions on
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Wisconsin's personal income tax revenues may be derived from the study

of pre- and post-merger payroll growth (Chapter VI).

Other Research Topics

In addition to the investigation of several social and economic con-

sequences of mergers, this study also explores the reasons 'which prompted

Wisconsin companies to be acquired, the advantages and disadvantages

experienced by acquired corporations, and the public's attitude toward

mergers.

Sources of Information

Some of the research data were acquired through two mail questionnaire

surveys of persons who should have some knowledge of the impact of mergers

in their communities--Chamber of Commerce officials and newspaper executi-

ves. Personal interview surveys were conducted among two other groups--

the general public and presidents of acquired Wisconsin companies. Data on

corporate contributions were gathered through the cooperation of the United

Fund of Milwaukee. Information on employment and payrolls was collected

from the records of the Unemployment Compensation Division of the Wisconsin

Department of Industry, Labor, and Human Relations,

The six components of the total study are reported on separately in

Chapters II-VII. Those wishing to minimize their reading time will find

a summary of the findings and conclusions in Chapter VIII.
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Chapter 11

EFFECT OF CORPORATE MERGERS AS SEEN BYNEWSPAPER EXECUTIVES IN WISCONSIN

To obtain information and opinions concerning the impact 0f mergers

on Wisconsin's communities, newspaper executives throughout the state

were asked to cooperate in a mail questionnaire survey. Responses from

over one-half of the state's newspapers were received, with almost all of

the larger Wisconsin cities being represented.1

Attitudes Usually Favorable
Fifteen of the 18 respondents reported that there had been a merger

in their locality in the past ten years. Of those reporting mergers,

20 percent estimated that the general public's attitude toward the acqui-

sition of a local firm by an out-of-state corporation was highly favorable,

33 percent felt that the attitude was favorable, 33 percent believed it

was neutral, and only 13 percent believed the public's attitude was

unfavorable.

Nature of the Mergers

The newspaper executives reported on 39 specific merger in their

communities. Almost three-fourths of these (29) involved the acquisition

of a local corporation by an out-f-state firm. Six firms had been acquired

by another Wisconsin company; and in four cases a local firm had acquired

the other company in- the merger transaction.

Appleton, Baraboo, Beaver Dam, Columbus, Eau Claire, Green Bay, Janesville,
La Crosse, Madison, Manitowoc, Marshfield, Milwaukee, Oshkosh, Racine, Two
Rivers, Waukesha, Wausau,-Wisconsin Rapids.
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The executives were asked to select those" merger in recent

years (usually the last five years) which involved the larger firms in the

community. Therefore, the above data suggest that of the larger Wisconsin

companies involved in recent merger activity, the majority are acquired by

out-of-state corporations. In contrast, only a few of Wisconsin's larger

corporations are acquiring other companies.

Impact on Employment

The majority of the respondents (54 percent) reported that the mergers

had no effect on the employment of the local corporation. Only three

mergers, all involving Wisconsin companies acquired by out-of-state corpora-

tions, reportedly had an unfavorable effect. In two of these, the acquiring

company eliminated the Wisconsin corporation from the local community.

Thirty-eight percent of the mergers were judged to have favorably influenced

local employment, as opposed to 8 percent with an unfavorable impact.

Movement of Management Personnel

Mergers sometimes result in the shifting of top management personnel.

The newspaper executives were asked if the mergers increased or decreased

the number of top management personnel in the community. In some instances,

respondents did not feel qualified to answer the question; however, 57 per-

cent of those who did make a judgment reported "no change." Twenty-five

percent claimed the merger had increased the number of management personnel,

and the remaining 18 percent reported a decreased number of management ---

personnel in the local community.

Among those firms acquired by out-of-state corporations, the number

of increases and decreases were equal. However, in two instances the

number of management personnel dropped to zero because the local firm was

removed from the community following its acquisition.
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In summary, it appears that the acquisition of a Wisconsin corporation

by an out-of-state firm usually leaves the number of management personnel

in the local community unchanged. However, in some acquisitions all

executives are removed from the community, so the net result of acquisitions

is probably a reduced number of executives in Wisconsin. These general

conclusions are limited to the larger acquired corporations. It would be

logical to assume the smaller companies are more likely to have their

managements dissolved upon acquisition by larger corporations.

Location of Home Offices

The acquisition of a firm sometimes results in its home office being

moved to the location of the home office of the parent company. (Occasionally,

however, the-opposite occurs.) In 85 percent of the mergers covered by

the newspaper executives, the home offices of the merging firms were not

relocated. In the remaining 15 percent of the mergers, the home offices

were removed from the Wisconsin communities. Obviously, these removals

reduced the economic base of the communities involved. In one instance,

the Wisconsin corporation was the acquiring firm, but the company moved its

home office out of state following the acquisition of another firm.

The full impact of the acquisition of Wisconsin firms on employment,

numb6-r of management personnel, and hone office locations may not be

revealed by the above findings. Most of-the mergers covered by the ques-

tionnaire survey occurred quite recently, and it sometimes takes several

years for the full effect of the acquisition to be realized. For example,

one acquired Wisconsin firm experienced very few changes until seven years

after its acquisition. At that time, several Wisconsin executives were

retired because of a move to centralize the entire organization of
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the parent company. The managerial autonomy previously enjoyed by the

Wisconsin division was eliminated, and the economic base of the community

was reduced. The community's payroll, retail sales, tax revenues, and

real estate market were adversely affected.

Rate of Growth

When asked how the acquisition affected the rate of growth of the

firm in their community 51 percent of the newspaper executives reportid--

"no effect." In only two instances (5 percent), was the rate of growth

adversely influenced. In both of these cases, the firm was removed from

the community. In 44 percent of the mergers, the rate of growth of the

local firm was accelerated. The most frequently mentioned reasons given

for the growth were the input of more capital, more management talent,

and more aggressive marketing.

Community Commitment _-

In several instances, the respondent did-not have sufficient informa-

tion to judge the community commitment of the local firm following its

merger. Among those mergers where a judgment was made, 48 percent reportedly

had no impact on "the firm's commitment to the community and its financial

support of civic projects." For 38 percent of the mergers, a favorable

change was reported. Frequently, those who reported favorable changes

also noted a poor community commitment by the previous owners of the

corporation. As one respondent put it, "Previous ownership, although local,

was not enlightened and participation in civic affairs was limited. Present

management participates widely in local affairs and gives fair-to-excellent

support for civic operating and capital fund drives."

In 14 percent of the mergers, the community commitment of the local.

firm was unfavorably affected. One respondent reported, "There is now
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little or no availability of executive talent to help staff civic and local

projects. Apparently, fiscal problems in the parent firm developed after

the acquisition. Local budget cutbacks seemed to be the order of the day."

Tho newspaper executives were asked specifically about'the personal

involvement of company executives and other personnel in civic projects.

Forty percent reported a favorable change, 20 percent an unfavorable change,

and 40 percent no change since the merger.

It is quite evident that changes in the social commitment of an acquired

firm are dependent on its historic commitment relative to that of the

acquiring firm. A second important factor is the financial well-being of

the parent firm following the acquisition. Among the firms included in

this survey (which are the larger acquired firms in Wisconsin's communities),

there-were two favorable results for every unfavorable result. However,

the data are qualitative rather than quantitative in nature; and, 4iven the

growing awareness of social responsibility by American industry, one would

anticipate a favorable change without any alteration in ownership and

management due to a merger.

Summary

Most mergers involving Wisconsin's larger corporations in the past few

years have been the acquisition of a Wisconsin firm by an out-of-state

corporation. Because these acquisitions sometimes brought new capital and

new management talent to the community of the acquired firm, favorable

results were more prevalent than unfavorable results. However, in most

instances no changes were reported in the employment, number of management

personnel, home office location, corporate rate of growth, and community

commitment of the acquired firm. Given the vitality of Wisconsin's economy
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in recent years, and the purported advantages of mergers, one would have

expected a higher proportion of favorable results. However, it appears

from theminority of unfavorable results reported by the newspaper executives

that Wisconsin companies usually are not "milked" by their out-of-state

acquirers; and in some instances, Wisconsin communities have benefited

substantially.
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Chapter III

EFFECT OF CORPORATE MERGERS AS SEEN BY
LOCAL CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE IN WISCONSIN

To obtain further information and opinions on the impact of mergers

on Wisconsin communities, Chamber of Commerce executives throughout the

state were asked to participate in a survey similar to that of the news-

paper executives. While a high proportion of the newspaper executive

responses were from larger Wisconsin communities, the Chamber responses

were predominantly from smaller towns and cities.
2

When a given community was represented by a response from both a

Chamber and a newspaper executive, the responses were compared. In most

instances, these responses were found to be highly similar.

Attitudes Toward Mergers

When asked, "What is your best estimate of the general public attitude

in your area toward the acquisition of a firm in your community by an out-

of-state firm?" the following response was received:

Highly favorable 18.5%

Favorable 29.6

Neutral 18.5

Unfavorable 14.8

Highly unfavorable

Don't know 18.5

Total 100.0%

2Ashland, Beaver Dam, Berlin, Brillion, Clintonville, Cudahy, Delafield,
Eau Claire, Fort Atkinson, Hartland, Hayward, Hilbert, Janesville, La Crosse,
Marshfield, Medford, Menomonie, Milwaukee, New Glarus, Peshtigo, Pewaukee,
Richland Center, River Falls, Sheboygan, Sparta, Sturgeon Bay, Wahene,
Waukesha, Waupun, Wisconsin Dells, and West Allis.

54-397 0 - 75 - 37
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When asked, "What is the general attitude of your Chamber of Commerce

toward such mergers?" a slightly more favorable response was received:

Highly favorable 14.8%

Favorable 37.0

Neutral 37.0

*f* Unfavorable 3.7

Highly unfavorable

Don't know 7.4

Total 100.0%

The generally favorable opinion shown above was even more pronounced

than the favorable opinion expressed by the newspaper executives. Apparently,

mergers have been somewhat better received among Wisconsin's smaller communi-

ties than among its larger ones.

Nature of the Mergers

The Chambers were asked to supply information on the local impact of

specific mergers in their community. Of the 43 mergers covered by this

inquiry, 79 percent involved a local firm which had-been acquired by another

firm; 21 percent involved a local firm which had acquired another firm.

Impact oh Employment

When asked, "Did the merger favorably or unfavorably affect the employ-

ment of the firm?" 40 percent felt that the effect was favorable. Only

8 percent believed there was an unfavorable effect,_and 52 percent indicated

that the merger had no impact on employment.

The favorable effect was most common among those local firms which had

acquired other firms. In the case of local firms which had been acquired,

employment reotedly was favorably influenced in 41 percent of the mergers,

unfavorably in 9 percent. In one-half of these acquisitions, the merger

reportedly had no effect on employment.
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Movement of Hanagement Personnel

The Chamber executives were asked whether the mergers increased or

decreased the number of high-caliber personnel in the local firm. In

26 percent of the mergers, the number rose, in 14 percent there was a

decrease, and in 60 percent of the mergers there was no change in the

number of executives.

As to be expected, the number of high-caliber personnel rose in most

instances (64 percent) when the local firm was the acquiring firm. When the

local firm was acquired by a firm outside the community, the number of

executive personnel rose in only 21 percent of the firms. There was a

decrease in 15 percent of these acquisitions, and no change in the remain-

ing 64 percent.

Location of Home Office

In 74 percent of the acquisitions covered by the survey, local home

offices were not affected. In 21 percent of the mergers, the community lost

the home office of the acquired firm. In 5 percent of the mergers, the

local firm gained the home offices of the other firm in the merger.

Home offices of acquired firms were moved to the Wisconsin community

in. three of the eleven acquisitions by-Wisconsin firms. In one instance,

the home office was moved from the local community.

The Wisconsin communities lost eight home offices among those local

firms which were acquired by other firms.

Community Commitment

Contributions to the local Chamber of Commerce constitute one measure

of a firm's commitment to its local community. In the great majority of

cases, there was no change in these contributions.---In a few instances,

the amount contributed did rise or fal by a small amount.
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The Chamber executives were asked, "How did the merger affect the firm's

commitment to the community and its financial support of civic projects?"

For 59 percent of the mergers, no change was reported. Thirfy-one percent

of the mergers reportedly had a favorable effect, and 10 percent an

unfavorable effect.

Favorable effects were reported for those local-firms which were the

acquiring firm. No change was the most common result reported for those

firms which had been acquired. However, 31 percent of these mergers reportedly

had a favorable effect, and 13 percent had an unfavorable effect.

The Chamber executives were also asked if the merger affected the

personal involvement of company personnel in civic projects. Sixty percent

reportedly had no effect; 26 percent increased personal involvement, and

14 percent decreased the involvement of corporate personnel. A favorable*

effect was most crmnon among those local firms which were the acquiring firms.

No change was reported for most of the local firms which had been acquired.

However, 24 percent reportedly had a favorable effect, and 19 percent had

an unfavorable effect. Among those with a favorable effect, some respondents

indicated that the parent corporation actively encouraged executives to

participate in local affairs and community benefit programs.

Conclusion

The Chamber of Commerce and newspaper executives held similar opinions

and reported fairly similar effects resulting from the merger of Wisconsin

corporations. Favorable effects were most common in those communities where

the local firm was the acquirer. When the local corporation was acquired,

generally "no change" was reported for employment, number of executive

personnel, location of home office, and community commitment of the acquired

firm.
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Chapter iV

EFFECT OF MERGERS AS SEEN BY
MANAGEMENT OF ACQUIRED COMPANIES

With the cooperation of the University of Wisconsin-Madison chapter of

Alpha Kappa Psi, a professional business fraternity, management personnel

of several acquired Wisconsin companies were interviewed. Those interviews

provide the basis for this chapter.

Nature of the Sample

Twenty acquired firms, from all parts of the state, cooperated in the

study. All the respondents were major executives of the acquired companies.

Most--of them held the title of president, some were vice-presidents and

general managers, one was a public relations officer.

The companies involved had been merged sometime during the period of

1957-1968. Eight of the mergers had occurred in 1967; five had occurred

prior to 1965.

Five, or 25 percent, of the firms had been acquired by other Wisconsin

firms; 75 percent (15 firms) had been acquired by out-of-state corporations.

Twelve, or 60 percent, of the acquisitions had been accomplished by an

exchange of stock or other corporate securities; five, or 25 percent, had

been cash purchases; and three, or 15 percent, had been acquired by a

combination of cash and corporate securities.

Ninety percent of the respondents had been officers of the company prior

to its acquisition. In other words, the acquiring corporation usually had

not-placed one of its own men in control of the acquired corporation. This,

of course, does not mean that there weren't changes in management personnel
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as a result of the merger. In several instances, such changes were reported.

In the two instances where the chief officer had not been with the company

prior to its acquisition, the acquirers were Wisconsin companies,

Possible Sources of Bias

It is possible that a chief executive of a corporation would hesitate

to state anything adverse about his company's merger. (Some executives

refused to participate in the study, perhaps because of adverse conditions

which they did not care to discuss.) In other words, those with a happy

corporate merger might be more willing to participate than those with a

laos favorable merger history.

Despite possible biases, many of the interviews were unquestionably

unbiased. Several respondents stated adverse reactions to the merger and

in some cases it was possible to check the accuracy of the responses.

While the ftta received from the executives may be a mixture of biased and

unbiased information, we believe that most of the answers are highly factual.

To the extent that any bias exists,j-t should be favorable to mergers.

Reasons for Being Acquired

The executive's were asked for the reasons that prompted their companies

to be acquired or merged. The two most frequent reasons were "to reduce

estate tax problems for the previous owners" and "to acquire greater financial

sources for the companies." Twenty-five percent of the respondents mentioned

the estate taxes, and an additional 15 percent said the acquisition was

desirable because it allowed the owners of the corporation to sell the

company without incurring capital gains taxes. As shown in Table 1,

20 percent of the respondents indicated that the acquisition was a way for

the company to "go public" or to get on the New York Stock Exchange.

5%u97 90U
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One respondent mentioned the desirability of diversifying personal holdings

through acquisition. Only two respondents mentioned the financial gain

resulting from the acquisition.

Twenty-five percent of the respondents mentioned the desirability of

acquiring larger capital resources. Twenty percent stated that the diversi-

fication and expansion of product lines were major reasons for being acquired.

Two executives felt that marketing considerations had prompted the merger.

In both cases, they stated that the anticipated marketing advantages had

never been realized. The research and development advantage anticipated

by one respondent also was not realized.

More personal reasons, such as aging management, retirement of owner,

and death of owner were each mentioned by one respondent.

Impact on Management Personnel

The executives were asked if there was any increase or reduction in the

number of upper management personnel located in their community as a result

of the merger. Only three respondents, or 15 percent, stated that the

number of management personnel had increased. Similarly, three respondents

said there had been a decrease. Two of these three mergers involved the

acquisition of a Wisconsin company by another Wisconsin company. Obviously,

it is easier to consolidate the home offices of merging corporations in

close geographical proximity. Sixty-five percent of the respondents stated

that there had been no change in the number of upper management personnel

even though there had been some movement of executives. Several respondents

reported that some of the company's executives had been promoted to the home

office of the acquiring company. Others mentioned that some executives had
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Table I

REASONS FOR MERGER OF
TWENTY ACQUIRED WISCONSIN COMPANIES

Reasons Given by Corporate Executives

Eliminate estate tax problems of owners

Acquire greater financial resources for company

Obtain listing on a stock exchanUe or larger
exchange

Diversification and expansion of the company's
line of products -

Reduce taxes upon sale of the business

Attractiveness of the acquirer's offer

Potential marketing advantages of the merger

Diversify personal holdings

Greater potential for growth

Aging management

Owner of business retiring

Death of owner

Problems of a small company

Potential R & D advantages

Percent Mentioning
Each Reason

25

25

20

20

15

10

10

5

5

5

5

5

5
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been retired early or had left in disgust for one reason or another. One

respondent was unable to determine whether the number of management personnel

had changed since the merger.

Location of Home Offices

Twenty percent of the acquired corporations had their home office

dissolved as a result of the merger. However, in three of these instances,

Wisconsin firms had been the acquiring corporations. In fact, the acquiring

corporations had been located in the same community as the acquired firm.

In 80 percent of the mergers, there was no change in the locations of the

executive offices of the acquired firms.

Growth of the Acquired Firms

The respondents were asked if there had been any change in the rate of

growth of their firms since acquisition. Thirty-five percent of the respond-

ents stated that growth had accelerated since acquisition. Three of the

seven firms enjoying faster growth were firms that had been acquired by

other Wisconsin firms.

Only one executive stated that his firm's growth had declined since

acquisition. This was a firm that had been acquired by another Wisconsin

corporation. Declines in growth may well be understated because many execu-

tives were in the position of being asked to state whether the growth of

their company had increased or decreased since they had become president or

general manager of their division of the-company. Despite this possible

bias, 60 percent of the respondents claimed that there had been no change in

their firm's rate of growth since the merger. Given the financial advantages,

mainly greater working capital for expansion, one would have. expected an

acceleration in the growth of the firms. In most instances, this had not

_-curred.
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Advantages of Becoming Acquired

The executives were asked, "What advantages to the company, if any,

result-d from the merger?" To aid their response, financial, marketing,

production, personnel, and research and development advantages were suggested.

The majority of the responses received were financially oriented. Seventy

percent of the respondents indicated that greater financial resources were

available to the company as a result of the acquisition. Related advantages

reported were sounder financing, combined resources, increased financial

strength, and more financial leverage. One respondent mentioned better

financial management, two respondents said that profits had increased as a

result of the merger, one indicated that the company now enjoyed greater

stability. Two executives mentioned the spreading of financial risks

through the pooling of the resources of the merging companies. Four respond-

ents reported that the company had enjoyed greater growth because of the

acquisition.

Few marketing advantages were reported. The most frequentlymentioned

benefit was better distribution, indicated by 15 percent of the respondents.

Two respondents mentioned a better advertising program, and two an expanded

product line.

Reports of production advantages were not prevalent. However, two

respondents did mention improved technology made possible by the acquisition.

Obviously, some of the firms had greater production because of the growth

that occurred since the acquisition.

Some personnel and organizational advantages were mentioned. One

respondent said that the company had a stronger management since the acqui-

sition, another mentioned the value of management guidance from the parent

corporation. Two respondents indicated that the company now has new and

better management. One respondent reported improved employee benefits and

another consolidated office procedures.
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Research and development improvements of some type were mentioned by

35 percent of the respondents. However, several executives indicated that

these advantages were not as great as had been-anticipated at the time

of merger.

A few other advantages were indicated by the executives. Twenty percent

of the respondents said that the parent corporat+&n's brain bank was a definite

asset to the management of the acquired corporation. Two of the companies now

have access to computers which they did not have prior to merger. Two other

companies mentioned the increased possibility of overseas expansion because

of their acquisition.

Disadvantages in Being Acquired

According to the respondents, there are not very many disadvantage as

far as finance, marketing, production, personnel, and research and develop-

ment are concerned. However, several respondents did mention managerial or

organizational disadvantages. One complained of the control exercised by the

parent corporation. Another respondent disliked the procedures which the

company now had to use. A third resented having to use the parent companyls

financial institutions rather than local banks. Two respondents indicated

that there was a definite friction between management of the acquired and

the parent company. One respondent resented the drain of local talent to

the acquiring corporation.

One manager was dissatisfied because he felt his company was not being

fully developed. He wanted the parent corporation to give him more money and

more managerial assistance so that the potential could be realized. Still

another indicated that the parent corporation did not understand the company

and its problems and he resented the-large amount of paper work required by

....... . r C . . .
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the parent corporation. No respondents disliked the loss of flexibility and

freedom in making financial and purchase decisions. One executive felt that

he had lost status as a result of becoming part of another corporation.

Changes in Sources of SuDDlY

One of the greatest potential disadvantages of Wisconsin corporations

being acquired by out-of-state corporations is the loss to Wisconsin suppliers

of goods and services. Frequently, the parent corporation will require the

acquired company to utilize its legal, financial, and accounting services
and to purchase supplies through the purchasing operations of the parent

corporation.

According to the executives, only 25 percent of the acquired corporations

use the same legal services they used prior to the mergers. In an additional

16 percent of the mergers, the company was still able to use local legal

services for some purposes such as labor negotiations. However, in

75 percent of the mergers the legal services of the acquiring company were

used in whole or in part.

Thirty percent of the companies still use the same financial institutions

they used prior to the mergers. Seventy percent of the companies had shifted

to the financial institutions of the parent corporation. Similarly, 30 percent

of the companies used the same accounting firms as were used prior to the

merger. In an additional two companies, the original accounting firm and

the accounting firm of the parent corporation are now being used.

Only two firm have been required to use the centralized purchasing of

the parent corporation. In both instances, the acquiring corporation was a

Wisconsin company. However, several respondents mentioned that some Items

must now be purchased through the parent corporation.

BEST OPAI3Y AVAILABLE
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Financial Cuntributions to the Community

Executives were asked if there had been any increase or decrease in their

company's financial contributions to the local community as a result of the

merger. Forty-five percent of the executives claimed that their company's

financial contribution to the community had increased (three of these nine

companies were acquired by other Wisconsin firms). However, specific comments

indicated that in six of the nine companies with increased contributions, the

contribution was in the form of greater employment and larger payrolls, not

increased financial contributions to community causes. Only three respondents

Indicated that the company now gives more to local charities and causes such

as the Community Chest or United Fund. These three executives said that as

a result of acquisition, their company's contributions had increased because

of their greater ability to give and a greater awareness of social responsibility.

Twenty percent of the respondents said that their financial contributions

to the community had decreased. These respondents complained that their

corporate giving had been taken over by central management or that the manage-

ment of the parent corporation was not community-minded.

The remaining 45 percent of the executives claimed that there had been no

change in their company's contributions.

Conclusions

Three out of every four companies covered by this survey were firms

acquired by out-of-state corporations. Most of the acquisitions were accomplished

through the transfer of stock or other corporate securities.

The major reasons which prompted the company to be acquired were predomi-

nantly financially oriented. The reduction of estate tax problems and the

provision of greater capital were mentioned most frequently. In addition,
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the ability to sell the original company without immediate capital gains

taxation and other financial advantages were mentioned often. Most of those

who had merged for nonfinancial considerations indicated that the anticipated

advantages had not been realized.

Most of the companies had not experienced great changes in management

personnel as a result of the merger. It is significant that 90 percent of

the executives interviewed were with the corporation prior to its acquisition.

Eighty percent of the companies continue to operate the home offices which

existed prior to the acquisition.

Most of the companies experienced no change in growth since the acqui-

sition. Given this finding, one can question the validity of corporate

financial advantages associated with a merger. If the existence of additional

sources of financing does not accelerate the growth of the acquired corporation,

there Is little advantage to having additional capital available.

Despite the fact that most acquired companies experienced little or no

additional growth, the financial advantages of merging were mentioned more

often than any others. A few of the executives were also able to name

marketing benefits and some improvement in the company's research and develop-

ment program. Production and personnel advantages were infrequently

mentioned.

The disadvantages resulting from the mergers were primarily organiza-

tional in nature. They included friction between the acquired and the

acquiring company' management.

Changes in sources of supply may represent the greatest loss to Wisconsints

economy resulting from the acquisition of local companies by out-of-state firms.

Most of the acquired firms now use the financial institutions, legal services,
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and accounting services of their parent companies. Apparently, suppliers of

services are more likely to lose clients than suppliers of goods when their

customers are acquired by larger firms.
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Chapter V

PUBLIC REACTION TO CORPORATE MERGERS

With the cooperation of Alpha Kappa Psi, the professional business

fraternity, interviews were conducted 'throughout the.state during the

University's Christmas recess. Unfortunately, a high proportion of the

people contacted were unaware of corporate mergers in their community in

spite of the fact that all interviews were conducted in towns and cities

having local firms acquired within the past five years. As a consequence,

only 31 interviews were obtained from persons aware of local mergers.

Sixteen of the respondents had been employed, or had immediate members

of their family employed, by one or more of the companies which had been

acquired. The remaining 15 respondents had no employment relationship with

the merged firms. Separate questionnaires were used for the two groups of

respondents. However, some of the questions were similar and can be

reported on Jointly.

Impact of Mergers on Employees

Respondents were asked, "Do you feel that employees are better or

worse off as a result of mergers involving firms in your community?' 3

The opinions of both groups of respondents were fairly similar, with one

exception--there were four "don't know" responses among those not having

an employment relationship with an acquired firm. Among the 27 interviewees

with a definite opinion, 42 percent said that employees are better off as a

3 Persons employed by acquired firms were asked, "Do you feel that the
company's employees are better or worse off because of the merger?"
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result of the acquisition; 19 percent said employees were worse off. The

remaining 39 percent felt that there had been no change in employee welfare

since the acquisition.

The most frequent reason given for improved employee conditions was

"better pay" or "better pay and improved fringe benefits." The benefits

were mentioned by 27 percent of the respondents holding some opinion on

employee welfare. "Increased opportunity for promotion" was mentioned by

15 percent of the respondents. More employment and greater job security

were other benefits indicated by the interviewees.

The reasons for those reporting a negative impact were: "the distant

management of the parent company is less responsive to the needs of local

employees," "the new management doesn't understand the company's problems,"

"bigness is bad," and "the company now has lower quality merchandise and

this is hurting sales and employment." The latter comment was the only

one mentioned twice, and it pertained to the acquisition of a Milwaukee

retail establishment by a national retailer.

Those respondents employed (or having an immediate member of their

family employed) by an acquired company were asked if the merger had any

direct impact on their employment. Sixty-seven percent said there had

been no effect on their employment. Only one respondent reported a nega-

tive impact--decreased opportunity for advancement. Among those with a

favorable report, increased pay and longer hours were mentioned by three

out of four. One person said that he was promoted more rapidly because

of the merger.

Those respondents not having an employment relationship with an acquired

firm were asked if mergers had increased or decreased the growth of employment

54-307 0 - 76 - 38
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in their community. Thirty-seven percent believed that mergers had increased

employment, and 13 percent said employment had decreased. Six percent felt

that local employment had not changed as a result of acquisitions, and

44 percent were unable to answer the question.

Impact of Acquisitions on Strength of Companies

Respondents were asked if they felt that mergers had strengthened or

weakened the acquired companies in their community. Two-thirds of the persons

without an employment relationship with an acquired firm believed that the

companies had been strengthened as a result of the mergers. The majority of

the remaining respondents were unable to answer the question. Only one

person believed that local companies had been weakened by merger. The most

frequent reason given for improvement was the financial strength and backing

of the parent corporation. Better management, greater productivity, local

expansion, and improved ability to compete were also mentioned.

Persons with an employment relationship to acquired companies were asked,

"Do you feel that the company is any stronger or better managed as a result

of the merger?" One-third said "yes," about two-thirds said "no." (One

person had no opinion.) Among those saying "no," some felt that the new

management was not as good as the previous one; others felt there-had been

no change in the quality of management or the strength of the company.

Growth of Acquired Corporations

Those with an employment relationship were asked if the company's rate

of growth had increased or decreased as a result of the merger. About one-

half believed that the growth rate had increased; only 13 percent felt it had

decreased. Thirteen percent believed that there had been no change, and

27 percent held no opinion on possible changes in the company's' rate of growth.
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Impact of Acquisitions on the Community

Interviewees were asked if the community was better or worse off because

of the mergers. The distribution of opinions for the two groups of respond-

ents were almost identical. Forty-five percent believed that their

community had benefited; 26 percent felt that their community was worse off

because of the acquisitions. Sixteen percent believed that the welfare of

the community had not changed because of mergers. The remaining 13 percent

held no opinion on the impact of mergers on community welfare.

Conclusion

A substantial proportion of the general public is unaware of corporate

mergers in their community. Among those with an awareness, opinions are

more often favorable than unfavorable. In fact, the employees and general

public interviewed in this survey gave a higher proportion of favorable

responses than did the post-merger presidents of acquired corporations.

The presidents were more prone to report no change than the employees and

the general public.

Because of the small sample size, further research is necessary to

confirm the results of this survey; hwever, th , fact that both sub-samples

in the survey held similar upinf.'is stron&'hens the likelihood that the

data already obtained are statistically reliable.
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Chapter VI

IMPACT OF CORPORATE MERGERS
ON DEPLOYMENT AND PAYROLLS IN WISCONSIN

One of the potentially most significant social and economic

consequences of the merger movement is its impact on employment

and payrolls. Because of the importance and the difficulty of

obtaining appropriate data, more effort was devoted to this phase

of the research than all other phases combined.

When a Wisconsin firm is acquired by another Wisconsin

corporation, the management of the firm and its operations are

likely to remain in the state. However, an acquisition by an out-of-

state corporation removes the ownership and ultimate control from

Wisconsin. In turn, this M lead to the transfer of executives,

corporate offices, and even plants from the state. For this reason,
two sub-samples were developed -- one consisting of Wisconsin

businesses that have been acquired by out-of-state corporations,

the other consisting of Wisconsin companies acquired by other

Wisconsin firms. The former type of acquisition will be referred

to as an out-of-state merger, the latter as an in-state merger.

Methodology

The first step in the research was to identify Wisconsin firms

involved in mergers during the five years 1963:1967. Unfortunately,

no agency of the state records all mergers and acquisitions. However,

several agencies record mergers involving a change of ownership that

is relevant to some statute which directs the agency's activities.

For example, the Unemployment Compensation Division of the Department

of Industry, Labor, and Human Relations records all "formal changes"

in business ownership. Most of these changes,
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such as the outright sale of a restaurant from one person to another or the

addition of a fourth member to a partnership, are not mergers. Some mergers,

such as those accomplished by the gradual purchase of corporate securities

in the open market, are not recorded by this agency.

Host of the mergers identified in the study were found through a tedious

search of the records and reference files of the Unemployment Compensation

Division. This search was greatly aided by the cooperation of Orin Reich

and Sidney Knope of that Division. Hergers were also identified through

the records of the Commissioner of Securities, the questionnaire surveys of

Chamber of Commerce officials and newspaper executives, National Industrial

Conference Board reports, and newspaper and magazine articles. The efforts

undoubtedly yielded an identification of most of the mergers occurring in

the 1963-1967 period.

The second step in the research process was to gather employment and

payroll data for Wisconsin companies that have been acquired in recent years.

These data were obtained from the records of the Unemployment Compensation

Division. However, several difficulties were encountered:

1. Some records, because of inadequate storage space,

had been discarded. As a consequence, employer

reference numbers for firms which have discontinued

operations in Wisconsin were not always available.

Without these reference numbers, there often was no

way to identify the firm's payroll and employment

data. The inability to identify these data is

probably the major weakness of this section of the

study. A discontinuation completely eliminates the

acquired firms employment and payroll from Wisconsin's

economy, and these firms probably are not adequately

represented in the analysis.
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2. Employers differed in their reporting procedures.

Some employers already having employees in Wisconsin

consolidated their employment and payroll reports

following the acquisition of another firm. Other

acquirers continued to file separate reports for

each member of the merger. A case can be made for

using either procedure. When a firm already having

operations in Wisconsin acquires another firm in the

state, it is relatively easy to move many employees,

especially executives and office staff, from one

Wisconsin location to another. Such moves usually do

not benefit or harm the state as a whole because the

employees and payroll remain in Wisconsin. Using the

employment and payroll data of the acquired firm only,

however, may misrepresent (usually understate) changes

following the merger. On the other hand, the combined

report of the acquirer-acquiree makes it impossible to

determine how much of the growth or decline of payrolls

and employment should be attributed to the acquired

firm as opposed to the acquiring firm. Adopting the

"art of the. possible" provided the answer to this

dilemma. When separate reports for the acquires were

available, both prior and subsequent to the merger,

they were used. This procedure was used for 61 percent

of the 227 acquisitions studied. When only consolidated

acquirer-acquiree reports were available following the

merger, they were used if the employment of the acquired
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2. (continued)

firm represented a significant' proportion of the

combined employment of the two firms at the time

of merger. When this was done, the separate

employments and payrolls of the firms involved

were coiiolidated for the period preceding the

merger. All the data used, of course, are for

Wisconsin operations only. An employer aust, itv

law, provide separate employment and payroll

reports for operations in each state.

3. Because of the time-consuming process of gathering

the data and the seasonal fluctuations during any

given year, fourth-quarter payrolls and December

employments were used. While these payrolls and

employment may not perfectly represent their

annual counterparts, this should not bias the results

because the same time periods were used for each

year. Furthermore, end-of-year data have the

advantage of usually being post-merger data in

the year of the merger.

4. The movement of the business cycle could bias the

data. The more recent years have been highly

prosperous and increases in employment and pay-

rolls during those years may be due to general

prosperity, rather than expansion as a result of

mergers. To the extent that this possible bias

is prevalent, it should overstate growth following

mergers because the most recent years are post-

merger years.
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Nature of the Sample

The 227 Wisconsin companies included in the analysis were acquired

during the five years 1963-1967. Thirty-seven percent of the sample

firms were acquired by out-of-state corporations, 63 percent by companies

in Wisconsin. As these statistics indicate, most Wisconsin firms that

are acquired are merged with other Wisconsin corporations. However, the

proportion of in-state mergers declines with the size of the acquired

Wisconsin corporation. Apparently most of Wisconsin's larger corporations

entering mergers are being acquired by out-of-state conglomerates such as

W. R. Grace and Company and Litton Industries, Incorporated.

A breakdown of the sample by type of industry is as follows:

a. 67 percent of the firms were manufacturers.

b. 16 percent of the firms were retail and wholesale
establishments.

c. 7 percent of the firms were in the transportation,
communication, and utility industries.

d. 11 percent of the firms'were In other types
of businesses, such as finance, construction,
insurance, and real estate.

The size of the firms in the sample, at the time of their merger, is

as follows:

a. 43 percent of firms had fewer than 50 employees.

b. 39 percent of firms had between 50 and 200 employees.

c. 12 percent of firms had between 200 and 500 employees.

d. 6 percent of firms had employment of greater than 500.

In the above distribution, those firms having consolidated employment and

payroll reports are represented by the Wisconsin employment of the acquire

and the acquirer at the time of merger.
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With the exception of the under-representation of discontinued firms,

the sample should be fairly representative of all Wisconsin firms with more

than ten employees that were acquired during the years 1963-1967, The

sample does not represent Wisconsin firms that have acquired out-of-state

corporations because sufficient information on these mergers is not avail-

able, and because this study is primarily concerned with the social and

economic impact of the acquisition of Wisconsin businesses by other

corporations.

The third major step in the research process was to calculate employ-

ment and payroll growth rates for each of the acquired companies. As will

be shown, these rates have been analyzed according to size of firm, year

of merger, and type of merger--in-state or out-of-state.

Effect of Acquisitions on Employment i Wisconsin

The average rate of employment growth of each company before and after

the merger was calculated, starting with the year 1960. If the post-merger

average growth rate of a given firm exceeded the pre-erger rate of growth,

the result was recorded as an "advance." If, however, the after-merger

rate was less than that prevailing before the merger, a "decline" was

recorded for the firm.

One hundred three, or 45 percent, of the acquired companies, grew more

rapidly, i.e. had advances, after their mergers. Conversely, 58 percent of

the merged corporations saw their employment growth rates decline after their

acquisition. This finding tends to discredit the hypothesis land frequently

cited reason for being acquired) that a merger will accelerate the growth

of the acquired firm because of the advantages of large scale and the

financial strength, management skills, and research and development programs
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of the acquiring company. The evidence against this hypothesis is even

stronger than the 55/45 decline-advance ratio suggests, because employment

changes in the state as a whole were substantially smaller in the first

half of the 1960-1968 period than in the latter half. In other words,

the movement of Wisconsin's economy in recent years would have produced

more advances than declines had the mergers had no effect on employment

growth.

It should be recognized, however, that the acquired Wisconsin companies

may have grown more rapidly than the post-merger employment data suggest.

Conceivably, some employees were transferred to nonWisconsin locations

following the merger. However, the fact remains that among 55 percent

of the acquired firms, the growth of employment in Wisconsin declined

following the acquisition.

The number of advances and declines in employment growth, classified

according to year of merger, is shown in Table II. The number of post-

merger advances and declines for acquisitions occurring during the years

1963 and 1964 were approximately equal. During these two years, 45 firms

enjoyed an increased rate of employment growth following the merger;

47 experienced a lower rate of growth following the merger. For. mergers

occurring during the years 1965, 1966 and 1967, the number of firms with

declines in rate of growth exceeded advances by a considerable margin

(77 to 58).

Among firms acquired by other Wisconsin firms, there were about four

declines in employment growth rate for every three advances. Among those

firms acquired by nonWisconsin companies, the number of advances and declines

was about equal.
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Table II -

ADVANCES AND DECLINES OF POST-MERGER EMPLOYMENT GROWTH
OVER PRE-MERGER GROWTH OF 227 ACQUIRED WISCONSIN CORPORATIONS-

Year of All Mergers:
No. of No. of

Merger Advances Declines

1963 23 24

1964 22 23

1965 20 25

1966 22 25

1967 16 27

Total 103 124

For comparison purposes, it

In-State
No. of
Advances

17

14

1-2

12

7

62

Mergers:
No. of
Declines

16

17

18

16

14

81

Out-of-State Mergers:
No. of No. of
Advances Declines

6 8

8 6

8 7

10 9

9

41

13

43

is convenient to analyze the changes in

rate of employment growth by using the proportion of advances and declines.

These proportions for in-state and out-of-state mergers and for large and

small employers are shown in Table III. As shown, small firms (less than

100 employees) acquired by out-of-state corporations were the only group

with more advances than declines in employment growth.

PROPORTION OF
THE EMPLOYMENT GROWTH

Total
Sample

In-State Advances--43.4%
Mergers Declines--56.6

Out-of-State Advances--48.8%
Mergers Declines--51.2

Table III

ADVANCES AND DECLINES
OF ACQUIRED WISCONSIN

Large
Employers

Advances--38.8%
Declines--61.2

Advances--45.9%
Deelines--54.1

IN
COMPANIES

Small

Employers _

Advances--4S.7%
Declines--54.3

Advances--51.1A%
Declines--48.9

1Employers having an employment of over 100 at the time of merger.

2Employers having an employment of less than 100 at the time of merger.
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Aggregate Impact of Mergers on Employment

The preceding makes no allowance for differences in the number of

employees of the various acquired firms. This allowance must be made to

determine the overall impact of corporate acquisitions on employment in

Wisconsin.

Table IV shows the total December Wisconsin employment of the 227

acquired firms for the years 1960-1968. The data ate classified according

to whether the acquirer was an in-state or out-of-state firm. Also shown

is an index of aggregate employment, with the employment during the year

of merger as the index base (base = 1000).

With the exception of out-of-state mergers occurring in 1966 and 1967

and in-state mergers occurring in 1964 and 1966, the acquired companies had

a greater employment in 1968 than they had during the year of merger. If

employment in 1968 is compared to the employment in the year preceding the

merger, one finds that aggregate employment has risen in all instances

except the out-of-state mergers of 1967 and the in-state mergers of 1966.

Table V presents the average annual pre- and post-merger employment

growth rates of the various merger groups. Looking first at the in-state

mergers, one finds that the average pre-merger growth rate exceeded the

average post-merger growth for mergers occurring in all years except 1967.

The declines in employment growth among firms merging in other years may

have been due to efficiencies resulting from the mergers, the transfer of

employees to a non-Wisconsin location, and the slower overall growth of

some firms following their mergers. For all the in-state mergers consummated

during the 1963-1967 period, the average pre-merger employment growth rate

was 4.23 percent. The post-merger employment growth rate was 1.04 percent.
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Table IV

AGGREGATE WISCONSIN EMPLOYMENT OF 143 FIRMS
ACQUIRED BY WISCONSIN COMPANIES

Year of Merger
1963 1964 1965 1966 190,
2096 1558 2516 3127 3947
2298 1581 2562 3160 3864
2397 1611 2688 3287 3924
2369 1717 2918 3477 4043
2500 1870 2962 3747 4500
2679 1764 3044 3953 4836
2851 1752 3155 4199 5065
2687 1732- 3298 4026 5063
2769 1841 3261 3896 5252

INDICES OF AGGREGATE EMPLOYMENT--IN-STATE MERGERS

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967
885 833 827 745 780
970 845 842 753 763

1012 861 883 783 775
1000 918 959 828 799
1055 1000 973 892 889
1131 943 1000 941 955
1203 937 1036 1000 1000
1134 926 1083 959 1000
1169 984 1071 928 1037

AGGREGATE WISCONSIN EMPLOYMENT OF 84 FIRMS
ACQUIRED BY OUT-OF-STATE COMPANIES

Year of Merger
1963 1964 1965 1966 1967
3751 3643 1584 3136 4255
2829 3450 1591 3452 4346
2701 4479 1760 3620 4689
3187 4849 1823 3710 4972
3705 5799 1831 3753 5589
4568 6516 2278 -3509 6034
5563 6793 2446 4309 6418
5631 6059 2165 3714 6347
5439 6387 2281 4020 5883

INDICES OF AGGREGATE EMPLOYMENT--OUT-OF-STATE MERGERS

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967
1177 628 695 728 670
888 595 698 801 685
848 772 773 840 739

1000 836 800 861 783
1163 1000 804 871 881
1433 1124 1000 814 951
1746 1171 1074 1000 1011
1767 1045 950 862 1000
1707 1101 1001 933 927

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
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Table V

AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH OF AGGREGATE
WISCONSIN EMPLOYMENT

(In-State. ergers)
1968 1964 1965 1966 1967 1963-1967

Pre-merger
Growth Rate 4.16% 4.66 % 3.89% 5.03Y 3.63// 4.23%

Post-merger
Growth Rate 3.18 -0.39 2.31 -3.68 3.73 1.04

(Out-of-State Mergers)
1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1963-1967

Pre-merger
Growth Rate -5.48% 12.33% 7.54% 5.44% 5.88% 6.02%

Post-merger
Growth Rate 11.29 2.43 0.03 -3.41 -7.31 -0.48

With the exception of 1963 and 1966, out-of-state mergers experienced

a substantially larger decline in employment growth ratds than the in-state

mergers. Interestingly, the 1963 mergers included the smallest number of

conglomerate mergers and the firms involved enjoyed a substantial rise in

employment growth; the 1967 mergers had the largest number of conglomerate

mergers and the greatest decline in employment growth. It should be

recognized, however, that the post-merger employment growth rate of the

1967 mergers is based on only one year's experience.

The average pre-merger Wisconsin employment growth rate of out-of-

state acquired firms was 6.02 percent. Following the mergers, their

employment growth rate declined to -.48 percent. In other words, the

growth of aggregate Wisconsin employment among the out-of-state acquired

companies has declined 108 percent since their mergers. The post-merger

growth rate of the Wisconsin acquired companies was more than three times
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as great as that of the out-of-state acquired companies, in spite of the

fact that the latter group had a substantially larger pre--merger growth rate.

In other words, the out-of-state acquirers merged with faster growing

Wisconsin firms than the in-state acquirers. However, following the mergers,

the in-state acquired firms continued to expand their Wisconsin employment

while the out-of-state acquired firms, on the average, did not.

While changes in employment are an imperfect measure of corporate growth,

the aggregate employment data--like the number of advances and declines-

also tend to discredit the hypothesis that corporate growth is usually

enhanced by a merger. On the other hand, it should be recalled that 103

of 227 acquired companies have enjoyed an accelerated employment growth

since the year of merger. Unfortunately, the major proportion of those with

increased growth were small firms.

Impact of Acquisitions on Wisconsin's Payrolls

A comparison of pre-merger to post-merger payrolls shows that 107, or

47 percent, of the acquired companies had an increased rate of payroll

growth following the merger. Conversely, 53 percent of the companies had a

slower post-merger payroll growth. The number of advances and declines for

each merger year, classified by type of merger, are shown in Table VI.

Table VI
ADVANCES AND DECLINES IN THE GROWTH

OF PAYROLLS OF 227 ACQUIRED WISCONSIN COMPANIES

All Mergers: In-State Mergers: Out-of-State Mergers:
Year of No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of
Merger Advances Declines Advances Declines Advances Declines

1963 27 20 17 16 10 4
1964 21 24 14 17 7 7
1965 23 22 15 15 8 7
1966 21 26 10 18 11 8
1967 1s 28 8 13 7 15

Total 107 120 64 79 43 41

-6W1 ... - \
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The proportion of advances and declines is presented in Table VII.

As shown, companies acquired by out-of-state corporations had a higher

proportion of advances than those acquired by Wisconsin companies. In other

words,'post-lmerger payroll growth was higher than the pre-merger growth in

more companies acquired by out-of-state corporations than in those acquired

by in-state corporations. However, among the larger acquired corporations,

in-state mergershada higher percentage of advances than the out-of-state

mergers.

As the ratios indicate, acquired corporations fared slightly better in

the growth of payrolls than in the growth of employment (Table III). This

is not unexpected, given the more rapid growth of inflation and larger wage

settlements of recent years.

Table VII

PROPORTION OF ADVANCES AND DECLINES IN
THE WISCONSIN PAYROLL GROWTH OF 227 ACQUIRED COMPANIES

Total Sample Large EmployersI Small Employers
2

In-State Advances 44.8Y Advances 49.0% Advances 42.6%
Mergers Declines 55.2 Declines 51.0 Declines 57.4

Out-of-State Advances 51.2% Advances 45.9% Advances 55.3%
Mergers Declines 48.8 Declines 54.1 Declines 44.7

Aggregate Payroll Growth of Acquired Companies

The numbers of declines and advances do not recognize differences In the

sizes of the payrolls of the various companies and differences in the amount

of decline or advance. Aggregate data, as presented in Table VIII, do

recognize these differences.

1Employers with more than 100 employees at time of merger.

2Employers with less than 100 employees at time of merger.
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Table VIII

AGGREGATE WISCONSIN PAYROLLS OF 143 FIRMS
ACQUIRED BY WISCONSIN COMPANIES

(In Millions of Dollars)

Year of Merger
1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

$2.86 $2.18 $3.16 $4.16 $4.74
3.15 2.33 3.37 4.31 4.83
3.45 2.37 3.60 4.65 5.21
3.40 2.47 4.08 4.98 5.60
3.75 2.77 4.38 6.06 6.71
4.05 2.79 4.86 6.71 7.63
4.59 2.86 5.41 7.93 8.48
4.63 2.96 6.08 7.97 8.58
5.60 3.43 6.00 7.83. 9.50

INDICES OF AGGREGATE PAYROLLS--IN-STATE MERGERS

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967
842 787 650 524 553
927 842 692 543 563

1015 856 740 587 607
1000 892 840 629 653
1105 1000 900 765 783
1193 1009 1000 846 890
1353 1035 1113 1000 989
1364 1072 1252 1005 1000
1649 1240 1235 988 1108

AGGREGATE WISCONSIN PAYROLLS OF 84 FIRMS
ACQUIRED BY OUT-OF-STATE COMPANIES

(In Mill-ons of Dollars)

Year of Merger
1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

$3.14 $ 5.59 $1.83 $4.07 $ 6.21
3.40 5.33 2.02 4.34 6.62
3.25 7.02 2.08 4.74 7.20
3.29 8.07 2.34 4.79 8.19
4.45 10.12 2.29 5.33 9.74
4.87 11.40 3.31 5.58 11.04
5.42 12.55 3.67 6.09 11.48
5.92 11.64 3.44 5.65 11.72
6.44 - 12.89 3.68 6.45 11.59

INDICES OF AGGREGATE PAYROLLS--OUT-OF-STATE MERGERS

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967
954 552 553 669 530

1034 527 610 712 564
989 694 629 779 614

1000 797 706 787 698
1354 1000 693 875 831
1482 1127 1000 917 942
1649 1240 1109 1000 979
1800 1151 1040 927 1000
1958 1274 1112 1058 989

54-397 0 - 75 - 39
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For all merger groups except in-state 1966 and out-of-state 1967,

payrolls in the fourth quarter of 1968 were higher than in the corres-

ponding quarter of the year of merger. For mergers consummated during

the years 1965 and 1967, in-state mergers had a higher rate of post-

merger aggregate payroll growth than the out-of-state mergers. As shown

in Table IX, the out-of-state mergers occurring in 1963, 1964, and 1966

had the largest post-merger payroll growth rates. However, if payrolls

from the year preceding the merger are used, rather than payrolls during

the year of merger, the above comparisons are altered somewhat. Using

either approach, no clear picture emerges as to whether aggregate payroll

growth is greatest among in-state or out-of-state mergers. To obtain an

answer, the average annual aggregate pre-merger and post-merger payroll

growth rates were calculated for the 227 firms.

The average aggregate pre-merger growth rate of in-state mergers was

8.96 percent; the post-merger payroll growth rate was 6.31 percent. This

decline in payroll growth rate was not nearly as large as the decline in

the employment growth rate, indicating that employees have fared fairly

well since the acquisitions.

The aggregate average pre-merger payroll growth of firms acquired by

out-of-state companies was 10.49 percent. After merger, the average growth

slowed to 3.68 percent. The post-merger growth rate was only about one-third

as great as the pre-ierger growth rate. However, the post-merger payroll

growth rate was considerably higher than the -.48 percent employment growth.

Interestingly, out-of-state corporations, as a group, acquired faster

growing companies than the Wisconsin acquirers. The pre-merger annual

payroll growth rate of companies acquired by the out-of-state firms was

two and one-half percentage points greater than the growth rate of those

acquired by Wisconsin firms. After the mergers, the average payroll growth
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rate of the Wisconsin acquired firms was almost three percentage points

higher than that of the out-of-state acquired firms. This change may

have been due to the removal of executives from Wisconsin by some of the

out-of-state acquirers.

Pre-merger
Growth Rates

Post-merger
Growth Rates

Pre-merger
Growth Rates

Post-merger
Growth Rates

Table IX

AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH OF
AGGREGATE WISCONSIN PAYROLLS

In-State Mergers

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1963-1967

5.94% 6.18% 8.99% 11.35% 8.85% 8.96%

10.49 5.48 7.29 -0.63 10.72 6.31

Out-of-State Mergers

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1963-1967

1.57% 16.00% 12.59% 6.94% 9.50%

14.38 6.24 3.60 2.9-1 -1.11

10.49%

3.68

Conclusion

The growth of employment in Wisconsin apparently has been slowed by

the acquisition of Wisconsin companies. The decline in employment growth

rates was greater among firms acquired by out-of-state companies than

among those acquired by in-state companies.

There was a dramatic difference between the pre- and post-merger growth

of payrolls of in-state and out-of-state mergers. The growth of payrolls

declined 30 percent among firms acquired by Wisconsin companies and

65 percent among those acquired by out-of-state corporations.
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Given the size of the sample and the magnitude of the differences in

the growth rates of the two merger types, the findings of this section of

the study are fairly well established. However, it should be emphasized-

that the conclusions apply to merger groups and not to individual firms

in the group. Several out-of-state mergers, for example, have resulted in

a substantially increased rate of employment and payroll growth in Wisconsin.

Impact of Acquisitions by Conglomerates

Because of the rapid rise of conglomerates, a separate analysis of

the Wisconsin employment and payroll growth of firms acquired by conglomer-

ates is presented in Tables X-XII. These analyses do not include all

conglomerate mergers, but they do include most of the recent Wisconsin-

based acquisitions of well-known conglomerates such as W. R. Grace and

Company, Litton Industries, Incorporated, "Automatic" Sprinkler Corporation

of America, Tenneco Corporation, and Gulf and Western Industries, Incorporated.

Also Included are acquisitions by established corporations which, in recent

years, have been actively involved in conglomerate mergers. Among this

group of quasi-conglomerate companies are Beatrice Foods Company, FMC Corpor-

ation, Consolidated Foods Corporation, and Ametek, Incorporated.
5

As shown in Table X, the Wisconsin employment of firms acquired by

conglomerates and quasi-conglomerates was not very large in the early part

of the 1963-1968 period. As to be expected, given the national merger

movement, acquisitions by conglomerates have been considerable in more

recent years. Perhaps significant is the fact that employment in the year

of merger was often less than that of the year preceding the merger (this

usually was not true of other mergers). In fact, the total 1968 employ-

ment of firms acquired by conglomerates in 1963-1966-1967, and 1968 was

-
5Unlike the earlier analyses, not all the acquired firms were previously

owned by corporations headquartered in Wisconsin.,
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Table X

AGGREGATE WISCONSIN EMPLOYMENT OF 30 FIRMS
ACQUIRED BY CONGLOMERATES

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

Year of Merger
1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

21 1 271 2340 7524 3200

33 2 251 2244 8065 3295

40 105 245 2301 9378 3913

45 106 475 2280 10195 4505

43 112 520 2175 11850 4511

10 116 495 2193 12909 4857

-- 130 585 2131 13065 5584

-- 135 591 2030 12629 5769

-- 106 522 2096 12742 5628

INDICES OF AGGREGATE EMPLOYMENT

Year of Merger
1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

467 9 547 1098 596 569

733 18 507 1053 639 585

889 938 495 1080 743 695

1000 946 960 1070 807 800

956 1000 1051 1021 938 802

222 1036 1000 1029 1022 863

1161 1182 1000 1035 992

1205 1194 953 1000 1025

946 1055 984 1009 1000
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less than in the years preceding the mergers. The total 1968 employment

of firms acquired in 1964 and 1965 was about the same as that in the years

preceding the-mergers.

Using the year of merger as the basis for calculation, the pre-merger

. employment growth of the 24 firms acquired during the 1963-1967 period was

6.6 percent. Following the merger, the growth rate declined to .5 percent.

These rates are fairly similar to those of all firms acquired by out-of-

state companies, except that the post-merger rate is slightly higher.

However, if employment in the year prior to the merger is used as the divi-

sion point between the pre- and post-merger periods, the pre-merger annual

growth rate rises to 8.4 percent and the post-merger growth rate declines

to -1.3 percent. When six acquisitions occurring in the first part of 1968

are included in the latter calculation, the pre-merger growth rate is 8.5

percent and the post-merger rate is -1.6 percent. Using the year prior to

the merger and only the firms acquired by conglomerates (quasi-conglomerates

excluded), the pre-merger employment growth rate is 11.6 percent and the

post-merger rate is -1.8 percent. Therefore, conglomerate acquisitions

have had a substantially adverse impact on the growth of employment in

Wisconsin. To the extent that these acquirers have shifted their sources

of goods and services to suppliers outside the state, the impact may be even

greater than the employment statistics indicate. However, it should be

remembered that Wisconsin's total employment has risen considerably in recent

years and the state's economy has prospered in spite of any such losses.

It would be highly inappropriate to conclude that all acquisitions by

conglomerate and quasi-conglomerate corporations have adversely influenced

employment in Wisconsin. As shown in Table XI, nine of the 24 firms acquired

by conglomerates enjoyed an increased rate of employment growth following
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Table XI

PRE-AND POST-MERGER EMPLOYMENT AND PAYROLL GROWTH RATES
OF FIRMS ACQUIRED BY CONGLOMERATES

1953 - 1957

Pre-merger Post-merger Pre-merger Post-merger
Firm No. Employment Employment Payroll Payroll

1 -1.98% -1.05% 3.72% o.70%
2A 3.65 4.88 5.92 3.34
2B 4.90 -13.06 2.97 19.00
3A 4.10 -21.07 8.06 -7.20
3B -0.95 -5.88 10.39 -0.72
3C 3.28 -1.37 5.01 9.59
4A 3.91 10.41 4.85 14.49
48 13.23 5.85 19.09 2.24
4C 4.88 39.37 8.94 22.25
4D 63.04 -12.09 76.97 -79.46
4E 0.20 6.24 -5.60 12.52
5 1.44 10.32 4.19 9.84
6 15.51 38.60 22.49 49.51
7 10.86 37.85 14.04 36.02
8 21.72 -12.63 27.23 -0.51
9A 5.55 5.14 9.49 10.64
98 50.00 29.63 54.78 25.22
9C 68.18 19.64 91.90 20.28
10 1.23 -6.15 2.98 -0.49
11 7.23 0.00 7.29 6.76
12 16.54 41.99 11.67 30.26
13 -24.64 Out of -10.04 Out of

Business Business
14 -1.24 -3.04 4.01. 1.74
15 28.92 Out of 28.44 Out of

Business Business

Alphabetic sequencing denotes acquisitions by the same acquiring
company. Acquiring firms 1-5 are conglomerates; firms 6-15 are
quasi-conglomerates.

their acquisitions. The apparent impact of a merger on employmeii-varies

greatly from one acquired company to another, and in some cases, it varies

among the firms acquired by a given conglomerate. For example, conglomerate

Number 4 in Table XI acquired five Wisconsin companies. Since the year of

acquisition, three of its acquired companies have enjoyed an increased rate

of employment growth; one has experienced a slower rate of employment growth

and one has had a significant decline in employment.
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Payroll data for firms acquired by conglomerates and quasi-conglomerates

during the 1963 to mid-1968 period are shown in Table XII. The 24 companies

acquired by conglomerates and quasi-conglomerates during the 1963-1967

period had an average annual pre-merger payroll growth rate of 10.2 percent;

following the merger their growth rate declined to 2.5 percent. If the year

prior to merger is used as the dividing point between the pre- and post-

merger periods, the pre-merger rate is 11.5 percent, the post-merger rate is-

2.8 percent. If 1968 conglomerate acquisitions dre included in the latter

analysis, the pre- and post-merger rates are 11.6 and 1.7 percent, respectively.

When only the acquisitions by conglomerates are included (quasi-conglomerates

excluded), the pre-merger growth rate is 16.6 percent and the post-merger

growth rate is 2.1 percent. The above calculations compare unfavorably to

the pre- and post-merger history of all in-state and out-of-state acquired

companies. Furthermore, the average decline of payroll growth among companies

acquired by conglomerates was greater than their average decline in employ-

ment. In the other mergers, just the opposite occurred. Conglomerates are

not immune to union demands and higher wage rates; therefore, it appears that

some conglomerates may have removed a considerable' number of higher salaried

executives from Wisconsin.

As shown in Table XI, 14 of the 24 firms acquired by conglomerates and

quasi-conglomerates had a slower post-merger than pre-merger rate of payroll

growth. Five of these firms went from a position of payroll growth to one

of payroll decline, and two additional firms were out of business by 1968.

As with employment, the changes in payroll growth varied considerably from

one acquired company to another, even when two or more companies were

acquired by the same firm.
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Table XII

AGGREGATE WISCONSIN PAYROLLS OF 30 FIRMS
ACQUIRED BY CONGLOMERATES

(Thousands of Dollars)

Year of Merger

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 - 1968

$101 $ 9 $1409 $15025 $44792 $17622

175 14 1405 16272 48273 18194

201 740 1471 17299 54365 22218

214 821 3114 16666 61376 25027

222 816 3082 18093 74692 25709

77 877 3133 18579 85668 29105

--- 1072 3720 18974 90994 35770

--- 1128 3961 18658 94151 38803

.... 1177 3862 19168 96824 38115

INDICES FOR AGGREGATE PAYROLLS

Year of Merger

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

$472 $ 11 $ 450 $ 792 $ 476 $ 462

818 - 17 448 858 513 477

939 907 470 912 577 583

1000 1006 994 878 652 657

1037 1000 984 954 793 675

360 1075 1000 979 910 764

- 1314 1187 1000 967 938

-- 1382 1264 983 1000 1018

-- 1442 1233 1010 1028 1000

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968
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Inasmuch as acquisitions by conglomerates apparently have an impact

on employment during the year of merger, the year preceding the merger

is a meaningful division point between the pre- and post-merger periods.

Using employment preceding the year of merger, one finds that the annual

pre-merger employment growth of Wisconsin companies acquired by other

Wisconsin firms during the 1963-1967 period was 4.7 percent; the post-

merger growth was 1.4 percent. In contrast, the pre-merger employment

growth of companies acquired by out-of-state conglomerates and quasi-

conglomerates was 8.4 percent; the post-merger rate was -1.3 percent.

When the acquisitions by conglomerates are eliminated from all acquisitions

by out-of-state firms, one finds that the pre-merger employment growth was

3.2 percent. The post-merger employment growth of Wisconsin companies

acquired by these out-of-state non-conglomerate firms was also 3.2 percent

per year.

Using the year preceding the merger as the division point, the annual

payroll growth rates of in-state and out-of-state non-conglomerate acquired

companies are about the same. In-state acquired companies had an average

pre-merger payroll growth of 9.2 percent and an average post-merger rate

of 6.5 percent. Firms acquired by out-of-state non-conglomerate companies

have an average pre-merger payroll growth of 9.2 percent and a post-merger

rate of 6.3 percent. Interestingly, the post-merger rate was slightly

less than that of the in-state group, even though their post-merger

employment growth rate was 1.8 percent greater than that of the in-state

acquired firms. The pre-merger annual payroll growth of firms acquired by

out-of-state conglomerate and quasi-conglomerate companies was 11.5 percent;

the post-merger rate was only 2.8 percent.
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Chapter VII

MERGERS AND CORPORATE GIVING IN MILWAUKEE

When a local firm is acquired by a larger out-of-state corporation, the

new owners may not have much interest in the charitable causes of the local

community. A low level of interest is likely to be reflected in the acquired

firm's corporate giving.

On the other hand, large corporations are aware of the importance of

their public image, and apparently are becoming increasingly social-conscious

for both altruistic and selfish reasons. As was shown in the surveys of

newspaper executives, Chamber of Commerce officials, and executives of

acquired corporations, some Wisconsin companies have a keener sense of

social responsibility since their mergers. Whenever this occurs, corporate

giving to local causes is likely to be enhanced by the acquisition.

Another factor of substantial import is the prosperity and growth of a

firm following the merger. In those instances where acquisition leads to

the eventual demise of the firm, corporate giving ceases. In those mergers

where the acquisition greatly increases the growth and profitability of the

acquired firm, corporate giving is likely to rise substantially.

Changes in corporate giving resulting from mergers are also a function

of the generosity of the previous owners and management. When public spirited

owners sell their corporations, corporate giving is likely to decrease or

cease to grow. If the previous owners lacked public spirit, an increase in

social contributions is probable.

In short, anything can happen, depending upon a variety of factors. An

examination of corporate giving to the United Fund in Milwaukee shows that
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almost anything does happen. Some firms, which historically gave little,

have become generous contributors since their acquisitions. Others, which

historically made substantial contributions, now give little or nothing.

Nature of the Sample

Because corporate giving data are highly confidential, no specific

information on individual firms can be presented. However, statistics for

aggregates of firms can be given so long as the firms composing the aggregate

remain anonymous.

Two samples of Milwaukee firms were selected. The first is composed

of Milwaukee firms which have been acquired by out-of-state corporations

since 1958. While it was not possible to find a perfect match for every

acquired corporation, the second sample is composed of non-acquired Milwaukee

corporations of similar industries and sizes as the acquired companies.

This sample is for control purposes and provides a basis for estimating

what would have happened to the giving-of the acquired companies had they

not merged.

Both samples are composed of medium and large corporations, most

having an employment of over 100. These firms iere selected because of the

availability of data for each year and the size of their gifts.

The consolidation of corporate contributions following several mergers

limited the size of the samples. For example, when Schusters (a Milwaukee

firm) was acquired by Gimbels (a national company), the United Fund contri-

butions of the Milwaukee stores were consolidated, making it impossible to

determine the post-merger contribution of Schusters. Also limiting the

size of the sample was the availability of~non-acquired firms which were

reasonably similar to acquired firms. Despite these difficulties, two

samples of 30 firms each were selected.
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Contributions of Acquired Companies

Thirty Milwaukee companies$ which have since been acquired, contributed

$176,279 in 1958. By 1963, their contribution had grown to $200,050--an

increase of about 14 percent. However, during this period the Red Cross of

Milwaukee and the United Fund of Milwaukee had merged, so contributions in
6

1963 should have been significantly greater than 
in 1958.

During the 1959-1963 period, six of the 30 firms were acquired by out-

of-state corporations. These six firms increased their corporate giving to

the United Fund by 20 percent--more than those who had not been acquired.

Most of the six mergers were of the horizontal type, rather than vertical

or conglomerate.

In the years 1964-1968, the remaining 24 firms were acquired by out-of-

state corporations. As to be expected, given the recent history of the merger

movement, around one-half of these mergers were of the conglomerate type.

The total giving of the 30 corporations rose from $200,050 in 1963

to $203,779 in 1968, a gain of only 2 percent. The six companies acquired

during the years 1959-1963 increased their United Fund gifts by 16 percent,

but the 24 companies acquired since 1963 decreased their contributions

Taking the 30 corporations as a group, one finds that total corporate

giving to the United Fund in Milwaukee rose from $176,279 in 1958 to $203,779

in 1968--a gain of 16 percent during the ten years.

As indicated earlier, corporate giving is a function of ability to give,

and generosity or public spirit. While employment is an inadequate measure

6
During 1960, the year of the merger, total contributions to the United

Fund of Milwaukee rose 33.4 percent.
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of ability, it does reflect the growth or decline of a company. Therefore,

change in employment provides an imperfect measure of change in ability to

give, and corporate contributions per employee can be used as an indicator

of corporate generosity.

As shown in Table XIII, the six firms acquired during the years 1959-

1963 enjoyed a substantial increase of employment between 1963 and 1968-

a gain of 33 percent. Therefore, the increase in their corporate giving

during those years may be attributed primarily to corporate growth.

Two average corporate gifts per employee are shown in Table XIII. The

first is a simple average, i.e., the average corporate gift per employee of

each firm weighted equally. For the six firms, this average rose from $13.56

in 1958 to $18.34 in 1963; however, it declined to $11.53 in 1968. The

latter amount was lower than the average ten years earlier despite the

addition of the Red Cross to the United Fund in 1960.

The second average weights the contribution of each corporation

according to the number of employees. It is the more meaningful of the two

means and is the average corporate gift per employee of all the companies

involved. Among the six firms, this average rose from $8.51 in 1958 to

$10.69 In 1963. During the'next five years it declined to $9.26.

Turning to the 24 companies acquired since 1963, one finds that their

employment declined from the pre-merger level of 11,707 to 11,045 in 1968--

a decrease of 6 percent. This decline is especially significant in light

of the fact that 1968 was a far more prosperous year than 1963 for industry

in Milwaukee and the nation.

The average corporate gift per employee, unweighted, of the 24 companies

declined substantially, but the weighted average (actual mean for all the
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Table XIII

CORPORATE GIVING TO MILWAUKEE UNITED FUND BY
COMPANIES ACQUIRED BY OUT-OF-STATE CORPORATIONS, 1958-1968

1958 1963 1968

Six Firms, Acquired 1959-1963

Total Gift
Average Gift

Total Employment
Average Employment

Average Gift per Employee,
Unweighted -

Average Gift per Employee,
Weighted

Twenty-four Firms, Acquired 1964-1961

Total Gift
Average Gift

Total Employment
Average Employment

Average Gift per Employee,
Unweighted

Average Gift per Employee,
Weighted

$32,772
5,462

3,849
642

$ 39,300
6,550

3,676
613

$ 13.56 $18.34

8.51 10.69

$143,507
5,979

11,683
487

$160,750
6,697

11,707
488

$ 46,451
7,576

4,910
818

$ 11.53

9.26

$158,328
6,597

11,045
460

$ 8.43 $ 10.69 $ 8.55

12.28 13.73 14.34

Thirty Firms, Acquired 1959-1968

Total Gift
Average Gift

Total Employment
Average Employment

Average Gift per Employee,
Unweighted

Average Gift per Employee,
Weighted

$176,279
5,875

15,532
518

$200,050
6,668

15,383
513

$ 9.46 $ 12.25

11.35 13.00

$203,779
6,792

15,955
532

$ 9.15

12.77
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employees) rose from $13.73 in the pre-merger year of 1963 to $14.34 in

the post-merger year of 1968. Despite this rise, the total gift of the

24 companies fell slightly because of a decline in their employment.

For the 30 companies, total employment rose 3 percent during the

S 1958-1968 period, and the average gift increased from $11.35 in 1958 to

$12.77 in 1968. This increase may be attributed to the incorporation of

Red Cross into United Fund, rather than an increase in total contributions.

To fully assess the changes in the corporate giving of the acquired

firms, the changes must be compared to those of the control group of non-

acquired Milwaukee corporations.

Contributions of Non-Acquired Companies

As shown in Table XIV, total United Fund contributions of the non-

acquired Milwaukee firms rose from $263,726 in 1958 to $352,934 in 1968-

a.gain of 34 percent. During the same period, the employment of these firms

rose about 11 percent. Therefore, approximately one-third of the growth of

giving may be attributed to corporate growth, two-thirds to other factors,

including the addition of the Red Cross and increased generosity.

The average corporate gift per employee, weighted, rose from $14.56

in 1958 to $17.58 in 1968. However, the average gift in 1968 was down

from $18.25 in 1963.

Acquired Versus Non-Acquired Corporate Contributions

Table XV presents growth indices for the various groups of firms

studied. Interestingly, the greatest growth of total corporate giving to

the United Fund was among the six firms acquired in the 1959-1963 period.

The slowest growth was among those acquired by out-of-state companies

since 1963.
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Table XIV

CORPORATE GIVING TO MILWAUKEE UNITED FUND
BY NON-ACQUIRED COMPANIES, 1958-1968

1958 1963 1968

Thirty Firms, Non-Acquired

Total Gift
Average Gift

Total Employment
Average Employment

Average Gift per Employee,
Unweighted

Average Gift per Employee,
Weighted

$263,726 $335,745 $352,934
8,791 11,192 11,764

18,109
603

18,430 20,074
614 669

$ 8.91 $ 11.51 $ 11.32

14.56 18.25 17.58

Table XV

CORPORATE GIVING TO MILWAUKEE UNITED FUND
BY ACQUIRED AND NON-ACQUIRED COMPANIES

6 Acquired 24 Acquired 30 Acquired
Fims Firms Firms

Indices of Total Giving:

1958
1963
1968

Indices of Contributions
per Employee, Weighted:

1958
1963
1968

Indices of Employment:

1958
1963
1968

100.0 100.0
119.9 112.0
138.7 110.3

100.0 100.0
125.6 111.8
108.8 116.8

100.0 100.0
95.5 100.2

127.6 94.5

54-397 0 - 75 - 40

30 Non-Acquired
Firms

100.0
113.5
115.6

100.0
114.5
112.5

100.0
99.0

102.7

100.0
127.3
133.8

100.0
125.3
120.7

100.0
101.8
110.9
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Comparing the 30 acquired companies to the non-acquired companies, one

finds that the acquired group increased its contributions -about 16 percent

during the ten years. The increase of contributions by the non-acquild

corporations was more than twice as great--almost 34 percent. However, the

S acquired companies, prior to their mergers, were not increasing their

contributions as rapidly as the non-acquired group. For example, in the

1958-1963 period, the 24 firms subsequently acquired increased their cor-

porate gifts 12 percent, while the 30 non-ecquired firms increased theirs

more than 27 percent.

During the ten-year period, corporate contributions per employee rose

more rapidly among the 30 non-acquired corporations. Their contributions

increased about 21 percent, while the contributions of the 30 acquired firms

rose about 13 percent. Therefore, it appears that generosity rose most

rapidly among the non-acquired companies. This measure of generosity rose

least among the six corporations which had been merged for the longest

period of time.

Employment growth was greatest among the six firms acquired during the

1959-1963 period--28 percent. It was least among those acquired since 1963.

Their employment in 1968 was 5.5 percent less than in 1958 and 5.7 percent

less than in 1963.

During the ten years, the growth of employment among the 30 non-acquired

firms was about four times as great as among the 30 acquired firms--

10.9 percent as opposed to 2.7 percent.

Conclusion

Considering both corporate growth and generosity (the latter measured

by giving per employee), the United Fund of Milwaukee fared best among the

30 non-acquired firms. However, the pre-serger gifts for the 24 companies
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acquired sinae 1963 indicate that their contributions were growing less

rapidly than those of the 30 non-acquired firms. In other words, their

giving might not have risen substantially even if they hadn't been acquired

by out-of-state corporations.

On the other hand, one would not have expected their corporate contri-

butions to decline, as they did between 1963 and 1968. Also, one would not

have expected the 5 percent decline in employment experienced by the 24

companies.

The total United Fund contributions by all Milwaukee firms rose from

$2,174,994 in 1958 to $2,874,942 in 1963 and to $3,080,078 in 1968. The

36 percent increase during the ten years is slightly greater than that of

the 30 non-acquired firms and substantially, greater than that of the acquired

companies. However, this may not be a fair comparison because total corpor-

ate giving would include new firms as well as those existing in 1958.

Average corporate giving per employee rose from $9.12 in 1958 to $13.14

in-1963 and $13.46 in 1968. The increase during the ten years was 36 percent.

Therefore, neither the acquired nor non-acquired firms in the sample increased

their corporate contributions per employee as rapidly as all corporate contri-

butors in Milwaukee. However, the control group of non-acquired companies

increased its contribution per employee more than those companies that were

acquired. Because the latter were trailing in their contributions prior to

acquisition, the only major conclusion to be reached is that United Fund

contributions in Milwaukee apparently hAve been adversely affected by out-

of-state acquisitions because of decreased rates of growth following the

merger of several Milwaukee companies.
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Chapter VIII

SUMARY, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The most pronounced finding of this study Is that it is difficult to

pFne-alize about the social and economic consequences of the current merger

moement, Many of Wisconsin's acquired firms have experienced an increased

rate of growth since their mergers. The communities of these firms have

enjoyed expanded employment and payrolls (and consequently, increased property

and personal income tax revenues), and greater contributions to charitable

causes. On the other hand, many other acquired firms, especially those

merging with conglomerates headquartered in other states, have experienced

a substantial decline in employment and payroll growth.

While the typical firm acquired between 1963 and 1967 has continued

to expand, its growth since the acquisition has been less than that of the

years immediately preceding the acquisition. In general, the employment

and payrolls of companies acquired by Wisconsin corporations have fared

better than those of companies acquired by out-of-state corporations.

As the above suggest, it is readily apparent that some mergers have

been highly successful, whereas others have been unsuccessful. It would

benefit private industry and society if greater care were exercised in

merger decisions.

While the analyses of this study are based solely on mergers involving

Wisconsin firms, there is a good possibility that the Wisconsin experience

is representative of other states that do not house the headquarters of a-
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substantial number of conglomerate corporations. In other words, the

findings of this study, at least qualitatively, may be representative of

the experience in many other states.

In order to draw an overall picture of the social and economic conse-

quences of the merger movement in Wisconsin, it is helpful to compare the

results of the six studies which compose this research report. In several

instances, two or more of the six studies investigated the same consequence

of corporate acquisitions.

Comparison of the Results of the Opinion Surveys

If one compares the results of-the four surveys described in Chapters II-V,

several interesting observations can be made. In Tables XVI through XVIII,

survey responses were divided into three categories--favorable, neutral,

and unfavorable. If it is assumed that a "no opinion" response reflects a

basically neutral attitude toward the survey question, then one can include

responses of this type within the "neutral" category. This procedure was

followed in compiling the tables.

Table XVI is a comparison of estimates of the general public's attitude

toward mergers. The three columns-show the public's attitude as indicated

by (1) the general public survey, (2) the Chamber of Commerce survey, and

(3) the newspaper executive survey. In the latter two surveys, the respon-

dents were asked to estimate the public's attitude concerning mergers.

In the general public survey, the interviewees were asked if the community

was better or worse off because of mergers.

As shown, there is a rather striking similarity between the Chamber of

Commerce and newspaper executives' estimates of public attitude toward mergers.
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Table XVI

ATTITUDE Or THE GENERAL PUBLIC TOWARD MERGERS

As Determined by As Estimated by As Estimated by
Survey of General Chamber of Commerce Newspaper

Public Officials Executives

Favorable 45% 48% 53%

Neutral
(or no opinion) 29 37 34

Unfavorable 26 15 13

The dominant opinion was a favorable public attitude toward mergers.

While the survey of the general public produced a similar result, it

produced a proportion of unfavorable attitudes that was almost twice as

large as that estimated by the Chamber of Commerce and newspaper executive

surveys. However, only 26 percent of the general public respondents indicated

an unfavorable attitude.

Table XVII shows comparative survey results concerning opinions on the

growth and employment of specific acquired companies. Similar questions

concerning the impact of the mergers on employment were asked of respondents

in the general public, Chamber of Commerce, and newspaper executive surveys.

In the management survey, the respondents were asked if" there had been any

change in the rate of growth of their firms since acquisition.

There is substantial agreement among the four groups surveyed. In each

case the majority of the mergers evaluated had no perceivable effect on

employment growth. Furthermore, in each survey the percent of respondents

evaluating mergers with an apparent favorable impact on employment greatly

outnumbers the percent who estimated a negative impact.
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Table XVII

OPINIONS CONCERNING THE EFFECT
OF SPECIFIC MERGERS ON EMPLOYMENT

General Public Chamber of - Newspaper Management
Executive

Survey Commerce Survey Survey Survey

Favorable Effect
on Employment 37% 40% 38% 35%

No Change in
Employment 50 52 54 - 60

Unfavorable Effect
on-Employment 13 8 8 5

The evaluations given in Table XVII are basically correct, even

though the result varies considerably from the findings of the more

comprehensive and detailed employment history outlined in Chapter VI.

The majority of the acquisitions of Wisconsin firms have not greatly

altered the rate of employment growth. Without the precise measure-

ments used in Chapter VI, one would have difficulty ascertaining

changes in the growth of many of the acquired firms.

While the favorable and unfavorable opinions on employment growth

gathered in the four surveys were not always correct, a fairly high

proportion of the companies evaluated by the respondents have had a

favorable growth rate since their merger. Also, in the Chamber of

Commerce and newspaper executive surveys some of the companies

involved were Wisconsin corporations which had acquired other

companies in and out of the state. Therefore, it is not surprising

that these respondents had more favorable reports than the general

public and management groups. Interestingly, the smallest percentage

of favorable reports was received from the presidents and officers of

acquired corporations.
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Table XVIII offers a comparison of survey opinions concerning community

contributions of acquired firms. The executives in the management survey

were asked if there had been any increase or decrease in their company's

financial contributions to the local community as a result of merger.

In the Chamber of Commerce and newspaper executive surveys, the respondents

were asked to estimate the impact of specific mergers on "the firm's

commitment to the community and its financial support of civic projects."

Table XVIII

COMPARISON OF OPINIONS
CONCERNING COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTIONS

OF ACQUIRED FIRMS

Management Chamber of Newspaper
Survey Commerce Survey Executive Survey

Favorable Effect
on Community
Contributions 45% 31% 38%

Neutral or
No.. NEffect 35 59 48

Unfavorable Effect
on Community
Contributions 20 10 14

The responses reveal that the Chamber of Commerce officials and

news19pe-r-63Mutives are fairly close in their estimates of community

contributions. In both of these groups, the dominant attitude was that

mergers have had little effect on corporate contributions to the community.

Moreover, in both groups the number of respondents who indicated a favorable

impact of mergers on community contributions was approximately three times

as great as the number who perceived an unfavorable effect. As might be

Ilk expected, the management group was somewhat more generous in its estimates
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of the effect of mergers on community contributions. However, a high

proportion of the executives included increased payrolls in their appraisal

of community contributions. Interestingly, the highest proportion of

decreased contributions was obtained in the management survey.

In summary, there was a remarkably high degree of similarity in the

opinions expressed by the four survey groups, even though the respondents-

were highly dissimilar. The predominant conclusion to be derived from the

surveys is that most mergers do not have a readily perceivable impact on

the growth of employment and the community commitment and financial contri-

butions of acquired Wisconsin companies.

A second conclusion to be derived from the four surveys is that the

social impact of acquisition iz more often favorable than unfavorable.

While this conclusion may be correct for the specific mergers discussed in

the four surveys, it apparently does not represent the total picture in

Wisconsin.

Another general conclusion is that the effects of mergers vary greatly

from one case to another. Some of the acquisitions discussed by the

respondents had a highly favorable impact on the local community; in

other instances just the reverse was true. Therefore, it is highly diffi-

cult to generalize about the social and economic effects of corporate

mergers in Wisconsin.

Other Findings of the Opinion Surveys

The survey of the presidents and other officers of Wisconsin companies

acquired by out-of-state firms indicates the following:
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1. The two most prevalent reasons for being acquired

are to reduce estate tax problems (highly important

among privately held businesses) and to increase the

financial resources of the firm. In addition, the

ability to sell the company without imediate txa-

tion of capital gains and other financial advantages

were frequently mentioned.

2. Most companies that had merged for non-financial

considerations ( such as improved marketing) have not

realized the anticipated advantages. In addition,

most of the companies have not experienced greater

growth since their acquisitions--an indication that

the merger has not improved the management and

financial strength of the company.

3. Despite the lack of greater growth, financial

advantages to the company were the most frequently

mentioned benefits derived from the merger.

4. The disadvantages resulting from the mergers were

primarily organizational in nature, such as friction

between the management of the acquired company and

the parent corporation.

S. Changes in sources of supply may represent the greatest

loss to Wisconsin's economy resulting from acquisitions

by out-of-state firms. Most of the acquired firms

covered by the survey now use the financial institutions,
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S. (continued)

legal services, and accounting services of their parent

companies. Apparently, there is less tendency to change

sources of goods than sources of services.

In addition to conclusions already outlined, the Chamber of Commerce

and newspaper executive surveys indicate the following:

1. Host mergers involving Wisconsin's larger corporations

have been the acquisition of a Wisconsin firm by an

out-of-state firm.

2. In most cases there have been no dramatic changes in

the number of management personnel and the location

of corporate headquarters as a result of merger.

However, -some Wisconsin communities have lost the

home offices of local companies that have been

acquired. This occurred in one out of every five

out-of-state mergers covered by the two surveys.

3. In a few instances, the acquisition of a local firm

has resulted in its complete removal from the

community.

The survey of the general public and employees of acquired Wisconsin

companies shows the following:

1. A significant proportion of the public was unaware

of the corporate mergers in their community.

2. A majority of the employees of acquired companies

felt that they were better off as a result of the

merger.
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3. Only one-third of the employees felt that their

employer was any stronger or the company better

managed as a result of the merger.

Findings of the Employment and Payroll Study

The most complete of the six studies of this report was the study of

the pre-merger and post-merger growth of employment and payrolls of 227

companies. Because of the size of the sample and the magnitude of the

differences between in-state and out-of-state mergers, the following conclu-

sions are well established as far as mergers in the 1963-1967 period are

concerned:

1. Fifty-five percent of the acquired companies have

had a slower rate of employment growth since their

merger. In this analysis, the pre-merger period was

December, 1960, through December of year prior to

merger; the post-merger period was December of the

year of merger through December, 1968. Both in-

state and out-of-state mergers had more declines

than advances in employment growth in the post-

merger period. Fortunately, Wisconsin's economy has

expanded rapidly in recent years, more than offsetting

any losses due to those mergers having an adverse

effect on employment growth in Wisconsin. For

example, seasonally adjusted unemployment in

December, 1968 was only 3.3 percent of the state's

work force, less than the national average.
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2. The post-merger growth rate of the aggregate employ-

ment of the companies acquired by Wisconsin firms

was less than the pre-merger growth rate. The

average annual pre-merger rate was 4.23 percent;

the corresponding post-merger rate was 1.04 percent.

The lesser rate of growth may have been due to

efficiencies brought about by the mergers, the.

transfer of employees to non-Wisconsin locations,

or slower corporate growth following the acquisition.

3. The growth of aggregate Wisconsin employment of

companies acquired by out-of-state corporations

declined substantially more than that of those

acquired by in-state corporations. The pre-merger

aggregate growth rate of firms acquired by out-of-

state firms was 6.02 percent. Following the mergers,

their growth rate declined to -. 48 percent-

108 percent less than in the pre-merger period.

The data, plus information from survey of acquired

companies, indicate that several parent corpora-

tions have failed to take advantage of the

opportunities provided by the acquired companies.

Undoubtedly, opportunities still exist for

increased investments which would generate expanded

employment and payrolls in Wisconain communities

while increasing the profitability of the companies.
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4. Fifty-three percent of the acquired companies have had

a slower rate of payroll growth since their mergers.

Apparently, mergers have depressed the growth of pay-

rolls in several companies, especially large firms

acquired by out-of-state corporations. Given the

advance of wages and salaries in recent years, one

would have expected more payroll than employment

advances among the acquired companies. The fact that

this frequently did not happen in companies acquired

by out-of-state firms would lead one to believe that

their acquirers have transferred a portion of the

higher salaried employees to a location outside

Wisconsin. Such transfers mean a loss of talent,

retail expenditures, and personal income taxes in

the economies of Wisconsin's communities and the state.

5. The average annual growth of aggregate payrolls among

companies acquired by Wisconsin firms has declined

30 percent since the mergers. The pre-merger rate of

payroll growth was 8.96 percent; the post-merger rate

was 6.31 percent. However, the 6.31 post-merger

payroll growth compares favorably with their 1.04

percent post-merger employment growth.

6. The average annual growth of aggregate payrolls among

companies acquired by out-of-state firms has declined

65 percent since the mergers. The pre-merger payroll

growth rate was 10.47 percent; the post-merger rate

was 3.68 percent.
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7. The majority of the firms acquired -by conglomerates

have experienced substantial; reduced employment

growth. In general, Wisconsin firms acquired by

conglomerates and quasi-conglomerates were rapidly

expanding businesses. Their average annual growth

of employment from 1960 to the year preceding the

merger was 8.4 percent. While nine of the 24 firms

involved enjoyed an accelerated employment growth

following their acquisitions, the average post-

merger growth of the 24 firms was -1.3 percent.

If acquisitions by quasi-conglomerates are not

included in the calculation, the average pre-merger

employment growth rate rises to 11.6 percent and

the post-merger rate declines to -1.8 percent.

8. The 24 companies acquired by the conglomerates

and quasi-conglomerates Mhad an average annual

payroll growth of 11.5 percent between 1960 and

the year preceding the merger. The post-merger

growth of payrolls was 2.8 percent. Despite the

substantial decline in payroll growth, ten of the

acquired companies had a larger post-merger than

pre-"erger rate of payroll growth. In other words,

some acquisitions by conglomerates have contributed

substantially to the economic prosperity of the state.

Considering these conclusions, it is apparent that Wisconsin's economy

.* has fared far better among those companies acquired by Wisconsin firms than

among those acquired by out-of-state conglomerate corporations. The changing
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rates of payroll growth are especially significant because they affect

both the prosperity of employees, the sales of Wisconsin's retail indus-

tries, and the tax revenues of the state. In other words, any change in

the rate of payroll growth induced by a merger has a multiplier effect

above and beyond its immediate effect on the company's employees.

Findings of the United Fund Study

The comparison of United Fund contributions of 30 Milwaukee companies

acquired by out-of-state corporations with the contributions of 30 similar

companies that have not been acquired reveal the following:

1. The total United Fund contributions of the six

companies acquired in the 1959-1963 period rose

more rapidly than those of companies acquired

since 1963. In addition, they rose more rapidly

than the contributions of the non-acquired

companies.

2. The total 1968 contributions of the 24 companies

acquired in the 1963-1968 period were less than

their contributions in 1963.

$.' The total 1958 to 1968 rise of United Fund contri-

butions of the 30 acquired companies was less than

half as large as the increase of the non-acquired

companies. Contributions of the acquired corpor-

ations rose 16 percent during the ten years, while

those of the non-acquired companies rose 34 percent.

However, the pre-merger growth of contributions

indicates that the 80 acquired firm would not have
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increased their giving as much as the non-acquired

companies even if there had been no mergers.

4. The total growth of employment of the acquired

companies was considerably less than the non-

acquired companies.

Recommendations

Because' the effects of mergers vary widely, care must be exercised in

any effort to prevent potentially undesirable acquisitions. Hany mergers

have been socially advantageous, and general anti-merger legislation might

prevent both undesirable and beneficial mergers. For example, one would

not want to preclude mergers which are needed by companies in industries

with rapidly rising economies of large scale. To prevent such mergers

would promote inefficiency and weaken the competitive position of the

state's industry.

Existing state and federal statutes should be sufficient to prevent

those horizontal and vertical mergers that are likely to be socially

undesirable. As a practical matter, it would be difficult for Wisconsin,

or any other state, to outlaw conglomerate mergers as long as they are

legal nationally. Furthermore, some conglomerate mergers are desirable.

For example, the conglomerate has the potential advantage of allocating

the merging firms' resources to those ends having the greater needs, thus

increasing profitability and service to society. However, national legis-

lation is needed to prevent the undesirable financial maneuvers used by

some conglomerates to finance the acquisition of other companies. The

large but thinly financed conglomerate is likely to be in a precarious

position during a period of economic weakness. A substantial number of

54-397 0 - 75 - 41
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such companies could easily endanger the total economic system, to say

nothing about their possible effect on competitive processes and other

undesirable consequences.

At the state level, several steps can be taken to prevent undesir-

able mergers and promote local economic development:

1. Greater emphasis should be placed on pre-merger

investigations by those who are contemplating a merger.

Many companies, especially acquired firms, have merged

without adequately considering all alternatives and

without sufficient knowledge of what the merger entails.

Surprisingly, post-merger evaluations are often more

intensive than pre-merger investigations. 7 Just the opposite

should be true. Better and more extensive pre-merger

investigations would increase t4e probability of success

and reduce the number of unsuccessful merge s. Conse-

quently, both private industry and the society would benefit.

Companies about to be acquired should investigate

the post-merger history of any other companies acquired

by the potential acquirer. To facilitate investigations,

Wisconsints businesses should be provided with a checklist

or manual to aid them in evaluating merger proposals. Many

companies might find it feasible to utilize professional

services to assist in pre-merger evaluations.

2. Industry should be encouraged to consider the likely

future growth of the company and other potential

social and economic consequences when evaluating a

merger proposal. While personal economic

7post-merger evaluations are, anong other reasons, necessary to evaluate
the assets of the companies for financiaL management and tax purposes.
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considerations are bound to be major in any merger

decision, management and owners should also consider

the future welfare of their employees and the community.

3. Wisconsin suppliers, and especially the service

industries, should be especially alert to preserving

their relationships with Wisconsin's businesses.

Financial institutions might make a concerted effort

to increase the supply of capital available to

Wisconsin's industry, thus reducing one incentive

for entering a merger. When an acquisition does

occur, the suppliers of the acquired company should

establish rapport with the parent company and effecti-

vely communicate information relating to the value of

their services. In so doing, some suppliers will be

able to obtain additional accounts, rather than

losing al existing account.

4. The state might consider legislation to reduce the

estate tax incentive for mergers. Estate taxes are

considerable, and privately held businesses are-,

sometimes sold because the financial security of the

heirs would be endangered upon the death of the owner.

Perhaps estate taxes could be spread over a period
years, thus reducing the likelihood of forced sales

in order to pay estate taxes.

S. When a Wisconsin company is acquired, the management

of the acquiring company should be visited by represen-

tatives from Wisconsin, welcoming the company as a new
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corporate citizen to the state. The visitation

team might consist of one or more members of

the Board of Economic Development and perhaps

executives from Wisconsin companies supplying

the acquired company with joods or services.

Government officials from the state or community

of the acquired company might also be represented.

In addition to welcoming the company to Wisconsin

and discussing the advantages of the state, the

team could discuss any locational problems which

the parent company might have. Such an effort

should help to increase the acquiring company's

commitment to Wisconsin, and might lead to the

location of additional corporate facilities in

the state.
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The Honorable Sam Nunn
United States Senator
Room 110
Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sam:

I have been intending to contact you regarding matters
of legislation of interest to several of our clients and
your constituents generally, and had hoped to talk with you
when you spoke at the Atlanta Bar Association, or at the Phi
Delta Theta Alumni Club Founders Day dinner in early April.
You didn't appear to have time following the Bar luncheon
and an illness in the family (Robert E. Cheshire, Juvenile
Judge, Colquit County, my father-in-law) resulted in my
missing the Phi Delta Theta dinner.

I felt that your talk at the Bar meeting was both
enjoyable and informative. Your comments with respect to
competition by the Government with private borrowers in the
money market rang a bell with regard to the problem some of
our clients are having. Simply stated the matter, (more
fully discussed hereinbelow) is that many small business
domestic internation sales corporations (051Strs) are
finding it difficult to invest accumulated DISC income in
qualified export assets, the broadening of permissable or
qualified investments would permit more investment by such
DISCs and greater DISC investment could help stimulate the
economy.

DISC RECEIPTS AND ASSETS.

As you are no doubt aware, a corporation which meets
the requirements of Section 991 et seq. of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954, as amended,-can obtain special tax
treatment. Ninety-five (95%) percent of its gross receipts
must be "qualified export receipts" as defined in Code
S993(a), and ninety-five (95%) percent of the adjusted basis
of its assets, on the last day of its taxable year, must be
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"qualified export assets" as defined in Code S993(b). Once
the successful DISC has expanded capital and inventory
(often purchased from a related supplier) to the virtual
maximum, it has available limited "investment" assets (see
Code 993(b) (l)-(9)).

As regards "obligations issued, guaranteed or insured
by the Export-Import Bank of the United States or the Foreign
Credit Insurance Association," such must be acquired from
the issuer, not a prior holder. Obligations of Export-
Import Bank have not been available. We are helping our
clients to attempt to determine the availability of FCIA
obligations, but are concerned that these also may be
virtually unavailable. An alternative to the above is
stated in 5993(b)(8)--obligationa issued by the Private
Export Funding Corporation (PEFCO). I have contracted-Prank
Nee, Controller of PEFCO regarding this and other investments.
He advised that the next issue of PEFCO obligations would
probably bear an interest rate of about five (5%) percent
(as contrasted with recent issues around 7%) and would
mature in 30 to 270 days. An additional alternative to
these foregoing investments is the "producers loan" (Code
993(d)). Producers loans have the advantage of being longer
term (up to five years). From the standpoint of the small
business DISC, producers loans have disadvantages: the
small DISC affiliated supplier (if any) may not require much
capital and loans to unrelated suppliers require credit
evaluation, documentation, credit administration, and other
activities and financial risks which the small business DISC
is not equipped, and does not desire, to handle.

DISC TAXATION.

The DISC is not a taxpayer. Its shareholder(s) are
taxed pro rata on corporate earnings and profits adjusted in
accordance with Code 995 (a). Generally, with a small
business DISC this would be one-half of the amount of
qualified receipts, plus all interest received from producers
loans, and all income which-is not qualified export receipts
and is in excess of 5% of the DISC's gross receipts for such
taxable year (the so called distributions to meet qualifica-
tion requirements described in Code 992(c)). The interplay
of the latter and the "qualified asset" and "qualified
receipts" requirements is that generally a DISC which cah
meet the requirements of having had seventy (70%) percent of
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its gross receipts consist of qualified export receipts and
700 of its assets on the last day of each month consist of
qualified export assets can make deficiencyj-dttributions for
"outside investment" and still qualify as a DISC. Because
of this, some DISCs, by careful planning, may be able to
derive considerable income from relatively large investments
in non-export type assets without disqualification.

SMALL BUSINESS DISC.

. There is no definition of a "small business DISC", but
for various reasons there might well be. The DISC affiliated
with large publicly or privately held manufacturing, production
or service corporation is different than the small DISC
which is not affiliated with a manufacturer, producer or
service corporation, or is affiliated with a small manu-
facturing, production or service enterprise which may be a
partnership, proprietorship, subchapter S corporation or
small, closely held corporation. In these latter "small
business DISCs" the shareholders are often the shareholders,
partners or proprietors of the related manufacturing, production
or service enterprise. Quite often the small business DISC
and its affiliate are small but sound organizations which do.
not have large and sophisticated management, organization
and administrative and accounting procedures necessary to
enable management to determine whether or not the DISC is
maintaining status. They often are nqt aware of marginal
pricing and other sophisticated accounting techniques which
would enable them accurately to allocate facilities, inventories,
costs and other factors to export activities. Also, they do
not have the management and administrative resources necessary
to enable them to evaluate and administer "qualified" DISC
investments, such as loans to non-affiliated producers or
Export-Import Bank, FCIA or PEFCO obligations.

PERSPECTIVE

You indicated in your talk to the Atlanta Bar Association
that the economy obviously needs stimuli, especially in the
form of capital investment or expansion which in turn will
create new, or cause re-employment for existing jobs. You
also mentioned concern that the proposed administration and
congressional programs for economic stimulation would be
funded by additional government borrowing, which borrowing
will be in competition with borrowing in the public sector
possibly causing undesirable increases in interest rates
just when the economy is beginning to recover.
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Many estimates of the magnitude of accumulated DISC
income available for investment have been made. Your office
has better access than we to reliable information in this
regard. The fact of the matter is that there is a lot of
money sitting relatively idle, or utilized, in unproductive
ways and which could be made available to help stimulate the
economy. DISC shareholders could make such funds available
by distributing the same, paying full, current taxes thereon,
and investing and paying full, current taxes on the investment
income. This, however, would result in financial hardship
to DISC investors, especially the small business DISC investors.

i
Additionally, there have been suggestions that the DISC

legislation is more "give away to big corporations"" and
should be abolished or drastically modified. This is, in
our opinion, an oversimplified view. In our experience,
clients with few or no exports, through the utilization of
DISCs, have been.able to promote, make and expand exports of
U.S. products and contribute to a positive balance of payments.
Furthermore, these clients are not "Fortune 500" or multinational
companies often accused of a lack of patriotism and of
greed--these are small Georgia corporations, owned by Georgians,
employing Georgians and respected in their communities.

PROPOSALS.

We feel that there are ways in which Congress can at
the same time act in the best interests of the small businessman,
promote exports and benefit the economy as a whole. Proposed
alternatives are:

1. Modify DISC legislation to permit DISCs to make
investments in assets, and receive income, not now
included within the definition kf qualified export
assets and qualified export receipts.

2. Modify DISC legislation to include within the
definition of "qualified export assets" obliga-
tions of the United States in the form of short
and medium term obligations.

3. The benefit of one or both of the above might be
limited to "small business DISC." defined as those
with less than five hundered thousand dollars
receipts or accumulated DISC income or less than
one million in assets.
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4. Alternatively, and simply as an aid to small
business DISCs, the Small Business Admnistrationo
or relevant government or private agency issuing
obligations which DISCs are permitted to acquire,
could be requited to establish programs to encourage
and assist small business DISCs in making such
presently available qualified DISC investments.

COMMENT.

Variations of the proposals suggest themselves: Numbers
1 and 2 might be limited to investments made during times of
economic emergency as declared by the Executive or Legislative
branch of thb government. In view of the tax savings available
to DISCs, a lower return on investment than that established
in the free market could be expected to result or would
result. For example, when the U.S. Government must borrow
at a nine percent interest rate on the open market, a six
percent interest bearing obligation should be attractive to
a DISC. Investments for a medium term, for example five
years, should be permitted in order that small business
DISCs which' are not, and do not, have the resources to be
actively engaged in managing investments will be able to
participate. It might be charged that these proposals are
"tax benefits" at a time when such are unpopular. However,
we feel that the cost to the government in taxes will be
more than offset by the value of the opportunities for
stimulated economical growth and reduced costs of governmental
borrowing (with less liklihood of secondary inflationary
effects in the public sector from high rate government
borrowing).

The foregoing is a brief, and of necessity, simplified
discussion and presentation of suggestions. We feel that
because of your involvement with small business, your desire
to' help stimulate the economy by reponsible government
policies and your continuing efforts on behalf of your
constituents, you will be interested in considering, in more
detail, the possibilities presented herein. We would appreciate
hearing your reactions and comments regarding the above. If
we can assist, or request our clients to assist, you in this
matter, please do not hesitate to contact us.

' Yery truly yours,

.z James 0. Killough
For McClain, Mellen, Bowling & Hickman

JGKgmw i
cct Congressman W. S. St 4 oeqb, Jr.

Conaressman Andrew Young

64-897 0 - 78 - 42
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June 18, 1975

Wf. Herbert L. Spira
Assistant General Counsel
Senate Seleat Cinittee on Small Business
424 Russel Senate Offie Bidldin
Washingr n iD.V. 20510

Dear Herb:

You il recall that dulng ow testmnwy yesteaft we premised to provide
a supplemental statemet on the 10-Year Oarfcaard/carrYback reoawiudatim.
A copy of the suplemental stateunt is enclosed. Thank you for talciM care
of this for us.

Herbert ice nso -
Staff Vice President - Goverriutal Affairs

HL:sh
ene.
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SUPPLEMENT

TO STATEMENT OF

NATIONAL SMALL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION

SUI'ITEDm TO THE

SENATE SELECT COIIT ON SMALL BUSINESS

AND

SENATE FINANCE SUBCMTIE ON FINANCIAL MARKETS

ON TAX REFOI LEGISLATION TO BE PROPOSED

JUNE 17, 1975
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ZXTINDBD OP!MTING LOSS CARRYBACK
AD CARRYOVER P OD

Under present law businesses, as well as Individuals, are per-
mitted to temper the effects of non-profitable years by averaging their
income over a Period of yers. The general rule allows bumess losses in-
curred in a particular year to be carried back 3 years and forward 5 years
with the result that operating losses may effectively offset income over a
nine year period which includes the lose-year. The present law has proved
ineffective in achieving its intended purpose in times of severe recession.
In order to correct the demonstrated inadequacy of the present law, it is
proposed that a 10 year loss carryback/carryover be enacted.

(1) Some industries and many businesses have been particularly hard-
hit by the economic back-wash created by the 1973 oil embargo and the sub-
sequent shortges and high prices of oil and related products.

The monthly economic statistics from Wuhington and the daily financial
pages of the newspapers suggest that the economic situation in the United States
may be continuing to deteriorate. Recent statistics indicate that nationwide

_unemployment probably will soon reach 10 percent. These economic waves,
however, are not affecting all U.S. businesses equally. Some businesses are
reporting either record profits or sales, or both, while others, both large aind
small, have been experiencing a depressionary level of business activity - both
sales and profits. For these hard-hit businesses, the reduction in operations
has produced prolonged and widespread unemployment, severe capital short-
ages, and strained lines of credit. This is the sector of the U.S. economy that,
obviously, most needs immediate Congressional attention.

Appearing last Winter before the Ways and Moans Committee, in connec-
tion with the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, a panel of economic experts on hard-
hit industries supported the desirability of extending the net operating loss
carryback period because this would generally make funds available where
the aeed is greatest. As one member of the panel put its By making funds
available to those taxpayers with the greatest need gives 'you the best chance
of getting a bigger bang for the buck. ' 1/ This would result in the speedy
refund to needy businesses of taxes paid in past years. These refunds would
be immediately plowed back into the economy, at the most critical time, thus
preserving Jobs and stimulating business in general, in addition to providing

I/ Hearings before Comm. on Ways and Means, Houseof Representatives,
94th Cong. lot Sess., on President's Authority to Adjust Imports or
Petroleum; Public Debt Ceiling Increase: and Emergency Tax Proposals,
Jan. 22-30, 1975, p. 659-660
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badly needed financial transfusions to those businesses which have been
most adversely affected by the energy revolution. 2/

The opinion of these economic experts, calling for the extension of the
net operating loss carryback period, is as applicable today as it was last
Winter. Such an amendment would permit struggling businesses, whether
small or large, new or old, to receive an immediate infusion of cash. This
would reduce shortages of working'capital and lessen the pressure on lines
of credit. The companies receiving tax refunds under such a provision would,
of necessity, immediately return these funds to the economy and, thereby,
reduce unemployment and preserve existing jobs.

(2) Aberalised investment tax credits or the reduction of corporate
tax rates does not make available any funds for badly needed capital expendi-
tures to companies with currently unusable operating losses.

Although the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 provides tax benefits to profit-
able companies and relief to low income individuals who have suffered the most
from the present economic situation, it included no short term assistance for
hard-hit businesses. That Act channeled most of the benefits for business
into increasing the investment tax credit, which, except in unusual cases,
directly and immediately aids only those companies that are realizing sub-
stantial profits. A tax reform bill that does not address itself to the financially
squeezed businesses, those that have borne the brunt of the current economic
downturn, would be a very poor piece of legislation.

(3) The economic policy supporting a net operating loss carryback and
carryover would be best effectuated with a more flexible carryback/carryover
period.

The economic justification for the loss carryback and loss carryforward
provisions is to provide that businesses with cyclical years of profits and losses
should not pay higher taxes over such years than less cyclical businesses
which have approximately the same average income over the same period of
time.

Under present law, a business, like an individual, is permitted to temper
the effects of non-profitable years by averaging its income over a period of
years. The general rule is that business losses in one year may be carried

;/ H. Rep. No. 94-19, 94th Cong., 1st Seas., on H.R. 2166,'pp. 85 and 98.
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back three years and forward five years to offset profits in those years. On
seven occasions in the past, the Congress has recognized the -economic
desirability of modifying this general averaging rule to provide greater
flexibility and equity in averaging profitable and loss years.

A close examination of the prior Congressional action reveals that the
underlying rationale for liberalizing carryback and carryover provisions in
each case was identical: Congress simply decided that it was unfair to exact
an income tax from a taxpayer when in economic fact that taxpayer had not
realized any income. Stated otherwise, the prior legislation shows a
definite Congressional recognition of the business fact that hard-hit losing
industries have an acute need for funds immediately, while they are
incurring losses, not in the future, when they are earning profits against
which loss carryover may be applied. In many cases, the immediate
utilization of operating losses can be the difference between survival and
insolvency. A more flexible operating loss carryback/carryover period
would be in keeping with the policy intent behind the original enactment of
the loss carryback and carryover provisions.

While a loss carryover does provide benefits, it is the loss carryback
which yields the immediate benefit of a tax refund when the taxpayer is in
urgent need of the cash at the time it is incurring the loss. Obviously, such
refunds are immediately plowed back into business operations, thus permitting
continued operations and preventing further deterioration of the economy.

It has been recognized that extending the carryback period is
particularly useful since it promptly provides liquid funds for a business
experiencing economic reverses. Statement of Senator @aylord Nelson (see also
Statement of Senator William Proxmire), Cong. Rec. 32089-32091 (November
9, 1967)).

(4) Effect on tax revenues would not be significant.

The immediate "overpayments' produced by an extended operating loss
carryback period represent merely a refund of "overpayments" of prior year
income taxes based upon the use of a more realistic business cycle for the
determination of the true amount of net income.

At the time that the proposal to extend the net operating loss carryback
period was considered by the Committee on Ways and Means, when it was
considering the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, the Staff indicated that, while its
immediate effect would be a reduction in current revenues, there would be
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an increase in tax revenues in future years, because there would be a
decrease in the aunt of net operating loss carryforwards. Under present
law, carryforwards would be utilized directly by the taxpayer or indirectly
through mergers.

(5) Importance of preserving the carryover of losses to properly reflect
income resulting from business cycles.

As a matter of equity, full offset of losses treats alike those taxpayers
who stand in like positions over a period of time. Carryovers ameliorate the
harsh and somewhat arbitrary consequences of the annual accounting approach
toward computing income. Carryovers are essential in the case of new
businesses, fast growing businesses which suffer extraordinary losses, as well
as for companies which have been marginal struggling businesses for a long
period prior to incurring losses. It would be inequitable not to permit taxpayers
to carryover operating losses in these situations.

In addition, as-above noted, full offset of losses contributes to the
counter-cyclical effect of taxes. An absence of loss offsets, or a limitation on
their use, tends to increase cyclical instability.

(6) Appropriate safeguards would prevent trafficking in loss carryovers.

It is widely known that the complex and elaborate rules of sections 381,
382, 269 and 482, while they have substantially reduced the acquisition of loss
companies by profitable companies, they have not eliminated the trafficking
in loss carryovers in certain situations. Of course, the adoption of a more
liberal carryback would reduce the trafficking in carryovers because there
would be less of a loss to carry forward. By the same token the more extensive
the carryback the more completely the carryover abuse possibility is eliminated.
Since no trafficking abuse potential exists with respect to carrybacks this
presents additional justification for a more flexible carryback period.

Possible safeguards for consideration might include:

Limitations on the deductibility of loss carryovers where a
profitable business acquires a loss business; and in the reverse situation in
cases where the shareholders of the profitable com-Wiy receive a specified
percentage of the stock of the loss company into which the profitable company
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is merged, e.g., none of the carryover of the lose company would be
allowed where the shareholders of the profitable company receive at least
50% of the shares of the surviving company; where the shareholders of the
profitable company receive le than 50% of the surviving company, the loss
carryover of the losing company which could be-offset against future profits
of the profitable business would be reduced by two percentage points for
each one percent of the shares received of the surviving company.

(7) Other arguments which may be amplified depending on particular
Industry.

(a) More flexible carryover and carryback provisions would preserve
competition by refunding taxes to enable the smaller or harder-hit compet-
itors in particular industries to develop products and facilities in greater
competition with the industry leaders.

(b) Some industries, and supporting businesses, require huge
amounts of capital at the present time to adapt to the new economic era into-
which we have recently been thrust. After earning negative profits and
borrowing up to capacity, an extended lose carryback period would truly be
badly needed "pennies from heaven'.

(8) Recommendation

What may have been adequate anti-recessionary tax legislation in
the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 to help stimulate the economy is not what is
needed for structural long term tax reform-purposes, particularly considering
the extraordinary nature and causes of the economic problems created by the
1973 oil embargo and the huge price increases resulting therefrom, e.g.:

(a) The economic recession hit all developed countries who are
in any way dependent on other countries for oil.

(b) The price of oil has soared and is expected to continue to

increase.

(c) Not only the price of oil but the supply itself is not certain.

(d) Continued high prices will result in a decreased demand for
goods for the indefinite future which will result in a continued
high level of unemployment and depressed business activity
for certain industries related to and dependent upon oil (e..,
automotive manufacturers and suppliere, utilities, recreational
oriented businesses, transportation related businesses, etc.)
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The carryback/carryover period should be amended to
provide any carryback/carryover period elected by the
taxpayer not to exceed a total of ten taxable years which
may consist of either the ten taxable years immediately
preceding the taxable year of such loss, the ten taxable
years immediately following the taxable year of such
loss, or any combination of successive taxable years
immediately preceding and successive taxable years
immediately following the taxable year of such loss. This
extended carryback/carryover period should be available
to taxpayers with respect to loss years ending on or
after the 1973 oil embargo.
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APPENDIX IX

f. NMional
Farmers Union

July 11, 1975

Mr. Herb Spira
Senate Select Committee on

Small Business
424 Russell Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Herb:

Attached are several articles outlining problems confronting
family farming in America. In many ways, these articles parallel
the statement submitted by Gil Rohde earlier last month.

To supplement the record,
may want to include them.

if it's not too late, the Committee

Cordially,

Davi~d . Weiman
Legislative Assistant

ccs Gilbert C. Rohde

Enclosures

DMW:gas I -

51-397 10P

O Suite 1200. 1012 14th Street, N.W., Washington. D.C. 200M - Phone (202) 6284774

,441",
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INSIONT CATTLMEN COURAL.UNG RECOD Los-Oluvsinu INvzsToze Losa TAx.. .. ' 8NWEE I ' BmEE INDUSTBT , ..

* (By Cheryl Tevis, Missourian staff, writer)
Any TV western fan worth his rawhide has seen the show about the greenhorn

who arrives In the Old West to seek his fortune as a cowboy. Although the
Eastern dude acquires all the trappings of his trade, the audience knows that he
is doomed to failure because he doesn't know anything about raising cattle. After
all, times were tough in the Old West, and only the seasoned cattleman could
expect to survive.

Today, one condition of life remains the same for the modern cattleman: Times
still are tough. Experts agree today's cattleman is encountering his most svei
losses since 1958-54i--The question of who will survive in 1975, however, is more
difoult to resolve than the plot of a stock TV script.

Changes within the cattle-feeding industry during-the past decade have altered
the conditions for economic survival. Today, the future of the traditional cattle-
man is threatened by the emergence of a new breed of dude cattlemen equipped
with a distinct advantage. Although the contemporary tinhorn cattleman still
knows nothing about raising cattle, such skills are insignificant In comparison to
more important criteria.,

For instance, a net worth of more than $50,000 and a federal income taxk
bracket of 50 per cent or above are more Important than certain skills, Anyone
with sufficient financial resources can own cattle today and rely on the expertise--
of the commercial custom feedlot to care for them.
* "Some owners never see their cattle," says Jerry Weydert, manager of Hamp-
ton Feedlots, a corporation-owned commercial custom feedlot near Triplett,
Missouri.

Who are these non-traditional cattle-feeders and why are they in the business
of feeding cattle?

"They come from all walks of life," says J. P; Hampton, founder of Hampton
Feedlots.

A Texas study found in 19609-70 that 57 per cent of the custom cattle in feedlots
were owned by farmers and ranchers, 19 per cent by feedlot officers and directors,
almost 9 per cent by packers and 16 per cent by "others" (primarily outside
investorS).

Experts estimate that during 1978, 25 to 60 percent of fed cattle were owned
by investors who were not dependent on cattl#-for their main Income. By mid'
190, a survey indicates that outside investors were financing a fourth of the
nation's fed beef.

Many of these outside nvestors ventured into cattle feeding via the vehicle of
the public limited partnership fund. According to this arrangement, the investor
buys a, share in the ownership of a fund offered by the general partner, usually a
cattle.-feeding firm, Economic researh-ers-have compiled evidence that reveals
that a high percentage of the public limited partnership funds is tax-shelter
money.

Behind the scenes of today's troubled cattle-feeding industry lurks the uncer-
tainty of the role of the tax-shelter investor In the cattle industry's present
financial diffculties -

"The impact of the tax-shelter investor on the industry may have deepened
the present cattle-feeding period of losses," say V. James Rhodes, University
agricultural economist.

Economists generally agree that tax-sheltered investment in any industry acts
to expand production.

How can this have been detrimental to the cattle-feeding industry?
"The big feedlots were able in 1970-78 to obtain large amounts of investor

capital," says Rhodes. 'The big lots needed such capital in order to sustain-high
rates of growth, in order to keep Increasing their market share and bid feeder
cattle away from Corn Belt Feeders."But the total industry didn't. Indeed, it was too much capital running after
feeder cattle in 1978 that contributed to those astronomical feeding losses of
1974" I I " I

fhodes and Joseph 0. Melsner, his University colleagues, contend that non-
farm sources of funds were used to continue bidding high prices for feeder



cattle even when expected returns In cattle-feeding already were squeezed by
high feeding costs. They base their conclusions on more than two years of
reserh.

The explanation for this phenomenon lies in the objectives of the high-income
Investor. A. 1915 treasury department ruling allows farmers to declare their
expenses as they are paid and claim income only when received. The investor
obtains this privilege by his share In a limited partnership fund. For tax pur-
poses, a ",partnership" arrangement in agriculture can be classified as "farming."

By prepaying for feed and other expenses of cattle-feeding in the latter part
Sof a year of relatively high income, the Investor can create heavy expenses,

which he deducts as net losses. When the cattle are sold the following year,
the returns can be reinvested 'in more cattle and-feed and saved for a lower-
Income tax bracket year.

Tax savings as a result of such income deferral allows the possibility of reaUz- -
Ing a profit, even If cattle-feeding produce zero economic returns. For example,
the investor can make money after taxes with a drop In his marginal tax bracket.

Internal Revenue Service farm-tax reportuin 1970 show that three times as
many individuals with basic incomes of $50,000 or more reported farm losses
than reported farm profits, according to United States Department of Agricul-
ture economic researchers. Data Indicates a distinct tendency for the larger farm
loss returns to be located In tax regions containing major cities.
I As-early as 1972, leaders In the, cattle-feeding Industry warned that the out-

side capital with tax-savings considerations likely would disrupt the normal-
supply adjustment patterns of the beef Industry.

Today, experts have traced the Imprint of investor funds to the loss-column
ledgers of cattle inventories. The giant commercial custom feedlots of the South-
west have been most heavily affected. Cattleon-feed reports continue to show
a, decline In the Southwest and most feedlots are operating at one-third of
capacity.

What happened?
"Many of the Investor funds are busted or nearly so," say Rhodes.
Outside investors got more than they bargained for when the cattle industry

hit an embankment of high grain prices, excessive feeder-calf costs and price
controls. The prolonged low prices In the industry caused some Investors to lose

theirntire investment In cattle-feeding.
,Although the outside Investor did not enter eattle-feeding to find his fortune,

he did not plan to lose money. Most investors lost most of their cattle invest-
ment, although that was usually only 15 per cent of their annual gross income.

,What will be the future role of the outside Investor in cattle-feedUng? --
"We don't know how long It will take for the present,-Investor looses to be

forgotten, but they will be," says Rhodes. "When the well-to-do Investor faces
a certain 50 per cent loss to the government if he pays his taxes, that song of
the broker can begin to sound convincing again," he says. ,

Meisner agrees. In spite of the continued low prices In the cattle industry,
he says, he -has received a report of the sale of .8 millIon in one cattle-feeding
partnership fund during the fall of 1974.

'Our tax laws produce a class of people who can benefit ft-ii tax .shelters.
Unless the tax provisions affecting cattle-feeding are changed, the big lots willbe peddling taz-sheltered funds again," says Rhodes.

SWhat form should tax reform take? . .

Several alternatives for agricultural tax reform have been proposed. Some
experts such as Charles Davenport, law professor at the University of California,
adv a tion of the praotlce of cash accounting for farmers as theaim lat and most fetv solution to theproblem.

rhis would prohiit-farm taxpayers deducting production cost inputs
from their taxable income at the time of purchase. Experts point out that cash
accounting is easily Juggled to manufacture losses which are not pure economic
losses.

It allows individuals to give the appearance of a tax loss without an actual
lows of money.

Few, farmers,- however,- support this proposal. Advocates argue the *11gh tax-
bracket investor with a sizeable non-farm Income gains much more froicash
accounting methods than the small farmer.

nter proposal retains cash accounting, but places a limit on the amount
of farm losses that an individual could deduct from non-farm Income.- Further
su dudoW1_clbde elimination of the sale of limited partnership funds and a
narrowing ofthedefinition of theword "farmer."



What are the consequences if no tax reform is enacted?
The impact of special tax deductions and concessions is not confined to the

-farm sector. Melsner says taxes saved by high income investors in cattle-feeding
can cause a higher tax burden to the lower income family. According to USDA
research, agricultural tax subsidies of all kinds cost the U.S. taxpayer about $1.2
billion in 1974 alone.

"Are today's hard-pressed, recession-ridden consumers willing to continue the
policy of indirect subsidization of high income individuals to produce the
nation's beef?" asks Meisner.

The present income tax policy also favors the large cattle-feeding firm, says
l Rhodes. This is because feedlots under 80,000-head cannot justify the enormous

costs of sponsoring public funds for Investor partnerships.
Although he concedes tax reform would not eliminate the current concentra-

tion of cattle-feeding within the giant feedlot. Rhodes says tax reform might
help to renew competition In cattle-feeding and preserve it in other agricultural
commodities.

Rhodes and Meisner agree that the re-emergence of outside investors in cattle-
feeding would award the commercial feedlot In the Southwest and unfair ad-
vantage over the small farmer-feeder in the Midwest.

The result?
Instability within the beef industry during the past two years already has

resulted in beef shortages and record-high beef prices in 1978. Rhodes and
Meisner predict the supply of cattle-on-feed and cattle price patterns may be
even more volatile than if the industry remained In the hands of the traditional
farm and ranch cattle feeder.

They point out that the sophisticated urban Investor with no permanent stake
in facilities or lasting interest In the business is susceptible to other tax-shelter
investment alternatives, such as petroleum or real estate.

What will be the future of the small cattle-feeder If Investors replenish their
funds in the large feedlots?

"This country obviously has too much feedlot capacity In 1975. Any competi-
tive industry with too much capacity usually encounters losses as the various
units compete to keep their facilities full. If there Is a part of that Industry
that has a definite competitive edge on the rest of the Industry, then that part
may prosper and expand while other producers are being driven out of business,"
concludes Rhodes.

[Irom the Des Moines Regster, Apr. 20, 197T1
MANY FARMERS AT DeB LIMuT; SOME REFINANCING

-- (By Arlo Jacobson)

The manager of a north-west Iowa farm co-operative, a Sioux City banker
specializing in agricultural loans, and officials at the Federal Reserve Bank of
Chicago all understand what the U.S. Department of Agriculture apparently
does not: Many farmers are up to their limits in debt and are tearful of the
future.

Farmers themselves have been expressing this fear in a grassroots movement
this spring to cut back grain acreage, hopefully to raise on-farm prices. -

Tho fanmer co-operative headquartered at Gilmore City,"nd serving farmers
in four communities, is a case in point in the debt situation. A check of the co-op's
balance sheet shows that 42 per cent of accounts receivable are 90 days or more
In arrears.

That amounts to approximately a quarter of a million dollars in overdue debt
at a time when the co-op needs $30,000 to pay for farm chemicals its members
Will need to produce 1975 crops.

IUNA OING

It is exactly what the Bank for Co-operatives In Omaha, Neb., was talking
about when It recently sent out a letter to its co-op member-borrowers to keep
a close watch on accounts receivables. - .'I ' I

We're getting more and more fellows up to the point of borrowing up to the
limit of their lines of credit," said Owen A. Riddle, agricultural loan officer for
Security StateBank of Sioux City.

"We've seen more and more farmers turn to refinancing their land this -ear
to pay for 1975 operating expenses. It's been a real problem. % -



"It's not at all uncommon for afellow to hive morethani $100,000 borowed-
not Including the mortgage 6h his farm. 'At per cent or 10 per etut Interest,
yoU could'make a pretty comfortable living just on the-interest pd.

"One thins they're afraid of is being forced Into reflnncing their farm Its
one of cRe last resorts, like putting t second mortgage on the hoUWe, bft it's
one of the ways we've been able to continue (loans) on some of these operations."

Riddle pointed out that the tragedy here is that many of the farms were
originally financed on 5 per cent and 6 per cent loans. -

Refinancing balloons this up to a current figure of perhaps 10 per cent.
'What they're doing Is using the appreciated land value to continue opera-

tion," Riddle said. "And that's the only thing that's keeping some of them in
operation.

"But what happens to the renter? He has nothing to turn to."
An analysis made by the Federal Reserve-Bank of Chicago, which has flnfnclal

transactions In Iowa and several other states, ls based on a survey of 700 agri-
cultural bankers.

In summary It says that the demand for farm loans during the fourth quarter
of 1974 exceeded the year-earler'level. In addition to the strong loan demand, a
growing proportion of district bankers Indicated . . . a slowdown in the rate
of loan repayments and a continued rise in loan renweals and extensions.

Overall, 87 per cent reported the rate of loan repayment was down from the
year-earlier level compared to only 6 per cent the previous year.

Similarly, 41 per cent Indicated loan renewals and extensions exceeded yjear-
earlier levels . . . up 10 per cent from a year ago.

LOAN OARRYOVER

In conjunction, a high proportion of banks reported that loan carryover-loans
expected to be repaid In 1974 but still outstanding on Jan. 1, 1975-was larger
than normal.

Gary L. Benjamin, the Federal Reserve Bank's agricultural economist, said
It appears that banks will continue to finance a greater proportion-of purchased
inputs since credit extensions by merchants and dealers are expected to con-
tinue more restrictive than normal.

The Increased borrowing needs anticipated for 1975 coupled with the larger
loan carryover are likely to result In more "debt ceiling" problems for many
rural bankers, Benjamin said.

Nearly two-fifths of the bankers surveyed Indicated that such conditions would
increase the number of their farm customers with overline credit needs--credit
needs in excess of the bank's legal lending limit to Individuals.

And more than one-half of the banks Indicated the combination of large
borrowing needs and increased carry-over would increase the number of farm
customers who are at their own debt capacity with respect to their net worth.

OVEB-EXTENDED

Farmers who are late In paying their feed bills seem to falfinto several classes,
according to Chuck Anderson, manager of the co-operative that serves Gilmore

-,* City, Bradgate, Rolfe and Pioneer in Jumbolt and Pocahontas Counties. -
One group consists of the cattle feeders who lost a large portion of their

assets when low cattle prices hit at the same time as high prices for feed.
Another group is made up of those who through bad weather conditions lost

a large part of their crops. Still another class is farmers who had a good year
or two and used the cash to expand their operations--some to the point of
over-extension.

The group In the least trouble, but still a problem to lenders, consists of those
who watched grain prices rise and fade in 1974, and are still holding onto their
crops hoping for the price to rise again.

"Our accounts receivable compared to a year-ago are not at all that much
different." Anderson said. '!The problem Is too much money in the older Cate-
gory--over 60 and over 90 days old."

Anderson said the co-op's accounts receivable at the end of March totaled
about $680,000, with 42 per cent over 90 days old.



S "The Isores on the same date a year ago showed $644,00 In accounts ecvabl,
with 82 per ceht over 90 days Old. "With that, $5o,91 ovr 00 dayS old," he
mused, it's no wonder we cai't pay A$30,000 in'chemical bIlls 1've got on my

The c coP has to :ay &25 per cent on Its borrowings from the Bank of Co-
Operatlves, and during peak periods' will have accounts recelvable up to $1.1.
million. "For instance we've got One cattle feeder that owes $1,T00, and that's
the 10west amount he's ever owed is. The problem Is that every dollar of that Is
over 90days old. And he's just not doing any more business; just not feeding any

. me~e cattle."Before, he was always buying feed and-selling cattle. We carried more dollars
in the account, but It was current"

Anderson cited another feedlot that owes a $125,000 feed bill, and has lost a
quarter million dollars feeding cattle, Refinancing Is under way to cover ipost of

'the amount owed.
"The co-op has enough of the farmer's corn and soybeans in storage to cover

most of the balance due, but prices, are not going up, So the account is lOsing
ground."

The grain In storage has a current value of about $28,5f0, Anderson said', but
the balance due Is $85,000.

The farmer can gain some ground, he said, by going to his banker tomorrow
90 per cent of the value of the grain, since the bank charges 9 per cent interest,
or three-quarters of a per cent per mont.The coop on te other hand charges 1.5 -
per cent per month ouncounto, or 18 per cent a year.

"Borrowing from the bank would Save him $150 to $175 a month just on
Interest," Anderson Said. "We're in it to serve these people," he said. "if we can
save them money, it's part of the job we're being paid to do."

[From the Kansas City Star, Apr. 21, 19761
MOnE FABMERS SEEK CREDIT AS NET INoOME DaoLNqzs

WICHITA, KANs.-Net farm income, which hit a record $82 billion in 1978,
has been cut nearly in half by the squeeze of higher production costs and lower
prices, a top Farm Credit Administration official said here.

Dr. Gene Swackhamer, deputy FCA governor, told a farm credit conference
at Wichita that the net annual income of farmers now is projected at about
$18.4 billion.

The projection, released by the Commerce Department, is a further drop in
the$20 billion figure issued by the U.S. Department of Agriculture last winter.
Net farm income In 1974 declined to about $27 billion following the 1978 peak.

"That's a substantial decline in farm Income," Swackhamer told newsmen
and eticals of the Farm Credit Banks of Wichita. "Think of that in terms of
your own salary. That's a big drop in less than two years."

The effect has been to force more farmers into seeking credit, resulting in
skyrocketing demand for loans and a general tightening of the farm credit
system, he said.

Swackhamei said it appears there will be adequate amounts of money avail-
able In' the near future to finance agricultural operations, but farmers already
deep in debt will find tough going In the credit market.

The national recession has, forced lending agencies to look more closely at
every request for funds, Swackhamer said.

"Farmers who have shown good management, can produce accurate financial
records and plans, and who are not already financially overburdened or over-
extended seldom have difficulty in obtaining credit," he added.

Swackhamer said there are signs that the national economy has begun to
punl out of its slump.

"The recovery clock is ticking," he said. "The savings rate is up substantially
and that's the basic bloodstream of Investment funds."

Manufacturing inventories are being cut back opening the possibility for
Increasing production, he added. Government actions such as the tax rebate
plan and tax credits for new home buyers also will work to pump new life Into
the economy, Swackhamer said.

"The tax rebate will boost consumption at least a little," he predicted. "It
may not happen as rapidly as some people believe, but any time you send some-
one a check, they're going to spend part of it."
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The federal government's deficits probably will not create any immediate
credit shortage, though the deficit requires $2 billion each week, Swackhamersaid. •. ..

"To date we have had little trouble from crowding out because of the deficits,"
he said. "It hasn't been a serious detriment to farm credit so far and I do not
see It as a serious problem for the next year or so."

Officials of the Farm Credit Banks'of Wichita, which serve farmers and stock-
men In Kansas, Oklahoma, New Mexico and Colorado, agreed with Swackhamer's
analysis and offered evidence from their own experience.< William May, vice-president and secretary of the Federal Land Bank, said
land bank associations In Kansas set lending records in the first quarter of
the year with 912 loans worth $51.4 million, an Increase of 102 per cent from
one year earlier.

Land Bank loans In the 4-state area also accelerated sharply in the first
quarter, hitting $185.2 million for an increase of 71.4 per cent, May said.

Farmers also are being-forced to take out larger loans to finance their oper-
ations, he added. In Kansas, the average loan has jumped from $44,470 last
year to $70,988 in the first quarter of the year.

Land Bank President 0. A. Wiles said the bank also has noted a rise In the
number of delinquencies on farm loans.'

Nine months ago, delinquencies totaled about 1.82 per cent of the bank's nearly
42,000 loans, but the rate had Increased to 2.51 per cent by March, Wiles said.

In addition to the tightening of credit, farmers also may face new rises in
the interest rates they must pay for short term credit, said Alton B. Cook,
newly-elected president of-the Federal Intermediate Credit Bank,

Cook said indications In bond markets are that Interest rates already have
bottomed out and may start rising again later this year.

[From the St. Louis Poet Dispatch, June 18, 1975]
How MONETARY PoLICY AFmoTs AMUlAwr FARaMn

(By Brewster Jackson, Financial Editor)
American farmers do not receive any long-run benefits of an expansive mone-

tary policy by -the Federal Reserve -System, an official of the Federal Reserve
Bank of St. Louis has concluded in an unusual analysis of .the interaction of
monetary policy and agriculture.

Speaking to the St. Louis Society of Financial Analysts yesterday, Clifton'B.'
Luttrell, assistant vice president, said that because farming as an industry is

- well Integrated Into the rest of the economy, "over the longer run, prices of farm
resources, farm products, and nonfarm goods and service rise at about'the same
'rate as a result of expansive monetary actions."

Farm expenses and farm Incomes both rise with the general price level, Luttrell'
said, and no real gains accrue to farmers.

On the other hand, In the short ran, prices of farm products adjust faster and
farm output adjust slower than prices and output in the nonfarm sector.

"Farmers accept relatively lower prices rather than unemployment when mone-
tary actions are restrictive and receive relatively higher prices in the early stage

ofexpansive monetay actions," 'Luttrell noted. - Ihte apparent gain to' farmers
ring the expansion phase, however, Iso largely an Illusion since th4 terms of

trade' between agriculture and the nonfarm sector return It 6theit earlibl- relative
positions." I-1.- I; ' . .

Luttreli pointed out that in the long run those who are net debtors benefit from
inflation and from unanticipated expansive monetary actions. Those, who aire net
creditors lose. - :

But since there Is no assurance that most farmers are net debtors during their
lives, more may be losers than gainers from unanticipated general price increases,
Luttrell said, "Furthermore, changes In the'growth rate of money, which cause
relatively wide fluctuations in farm income, greatly increases the risks in farm-
Ing and result In higher food costs to consumers.

In the area of Interest rates, Luttrell noted that expansive nob etaiy policies
temporarily tend to reduce the interest rates farmers pay, but the anticipated
inflation caused by such actions leads to higher Interest rates over the long run.
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'Consequently, any effort on the part of the monetary authorities to reduce
interest rates today by increasing the growth of money will result In higher rates
a few months ahead. The increased stock of money will have an Impact on Prices
and the expected higher rate of Inflation Will result in higher interest rates."

Although farm financing costs over the long run will parallel closely nonfarm
financing costs, In the short run Interest rates charged farmers do not rise or fall
as rapidly as rates charged other borrowers, Luttell pointed out.

Interest rates on most farm loans, he said, were about the same of higher than
rates an most business loans in early 19072. But after the increase in rates in
early 1974 business loan charges rose faster than those charged to -farmers.

The fact that Interest rates charged farmers tend to be lower than'those charged
others may be due to the lower lending margins of the Farm -Credit Banks during
periods of higher Interest rates, Luttrell said. Smaller commercial banks-the
major farm lenders-also are reluctant to change rates, although this reluctance
may be weakening, he noted,

(From the Kansas City Times, July 5, 19751

TAxts COMpcATz KEEPINe FAMU IN THS FAMILY

(By Jean Haley)

tIhoH HILL, Mo.-A few years ago when I. L. Gibson wanted to plant peach
trees on his big farm near here, his wife told him he was too old. The 87-year-old
man chuckled this week as he recalled how he set out the trees and they grew
and died-and he's still enjoying life.

That attitude hasn't changed, but Gibson thinks sometimes about death. Now
a widower, he decided he wanted to give his four children some money-a total
of more than $100,000.

But then he learned he would owe more than $15,000 in federal gift tax.
Gibson, like older persons all over Missouri, Kansas and the rest of the United

States, had a seemingly simple desire-to give his children some of the wealth
he had accumulated In his lifetime.

7- He ran into the complicated web of federal estate taxes, federal gift tax and
capital gains, to say nothing of the eventual cost to probate his estate.

The question is not how to escape taxes, he learned but how to pay the least.
"I've got my land worked out In my mid-that's settled," he said. "But what
little dab of cash I've got-well, my ids helped accumulate It. My wife helped,
of course. I've thought about dividing up what I don't need to go on. But I
understand if you give away any money you have to pay taxes on it. That's
something I can't see any sense to.

"When" you accumulate anything, you pay taxes on all of it as you get It
then you have to pay taxes on It to give It away. Pretty soon taxes will be as
much as it's worth."

Gibson started small in 1960 when he moved to Rich HIll but now he owns
most of the 800 acres he and his two sons farm. Some of it he bought for $0
an acre. A few years ago a nearby farm old for $600 an acre. Most of It is
good rich farmland that produces abundant'crops of soybeans, corn, wheat.

Gibson said hechanged his mind about making a will because "peoleget into
wills and they get to having trouble;" And he doesn't . ke the Idea of Ualig
about it'with a lawyer'.

When he and his wife were married 00 years ago, he didn't have--to think
about auth things. "The first year we were married, we ran Into a drought and
we didn't make anything," he sild. "On an acre of tomatoes, we didn't get one
ripe one; on an acreof cucumbers, 'we got 60 cents -worth.

"Then we moved to the hills (in southwest Missouri) and started milking cows
and that didn't work out too good.

"We Went to Nebraska and rented a farm, and I wanted to borrow some money
to buy some brood sows and cows. I went Into the bank and they didn't know me
from the other fellow. The banker told me when I was ready to come back. 1 went
back, and he just handed me a checkbook and said, We'll fix It up later.' That
was the last year of World War I,

"I and the wife worked hard, The first year we had a good crop. We rented
another half section. Then the prices went down. It took us the next five years
before we could pay any of our debts. We paid it, though.

64.89? 0'- 75 - 43



"You go through life that way. You run into lots of losses. It an't all pins."The Qobsons built the first neWjhbme 'they ever owned in 1970, a large, brick,
ranch-style hotse. Mrs. Gibson diled the next year.

He "retired" a few years ago. He is now the cook for the family, takes care
of a large garden, cans the vegetables. It'e not that he wanted to quit working,
he said, but that it would be dangerous for him to be out in the field trying 'to
handle the self-propelled combine, huge tractors ad other farm machinery.

He and his wife took two vacations."One year we went to Yellowstone National Park," he recalled. "We went
through the black Hills, to the park and down to Colorado. One time I and her
went down tO Arkansas--Hot Springs and on down there. That's the only vaca-
tions we took. There's not too many farmers take vacations."

Many older persons tell similar stories about a lifetime of frugality, the
desire to give the fruits to their children. To Judge what method of disposing of
property will cost them the least in taxes, people must consider tax rates--the
federal estate tax is graduated, like the income tax. On a taxable estate of $5,000
or less, the tax rates is 8 per cent; on a taxable estate of $10,060,000, the tax is
$6,088,100 plus 7? per cent-of anything above that amount.

The gift-tax rate also is graduated and generally is lower than the estate-tax
rate. State inheritance-tax rates vary from state to state, but in Missouri and
Kansas they are low enough for direct descendants that they require relatively
little thought in estate planning.

Families also need to consider such things as gifts "in contemplation of death,"
the property tax basis and whether the heirs will farm or develop the property.

While farmers are not alone in dealing with death taxes, referred to ironi-
cally by some as the "privilege of dying," they have some unique problems. These
usually include lack of cash, methods of assessment, keeping the farmstead In
the family. And overshadowing it all is the rapid and steady increase of the
value of land.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture reports that in 1974 the average value
of land in Kansas was $265 an acre, an increase of 30 per cent over the previous
year. And in Missouri the average was $374, an increase of 29 per cent over 1978.
The average price in Missouri in 1960 was $115.

That figure lumps rich bottom land and irrigated land with the worst hills
and arid acreage, however. Good farm property is well above those averages.
For examples Dr. Robert Bevins, University of Missouri economist, has some
incomplete reports on farm sales in 1974 and reported that in six sales In Cass -
County the average price was $684 an acre, and three sales in Jackson County
the average was $1,021 an acre.

An unofficial record for land in Saline County in Missouri was set in December
when 121 acres of rich farmland went for $1,390 an acre, and state government

_ figures indicated that between $1,500 and $1,900 an acre was being asked for
Missouri River bottom land.

A Johnson County, Kansas, lawyer doubts that there is any land in Johnson
County that sells for less than $1,000 an acre. In some places in Kansas irrigated
land is a bargain at $609 an acre and hard to find at any price.

Most authorities agree that some serious Informed planning Is necessary
When the estate is more than $60,000 if you are single and $120,000 if you are
married. This is because thereis a personal exemption of $60,000 allowed on

" the estate of every U.S. citizen or resident, plus a marital deduction of up to
half of the estate allowed to the surviving spouse tax free.

James Logan, former dean of the University of Kansas law school and now
in private practice in Jbhnson County, has done some specialized, work in farm
estate problems. He estimated that lessthan one-third of farmers have wills, let
alone have done any estate planning. He described the "shock" displayed by the
typical farmer client-the widow or older couple that recently learned of estate
taxes.

"A widow who lives down here by Gardner or Spring Hill comes-in here and
she says, 'I suddenly discover my 160-acre farm is worth $160,000. Can you tell
me how much taxes I'll have to pay on my death?'" Logan said, "I whip out
this chart and may, 'You're going to have to pay $20,700 worth of taxes.' 1he,
goes into shock. I I ' •: I
"- 'My answer Is: There's -very little the widow or widower can do about If he

or she doesn't have a wife or husband to use the marital deduction. The only'
option you have is to give away parts of it now.



"If you make an- outright gift of parts of any property but you die within
three years, the law creates a presumption very hard to rebut that it was given
in contemplation of death and brings it back into your estate." -- . i

If the widow meets that test and gives away part of the property, she likely
will be taxed at a lower rate since gift-tax rates are only three-fourths as hil'
as estate-tax rates on equal values of taxable transfers after the exemptions.
On the top $45,000 'of her estate, the-widow Is taxed in the 28 per cent bracket,
so she can save 80 cents on the dollar by giving It away.

She cannot keep the Income from anything she gives away--called a "reserve
life estate," because that will be taxed as if she kept It. In addition she must
consider what her tax basis Is-if she and her husband paid $100 an acre for
the property and It now is assessed at $1,000 an acre, the children will pay a
capital gains tax, in addition to the gift tax, if they sell the land.

In choosing between holding farm property and pay estate tax or giving
It away and letting the children pay capital gains, it should be considered
whether the property will be held and farmed or sold to a developer. If It Is to
be farmed, it may be cheaper for the family to pass the farm on as a gift.

But if it Is to be sold Immediately, the capital gains tax must be weighed
against the estate tax that will be paid upon death. There is no capital gains tax
assessed when property goes through an estate and the property gains a new
tax basis.

More and more, farmers are using the same techniques to deal with death taxes
that other businessmen and persons with money are using. It would not have

.--- been necessary 20 years ago. There are many variables In how much, what
when and to whom farmers will want to dispose of their property, and some
legal advisers stress one method over another. But here are some general options:

I I The gift-An Individual may give up to $8,000 a year to each person tax free.
There is also a lifetime tax-free exemption of $30,000. Above that, gifts are taxed
progressively.

The corporation-Form a Subchapter 8 type corporation consisting of not
more than 10 shareholders with only one kind of stock. The shares represent
Interests In the land. It facilitates passing the land from one generation to the
next and can help keep the farm property In one unit Tax-free gift shares can be
given to children if not more than $3,000 is given to each heir a year.

The trust-There Is a marital deduction of half of the gross estate allowed to
the surviving spouse if the estate is In a taxable form. Put half of the estate into
a trust fund. The Income goes to the surviving spouse with the provision that the
capital will go to other heirs upon the death of the second spouse. If the husband
dies first, estate taxes will be paid on the total worth of the estate, but when
the wife dies it will be assessed only on her one-half interest.

For example, on the widow's 160-acre farm worth $160,000, if this technique
had been used, the taxes upon her husband's would have been the same. Upon
her death, however, her estate taxes would have amounted to only $1,600 because
her estate would have been only $0,000.

The marital deduction and the outright gift are considered to be the major tax-
saving devices.

The fact that the value of farm property has Increased so greatly In the last
decade has led some persons to assert that the personal exemption for farmers
should be raised. The estate taxes on just an average farm, they say, can be high
enough to force the heirs to mortgage or sell the property to pay the taxes instead
of continuing to work it.

There are now 14 bills In Congress seeking to raise the exemption to $200,000,
including legislation proposed by Rep. William Randall (D-Mo.) and Rep. Jerry
Litton (D-Mo.).

"The problem is that wealthier farmers have a lot of legal opportunities and
options available to them," Litton observed. "These legal maneuvers are not
available to the family farmer. A farmer dies and his heirs wish to continue
to farm. With the small $60,000 exemption, It-often means by the time the heirs
pay the tax on this farm, they have to sell off such a substantial portion that
they're no longer left with an economic unit."

Randall added: "The exemption Is not realistic or reasonable or fair with
land as-inflated as It is today. Farmers say, 'I've worked hard to accumulate
what I have-it's been a struggle to buy land, get It clear-why should my
children have to put another mortgage on the farm because of a large estate
tax?"



Others disagree. The small businessman is in nearly the same spot, so, they
ask, why should the farmer be, allowed a special exemption?

However the laws might be changed. Gibson is trying to figure out what to do
today. He concedes he might see a lawyer.

"It's purt near a case you have to," he sighed, running his hand through thin
white hair. "It's got me puzzled. I never knowed it was going to get into such
a mess. The way it looks to me, about all a fellow can do is Just keep on making
more money."

He-added as an afterthought: "Yeah, I need a truck... I guess we'll just
keep on buying more stuff."
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In the eily days of thi Commerce Technica Ad.
vISory Board, or C.T.A.D., which was orgnised by
Dr. Hollomon, then Assistant Secretary of Con.
meros-Sciemos aid Technology, a number d an.
dim were coddted wi respect t Important as.
tiond problem In whi scene a tehnolog
wer relevadt. One of the better repts generated
by C.T.A.B., "Technolog"cl Innovaton: Its. En.
vironment and Manae ment," dek with moat"
topics with which we are concerned today and his
been widely read sinc Its publication I January
196?. The success of the early Commero Teohnelal
Adviory Board was not jus the fact that 1* am-
prised an Intere and concerned gr p of people
with diver bacmomds'suh as we have at
meeting. but after we wrote a rep et a seou at.
tempt was at least made to Implement the rmom.
mendatlon. Such an attitude Is very important In
Washington. Thers s ha'dii a subJeOt of national
concern that has net been studied by one or more

committee and reports publbhed. Hope omethlng
will happen a a resub p( this meeting, but special
techniques ae necessary is tiate action In PveM-
meat.

any at owr discussion relate partioulauiy to
problems of th Invemntr ad Ih so way wish to
depreCate his role In asdety. I topphap however.
moe. appropriate to dics te"nnvto

to Th s proes ote involves the lveo toI
one of Its oaly phases, bw when yoe ome dgt
down to It there ae't vWr , may i u sue.
*esul, on inventors in the, United State The

- tote "Innvation prooe should be better us-
derstoo and pissed in perspective reotve t our
Miai envemene. If this meet I pl to
have ay future Impe we should 6100a MW eel
specific recommended changes I t e v rosmeut
within whic the Innovation proes _ppeoe h
Ameicda Such changes may tad. the form of nov
rules, polls or regulations to b adopted by edA.
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Ing Departments or Agencies or new legislation by-
Congress.

The role of the entrepreneur Is becoming reeog.,
nized as an essential Ingredient of our changing
technological society. The term "entrepreneur"
means a "ball carrier." Le., a motivated Indivilduad
who takes an Idea whether it be In the form of a
product, process or technique and assumes
complete responsibility for Its effectve and rapid In.
troduction into public use. He usually does this
within an Industrial organization or In concert with
venture cApital and some form of new enterprise aq-
tivity outside the firm. Venture capital is also now
established as an organized business operatic.
Quite often neither the Inventor nor the en*
trepreneur subsequently demonstrates the ability to
run "the company" or "the business" as It becomes
a large viable interprise. In Boston, for example,
there is a successful, technically based company
which was founded by a typical Inventorlen-
treprener. Thi founder has now reined s Pro-
sident and his title Is "Inventor-at.Large." He just
want to get back and Invent; he probably till will
be. pretty pod at it and the company Is undoubtdly
better off to employ his talents In non-management
areat.

There Is a very definite lack ofunderstandlngwith
respect to the total Innovation press within the
Government, our less innovative Industries and
universities. The mechanism by which the innovao
don process operates, particularly In terms of new
enterprise generation, Is relatively unknown in many
parts of the'country. The availability of venture
capital varies greatly between different sections at
the country and financial and legal expertise tends
to be concentrated in relatively few sectiqs of the
United States. The role ofs clene, alone, as a smu.
lus for the creation ofemployment has been grossly
misrepresented. Thr is certainly no evidence to
support the thesis that greater support of IL & D.
necessarily means elthe a higher standard of living
at the national level, Improied profits for an indus-
trial company or a higher employment level. New
technology is brought to the marketplace by a "Peo-
pie transfer process " not by reports or merely more
money for sciw per s. -The, "Entrepreneur"
operating in the proper environment is primarily
responsible for making things happen In theheoloi trngterar

Government leadership In the area of Innovatioe
or new enterprises has been almost totally absent.
The C.T.A.B. report on "Technological Innovation:
Its Environment and Management" was-published
in 1967 and yet little definitive government action
has been taken to Implement its recommendations.

The Technical Services Act failed to recognize the
rea mechazilms, by wSich new technology Is in
troduced into the marketplace and, hence, failed to
produce any significant, useful resuh. No one In.
dividual In Washington apparently has the #11p
proprate authority and responsibilUty for promulgat-
Ing action to render the Innovation process more of.
festive. Certainly, the record of the Small Business
Administration is unimpressive and almost all of the
major SBIC's involved In financing of new technical
ventures, except those associated with banks, have
now been abandoned.

The National Scienee Foundtatio has only
recently been concerned with any phes of the in.
novadon process and. historically, has had a history
of supporting more basic cene in our universities
Recent NSF and NBS programs are moving in the
dection of developns a better understanding as to
how science and technology may be brought Into
public use. Success In this are will require people
in these agencies with a broad background in the,
management of te.holo, new innovative
mec for its Commercialization as well as new
contracting proidures. Neither the National Acade.
my of Sciences nor the National Academy of En-
Oningha addressed itself tote genera i problem
of creating a national environment necessary for
technical innovation and more effective application
of science. Maybe our new Assistait Secretary of
Commerce-Scence and Technology e assume
greater responsibility In this area. There is no better,
mission for the Commerce Department than to
recognie the tremendoaiftmportan oftechnoog
as a essential cIn t In the ompetiti poei
of the United trade. a solution to
many domesti problems and the creation of a
high level of employment.

This oountriwill never compete in the world mar. .
kets on the basis of cheap labor and our mod sue.
cesafdul expot have generally been based . the ap.
pliation of combined management and technic
skills. We used to talk about the Japanese as being
copiers, but no compete Industrialist says that
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today. Unil recently, Iaovation In Japan was ret. rent, highly competitive world.wde buineuclimate
lively unknown, individualism was suppressed, and few industries can now afford tho-luryoftheolder

& worker tended to go with Mitsubish or some other "central lab" etablished on the theorY that product
large orporadon and was pretty well Indentured for will "come out of basic research." Notable ezoep.
ife. Hood, Sony, NipponSteelandToyoKoVo.the dons, such a Bell Labs, etc., are fortunately still
maker of the new Mzda Car, and mar Japanese operating
shipbuilders represent new, technically based enter- A few years ago a survey of the Fortune 500 deter-
pie" with an impress ve record of innovative minedthat&but60perentofthe" bule, inrial
snop pemnt operation s with slreasivo aid effective companies were going Into ihe "venture tAiital"
government support. In this country, the Fed business or at least thinking about it. The reaaona
Government tends to be a watchdog over big bul- are interestin" Non.lovadtve, large companies
nes. tI Jipan, the government operat-in partner, Cannot hire flrst.els entrepreneurs. The incentive
ship with industry in o attempt to enhance produce, for this new businest activity ws not the idet ofjust

tvity and Industry's ability to compete In the world making money via the investment route. Our ler
markets. The Germans bad the Wankel engine a orgnaldona haddegided to go outside the firm via
ion; time ao, but we now see Japan assuming a the venture capital route a means of attracting the
position of technical leadership in this and other entrepreneur And developing windows on new
ara where Germany and America weone the technology that was not otherwise easily available.
principal competitors. The United States has no Innovative companies in this country now recoonie
monopoly on new technology and the flow of scene that the development of new technical products or
and of technical Ideas is now very rapid throughout entry into a new market area is highly dependent on
the world, the efforts of a very few talented entrepreneur-

It might he Interesting to review come aspects of managers with a slpecifi mission. They want the
hI. ..... , bei.nts.. tin tma , irt iaspesO, "ball carrier," who is technically Innovative, market

meant, Industry, and the public have become disillu.
stoned with respect to science and technology. Re.
gardless of the reasons, this is, in fact, apparent.
Certainly the idea that our masdve Apollo Space
Program would suddenly create jobs and solve
problems assodlted with our declining quality of life
has been greatly oversold. The NASA Technological
Utilization Program has'certainly not been success.
fid. The technological achievement f Apollo was
certainly outstanding, but large numbers of highly
qualify people were tken out of the economntl
few of them can ever get back Inta the current com-
petidve buslese-evironment. Neither NASA, nor
Congress, really understood the mechanism by
which so-called "space technology" might have been
employed for the benefit of the public and the ojiful,
practice applications of this tremendous technical
and management achievement were greatly ezag.
geraed and misrpresented.

Indutr. is becoming more concerned with the
costs of IL & D. and our more innovative Industries
are making na l ornsational change I their
research organizations. In generatbey are den.

N tralizing'researth and development work In order to
golo better Coupling with the marketplace. In the cur.

oriented, to develop a product and go do something
with it. Unfortunately, many of our major companies
don't even know the word "innovation," and there
are wide variations In maaiement attitudes and ap.
proaches to commercial development within Amer.
ican industry. Change In the managempnt of IL &D.-
is taking place In more Innovative companies on a
very large scale at the present time.

Many companies are doing their product develop-
mont by establishingenters of entrepreneurship
within the firm. Many of these sme companies are
also engaged in so-cated, "external entrepreneur.
ship." The concept of "external entrepreneurship"
involves the use of venture capital to pemit the
acquisition, by a variety o mechanisms, of an In.
terest in the small, technical enterprise. One of our
mtor oll companies, for example, has taded Inven.
tore and small companies In n* teholglcal felds
both here and abroad with rovies for a minority
position in the new enterprle. A mor chemical
company insists on a mAjority postlon, or 100 per.
mat control. A wide spectrum at epRme*n e --
now going on In industry, periape aen scale larger
duo moat people realize. This is good. The key to
success is the entrepreneur: and, particularly, his
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abY to judg d mrket at the rgt time-eNd
later mano a buses. Science, technology and
money are anly of seconay Importance to the
other emssntal Irednts to sunceesfu launch
aew produce

Lia innovative industrial sectors of the county
should review the mechanlams employed by more.
suces0su company In their efforts to enhance the

S eftectivenes of I. & D. and product development
activities through the use of new oroanitonda
mechanisms The experiments that some of these in-
novative companies are doing ar very Intereting,
although It may be too early to determine their
degree of success. Thes now concepts should be
carefully monitored, research on the process un-
dertaken and reported. R. & D. Is not only very e.
pasivie, but there is Airoys a preat shortage of really
irstolAse, Innovative maasgro, scientists and en-

gineers and entrepreneurs

Student attitude have changed. Students In
today's world aren't anti.bulness, but they're anti-
nou4nnovative business. They don't care it It's a big
company or a small ompany; they are perfectly
willing to work with Texas Instruments or 3M
because they view those companies a being Innova.
tive where an entrepreneur.empoyee can par-
ticipato In the actio Surveys of students,
knowled ie people, and major company execo.
tives reveal consistent attitudes when asked to name
the 10 most Innovative and most non.innovatlve U.S.
companies. Oh- non.lnnovative companies are
generany unsuccesdl In attracting any of the
talented radustes of our better universities. Com.
panls he an imsp and this Is Important in at.tratin ths employee that will determine their
future and customers in a competitive business.

In tho venture ea.re the are more sources
and amounts of venture capital available today than
at any time lI the pas. On the other hand, there Is
_ I and les Interest In funding so-alled "start.
ups" the invenort or the nero phase company, If you
want to call It that, The reason Is verysimple: the
venture capital s are doing very wen with enter.
prise that are already 'In busine." They are
making very pod deals and gottin a lar peat of
the eqit.

Rectno ureds in our tan structure and SEC reg-u
nations should he of concern to anyone Interested in
th pnerston ot now business enterprises and the
.. eti res of venture capital and the en.

trepreneur. We now have a narrower pap between
the tax on capital pine nd personal incoe. is
mean that there is is Incentive for thweahy In.
dividua Investor to beck a new technical venture
and. hlstordcy, the ma neaw enterprise aW the
'Inventor" tends to be uWed by friends and In.
di ual soure" o risk money. We have "he had 0
radical chsne In rules govering stock options, A
of which act to the detriment o( founders and key
employees o( a new business. It appears that the
changes In such regulations, while ode In i, p
parent effort_to forestall Inappropiae befits for
executives of large companies have, In fet. prmare.
ly harmed the small company. The new company
can never compete with the large orpaliaton In
terms of salary, pensions, benefits or assurance of
employment. Stock options wire the one Incentive
to permit a new company to attract thoee few key in.
dividuals who clearly determine suoes or failure of
the firm. The so-clled qualified stock option plan is
now essentially worthless for a $Mall company.with
unlisted stock, and other compensation mechanisms
are required. Al of these changes were made on the,
theory of people In Washington that somebody was
getting away with something, without having the
knowledge of the Impact of such action on a emai
venture. If& smaDloompany wants to hiMr a real first.
la manager from GE or Du Pont, It can't offer'

security. It can't offer salary. It can ofter A very
exciting life and feelng of acomplshzment UnfotU.
nately, It is setting very diflicuk to now off r the
prospect of capital gains under present IRS and SEC
rulings.

The R. & D. orgalation-of the Federal Govern.
mat Is also undergoing chang. We have now is.
Itlated a general attitude of relevance with respect
to I. & D. and this is perhaps long overdue. Pro.
sident Nixon has deocentralised the position of
Science Advisor, a concept perbape not as digs.
trous as the academic community believes. Histos.
cally, the Prosidents Science Adviser and PSAC
hae fequntly become far too heavily involved In
"proect" analysis and the details of techncl pro.
pram, rather than a concern (or policy and the e.
vironteat of science and technology. These chv~n
should be viewed not with alarm, but constructivey.
If we can attract the proper qalified peopl, the
new system wil work.

The newly proposed Office ofTechnoloy Assee.
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ment will be established within and by Congress, If
Coupsre paeeds to operate In the I. & D. ae
rather than do lonangs analysis and planning a
an. aid to Its funding and legislative responsibility,
ouch action should be viewed with concern. If the
NSF and other Exeutive Departments end Asen.
Oa an maintain a high level of scientific, technical
end mamnagont oompetence, the Executive and

- Legislative branches of government now have an op.
portunity to jointly enhance the usefulness of
ceno end technology. Perhaps NSF and the

newly proposed Office of Technology Asesment
will alo recopine the need for Introducing spee
changes In the natloa eanviromet for en-
trpreneurship,

Our unlversties have a great opportunity to study
these new mechanisms that Industry is using for os.
pediting the product development cycle within the
fr md the support a( now enterprises outside the
firm. There Is an urgent need for more Information
and research work in the field and many good thesis
Opportunities. We should also have a closer coupling
between the uivdrty and the Industrial community
such as now takes plae in some limited areas. Stu.
dieeat the Sloan Scbool at MIT a few years ao
identified some 250 compandes that had been
generated out OfMIT and Its assoola dbo atorls,
such as the Draper end Lincoln Laboratory. The
total MIT complex is now currently operating a total
budgetof ahout $N0 million a year and unlike the at-
titude Of st Academic Institutions, MIT has an.
ourqgd its faculty and staf to be concerned with

the 'publodi plction of research activities and
ropeoh that MIT has a reponsblty to the loal
community as well as the nation as a whole. The
oount y' fist and largest publicly owned venture
caplt4 corporation had a net worth of about $50
million at the time of Its recent merger with another
Indutl corporatio. A very'large number of the
new eteprs In whic this ornSation had in.
vested wor a di Mult of people sadior
technology as soea w th the MlI oommunity and
e.. ov peretoetthle twothof olS million O m"
lorlbed ownerShi n such MIT relsed venture.

In an effo t6 ed, the' e 44d technology
Wiander process, geneate new* ehlal~ae

terpris., empiym eta, epe(y, bring
Sbeeft soh the community and MIT, the MIT' t r ~ hod as ua

Massachusetts Chartable Corporation on Aprl S,

1972. This organkaton represents a f(rm of 5xp51.
meat that, hopefully, will provide a nOW mechaism
for expediting the public ue oome dthe reearoc
activities conducted by MIT and perhaps other In.
stitudons in the Boston ate,alumnl, aiIndependent
Inventors. The Foundation operates " a sepearte
corporation with a majority of the director ap.
pointed by the MIT Corporation. The Foundation
was orpanied for the boenet MIT, although it
may collaborate with other universities or inatitu-
tions. Initial finnini of this "Experiment Is New
Enterprises" ha been by MIT and a series o(spon.
sore, currently Including: Air Products & Chemi.
al, Inc., Cebot Corp., Dow Chemical Co., Dresser

Industries, Inc., Eaatman Technology, Inc., Exxon
Corp., The First National Bank of Boto, John Han.
cock Mutual Life Insurance Co., Johnson &-John.
son, Macmillan, Inc., Monsanto Company, Martin
Marietta Corp., GA. Saxtoo & Co., Inc., Alfred P.
Sloan Foundation, Teo intruments, Ini

Most of these organizations m interested in sup.
plylng-venture capital for new ventures and, perhaps
more Important, assisting In the critical market ap.
pralsal process faced by the Foundation in Its analy.
a&e of ne technologles to deterndne their potential
usefuIms. The idustriat sponsors of the Founda.
don certainly view this operation as an experiment,
but they are interested In developing windows on
new technologies and most of them hve n or-
gaised division or departmentwhose sol respond.
bility Is to lend some form of flna1dal support as
well a marketing and management asstuae to
new, technical ventures outside the firm.

An Important function of the Foundation Involves
support ofa continuing resorch program to develop
a better understanding of the technology tri-U
process, the role of the entrepreneur, venture
capital, Improved coupling mechanisms between In.
dustry and the university, and teaching in the field
of "New Interpro." their organssie financing
end mnegment

:The MIT Development Foundatio has new
analysed over 75 prots and identified four poten.
de new venmrs which mey be w yehyetundings
new busn enterprio. It eob ease, It Is In.
tended that the Foundawaon wll kpas aaqulty pod-

on hr the be i lt at MIT. A poute meanagerLe
epreeu Is Aa dntife by te undation sad

thn a new company to organised with him assuming
respe flt fo ito business plan and subseun
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successful Implementation. Thi Is an example of a
new organlation which should permit the operation
of an effective coupling mechanism between the In.
dustrial and academic sectors of society. No doubt
other appreches should be tried in an effort to ex.
pedite the public use-of technology and coer rels.
tions between SovernmentIdutuy and our univer.
stis.

Problems associated with Innovation, Invention
and entrepreneurship for th6 generation of new en.
terprises have been Inadequately understood by
either the Executive or Legislative Branches of the
Federal Government. Because of our changing Inter-
nal environment as well as our deteriorating corn.
petitive position vie a via new, emerging, industrial
countries, the President should delegate appropriate
authority and responsibility either within the Execu.
tive Office or to an appropriate Department, such as
Commerce, to review this general problem and make
appropriate recommendations with -suggested
mechanisms for their implementation, either by Ex.
ecutive action or initiation of necessary legidatin.

In the 1967 report, "Technological Innovation: Its
Environment and Management," for example, it was
suggested that a change in IRS regulations e In-
itlated to permit a longer loss-carry-forward period
for small companies In, order to overcome disad.
vantsges which accrue to a small operation.vis a vie
those of a lap corporation. Because of the recent
changes In the structure of our personal Income
taxes, we now have a diminishing discrepancy
between taxes and capital gains and Income with the
potential drat of minimizing Incentives for venture
capitalists to Invest In ventures. Special incentives
may he required whereby, for example, special tax
credits are permitted to encourage investment In
new companle, Pticur, those with a high
technology base. For some time so-called "1244
stock" has made It possible for Investors to make
deductions In cases of busidu falluresibut this
mechanism has never been widely employed, nor
been effective as a means for stimulating venture
capital from the private sector. Neither Congress,
nor-o eertiag department, hv clearly tn.
derstood the appropriate role of the patent system as
a mechanism for encouraging the commercial appli.
cations of Government-sponsored 3. & D. We still
doa have ay uniformity of contract patent poll.

eles governing the use of Inventions by Overnnent
contractors, nor have all branches of the Govern.
ment leady recognied the need for exclusive
licensing to encourage necessary development work
with private funding to expedite certain product
development activities. Some of our moat competent
industrial talent has always remained unavailable to
government progranms in peace time because of our
patcnt'policy and contractual difficultif in doing
"business" with the Government.

Rules and regulations of both the SEC and the
IRS have radically changed the Incentives of
qualified stock options which, histodeallyr have
represented an essential Ingredient in the ability of
the new enterprise to attract and hold key technical
management personnel so essential for its success.
Within our own Government laboratories, there are,
no doubt, many potential useful ideas, products and
processes, but no effective mechanism has been em-
ployed for their commercial exploltationby industry.

While entrepreneurship is probably an inherent
characteristic of an Individual, t appears that the
teaching process can enhance a latent interest in
qualified Individuals. A few of our graduate schools
such as the Sloan School at MIT have been teaching
course* In L & D. Management and Now Enter.
prises for over a decade. More of such activities
should be undertaken by the academic community,
particularly In close collaboration with Industry. Our
universities should also conduct experiments in an
effort to find new methods for the more effective
public utilization of thi country's great technical
resources, Including the science and technology
generated within the university and by thie Govern-
met.

The concept of"relevance" has now been clearly,
enunciated by the Administration as a-tundamental
pide to be employed in the development of L & D.
policy and pr m. We also, however, seed greater
support from the Federal Government by our regula-
tory agencies in the Executive and LAisladve
Branches. Hopefully, a a result of this meeting the
President will defeat responsibility to an ap.
propriate Department head within the executive
Branch to review ti situation and make recommen.
dations for action In the near future.
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J. Rabinowt I predict that a market analysis Is
completely useless when the invention Is really new.
In rely new Innovations there's no way of knowing
that Is, nobody could predict what radar would have
done, what the computer business would have done;
maybe the translator was on exception, well hear

from Shockley and h'l tell us, maybe that was a
ease where they could see the future clear. My
contention Is that you cannot predict logically, ihat
Invention comes, sometimes, completely Mogically.
Do you want to comment on this?

R. Morse Wel1 would agree with you, jack, per.
haps I didn't put my comments In the rigt perspec.
live. I meant to say that the normal industrial
amthod of operating to meet their market needs or
their growth problems, are associated tirst with
identfIyng the market.

M. Harris: Recent studies show (many of you know
the Sussex' Study of Chris Freeman and other

group., and they're very Urge studies) that a lot of
very important developments did not fall hbecausb ef
technological fures, they failed because, the pee-
pie either did not understand or did not know the
marketplace. I don't want us to write off the man
who has the great single invention, but I lso want to
warn all of us who are Interested in taking one of
these inventions that unles we do understand the
marketplace, we haven't got a chance.

J. Rabinows I agree with you also. That's absolute.
ly correct that many Inventions fal because of. not
technology, but because the market wasn't ready.
That doesn't mean that It could have been predicted;
it simply means that the market cannot absorb all of
the Inventions that people can put on the market,
and I think that's inherent in the system. Ithink this
Is the dice we play. The oel thing Is that the Inven.
tor should know what the odds are, and unfortunate.
ly, he doesn't.
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The basic data contained in this reportwereobtained
from two main sources. Index numbers of average
value per acre are based on estimates provided by
USDA crop reporters through the Statistical
Reporting Service. Semiannual survey& directed to
farm real estate brokers, local- bankers, county
officials, and other' provide information pertaining
to actual farm sales and general indications of local
market conditions. The assistance of both groups is
gratefully acknowledged.

SUMMARY

Farm real estate values may rise 16 percent during
the year ending Marci 1, 197& While this would be
sharply above average gains of recent years, it would
trail 1974's record increase because of less optimism
over prospects for farm income and agricultural
exports.

The index of farm real estate values rose a record 25
percent for the year ended March 1, 1974. The index
reached 187 (1967:100), which converts to a 9.35
percent annual rate of increase over the last 7 years.

Major factors behind the most recent increase
include unusually high commodity prices and net
farm income in 1973, and considerable buyer
optimism over the long-term outlook for farm income.
Also, a rapid rateofinflation in the general economy
contributed to some shifting of investment funds into
farm real estate as an inflation hedge. Rising interest
rates appeared to have littelimiting effect on land
markets during theyear as the use of borrowedfunds
to purchase land increased sharply.

The total value of farm real estate reached $324.2
billion and the average value per ac$310, a $63 rise
from a year ago. Value per acre ranged from nearly
$2100 in New Jersey to $65 in Now Mexico. Most
Coin BeltStateaverages were in the$600.$800 range.

As a result of the jump in average value per acre
and, to a lesser extent, continued increase In farm
size, the value of farm real estate in an average
operating unit now exceeds $125,000.

The number of voluntary and estate sales of farm
real estate of 10 acres or more remained unchanged
from last year at 126000. However, because the
number of farms declined, the transfer rate for
voluntary and estate sales combined increased to
nearly I tranaferper 20 farms or ranches, thehighest
rate since 194& Average ir of these transfers
Increased 15 percent, which amounts for the 5.6
milllon.acn increase over las year's 36.3 million
acres that were transferred. Total value of transfers
was sWniate4 at $ltg billion, up .O billion over lost
year.

Although the majority of properties sold were
operated as complete units just prior to gals, only
about half of these properties were purchased for use
as complete units. On the other hand, only 87 percent

e04570. JULY 1*74 3
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o all tractasoldwereop otanotherfarmbeforesal,.but pernt of the traopuched werenbeome

part of another farm. Parttime fa$ c counted for
only 10 percent of all salse but 19 percent of, all

The percenuag of all transfers which utllud debt
financing, matled last yea's, ad percent, but the
ratio o debt to purchase price for these purchase
dropped to 75 pero from lst year's 76 percent.

Sldlers continue to be the major suppliers of loan
funds for farmland purchase. This year they
supplied over 4 percent of all loan funds. Federal
land bank providd over 25 percent. Insurance
companies, commercial banks, and "other lenders"
(primarily FmflA) each furnished about percent of
the total loan volume Primary lender provided over
90 pemnt of all loan funds, while soandary lenders
(those holding seond mortgqes or second deeds of
trust s security) provided the ret

The peroentage of all farmland acreeo purchased
by privately held corporation (primarily
incorporated family farms) has shown a steady
Increase in recent yenn and they now account for 18
percent of acreae purchased. The percentage of
acreage old by privately held corporations has
Increased over time, but at a slower rats There has
thus been a net increase in agree hold by privately
held corporations since 1972 Publicly hold
corporations, however, have just held thedrown since
1971 Individuals dominate the market, buying 64-

percent and selling O0 P'srosnt of th~e acreage.
About 5 off fainproperiesepartaoaseid a",= ct

to remain In farm use at le"t yer. Most of those
expected to o t nonra use wthnoyearswill

-be used as rural residences. nd subdivisions.
Survey respondents also fAf1elt Mtionn on

farmlan purchases fo Immediate nonfarm use.
The , ow "to wee much molleor (127 ame) and

__her pe ace price much h r (11788), on the
average, than proper" purchued for form use
Forty percent of the acma purchaseddirectlyoutof
farm use was scheduled for either ruol residence or
subdivision u ep,

Drepito rising interest rates, loan volume by major
farm mortgage lenders continued to show substantial
growth. New money loaned byFeral land banks for.
the year ended May 31, 1974, totaled $2.9
billion-more than a fifth above the preoeding yeaes
volum. Ufe Insurance companies loaned 80 percent
more new money In the first quarter of 1974 than In
the first quarter of 1973.

Rents for pasturing cattle on privately owned land
Increased 16 percent fom last year. Nationwide, the
rent on March 1. 1974. averaged $4.96 per head per
month. Inthe It Westerns teta7prcentincrease
pushed rent per head to .13. DUns In feeder calf
prices could result In a downward shift In ihee rents
by next March. Croplnd rent increases per acre
varied from 50 percent in North Dakota to 13 percent
in Michigan.

4 Co.e, JULY I974
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OUTLOOK

Farm real estate values are expected to continue
upward for the next year, but at a slower rate than the
record 25 percent rise recorded in March 1973-March
1974.

The prospective easing-to perhaps a 15 percent
rate-stems'from the anticipated $&8 billion drop in
realized net farm income from last year's record $32.2
billion (revised), as well as from uncertainty over

future export demand for farm products. These
concerns seem to have dissipated some of the super
optimism voiced by land buyers last year. However,
70 percent of those-queried expect farmland prices to
advance through next spring.

Both the record advance of the past year and the
prospective increase far exceed the over 9 percent
annual rate of advance since 1967.

MARKET DEVELOPMENTS
The26 percent average increase in farmland values

reported for the year ended March 1, 1974,
established a new record for appreciation in land
values. Only two other period* since 1912 have shown
rates of increase exceeding 20 percent-March 1919
toMarch 1920 and November 1972to November 1973.

For the most part, the record increase can be
attributed to unusually high farm income and high
commodity prices in 1973 coupled with considerable
buyer optimism over the long-term outlook for farm
income. Also, a rapid rate of inflation in the general
economy contributed to some shifting of investment
funds into farm real estate as an inflation hedge.
Rising interest rates appeared to have little limiting

effect on land markets during the year as the use of
borrowed funds to purchase land Increased sharply.

A sa result, State land values increased by 11 to 36
percent (figure 1). Washington posted the slowestrate
of gain at 11 percent; North Dakota led all States with
a 36 pecent increase.

The national'index of farm real estate value per_
acre rose to 187-(1967=100) (table 1.) However, index
values by States varied from 131 in California to 299
in Nevada, reflecting strong differences in factors
contributing to individual increases among States. It
should be noted that the average acre of lend in
California sells for 5.5 times the price of the average
acre in Nevada (table 6). Thus, a 10 percent increase

PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN AVERAGE VALUE
OF FARM REAL ESTATE PER ACRE

MARCH 1973-MARCH 1974

4 1STA"S OICtIASSO 25 PSIONT 'IV
Nhe. eSS 11-74161 s Ncmic UCH sA IeMcsUS. DePARIMNT OF AosiCULT ES
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in California's average value would be equal to $0
versus $10 in Nevada

In the Western states, grazing land value
Increased most rapldly-20 percent tablel
2)-foifowed by dry cropland at 19 percent (table 4
and irrigated land at 17 percent (table 3). Since 1964
grazing land values have increased 140 percent, ds

__ cropland 92 percent, and irrigaed45percent. In pse
this reflected the strong upward trend in livesteo
consumption in recent years and thus the increase< pressure on grazing land prices relative to cropland

Nationwide, 70 percent of the reporters ar
expecting at least a 5-percent increase in land price
for the year ending next Match (table 5). Only
percent expect a pries decrease. At this time, we ar
looking for about a 15 percent advance in land price
through next March.

Average Farmland Value Exceeds $300 Per Acre

The average value of an acre of farmland increaae
$63 reaching $310 per acre as of March 1,1974 tabii
6). An average farm operating unit was valued a
$125,500 (table 9) The total value of fanmlan
reached $324.2 billion (table 7). At the extremes, ar
acre of farm or ranchland in New Mexico average
$65 and reached almost $2,100 in New Jersey
However, In New Jersey and other Northeasterr
States, a substantial part of the value is established
by nonfarin demand for land. In New Mexico
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6_ grazing land with sparsevegetation repent most
of the land In farms and ranches.

s For farm operating units, three states, Kentucky,
e Tennessee and West Virginl, all having # large
1) number of part-time and. retirement farms, had
1, averaged values of les than $60,000. At the opposite

extreme, Arizona's Irrigated farms and ranches
t, averaged P56,000.
k Parm building values roe almost $i billion
d during the latest 7ar and their current value is
L estimated at $56.3 billion (table8),or l7percentofthe
e total value of all farm real estate.

Most California Land Values up Sharply

S Because of the wide variation in land value and
land use in California, and because sufficient
observations are available for a more detailed
analysis, California land valuedata are published by
crop reporting districts and use categories (table 10

I and fig. 2). The data show that for the first time In
e several years, irrigated land values in Southern
t California (Dist. 8) rose rapidly-breaking a long.
I term downward trend. In fact, land values in nearly
I all areas of the State rose during the year-most
I exceptions -were In th.. irrigated land uses In_
. Califomia's Northern East Central region (Dits. 1.2.
1 3 and-El As a result the 14 percentaincrease in land
I values was the strongest rate recorded for the State
, since the year ended March 1, 1951.

FARM REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS
Most reporters in the MarcW I real estate survey

indicated that the demand for farmland had
remained strong. Sixty percent indicated that the
number of inquiries for farmland had increased
(table 11). The most notable shift in reporteropinlons
occurred in the Northeast and in Florida where 20 to
30 percentrespectively said fewerpeople were looking
for farmland. On the supply side of the market,
reporters generally indicated little change to some
decrease in the number oftrats offered for sale (table
12). The strongest declines in offerings from March
1973 appeared to occur In the tobacco and wheat
types of farming area (fig. 7). Although offerings
were the same to lower, transfer rates increased
slightly over the year, reaching 58.3 per thousand
farms (table 13). This was the most rapid rate of
transer since 1948. Voluntary transfers reached41.2
per thousand farms, also the highest rate since 1948.
Total transfers for all reasons were estimated at
151,200-the largest number since 1962 and about
6,500 more than In the previous year (table 14).

With an Increasing rate of transfers and declining
number of farms, the numberofvoluntary and estate
tn sfer of all sizes was estimated at about

0 co-is. JULV 174

128,000--unchanged from last year, the same as in
1973 (table 16). However, they were 15 percent larger
in acreage (table 16) and accounted for 41.8 million
acres, up about .5 million acres from last year. With
the larger average size and a $48 per acre increase in
price, the total value of then transfer was esi mated
at $14.2 billion, or $3.6 billion more than a year

- earlier.
A slight increase was noted In the percentage to be

used as complete farms, and the proportion ofadd-on
and part-time farm purchases dropped slightly (table
17). This is consistent with the observed increase in
average ese of tract transferred during the year.

Even though farm enlargement was the major
reason for purchasing, the majority of tracts sold (63percent) were operated complete farmajs itprior to

sale (table 18) But only slightly over half of the sale
properties that had been operated as complete units
were purchased with the idea of retaining them as
complete units (28 of 53 percent .

Nearly 56percentofall farmlandpurchasm were to
be added to exstingoperation. Popertlespurchased
by farm enlargement buym induded over 4 of every
10 complete unite (22 of 53 parentt, most of the sale
parcels which were part of another farm (99 of 37
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CROP REPORTING DISTRICTS

Figwo 2

percent), and 40 percent of all part-time farms (4 of 10 the propertles purchased were to be operated as part-
percent). time farms. Many of these purchases. probably

Ten percent of the properties sold were part-time resulted from the strong demand for farm real estate
operations just prior to sale. However, 12 percent of for rural residences.

FINANCING LAND TRANSFERS

Availability of credit (loan funds) for financing
land transfers improved between October 1973 and
March 1974, according to reporters in our March farm
and rural land survey. The majority (68 percent)
indicated no change, but for every reporter who said
availability of credit was lower than 6 months ago, 2
said it was higher (table 19).

Intereetrate increases were reported to haveslowed
considerably. Only 39 percent of the reporters
believed that interest rates had increased between
October 1973 and Mawch 1974, whereas 87 percent
last fall had thought that interest rates had increased
from March 1973 (table 20). The majority ofreporter

(66 percent) thought that interest rates had not
changed much from last fall's level.

Beginning with 44 percent in 1944, and after a-
fairly steady Increase in the percentage of all
farmland tranifere which involve financing, the rate
reached a record.hgh 86 percent in 1973 and it was
matched this year (fig. 3 and table 21). The ratio of
debt to purchase price for these credit financed
purchases, however, dropped to 75 percent from last
year's 78 percent (fig. 4 and table 22). Apparently,
many purchasers were willing and able to assume a
larger equity position In land purchased as a reaultot
realizing the high net Incomes in calendar yeir 1973.
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Primary and Secondary Loan Sources
Primary lenders furnished over 9 out of every 101

dol...rs borrowed tobuy farmland (fig. 5 nd table2:,
Secondary lenders (those holding oe((ind mortgages
or second deeds of trust as security) furnished the
remaining 8 percent.

Sellers continued to be the dominant source of loan
funds for farmland purchases. They furnished over
44 percent of all loan funds for the year ended
March 1, 1974 (:12 percent through contracts for deed
and 12 percent through mortgages and deeds of
trust).

Federal land hanks were the largest institutonal
source of loan funds, furnishing over 2A percent,
Insurance companies, commercial banks, snd otherr
lenders" (primarily FmIIA) each furnished about I0
percent ouf the total loan volume.

Seller mortgages were a particularl, important
source of secondary loan funds. Second mortgages
(itnd "e'ond deeds of trust) given by sellers accojun ted
for 4.1 pen'ent of etlI loan funds but close to hill( if
the sceinditry loan fuids, "Other" lenders primarilyy

FmHA) provided over 40 percent and commercial
banks the remaining 9 percent of the secondary loan
funds. (No secondary financing was provided by
insurance companies, Federal land banks or sellers
through contracts because of the nature of their
loans.)

Twt) significant changes in the distribution of loan
funds since the late 1960's have been the sharp drop
by insurance companies and the sharp increase by
Federal land banks in the percentageof loan volume
provided to finance farmland transfers. The II
percent currently being provided by Insurance
companies in only slightly more than half the
percentage they accounted for in the late 1960's (table
24). Conversely, the 26 percent provided by the land
banks in 1"973.74 was approximately twice the
percentage of funds they provided In the late 1900's.

The number of credit financed farmland transfers
wao (lown 2 percent for the year ended March I, 1974,
compared with a year earlier, llewever, acres in these
sales were tp 211 percent, the value of theme sale was
up 18 percent, and the, debt incurred to finance the
purchouem was up 3l percent (table 2A).

MARKET PARTICIPANTS

'o mesaure the extent (if, and changing trends in
market activity by firms with different forms of
business organization, reporter" were enked to stale

the form of business organizatlon of both buyer end
seller for each transfer reported, A summary of these
replies iN shewn in figure 6 and in table 26, (Diata on

DISTRIBUTION OF LOAN FUNDS FOR FARMLAND
TRANSFERS BY SPECIFIED LENDERS"

Total funds (100%)
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the number of sales, acreage and value are shown in
table 15.) The bottom row of each part of the table
shows the percentage of sales, acres or value
purchased by each type of business organization.
Data in the final column show the percentage of
tracts, acres or value sold by each type of business
organization, The arrangement of the table shows
how farmland was transferred among vadoius types
of business organizations, For example, 76 percent of
the sales during the Gmonth period ended March 1,
1974, involved individuals selling to individuals.
Individuals sold another 7 percent to partnerships, 3
percent to privately held corporations, I percent to
publicly held corporations, and I percent to "others"
for a total of 87 percent of all sales.

Percent of Acreage Purchased by Privately Held
Corporations Up Sharply

The percentage of all farmland acreage purchased
by privately held corporations hasdoubled since 1972
and is up one-half from last year. These farms
(primarily incorporated family farms) purchased 18
percent of all farmland acreage transferred during
late 1973 and early 1974 (table 26B).

The percentage of all farmland acreage sold by
privately held corporations is also up over each of the
2 preceding years. However, there has been a net
increase In the acreage held by private corporations
over the past 2 years. They sold only 13 percent of all
acreage but bought 18 percent in 1974. In 1973, they
sold 6 percent and bought 12 percent.

The percentage of parcels purchased by privately
held corporations has remained a constant 4 percent
since 1972 (table 26A). However, their percentage of
the total value of farmland purchasd Increased from 9
percent in 1972 and 1973 to 13 percent for the report.
Ing period ended March 1, 1974 (table 26C).

Individuals Dominate Transfe Activity

Individuals remained the dominant type of buyer
with 64 percent of the acreage, but their percentage
was down from 70 percent In 1973 and 72 percent in
1972 The percent of all farmland acreage sold by
individuals dropped to 69 percent from last year's 82
percent and 1972's 76 percent.

Although the percentage of transfers bought and
sold by individuals has remained fairly steady since
1972, the percentage of the total value of farmland
they buy and sell has slipped save, I percentage
points.

12 CO.7e, JULY 1574
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Purchases by Publicly Hold Corporatlons
Offst by Sales

Publicly held corporations increased the
percentage of total farmland value purchased to 3
percnt in 1974 from 1 percent in 1972 and 1973.
Similarly, though, the percentage of the value of
farmland sold by large corporations in 1974 jumped
to 3 percent from 1 percent in 1972 and 1973.

Percentage of transfers bought and sold remained
at I percent each year from 1972. Percentage of acres
bought and sold moved up to 2 percent in 1974
following 2 years at I percent.

It is noteworthy that every level and every change
in market activity by publicly held corporations on
the purchase side has been matched on the sale side
for each of these 3 years.

Partnership Activity Mised
Partnerships purchased a slightly higher

percentage of the transfers this year than last (10
compared with 8), and sold a slightly lower

percentage of all tracts (5 compared with 7). However,
the percent of the total acres purchased declined
slightly from 16 to 15 percent, and the percentage of
the acres sold rose from 8 to 12 percent.

Partnerships purchased an increasing percentage
of the total value of farmland (17 compared with 15),
while the percentage of the total value sold by
partnerships has remained at 10 percent since 1972,

"Other" Cstegory Saes
The "other" category form of business

organization has reportedly sold at least 3 times more
tracts, acres, and value of farmland than it has
purchased since 1972, However, these statistics are
believed to reflect the classification of many estate

sales sales by "others" rather than by heirs or
executors of the estates of deceased Individuals. If
this is so, then sales actually by "others" (lenders
following foreclceures and governmental agendes
mainly) would likely approximate purchases by
"others" (governmental or quasi-governmental
agencies) for highways, parks, and grazing
associations.

NONFARM INFLUENCES ON FARMLAND MARKETS

Only a small percentage of farmland purchased
each year is for immediate nonagricultural use
(housing, highways, et). Iliow'ver, the market price
of a considerable portion of land in crop and livestock
production Is reported to reflect, at least partially, the
value of this acreage in alternative nonagricultural
uses, The alternative uses, however, may be either
competitive with or complementary to. current
agricultural usage. That is, the physical appearance
of most acreage in many parcels may remain
unchanged even though purchased for nonfarm use.
Examples of competing uses would include
subdivisions, and commercial or industrial sites.
Complementary use. could include rural residences
and certain types of recreational uses.

To assess the effect of intended land uvage after
purchase on the price paid, and to assess the
characteristice of farm properties purchased for
various uses, farmland purchases were stratified into
two groups. One group was comprised of putrchasesof
farm real estate primarily for agricultural use. The
other group was comprised of purchase of farm real
estate primarily for nonagricultural uses,
Comparison of the relative importance of thee 2
types of transfer market. should not be made from
theme data because reporters were only requeted to
furnish information on ths5 most recent sales of each
type.

Trsnefe for Primarily Fsrm Use
Nationwide, the distribution of probable uses of

farm real setate transfers reported this year

compares closely with that reported last year
(table 27).

Most Purchases To Remaln In
Agricultursl Use

Five of every six purchases were expected to remain
in agricultural production at least 5 years (table 27A).
These tracts accounted for 91 percent of the acres
(table 27B) and 87 percent of the value of farm real
estate transferred for farming purposes (table 27C).
Both the percentage of the acreage and percettags of
the value are down slightly from last year.

Conversion to rural residence use was expected to
account for over half of the remaining tract. (9 of 17
percent), but only 2 percent of the acreage and 4
percent of the value.

Subdivision use was slated for 3 percent of the
tracts, followed by forest, mineral, recreation,
commercial or industrial, and "other" use, all with I
percent or less.

Tratas Sitted For Future Nonferm Usee
Farm real estate purchases that were expected to be

converted to a nonfarm use within 5 years were
generally smaller in slze than thoee tracts expected to
remain in a form use Tracts expected to remain in
farm use averaged 361 acre. (table 28).This exceeded
the average msie of 6 of the 7 nonfarm uses. (Only the
371.acre average else of subdivision use was larger
than the "agriculture only" use category.)

The average price of 5 of the 7 nonfarm uses
exceeded the average price of thoee tracts expected to

co-7s, JULY 1574 13
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remain in agricultural use. The average purchase
price by use varied from $23 per acre in forestry to
$1,173 in commercial or industrial use. The average
price of farmland expected to remain in farm use was
$331 per acre.

Average Price of Farm Tracts Ilighest
in Northeast

The average price of sales reported in the Northeast
region jumped $150 from last year's level (table 29).
The $694 average sale price in the Northeast was
followed closely by the $687 figure reported for Corn
Belt sales. The Corn Belt region, however, topped all
regions in average value of farmland purchased for
long'terin farm use with nearly a $7(0 per acre
average,

Because of the value of farmland for foarm use in the
Corn Belt exceeded Its value in "all uses," the price
enhancing effect of nonagricultural influences was
concluded to le slight in this region, Conversely,
average value of sales for "all uses" in the Mountain
region exceeded the average value of the M4 percent
sold for agriculture , use only" sales (table 27A) by 1:1
percent, $1,11 divided by $125 (table 29). 'lus, it was
concluded that land values in tlils region were
strongly influenced by potential nonagricultural
uses.

Price Per Acre Drops As Bize Incresses
The larger the acrtsize class, the lower was the

.. I.. -per acre for both "ill uses" and "agriculture
only" transfers (table 30). In the "all uses" category,
the average price per acre In the 10-49 acre slze class
was 6 times greater than the average price per acre in
the 1,000 acres and above size class,'There was a
similar, though less definite trend for the other 6
probable use categories.

As expected, properties expected to move Into
commercial or industrial uses sold for the highest
average price, $1,173 per acre. This was more than
twice the average for the rural residence and
subdivision probable use categories.

Transfers for Primarily Nonfarm Use
To gain more insight Into how farm real estate

(land and buildings) purchased for nonfarm use is to

CASH

Posture Rents Up 16 Percent;
Downturn Expected

Nationwide, rents per head for pasturing cattle on
private land averaged $4.95 per month asof March 1,
1974-up 16 percent from a year ago, In the 11
Western States the rate of Increase was even
sharper-up over 27 percent from a year earlier to

14 co,,, Ju.V 1914

be used, reporters were requested to provide
information on the 5 most recent sales for immediate
nonfarm use. Information on over 4,000 such sales
was furnished.

Rural Residence and Subdivision Uses
Dominate Purchases

Most real estate purchases for immediate nonfarm
uses were to be used for housing. Purchases for rural
residence use accounted for nearly 4 of every 1)
purchases, and subdivision use accounted for one-
fourth (table 311 A). The remaining third were split (in
de'r'asing order) among commercial or industrial,
recreation, "other," forest, and mineral uses, The
percentage distribution of purchases among uses this
ye'ar c'mpaires closely with that for last year.

Price Per Acre Up; Average Size Down
Farm real estate to he converted directly Into a

nmifarcn uae brought sia average of $788 peracre,'lhis
wars up 1 7 percent from the$671 in 19731, Parice per acre
rose for 15 of the 7 uses, Mineral and "other" use
categories' were the exceptions,

'I'e average size of transfer leaving farm use this
year was 127 acres, 21) percent smaller than 197;'s
average of 159 acres.

One.fourth of Acreage to Subdivision
Hlightly over I acre in 4 purchased out of

agriculture was placed in subdivisions, Including
rural acreage subdivisions talee 3111). Bural
residences took up another 14 percent of the acreage.
Therefore, housing uses accounted for 4 of every I0
acres but nearly 2 of every :1 transfers slated for shift
to a nonfarm use,

Forty Percent of Value to Subdivisions
The average per acre price of transfers for

subdivision use ($1,225) trailed the average for
commercial or industrial use (1,749), However,
because nearly two and anthalf times more acres
were involved in transfers for subdivision use,
subdivision use accounted for 41 percent of the value
transferred compared with 25 percent for commercial
or industrial uses.

RENTS

$5.82 per head per month (table 32), Strong and
increasing demand for red meat during the 1960's,
early 1970's, and into 1973 was reflected in meat and
meat animal prices. As a result, cash rents paid for
pasture and grazing land were bid up to record levels
in 1973.

l)ecllnes from these record rental rates can be
expected by March 1975. Feedlot operators, after
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sustaining economic losses in 1973 and facing high
feed costs this year, will offer lower prices for feeder
calves. In turn, cow.calf producers who rent pasture
will bid less vigorously for pasture than they did last
year when feeder prices were much higher.

While producers will probably start cutting back on
cow numbers (through heavier culling of brood cows
and placing fewer replacement heifers in herds), the
total inventory number is expected to be up by next
March.

Cropland Rents Up 13.60 Percent
The 50 percent increase in gross cash rent per acre

for cropland in North Dakota led the increase
reported for the 11 States in the Northern Plains,
IAke States and Corn Blt regions (table :3). All but 2
of these States-Michigan with 13 percent and Ohio
with 18 percent-reported increases of at least 20
percent,

Iowa's average $57 gross cash rent per acre topped
all States and resulted in a 7.4 gross rent-toland
value percentage ($57 per acre average gross rent
divided by $774 per acre average value of cropland
rented for cash).

Among these States, rent.to-value ratios varied
from 5.0 percent in Ohio to 8.9 percent in North

Dakota. While gross rents per acre were up in each of
the 11 States, rentto-value ratios declined in 6.
Implied is that the rateof increase in average valueof
land rented was greater than the rate of increase in
average gross rent in these 6 States.

Most of the increase in gross rents reflected a brisk
price rise for most crops and, at the same time,
comparatively modest upward pressures on prices
paid for production items. Thus, income above
variable production costs increased substantially
during 1973 and caused rents for cropland to be bid up
by March 1974.

Slower rates of increase in cash rents paid appear
likely from March 1974 to March 1975 as net farm
income is expected to be less favorable than in the
previous year. For rents to increase while net farm
income falls may appear illogical, However, cash
rents are typically negotiated at least several months
in advance of planting. Therefore, rents received for
much acreage in 1973 appear to have been below
what many teiano'would bavabqe n willing and able
to pay, Although net Incomels expected to be down
from last year, it will still he well above the level
received prior to 1973. And with crop prices
continuing to average above pre.T197: levels,
competition for crop land can be expected to remain
strong,

FARM MORTGAGE LENDING

Although Interest rates remained high through the
first quarter of 1974 and increased in the second
quarter, volume loaned by major farm mortgage
lenders was continuing to exceed the volume for the
same period a year earlier.

New money loaned by the Federal land banks
(Fl,1s) for the year ended June 310, 1974, totaled $2.9
billion, a record, or 21,5 percent above the preceding
year's volume. For the first half of 1974, new money
loaned totaled $1,682 million, 20 percent above the
same period in 1973. New money loaned by the FI,I's
in May totaled $305.4 million, a record forany month
in FIB history, As of June 30, 1974, total land bank
loans outstanding reached $12.2 billion-up from
$10.9 billion on )ecember 31, 1973.

The average loan dosed by the FIB's was $59,30
for the year ended in June, up from $51,400 in the
previous year. For June, loans closed by FIi's
averaged $83,800, compared with $61,700 a year
earlier.

l,ife insurance companies remained active in farm
lending into 1974 with new money loan volume in the
first quarter up 30 percent from the same quarter a
year earlier. However, repayments to insurance
companies were unusually large and the volume of
loans outstanding remained unchanged during the
quarter. At the end of March, life insurancecompany
loan volumes outstanding were 7 percent above a

year earlier, With continuing high short-term interest
rates, many companies are facing an increased
demand for policy loans, and a further sharp rise In
policy loan demand can be expected into the thinly
quarter. To some extent this will reduce thequantity
of funds available for farm lending by these firms,
Over the last several years, the number of farm
mortgage loans held by insurance companies has
been declining and their average size of loan has
increased quite rapidly. In part, this reflects thelower
costs of servicing larger loans as well as the increased
competition from the FI's for the more modest sized
commercial farm loan.

Growth in loan volume of life Insurancecompanies
is largely regulated by the demand for policy loans,
and by the companies's portifolio preferences, With
rapidly rising real estate prices and larger loan
requests, the number of individuals that can secure
insurance company loans is reduced. Since January
1970, the number of insurance company farm
mortgage loans oustanding has declined from
177,000 to 132,000, or 25 percent. On the other hand,
FLB loans outstanding have increased from 402,439
to 421,303, or an increase of 5 percent, The average
size of life insurance company loan acquired during
the first quarter of 1974 was $192,000, compared with
$77,200 in the first qual ter of 1973. For theyearended
March 1, 1974, the average size loan acquired was

Co.?$, JULY 1274 1
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$166,000, up from $115,000 the previous March.
Although data on lending activity by other lenders
are not available for the first quarter of this year,
market observers in general report that the demand
for funds remained strong at commercial banks.
Also, seller. and other individuals continued to
supply a large volume of funds.

Loon Fund Outlook for the esoond
Half of 1074

The demand for mortgage funds Is expected to
remain strong through the third quarter, However,
continuation of this strong demand Into the fourth

quarter hinges largely on this years crop production
and prices. On the supply side, some Insurance
companies facing a strong demand for policy loans
will likely reduce their farm mortgage lending
activity. In addition, in those Stat.. where usury
limits on mortgage interest rates are lower than
market rates, insurance companies are likely to
restrict themselves to servicing current borrowers.
On balance, outstanding loan volume held by
insurance companies at the end of 1974 Is expected to
change very little from what it was In January.
However, Federal land bank loan volume
outstanding could be up by 25 percent ($2.5 billion)
above the January figure.

15 CO.?5, JULY 1014
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TABLES REVISED TO JULY 1975 BY ECONOMIC RESEARCH SERVICE, USI)A

TABLE 6.-FARM REAL ESTATE VALUES BY STATE: AVERAGE VALUE PER ACRE GROUPED BY FARM
PRODUCTION REGION, MAR. 1, 1970-75

State

Northeast:
Maine ' .......................
New Hampshire I ..............
Vermont ..............
Massachusetts a .................
Rhode Island I ..................
Connecticut, ...................
New York ......................
New Jersey .....................
Pennsylvania ...................
Delaware .......................Moalond ......................

Lake Stas:
Michigan ..............
Wisconsin ............
Minnesota ...................

Corn Belt:
Ohio ...........................
Indiana ........................
Illinois .........................
Iowa ..........................
Missouri .......................

Northern Plains:
North Dakota ...................
South Dakota ...................
Nebraska ......................
Kansas ........................

Appalachian:
Virginia ........................
West Virginia ...................
North Carolina ..................
Kentucky ......................
Tennessee .....................

Southeast:
South Carolina ..................
Georial ........................
Florlda .........................
Alabama .......................

Delta States:
Mississippi .....................
Arkansas.... ..........
Louisiana .......................

Southern Plains:
Oklahoma ......................
Texas ..........................

Mountain:
Montana .......................
Idaho ..........................
Wyoming .......................
Colorado .......................
New Mexico ....................
Arizona ........................
Utah ...........................
Nevada ........................

Pacific:
Washington .....................
Oregon ........................
California.. ..........

48 States .....................

1970

$161
239
224
565
734
921
273

1,092
373
499
640

326
232
226

399
406
430
392
224

94
84

154
159

286
136
333
253
268
261
234
355
200

234
260
321

173
148

60
177
41
95
42
70
92
53

224
150
473

195

239
257
352

183
155

63
189
42
103
44
76

103
63

225
166
471

203

242
288
386

197
172

68
208
47

116
47
87

115
73

234
185
485

219

269
321
411

225
194
76

234
54

138
53
93

124
87

262
204
496

247

342
376
483

275
238

97
298
67

176
65

114
145
103

290
233
566

310

382
387
532

318
241

113
357
76

189
69

115
155
103

322
249
646

354

I The average rate of change for the 6 New England States was used to project dollar values for each of these 6 States
for 1972-74.

1 Estimated on basis of Georgia and Alabama Index values,

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

$183 $206 $235 $276 $310
287 323 368 432 485
256 288 328 385 433
623 702 799 939 1,055807 910 1,036 1,217 1,3671,025 1, 55 1,316 1,546 1,737292 344 390 516 610

'171 1,364 1,599 2,099 2,569
396 430 518 675 810
559 574 663 851 1,037
699 752 8 1,056 1,153
331 366 433 503 531
257 278 336 401 451
231 243 275 354 461
413 438 507 636 718
426 441 512 629 783
491 527 590 788 952
392 418 482 648 801
236 259 289 374 394

96 99 Ill 151 207
85 89 97 129 160
157 171 195 246 289
161 176 203 235 314

312 352 404 528 591
151 175 208 271 313
378 407 483 589 638
268 297 333 394 441
279 311 363 449 516

284 341 375 501 575
258 297 340 448 505
376 398 5454 1586 '656
229 239 274 347 383

I



TABLE 7.-FARM REAL ESTATE VALUES BY STATE: TOTAL VALUE GROUPED BY FARM PRODUCTION REGIONS,
MAR. 1, 1970-75

tIn millions of dollarhl

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Northeast:
Maine I ........................
New Hampshire I ...............
Vermont I ......................
Massachusetts I .................
Rhode Island I ..................
Connecticut I ...................
New York ....................
New Jersey ...................
Pennsylvania ...................
Delaware .......................
Maryland ......................

Lake States:
Michigan .................
Wisconsin ..............
Minnesota .............. . .....

Corn Belt:
Ohio ...........................
Indiana ........................
Illinois .........................
Iowa ..........................
Missouri .......................

Northern Plains:
North Dakota .................
South Dakota .................
Nebraska ......................
Kansas ........................

Appalachian:
Virginia ........................
West Virginia ...................
North Carolina .................
Kentucky .....................
Tennessee.. ........

Southeast:
South Carolina ..................
Georgia ........................
Florida .....................
Alabama ....................

Delta States:
Mississippi .....................
Arkansas ...................
Louisiana ......................

Southern Plains:
Oklahoma .....................
Texas ................

Mountain:
Montana .......................
Idaho ........ ................
Wyoming ......................
Colorado .......................
New Mexico ....................
Arizona .......................
Uts' .......................
Nevada .....................

Pacific:
Washington ....................
Or eon s. ............California .. .. .. .. .... ..

48 States ....................

283
146
429
396

51
498

2,772
1, 132
3,319

336
1,793

3,983
4,201
6,512

6,819
7,136

14,643
13, 150
7,269

4,045
3,815
7 076
7,842

3,047
589

4,244
4,041
4,028

1,827
3,701
4, 976
2, 725

3, 746
4, 081
3,145

6,214
21, 170

315
173
485
430
56

555
2,915
1:,189
3,510

372
1,948

3,910
4,608
6,636

7,022
7,530
14, 584
13, 164
7,594

4,130
3,887
7,210
7,952

3,289
644

4,813
4, 249
4,176

1,962
4,013
5,274
3,085

3 ,809
41032
3,447

6 575
22, 165

340
183
527
472
60

603
3,400
1,378
3,771

379
2,067

4,282
A:,952
6 ,958

7,443
7,801

15, 508
13,9798, 306
4,271
4,047
7,838
8,652

3,687
730

5 039
4,689
4,620

2 327
4,559
5,547
3,199

3,840
4 574
3,781

7 062
24, 385

370
194
578
522
66

662
3,8201,5699
4,494

435
2,408

5,029
5,966
7,864

8,577
9,049

17,295
16,145
9, 250

4,783
4, 439
8,935
10,018

4,192
852

5 ,820
5,2285,370
2,531
5, 164

16,281
3, 616
4,242
5,100
4,027

8 086
27, 540

428
224
670
605
77

767
5,012

5, 861
556

2,851

5,802
7,088

10,113

10,748
11, 121
23,05421 , 83
11, 134

6,519
5,878
11,258
13,064

5,429
1: 108
7,001
6,1856,643
3,332
6,791

' 8,052
4,549

5,3555,972
4,724

9 835
33, 791

481
252
752
679

6,031
2,557
7,110

676
3,098

6,121
7,927

13,157

12,145
13 846
27,765
26 80012,590
8,927
7,30613,224

11: 468

5 961I: 28J
7' 469

3,8227,660
2 9,018

4,987

5,987
6,145
5,205

11,365
34,198

3,748 3,939 4,229 4,724 6,001 6,977
2,545 2,721 2,998 3,379 4,302 5,185
1,445 1,483 1,670 1,908 2,374 2,711
3,471 3,780 4,260 5,061 6,442 6,951
1,959 2,073 2,204 2,436 3,005 3,182
2,664 2, 908 3,363 3,469 4, 166 4,182
1,040 1,173 1,307 1,394 1,627 1,741

571 670 787 927 1, 102 11,104

3,903 3,922 4, 006 4 538 4,998 5,553
2,707 2,985 3, 324 3:641 4,127 4,402

16, 956 16,735 17,143 17,441 19,841 22,590
206,115 214, 095 230, 504 ' 259,464 324,159 370,065

I The average rate of change for the 6 New England States was used to project dollar values for each of these
6 States for 1972-74.

0 Estimated by the average of the percentage change In Georgia and Alabama Index values. Total may not
sum due to rounding.a Revlid May 1974.

State
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TABLE 8.-FARM BUILDING VALUES: TOTAL VALUE OF FARM BUILDINGS, BY STATES, GROUPED BY FARM PRO-
DUCTION REGIONS, MAR. 1, 1970-75

(In millions of dollars)

State 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Northeast:
Maine ......................... 126 139 149 160 184 205
New Hampshire ................. 66 77 80 84 97 108
Vermont ...................... . 168 18 203 221 253 281
Massachusetts.................. 132 137 149 163 1 200Rhode Island.................1 14 15 f0 2Connecticut .................. .14 15 168 183 '2 233
Now York ..................... 1,04 1096 1,265 1,406 4 2171
New Jersey .................... 212 200 229 262 340 409
Pennsylvania................. 1,115 1,127 119 1,416 1,629 2,197
Delaware ....................... 64 64 64 73 92 111
Maryland ...................... 423 446 469 542 636 685Like Stoas:
Michigan .................. 1,134 I,103 1,195 1 388 1,584 1,653
Wisconsin .................. 1,378 1,461 1,555 1,855 2,183 2,418
Minnesota ...................... 1,739 1, 699 1,760 1 2,508 3:237

Corn Bell:
Ohio ........................... 1 ,41 1 875 1 965 2,239 2,773 3,097
Indiana ........................ 1,720 1, 830 1,880 2,163 2, 636 3,254
Illinois ......................... 2694 2,698 2,638 3,130 4,127 4,914
Iowa.................... 2236 2,185 2,23 2,616 34 4 234
Missouri ....................... 1,417 1,405 1,520 1,674 2,13 2, 228

Northern Plains:
North Dakota ................... 651 653 668 737 991 1,339
South Dakota ................... 642 521 538 586 770 950
Nebraska ...................... 856 815 878 992 1, 238 1, 441
Kansas ........................ 925 899 969 1,112 11,437 1,686

Appalachian:
Virginia.. .................. 762 783 870 981 1,260 1,371
West Virginia................. 190 194 218 251 323 37Q
North Carolina ............... 1 163 1,266 1,310 1 496 1, 778 1,87
Kentucky ...................... 1,095 1:113 1,214 1,338 1,565 1, 727
Tennessee ..................... 995 965 1,058 1,219 1,495 1,701

Southeast:
South Carolina .................. 447 451 531 572 746 848
Georila ........................ 825 843 948 1, 064 1,385 1, 547
Florida ..................... 517 559 582 5 653 I 829 920
Alabama ....................... 749 814 835 933 1,160 1,257Delta States:Mississippi .................. 817 766 764 836 1,044 455
Arkansas ...................... 722 694 778 857 991 1,001
Louisiana ...................... 481 465 507 536 624 682

Southern Plains:
Oklahoma ...................... 740 756 805 914 1,102 1,261
Taxis ......................... 2,202 2,283 2,487 2,782 3,379 3,386

Mountain:
Montana ....................... 457 485 516 572 720 830
Idaho ......................... 400 416 453 504 637 762
Wyoming ...................... 168 169 189 214 264 288
Colorado ....................... 413 431 481 567 715 765
New Mexico .................... 227 242 256 280 343 360
Arizona ........................ 189 215 238 250 296 293
Utah .......................... 168 182 200 211 242 258
Nevada ........................ 64 78 91 107 126 125

Pacific:
Washington .................... 782 745 764 844 920 1, 01
Oren..................... 541 600 658 714 801 A45

Callornia.. .......... 1,780 1,774 1,800 1,814 2,044 2,304

48 States .................... 37,581 38,075 40, 600 45, 487 56,308 64,036

; The average rate of change for the 6 Now England States was used to project dollar values for each of these 6 States
or 1972-74. Total may not sum due to rounding.



TABLE 9.-AVERAGE VALUE OF FARM REAL ESTATE PER OPERATING UNIT, BY STATE, GROUPED BY FARM
PRODUCTION REGION, 1971-75t

State 1971 1972 1973 1974 1075

Northest:
Maine I ......
New Hampshire .
Vermont ...............
Massachusetts .............
Rhode Island' ............
Connecticut a ........ .....
New York ...............
New Jersey ..................
Pennsylvania .....................
Delaware .....................
Maryland ....................

Lake Stetes:
Michig n .........................
Wisconsin. ..............
Minnesota ....................

Corn Belt:
Ohio .............................
Indiana ..........................
Illinois ...........................
Iowa ............................
Missouri ....................

Northern Plains:
North Dakota ................
South Dakota ................
Nebraska ........................
Kansas ..........................

Appalachian:
Virginia.... ............
West Virgini ..............
North Carolina ...............
Kentucky ...................
Tennessee .......................

Southeast:
South Carolina ...............
Georill ......................
Florlia.................
Alabama .........................

Delta States:
Mississippi.. ............
Arkansas .........................
Louisiana ........................

Southern Plains:
Oklahoma ...................
Texas .......................

Mountain:
Montane ........................
Idaho ............................
Wyoming .........................
Colorado .........................
New Mexico ......................
Arizona ..........................
Utah ........................ .
Nevada .....................

Pacific:
Washington .......................
Oregon ..........................
California ........................

48 States .......................

$40,800
61,400
71,600
76, 70079,60

1216,200
57,100

143,200
56,700

103,000
115,200

50,800
47,400
61,400

63,600
75,000

119,900
95,100
96,200
91,200
86,900

102,600
93,400
51,700
28,800
40, 800
34, 800
36, 200
50,500
60,300
148, 20043,600
53 600
66'700
83,100
80,100
105, 500

161,600
108,00
171,90(
137, 400
183,400
602,200
89,900333,100

116 500
104,000222,500
80,000

$6,20
69, 500
81,300
86,900
90,600

143,300
67,800

170,000
61, 700
107 800
124,300

6,300
51,400
65, 500

68, 100
78,400
128, 600
102, 40062,300
96, 500
92, 500

113,000
102, 800

58,70033,900
44,300
38,700
40,300
61,200
69,400

160,300
46,300

55,300
76,800
93,000
87,000

116,600
176900
120 300
195 900
157 500
198 200
572,800
103,300
391, 400

$53,000
79,600
93,300
99, 500

103,100
164, 60,J
77,600

202,200

127,00
146, 400

6,900
62,500
74,600
79,100
90,900

144,500
120,000
69,900

110,700
102,700
130,700
120, 500
67, 600
41,000
53,100
43,500
47,600

67,900
79, 7001,900
53 700

62,500
80,800
101, 200

100 700
131 700
200, 70O
137,00
226, 600
190, 300
222 800
619,100
113 700
461 100

122, 300 138 200
117 500 130,600
231 500 235,500

87,400 99, 00

54-39? 0 - 75 - 45

$2,500
9000110:200

117,600
121,600
194, 400
103,700215, 500

97,30
162, 500
175, 200

78,200
70, 2O

99,10
112, 800
194, 200
163 50090,200
152,700137,400
167,000
157,200

88, 800
53,400
64,800
51,500
59,400

91,300
104,800
246 700
68,50
79,900

103:100
121,200

123,900
161,600

257, 00
176.900
281,900
246,500
279:600
756,100
134,800
548,300

154,000
150,300267,900
125,500

$70,200
,600

123,800
132,100
136,400
218,300
122,500
327,400
1111 400
203
1828 00

21 600

82 ,00
84 ,700

124, 900

112,000
140, 400
235,700
203,500
95,200

211,600
172,800
1",100
188,300

981,900
60,500
70,700

216800

104,700
118.200
276,300
76,100
89,30010:100

133,60
144,800
163:500

3,300
214,800
325,900
265,000
296, 100
772,200
144,300
549,400
171,100
160,300
305,100
143,900

I March I values (total value of farm real estate divided by number of farms projected from the 1969 Census of Agri.
culture).

I The average rate of change for the 6 New England States was used to project dollar values for each of these 6 States
for 1972-74. Estimated on basis of Georgia and Alabama Index values.
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APPENDIX XIII

orFcCE or rEDERAL SERVICES
1401P $11 u N y *AV17NTON C OW-101 U' Sgt$

July 17, 1975

Senator Gaylord Nelson
Chairman, Select Committee

on Small Business
424 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C, 20510

Attention: Herbert L. Spire

Duar Senator Nelson:

Enclosed herewith are ten copies of a statement of our
firm's views concerning the impact of federal taxation on small busi-
ness, We would like to have the statement inserted in the record
of the current hearings on small business tax needs.

We appreciate this opportunity to present our views and
would be pleased to be of any assistance possible in this important
matter.

Yours very truly,

A? eSwenson

Enclosures:
As above

ice
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SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS
HEARINGS ON SMALL BUSINESS TAX NEEDS

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO.

We are pleased to have this opportunity to present briefly

our views before this Committee in connection with your consideration

of the impact of federal taxation on small business.

Price Waterhouse & Co. is a firm of independent public

accountants which has a large and diverse professional accounting

practice in the United States serving both large and small companies.

A major part of our practice consists of advising small business as to

financial, tax and accounting matters related to their operations.

Through the performance of these services, we are cognizant of the

problems that small businessmen encounter in attempting to obtain suf-

ficient capital for a new enterprise or for expansion of a successful

venture. An income tax system has an inherent bins against savings.

Additional incentives to small business through changes in our federal

tax structure can help to attract investors and to retain internally

generated capital for continued growth.

Of particular concern are those small companies with inno-

vative products or services so essential to the U.S. economy through

the creation of additional employment and growth in national produc-

tion. Many of these companies are in their formative stages or in the

early years of their development and accordingly lack the financial

resources to develop their organization, obtain or expand production

facilities, and market their products or services.
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Capital formation and capital recovery aryjssential to

the growth of these small companies. Many sources of financing are

closed to them. Financial institutions understandably are reluctant

to supply intermediate or long-term financing as adequate security

for such loans is usually not available. In addition, few equity

investors are interested because of the risks of loss. Consequently,

management of these companies consume a substantial part of their

time and energy in attempting to arrange financing otherwise divert-

ing them from the production and marketing of goods or services.

In recent years much attention has been directed towards

the use of the tax system to aid small business. We participated in

the work of the President's Task Force on Improving the Prospects of

Small Business, which in its report of March, 1970 offered tax proposals

with particular emphasis on the allowance carrying forward losses and

the establishment of reserves to finance receivables and inventories

during the early years of operation.

Our recommendations for the items to be given highest prior-

ity at this time are as follows:

I. Provisions to Encourage Establishment of New Enterprises

A. Proposals Previously Recommended:

1. Eliminate the limitation on the period for carryforward

of net operating losses. Businesses should be permitted

to recover their economic losses before incurring a

tax burden. Frequently, new businesses require more
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than five years to reach the point where they have

established a solid market for their product or

service and have turned the corner financially.

2. Establish allowable risk reserves to assist the

financing of receivables and inventories. During

the first years of the business' existence, a deduction

should be allowed from taxable income of modest provi-

sions for a "small business risk reserve." This would

help retention of earnings in the early stages to

finance receivables and inventories. It is a counter-

part to initial and accelerated depreciation allowances

where depreciable property is involved. Many small

businesses are not capital-intensive but working capital-

intensive. They need this assistance. The reserve

deductions could be kept within limitations by limiting

deductions to a percentage of tax basis receivables

and inventories. To avoid abuses, amounts released

from these reserves would have to be taxed at ordinary

rates.

B. Provide a lower nominal tax rate on the net operating income

of a new corporation during the early years of its existence,

for example, the first three years. Such lower tax rate

would be desirable to encourage the infusion of risk capital

into business.
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C. Permit the deduction of organizational expenses of

partnerships and proprietorships. Deductions of

similar expenses are presently permitted for corpora-

tions and there should be no distinction in treatment

by reason of the form in which a business operates.

D. Provide more flexibility for Subchapter S corpora-

tions through increasing the number of permissible

shareholders from ten to fifteen and revise some of

the technical provisions which cause inadvertent

termination of Subchapter S status. The implementa-

tion of these changes would provide small businesses

with more flexibility in, operations and enable them

to attract additional capital investment. In addition,

the present rules operate as technical traps which

defeat the benefits which were intended when the

Subchapter S provisions were enacted.

E. Increase the limitation on amounts allowable as ordinary

losses under Section 1244. Section 1244 was enacted in

1958 and the limitations of $25,000 ($50,000 in the case

of a husband and wife filing a joint return) contained

in that section do not reflect the inflation which has

taken place since 1958.
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II. Provisions to Assist Small Business Growth

A. Increase the Section 179 limitation on assets qualify-

ing for the additional first year depreciation allowance.

Section 179 was enacted in 1958 and the limitations on

qualifying assets of $10,000 ($20,000 in the case of a

husband and wife filing a joint return) do not reflect

the inflation which has taken place since 1958, nor

does it meet the demand for accelerated capital recovery,

a vital factor in the continued growth of the small

business enterprise.

Provide for a permanent increase in the investment credit

to an effective rate of"10% and a permanent increase in

the amount of used property eligible for the investment

credit. The Tax Reduction Act of 1975 provided for an

increase in the investment tax credit percentage and the

amount of used property eligible for the investment credit

for the two-year period, 1975-1976. Such increases should

be made permanent, inasmuch as it is difficult for busi-

nesses to plan their affairs with temporary provisions in

the Code. Furthermore, the credit should be allowed in

its entirety by eliminating the limitation with respect

to taxable income and amending the carryover provisions

permitting the credit to be refundable. This will provide

for greater immediate recovery of capital expansion even-

though operating losses may be sustained.
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C. Provide for a permanent increase to $50,000 in the sur-

tax exemption and a reduction in the tax rate to 20% on

the first $25,000 of taxable income. These provisions

were contained in the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 and

apply to all corporations only for the calendar year 1975.

As indicated in the preceding recommendation, these

changes should be made permanent so that businesses may

avoid the difficulty of planning their affairs with

temporary provisions in the Code.

D. Provide for faster depreciation recovery by simplifying

or eliminating the complex CLADR rules or adopt a simpli-

fied capital cost recovery system. The adoption of either

of these approaches would moderate the adverse effects of

inflation on the real value of cost recovery allowances

and on the capacity of small businesses to finance addi-

tionb to their production facilities. In addition, such

provisions would generally simplify the law and regulations

surrounding capital cost recovery, thereby reducing the

burdens and expense of compliance by small business tax-

payers.

E. Develop a simplified LIFO procedure for inventory costing.

Under the LIFO procedure a business may minimize the taxes

it would otherwise be required to pay currently on infla-

tionary profits. The technical provisions contained in

the LIFO regulations place an extreme burden on most small-
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businesses and in many cases discourage companies from

adopting LIFO. We commend the recent statement by

Frederic W. Hickman, Assistant Treasury Secretary for

Tax Policy, concerning the development of a simplified

LIFO procedure.

III. Provisions for the Continuation of Small Business Enterprises

A. Provide that Sections 303 and 6166 will apply where the

closely-held business interest is more than 20. of the

gross estate instead of the present 35/50% limitations.

The reduction in these limitations will enable the succes-

sors to the interest in the closely-held business to

continue the business rather than forcing a liquidation

or sale of all or a part of the business in order to meet

tax burdens.

B. Provide maximum limitations on the valuation of interests

in small businesses for estate and gift tax purposes.

Specific guidelines, perhaps limited to net book value,

would reduce the burdens and expense of disagreements

between the continuing owners of the business and the

Internal Revenue Service and would encourage the continua-

tion rather than the liquidation of the business interests.
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The recommendations presented above represent some of the

areas in which we feel the growth of small businesses can be encour-

aged through the tax structure and the adverse effects of inflation

can be moderated. We appreciate the opportunity to present our state-

ment to the Committee on this very important and timely matter. As

the Committee formalizes its specific recommendations, we would be

pleased to offer additional comments and suggestions representing our

understanding of the needs of the small business community.

July 17, 1975
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f PI NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS

15TH AND M STREETS, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005

F4IKATIH, tL H ROG TELEX 89 2600 TELEPHONE 1202) 452-0200
INCUTIVE VIet PII(60110

July 23, 1975

The Honorable Gaylord Nelson
Chairman
Select Committee on Small Business
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On behalf of the National Association of Home Builders, I should like
to offer our comments in connection with the Committee's hearings
on the effects of proposed tax reforms on the needs of small business.

NAHB is the trade association of the home building industry with a
membership consisting of more than 73, 000 firms in 602 state and
local associations throughout the United States. A substantial number
of NAHB's membership consists of small businessmen, operating both
in incorporated and unincorporated form. For instance, about half of
the builders of single family homes construct fewer than 50 units per
year. Because of this orientation NAHB has an important stake in
the work of the Select Committee.

Our interest in tax reform is further heightened as we search for ways
to counteract the serious housing depression which presently besets our
industry. In 1974 there were 1.35 million housing units started. This
was 34. 3% below the 2. 06 million units started in 1973 and 43. 2% below
the 2.38 million units started in 1972. We now estimate there will be
only 1.1 - 1.2 million units started in 1975, 10.4% below 1974. Help
is urgently needed.

We believe tax law changes could play a major part in paving the way
to a housing recovery, and with it, the survival of the many small
businessmen and their employees who are engaged in home building and
related businesses. Home building has, in the past, served to lead the
country out of serious economic declines, and, it can do so again, if
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given the proper stimulus. Unfortunately, the recently passed anti-
recessionary tax cuts offered little assistance to small builders, or
for that matter, to other small businessmen who face a continuing
economic crisis.

Tax Measures Affecting All Small Businesses

A series of proposals which would liberalize the tax treatment of all
small businesses was acted on favorably by the House Ways and Means
Committee last year. These would be beneficial to small business
homebuilders and we urge that your Committee recommend their
enactment. These include:

(a) First Year Depreciation Allowance

Increasing from $10, 000 to $15, 000 the amount of property
which may qualify for the additional first year depreciation
allowance and elimination of the requirement that the
property have a useful life of 6 years or more.

(b) Net Operating Loss Carryover

Increasing from 5 to 10 years the period over which net
operating losses may be carried during the first 10 years
of operation of a business.

(c) Close of Taxable Year on Partner's Death

Permitting the closing of a partnership's taxable year as
of the date of death of a partner, instead of waiting until
the close of the partnership's taxable year or the date his
interest is sold, exchanged or liquidated.

(d) Subchapter S Corporations

Liberalizing the rules governing Subchapter S corporations.
This includes increasing the number of shareholders from
10 to 15; permitting certain trusts to be shareholders; not
counting the estate of a deceased spouse as a shareholder
for purpose of determining the number of shareholders of
a corporation; and termination of a Subchapter S election
only upon a new shareholder's refusal to consent to the
continuation.
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Tax Measures Affecting Small Businessmen-Home Builders

With reference to Subchapter S corporations, we should like to suggest
a further liberalization relating directly to small businessmen engaged
in construction and operation of residential rental property. Under
existing law, income derived by a small business corporation from
residential rental property is treated as passive investment income,
thereby disqualifying the corporation from Subchapter S treatment (where
such income represents more than 20% of the gross receipts of such
corporation). We believe that real property held in the conduct of the
business of renting real property is property actively used in the conduct
of a trade or business, and the income derived from such property should
not be treated as passive income. Accordingly, we recommend that
existing law be changed so as to permit small corporations engaged in the
active operation of residential rental property to utilize the provisions of
Subchapter S.

An additional tax incentive to home builders would be the extension of the
investment tax credit to the construction of residential property. An
increase in the investment tax credit was included in the Tax Reduction
Act of 1975 as one of the major means of restoring the nation's economic
health. However, its principal effect was to stimulate large industries'
investment in plant and machinery and it is of little use to home builders.

We urge that the Committee endorse a proposal offered by Representative
Henry Helstoski and considered during the mark up of the Tax Reduction
Act by the House Ways and Means Committee. It would provide for a two-
year period an investment tax credit for the construction of new residential
units, whether single or multifamily. The credit would be based on a
builder's actual construction costs, including materials, labor, and
subcontractor costs, but not land, incurred during the taxable year. Such
a credit would stimulate the construction of new residences and help
revitalize the home building industry.

While this idea might appear a costly one, we believe that the new construction
it would stimulate would be sufficient to more than return to the Treasury any
tax loss. For each 100, 000 new single family homes that would be constructed
as a result of this incentive, we estimate that $405 million in additional Federal
taxes would be generated directly as a result of the 370. 6 million man-hours
of employment these units would create. In addition, this activity would
generate an indirect impact on the rest of the economy as a result of
purchasing of materials and other supplies and services amounting to $405
million in Federal taxes. If construction activity were increased by 500, 000
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units above the present estimate of 1. 1-1. 2 million units to be built in 1975.
direct and indirect Federal tax revenues would be approximately $4 billion.
An increase to this level of activity of 1. 7 million units is realistic and
achievable. In fact, it represents the number of units needed just to meet
new household formations each year.

We also recommend adoption of a proposal for the creation of an investment
account for dealers in real estate. Such proposal would provide that a
person who was adealer in real property could receive capital gains
treatment on the sale of real property held for investment provided the
following requirements were satisfied: (1) within 30 days after acquisition.
the taxpayer elects to identify the real property as property held for investment;
(2) the taxpayer refrains from improving the property through expenditures
of more than 15% of the market value thereof; and (3) the taxpayer holds the
property for more than 18 months.

The home building industry has suffered longer and more severely during
the current economic downturn than any other industry. Yet, it seems
housing is still being used as an anti-inflationary weapon while other
Industries are receiving stimuli by tax laws in order to reverse the nation's
recession. This is extremely unfair to the many thousands whose housing
needs are unmet, but it is a grave economic injustice to the industry and
the many small businessmen who comprise the large majority of our
nation's home builders.

Sincerely,

Nathaniel H. Rogg
Executive Vice President

0

EST Cp y .. AVAILABLE
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